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PREFACE

The general objective of the contract
under which the present report was prepared
is to conduct long term research required
to develop an Information Analysis Service
in the area of Human Engineering designed
to meet the needs of individuals responsible
for the development of equipment operated
by military personnel. One method for par-
tially meeting this objective is to prepare
and disseminate useful bibliographies. The
present bibliography is one of a series
which, it is hoped, meets the criterion of
utility.
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INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE BIBLIOGRAPHY

Personnel responsible for the human factors considerations in the
design and development of equipment have a major need for rapid and
easy access to the literature pertinent to their work. The fact that
the literature associated with human engineering derives from several
hundred different journals and periodicals as well as a host of publica-
tions from governmental, industrial, and academic laboratories pre-
sents a compelling requirement for the development of useful biblio-
graphic aids. The present bibliography is one of a planned series
of annual bibliographies 1 of literature pertinent to human engineer-
ing, which has been designed to meet this requirement.

The scope and character of the present bibliography was influ-
enced by two major considerations. The first related to the question
of maximizing use of the bibliography is terms of ease and accuracy.
The second consideration related to the selection of references as
contents of the bibliography.

Recommendations and solutions relating to the design of the
bibliography for facile use derived primarily from a report 2 which
summarized an extensive study of bibliographic systems which might
be used for human engineering literature. Specific features of the
present bibliography which follow the recommendations of the re-
port are the "Topical Outline of the Literature in Human Engineer-
ing" (Part I), the "Alphabetical Index to the Human Engineering
Literature" (Part III), and the form and content of "Citations
and Abstracts" (Part IV).

Regarding the selection of references for inclusion in the present
bibliography, the project staff was influenced by several considera-
tions. For one, the staff reviewed the interest and preoccupation of
human engineers (as reflected in symposia, publications, etc.) and
selected references to meet the broad spectrum of revealed interests.
The validity of these choices has been partially assessed upon the
basis of user reaction to the previously published bibliographies. A
second consideration in the selection of references was the decision
that the document had to be available to the project staff for de-
tailed examination prior to coding and abstracting. This meant, for

1 To date four such bibliographies have been published: "Human Engineer-

ing Bibliography, 1955-1956," ONR Report ACR-24, "Human Engineering
Bibliography, 1956-19579" ONR Report ACR-32, "Human Engineering Bibli-
ography, 1957-1958," CiUR Repoot ACR-43, and "Human Engineering Bibli-
ography, 195G-1959,' OUR Repo<L ACR-55.

2 D.Bo Devoe, Ann Solomon, and E.V. Saul, ",- Proposed System for Diblio-
graphic Services in hom 1an Eaqgireeing," CorLracL Nonr 494(09), Tufts
University Report submitted to Special Devices Center, Office of Naval
Research, May 1955, 15 pp. and appendices,
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the most part, that if the document was not among the acquisitions of
the project it would not be included in the bibliography. However,
since the acquisition of documents pertinent to human engineering is a
major effort of the project, most documents will be referenced in
these annual bibliographies over a period of years. The final major
consideration was that, insofar as possible, the selected references
for the present bibliography be from the publication period January
1960 to December 1960.1 This requirement was modified to permit the
inclusion of a moderate number of documents from earlier publication
periods, which had only recently been acquired and which were judged
especially relevant to human engineering.

In summation, then, the purpose of the present bibliography is
to provide a useful compilation of references to the human engineering
literature which reflects the most current acquisitions of the Human
Engineering Information and Analysis Service, Tufts University.

INSTRUCTIONS AND ILLUSTRATIONS IN
THE USE OF THE PRESENT BIBLIOGRAPHY

The search for and location of references on a specific topic may
proceed in three ways.

(1) The user should examine the categories in the "Topical Outline
of the Literature in Human Engineering" (Part I), noting the Code Cate-
gory Numbers of those categories deemed pertinent to his problem. He
should then locate these Numbers in the "Facsimile of Subject Matter
Files" (Part II) and note the listed Accession Numbers. Finally, he
should locate these Accession Numbers in the list of "Citations and
Abstracts" (Part IV).

(2) The user should examine the contents of the "Alphabetical In-
dex to the Human Engineering Literature" (Part III) for terms which are
descriptive of or synonymous with his problem and note the Code Category
Numbers and corresponding pages under which such material has been
coded. He should then check the content description of these categories
in Part I, then proceed to obtain the Accession Numbers for the selected
categories in Part II, and finally, examine the citations and abstracts
in Part IV.

(3) The user wishing to retrieve the citations of work by a par-
ticular author should examine the "Author Index" (Part V) and note the
Accession Numbers following the author's name. He should then locate
these Numbers in Part IV.

'Since a number of documents published during this period were not avail-
able for examination by the coding staff, they are not cited in the
present bibliography. However, most of them should become available
during the coming year and will probably be part of successive biblio-
graphies of the present project, i.e., each successive bibliography
in the series will attempt to include the citations which were not
included in the previous publication.
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In general, users of Part I should routinely search the Biblio-
graphies and General References categories (0.1.0, 2.1.0, 3.1.0,
4.1.0, 5.1.0, 5.2.0, 5.3.0, 5.4.0, 5.5.0, 6.1.0, 7.1.0, 8.1.0, 9.1.0,
10.1.0, 11.1.0, 12.1.0, 13.1.0, 14.1.0) in addition to the specific
topic categories relevant to their problem. Likewise, if the topic
categories of interest are subordinate to some categories in Part I,
the supraordinate category should be searched, since articles cross-
cutting several subordinate categories were frequently classified
into the related supraordinate category. In addition, the user should
examine the references in the frequently cross-referenced categories.

It is recognized that the suggested procedures for the use of the
present bibliography tend to force the user to work through Part I and
Part II. Though more direct retrieval procedures are possible, those
which are suggested tend to insure that the user will obtain an over-
view of all the subject matter categories and perceive the functional
relationship among spatially proximal categories.

Illustrative Search Problem A

Given the need for information pertinent to the design of bearing
scales for use with a radarscope, the user would examine Part I and
discover that category 3.5.2 (Range and bearing scales and aids) was
relevant to his problem. He should also note the category 3.5.0
(Radarscopes and other cathode-ray-tube displays) was supraordinate
to 3.5.2 and deduce that information pertinent to his problem might
be found in this category. The user should also note the cross-
referenced categories of 3.6.0, 3.15.0, and 7.7.2. Finally, the user
should plan to examine the category 3.1.0 (Bibliographies and general
references pertinent to visual inputs and processes). Having decided
that the above indicated categories are pertinent to the problem, the
user would then obtain the Accession Numbers opposite these Code Cate-
gory Numbers in Part II and then look up the Accession Numbers in
Part IV.

Illustrative Search Problem B

Given the need for information pertinent to the design of bearing
scales for use with a radarscope, the user would turn to Part III
and locate such terms as "Bearing information aids," "Bearing informa-
scales," "Radar," etc., and note the Code Category Numbers - 3.5.2
and 3.5.0 - and their corresponding pages in Part I. The user should
then verify the codes by referring to Part I and then look up the
categories in Part II for the Accession Numbers, which will refer him
to appropriate entries in Part IV.
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TOPICAL OUTLINE OF THE LITERATURE IN HUMAN ENGINEERING

1.0.0 HUMAN ENGINEERING: METHODS, FA- 3.8.6 Evaluation and comparison of

CILITIES, EQUIPMENT AND GENERAL indicators and scales

REFERENCES 3.9.0 Legibility of letters, numerals
and other symbolic forms

1.1.0 Bibliographies and general 3.9.1 Design of characters

references 3.9.2 Color and contrast between

1.2.0 Methods and design procedures symbol and background

1.2.1 Statistical methods 3.9.3 Viewing conditions

1.2.2 Methods of task and per- 3.10.0 Printed materials

sonnel description 3.10.1 Graphs and tables
1.2.3 Psychophysical methods 3.10.2 Maps and charts
1.2.4 Physiological methods 3.10.3 Decals, check lists, instruc-
1.2.5 Special techniques tion charts, etc.

1.3.0 General equipment and apparatus 3.10.4 Evaluation of types of printed
1.4.0 Facilities in human engineering materials

3.10.5 Photography and photo-inter-
2.0.0 SYSTEMS OF MEN AND MACHINES pretation

3.11.0 Camouflage or concealment
2.1.0 Bibliographies and general 3.12.0 Visual coding

references 3.12.1 Object characteristics

2.2.0 Design of systems and operations 3.12.2 Light coding
2.2.1 Communication and informa- 3.13.0 Optical aids

tion theory 3.13.1 Devices for visual enhancement
2.2.2 Game or decision theory and 3.13.2 Protective devices

linear programming 3.14.0 Other factors affecting visual per-
2.2.3 Computers and simulation formance
2.2.4 Queueing theory and work 3.15.0 Basic visual data related to the

measurement techniques design and use of equipment
2.3.0 Research and evaluation of systems 3.15.1 Individual differences and

2.3.1 Assignment of functions to anomalies
men or machines 3.15.2 Threshold visibility

2.3.2 Groups as system components 3.15.3 Adaptation, pre-adaptation,
2.3.3 Communications systems and pre-exposure
2.3.4 Transportation systems 3.15.4 Perception of color
2.3.5 Production maintenance and 3.15.5 Brightness discrimination

supply systems 3.15.6 Acuity
2.3.6 Air traffic control system 3.15.7 Special effects dependent upon

fixation or exposure time

3.0.0 VISUAL INPUTS AND PROCESSES 3.15.8 Eye movements
3.15.9 Perception of depth,

3.1.0 Bibliographies and general distance, and size

references 3.15.10 Perception of form,

3.2.0 Natural ambient lighting contour, and pattern
3.2.1 Daytime light 3.15.11 Perception of number,
3.2.2 Twilight and night angle, and direction

3.2.3 Special conditions af- 3.15.12 Perception of movement
fecting visibility 3.16.0 Equipment and methods for

3.2.4 Glare basic and applied problems

3.3.0 Artificial ambient lighting in vision
3.3.1 Considerations of illumina- 3.16.1 Tests of color vision

tion 3.16.2 Other tests of visual

3.3.2 Lighting systems, outdoor performance
3.3.3 Lighting systems, indoor 3.16.3 Equipment and methods
3.3.4 Illumination, unusual for basic visual re-

characteristics search problems
3.4.0 Lighting of instruments 3.16.4 Simulators for specific

3.4.1 Direct lighting and flood- applied problems
lighting 4.0.0 AUDITORY INPUT AND PROCESSES,

3.4.2 Indirect lighting INCLUDING SPEECH PRODUCTION AND
3.4.3 Color and intensity of il- INTELLIGIBILITY

lumination
3.4.4 Comparisons of methods and 4.1.0 Bibliographies and general

types references
3.5.0 Radarscopes and other cathode-ray 4.2.0 Ambient noise

displays 4.2.1 Measurement of noise
3.5.1 Signal detectability level
3.5.2 Range and bearing scales and 4.2.2 Noise reduction and

aids control
3.5.3 Size, shape, lighting, etc., 4.2.3 General industrial and

of screen equipment noise
3.6.0 Television and motion picture 4.2.4 Aircraft and weapons

displays noise
3.7.0 Pictorial and symbolic displays 4.2.5 Submarine and ship noise

3.7.1 Outside-in and inside-out 4.2.6 Effects of ambient noise
displays and blast on performance

3.7.2 Combining pictorial and sym- 4.2.7 Noise-induced hearing
bolic display elements loss

3.7.3 Comparisons among types of 4.3.0 Effects of auditory equip-
displays ment components

3.8.0 Indicators and scales 4.3.1 Input devices
3.8.1 Counters 4.3.2 Transmission devices
3.8.2 Pointers 4.3.3 Output devices
3.8.3 Scales: shape, size, and direc- 4.4.0 Evaluations of specific

tion of increase systems in speech communi-
3.8.4 Scales: divisions and markings cation
3.8.5 Design of scales for qualita- 4.4.1 Telephone and intercom

tive readings systems



4.4.2 Radio systems 6.2.0 Comparison of input channels
4.5.0 Evaluations of specific sys- 6.2.1 Comparisons of visual

tems in non-verbal auditory and auditory channels
display 6.2.2 Comparisons of channels

4.5.1 Intermittent warning other than visual and
and signaling devices auditory

4.5.2 Telegraphic systems 6.3.0 Intersensory effects
4.5.3 Sonar and other under- 6.3.1 Facilitation and inhi-

water sound systems bition of reception
4.5.4 Flybar 6.3.2 Factors determining orien-

4.6.0 Characteristics of auditory tation in space
signals in relation to coding

4.7.0 Special auditory skills 7.0.0 BODY MEASUREMENTS, BASIC PHYSIO-
4.8.0 Basic data in the production LOGICAL CAPACITIES, BASIC AND

and perception of speech COMPLEX MOTOR PERFORMANCE
4.8.1 Basic characteristics

of speech 7.1.0 Bibliographies and general

4.8.2 Speech audiometry and articu- references

lation testing 7.2.0 Anthropometric measurements

4.8.3 Speech masking and the sig- 7.2.1 Body size, stationary

nal-to-noise ratio 7.2.2 Body size in motion or

4.8.4 Speech distortion in unusual positions

4.8.5 Individual differences and 7.3.0 Body mechanics

anomalies 7.3.1 Extent of limb movement

4.8.6 Language design 7.3.2 Flexibility of movement

For Training in voice communi- 7.3.3 Muscular strength and

cation - see 14.1.0 endurance

4.B.7 Synthetic speech 7.4.0 Equipment and methods used

4.9.0 Basic data in audition in HE research on anthropometry

4.9.1 Basic attributes: pitch 7.5.0 Basic physiological capa-

4.9.2 Basic attributes: loudness cities
4.9.3 Basic attributes: timbre, 7.5.1 Equipment and methods in

duration, etc. research on basic physio-

4.9.4 Thresholds and related pheno- logical capacities

menma 7.6.0 Basic motor performance

4.9.5 After-effects of stimulation 7.6.1 Positioning movements

4.9.6 Stimulus mixture 7.6.2 Repetitive and rhythmic

4.9.7 Sound localization movements

4.9.8 Auditory patterns and meaning 7.6.3 Manual dexterity

4.9.9 Psychological scaling 7.6.4 Handedes

4.9.10 Norms, individual differences, 7.6.5 Handedness

and anomalies 7.6.6 Involuntary reflexes

For Non-verbal auditory training - 7.6.7 Equipment and methods in

see 14.1.0 HE research on basic

4.9.11 Physiological mechanisms motor performance

4.9.12 Equipment and methods in 7.7.0 Complex motor performance

research in audition and speech 7.7.1 Watchkeeping performance
7.7.2 Tracking performance

5.0.0 OTHER SENSORY INPUTS AND PRCAESSES 7.7.3 Serial performance
7.7.4 Equipment and methods in

5.1.0 Touch HE research on complex

5.1.1 Basic processes and data motor performance
5.1.2 Tactile coding
5.1.3 Vibratory stimuli used as sig- 8.0.0 DESIGN OF CONTROLS AND INTE-

nals and displays GRATION WITH DISPLAYS
5.1.4 Equipment and methods used in

HE research on touch 8.1.0 Bibliographies and general

5.2.0 Temperature sensitivity references
5.2.1 Basic processes and data 8.2.0 Standardization of controls
5.2.2 Equipment and methods used in 8.3.0 Types of controls

HE research on temperature 8.3.1 Rotary movement controls
sensitivity 8.3.2 Linear movement controls

5.3.0 Pain 8.3.3 Other types of controls
5.3.1 Basic processes and data 8.3.4 Multifunction controls: combined
5.3.2 Equipment and methods used in controls

HE research in pain 8.3.5 Comparisons among types of
5.4.0 Smell and taste controls: choice of type of

5.4.1 Basic processes and data control
5.4.2 Olfactory and gustatory sig- 8.4.0 Control coding

nals 8.4.1 Multiple dimensions
5.4.3 Equipment and methods used in 8.4.2 Labelling

HE research on smell and taste 8.5.0 Positioning and plane of operation

5.5.0 Kinesthesis of controls relative to operator
5.5.1 Basic processes and data 8.6.0 Special considerations relating to
5.5.2 Coding and signalling through prolonged adjustment

kinesthesis 8.7.0 Control dynamics
5.5.3 Equipment and methods used in 8.7.1 Display-control movement ratios

HE research on kinesthesis 8.7.2 Control loading
5.6.0 Vestibular functions For Human reaction times - see 7.6.4

5.6.1 Basic processes and data 8.7.3 Compatibility
5.6.2 Equipment and methods used in For Tracking - see 7.7.2

HE research on vestibular funt- 8.7.4 Aided controls
tions 8.7.5 Quickened displays

5.7.0 Time perception

6.0.0 INPUT CHANNELS: CHOICE AND 9.0.0 LAYOUT OP PANELS AND CONSOLES
INTERACTION

6.1.0 Bibliographies and general 9.1.0 Bibliographies and general referen-
references ces



9.2.0 Standardization of panels and con- 12.0.0 SPECIAL ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
soles AFFECTING PERFORMANCE

9.3.0 Location of panel relative to
operator and task 12.1.0 Bibliographies and general

9.4.0 Grouping of components on panels references
and consoles 12.2.0 .. iermal environment

9.4.1 Ease of discrimination 12.2.1 Temperature, humidity,
9.4.2 Spatial dynamics and air velocity

9.5.0 Specific orientation of parts 12.2.2 Thermal radiation
12.3.0 Toxic environments

10.0.0 DESIGN OF WORK SPACE, EQUIPMENT, 12.4.0 Motion
AND FURNITURE 12.4.1 Speed and accelera-

tion
10.1.0 Bibliographies and general referen- 12.4.2 Vibration

ces 12.4.3 Motion sickness
10.2.0 Workplace design 12.5.0 Altitude and depth

10.2.1 Visibility 12.5.1 Atmospheric pressure
10.2.2 Ease and speed of movements 12.5.2 Oxygen requirements
10.2.3 Stowage 12.6.0 Nuclear and cosmic radia-

10.3.0 Furniture specifications tion
10.3.1 Seating and body support 12.7.0 Space travel
10.3.2 Seating arrangements 12.8.0 Sensory deprivation
10.3.3 Work surfaces For Factors determining orienta-

10.4.0 Passageways, entrances, exits tion in space - see 6.3.2
10.5.0 Tools For Unusual characteristics of
10.6.0 Design for complex motor coordina- artificial ambient lighting

tion tasks affecting visual performance - see
10.7.0 Design for maintenance 3.3.4
10.8.0 Design for portability in the de- For Effects of ambient noise and blast

sign of equipment on performance - see 4.2.6
10.9.0 Design for safety 12.9.0 Special equipment and methods uti-

10.9.1 Motor vehicle safety lized in the study of the effects
10.9.2 Air safety of special environments on per-

10.10.0 Specific work places and equipments formance
not elaborated below

10. 10.1 Cockpits, space cabins, cap- 13.0.0 INDIVIDUAL FACTORS, WORK CONDITIONS,
sules AND TASK CHARACTERISTICS THAT AFFECT

10.10.2 Aircraft BEHAVIORAL EFFICIENCY
10.10.3 Sea and landcraft
10.10.4 Fire control (weapons) 13.1.0 Bibliographies and general refer-

systems and equipment 
ences

10.10. usteian equipment 13.2.0 Factors pertaining to the indi-
10.10.5 Industrial equipment vidual

11.0.0 CLOTHING AND PERSONAL EQUIPMENT 13.2.1 Motivation and emotion
13.2.2 Intelligence and aptitudes

11.1.0 Bibliographies and general 13.2.3 Thought processes

references 13.2.4 Attention, alertness, vigilance

11.2.0 Clothing ensembles 13.3.0 Interactions between individual

11.2.1 thermal protection factors and work factors

11.2.2 Pressure suits ' 13.3.1 Effects of individual under-

11.2.3 Other types of protec- standing

tive clothing 13.3.2 Acceptability of equipment
bics fand/or task

11.2.4 Fabrics for clothing 13.3.3 Fatigue and behavior decrement
11.3.0 Clothing components 13.3.4 Stress

11.3.1 Belting 13.4.0 Work, rest, and efficiency
11.3.2 Body gear 13.4.1 Conditions of work
11.3.3 Headgear 13.4.2 Methods of work
11.3.4 Handgear 13.4.3 Levels of complexity
11.3.5 Footgear 13.4.4 Unusual characteristics of the

11.4.0 Clothing size work

11.5.0 Personal equipment

11.5.1 Ear defenders 13.5.0 Effects of physiological factors

For Protective devices - on performance

see 3.13.2 13.5.1 Sleep

11.5.2 Sleeping bags 13.5.2 Diet, food, and nutrition

11.5.3 Packs and carriers 13.5.3 Effects of drugs

11.5.4 Parachutes, life jackets, 13.5.4 Effects of aging

and survival equipment 14.0.0 TRAINING AIDS AND DEVICES AND THEIR USE
11.5.5 Prosthetics

11.6.0 Effects of combinations of 14.1.0 Bibliographies and general refer-
clothing and personal equip- ences
ment
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in HE research on clothing 15.1.0 Personnel psychology relevant to HE
and personal equipment 15.2.0 Social psychology relevant to HE



PART I

TOPICAL OUTLINE OF
THE LITERATURE IN HUMAN ENGINEERING

The Topical Outline of the Literature in Human
Engineering (T.O.) which appears on the succeeding pages
is a reflection of many considerations. It is the project
staff's best estimate of a functional organization of topic
headings pertinent to human engineering. The topic head-
ings represent an appropriate description of the published
literature as it became available to the project staff.
As has the present outline, future forms of the T.O. are
expected to reflect both user reaction and publication
trends.

In the past, it has been customary to reflect code
category changes that have occurred between the new biblio-
graphy and that of previous years. This practice has been
discontinued. Some code categories which appear in the
first four editions of the T.O., have been deleted and
their material subsumed under more appropriate headings.
Other categories have been expanded; new categories have
been added. This has resulted in such circumstances as
code numbers (7.6.6, etc.) being assigned to different
categories from one year to the next. Rather than possibly
confusing the reader by attempting to relate the accumu-
lated changes, it is recommended that the user approach
each 1.0. as an independent unit whose relation to preced-
ing outlines is historical but not necessarily functional.
Each new topical outline supersedes all previous ones.
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TOPICAL OUTLINE OF THE LITERATURE IN HUMAN ENGINEERING

1.0.0 HUMAN ENGINEERING: METHODS, FACILITIES, EQUIPMENT, AND GENERAL REFERENCES.

This section includes general or heterogeneous texts, review articles, etc., on
human engineering; discussion and information concerning methods and apparatus
used in human engineering research; descriptions of agencies, institutions, and
facilities engaged in human engineering research and application.

References to specific aspects of human engineering such as vision, audition, etc.,
may be found in the appropriately designated sections of the outline, e.g., for
special references and bibliographies on vision, see code 3.1.0.

1.1.0 GENERAL AND COMPREHENSIVE REFERENCES IN HUMAN ENGINEERING - texts, films,
handbooks, articles, and heterogeneous bibliographies that are relevant
to several phases of human engineering.

1.2.0 METHODS, EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN, AND PROCEDURES USED TO OBTAIN AND TREAT
INFORMATION PERTINENT TO HUMAN ENGINEERING - in general, specific data
obtained by way of the indicated methods are not included here but under
other relevant sections of the outline.

1.2.1 Mathematical and Statistical Methods - quantitative techniques for
the description and treatment of data, e.g., correlational tech-
niques, non-parametric statistics, mathematical models, Monte Carlo
techniques, stochastic formulations. For use of these techniques
in systems analysis see 2.2.0.

1.2.2 Methods of Task and Personnel Description and Assessment - tech-
niques designed to evaluate various processes in the total task,
e.g., job analysis, time and motion studies; also proficiency test-
ing, requirement setting.

1.2.3 Psychophysical Methods - includes methods such as constant stimuli,
limits, etc., and the construction of scales and/or techniques to
determine psychophysical thresholds, e.g., scales of seinsation.

1.2.4 Physiological Methods - includes those with general utility for
human engineering problems. For other specific methods see 7.5.1,
12.9.0.

1.2.5 Special Techniques - those techniques and methods not defined by
the above sections, e.g., critical incident techniques, and inter-
view methods.
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1.3.0 EQUIPMENT AND APPARATUS USED PRIMARILY IN HUMAN ENGINEERING RESEARCH -

includes general equipment applicable to several phases of human engineering
research. Information concerning equipment specifically designated for use
with problems in the areas included iii this outline may be found by refer-
ence to the particular equipment category in that section; e.g., vision
(3.16.0), audition (4.9.12), touch (5.1.4), temperature (5.2.2), pain
(5.3.2), smell and taste (5.4.3), kinesthesis (5.5.3), vestibular functions
(5.6.2), anthropometry (7.4.0), motor performance (7.6.7, 7.7.4), clothing
and personal equipment (11.8.0), special environmental effects (12.9.0).

1.4.0 FACILITIES IN HUMAN ENGINEERING - installations, agencies, and organizations
whose objectives, organization, and facilities are concerned with human
engineering research and application.

2.0.0 SYSTEMS OF MEN AND MACHINES

Materials and references regarding the behavior of men in interaction with men and
machines and acting as integrated systems are included here. In general, information
pertaining to a specific man-machine interaction may be found elsewhere in the topi-
cal outline.

2.1.0 BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND GENERAL WORKS ON SYSTEMS OF MEN AND MACHINES AND THEIR
COMPONENTS - includes definitions of operations and systems research as well
as descriptions of origin of the fields, scope of the fields, and processes
involved.

2.2.0 TECHNIQUES FOR THE DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF SYSTEMS AND OPERATIONS - oper-
ations and systems research methods in general. For pre-established methods
such as statistics, probability theory, cybernetics, and other psychologi-
cal methods consult 1.2.0.

2.2.1 Communication and Information Theory - includes basic concepts and
theoretical discussions of man as a link in communication systems,
signal detection theory.

2.2.2 Game or Decision Theory and Linear Programming.

2.2.3 Computers and Simulation - analog and digital computers, simulation
techniques, computer programming.

2.2.4 Queueing Theory and Work Measurement Techniques.

2.3.0 RESEARCH AND EVALUATION OF SYSTEMS - contains information and data on sys-
tems components, qystems processes and specific systems (their design and
functional efficiency) not elaborated below. Included are data on equip-
ment, jobs, and personnel problems. Personnel selection and proficiency
tests are included under specific system categories below. See also
15.1.0; for equipment and workplace design see 10.0.0.

2.3.1 Assignment of Functions to Men or Machines - contains material on
man as a system component with practically oriented studies on re-
ception of information, processing information, and transmission
of information. For tracking see 7.7.2; for watchkeeping see 7.7.1.

2.3.2 Groups as System Components - performance as a function of group
structure, task, and interpersonal factors, e.g., leadership, crew
assembly, problem-solving, work organization and layout; for rele-
vant problems in social psychology see 15.2.0.

2.3.3 Communication Systems - includes variables important in communica-
tion and evaluations of specific communication systems. For infor-
mation on components of auditory and speech systems see 4.3.0,
4.4.0, 4.5.0; for machine translation see 4.8.6.
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2.3.4 Transportation Systems - includes weapon systems such as aircraft
and missiles, ground transportation systems, and ocean transporta-
tion systems. For evaluation of components see 10.10.2, 10.10.3,
10.10.4.

2.3.5 Production Maintenance and Supply Systems - for evaluation of com-
ponents see 10.10.0; for maintenance design factors see 10.7.0.

2.3.6 Air Traffic Control System - includes history of the problem and
evaluation of equipment and operational variables.

3.0.0 VISUAL INPUTS AND PROCESSES

References on basic visual data related to the design and use of equipment, prob-
lems of natural and artificial lighting, specific visual displays, and equipment
and methods for basic and applied problems in vision are included.

3.1.0 BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND GENERAL REFERENCES PERTINENT TO VISUAL INPUTS AND
PROCESSES.

3.2.0 NATURAL AMBIENT LIGHTING - includes general methods of measurement, effects
on visual detection, visual range, and other visual tasks; excludes basic
visual data (3.15.0).

3.2.1 Daytime Light - includes indoor and outdoor situations, object
color and visibility. For visibility and design of work space see
10.2.1.

3.2.2 Twilight and Night - includes indoor and outdoor situations where
this is one of the major variables being studied, night visual
efficiency, and factors affecting night vision.

3.2.3 Special Conditions Affecting Visibility - includes haze, fog,

precipitation, light at high altitudes, and visibility of sub-
merged objects.

3.2.4 Glare - includes direct sunglare and reflected glare from clouds,
moisture particles, or other objects as it affects vision; excludes
glare factors of artificial illumination (3.3.4).

3.3.0 ARTIFICIAL AMBIENT LIGHTING - includes general discussions of illumination
problems, methods of measurement, and effects on visual tasks; excludes
basic visual data (3.15.0) and instrument lighting (3.4.0).

3.3.1 Considerations of Illumination - includes effect of varied intensity
levels on performance of visual tasks, preferences and recommenda-
tions for intensity levels for various types of visual tasks, and
uniformity and color of illumination and surrounds. For illumina-
tion and work space design factors see 10.2.1.

3.3.2 Lighting Systems, Outdoor - includes such systems as highways,
streets, landing fields, road surface characteristics, and their
effects on visibility; also local lighting such as car lights and
exterior aircraft lights. For light coding see 3.12.2.

3.3.3 Lighting Systems, Indoor - includes descriptions and specifications
for such systems as school rooms, workrooms, factories; excludes
lighting of instruments and equipments (3.4.0, 3.5.0, 3.6.0).

3.3.4 Unusual Characteristics of Artificial Illumination Affecting
Visual Performance - includes glare, flicker, polarization, and
inversion of illumination pattern.
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3.4.0 LIGHTING OF INSTRUMENTS - includes the effect on visibility of lighting
systems specifically oriented to a work place of dials and instruments
as in aircraft or submarines; excludes legibility of letters, numerals,
and symbols (3.9.0).

3.4.1 Direct Lighting and Floodlighting - includes descriptions, effects
on visibility, mechanical efficiency, and maintenance.

3.4.2 Indirect Lighting - Edge, Ring, Rear (Transillumination), etc. -
descriptions, effects on visibility, mechanical efficiency, and
maintenance.

3.4.3 Color and Intensity of Illumination - includes red and ultra-
violet lighting systems as they affect operator efficiency, in-
tensity levels, and contrast.

3.4.4 Comparisons of Methods and Types of Instrument Lighting - includes
human engineering evaluations of such lighting systems.

3.5.0 RADARSCOPES AND OTHER CATHODE-RAY TUBE DISPLAYS - includes analyses and re-
views of problems of radar visibility, radarscope interpretation and radar
search as dependent on the interactions between the physical characteristics
of the equipment and observer variables, and other types of CRT displays;
excludes television (3.6.0) and basic visual data (3.15.0).

3.5.1 Physical Characteristics of Radar Equipment Displays Affecting
Signal Detectability - includes types of displays, comparisons
of types, electrical parameters affecting detectability, screen
and pip brightness, uniformity of screen brightness, visual noise
background, size, shape, location and other characteristics of
the signal.

3.5.2 - Range and Bearing Scales and Aids - includes grids, range rings,
cursors, counters, and other devices used to obtain range and
bearing information. For tracking see 7.7.2.

3.5.3 Radar Screen Size, Shape, and Orientation: Ambient Lighting Con-
ditions - includes external physical variables of the equipment,
angle of mounting and of viewing, intensity and color of room
illumination. For general considerations of illumination see 3.3.1.

3.6.0 TELEVISION AND MOTION PICTURE DISPLAYS - includes physical characteristics
as they affect visibility of display, physical viewing conditions, and
perceptual factors; excludes basic visual data (3.15.0).

3.7.0 PICTORIAL AND SYMBOLIC DISPLAYS - includes the general area of visibility
and/or legibility of displays that utilize picture and sign-like repre-
sentations of a given situation; excludes legibility (3.9.0), indicators
and scales (3.8.0), and printed materials (3.10.0).

3.7.1 Outside-in and Inside-out Displays - the portrayal of a situation
as it would look to an observer external to it (plot board in com-
bat information center), or within it (attitude indicators in
which horizon tilts and aircraft remains stationary); includes
descriptions, principles of design, and e'valuations.

3.7.2 Combining Pictorial and Symbolic Display Elements - includes descrip-
tions and evaluations.

3.7.3 Evaluation and Comparison Among Types of Pictorial and Symbolic
Visual Displays - includes pictorial versus symbolic displays, out-
side-in versus inside-out displays, and comparisons within a type
of display.
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3.8.0 INDICATORS AND SCALES - includes effects on performance of various types
of indicators and scales and combined instruments when used individually
or in groups (e.g., radio magnetic indicator in aircraft); also includes
general design principles. For problems of lighting see 3.4.0; of legi-
bility see 3.9.0.

3.8.1 Counters - includes kind of information best presented, amount
of detail, design factors such as direction of numeral movement,
optimum number of numerals, use of zeros, and size.

3.8.2 Pointers - includes design factors such as length, shape, and width.

3.8.3 Scales: Shape, Size, and Direction of Increase - includes horizontal,
vertical, or circular scales, dial diameter, and the kind of in-
formation best presented by each.

3.8.4 Scales: Divisions and Markings - includes the number of divisions
necessary to present information adequately, size of space between
divisions, number and width of markings, scale break, scale origin,
and labelling.

3.8.5 Design of Scales for Qualitative Readings - includes orientation of
pointer, size, and grouping (see 9.4.0 and 9.5.0 for layout prob-
lems). For individual and systems problems in monitoring see
2.3.1, 4.7.0, 7.7.1, 13.2.4.

3.8.6 Evaluation and Comparison of Indicators and Scales - includes dials
versus counters, moving pointer versus moving dial, and other com-
parisons.

3.9.0 LEGIBILITY OF LETTERS, NUMERALS, AND OTHER SYMBOLIC FORMS - includes general
information concerning design and recognition of code symbols, silhouettes,
and other symbolic forms; excludes visual coding (3.12.0). See also acuity
(3.15.6), form perception (3.15.10), printed material (3.10.0).

3.9.1 Design of Characters - includes form, type face, size, stroke-width,
and spacing between characters and between lines.

3.9.2 Color and Contrast Between Symbol and Background - includes color
of symbol and of background, brightness relations, and their ef-
fects on legibility. See also color discrimination (3.15.4),
brightness contrast (3.15.5).

3.9.3 Viewing Conditions - includes factors pertaining to the task and
its environment such as exposure time, illumination (3.3.0), dis-
tance, vibration, and viewing angle (13.14.0).

3.10.0 PRINTED MATERIALS - includes information concerning the design, readability,
and application of graphic displays.

3.10.1 Graphs and Tables - includes design factors such as amount of detail,
arrangement, length, kinds of information and their influence on
operator performance.

3.10.2 Maps and Charts - design factors such as color, contrast, symbols,
amount of detail and their influence on operator performance.

3.10.3 Decals, Instruction Cards, Check Lists, Labels, Instruction Charts -
includes descriptions and evaluations.

3.10.4 Evaluation and Comparison of Types of Printed Materials - includes
efficiency (readability) of information presentation: continuous
texts, maps versus charts, graphs versus tables.
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3.10.5 Photography and Photo interpretation - includes techniques of
analysis and interpretations of various types of photography such
as aerial and X-ray.

3.11.0 CAMOUFLAGE OR CONCEALMENT - includes the integration of equipment or land-
scape with the general background.

3.12.0 VISUAL SEARCH AND VISUAL CODING - includes problems in detecting an object as
well as in using one or more of the visual characteristics of that object to
differentiate it from other objects or-the background. For problems in camou-
flage see 3.11.0; for unusual factors affecting visual performance see 3.14.0;
for basic visual data see 3.15.0. Radar search (3.5.0) is excluded here.

3.12.1 Object Characteristics - includes color, brightness, area, shape, tex-
ture, visual number, and data on the discriminability of these charac-
teristics; descriptions and evaluations of standard safety color codes
and coding for other purposes. For outdoor lighting systems see 3.3.2.

3.12.2 Light Coding - includes warning and signal lights and such character-
istics as color, brightness, position, and temporal characteristics
(blinking) and their effects on discriminability; specific systems
such as Navy signal lights and industrial lights with specifications
for filters.

3.13.0 OPTICAL AIDS - includes information concerning the effect of optical equip-
ment on visual performance; excludes manufacturing problems and basic visual
data (3.15.0).

3.13.1 Devices for Visual Enhancement - sights, reticles, binoculars, peri-
scopes; design factors, methods of use, effects on visual performance.

3.13.2 Visual Protective Devices - goggles, filters, special glasses, visors;
transmission requirements; sunglasses, dark adaptation goggles;
design requirements, uses, and effects on visual performance.

3.14.0 OTHER FACTORS AFFECTING VISUAL PERFORMANCE - includes size of visual field;
restriction of visual field, e.g., by unusual position of viewer or design of
equipment; visual noise; visual fatigue; temporal factors; environmental
backgrounds such as terrain, sea, etc., and complex perceptual fields. For
restrictions due to work space design see 10.2.1; for other types of fatigue
see 13.3.3.

3.15.0 BASIC VISUAL DATA RELATED TO THE DESIGN AND USE OF EQUIPMENT - includes re-

views of sensory and perceptual studies, pertinent theoretical formulations.

3.15.1 Individual Differences and Anomalies - includes presbyopia, popula-
tion differences, color deficiencies, monocular vision, night blind-
ness, and other common deviations.

3.15.2 Threshold Visibility - includes absolute thresholds for sensitivity
to light (luminosity curves), and other thresholds dependent upon
recognition of an object being "there" or "not there."

3.15.3 Adaptation, Pre-adaptation, and Pre-exposure - includes visual thresh-
olds during the course of light, dark, or chromatic adaptation and
the effect of conditions preceding measurement upon the course of
adaptation, such as intensity and duration of pre-adaptation light,
exposure to bright sunlight or instrument lights.

3.15.4 Perception of Color - includes thresholds for discrimination ofcolor
(aperture, illuminant, object), and factors pertaining to the physi-
cal stimulus, the eye, or the observer that influence performance,
e.g., color preference, constancy. For color vision tests see 3.16.1.
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3.15.5 Brightness Discrimination - includes thresholds for contrast sen-
sitivity, contrast ratios, and factors of the physical stimulus,
of eye, and of the observer that affect discrimination.

3.15.6 Acuity - includes vernier, stereoscopic, and dynamic acuity and
factors of the physical stimulus, of the retina, and of the ob-
server that affect performance.

3.15.7 Special Effects Dependent Upon Fixation or Exposure Time - includes
flicker, figural after-effects, and after-images. For visual fac-
tors in spatial orientation see 6.3.2.

3.15.8 Eye Movements - includes type of movement, amount and direction
during given visual tasks, and effects on visual performance.

3.15.9 Perception of Depth, Distance, and Size - includes measurements of
thresholds, influence of monocular and binocular factors (includ-
ing accommodation and convergence), stereoscopic vision, perception
of the median plane, relation of size and depth factors, real and
apparent size, brightness constancy, and effect of past experience.
For clinical tests see 3.16.2.

3.15.10 Perception of Form, Contour, and Pattern - includes visual recogni-
tion thresholds, effect of meaningfulness, completeness of detail,
and word recognition.

3.15.11 Perception of number, angle, and direction - includes counting,
estimation, span of apprehension, estimation of angular bearing
and/or direction of objects, and anchoring effects.

3.15.12 Perception of Movement - includes real and apparent motion, and
autokinetic effects.

3.16.0 EQUIPMENT AND METHODS FOR BASIC AND APPLIED PROBLEMS IN VISION - includes
descriptions, evaluations, and comparisons of visual equipment.

3.16.1 Tests of Color Vision - includes pseudo-isochromatic color plates,
anomaloscopes, and color lanterns.

3,16.2 Other Tests of Visual Performance - includes tests of acuity, night
vision, and depth perception.

3.16.3 Equipment and Methods for Basic Visual Research Problems - includes
measurement and specification of visual stimuli as well as the
respective equipments used, e.g., photometry, colorimetry, and other
threshold methods. Subjective scaling techniques are also included.

3.16.4 Simulators, Equipment, and Tests for Specific Applied Problems - in-
cludes classroom demonstrators, radar, flight, and night vision train-
ers. For night vision training see 14.1.0.

4.0.0 AUDITORY INPUT AND PROCESSES, INCLUDING SPEECH PRODUCTION AND INTELLIGIBILITY

References on ambient noise, effects of auditory equipment and components, evalua-
tions of auditory displays, speech communications, auditory presentation of infor-
mation, and basic data in auditory processes are included.

4.1.0 BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND GENERAL REFERENCES PERTINENT TO AUDITORY'INPUTS AND
PROCESSES.

4.2.0 AMBIENT NOISE - includes the measurement and classification of noise-fields
and their effects on the human operator; excludes channel noise (4.8.3) and
basic psychophysical data on noise stimuli.
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4.2.1 Measurement of Noise Level and Composition - includes spectral
analysis, critical band analysis, autocorrelation functions, etc.

4.2.2 Noise Reduction and Control - includes hearing conservation pro-
grams, noise-reducing devices, acoustic shielding, and standards
of noise level tolerance; excludes personal equipment, e.g., ear-
plugs or helmets (11.3.3, 11.5.1).

4.2.3 General Industrial and Equipment Noise - includes vehicle noise,
street noise, and machine noise not included under 4.2.4 and 4.2.5.

4.2.4 Aircraft and Weapons Noise - includes noise-fields of propeller-
driven planes, jet engines, rockets, gunfire, helicopters, guided
missiles, etc., including simulated aircraft noise.

4.2.5 Submarine and Ship Noise - includes engine noise, air conditioner
unit noise, etc.

4.2.6 Effects of Ambient Noise and Blast on Performance - includes the
effects of noise-fields and blast on performance, industrial ef-
ficiency, accident rates, etc. See 4.8.3 for the effects of noise
on speech production, and 4.2.7 for hearing-loss effects of noise.

4.2.7 Noise-induced Hearing Loss - includes long-term hearing-loss result-
ing from noise and blast exposure, e.g., aviation deafness, indus-
trial deafness, "boiler-maker's ear," etc.; excludes transient
effects, e.g., post-stimulatory threshold shifts that are primarily
produced under experimental labor&tory conditions (4.9.5). (Since
many of these laboratory effects are relevant and may persist under
some conditions, however, 4.9.5 should also be consulted.)

4.3.0 EFFECTS OF AUDITORY EQUIPMENT COMPONENTS - includes comparisons of different
system components in communication systems and auditory displays, e.g., com-
parative ratings of different earphones in an aviation intercom system; ex-
cludes comparisons of complete systems (2.3.3, 4.4.0, 4.5.0).

4.3.1 Input Devices - includes microphones, vibration pickups, etc.

4.3.2 Transmission Devices - includes amplifiers and attenuators, filters,
expanders and limiters, frequency modulators, multipliers and di-
viders, interrupters, scramblers, delay lines, etc. For the ef-
fects of such devices on speech see 4.8.4.

4.3.3 Output Devices - includes loudspeaker, earphones, and hearing aids.

4.4.0 EVALUATIONS OF SPECIFIC SYSTEMS IN SPEECH COMMUNICATION - includes the ef-
fects of specific systems rather than of speaking or listening habits,
etc.; excludes effects of system components (2.3.3, 4.3.0).

4.4.1 Telephone and Intercom Systems - includes comparison of different
intercom systems, e.g., aviation, ship, and multi-channel inter-
com systems.

4.4.2 Radio Systems - includes comparisons of various radio systems for
control towers, aircraft, etc.

4.5.0 EVALUATIONS OF SPECIFIC SYSTEMS IN NON-VERBAL AUDITORY DISPLAY - includes
the effects of specific systems rather than listening habits, etc.; ex-
cludes effects of system components (2.3.3, 4.3.0).

4.5.1 Intermittent Warning and Signaling Devices - includes sirens, bells,
radio range, Geiger counters, clicks, etc.
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4.5.2 Telegraphic Systems.

4.5.3 Sonar and Other Underwater Sound Systems - excludes the effects
of sonar training (14.1.0) or individual differences in skill
(4.7.0).

4.5.4 Flybar - includes comparisons of auditory flight guidance systems.

4.6.0 CHARACTERISTICS OF AUDITORY SIGNALS IN RELATION TO CODING - includes the
relation of the stimulus properties in nonverbal auditory signals to
coding efficiency, channel capacity, and related problems, e.g., the de-
termination of the maximum number of pitches giving reliable pitch coding
results. See also 4.9.1, 4.9.2, 4.9.3, 4.9.8.

4.7.0 SPECIAL AUDITORY SKILLS - includes the effects of external stimulus con-
ditions, practice, and individual differences as they affect specific
auditory skills, e.g., in sonar listening, auditory search, and monitor-
ing (2.3.1, 3.8.5, 4.7.0, 13.2.4).

4.8.0 BASIC DATA IN THE PRODUCTION AND PERCEPTION OF SPEECH - includes systematic
considerations of speech communication as well as general articles, symposia,
etc., in speech communication.

4.8.1 Basic Characteristics of Speech - includes speech spectra, phonetic
analysis, phonemic analysis, formants, etc.

4.8.2 Speech Audiometry and Articulation Testing - includes measures of
articulation, speech thresholds, and hearing loss for speech;
excludes audiometry with nonverbal stimuli (4.2.7, 4.9.4).

4.8.3 Speech Masking and the Signal-to-noise Ratio - includes the effects
of masking with noise, pure tones, and simultaneous speech on the
production and intelligibility of speech.

4.8.4 Speech Distortion - includes the effects on speech intelligibility
of clipping, chopping, amplitude modulation, frequency distortion,
delay distortion, compression and expansion, etc.

4.8.5 Individual Differences and Anomalies in Listening, Speaking, and
Interpreting - includes selective listening, emotional over-lay,
speaker intelligibility differences as a function of nationality,
sex, speech impediment, etc. See 4.2.7 for characteristics of the
deaf.

4.8.6 Language Design - includes the formation of articulation and speech
audiometry test materials, control tower language, "highly audible
phrases," "competitive context," the NATO phonetic alphabet, mech-
anized translation, and related equipment such as speech recognizers.

For Training in Voice Communication - see 14.1.0.

4.8.7 Synthetic Speech - includes the use of.synthetic speech in experimen-
tal phonetics, speech audiometry, bandwidth compression, and equip-
ment used to synthesize speech.

4.9.0 BASIC DATA IN AUDITION - excludes basic speech data (4.8.0).

4.9.1 Basic Attributes: Pitch - includes pitch of pure and complex tones
and noises, absolute pitch, diplacusis, tonal gaps, etc.

4.9.2 Basic Attributes: Loudness - includes loudness of pure and complex
tones and atonal stimuli, recruitment phenomena, loudness of mon-
aural and binaural stimulation, etc.
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4.9.3 Basic Attributes: Timbre, Duration, and Other Qualities - includes
volume, density, brightness, and vocality.

4.9.4 Thresholds and Related Phenomena - includes absolute, differential,
and masked thresholds for tonal and noise stimuli, including pure-
tone audiometry; excludes changes in the thresholds as a result of
prior stimulation (4.9.5), speech audiometry, and speech detection
thresholds (4.8.2).

4.9.5 After-effects of Stimulation - includes auditory fatigue, threshold
recovery, tinnitus, pitch shifts, time errors, etc.; excludes per-
manent or long-term effects (4.2.7).

4.9.6 Stimulus Mixture - includes beats, aural harmonics, combination
tones, modulation, complex tones, Tartini tones, etc.

4.9.7 Sound Localization - includes effects of interaural time and inten-
sity differences, monaural cues, effects of non-auditory cues,
stereophonic sound (auditory perspective), and obstacle avoidance.

4.9.8 Auditory Patterns and Meaning - includes discrimination of flutter,
temporal patterns, melody recognition, micro-melodies, artificial
meaning of melodic patterns, etc. (4.6.0, 4.9.4).

4.9.9 Psychological Scaling - includes the use of subjective scales (e.g.,
sone and mel scales) and their construction by means of interval
scaling, ratio scaling, etc. (1.2.3, 4.9.12).

4.9.10 Norms, Individual Differences and Anomalies in Basic Auditory Per-
formance - includes presbycusis, population differences, etc.
(4.2.7, 4.9.4).

For Non-verbal Auditory Training - see 14.1.0.

4.9.11 Physiological Mechanisms - includes basic data on human auditory
physiological mechanisms; excludes all animal studies save those
pertinent to human physiological problems, e.g., experimentally
induced deafness from very high-energy noise-fields.

4.9.12 Equipment and Methods Used in Research in Audition and Speech -

includes audiometric devices, techniques of audiometry, Vocoder, etc.

5.0.0 OTHER SENSORY INPUTS AND PROCESSES

References on sensory inputs other than vision and audition, including considera-
tions of touch, kinesthesis, temperature sensitivity, smell, taste, pain, and the
vestibular sense, may be found in this section.

5.1.0 TOUCH - general references and bibliographies.

5.1.1 Basic Processes and Data - includes data on thresholds, acuity,
adaptation, and individual differences.

5.1.2 Tactile Coding - e.g., the discrimination of knob shapes, thick-
nesses, sizes, textures, knurling (8.4.0).

5.1.3 Vibratory Stimuli Used as Signals and Displays - e.g., buzzer on
hand.

5.1.4 Equipment and Methods Used in Human Engineering Research on Touch.
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5.2.0 TEMPERATURE SENSITIVITY - general references and bibliographies. For fac-
tors of thermal environment see 12.2.0, 12.2.1.

5.2.1 Basic Processes and Data - includes data on thresholds, acuity,
adaptation, and individual differences.

5.2.2 Equipment and Methods Used in Human Engineering Research on Tempera-
ture Sensitivity.

5.3.0 PAIN - general references and bibliographies.

5.3.1 Basic Processes and Data - includes data on thresholds, acuity,
adaptation, individual differences.

5.3.2 Equipment and Methods Used in Human Engineering Research in Pain.

5.4.0 SMELL AND TASTE - general references and bibliographies.

5.4.1 Basic Processes and Data - includes data -on thresholds, acuity,

adaptation, individual differences, masking odors, and deodorizing.

5.4.2 Olfactory and Gustatory Signals - e.g., smoke and noxious gases.

5.4.3 Equipment and Methods Used in Human Engineering Research on Smell
and Taste.

5.5.0 KINESTHESIS - general references and bibliographies.

5.5.1 Basic Processes and Data - includes data on thresholds, acuity,

adaptation, and individual differences.

5.5.2 Coding and Signalling through Kinesthesis - includes data on the
use of feedback through the discrimination of control position and
load (8.7.2), and discrimination through movement extents (7.6.1).

5.5.3 Equipment and Methods Used in Human Engineering Research on Kinesthe-
sis.

5.6.0 VESTIBULAR FUNCTIONS - general references and bibliographies.

5.6.1 Basic Processes and Data - includes data on thresholds, adaptation,
and individual differences.

5.6.2 Equipment and Methods Used in Human Engineering Research on Vestib-
ular Functions.

5.7.0 TIME PERCEPTION - time discrimination, duration discrimination, psychological
time scale.

6.0.0 INPUT CHANNELS: CHOICE AND INTERACTION

References on intersensory effects of stimulation and comparisons of input channels
are included.

6.1.0 BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND GENERAL REFERENCES PERTINENT TO CHOICE AND INTERACTION
AMONG INPUT CHANNELS - includes general studies on perception.

6.2.0 COMPARISON OF INPUT CHANNELS - includes range and resolution in different
modalities, and other data relating to the choice of input channel.

6.2.1 Comparisons of Visual and Auditory Channels - for basic visual and
auditory data see 3.15.0, 4.9.0.
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6.2.2 Comparisons of Channels other than Visual and Auditory - for basic
data see code categories in 5.0.0.

6.3.0 INTERSENSORY EFFECTS - includes the effects of stimulation in one modality
on perception in another; excludes the effects of distracting or masking
stimulation on performance.

6.3.1 Facilitation and Inhibition of Reception - includes data on stimu-
lus compatibility.

6.3.2 Factors Determining Orientation in Space- includes the effects of
visual, auditory and proprioceptive cues, perceptual illusions
(3.15.7), and vertigo.

7.0.0 BODY MEASUREMENTS, BASIC PHYSIOLOGICAL CAPACITIES, BASIC fCOMLEX MOTOR PERFORMAICE

Materials and references on basic motor activities, anthropometric measurements,
norms and data on muscular strength, extent of human movement, and perceptual-motor
skills may be found in this section.

7.1.0 BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND GENERAL REFERENCES PERTINENT TO BODY MEASUREMENTS AND
BASIC MOTOR PERFORMANCE.

7.2.0 ANTHROPOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS - includes descriptive articles, studies of body
gravity.

7.2.1 Body Size, Stationary - includes distributions of and norms for
body dimensions, such as hip girth, stature, weight, head size,
hand size, somatotypes.

7.2.2 Body Size in Motion or in Unusual Positions - includes measurements
of the space required to perform various body movements or to assume
unusual positions.

7.3.0 BODY MECHANICS - includes normative data on individual differences. For
basic data on motor performance see 7.6.0.

7.3.1 Extent of Limb Movement - leg and arm reach, pace, length, etc.

7.3.2 Flexibility of Movement - includes flexibility of joints, fingers,
trunk, or neck and various combinations.

7.3.3 Muscular Strength and Endurance - includes normative data on
strength, endurance, steadiness, muscular potential, posture, etc., of
various limbs.and combinations of limbs; also includes data on work
capacity, load-carrying. For fatigue and work decrement see 13.3.3.

7.4.0 EQUIPMENT AND METHODS USED IN HUMAN ENGINEERING RESEARCH ON ANTHROPOMETRY
BODY MECHANICS.

7.5.0 BASIC PHYSIOLOGICAL CAPACITIES - includes the assessment and definition of
the human's structural capabilities and limits and individual differences
in these capabilities, e.g., breathing rate, energy expenditure, basal
metabolic rate, physical proficiency. See code categories in 12.0.0 for
the effects of special environmental factors on these capacities.

7.5.1 Equipment and Methods Used in Research on Basic Physiological
Capacities (1.2.4).

7.6.0 BASIC MOTOR PERFORMANCE - includes general analyses of movement classes or
types, speed, and accuracy data. For data on body mechanics see 7.3.0.

7.6.1 Positioning Movements- includes bisecting movements and movement
between markers and stoppers. For coding problems see 5.5.2.
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7.6.2 Repetitive and Rhythmic Movements - includes tapping, cranking,
and movements in particular time and rate patterns.

7.6.3 Manual Dexterity - efficiency (smoothness) of performance; includes
coordination of the two hands.

7.6.4 Reaction Time - includes simple and complex RTs for various modali-
ties and factors affecting these times.

7.6.5 Handedness - includes distributions in the population and effects of
handedness on performance.

7.6.6 Involuntary Reflexes - includes sneezing, blinking, tremor, and
other somatic responses.

7.6.7 Equipment and Methods Used in Human Engineering Research on Basic
Motor Performance.

7.7.0 COMPLEX MOTOR PERFORMANCE - includes general analyses of the processes in-
volved as well as specific types of performance not elaborated below.

7.7.1 Watchkeeping Performance - monitoring, vigilance tasks that require
response to intermittently occurring signals, e.g., radar viewing
(3.5.0), sonar listening (4.5.3, 4.7.0).

7.7.2 Tracking Performance - includes types of tracking and factors in-
fluencing performance. For studies dealing with systems evaluation
primarily see 2.3.1; for design factors consult categories in 8.0.0.

7.7.3 Serial Performance - includes serial movements, e.g., handwriting and
sequentially ordered tasks such as those performed by the pilot in
an approach landing, by the driver of an automobile, and in industrial
assembly. Consult 13.4.0 for work conditions.

7.7.4 Equipment and Methods in Human Engineering Research on Complex
Motor Performance - includes psychomotor tests.

8.0.0 DESIGN OF CONTROLS AND INTEGRATION WITH DISPLAYS

References on the design and standardization of controls, integration of controls
with displays, operation of controls, and time constants relevant to control opera-
tion are included.

8.1.0 BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND GENERAL REFERENCES PERTINENT TO DESIGN OF CONTROLS AND
INTEGRATION WITH DISPLAYS - for visual factors consult the appropriate
categories in 3.0.0; for motor performance factors see 7.0.0; for panel
and console layout see 9.0.0.

8.2.0 STANDARDIZATION AND INTEGRATION OF CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS - various types of
weapons systems such as missiles, aircraft, spacecraft; transportation vehi-
cles such as ships, submarines, automobiles, tanks; and industrial equipment.

8.3.0 TYPES OF CONTROLS.

8.3.1 Rotary Movement Controls - factors affecting design and selection
of knobs, cranks, wheels, etc.

8.3.2 Linear Movement Controls - factors affecting design and selection
of levers and sticks, pushbuttons, pedals and rudder bars.
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8.3.3 Other Types of Controls - includes controls not designated above,e.g.,
handgrip controls. Also includes special types of unusual design,
e.g., eye movement, remote controls such as cranes, manipulator tongs,
rectilinear arms, mobile remote holders, master-slave manipulators.

8.3.4 Multifunction Controls: Combined Controls - e.g.,pushbutton on stick.

8.3.5 Comparisons Among Types of Controls: Choice of Type of Control -
e.g., hand or foot, lever or stick.

8.4.0 CONTROL CODING - for the data in specific sensory areas see visual (3.12.0),
auditory (4.6.0), tactual (5.1.2), kinesthetic (5.5.2).

8.4.1 Multiple Dimensions - e.g., visual and tactual.

8.4.2 Labelling - see 3.9.0 and 3.10.3 for visual factors of design and
legibility.

8.5.0 POSITIONING AND PLANE OF OPERATION OF CONTROLS RELATIVE TO OPERATOR - for
panels and consoles see 9.3.0.

8.6.0 SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS RELATING TO PROLONGED ADJUSTMENT.

8.7.0 DISPLAY-CONTROL DYNAMICS.

8.7.1 Display-control Movement Ratios - gear ratios, coarse and fine
tuning, gain, and attenuation.

8.7.2 Control Loading - inertial, fractional, and elastic resistances.

For Human Reaction Times - see 7.6.4.

8.7.3 Compatibility - direction and plane of motion of control and display
element being controlled (3.8.5, 9.5.0), e.g., motion stereotypes,
natural versus unnatural (7.6.0), continuous versus discontinuous.

For Tracking - see 7.7.2.

8.7.4 Aided Controls - applications, effectiveness, aiding constants.

8.7.5 Quickened Displays - applications, effectiveness, constants.

9.0.0 LAYOUT OF PANELS AND CONSOLES

In this section are included references on integrated groups of display-control units
characterized by multiplicity of display-control operation.

9.1.0 BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND GENERAL REFERENCES PERTINENT TO INTEGRATED GROUPS OF
DISPLAY-CONTROL UNITS (8.1.0).

9.2.0 STANDARDIZATION AND INTEGRATION OF PANELS AND CONSOLES - for controls and
4isplays see 8.2.0.

9.3.0 LOCATION OF PANEL RELATIVE TO OPERATOR AND TASK - includes angle of orienta-
tion and limits of working area on panels and consoles. Also consult 7.3.1,
10.2.2, 10.3.0, 10.6.0.

9.4.0 GROUPING OF COMPONENTS ON PANELS AND CONSOLES - includes data on location of
components on consoles.

9.4.1 Ease of Discrimination - for coding problems see 3.12.0, 5.5.2, 8.4.0.
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9.4.2 Spatial Dynamics - frequency and order of use. For eye movement
data see 3.15.8.

9.5.0 SPECIFIC ORIENTATION OF PARTS - includes direction of movement of several
indicators with respect to one another; excludes movement compatibility for a
single indicator (8.7.3). For design data on these indicators see 3.8.5.

10.0.0 DESIGN OF WORK SPACE, EQUIPMENT, AND FURNITURE

References pertinent to the design of work space, equipment, and furniture as
related to the requirements of complex motor coordination tasks and special clothing
and personal equipment worn by the operator may be found here. Evaluations of
special work places and equipment are also included.

10.1.0 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, GENERAL REFERENCES, AND TECHNIQUES OF ASSESSMENT PERTINENT
TO THE DESIGN OF WORK SPACE, EQUIPMENT, AND FURNITURE.

10.2.0 WORKPLACE DESIGN - general design principles and criteria of work units as
well as layout of larger work areas.

10.2.1 Visibility - field of view (3.14.0), location of critical task areas,
obstacles and hazards, etc. For instrument lighting see 3.4.0; for
indoor lighting systems see 3.3.3.

10.2.2 Ease and Speed of Movements - body clearance, distribution of equip-
ment, location of tools, and reach distances (7.3.1, 9.3.0).

10.2.3 Stowage - arrangement of stored items for accessibility and space
economy.

10.3.0 FURNITURE SPECIFICATIONS - in relation to anthropometric data (7.2.0, 7.3.0),
the motor requirements of the task (7.6.0, 7.7.0), and arrangement (9.3.0).

10.3.1 Seating and Body Support - includes data on bunks, chairs, couches,
ejection seats, body dimensions pertinent to seat design; excludes
ejection capsule design (10.10.1). For effects of special clothing
and equipment see 11.6.0.

10.3.2 Seating Arrangements.

10.3.3 Work Surfaces - includes data on desks, tables, benches, etc.

10.4.0 PASSAGEWAYS, ENTRANCES, AND EXITS - includes information on size and loca-
tion in relation to anthropometric data (7.2.0), traffic, tasks, hazards,
and escape. For effects of special clothing and equipment see 11.6.0.

10.5.0 TOOLS.

10.6.0 DESIGN FOR COMPLEX MOTOR COORDINATION TASKS AND SPECIAL BODY POSITIONS -
loading gun inside tank, remote handling; excludes performance data (7.7.0).

10.7.0 DESIGN FOR MAINTENANCE - e.g., accessibility, manipulability; excludes
maintenance systems (2.3.5) and maintenance training (14.1.0).

10.8.0 DESIGN FOR PORTABILITY IN THE DESIGN OF EQUIPMENT - for specific portable
equipments see 11.5.3, 11.5.4.

10.9.0 DESIGN FOR SAFETY - the role of human and situational factors in safety
design and accident prevention and techniques of accident investigation.
Includes studies on industrial safety and other types of safety not
specified below.
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10.9.1 Motor Vehicle Safety - includes studies on traffic and lighting
problems (3.2.0, 3.3.2), safety aids (3.13.2, 11.3.1), accident
proneness, accident investigation reports, and techniques of acci-
dent analysis, e.g., crash impact engineering (12.4.1). For driv-
ing as a serial task see 7.7.3; for transportation systems see 2.3.4.

10.9.2 Air Safety - aerial collision risk, accident proneness, techniques
of accident investigation, and accident investigation reports. In
addition to cross references listed under motor safety, consult
2.3.6 for air traffic control systems, 3.8.0 for individual instru-
ment problems, and relevant categories in 12.0.0 for environmental
factors.

10.10.0 HUMAN ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF SPECIFIC WORK PLACES AND
EQUIPMENTS NOT ELABORATED BELOW.

10.10.1 Cockpits, Space Cabins, and Capsules.

10.10.2 Aircraft - also includes airborne equipment and related ground equip-
ment, e.g., maintenance stands, storage systems, rescue equipment.

10.10.3 Sea and Landcraft - also includes related equipment.

10.10.4 Fire Control (Weapons) Systems Equipment.

10.10.5 Industrial Equipment.

11.0.0 CLOTHING AND PERSONAL EQUIPMENT

References on the design of clothing and personal equipment worn by the operator
during the performance of a task are included.

11.1.0 BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND GENERAL REFERENCES PERTINENT TO THE DESIGN OF CLOTHING
AND PERSONAL EQUIPMENT FOR PROTECTION, EFFICIENCY, AND COMFORT.

11.2.0 CLOTHING ENSEMBLES.

11.2.1 Thermal Protection - includes electrically heated suits, arctic en-
sembles, coldbar suits, etc.

11.2.2 Pressure Suits - includes high altitude, anti-"g," divers' suits,
etc.

11.2.3 Other Types of Protective Clothing - includes anti-radiation, de-
contamination, chemical protection, etc.

11.2.4 Fabrics for Clothing - includes data on "clo" value, etc.

11.3.0 CLOTHING COMPONENTS.

11.3.1 Belting - includes safety belts and harnesses, etc. (10.9.1).

11.3.2 Body Gear - includes ballistic vests, flak suits, underclothing, etc

11.3.3 Headgear - includes helmets, oxygen masks, etc.

11.3.4 Handgear.

11.3.5 Footgear.

11.4.0 CLOTHING SIZE - includes anthropometric measures and systems of size speci-
fications (7.2.1, 7.2.2).
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11.5.0 PERSONAL EQUIPMENT.

11.5.1 Auditory Devices - includes all types of ear defenders such as plugs,
pads, cushions, and devices for auditory enhancement, e.g., auditory
reading devices, hearing aids.

For Visual Protective Devices - see 3.13.2.

11.5.2 Sleeping Bags.

11.5.3 Packs and Carriers - includes knapsacks, tumplines, "A" frames,
packboards (7.3.3, 10.8.0).

11.5.4 Parachutes, Life Jackets, and Survival Equipment - see also 7.3.3,
10.8.0, 10.10.1.

11.5.5 Prosthetics - artificial limbs and other body parts.

11.6.0 EFFECTS OF COM1BINATIONS OF CLOTHING AND PERSONAL EQUIPMENT - includes data on
compatibility and interdependence of items (11.2.0), effects on work space
design (10.3.0, 10.3.1, 11.5.0), and effects on motor performance.

11.7.0 SHELTERS - includes housing, tents, etc., for the comfort and protection
of occupant personnel.

11.8.0 EQUIPMENT AND METHODS USED PRIMARILY FOR HUMAN ENGINEERING RESEARCH ON
CLOTHING AND PERSONAL EQUIPMENT - e.g., clothing restriction tests.

12.0.0 SPECIAL ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS AFFECTING PERFORMANCE

References on optimum and extreme ambient conditions as they influence human
performance, health, or survival are found in this section.

12.1.0 BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND GENERAL REFERENCES PERTINENT TO SPECIAL ENVIRONMENTAL
FACTORS AFFECTING PERFORMANCE, PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL CONDITIONS OF
THE ORGANISM; TERRAIN ENVIRONMENTS ARE INCLUDED.

12.2.0 THERMAL ENVIRONMENT - includes heating, air-conditioning, weather, and cli-
mate; excludes basic data on temperature sensitivity of the skin (5.2.0).

12.2.1 Temperature, Humidity and Air Velocity - includes heat tolerance,
evaporative cooling, ventilation, windchill, air- and windblast
(12.5.1).

12.2.2 Thermal Radiation - e.g., from sun, fires, and thermonuclear explosion.

12.3.0 TOXIC ENVIRONMENTS - includes atmospheric gases, airborne particles and
microorganisms, and liquids that come into contact with the body surface
or lungs (12.5.1, 12.5.2).

12.4.0 MOTION - includes forces of unusual amplitude, frequency or wave-form that
act on the whole body (13.4.4).

12.4.1 Speed and Acceleration - includes "g" forces (positive and negative),
"g" protection, blackout, redout, and impact injury (10.9.1, 10.9.2).

12.4.2 Vibration - includes data on vibration of the whole body at all
frequencies including sonic and ultrasonic; buffeting.

12.4.3 Motion Sickness - nausea and other symptoms following persistent
whole-body oscillation of low frequency and large amplitude (13.5.3).

12.5.0 ALTITUDE AND DEPTH - (7.5.0, 13.4.4).
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12.5.1 Atmospheric Pressure - includes information on decompression sickness,
aero otitis media, etc., at high altitude and under water

(12.3.0, 12.5.2).

12.5.2 Oxygen Requirements - includes situations of high altitude and under
water, studies of effects of hypoxia, oxygen toxicity (12.3.0); also
includes closed respiratory support systems other than those found in
space craft (12.7.0).

12.6.0 NUCLEAR AND COSMIC RADIATION - includes information on ionizing rays and
particles from space, X-ray machines, radio-active materials, and nuclear
reactors and explosions (7.5.0).

12.7.0 SPACE TRAVEL - includes problems peculiar to life outside of the earth's
atmosphere, e.g., weightlessness, closed ecological systems, (7.5.0, 12.2.0,
12.4.0, 12.4.1, 12.5.0, 12.6.0).

12.8.0 SENSORY DEPRIVATION - effects of isolation, lack of sensory stimulation,

and monotonous environment upon behavior and performance.

For FACTORS DETERMINING ORIENTATION IN SPACE - see 6.3.2.

For UNUSUAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ARTIFICIAL AMBIENT LIGHTING AFFECTING VISUAL
PERFORMANCE - see 3.3.4.

For EFFECTS OF AMBIENT NOISE AND BLAST ON PERFORMANCE - see 4.2.6.

12.9.0 SPECIAL EQUIPMENT AND METHODS UTILIZED IN THE STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF
SPECIAL ENVIRONMENTS ON PERFORMANCE - e.g., climatic chamber, human centri-
fuge, techniques of thermal assessment.

13.0.0 INDIVU WORK CONDITIONS, AND TASK CHARACTERISTICS THAT EFFHrT
EFFICIENCY.

References pertinent to a variety of psychological and physiological factors that
are internal to the operator or dependent upon the task are included here, along
with considerations of behavior decrement, the aging process, and effects of
nutrition and drugs. For equipment and research methods see 1.2.5.

13.1.0 BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND GENERAL REFERENCES PERTINENT TO INDIVIDUAL FACTORS, WORK
CONDITIONS, AND TASK CHARACTERISTICS THAT AFFECT BEHAVIORAL EFFICIENCY.

13.2.0 FACTORS PERTAINING TO THE INDIVIDUAL - variables that are for the most part
internal or intrinsic to the operator and independent of the task; excludes
learning, 14.0.0.

13.2.1 Motivation and Emotion - data on such factors as morale, incentives,
level of aspiration, perception of self, anxiety, fear, and other
emotional variables.

13.2.2 Intelligence and Aptitudes - data on the relationship between the
intelligence and/or aptitudes of the operator and his performance.

13.2.3 Thought Processes - includes data on the cognitive processes of man
as an independent unit, e.g., imagery, Judgments, integration of
concepts, problem-solving, and creativity; excludes Decision Theory
(2.2.2) and man as a decision maker in a system (2.3.1).

13.2.4 Attention, Alertness, Vigilance - includes studies referring to the
central process determining performance on certain kinds of tasks,
e.g., readiness to respond; for data on performance itself, e.g.,
monitoring, watchkeeping, see 7.7.1 or, when related to systems
studies in particular, 2.3.1.
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13.3.0 INTERACTIONS BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL FACTORS AND WORK FACTORS - conditions
arising within the individual as a result of interaction between individual
factors and work factors.

13.3.1 Effects of Individual Understanding of Task or Set Toward Task -
partial or selective perception and response, report (instructions),
and perceptual anticipation.

13.3.2 Acceptability of Equipment and/or Task - includes consumer acceptance,
attitude surveys pertinent to the design of equipment, preference
studies.

13.3.3 Fatigue and Behavior Decrement - for visual fatigue see 3.14.0, for
auditory fatigue see 4.2.6, for vigilance decrements see 7.7.1,
for muscular strength and endurance see 7.3.3.

13.3.4 Stress - excludes monotony and sensory deprivation, 12.8.0.

13.4.0 WORK, REST, AND EFFICIENCY - variables that are intrinsic to the task and
relatively independent of the particular operator.

13.4.1 Conditions of Work - accuracy and speed requirements, length of work
periods, distribution of rest periods; excludes effects of environ-
mental conditions, 12.0.0.

13.4.2 Methods of Work - time and motion studies, self-pacing and forced-
pacing.

13.4.3 Levels of Complexity - includes data on the number and degree of
difficulty of discriminations required; excludes basic data on motor
performance (7.6.0, 7.7.0).

13.4.4 Unusual Characteristics of the Work - includes potential injury,
e.g., combat; physical punishment, e.g., rifle recoil; secondary
tasks; excludes environmental conditions (12.0.0), as well as
visual (4.2.6), and auditory (3.3.4) distractions. For sensory
deprivation and monotony see 12.8.0.

13.5.0 EFFECTS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS ON PERFORMANCE.

13.5.1 Sleep - data on the role of sleep and insomnia in the performance
of a task.

13.5.2 Diet, Food, and Nutrition - includes studies on the effect of
vitamin and nutritional deficiencies upon performance, studies on
food preferences, feeding problems, food allowances, etc.

13.5.3 Effects of Drugs - includes studies on the effects of the administra-
tion and consumption of such substances as alcohol, tobacco, psycho-
pharmaceutical agents, etc.

13.5.4 Effects of Aging - includes the effects of aging on psychological
and physiological functions, e.g., thought processes, motor
ability.

14.0.0 TRAINING AIDS AND DEVICES AND THEIR USE

This section deals with principles of design and application of training aids and
devices in training programs, as well as references dealing with the outcomes of
incorporation of aids in training programs. Also included are data on the phenomena
of learning relevant to the design of aids and devices, and the development and in-
stitution of training programs.
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14.1.0 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, GENERAL REFERENCES, AND COMPREHENSIVE REPORTS DEALING WITH
SEVERAL ASPECTS OF TRAINING AIDS AND DEVICES - includes symposia, all-in-
clusive articles, handbooks, source lists, literature surveys, etc.

15.0.0 OTHER AREAS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH PERTINENT TO HUMAN ENGINEERING

A selected group of heterogeneous materials from the areas of social and personnel
psychology of relevance to human engineering practice and research are included here.

15.1.0 PERSONNEL PSYCHOLOGY RELEVANT TO HUMAN ENGINEERING.

15.2.0 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY RELEVANT TO HUMAN ENGINEERING.
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PART I I

FACSIMILE OF SUBJECT MATTER FILES

The Facsimile of the Subject Matter Files which
appears on the immediately succeeding pages is an in-
tegrated symbolic representation of the Code Categories
of the preceding Topical Outline of the Literature in
Human Engineering (Part I) and the succeeding listing of
Citations and Abstracts (Part IV). In essence, it is
a listing of the Accession Numbers (found in Part IV)
which have been coded to each of the Code Categories
(found in Part I). Inclusion of the Facsimile as part
of the present bibliographic system permits maximal
spatial condensation of the Topical Outline and also
eliminates the need for printing a given citation and
abstract more than once.



FACSIMILE OF SUBJECT MATTER FILES

Code Category
Numbers Accession Numbers

1.1.0 50 1,140 4,120 4,517 15,340 15,341 15,343
15,344 15,348 16,017 16,038 16,040 16,044 16,048
16,057 16,058 16,063 16,065 16,066 16,072 16,083
16,110 16,152 16,256 16,293 16,318 16,363 16,442
16,452 16,496 16,618 16,674 16,711 16,728 16,756
16,835 16,846 16,989 17,103 17,111 17,276 17,314
18,007 18,022 18,084 18,141 18,160 18,204 18,209
18,212 18,218 18,221 18,255 18,328 18,348 18,387

1.2.0 16,614 16,656 16,766 17,115 17,118 17,154 17,169
17,214 17,216 18,212 18,255 18,296 18,323 18,333

1.2.1 502 2,159 3,413 3,927 3,943 3,946 4,003
4,670 15,330 15,365 15,366 15,367 15,368 15,387

15,409 15,410 16,002 16,006 16,007 16,022 16,023
16,045 16,051 16,052 16,054 16,068 16,072 16,079
16,087 16,089 16,094 16,095 16,096 16,097 16,115
16,185 16,210 16,211 16,215 16,247 16,263 16,269
16,306 16,309 16,328 16,335 16,349 16,353 16,355
16,379 16,387 16,392 16,394 16,419 16,432 16,444
16,450 16,454 16,467 16,505 16,524 16,533 16,547
16,557 16,576 16,581 16,583 16,585 16,635 16,640
16,656 16,657 16,660 16,669 16,679 16,681 16,763
16,766 16,793 16,801 16,815 16,830 16,855 16,864
16,875 16,890 16,894 16,901 16,912 16,924 16,934
16,946 16,951 16,977 17,009 17,013 17,019 17,021
17,023 17,025 17,026 17,029 17,030 17,031 17,033
17,034 17,045 17,046 17,079 17,102 17,162 17,186
17,215 17,336 18,079 18,081 18,091 18,098 18,133
18,152 18,190 18,238 18,280 18,289 18,292 18,303
18,309 18,314 18,320 18,327 18,328 18,337 18,365
18,372

1.2.2 81 364 498 2,183 2,418 3,353 3,356
3,371 3,389 3,459 4,029 4,255 4,482 4,515
4,822 14,499 15,399 15,411 15,418 16,069 16,124

16,181 16,190 16,209 16,247 16,261 16,262 16,281
16,289 16,293 16,315 16,341 16,347 16,385 16,408
16,415 16,439 16,440 16,451 16,550 16,639 16,727
16,940 16,959 16,960 16,961 17,122 17,133 18,072
18,086 18,124 18,141 18,271 18,282 18,294 18,297
18,336 18,367 18,370 18,373 18,396

1.2.3 4,063 15,410 15,423 16,002 16,007 16,013 16,026
16,028 16,046 16,084 16,087 16,088 16,089 16,094
16,095 16,096 16,127 16,187 16,364 16,432 16,450
16,550 16,628 16,654 16,664 16,680 16,710 16,782
16,845 16,876 16,931 17,015 17,020 17,030 17,034
17,089 17,091 17,099 17,196 17,248 18,081 18,325

1.2.4 15,326 15,363 16,001 16,047 16,229 16,255 16,257
16,337 16,436 16,554 16,574 16,663 16,775 16,889
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Code Category Accession Numbers
Numbers

1.2.4
(cont'd.) 16,890 16,944 16,958 17,118 17,127 18,264

1.2.5 16,001 16,079 16,307 16,643 17,030 17,077 17,086

18,024 18,367 18,368

1.3.0 16,229 16,337 16,566 16,711 16,757 16,914 17,107

17,144 17,214 18,018

1.4.0 13,441 16,063 16,080 16,092 16,147 16,320 16,617

16,949 18,112 18,184 18,216 18,218 18,221 18,278

2.1.0 50 3,367 4,003 15,343 16,016 16,017 16,056

16,065 16,070 16,077 16,088 16,099 16,100 16,109

16,190 16,250 16,256 16,291 16,333 16,363 16,684

16,690 16,692 16,935 17,335 18,062 18,075 18,112

18,145 18,239

2.2.0 4,003 4,029 15,418 15,420 16,020 16,027 16,030

16,037 16,069 16,097 16,135 16,159 16,356 16,433

16,478 16,533 16,554 16,602 16,606 16,623 16,766

16,953 17,000 17,004 17,290 17,292 17,336 18,023

18,050 18,213 18,215 18,236 18,255

2.2.1 3,913 3,967 3,968 4,017 4,037 4,126 4,381

4,517 15,362 15,415 16,054 16,055 16,067 16,072

16,093 16,131 16,165 16,214 16,266 16,329 16,335

16,336 16,350 16,404 16,#24 16,445 16,518 16,519

16,523 16,699 16,810 16,811 16,823 16,831 16,859

16,868 16,897 16,898 16,899 16,906 16,913 16,921
16,932 16,933 16,984 16,994 16,995 16,999 17,013

17,059 17,061 17,186 17,223 18,014 18,062 18,063

18,172 18,198 18,302

2.2.2 3,348 15,420 16,087 16,088 16,089 16,115 16,116

16,135 16,405 16,406 16,450 16,467 16,614 16,635

16,721 16,782 16,784 16,810 16,858 16,898 16,899

16,930 16,931 16,981 17,013 17,189 17,193 17,281
18,005 18,146 18,173 18,292 18,315 18,316 18,346
18,347

2.2.3 4,037 4,473 4,474 4,666 15,387 16,000 16,042
16,051 16,053 16,072 16,117 16,135 16,163 16,165

16,174 16,188 16,197 16,213 16,223 16,331 16,344

16,386 16,392 16,402 16,405 16,407 16,420 16,433

16,435 16,448 16,454 16,505 16,508 16,526 16,544

16,555 16,658 16,667 16,700 16,739 16,763 16,784

16,790 16,839 16,855 16,867 16,877 16,896 16,918
16,930 17,101 17,102 17,155 17,157 17,274 17,297

17,315 17,336 18,025 18,106 18,115 18,145 18,155
18,160 18,190 18,278 18,340 18,341 18,342 18,343

18,344 18,345 18,349

2.2.4 4,029 15,366 15,367 15,368 15,369 16,685 16,855

17,216 17,289 17,291 17,336 18,281

2.3.0 3,367 16,072 16,100 16,136 16,197 16,255 16,305
16,430 16,433 16,499 16,561 16,606 16,684 16,735

16,739 17,003 17,004 17,235 17,297 18,031 18,033
18,050 18,097 18,104
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Code Category Accession Numbers
Numbers

2.3.1 4,136 11,176 15,362 16,020 16,037 16,054 16,098
16,100 16,136 16,165 16,176 16,214 16,228 16,253
16,263 16,269 16,278 16,288 16,289 16,291 16,356
16,395 16,430 16,523 16,526 16,583 16,602 16,609
16,658 16,696 16,746 16,763 16,848 16,895 16,915
16,932 16,938 16,945 17,000 17,001 17,167 18,013
18,128 18,148 18,193 18,198 18,241 18,242 18,243
18,244

2.3.2 2,236 3,919 3,920 3,933 3,945 14,499 15,349
16,167 16,174 16,250 16,307 16,362 16,441 16,451
16,530 17,143 17,318 18,014 18,028 18,075 18,189
18,395

2.3.3 2,452 4,436 4,440 15,405 16,020 16,031 16,032
16,054 16,067 16,072 16,112 16,278 16,279 16,317
16,345 16,384 16,406 16,415 16,435 16,443 16,458
16,593 16,633 16,699 16,740 16,776 16,801 16,841
16,897 16,898 16,899 16,927 16,933 16,938 18,012
18,031 18,033 18,128 18,144 18,158 18,241 18,242
18,243 18,244 18,269 18,296

2.3.4 50 3,933 4,515 15,320 15,378 15,420 16,027
16,031 16,037 16,042 16,069 16,083 16,086 16,091
16,092 16,100 16,109 16,135 16,159 16,177 16,181
16,197 16,279 16,341 16,363 16,384 16,386 16,402
16,406 16,430 16,439 16,440 16,441 16,499 16,699
16,869 16,893 16,916 16,930 16,940 18,010 18,026
18,072 18,086 18,157

2.3.5 364 452 498 661 3,356 3,367 3,371
3,389 4,037 4,255 4,451 4,822 15,320 16,075

16,086 16,292 16,435 16,534 16,567 16,595 16,623
16,637 16,685 16,869 17,018 17,277 17,278 17,279
17,282 17,289 18,026 18,031 18,050 18,054 18,119
18,155 18,236 18,281 18,387

2.3.6 4,343 4,387 4,440 16,031 16,244 16,279 16,288
16,423 16,455 16,645 16,659 16,838 16,895 16,973
17,118 18,092 18,107 18,158

3.1.0 1,140 13,441 15,332 15,340 16,369 16,671 16,980
18,112

3.2.0 16,710 16,759 16,871 17,316

3.2.1 16,803 18,227

3.2.2 3,629 18,226 18,227

3.2.3 3,629 16,011 16,134 16,819 16,879 17,316

3.2.4 17,124 17,316 18,226

3.3.0 16,145 16,176 16,750 16,754 18,229

3.3.1 3,857 15,339 16,246 18,230 18,358

3.3.2 4,118 4,296 4,298 4,458 4,459 15,433 16,134
16,237 16,238 16,239 16,240 16,241 16,264 16,327
16,459 16,489 16,707 16,723 16,792 16,873 16,942
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Code Category Accession Numbers
Numbers

3.3.2
(cont'd.) 18,037

3.3.3 16,246 16,792

3.3.4 16,241 16,599 16,716 16,965 16,968 17,146 17,148
17,178 17,316 18,051 18,088

3.4.0 4,677 16,162 16,246 16,940

3.4.1 16,327 16,707

3.4.2 3,453

3.4.3 3,646 3,983 16,232 16,709

3.4.4 16,477

3.5.0 4,009 15,409 16,000 16,002 16,072 16,085 16,113
16,145 16,177 16,222 16,288 16,486 16,498 16,503
16,605 16,862 16,915 17,001 17,003 17,011 17,313
18,000 18,179 18,375

3.5.1 503 4,127 15,409 15,444 16,414 16,443 17,003
17,313 18,000 18,002 18,011 18,313

3.5.2 3,932 4,292 16,085 16,205 16,750 18,267

3.5.3 3,989 4,016 16,035 16,990 16,992 18,267

3.6.0 3,393 3,462 4,009 16,113 16,148 16,182 16,633
18,205 18,207

3.7.0 4,371 16,128 16,129 16,130 16,201 16,286 16,287
16,459 16,474 16,486 16,489 16,498 16,627 16,794
16,795 16,952 17,184 17,315 18,060 18,100

3.7.1 3,987 4,300 16,177 16,271 16,282 16,370 16,499
16,562 16,813 16,919 18,093 18,265 18,284

3.7.2 16,196 16,538 17,315 18,265

3.7.3 3,987 4,342 4,359 16,464 16,624 16,671 17,184

18,027 18,059 18,238 18,311 18,358

3.8.0 4,371 16,036 16,107 16,201 16,486 16,491 16,638

16,794 16,795 16,800 17,315 18,001

3.8.1 3,410 16,381

3.8.2 15,360 16,036 18,312

3.8.3 16,036 16,284

3.8.4 3,646 16,036 18,312

3.8.5 16,036 16,539 17,187 18,158 18,312

3.8.6 4,297 4,364 15,360 16,284 16,589 16,731 16,741
17,187
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3.9.0 3,968 4,000 4,383 16,009 16,420 16,446 16,538
17,188 17,201 17,313 18,223

3.9.1 2,452 3,453 3,964 4,436 16,334 16,886 17,313
18,061 18,073

3.9.2 2,452 16,002 16,007 16,013 16,148 16,377 16,985
17,192 17,204 18,156 18,358

3.9.3 2,452 3,453 3,964 4,436 16,005 16,013 16,148
16,234 16,235 16,236 16,396 16,477 16,498 16,683
16,696 16,710 16,719 17,191 17,192 17,217 17,254
18,055 18,230 18,238

3.10.0 3,446 16,015 16,627

3.10.1 3,443 18,156 18,308

3.10.2 16,170 16,304 16,417 16,715 18,008

3.10.3 16,601

3.10.4 4,383 16,965 16,991 17,188

3.10.5 4,522 16,002 16,128 16,129 16,302 16,409 16,410
16,517 16,696 16,879 16,926 16,963 17,001 17,211
18,002 18,071 18,139 18,219 18,220 18,287

3.11.0

3.12.0 3,929 3,959 3,967 3,990 4,381 15,400 16,003
16,006 16,008 16,012 16,014 16,170 16,377 16,503
16,672 16,696 16,719 16,804 16,850 17,011 17,053
17,176 17,313 18,070 18,156 18,158 18,205 18,223
18,238 18,288

3.12.1 3,425 3,857 3,929 3,998 4,048 15,360 16,002
16,004 16,005 16,008 16,102 16,128 16,129 16,145
16,164 16,170 16,222 16,283 16,803 16,818 16,922
16,974 16,984 17,028 17,036 17,041 17,046 17,052
17,053 17,089 17,091 17,197 17,204 17,244 18,055
18,061 18,121 18,146 18,156 18,180

3.12.2 15,433 16,036 16,208 16,237 16,330 16,377 16,707
16,709 16,791 16,792 16,808 16,819 16,820 16,821
16,872 16,873 17,211 18,224

3.13.0 4,009 16,850

3.13.1 4,378 4,379 16,002 16,265 16,483 16,489 16,532
16,560 16,672 16,750 16,787 16,874 16,942 16,950
18,019 18,205 18,207

3.13.2 4,291 4,686 16,644 16,719 16,779 16,968

3.14.0 2,452 3,635 3,967 3,968 3,983 4,017 4,378
4,436 15,332 15,377 15,400 16,004 16,005 16,010

16,035 16,050 16,085 16,102 16,127 16,128 16,129
16,130 16,145 16,164 16,218 16,234 16,235 16,290
16,373 16,376 16,527 16,593 16,613 16,719 16,726
16,803 17,015 17,028 17,036 17,041 17,046 17,051
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Numbers

3.14.0
(cont'd.) 17,055 17,092 17,099 17,148 17,200 17,217 17,220

17,316 18,088 18,103 18,180 18,223 18,284 18,318

3.15.0 3,442 16,084 16,185 16,199 16,231 16,234 16,236
16,321 16,445 16,599 16,886 16,969 16,997 17,028
17,032 17,051 17,099 17,160 17,191 17,205 18,060
18,076 18,077 18,225 18,235 18,272 18,378 18,388

3.15.1 3,898 15,386 15,400 16,847 16,985 17,217 17,244
18,225 18,323 18,354

3.15.2 3,857 4,063 4,459 15,406 16,009 16,127 16,390
16,403 16,479 16,704 16,712 16,872 17,028 17,160

17,191 18,020 18,121 18,146 18,170 18,233 18,335

18,357 18,360

3.15.3 3,983 3,993 4,094 15,373 15,386 15,401 15,430
16,127 16,172 16,513 16,514 16,515 16,516 16,704
16,990 16,992 18,113 18,135 18,228 18,357 18,363
18,377 18,388

3.15.4 3,883 4,094 4,390 16,513 16,704 16,709 16,716
16,791 16,818 16,847 16,872 16,968 16,974 16,986
17,024 17,049 17,050 17,204 17,217 17,244 17,266
17,285 17,328 18,121 18,180 18,225 18,233 18,234

18,235 18,272 18,279 18,354 18,359 18,361 18,362
18,376

3.15.5 3,857 3,989 4,048 4,459 16,239 16,390 16,616
16,968 16,985 16,986 17,052 17,058 17,087 17,175
18,011 18,027 18,055 18,070 18,146 18,170 18,272
18,356 18,357 18,374

3.15.6 4,076 15,339 15,406 15,429 16,005 16,122 16,123
16,183 16,234 16,235 16,236 16,541 16,712 16,886
16,965 17,052 18,132 18,231 18,232

3.15.7 15,444 16,199 16,232 16,498 16,616 16,990 17,058
17,085 17,092 17,094 17,096 17,192 17,194 17,197
17,206 17,210 17,217 17,254 17,294 18,135 18,320
18,355 18,356 18,374

3.15.8 3,986 15,392 15,416 16,002 16,033 16,121 16,138
16,234 16,235 16,236 16,343 16,373 16,395 16,416
16,540 16,541 16,548 16,591 16,609 16,683 16,744
16,804 17,035 17,089 17,091 18,168 18,169 18,230
18,232

3.15.9 3,645 3,883 4,080 4,378 15,327 15,332 15,380
15,400 15,416 15,444 16,007 16,010 16,011 16,125
16,128 16,129 16,183 16,351 16,373 16,421 16,560
16,591 16,648 16,738 16,814 16,964 17,028 17,041
17,044 17,051 17,052 17,058 17,089 17,091 17,092
17,094 17,149 17,192 17,220 17,315 18,036 18,055

18,117 18,230 18,318

3.15.10 503 2,243 3,635 3,857 4,017 4,383 15,400
16,002 16,008 16,009 16,010 16,222 16,331 16,370
16,390 16,446 16,616 16,624 16,744 16,886 16,964
16,982 16,984 17,028 17,046 17,053 17,087 17,094
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Code Category Accession Numbers
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3.15.10
(cont'd.) 17,096 17,192 17,194 17,197 17,198 17,201 17,226

17,244 17,249 17,254 17,313 18,027 18,061 18,196
18,291

3.15.11 16,009 16,286 1.6,564 16,670 16,886 17,028 17,047
17,226 18,284

3.15.12 4,076 15,407 15,429 16,234 16,235 16,236 16,283
16,343 16,370 16,391 16,560 16,603 16,624 16,649
16,738 16,857 17,035 17,085 17,092 17,094 17,149
17,200 17,206 17,265 18,352 18,360

3.16.0 16,592 16,650 16,787 18,061 18,305

3.16.1 17,244 18,234

3.16.2 2,226 3,420 4,042 15,416 16,122 16,123 16,375
16,613 16,738 16,750

3.16.3 3,635 3,970 4,006 4,008 4,063 4,094 15,429
16,012 16,033 16,232 16,236 16,302 16,321 16,346
16,395 16,548 16,646 16,787 16,818 16,974 17,035
17,049 17,050 17,265 17,313 18,002 18,287 18,291
18,303 18,355 18,389

3.16.4 16,134 16,651 16,653 16,666 16,689 16,691 16,857
17,149 17,315 18,231

4.1.0 15,346 16,318 16,354 16,413 16,468 16,758 16,980
18,112 18,122 18,186 18,330

4.2.0 3,148 3,884 16,374 16,776 16,797 16,798 16,817
17,073

4.2.1 3,467 4,166 4,470 16,336

4.2.2 3,467 3,884 3,921 4,166 16,153 16,244 16,374
16,472 16,806 16,882 17,114 17,264 17,326 18,269

4.2.3 3,467 16,826

4.2.4 3,148 3,467 15,378 16,243 16,472 16,786 16,806
16,826 17,131 17,135 17,146

4.2.5 15,336 16,816 16,822 16,840

4.2.6 3,148 3,884 3,894 4,020 16,153 16,472 16,596
16,786 17,228 18,051 18,371

4.2.7 3,148 3,884 16,472 16,826 17,114 17,135 17,264
17,326 18,137

4.3.0 18,012

4.3.1

4.3.2

4.3.3 17,072

4.4.0 16,188 16,202 16,746 16,842 18,269
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Numbers Accession Numbers

4.4.1

4.4.2 4,436 15,355 16,357 16,826 16,973 16,995 18,006
18,021 18,142 18,144

4.5.0 16,735

4.5.1 16,788 16,797 16,798 16,817 16,822 16,851

4.5.2

4.5.3

4.5.4

4.6.0 4,470 16,350 16,921 18,288 18,290

4.7.0 3,913 15,362 15,382 16,157 16,941 18,080

4.8.0 1,820 15,350 16,054 16,188 16,202 16,266 16,383
16,412 16,578 16,677 16,758 16,957 17,064 17,066
18,058 18,125

4.8.1 4,022 16,277 16,746 16,747 16,753 16,758 16,866
16,993 17,064 17,065 18,064 18,094

4.8.2 15,405 16,345 16,393 18,064

4.8.3 3,148 3,884 16,345 16,472 16,753 16,816 16,826
16,938 17,066 17,073 18,094

4.8.4 15,350 15,384 15,390 15,402 15,403 15,410 16,094
16,126 16,220 16,345 16,598 16,826 16,938 17,062

4.8.5 4,010 15,364 16,383 16,412 16,468 16,746 16,747
16,758 18,332

4.8.6 4,670 16,054 16,188 16,466 16,578 16,667 16,703
16,746 16,747 16,993 17,065 17,178

4.8.7 4,470 4,479 16,277 16,630 16,677 16,881 16,957
17,074 18,058 18,140 18,185

4.9.0 4,330 16,140

4.9.1 3,921 16,140 16,154 16,743 16,996

4.9.2 3,921 15,334 15,352 16,140 16,144 16,368 16,371
16,594 16,655 16,743 16,996 17,067 17,068 17,072
18,080 18,151 18,182 18,183 18,186

4.9.3 16,140 16,721

4.9.4 3,894 15,351 15,352 15,353 15,370 16,142 16,154
16,158 16,472 16,840 16,996 17,059 17,060 17,061
17,067 17,068 17,070 17,072 18,035 18,129 18,182
18,183 18,290

4.9.5 741 3,148 16,682 16,882 17,069 17,071 17,075
17,114 17,116 18,137 18,186

4.9.6 15,388
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4.9.7 2,029 4,464 16,254 17,073 18,330

4.9.8 17,059 18,046

4.9.9 16,140 18,186

4.9.10 4,010 16,525 17,060 17,068 17,114 18,151

4.9.11 3,148 15,351 15,356 16,298 16,323 16,360 16,494
16,525 16,594 16,762 16,780 17,114 17,116 18,035
18,137 18,177 18,385

4.9.12 732 4,021 4,464 4,670 15,333 15,334 16,158
16,368 16,371 16,393 16,780 16,822 17,064 17,068
17,070 17,071 17,114 17,325 18,080 18,151

5.1.0 16,257 16,980 17,293 18,239

5.1.1 16,251 16,321 16,322 16,587 16,619 16,620 16,917
17,038 17,040 17,222 18,117 18,211 18,240 18,241
18,245

5.1.2 3,425 3,929 16,587 17,078 17,176 17,177 17,222

5.1.3 16,187 16,338 16,518 16,519 16,619 16,620 16,874
16,880 17,139 18,211 18,240 18,242 18,243 18,244
18,319 18,321

5.1.4 16,187 16,321 16,587 17,038 17,040

5.2.0 16,632 16,917 16,980 17,271 18,131

5.2.1 15,427 16,680 18,322

5.2.2 18,322

5.3.0 16,257 16,751 16,917 16,980 17,022 17,262

5.3.1 3,253 15,353 17,039

5.3.2 17,039 17,221

5.4.0 16,428 16,429 16,980

5.4.1 4,409 16,380 16,429 16,654 17,212 18,210

5.4.2 4,409

5.4.3 16,654 17,2i2 18,299 18,300

5.5.0 16,257 16,369 16,980 18,194

5.5.1 15,331 15,423 16,751 17,219 17,222

5.5.2 17,043 17,205 17,210 18,060

5.5.3

5.6.0 15,419 16,369 16,980 17,108 18,136

5.6.1 15,328 16,138 16,416 16,529 16,570 16,582 16,892
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5.6.1
(cont'd.) 16,967 17,120 18,016

5.6.2 16,138

5.7.0 16,519 16,2)& 16,789 16,880 17,027 17,067 17,068

6.1.0 16,531 16,745 16,98& 18,239 18,273

6.2.0 17,058 18,179 18,242

6.2.1 16,018 17,093 17,139

6.2.2 16,321 16,322 16,706 17,139 18,117 18,211 18,243
18,245

6.3.0 15,403 17,044 18,332

6.3.1 16,743 18,117 18,179 18,288

6.3.2 4,007 4,379 16,002 16,061 16,062 17,047 17,058

17,084 17,146 17,147 17,148 17,149 17,194 18,085
18,136 18,273 18,284

7.1.0 17,182

7.2.0 16,276 17,180

7.2.1 3,924 4,399 16,521 16,559 16,596 16,925 1'7,163

18,123 18,276

7.2.2 15,357 15,408 16,799 16,900

7.3.0 15,335 16,141 16,611 16,970 17,170 17,173

7.3.1 16,141 16,521

7.3.2 16,141

7.3.3 4,026 4,139 4,141 4,398 15,404 15,439 16,119

16,141 16,259 16,453 16,828 16,852 16,911 17,044
17,170 17,171 17,181 17,283 18,274 18,307

7.4.0 4,400 4,685 5,880 15,357 15,408 16,119 16,276

16,422 16,596 16,611 16,661 16,731 16,900 1-7,128
18,175 18,264

7.5.0 3,916 4,139 4,146a 4,146b 4,375 5,876 15,329
15,338 16,175 16,231 16,232 16,233 16,267 16,272

16,361 16,378 16,400 16,476 16,507 16,596 16,636
16,676 16,713 16,725 16,752 16,765 16,834 16,902
16,911 16,971 16,976 16,979 16,998 17,081 17,082
17,083 17,117 17,119 17,120 17,121 17,122 17,125
17,129 17,137 17,138 17,150 17,171 17,172 17,180

17,249 18,017 18,039 18,082 18,263 18,274 18,366

7.5.1 15,326 16,203 16,221 16,274 16,311 16,359 16,476
16,549 16,566 16,663 16,698 16,736 16,775 16,889
16,905 16,978 17,083 17,127 17,144 17,218

7.6.0 15,361 17,249 18,264
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7.6.1 3,410 3,984 15,439 16,326 17,088 17,168 17,202
18,307

7.6.2 3,998 3,999 4,362 16,389 17,202 17,226 17,249

7.6.3 4,142 4,147 17,226 18,307

7.6.4 1,857 3,436 3,883 3,999 4,127 15,337 15,363
16,122 16,123 16,274 16,586 16,772 16,805 16,952
17,037 17,076 17,211 18,306 18,3)7

7.6.5

7.6.6 4,147 5,385 15,427 16,586 .17,114

7.6.7 5,385 16,731 16,805 17,086

7.7.0 505 2,228 3,631 4,126 16,000 16,065 16,538
16,955 17,010 17,086 17,216 18,087 18,208

7.7.1 4,495 15,382 16,050 16,085 16,098 16,099 16,102
16,133 16,290 16,539 16,789 16,848 16,915 17,097
17,136 18,051 18,052 18,093 18,270 18,286 18,288
18,304 18,310 18,313 18,317

7.7.2 2,162 3,400 3,997 4,008 4,076 4,136 4,393
4,438 11,176 15,342 15,376 15,392 15,407 15,428

15,440 16,108 16,111 16,132 16,144 16,283 16,288
16,338 16,395 16,475 16,539 16,583 16,597 16,615
16,701 16,702 16,714 16,735 16,774 17,003 17,010
17,048 17,057 17,166 17,167 17,195 17,215 17,315
18,053 18,059 18,069 18,148 18,178 18,302 18,311
18,324 18,396

7.7.3 2,178 3,348 4,381 15,337 16,122 16,123 16,182
16,208 16,396 16,397 16,398 16,399 16,484 16,603
16,612 16,613 16,741 16,813 16,895 17,173 17,208
18,058 18,060 18,111 18,134 18,373

7.7.4 370 2,162 3,997 16,000 16,597 16,612 16,613
16,615 17,086 17,215 17,216 17,315 18,053 18,373

8.1.0 1,140 13,441 16,099 16,105 17,234

8.2.0 3,425 16,206 16,491

8.3.0 17,076

8.3.1 3,425 15,331 16,352 16,852 18,311

8.3.2 3,410 3,984 3,999 15,331 15,442 16,176 16,852

17,164 18,311

8.3.3 16,352 16,395 16:548 16,568 16,720 16,910

8.3.4

8.3.5 16,176 16,464 17,164

8.4.0 3,425
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Numbers

8.4.1

8.4.2 16,176 17,076

8.5.0 15,378 15,404 16,160 16,352 17,002 17,076 17,126

8.6.0

8.7.0 4,438 15,428 15,440 16,449 16,464 16,486 16,538

16,583 16,638 16,720 16,735 16,794 16,795 16,932

16,952 16,987 18,001

8.7.1 15,342 16,144 16,592 17,048 18,178

8.7.2 15,428 15,439 16,176 16,465 16,714 16,852 17,002

8.7.3 3,436 3,998 16,144 16,589 17,002 17,010 17,048

17,088 17,234

8.7.4 11,176 16,338 18,059

8.7.5 16,338 16,475 18,093

9.1.0

9.2.0 3,986 4,388 16,221 16,486 16,638 16,824 16,893

18,209

9.3.0 3,998 3,999 15,408 16,160 16,162 17,168

9.4.0 16,061 16,062 16,176 17,126

9.4.1 3,929

9.4.2 3,986

9.5.0

10.1.0 15,378

10.2.0 1,820 3,931 15,378 15,408 16,914

10.2.1 15,442 16,192 16,888

10.2.2 15,442 16,888 17,168

10.2.3

10.3.0

10.3.1 15,404 16,184 16,242 16,422 16,427 16,437 16,535
16,785 16,843 16,861 16,888 16,900 18,065 18,108
18,201

10.3.2 4,677 16,437 17,182

10.3.3

10.4.0 4,677 15,385 16,242 16,400 16,492 16,535 16,878
18,065 18,108 18,201
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Code Category Accession Numbers
Numbers

10.5.0

10.6.0 15,357 16,686 16,720 16,841 17,183 17,234 18,134

10.7.0 3,367 4,451 16,075 16,230 16,534 16,567 16,637
16,799 16,825 16,869 16,927 17,209 18,097 18,104

10.8.0 16,723 16,918

10.9.0 4,050 4,673 15,378 16,563 17,122 17,272 17,341
18,055 18,162 18,165 18,298

10.9.1 4,050 16,208 16,238 16,264 16,294 16,642 16,971
17,280 17,339 18,034 18,037 18,038 18,040 18,041
18,042 18,043

10.9.2 2,182 2,190 2,234 2,251 3,923 3,926 4,310
4,325 16,137 16,242 16,267 16,296 16,310 16,427

16,535 16,629 16,659 16,688 16,708 16,778 16,836
16,843 16,861 16,920 17,112 17,115 17,118 17,140
17,143 17,340 18,108 18,142 18,163 18,217

10.10.0 16,602 16,739 17,182 17,209 18,104

10.10.1 3,931 4,388 4,677 4,686 15,378 16,042 16,400
16,492 16,510 16,511 16,527 16,535 16,694 16,715
16,785 16,827 16,888 16,900 16,914 16,943 17,105
17,126 17,149 17,238 18,201

10.10.2 4,387 15,378 16,184 16,244 16,271 16,280 16,382
16,449 16,464 16,486 16,542 16,629 16,638 16,645
16,888 16,893 16,987 17,117 18,001

10.10.3 16,177 16,862

10.10.4 16,352 16,580 16,869 18,162 18,209

10.10.5 16,602 18,206

11.1.0 15,340 16,542 18,083

11.2.0 16,542 17,182

11.2.1 4,375 15,396 16,522 17,333 18,066 18,067 18,083
18,089 18,120

11.2.2 15,396 15,398 15,442 16,141 16,400 16,686 17,081
17,082 17,084 17,142 18,120

11.2.3 15,378

11.2.4 16,203

11.3.0 16,364 16,542

11.3.1 16,511 17,084 18,163

11.3.2 4,398 16,734

11.3.3 3,415 4,005 4,374 4,528 4,791 15,355 15,377
15,378 15,381 15,393 16,225 16,270 16,348 16,366
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Code Category Accession Numbers
Numbers

11.3.3
(cont'd.) 16,472 16,497 16,574 16,579 16,904 16,907 16,975

17,081 17,082 18,116 18,163 18,276

11.3.4

11.3.5 3,935 16,155 16,217 16,722

11.4.0 4,399 18,120

11.5.0 16,509 16,542 18,029

11.5.1 3,148 15,381 16,157 16,270 16,457 16,472 16,490

16,666 16,882

11.5.2 16,224 16,621

11.5.3 4,026 4,398 4,400 16,734

11.5.4 4,375 16,245 16,275 16,296 16,316 16,601 16,836

16,888 16,972 18,108 18,165

11.5.5 15,329 16,227 16,324 16,342 18,192

11.6.0 15,377 15,442 16,137 16,259 16,686 16,914 17,165
17,317

11.7.0 16,925 18,165

11.8.0 4,400 4,685 15,398 16,141 16,186 16,203 16,348
16,364 16,574 16,632 16,686 16,722 16,734 18,083

12.1.0 15,340 15,345 16,063 16,071 16,078 16,081 16,101

16,260 16,476 16,575 16,621 16,625 16,673 16,728

16,756 16,764 16,926 17,111 17,182 18,160

12.2.0 3,468 3,928 4,673 16,259 16,287 16,502 16,765
16,954 17,105 17,178 17,232 17,233 17,331 17,332
17,333 18,127

12.2.1 3,468 3,916 3,928 4,012 4,142 4,290 4,375
4,426 5,876 15,338 15,347 15,378 15,396 15,397

15,422 16,019 16,029 16,155 16,175 16,212 16,249
16,268 16,297 16,483 16,520 16,596 16,636 16,718
16,828 16,958 16,966 16,976 16,979 17,082 17,110

17,113 17,317 18,066 18,067 18,068 18,082 18,101
18,131 18,153 18,201 18,268 18,331

12.2.2 3,928 16,299 16,697 16,718 16,833 16,837 18,030
18,067 18,068

12.3.0 4,409 16,254 16,301 16,308 16,310 16,543 16,765
16,856 16,954 16,956 16,971 17,146 17,327 17,334
18,127 18,187 18,268

12.4.0 16,108 16,111 16,207 16,296 16,378 16,765 16,892
17,241 18,181

12.4.1 4,133 6,557 15,395 16,061 16,062 16,100 16,249
16,258 16,313 16,314 16,325 16,338 16,365 16,378

16,403 16,462 16,493 16,510 16,529 16,568 16,570
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Numbers Accession Numbers

12.4.1
(cont'd.) 16,571 16,573 16,596 16,600 16,676 16,688 16,730

16,752 16,772 16,774 16,775 16,807 16,829 16,883
16,884 16,885 16,887 16,948 16,972 16,988 17,112
17,113 17,125 17,130 17,141 17,150 17,151 17,230
17,231 17,256 17,257 17,260 17,270 18,016 18,017
18,042 18,161 18,201 18,263 18,283

12.4.2 15,328 16,143 16,378 16,411 16,711 16,884 17,135
17,146 17,174 17,258 18,266

12.4.3 3,895 3,896 16,588 16,596 17,120 17,130 17,149
17,241

12.5.0 15,358 15,359 16,019 16,296 16,437 16,438 16,765
17,112

12.5.1 3,415 15,396 16,207 16,551 16,596 16,708 16,714
16,733 16,755 16,853 16,972 17,081 17,082 17,084
17,105 17,117 17,261 18,129 18,167 18,201

12.5.2 4,005 4,039 4,390 15,356 15,358 15,370 15,417
15,421 16,100 16,191 16,193 16,194 16,195 16,297
16,348 16,366 16,375 16,507 16,543 16,579 16,596
16,907 16,943 16,956 16,971 17,081 17,082 17,107
17,109 17,110 17,123 17,130 17,131 17,142 17,145
17,238 17,269 17,334 18,201 18,268

12.6.0 4,311 15,375 15,379 15,441 16,200 16,216 16,299
16,366 16,438 16,471 16,480 16,543 16,569 16,662
16,729 16,765 16,837 16,844 16,878 17,014 17,084
17,104 17,153 17,268 17,272 17,316 17,334 18,015
18,074 18,078 18,109 18,110 18,126 18,130 18,138
18,160 18,165 18,166 18,191 18,331

12.7.0 15,358 15,439 15,440 16,024 16,025 16,031 16,041
16,042 16,047 16,061 16,062 16,065 16,066 16,071
16,074 16,078 16,081 16,092 16,100 16,101 16,147
16,160 16,162 16,173 16,178 16,179 16,180 16,189
16,191 16,192 16,195 16,206 16,217 16,260 16,385
16,400 16,418 16,463 16,469 16,480 16,493 16,506
16,520 16,527 16,543 16,545 16,556 16,568 16,569
16,575 16,582 16,584 16,588 16,607 16,621 16,672
16,720 16,765 16,786 16,874 16,902 16,908 16,910
16,943 16,954 16,983 16,998 17,014 17,017 17,106
17,125 17,130 17,137 17,150 17,229 17,231 17,235
17,238 17,239 17,240 17,268 18,030 18,057 18,090
18,131 18,143 18,149 18,181 18,194

12.8.0 15,383 16,043 16,050 16,064 16,120 16,161 16,178
16,179 16,180 16,249 16,254 16,260 16,726 16,751
16,783 16,941 17,022 17,106 17,235 17,236 17,251
17,334 18,045 18,051 18,088 18,090 18,118 18,189
18,208 18,275

12.9.0 3,468 15,395 16,019 16,191 16,193 16,221 16,260
16,325 16,332 16,365 16,373 16,461 16,462 16,463
16,493 16,502 16,512 16,546 16,549 16,596 16,600
16,607 16,632 16,675 16,694 16,772 16,783 16,807
16,837 16,883 16,884 16,905 16,941 16,948 16,978
16,988 17,106 17,128 17,207 17,227 17,317 18,057
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12.9.0
(cont'd.) 18,067 18,068 18,102 18,131 18,143 18,266

13.1.0 15,345 16,209 16,659 17,316 18,171

13.2.0 661 2,199 3,919 3,920 15,425 16,018 16,052

16,175 16,226 16,273 16,596 16,725 16,751 17,008

17,127 17,129 17,203 17,216 17,224 18,085 18,118

18,171 18,199

13.2.1 452 2,183 3,460 4,144 4,243 4,245 4,392

4,482 4,492 5,385 15,426 15,438 16,052 16,132

16,149 16,178 16,179 16,180 16,290 16,428 16,596

16,687 16,743 16,745 16,789 16,828 16,903 16,915

16,961 17,027 17,060 17,095 17,128 17,251 18,052

18,174 18,366

13.2.2 546 4,254 15,425 16,026 16,340 16,365 16,388

16,596 17,210 18,329 18,366 18,396

13.2.3 108 484 1,857 4,035 4,243 15,327 15,405

16,028 16,120 16,161 16,163 16,213 16,340 16,358

16,447 16,531 16,596 16,745 16,757 16,848 16,931

16,952 16,961 17,015 17,027 17,156 17,159 17,196

17,198 18,052 18,125 18,171 18,195 18,270 18,275

18,329 18,338 18,339 18,364

13.2.4 3,409 3,990 4,495 15,410 16,002 16,018 16,021
16,026 16,094 16,095 16,102 16,133 16,178 16,179

16,180 16,290 16,388 16,416 16,570 16,596 16,967

17,045 18,051 18,052 18,053 18,103 18,270 18,310

18,370

13.3.0 2,183 4,139 17,224

13.3.1 3,964 3,967 3,968 4,245 4,426 4,492 16,506

16,570 16,967 17,044 18,052 18,103 18,159 18,310

13.3.2 4,005 4,392 4,492 16,186 16,351 16,364 16,876
18,095 18,342

13.3.3 3,409 4,139 4,141 4,144 4,392 4,398 4,495

15,378 15,425 15,426 15,438 16,119 16,132 16,295
16,530 16,971 17,170 17,171 17,172 18,176 18,208

13.3.4 3,353 3,409 3,460 4,020 4,423 4,492 5,385
16,026 16,260 16,295 16,426 16,461 16,530 16,596

16,725 16,728 17,113 17,116 17,121 17,172 17,231

17,316 18,095 18,200 18,283

13.4.0

13.4.1 2,178 3,409 3,631 4,139 4,144 4,392 16,018
16,021 16,085 16,132 16,133 16,156 17,121 17,136

18,159 18,370

13.4.2 18,220

13.4.3 16,565 16,814 17,054 18,159

13.4.4 4,146a 4,146b 13,400 15,383 16,061 16,062 17,008
17,117 17,152
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13.5.0 13,400 15,383 16,047 16,373 16,728 16,775 17,127
17,136 17,259 18,286

13.5.1 15,338 16,151 16,295 16,742 16,745 16,979 17,095
17,121 17,134 17,236 18,174 18,304 18,307 18,369

13.5.2 4 ,146 a 4,146b 4,423 4,526 15,417 16,195 16,426
16,438 16,542 16,643 16,647 16,668 16,687 16,705
16,718 16,876 16,925 16,958 17,014 17,123 17,134
17,141 17,171 17,203 17,237 17,240 18,095 18,138
18,164 18,300 18,369

13.5.3 3,895 3,896 4,142 4,144 4,145 4,147 4,390
4,392 4,393 16,146 16,175 16,295 16,436 16,47316,678 16,971 17,027 17,140 17,213 17,225 18,174

13.5.4 15,386 16,172 16,860 17,054 17,118 17,140 17,179
17,185 17,244 17,249 18,113 18,295 18,301 18,317
18,326

14.1.0 81 108 250 281 364 452 498
505 546 2,161 2,178 2,186 2,220 2,225

2,228 2,418 2,747 2,748 3,338 3,356 3,3893,393 3,404 3,438 3,445 3,446 3,462 3,631
3,632 3,970 4,017 4,020 4,029 4,325 4,362
4,473 4,474 4,522 4,666 4,822 15,234 15,361

15,371 15,372 15,376 15,378 15,382 15,425 16,020
16,022 16,034 16,042 16,076 16,085 16,086 16,093
16,108 16,111 16,139 16,151 16,165 16,171 16,181
16,192 16,202 16,208 16,218 16,226 16,293 16,31516,326 16,331 16,339 16,370 16,376 16,386 16,389
16,396 16,398 16,399 16,402 16,408 16,447 16,457
16,484 16,501 16,504 16,506 16,523 16,534 16,537
16,553 16,555 16,562 16,564 16,565 16,577 16,593
16,603 16,624 16,637 16,651 16,653 16,675 16,689
16,691 16,701 16,702 16,724 16,727 16,743 16,744
16,747 16,804 16,812 16,814 16,825 16,848 16,857
16,875 16,881 16,882 16,891 16,927 16,928 16,929
16,941 16,945 16,947 16,981 17,042 17,043 17,045
17,056 17,057 17,060 17,080 17,090 17,156 17,15817,161 17,190 17,200 17,201 17,205 17,217 17,219
17,243 17,318 18,014 18,025 18,028 18,069 18,072
18,086 18,107 18,115 18,132 18,134 18,141 18,157
18,202 18,270 18,324 18,325 18,334 18,352 18,375
18,378 18,379 18,395

15.1.0 339 382 502 2,161 2,186 2,199 2,226
3,371 3,459 3,938 4,014 4,042 4,254 4,337
4,343 4,426 4,482 15,411 16,341 16,347 16,423

16,451 16,528 16,825

15.2.0 2,236 16,436 16,860 16,981 17,196 17,224 17,318
18,003 18,075 18,173 18,189 18,199
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PART III

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO
THE HUMAN ENGINEERING LITERATURE

The Alphabetical Index to the Human Engineering
Literature (A.I.) that follows on the immediately suc-
ceeding pages is a device intended to facilitate the user's
search for materials in the present bibliography. In es-
sence, it is a list of approximately 3000 terms and phrases,
synonymous with the categories in the preceding Topical Out-
line. Use of the A.I. should compensate for variation in
the user's vocabulary and/or the project staff's possible
capriciousness in establishing the titles of the subject
matter categories in the Topical Outline. It is recog-
nized that user reaction and additional staff experience
should lead to expansion and revision of the A.I. in sub-
sequent editions.



ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO THE HUMAN ENGINEERING LITERATURE

Code Code
Search Term Category Page Search Term Category Page

AAF Complex Coordination Acclimatization 12.1.0 17
Test 7.6.7 13 cold 12.2.1 17

Abdominal - extension high altitudes 12.5.2 18
measures 7.2.1 12 Accommodation, visual 3.15.9 7

Aberrations Achromatic color 3.15.4 6
chromatic 3.15.1 6 Achromatopia 3.15.1 6
optical 3.15.1 6 Acoustic power level measure-

Absolute pitch 4.9.1 9 ments 4.2.1 8
Absolute thresholds (see Acoustic reflex 4.9.5 10
Thresholds) 4.9.11 10

Acceleration Acoustic shielding 4.2.2 8
as coding stimulus 5.5.2 11 Acrobatics

5.6.1 11 air, "g" forces in 12.4.1 17
effects on performance 12.4.1 17 body movements 7.6.0 12
measurement of 12.4.0 17 Acromial height 7.2.1 12

12.9.0 18 10.3.1 15
Acceptibility Action potentials, muscle 7.3.3 12

of equipment 13.3.2 19 Activity analysis 1.2.2 1
of food 13.5.2 19 Acuity
of task 13.3.2 19 auditory 4.9.4 10

Access Dimensions 10.2.0 15 olfactory 5.4.1 11
10.2.3 15 pain 5.3.1 11

Accessibility stereoscopic 3.15.6 7
general workplace 10.2.0 15 3.15.9 7
stored items 10.2.3 15 taste 5.4.1 11

Accident temperature 5.2.1 11
prevention 10.9.0 15 visual 3.15.6 7

10.9.1 16 visual, tests of 3.16.2 7
10.9.2 16 Adaptation

probability vs. accident auditory 4.9.5 10
rate 10.9.0 15 chromatic 3.15.3 6

proneness 10.9.0 15 3.15.4 6
10.9.1 16 cutaneous 5.1.1 10
10.9.2 16 dark 3.15.3 6

Accident rates gustatory 5.4.1 11
aging 13.5.4 19 light 3.15.3 6
aircraft 10.9.2 16 olfactory 5.4.1 11
and noise and blast 4.2.6 8 pain 5.3.1 11
and safety aids 10.9.0 15 tactile 5.1.1 13
industrial 10.9.0 15 to high-altitude effects 12.5.0 17
motor vehicles 10.9.1 16 to tilt 5.5.1 11

Accident records 10.9.0 15 5.6.1 11
Accident Report Form, super- 6.3.2 12
visor 10.9.0 15 Adjustment

Accidents, sea 10.9.2 16 personality 13.2.0 18
Accidents, types and causes 13.2.1 18

of 10.9.0 15 psychophysical methods 1.2.3 1
10.9.1 16 Adjustment errors in aircraft
10.9.2 16 accidents 10.9.2 16

Accident survival 10.9.1 16 Aerial maps 3.10.2 5
10.9.2 16 Aerial photography 3.10.5 6
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Search Term Category Page Search Term Category Page

Aerodynamic simulators 1.3.0 2 Aircraft gunner's, etc., cont. 10.10.2 16
Aeroembolism 12.5.1 18 Aircraft instrument arrange-
Aero Medical Equipment Lab- ment, principles of 9.2.0 14
oratories, Human Engineering Aircraft interception 2.2.4 2
Branch 1.4.0 2 2.3.3 2

Aero Medical Field Labora- Aircraft lighting systems 3.3.2 3
tory, Holloman Air Develop- Aircraft noise 4.2.4 8
ment Center 1.4.0 2 Aircraft recognition,

Aero Medical Laboratory, coding cues 3.12.0 6
Wright Air Development 3.15.10 7
Center 1.4.0 2 Aircraft seats 10.3.1 15

Aerotitis media 12.5.1 18 Aircraft stalls 10.9.2 16
Aesthetic preference 13.2.3 18 Air Defense System 2.3.4 3
After-effects (see After- Air Field, lighting system 3.3.2 3

image) Air Force Cambridge Research
After-image 3.15.7 7 Center 1.4.0 2
After-sensation, warmth 5.2.1 11 Air Material Command Program 1.4.0 2
Aging, effects of 13.5.4 19 Air Movement 12.2.1 17
Aided controls 8.7.4 14 Air photo, interpretation 3.10.5 6
Aided tracking 7.7.2 13 Airplane (see Aircraft)

8.7.4 14 Air pollution, insecticide
Aids spraying 12.3.0 17

bearing information 3.5.2 4 Airport lighting maintenance
optical 3.13.0 6 systems 2.3.5 3

Aiming movements, factors 3.3.2 3
affecting 7.6.1 12 Airport traffic control

Aiming performance, quarters 10.10.2 16
illumination levels 3.3.1 3 Air reconnaisance 2.3.3 2

Air blast 12.2.1 17 3.12.0 6
equipment related 13.4.4 19 Air safety (see Aircraft acci-

Airborne equipment 10,10.2 16 dents)
Airborne particles and Air-sea rescue gear 11.5.4 17

organisms 12.3.0 17 detectability 3.12.0 6
Airborne vibrations, ef- 11.5.4 17
fect on man 12.4.2 17 Air sickness (see Motion sick-

Air conditioning 12.2.0 17 ness)
12.2.1 17 Air-to-air search 2.3.3 2

Aircraft, camouflage 3.11.0 6 3.12.0 6
Aircraft, evaluation 10.10.2 16 3.15.9 7
Aircraft accidents 10.9.2 16 Air traffic control 2.3.6 3
Aircraft carrier approach cursor-coordinated display 3.7.2 4
light system 3.3.2 3 television displays 3.6.0 4

Aircraft Combat Control Air traffic control systems 2.3.6 3
Center, research and displays 3.5.0 4
evaluation 2.3.3 2 3.6.0 4

2.3.6 3 Air Training Command Human
Aircraft communication Resources Research Center 1.4.0 2

systems 2.3.3 2 Air velocity 12.2.1 17
4.4.0 8 Alcohol

radio 2.3.3 2 effects on judgment 13.5.3 19
4.4.2 8 in driving accidents 10.9.1 16

telephone and intercom 4.4.1 8 in industrial accident
Aircraft controls 8.2.0 13 causation 10.9.0 15
Aircraft design Alertness 13.2.4 18

human engineering Alertness indicator 13.2.4 18
evaluations 10.10.2 16 13.5.1 19

in aircraft accidents 10.9.2 16 Algebraic summation of
Aircraft emergency evacua- responses 1.2.1 1
tion 10.4.0 15 Algorithm, railway transport

10.9.2 16 scheduling 2.3.0 2
Aircraft fuel, health Allocating functions to men 2.3.1 2
hazards of 12.3.0 17 Altimeters 3.8.0 5

Aircraft gunner's workplace 10.2.0 15 in aircraft accidents 3.8.0 5
10.9.2 16
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Altitude Anthropometry, military
effects of high 12.5.0 17 aviation 7.1.0 12

12.5.1 18 Antifogging, in helmet
12.5.2 18 design 11.3.3 16

research, equipment and Antifrosting, in helmet
tests 12.9.0 18 design 11.3.3 16

tolerance 12.5.0 17 Anti-"g" suits 11.2.2 16
Ambient humidity 12.2.1 17 Anti-radiation clothing 11.2.3 16
Ambient lighting Anxiety 13.2.1 18

artificial 3.3.0 3 Apparent movement 3.15.12 7
natiral 3.2.0 3 Apparent shape 3.15.10 7

Ambient noise and blast 4.2.6 8 Apparent size 3.15.9 7
accident rates 4.2.6 8 Apparent slant 3.15.11 7
industrial efficiency 4.2.6 8 Appetite 13.5.2 19
performance 4.2.6 8 Applied Psychology Research

Ambient temperature 12.2.1 17 Unit Cambridge, England 1.4.0 2
Amblyopia 3.15.1 6 Apprehension, span of visual 3.15.11 7
Ambulances 10.10.3 16 Approach landing indicators 3.8.0 5
American Institute for 10.10.2 16
Research 1.4.0 2 Aqua lung 11.5.0 17

American Optical Sight Arctic climate
Screeners 3.16.0 7 and exercise 12.2.1 17

Ammunition containers, human clothing 11.2.1 16
engineering evaluation of 10.10.0 16 studies of 12.2.0 17

Amplifiers and attenuators 4.3.2 8 12.2.1 17
Analgesics 5.3.0 11 Arctic ensembles 11.2.1 16

13.5.3 19 Arctic survival rations 13.5.2 19
Analog computers 2.2.3 2 Area, discrimination of
Analog electronic correlator, object 3.12.1 6
multi-channel 2.2.3 2 Arm

Analog pilot simulator 2.2.3 2 length 7.2.1 12
7.7.4 13 reach 7.3.1 12

Analog simulator, communi- rests 10.3.1 15
cation systems 2.2.3 2 Armed Forces Institute of

Analog speech synthesizer 4.9.12 10 Pathology (AFIP) 1.4.0 2
Anchoring effects Arm force positions 7.3.3 12

thought processes 13.2.3 18 Arm-hand movement precision 7.6.1 12
visual 3.15.11 7 Armored suits .11.2.3 16

Anechoic chamber 4.9.12 10 11.3.2 16
Anesthesia 5.1.1 10 Armored vehicle communication

5.3.1 11 systems, evaluation of 4.4.1 8
13.5.3 19 4.4.2 8

AN/FPS-3A Radar, Human Engi- Armored vests 11.3.2 16
neering Evaluation 10.10.2 16 Arm strength tests 7.3.3 12

Angiosiotoma 3.15.1 6 Army Medical Research Labora-
AN/'GRD-9 Direction Finder Set, tory 1.4.0 2

Human Engineering Evaluation 10.10.2 16 Army personnel, body measure-
Angular bearing, estimation ments 7.2.1 12

of 3.15.11 7 Army research and development
Aniseikonia 3.15.1 6 facilities 1.4.0 2
Ankle measurements 7.2.1 12 Articulation
Annoyance levels, body techniques of testing 4.8.2 9
vibration 12.4.2 17 4.8.6 9

Annoyance threshold, noise 4.2.2 8 tests, construction of 4.8.2 9
Annunciator, automatic 4.9.12 10 4.8.6 9
Anomaloscopes 3.16.3 7 Artificial atmospheres 12.9.0 18
Anoxia 12.5.2 18 Artificial limbs 11.5.5 17
Anthropometry Artificial stuttering 4.8.4, 9

components of variance 7.4.0 12 Asbestos suits 11.2.1 16
methods and equipment 7.4.0 12 Astigmatism 3.15.1 6
nomographs 7.4.0 12 Astronautics, space flight
working positions 7.2.2 12 applications 12.7.0 18

7.4.0 12
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Atmosphere, sealed cabin 12.5.1 18 monitoring 4.7.0 9
12.5.2 18 (non-verbal) display
12.7.0 18 systems 4.5.1 8

Atmosphere control 4.5.2 9
space vehicles 12.5.2 18 4.5.3 9

12.7.0 18 4.5.4 9
submarine 12.5.2 18 numerousness 4.6.0 9

Atmospheric optics 3.2.0 3 4.9.8 10
Atmospheric pollution 3.2.0 3 orientation 4.9.7 10

12.3.0 17 patterns 4.9.8 10
Atomic burns 12.2.2 17 perspective 4.9.6 10
Attention span 13.2.4 18 signals, characteristics

auditory 13.2.4 18 of 4.6.0 9
visual 13.2.4 18 skills, conditions af-

Attenuation (controls) 8.7.1 14 fecting 4.2.6 8
Attitude 4.7.0 9

change 13.2.1 18 thresholds 4.9.4 10
indicators 3.7.1 4 Auditory equipment components 4.3.0 8
tests, in job assessment 1.2.2 1 input devices 4.3.1 8
towards equipment 13.3.2 19 output devices 4.3.3 8
towards task 13.3.1 19 transmission devices 4.3.2 8

13.3.2 19 Auditory inputs and pro-
Audiogyric effect 6.3.2 12 cesses, bibliographies 4.1.0 7
Audiometry Auditory search 4.7.0 9

equipment and methods 4.9.12 10 Auditory thresholds, tempo-
standards for 4.9.12 10 rary shifts 4.9.5 10
threshold data 4.9.4 10 Aural harmonics 4.9.6 10

Audio-visual monitoring, Aural reading devices 11.5.1 16
interactions 6.3.1 12 Autistic Distortion 13.2.0 18

Audio-warning displays 4.5.1 8 Auto-correlation function 1.2.1 1
Audition, basic data 4.9.0 9 Autokinetic illusion 3.15.7 7

aftereffects of stimu- 3.15.12 7
lation -4.9.5 10 6.3.2 12
anomalies 4.9.10 10 Automatic check out 2.3.5 3
auditory patterns and 10.7.0 15
meaning 4.9.8 10 Automatic control systems 2.2.3 2

duration 4.9.3 10 Automatic Ground Control
individual differences 4.9.10 10 Approach System (AGCA) 2.3.6 3
loudness, pure and complex Automatic learning devices 14.1.0 20

tones 4.9.2 9 Automatic maintenance 2.3.5 3
physiological mechanisms 4.9.12 10 Automation 2.3.0 2
pitch, pure and complex 2.3.1 2
tones 4.9.1 9 Automobile-barrier impact 10.9.1 16

reaction times 7.6.4 13 12.4.1 17
repetitive stimulation 4.9.8 10 Automobile safety 10.9.1 16
sound localization 4.9..7 10 Aviation deafness 4.2.7 8
stimulus mixture 4.9.6 10 Aviation intercom systems,
thresholds and related evaluation of 4.4.1 8
phenomena 4.9.4 10 Aviation medicine

timbre 4.9.3 10 bibliography 1.1.0 1
Audition, effects of aging 4.9.10 10 environmental factors 12.1.0 17

13.5.4 19 safety 10.9.2 16
Auditory Aviation psychology 1.1.0 1

acuity 4.9.4 10 Avitaminosis 13.5.2 19
adaptation 4.9.5 10
detection 4.7.0 9
fatigue 4.9.5 10
flight guidance systems 4.5.4 9 Background noise 4.2.0 7
flutter rate discrimina- 4.9.4 10
tion 4.6.0 9 Backlash,

4.9.8 10 with controls 8.7.2 14
guidance for the blind, Backlighting,

a device 11.5.0 17 instruments 3.4.2 4
localization 4.9.7 10 Back rests 10.3.1 15
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Bailout 10.4.0 15 Binaural pitch disparity 4.9.1 9
"Ball-bank" indicator, per- Binocular

formance with 3.8.0 5 disparity 3.15.9 7
Ballistic vests 11.3.2 16 field 3.15.9 7
Barany chair 12.9.0 18 fusion 3.15.9 7
Barometric pressure 12.5.1 18 rivalry test 3.16.2 7
Basal metabolic rate 7.5.0 12 vision 3.15.9 7
Basic motor activity 7.6.0 12 Binoculars 3.13.1 6
Basic motor capacities 7.6.0 12 Bio-electric
Batelle reader for the blind 4.8.6 9 equipment 1.3.0 2

11.5.1 16 methods 1.2.4 1
Batting (baseball) 7.7.0 13 Bio-kinetic analysis 7.6.7 13
Beacons 3.3.2 3 Biological statistics 1.2.1 1
Bearing information aids 3.5.2 4 Biomechanics, body 7.3.0 12
Bearing information scales 3.5.2 4 Biosatellites, decompression 12.5.1 18
Beats, auditory 4.9.6 10 Bisecting movements, speed
Behavior decrement 13.3.3 19 and accuracy 7.6.1 12
Bells 4.5.1 8 Biserial coefficients 1.2.1 1
Belting 11.3.1 16 Bit 1.2.1 1
Belts, emergency 11.3.1 16 Black body radiation 12.2.2 17
Bends (Caisson Disease) 12.5.1 18 Blackout 12.4.1 17
Bent knee girth 7.2.1 12 Blackout suits 11.2.2 16
Bezold-BrUcke effect 3.15.0 6 Blackout thresholds 7.5.0 12
Bias in statistics 1.2.1 1 12.4.1 17
Bibliographies Blast

audition 4.1.0 7 effect on performance
basic motor capacities 7.1.0 12 (see ambient noise and
body measurements 7.1.0 12 blast)
clothing and personal protection suits 11.2.3 16

equipment 11.1.0 16 Blast-injection olfactometry 5.4.3 11
color vision 3.1.0 3 Blindness, color 3.15.1 6
controls and displays 8.1.0 13 3.15.4 6
engineering psychology 1.1.0 1 Blind spot 3.15.0 6
equipment 10.1.0 15 Blinking reflex 7.6.6 13
furniture 10.1.0 15 Blinking signal light 3.12.2 6
human engineering 1.1.0 1 Blood
individual factors and task boiling 12.5.1 18
characteristics 13.1.0 18 oxygen saturation 12.5.2 18

input channels 6.1.0 11 Boards, plotting 3.7.1 4
kinesthesis 5.5.0 11 Bocci image 3.15.7 7
layout of panels and con- Body
soles 9.1.0 14 build 7.2.1 12

olfaction 5.4.0 11 clearance 10.2.2 15
optics 3.1.0 3 density 7.2.1 12
pain 5.3.0 11 dimensions 7.2.0 12
personal equipment 11.1.0 16 7.2.2 12
sky brightness 3.1.0 3 dimensions and furniture
special environmental specifications 10.3.0 15
factors 12.1.0 17 force system, analysis of 7.3.3 12

systems of men and locomotion 7.6.0 12
machines 2.1.0 2 measurements, stationary 7.2.1 12

taste 5.4.0 11 measurements with arctic
temperature sensitivity 5.2.0 11 uniform 7.2.1 12
touch and vibration 5.1.0 10 mechanics 7.3.0 12
vestibular functions 5.6.0 11 movement, perception of 5.5.1 11
visibility 3.1.0 3 position, perception of 5.5.1 11
vision 3.1.0 3 6.3.2 12
work space 10.1.0 15 position and vestibular

Binary communication 2.2.1 2 function 5.6.0 11
Binary data analysis 1.2.1 1 size, bibliography 7.1.0 12
Binary number names 1.2.0 1 size, racial types 7.2.1 12
Binaural communication specific gravity and body

systems 2.3.3 2 build 7.2.0 12
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Body, cont. Carbon dioxide toxicity 12.5.2 18
support 10.3.1 15 Cardiovascular indices 7.5.0 12
surface area 7.2.1 12 Cargo handling equipment,
sway 5.6.1 11 evaluation of 10.9.0 15
types 7.2.0 12 10.10.0 16
wear 11.3.2 16 Cargo handling system 2.3.5 3

Body mechanics, research analysis and methodology 2.3.0 2
methods and equipment 7.4.0 12 2.3.4 3

Body temperatures 5.2.1 11 Car lights 3.3.2 3
7.5.0 12 Carriers (aircraft), approach

Boiler-maker's ear 4.2.7 8 light system 2.3.6 3
Bone conduction, vibrations 12.4.2 17 3.3.2 3
Boots 11.3.5 16 Carriers (packs) 11.5.3 17
Boredom 13.2.4 18 Cartography 3.10.2 5
Braille 5.1.2 10 Cathode-ray tube displays 3.5.0 4
Break-off phenomenon (see Catwalks 10.10.0 16
Spatial orientation) Caution indicators (see Warn-

Breathing capacity 7.5.0 12 ing lights and Warning de-
tests of 7.5.1 12 vices)

Brightness Central form perception 3.15.10 7
constancy 3.15.5 7 Centrality indices 1.2.5 1
discrimination 3.12.1 6 2.2.3 2

3.15.5 7 Centrifugal acceleration,
enhancement 3.3.0 3 effect on vision 3.14.0 6

3.4.0 4 Centrifuge, human 1.2.9.0 18
3.12.0 6 Cervical height 7.2.1 12

of sky 3.2.1 3 Chambers, altitude 12.9.0 18
tonal 4.9.3 10 Channel capacity, auditory

British information sources 1.4.0 2 signals 4.6.0 9
Brownian movement, aural Characters, design of 3.9.1 5
detection 4.9.4 10 Charts 3.10.2 5

B-scope 3.5.0 4 Checkerboard test 3.16.2 7
Buffeting 12.4.2 17 3.16.3 7
Burns Check lists 1.2.2 1

cold 12.2.1 17 3.10.3 5
radiation 12.6.0 18 Chemical protective clothing 11.2.0 16

Bust measurements 7.2.1 12 Chest measures 7.2.1 12
Button design 11.3.0 16 Chi-square calculation, air-

craft accidents 10.9.2 16
Choice behavior 2.2.2 2

Caffein, effect of 13.5.3 19 Choice time (See Reaction
Caisson disease 12.5.1 18 time)
California Test of Chokes (dyspnea) 12.5.1 18
Personality 1.2.2 1 Chopping, speech distortion 4.8.4 9

Caloric intake and energy Chromatic abberation 3.15.1 6
expenditure 7.5.0 12 Chromatic adaptation 3.15.3 6

13.5.2 19 Chronography 7.6.7 13
Calorimeter 5.2.2 11 Cinematography 7.6.7 13
Calorimetry 1.2.4 1 Clark earmuff 11.5.1 16
Camouflage 3.11.0 6 Clark glove 11.3.4 16

equipment evaluation 3.11.0 6 Clason projector 3.16.0 7
nets 3.11.0 6 Classification equations 1.2.1 1
suits 3.11.0 6 Click-pitch threshold 4.6.0 9

11.2.0 16 4.9.1 9
tents 3.11.0 6 Climate

11.7.0 17 effect on performance 12.2.0 17
visual principles 3.11.0 6 tolerance 12.2.1 17

Canadian-Arctic Five-Man Climate chamber 12.9.0 18
Ration Pack 13.5.2 19 Clipping, speech distortion 4.8.4 9

Canadian research centers 1.4.0 2 Closure 13.2.3 18
Canned food 13.5.2 19 Clothing
Canopies, cockpit 10.10.1 16 bibliographies 11.1.0 16
Capsule 10.10.1 16 effect on work space 11.6.0 17
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Clothing, cont. Coldbar suits 11.2.1 16
equipment and research College of Aeronautics

methods 11.8.0 17 Laboratory 1.4.0 2
fabrics 11.2.4 16 Collision injury research,
protective 11.2.0 16 methods 10.9.0 15
restriction tests 11.8.0 17 Collision lights 3.3.2 3
restrictive effects 11.6.0 17 Collisions
roughness, discomfort due aircraft 2.3.6 3
to 5.1.1 10 10.9.2 16

size 11.4.0 16 motor vehicles 10.9.1 16
Clothing components Collision warning systems 3.5.0 4

belting 11.3.1 16 10.9.2 16
body armor 11.3.2 16 Color
footgear 11.3.5 16 adaptation 3.15.4 6
handgear 11.3.4 16 blindness 3.15.1 6
headgear 11.3.3 16 conspicuity of 3.9.2 5

Clothing ensembles 3.12.1 6
anti-radiation clothing 11.2.3 16 3.15.4 6
chemical protection 11.2.3 16 constancy 3.15.4 6
decontamination 11.2.3 16 deficiency 3.15.1 6
fabrics 11.2.4 16 3.15.4 6
pressure suits 11.2.2 16 densitometer 3.16.1 7
radiant heat protection 11.2.1 16 discrimination 3.12.1 6
thermal protection 11.2.1 16 3.15.4 6

Clothing-equipment combina- filters 3.13.2 6
tions 11.6.0 17 in food preference 13.5.2 19

Clothing roughness scale 5.1.4 10 memory 3.15.4 6
"Clo" values 11.2.4 16 perception of 3.15.4 6

method of calculation 11.8.0 17 preference 3.15.0 6
Clutter role in safety 3.12.1 6

and visual performance 3.14.0 6 10.9.0 15
scope 3.5.1 4 sensitivity 3.15.4 6

Cochlear response 4.9.12 10 tests 3.16.1 7
Cockpits, human engineering Color coding, controls 3.12.1 6
evaluation of 10.10.1 16 Colored smokes, assessment of 3.16.2 7

Codes, safety 10.9.0 15 Colorimeters 3.16.3 7
Coding Colorimetry 3.16.3 7

auditory 4.6.0 9 Color vision 3.12.0 6
controls 8.4.0 14 3.15.4 6
visual 3.12.0 6 tests of 3.16.1 7

Coding cues for aircraft Combat hat 11.3.3 16
recognition 3.12.0 6 Combat information centers

Coefficient of constraint 1.2.1 1 (CIC) 2.3.3 2
Cognition (see Thought Pro- Combat information centers,

ceases) research and evaluation 2.3.3 2
Cold Combat stress 13.4.4 19

acclimatization 12.2.1 17 Combination tones 4.9.6 10
burn 12.2.1 17 Comfort 13.3.3 19
exposure, effect on lighting 3.4.0 4
electrocardiograms 12.2.1 17 seats 10.3.1 15

mapping 5.2.1 11 Communication
5.2.2 11 nets 2.2.3 2

stress 12.2.1 17 patterns 2.2.3 2
tolerance 12.2.1 17 role in accident prevention 10.9.0 15
weather clothing 11.2-1 16 simulator 4.9.12 10

12.2.1 17 theory 2.2.1 2
weather diet (see also Communication and Navigation
13.5.2) 12.2.1 17 Laboratory, Wright Air

weather equipment 11.5.0 17 Development Center 1.4.0 2
12.2.1 17 Communications, air traffic

weather face masks 11.3.3 16 control 2.2.3 2
weather living, military 2.3.6 3
training practices 12.2.1 17 Communication systems, etc., see next page
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Communication systems, evalua- Contour, perception of 3.15.10 7
tion and classification, cont.2.2.3 2 Contrast

Communication systems evalua- color 3.15.4 6
tion (see Speech cormmunica- foveal simultaneous 3.15.5 7
tion systems, Auditory dis- ratio 3.9.2 5
plays, non-verbal) 3.12.1 6

Comparisons, monocular-bi- thresholds 3.15.2 6
nocular 3.15.9 7 Contrast-brightness threshold

3.15.10 7 meter 3.16.3 7
3.15.11 7 Control adjustments, pro-

Compatibility, clothing- longed 8.6.0 14
equipment combinations 11.6.0 17 Control design, general

Compensatory tracking, factors references 3.1.0 3
affecting 7.7.2 13 4.1.0 7

Complex noise 4.2.0 7 8.1.0 13
Complex psychomotor perform- Control design and selec-

ance, factors in 7.7.0 13 tion, guidebook 8.1.0 13
Complex reaction time 7.6.4 13 Control-display compati-
Complex tones 4.9.6 10 bility 8.7.3 14
Compression, speech distortion 4.8.4 9 Control-display integration,
Computers 1.3.0 2 general references 8.1.0 13

2.2.3 2 Control-display ratios 8.7.1 14
Computers and simulation, tracking proficiency 7.7.2 13

systems techniques 2.2.3 2 Control dynamics 8.7.0 14
Computer systems 2.2.3 2 Control functions, systems 2.3.0 2
Concealment (see Camouflage) Control handles 8.3.3 14
Concept formation 13.2.3 18 Control knobs 8.3.1 13
Conduction, bone 12.4.2 17 Controlled blast technique 5.4.3 11
Conference reports, hetero- Controller system lags 8.7.4 14

geneous human engineering 1.1.0 1 Control loading 8.7.2 14
Confidence, decision theory 1.2.1 1 Control manipulation areas 10.2.2 15

2.2.2 2 Control operation, hand vs.
Confidence limits, tables of 1.2.1 1 foot 8.3.5 14
Configural analysis 1.2.1 1 Control panels 9.2.0 14
Consolidated night vision 9.3.0 14
tester 3.16.2 7 Control position 8.2.0 13

Conspicuity of colors 3.9.2 5 9.4.0 14
3.12.1 6 Control resistances 8.7.2 14
3.15.4 6 Controls

Constancy coding and labelling 8.4.0 14
brightness 3.15.5 7 comparisons of types 8.3.5 14
color 3.15.4 6 Crane cabs 8.3.4 14
distance 3.15.9 7 human eye 8.3.3 14
size 3.15.9 7 labelling 8.4.2 14

Constant errors 1.2.1 1 location 10.2.2 15
Constant stimuli, psycho- multidimensions 8.4.1 14
physical methods 1.2.3 1 multifunction 8.3.4 14

Constraint, coefficient of 1.2.1 1 positioning relative to
Contact Analog display, operator 8.5.0 14

submarine control 2.2.3 2 remote 8.3.3 14
3.7.0 4 sensitivity and amplifica-

Contact burn 12.2.1 17 tion 8.7.0 14
Contact chemoreception 5.3.1 11 visibility 10.2.1 15
Contact lenses 3.13.1 6 Control sticks 8.3.2 13

3.13.2 6 Control tower communication
Contagion mask 11.3.3 16 systems, evaluation of 4.4.1 8
Contamination 12.3.0 17 4.4.2 8
Contextual map for decision Control tower language 4.8.6 9
making 2.2.0 2 Control towers, design and

Contingency techniques 1.2.1 1 layout 2.3.6 3
Continuity principle, control Control towers for air traffic,
relationships 8.7.3 14 evaluation 2.3.6 3

Continuous spectrogram 4.2.1 8 Control types, comparisons 8.3.5 14
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Convection 12.2.1 17 Dazzle (see Glare)
Convergence 3.15.9 7 Dead space 11.3.3 16
Conviction, decision theory 1.2.1 1 Deafness

2.2.2 2 aviation 4.2.7 8
Cooperative collision warn- industrial 4.2.7 8

ing system temporary 4.9.5 10
design factors 3.5.0 4 Decals 3.10.3 5
in air safety 10.9.2 16 Deceleration 12.4.1 17

Coriolis acceleration 6.3.2 12 as coding stimulus 5.5.2 11
Corneal sensitivity 5.3.1 11 forces in aircraft acci-
Correlational techniques 1.2.1 1 dents 10.9.2 16
Correlatogram analysis 1.2.1 1 forces in automobile
Cosmic radiation 12.6.0 18 accidents 10.9.1 16
Cost effectiveness analysis 1.2.5 1 12.4.1 17
Counters 3.5.2 4 Decibel loss 4.2.7 8

3.8.1 5 4.6.0 9
Counting 3.15.11 7 4.9.5 10
Crank controls, design of 8.3.1 13 Decision-making
Crank handle 8.3.1 13 group characteristics in 2.3.2 2
Crashes (see Accidents) thought process 13.2.3 18
Crash-impact engineering 10.9.1 16 Decision theory 2.2.2 2
Crash location beacon 3.3.2 3 Decompression sickness 12.5.1 18

10.9.2 16 Decontaminants, toxic effects
Crash-resistant fuel tanks 10.9.2 16 of 12.3.0 17
Crash snubbing test 10.9.1 16 Decontamination suits 11.2.3 1.6
Crash survival, seating Deformation, skin 5.1.1 10
orientation 10.3.2 15 Degradation and visual per-

Creativity 13.2.3 18 formance 3.14.0 6
effects of aging on 13.2.3 18 Delayed sidetone 4.8.3 9

13.5.4 19 4.8.4 9
Crew effectiveness 2.3.2 2 Delay lines 4.3.2 8
Crew effectiveness, predic- Density
tion 2.2.1 2 filters 4.9.12 10

Critical band analysis 4.2.1 8 tonal 4.9.3 10
Critical flicker frequency 3.15.7 7 Deodorizing 5.4.1 11
Critical incident technique 1.2.5 1 Deprivation
Critical task areas, loca- food 13.5.2 19
tion of 10.2.1 15 sensory 12.8.0 18

Cross-correlation 1.2.1 1 sleep 13.5.1 19
Cross modality matching 6.3.0 12 Depth perception 3.15.9 7
Crotch length 7.2.1 12 kinetic 3.15.9 7
Crozier-Holway Discrimino- 3.15.12 7
meter 3.16.3 7 tests for 3.16.2 7

Cupolometry 12.9.0 18 Desert clothing 11.2.1 16
Cursors 3.5.2 4 Desert stress 12.2.1 17
Curvilinear regression 1.2.1 1 Design for safety (see Safety
Cushions 10.3.1 15 design)
Cutaneous pain, production of 5.3.1 11 Detectability, radar signal 3.5.1 4
Cutaneous pain reception 5.3.1 11 Detection, visual 3.11.0 6
Cutaneous sensitivity, com- 3.12.0 6

munication 5.1.0 10 Detectors
5.1.3 10 radar 3.5.1 4

Cybernetics 1.2.1 1 thermal 11.2.1 16
12.2.1 17

Deuteranomalous vision 3.15.1 6
Damping 4.2.2 8 Deuteranopia 3.15.1 6
Dark adaptation 3.15.3 6 Devices
Data, discarding 1.2.1 1 warming 11.2.1 16
Data handling systems 2.2.3 2 warning 3.12.2 6
Data processing systems 2.1.0 2 4.5.1 8
Daylight viewing, radar Dials 3.8.0 5

displays 3.5.3 4 divisions and markings 3.8.4 5
Daytime light 3.2.1 3 lighting of 3.4.0 4
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Dials, cont. Display-control compatibility 8.7.3 14
shape, size, direction Display-control units,

of increase 3.8.3 5 layout 9.1.0 14
Diet 13.5.2 19 9.4.0 14
Dietary allowances 13.5.2 19 Displays
Difference and summation location 9.3.0 14

tones 4.9.6 10 radar 3.5.0 4
Differential thresholds (see television 3.6.0 4
Thresholds) three-dimension radar 3.5.1 4

Diffraction 3.2.0 3 vibrotactile 5.1.3 10
3.3.0 3 Distance perception 3.15.9 7
3.12.0 6 Distortion

Digestibility test 13.5.2 19 and visual performance 3.14.0 6
Digital computer 2.2.3 2 3.15.1 6
Digital readout indicators 3.8.1 5 autistic 13.2.3 18
Digital skin temperature 7.5.0 12 Distress signals for radio-

12.2.1 17 telephone 4.4.2 8
Dimensional analysis, move- 4.5.1 8
ment 7.6.0 12 Distribution

Dimensions of aircraft accidents 10.9.2 16
cockpit 10.10.1 16 of industrial accidents 10.9.0 15
human figure 7.2.1 12 of information, communi-

Diplacusis, binaural 4.9.1 9 cation nets 2.3.3 2
Diplopia 3.15.1 6 Diurnal cycle, physiological 13.5.0 19
Direction Diving (deep sea), decom-

estimation of object 3.15.11 7 pression 12.5.1 18
of increase for scales Diving suits 11.2.2 16
and indicators 3.8.3 5 Division of labor within
of movement relationships 8.7.3 14 a system 2.3.2 2

9.5.0 15 Division of scales 3.8.4 5
10.2.2 15 Dominance

perception of 3.15.11 7 eye 3.15.0 6
Directional hearing (see hand 7.6.5 13

Sound localization) Door handles 8.3.0 13
Directional orientation of 10.4.0 15
movement, panels and con- Doors, access 10.4.0 15
soles 9.5.0 15 Doorways 10.4.0 15

Directional signals 3.12.2 6 Doppler hovering indicator 4.5.4 9
Disaster training 14.1.0 20 Doppler sonar 4.5.3 9
Discrete vs. continuous dis- Double vision (see Diplopia)

play, tracking proficiency 7.7.2 13 Drift index, tracking 7.7.2 13
Discrimination Driver rating scales 10.9.1 16

color 3.9.2 5 Driver reference time 10.9.1 16
3.12.1 6 Driving habit check list 10.9.1 16
3.15.4 6 Driving performance 7.7.3 13

intensity 3.12.1 6 Driving visibility in motor
3.15.5 7 vehicle accidents 10.9.1 16

tactile 5.1.1 10 Drugs, effects of 13.5.3 19
Discrimination function 1.2.1 1 decision making 13.2.3 18
Discriminatory analysis 1.2.1 1 13.5.3 19
Disorders, perceptual 3.15.1 6 visual performance 3.14.0 6
Disorientation 6.3.2 12 Dual pointer instruments 3.8.2 5
Disparity, binocular 3.15.9 7 Dummy, anthropomorphic test 7.5.1 12
Dispatching ( see Scheduling) 10.9.1 16
Display combination, pictorial Dummy-damage diagnosis in

and symbolic elements 3.7.2 4 motor vehicle impact studies 10.9.1 16
Display-control arrangement, Dye markers 3.12.1 6

ease of discrimination Dynamic acuity 3.15.6 7
standard 9.4.1 14 Dynamic body measurements 7.2.2 12
grouping of components 9.4.0 14 7.4.0 12
standardization 9.2.0 14 Dyspnea (chokes) 12.5.1 18
user standards 9.4.2 15
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Ear defenders 11.5.1 16 Engagement of agressive
Ear muffs 11.5.1 16 forces, assessment 1.2.2 1
Earphones 4.3.3 8 Engineering psychology,
Earphone sockets 4.3.3 8 bibliography 1.1.0 1
Ear plugs 11.5.1 16 Engine noise 4.2.3 8
Ear protectors 11.5.1 16 4.2.4 8
Ear sensitivity 4.8.2 9 4.2.5 8

4.9.4 10 Enhancement, brightness
Ease of discrimination and (see Brightness enhance-

panel layout 9.4.1 14 ment)
Eastman test 3.16.1 7 Entopic stray light, measure-

3.16.2 7 ment of 3.16.3 7
Ecological systems Entrances 10.4.0 15

space travel 12.5.2 18 Entropy 1.2.1 1
12.7.0 18 Environment, automotive 10.9.1 16

Edge gradient 3.15.10 7 Environmental factors in
Edge lighting, instruments 3.4.2 4 motor vehicle safety 10.9.1 16
Effective temperature 12.2.1 17 Environmental factors (special
Ego-involvement 13.2.1 18 types) 12.1.0 17
Ejection capsule 10.10.1 16 Environment and nutritional
Ejection seat 10.3.1 15 requirements 13.5.2 19
Elastic resistances 8.7.2 14 Eosinophil count as measure
Elbow girth 7.2.1 12 of psychological stress 7.5.1 12
Elbow strength measures 7.3.3 12 13.3.4 19
Electrical accelerometer in Epidemiological approach

motor vehicle impact studies 10.9.1 16 to safety 10.9.0 15
Electrical pursuit meter Equal contour scaling,

(null balance) 7.7.4 13 auditory data 4.9.9 10
Electrocardiogram 1.2.4 1 Equal discriminability scal-
Electrodes, surface 1.2.4 1 ing 1.2.3 1
Electroencephalogram 1.2.4 1 Equipment
Electroendosnosis 5.1.1 10 accessibility 10.2.3 15
Electroluminescent lighting 3.4.4 4 10.7.0 15
Electromyography 7.6.7 13 arrangement 10.2.2 15
Electronic counter measures 2.2.3 2 10.2.3 15
Electronic equipment design, distribution and location
guidebook of 1.1.0 1 of 10.2.2 15

10.1.0 15 human engineering evalua-
Electronic equipment main- tions 10.10.0 16

tenance maintenance 10.7.0 15
guidebook for design 10.7.0 15 manipulability 10.7.0 15
symposium 2.3.5 3 noise 4.2.3 8

10.7.0 15 personal, effect on work
Electronic pseudophone 4.9.12 10 space 11.6.0 17
Electronic tachistoscope 3.16.3 7 portability 10.8.0 15
Electroretinogram 3.16.3 7 techniques of assessment 10.1.0 15
Embedded-figures test 3.15.10 7 Ergometer 1.2.4 1

3.16.2 7 Ergonomics and accidents 10.9.0 15
Embeddedness 3.15.10 7 Error analysis 1.2.1 1
Emergency Escape

belts 11.3.1 16 capsules 10.10.1 16
lights 3.3.2 3 design for 10.4.0 15

3.12.2 6 safety problems in 10.9.0 15
rations 13.5.2 19 seats 10.3.1 15

Emissivity 12.2.2 17 Escape capsule dimensions 10.3.1 15
Emmetropia 3.15.1 6 Escape systems 10.10.1 16
Empty field myopia 3.15.9 7 Estimation of magnitude,
Empty visual field, visual psychophysical method 1.2.3 1
detection 3.14.0 6 Estimations, predictive

Encoding of information 1.2.1 1 value 1.2.1 1
End cues, effect on posi- Evacuation slide 10.10.0 16
tioning movement 7.6.1 12 Evaporative cooling 12.2.1 17

Energy expenditure 7.5.0 12 Exercise, effect on strength 7.3.3 12
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Exercise in decompression Fatigue, cont.
sickness 12.5.1 18 uniforms 11.2.0 16

Exits 10.4.0 15 visual 3.14.0 6
Expanders and limiters 4.3.2 8 Fear 13.2.1 18
Expansion, speech distortion 4.8.4 9 Feedback
Expectancy (vigilance) 13.2.4 18 delayed speech 4.8.1 9
Experimental conditions, kinesthetic 5.5.1 11
psychophysical thresholds 1..2.3 1 Feeding problems 13.5.2 19

Explosive decompression 12.5.1 18 Fenestration 3.2.1 3
Exposure apparatus, visual 3.16.0 7 Ferrograph, two-channel 4.9.12 10

3.16.3 7 Field, visual 3.14.0 6
Exposure suits 11.2.1 16 Field of view 10.2.1 15
Exposure time Field of vision 3.14.0 6

auditory effects 4.6.0 9 Field sleeping gear 11.5.2 17
visual effects 3.9.3 5 Figural aftereffects

3.15.7 7 kinesthesis 5.5.1 11
Extent of limb movement 7.3.1 12 vision 3.15.7 7

9.3.0 14 Filtering, controls 8.7.0 14
10.2.0 15 Filters

Eye auditory 4.3.2 8
blink rate as a measure optical 3.13.2 6

of psychological stress 7.5.1 12 Finger pressure control 7.3.3 12
13.3.4 19 Finger tremor 7.6.6 13

dominance 3.15.0 6 Fire control systems 10.10.4 16
fixations, instrument Fire-fighting clothing 11.2.3 16
flight 9.4.2 15 Fire-fighting equipment,

movements 3.15.8 7 evaluation 10.10.0 16
movements, electrical Fire potentials in aircraft
recording 3.16.3 7 accidents 10.9.2 16

shields 3.13.2 6 Fixation 3.15.7 7
Eyestrain (see Visual fatigue) Fixtures, lighting 3.3.3 3

Flak suits 11.3.2 16
Flares

Fabrics, clothing 11.2.4 16 battle field illumination 3.3.2 3
Faceometer 7.4.0 12 signal 3.12.2 6
Facial vision 4.9.7 10 Flavor
Facilitation and inhibition, evaluation of 5.4.1 11
multi-input channels 6.3.1 12 13.5.2 19

Facilitation of production, identity control 13.5.2 19
work models 2.3.5 3 measurement 5.4.1 11

Facilities in human engineer- 13.5.2 19
ing 1.4.0 2 quality control 13.5.2 19

Factor analysis 1.2.1 1 Flents earplug 11.5.1 16
Failure or Unsatisfactory Flesch Reading Ease Formula 1.2.5 1

Report System (FUR) 10.9.2 16 Flexibility of body movement 7.3.2 12
Farnsworth 100-hue color test 3.16.1 7 Flicker
Farsightedness 3.15.1 6 light source 3.3.4 3
Fasteners, clothing 11.3.0 16 3.15.7 7
Fasting 13.5.2 19 subjective sensations 13.4.4 19
Fatigue Flicker fusion 3.15.7 7

accidents 10.9.0 15 Flight
and pain receptor 5.3.1 11 cabins, evaluation of 10.10.1 16
and tracking 7.7.2 13 control systems 3.8.0 5
and visual performance 3.14.0 6 8.7.0 14
effect on physiological data panels 3.8.0 5
capacities 7.5.0 12 deck clothing 11.2.3 16

13.3.3 19 feeding 13.5.2 19
indices 13.3.3 19 guidance systems, auditory 4.5.4 9
olfactory 5.4.1 11 guidance systems, visual 3.7.0 4
physiological 13.3.3 19 helmet 11.3.3 16
subjective 13.3.4 19 instruments, spacing 9.4.2 15
systemic 13.3.3 19 progress strips 3.10.3 5
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Flight, cont. Frostbite 12.2.1 17
simulators 14.1.0 20 Frozen foods 13.5.2 19
trainers, human engineer- Fumes, noxious 5.4.2 11

ing evaluation of 10.10.0 16 12.3.0 17
Floodlights 3.3.2 3 Functions analysis 1.2.2 1
Flow chart methodology 1.2.2 1 Functions assignment
Flow paths 2.2.2 2 to individuals with-
Flow process 2.2.4 2 in a system 2.3.1 2
Fluorescent markings 3.12.0 6 to men or machines 2.3.1 2

3.14.0 6 Funnel systems, air traffic
Fluorescent materials, evalua- control 2.3.6 3
tion 10.10.0 16 Furniture specifications 10.3.0 15

Fluorescent paint 3.12.0 6 Fusion, binocular 3.15.9 7
3.14.0 6

Flybar 4.5.4 9
Flying personnel, body Gain (controls) 8.7.1 14

measurements 7.2.1 12 Gait 7.3.0 12
Flying TAP Non-Fatal Hypoxia Galvanic skin response 1.2.4 1
Incident Report 10.9.2 16 fatigue indicator 13.3.3 19

12.5.2 18 Gambling
Fog, effect on visibility 3.2.3 3 cognitive aspects 13.2.3 18
Fog horns 4.5.1 8 mathematical theories of 1.2.1 1
Folding chair 10.3.1 15 2.2.2 2
Folding partition, efficiency variance preferences in 1.2.1 1

of movement 10.2.2 15 2.2.2 2
Food 13.5.2 19 Game theory 1.2.1 1

packets. 13.5.2 19 2.2.2 2
preference 13.5.2 19 techniques 2.2.0 2
preference, testing method- Gamma 3.15.12 7
ology 1.2.5 1 Ganzfeld 3.15.10 7

13.5.2 19 Gas
supplements 13.5.2 19 atmospheric 12.3.0 17
tablets 13.5.2 19 masks 11.3.3 16

Foot Gastrointestinal Survey 1.2.5 1
controlled tracking 7.7.2 13 Gear ratios 8.7.1 14
dimensions, interrelation- Geiger counters 4.5.1 8
ships, soldiers 7.2.1 12 George Washington University 1.4.0 2

strength 7.3.3 12 "g" forces, tolerances 12.4.1 17
Footgear 11.3.5 16 Glare 3.2.4 3
Force resistances, controls 8.7.2 14 3.3.4 3
Forces exertable, shoulder Glasses 3.13.1 6

and elbow joints 7.3.3 12 3.13.2 6
Forearm girth 7.2.1 12 Gloves 11.3.4 16
Formants of speech 4.8.1 9 Glucostatic theory 13.5.2 19
Form perception 3.15.10 7 13.5.3 19

differentiation 3.12.0 6 Goggles 3.13.1 6
recognition 3.9.0 5 3.13.2 6

3.15.10 7 Goldmann-Weekers adaptometer 3.16.3 7
Foul weather clothing 11.2.1 16 Graph displays 3.10.0 5
Foveal vision 3.15.0 6 Graphs 3.10.1 5
Fractional resistances 8.7.2 14 Gravitational stress 12.4.1 17
Fractionation Gravity-free state (see

judgments 1.2.3 1 Weightlessness)
of pain sensation 5.3.2 11 Graybiel's hypothesis 3.15.7 7
of sweetness 5.4.3 11 Greyout 12.4.1 17
technique 1.2.3 1 Grids 3.5.2 4

Free escape 10.9.0 15 Grips, control stick 8.3.3 14
12.5.1 18 Grip strength 7.3.3 12

"Freeway" highways 10.9.1 16 Ground-controlled approach
Frequency analyzer 1.3.0 2 radar, (GCA) system evalua-
Frequency modulators 4.3.2 8 tion 2.3.2 2
Frequency sensitivity, 2.3.6 3
auditory 4.9.1 9 Group, etc., see next page
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Group, cont. Hazards, escape 10.4.0 15
interview method 1.2.5 1 Haze 3.2.3 3
leaders, assessment of Headache 5.3.1 11

small unit 1.2.2 1 Headgear 11.3.3 16
orientation method in Headlamp illumination inten-
accident prevention 10.9.0 15 sity in motor vehicle ac-

10.9.2 16 cidents 3.3.2 3

productivity 2.2.0 2 10.9.1 16

research techniques 1.2.0 1 Headlight
2.2.0 2 glare 3.3.4 3
15.2.0 20 illumination 3.3.2 3

structure in work organi- Head measurements nomograph 7.2.1 12

zation 2.3.2 2 Headphones 4.3.3 8

Group communication 2.3.2 2 Headrests, motor vehicle

Grouping of controls, con- safety 10.9.1 16
centric shafts vs. parallel 8.3.5 14 Hearing (see Audition)

8.5.0 14 Hearing, normal standards 4.2.7 8
9.4.1 14 4.9.4 10

Grouping of instruments, 4.9.10 10

check reading 3.8.5 5 Hearing aids 11.5.1 13
9.4.0 14 Hearing conservation 4.2.2 8
9.4.1 14 4.2.7 8

Group psychology (systems) Hearing loss
bibliography 2.1.0 2 for speech, measurement of 4.8.2 9

Guided missiles permanent (see Noise-in-
evaluation 10.10.2 16 duced hearing lobs)
training of personnel 14.1.0 20 temporary 4.9.5 10

Gust loads in seat design 10.3.1 15 Hearing tests, types 4.9.4 10

Gust scale 5.4.1 11 Heat
Gust scale of taste 5.4.3 11 casualties in military

training, control 12.2.1 17
exchange 12.2.1 17

Halo error 13.2.1 18 injury 12.2.1 17
Hand limits 12.2.1 17

cranking 7.6.2 13 load 12.2.1 17
dimensions 7.2.1 12 loss (cutaneous) 5.2.1 11
signals, flight line 3.12.0 6 perception 5.2.1 11

Handbooks, heterogeneous human stress 12.2.1 17
engineering 1.1.0 1 stress index 12.2.0 17

Handedness, effect on per- tolerance 12.2.1 17
formance 7.6.5 13 Heated suits 11.2.1 16

Handedness and skill 7.6.5 13 Hecht-Schlaer adaptometer 3.16.3 7
Handgear 11.3.4 16 Hecht-Schlaer discriminometer 3.16.3 7
Handgrip controls, design of 8.3.3 14 Helicopter
Handles 8.3.1 13 airborne equipment 10.10.2 16

8.3.3 14 instrumentation 3.7.0 4
Handrails, human engineering 3.8.0 5
evaluation of 10.10.0 16 3.8.6 5

Hand size measurements 7.2.1 12 lighting system (landing) 3.3.2 3
11.4.0 16 Helmets 11.3.3 16

Hand-warming device 11.3.4 16 Heterophoria 3.15.1 6
Hand wheel location, tracking 8.5.0 14 High altitude
Hand wheel tracking, force adaptation to 12.5.0 17
resistances 8.7.2 14 gloves 11.3.4 1.6

Hardy-Rand-Rittler test 3.16.1 7 research stations 1.4.0 2
Harmonic Analysis, tracking 12.9.0 18
behavior 7.7.2 13 sickness 12.5.1 18

7.7.4 13 12.5.2 18
Harmonics, aural 4.9.6 10 suits 11.2.2 16
Harness, safety 11.3.1 16 Highly audible phrases 4.8.6 9
Harvard-type white noise Highway safety 10.9.1 16
generator 4.9.12 10 Highway signs 3.9.1 5

Hats 11.3.3 16 Hip measurements 7.2.1 12
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Holloman Air Development Illusions, cont.
Center 1.4.0 2 autokinetic 3.15.12 7

Horizon illusion 3.15.7 7 6.3.2 12
Hospital beds, human engi- oculo-gyral 6.3.2 12
neering evaluation of 10.10.0 16 visual 3.15.7 7

Hot dry temperature endurance 12.2.1 17 Imagery 13.2.3 18
Hot weather Immersion suits 11.2.1 16

clothing (see also 11.2.0, Impact injury 12.4.1 17
11.3.0) 11.2.1 16 Impact noise, measurement of 4.2.1 8

living, military training Impaired hearing and per-
practices 12.2.1 17 formance 4.2.7 8

uniforms 11.2.1 16 Impermeable protective suits 11.2.3 16
Housing, human engineering Impregnated clothing 11.2.3 16
evaluation of 10.10.0 16 11.6.0 17

11.7.0 17 Inadvertent activities in
Howard-Dolman test 3.16.2 7 aircraft accidents 10.9.2 16Howitzers, human engineering Incentives 13.2.1 18
evaluation of 10.10.0 16 Incidental memory in problem

Hue 3.15.4 6 solving 13.2.3 18
Human centrifuge 12.9.0 18 Indicator response, psycho-
Human Control Dynamic Analysis physical thresholds 1.2.3 1
Facility, The 1.4.0 2 Indicator systems

Human Engineering Laboratory comparison of types of 3.8.6 5
Aberdeen Proving Grounds 1.4.0 2 layout of 9.2.0 14

Human engineering study of 9.3.0 14
control tower console 9.2.0 14 9.4.0 14

Human engineers, organiza- visual 3.8.0 5
tion of 1.1.0 1 3.8.1 5

Human Factors Division, Air 3.8.2 5
Research and Development 3.8.3 5
Command 1.4.0 2 3.8.4 5

Human Factors Research 1.1.0 1 3.8.5 5
Human lags 7.6.4 13 3.8.6 5
Human morphology 7.1.0 12 Individual differences
Human operator vs. machine, in audition 4.9.10 10
basis for choice 2.3.1 2 in vision 3.15.0 6

Human Resources Research 3.15.1 6
Office 1.4.0 2 Individual interview method 1.2.5 1

Human Resources Research Industrial
Office, bibliography 1.1.0 1 deafness 4.2.7 8

Human survival (see Survival) hearing conservation
Humidity 12.2.1 17 programs 4.2.2 8
Hunger regulation 13.5.2 19 injury rates 10.9.0 15
Hypermetropia 3.15.1 6 noise 4.2.3 8
Hyperopia 3.15.1 6 safety 10.9.0 15
Hyperventilation 12.5.2 18 special purpose mask 11.3.3 16

13.5.0 19 systems 2.3.0 2
Hypoxia 12.5.0 17 Industrial equipment controls,

standardization 8.2.0 13
Inertial resistances 8.7.2 14ICAO phonetic alphabet 4.8.6 9 In-flight feeding 13.5.2 19

Identification vests (flight Information
deck) 11.3.2 16 assessment 1.2.5 1

Illumination 2.2.0 2
color of 3.3.1 3 flow 2.2.1 2

3.4.3 4 2.2.3 2
level of 3.3.1 3 processing 2.2.3 2

3.4.3 4 13.2.3 18
pattern, inversion of 3.3.4 3 retrieval 2.2.1 2
preference for level of 3.3.1 3 theory 2.2.1 2
uniformity 3.3.1 3 Information analysis

Illusions, see above speech 4.8.1 9
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Information analysis, cont. Intelligence, cont.
symbolic codes 3.9.0 5 tests 1.2.2 1

Infrared 1.2.5 1
backgrounds 3.2.0 3 13.2.2 18

3.4.3 4 Intelligibility of speech 4.8.0 9
radiation 12.2.2 17 Intelligibility tests 4.8.2 9
sensitivity of eye 3.15.2 6 4.8.6 9
skiascope 3.16.3 7 Interaural noise, cross

Injuries, types occuring in correlation 4.9.7 10
accidents 10.9.0 15 Interaural phase cues 4.9.7 10

10.9.1 16 Intercom communication
10.9.2 16 systems, evaluation 4.4.1 8

Input channels International Language for
choice and interaction 3.15.0 6 Aviation 4.8.6 9

4.9.0 9 Interrupters 4.3.2 8
6.1.0 11 Intersensory effects, inter-

comparisons 6.2.0 11 action of input channels 6.3.0 12
intersensory effects 6.3.0 12 Inter-Society Color Council

Insecurity 13.2.1 18 Color Aptitude Test 3.16.1 7
Inside-out displays 3.7.1 4 Interval scale 1.2.3 1
Insight 13.2.3 18 Interview methods 1.2.5 1
Insomnia 13.5.1 19 Inventory control systems 2.3.0 2
Institute for Associated Involuntary movements 7.6.6 13
Research 1.4.0 2 Irradiation, cosmic and

Institute of Occupational nuclear 12.6.0 18
Health 1.4.0 2 Ishihara test 3.16.1 7

Instruction cards and charts 3.10.3 5 Isolation, effects of 12.8.0 18
Instrument Isophotes 3.2.0 3

alignment, panel design 9.4.1 14
boards and panels, cod-

ing of 3.12.1 6 Jamming, communications sys-
boards and panels, lay- tems 2.2.3 2
out of 9.4.1 14 Jerkins 11.2.1 16

layout 9.4.1 14 Jet air transportation,
Instrument landing system, human factors problems 1.1.0 1
airborne 10.10.2 16 Jet engine muffler 4.2.2 8

Instrument lighting 3.4.0 4 Jet transport design 10.10.2 16
color 3.4.3 4 Job analysis 1.2.2 1
comparison of methods 3.4.4 4 Job check list 1.2.2 1
comparison of types 3.4.4 4 Job information methods 1.2.2 1
direct lighting 3.4.1 4 Job satisfaction 13.3.2 19
edge 3.4.2 4 Johns Hopkins University
floodlighting 3.4.1 4 Institute for Cooperative
illumination intensity 3.4.3 4 Research 1.4.0 2
indirect 3.4.2 4 Johnson noise 4.2.0 7
rear 3.4.2 4 Joint functional regression 1.2.1 1

Instrument panel design 9.1.0 14 Judgment 13.2.3 18
Instruments Jump boots 11.3.5 16

dual pointer 3.8.2 5
lighting of (see Instru-

ment lighting) Keinath-Scanning Technique 1.2.5 1
Insulation requirements, Kelvin temperature 12.2.2 17
clothing 11.2.1 16 Keyset 2.2.3 2

Integrated display panels 9.2.0 14 Keyset configuration 9.4.2 15
Integrated instruments 3.8.0 5 Keystone View Telebinoculars 3.16.0 7
Integrating audio spectrometer4.9.12 10 Kindel earmuff 11.5.1 16
Integration and coordination, Kinematic muscle study machine 7.4.0 12

systems 2.2.2 2 Kinesiology 7.2.2 12
Intellectual Ability (see Kinesthesis
Intelligence) basic data 5.5.1 11

Intelligence 13.2.2 18 bibliographies 5.5.0 11
effects of aging on 13.5.4 19 coding through 5.5.2 11
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Kinesthesis, cont. Light, cont.
equipment and research daytime 3.2.1 3
methods 5.5.3 11 night 3.2.2 3

Kinesthetic reaction time 5.5.1 11 twilight 3.2.2 3
7.6.4 13 Lighting

Kits, human engineering artificial ambient 3.3.0 3
evaluation of 10.10.0 16 back 3.4.2 4

Knapsacks 11.5.3 17 direct 3.4.1 4
Kneeling heights 7.2.2 12 edge 3.4.2 4
Knob electroluminescent 3.4.4 4

configuration 8.3.1 13 indirect 3.4.2 4
9.4.0 14 individual shield 3.3.3 3
9.4.1 14 natural ambient 3.2.0 3

controls, design of 8.3.1 13 plastic edge 3.3.3 3
controls, force resistances 8.7.2 14 rear 13.1.0 18
gripping surface 8.3.1 13 sandwich type (see Light-
setting, accuracy of 7.6.1 12 ing, plastic edge)
spacing 8.3.1 13 systems, indoor 3.3.3 3

9.4.0 14 systems, outdoor 3.3.2 3
Knobs, tactual discrimina- Light meters 3.16.0 7
tion of 5.1.2 10 Limb movement

Knowledge of results and extent of 7.3.1 12
psychophysical thresholds 1.2.3 1 flexibility of 7.3.2 12

Knutson Personal Security Limbs, artificial 11.5.5 17
Inventory 1.2.5 1 Linearity, human operator 2.3.1 2

Linear programming 2.2.0 2
2.2.2 2

Labels 3.10.3 5 Linear pursuit 7.7.2 13
Labyrinthine stimulation 5.6.1 11 Linear regression 1.2.1 1
Landcraft, evaluations 10.10.3 16 Linear scales 3.8.3 5
Landings, crash 10.9.2 16 Line spectrogram, audition 4.2.1 8
Language Line symbols in map design 3.10.2 5

analysis 1.2.5 1 Linguistic context 4.8.6 9
4.8.6 9 Lip reading 14.1.0 20
4.8.7 9 Liquid foods 13.5.2 19

design 4.8.6 9 Listening
structure 4.8.6 9 distributed attention 13.2.4 18

Language engineering 4.8.6 9 selective 4.8.5 9
Lap belts 11.3.1 16 Load carrying
Lateral dominance 7.6.5 13 performance 7.3.3 12
Leadership (group) 2.3.2 2 11.5.3 17
Lead-lag intervals 8.7.5 14 systems 11.5.3 17
Learning 14.1.0 20 Localization, tactile 5.1.1 10
Leg Localization in the blind 4.9.7 10

reach 7.3.1 12 Logistics 2.2.0 2
strength 7.3.3 12 cybernetic theory 1.2.1 1

Legibility 3.9.0 5 Longshore safety 10.9.0 15
Lenses 3.13.1 6 Loudness

3.13.2 6 adaptation (see Auditory
Lesions, skin 11.6.0 17 fatigue)
Letters, legibility of 3.9.0 5 binaural vs. monaural
Level of aspiration 13.2.1 18 stimulation 4.9.2 9
Lever controls, design of 8.3.0 13 level discrimination 4.9.2 9
Lever positioning, accuracy of 7.6.1 12 level identification 4.9.1 9
Lever target designation 8.4.0 14 4.9.2 9
Life jackets 11.5.4 17 recruitment phenomena 4.9.2 9
Life preservers 11.5.4 17 summation 4.9.2 9
Life-support systems 12.5.2 18 Loudness scales 4.9.9 10

12.7.0 18 Loudspeakers 4.3.3 8
Life vests 11.5.4 17 Low ambient temperature ex-
Light posure, effect on performance 12.2.1 17

adaptation 3.15.3 6 Luckiesh-Moss Visibility Meter 3.16.3 7
coding 3.12.2 6 Luminaires 3.3.2 3
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Luminaires, cont. 3.3.3 3 Marksmanship (rifle), cont.

Luminance gradients 3.15.5 7 training 14.1.0 20

Luminance thresholds 3.15.2 6 Masked thresholds, auditory 4.9.4 i0

Luminosity functions 3.15.2 6 Masking
in camouflage 3.11.0 6
in speech 4.8.3 9

Mach bands 3.15.5 7 in symbol recognition 3.9.3 5

Mach effect 12.4.1 17 in visual tasks 3.14.0 6

Machine constants, control odors 5.4.1 11

operation 8.7.4 14 sonar listening 4.7.0 9
Machine noise 4.2.3 8 Masks
Mackworth Clock Test 3.16.2 7 civilian protective 11.3.3 16

Macro-motion studies 1.2.2 1 gas 11.3.3 16

Magnifiers for radar scope 3.5.2 4 oxygen 11.3.3 16
3.13.0 6 Massachusetts Institute of

Magnitude estimation 1.2.3 1 Technology, Electronics
Maintenance scheduling and Laboratory 1.4.0 2
trouble shooting, research Mast Pedestal Sight Manipu-
and evaluation 2.3.0 2 lation Test 7.7.4 13

2.3.5 3 Matching 1.2.1 1
10.7.0 15 Mathematical

Maintenance systems 2.3.5 3 analysis (see Statistical
bibliography 2.1.0 2 analysis)

Malathion, use in spraying methods 1.2.1 1

by airplane 12.3.0 17 models 1.2.1 1

Malodor 5.4.2 11 Maximum likelihood estimate
Management control problems 2.1.0 2 of information 1.2.1 1

Man-machine operation chart 2.2.0 2 Measurement precision 1.2.1 1

Man-machine systems, design of 10.10.0 16 Meatendra 13.5.2 19

Mannikins 1.3.0 2 Meat tenderizing 13.5.2 19
11.8.0 17 Mechanized translation 4.8.6 9

Manpower utilization, job Medical Research Council
analysis of 1.2.2 1 (Great Britain) 1.4.0 2

Manual Medical Research Laboratory
controls, design factors 8.3.0 13 (New London) 1.4.0 2
dexterity 7.6.3 13 Melody recognition 4.9.8 10
movements, components of 7.6.0 12 Memo-motion photography 1.2.5 1
performance 7.6.3 13 3.10.5 6

tracking 7.7.2 13 Meniere's disease 4.2.7 8

Maps 3.10.2 5 Mental set 13.3.1 19
Markers Message

dye 3.12.1 6 procedures 4.8.6 9
radioactive self-luminance 3.12.1 6 transmission 2.2.3 2

safety 3.9.0 5 Meters
3.12.1 6 brightness 3.16.3 7
14.1.0 20 noise 4.9.12 10

sea 3.12.2 6 Method
symbolic 3.9.0 5 of absolute judgments 1.2.3 1

visibility 3.3.0 3 of adjustment 1.2.3 1
3.9.0 5 of constant stimuli 1.2.3 1
3.12.1 6 of constant stimulus dif-

Marketing research 2.2.0 2 ferences, statistical

Marking of controls, scales, analysis 1.2.1 1

and indicators 3.8.4 5 of limits 1.2.3 1

Markov-Process 1.2.1 1 Micro-melodies 4.9.8 10

Marksmanship, training 14.1.0 20 Micromotion techniques 1.2.2 1
Marksmanship (rifle) 7.7.0 13 Microphones, types and place-

low illumination (night ment 4.3.1 8
visibility) 3.2.2 3 Military decision theory 2.2.0 2

3.3.1 3 Military physiology, special

performance 7.7.3 13 environmental factors 12.1.0 17

startle 7.6.6 13 Military reference man, etc., see next page
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Military reference man Motor vehicle accidents 10.9.1 16
(anthropometric) 7.2.1 12 Motor vehicle impact studies 10.9.1 16

Military spelling alphabets 4.8.6 9 Motor vehicle safety (see
Miniaturization, maintenance Motor vehicle accidents)
for 10.7.0 15 Motor vehicle seat 10.3.1 15

Miniaturized equipment guide 1.1.0 1 Movement
Mirror Image Words 3.9.1 5 between points, speed and
Missiles accuracy 7.6.1 12

equipment 10.10.0 16 compatibility, display-
systems 2.3.0 2 control 8.7.3 14

Mittens 11.3.4 16 components, repetitive
Mixed astigmation 3.15.1 6 tasks 7.6.2 13
Model analysis 1.2.2 1 forces acting on human body 12.4.0 17
Models precision, controls 8.7.1 14

communication systems 2.2.3 2 range of 7.3.1 12
operations research 2.2.0 2 ratios, controls 8.7.1 14
probabilistic 1.2.1 1 restrictive effect of

2.2.0 2 clothing 11.8.0 17
Mode-of-operation coding, speed, basic 7.6.0 12
controls 8.4.1 14 types of 7.6.0 12

Modulation 4.9.6 10 Movements, eye 3.15.8 7
Modulation threshold 3.15.2 6 Multi-channel communication
Momsen Lung (see Submarine systems, theory 2.2.1 2

escape appliance) Multi-channel listening 4.4.1 8
Monaural cues, auditory locali- 4.7.0 9
zation 4.9.7 10 Multi-channel voice communica-

Monitoring, air traffic con- tion systems 4.4.1 8
trol 2.3.6 3 Multi-function controls,

Monitoring behavior 7.7.1 13 design of 8.3.4 14
13.2.3 18 Multi-manned aircraft, re-

Monitoring functions, systems 2.2.4 2 search and evaluation 2.3.1 2
2.3.1 2 Multinominal distribution 1.2.1 1

Monitoring performance 7.7.1 13 Multiple criterion technique 1.2.2 1
Monocular vision 3.15.1 6 Multiple display, monitoring 7.7.1 13
Monotonous environments 12.8.0 18 Multiple image photography 5.5.3 11
Monotony 12.8.0 18 7.6.7 13

13.2.4 18 7.7.4 13
Monte Carlo methods 1.2.1 1 Multiple regression 1.2.1 1
Moon illusion 3.15.9 7 Multipliers and dividers 4.3.2 8
Morale 13.2.1 18 Multivariate information

groups 2.3.2 2 analysis 1.2.1 1
Morphological codes 7.2.0 12 Multivariate transmission
Morse Code 4.6.0 9 analysis 1.2.1 1
Morse Code training 14.1.0 20 Munsell colors 3.16.3 7
Motion picture displays 3.6.0 4 Muscle action potentials 7.3.3 12
Motion sickness Muscle, mechanical properties 7.3.0 12

detection of susceptibility 1.2.5 1 Muscular endurance 7.3.3 12
prevention 12.4.3 17 Muscular strength 7.3.3 12
preventives 13.5.3 19 Muscular tension 7.3.3 12
stereotypes 12.4.3 17 Myopia 3.15.1 6
symptoms 12.4.3 17 empty field 3.15.9 7

Motivation 13.2.1 18
tests of 1.2.5 1

Motor performance 7.6.0 12 Nagel anomaloscope 3.16.1 7
component analysis 7.6.0 12 Narcosis, deep sea divers 12.5.2 18
research methods and Narcotics 13.5.3 19

equipment 7.6.7 13 National Institute of Health 1.4.0 2
Motor response patterns, NATO phonetic alphabet 4.8.6 9

mathematical description 1.2.1 1 Naval Aviation Ordnance Test
7.6.0 12 Station 1.4.0 2
7.7.0 13 Naval Aviation Safety Center 1.4.0 2

Motor skills aptitudes 7.1.0 12 Naval School of Aviation
Medicine and Research 1.4.0 2
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Navigation charts 3.10.2 5 Noise operated interphone
Navigation systems, airborne 10.10.2 16 system 4.4.0 8
Navy Lantern Test 3.16.0 7 Noise-reducing devices 4.2.2 8
Navy Z-2 Antiblock Suit, Noise reduction 4.2.2 8
effect on work space 11.6.0 17 Noise spectrum, analyses 4.2.1 8

Near-accident reports 10.9.1 16 Noise susceptibility index 4.9.5 10
10.9.2 16 Noise tolerance

Near accidents 10.9.1 16 loudness level 4.2.2 8
10.9.2 16 speech interference level 4.2.2 8

Nearsightedness 3.15.1 6 Nomographs 1.2.1 1
Neck measures 7.2.1 12 Non-auditory cues and locali-
Negative "g" 12.4.1 17 zation 4.9.7 10
Netfessel's pursuit apparatus 7.7.4 13 Non-parametric statistics 1.2.1 1
Neural quantum theory 3.15.0 6 Non-verbal auditory training 14.1.0 20
Neural quantum thresholds 3.15.2 6 Noxious odors 5.4.2 11
Neuro-hypothalamic theory 13.5.2 19 12.3.0 17

13.5.3 19 Nuclear aircraft 12.7.0 18
New London Navy Lantern Test 3.16.1 7 Nuclear radiation 12.6.0 18
Nicotine 13.5.3 19 Number telling methods 4.8.6 9
Night Numerals, legibility of 3.9.0 5

blindness 3.15.1 6 Numerals and letters - form 3.9.1 5
driving efficiency 10.9.1 16 Numerical transformations 1.2.1 1
glasses 3.13.0 6 Nutrition 13.5.2 19

13.4.1 19 Nystagmus 3.15.8 7
lighting, motor vehicle 5.6.1 11
accidents 10.9.1 16

vision 3.15.2 6
3.15.3 6 Obesity 7.2.0 12

vision trainers 3.16.4 7 Object
14.1.0 20 characteristics, discrimin-

Night vision, Vitamin A 3.15.2 6 ability of 3.12.1 6
Night vision tests 3.16.2 7 direction, estimation of 3.15.11 7
Nitrogen narcosis 12.3.0 17 Observational methods 1.2.5 1
Nitrous oxide (N02), effect Observation interview method 1.2.5 1

on behavior 12.3.0 17 Obstacles, visibility in work-
Noise space 10.2.1 15

aircraft 4.2.4 8 Occupational health, biblio-
armored vehicles 4.2.3 8 graphy 1.1.0 1
equipment 4.2.3 8 Occupational information,
guided missiles 4.2.4 8 human engineering 1.1.0 1
industrial 4.2.3 8 Occupational Medical Founda-
motor 4.2.3 8 tion (see Institute of Oc-
office 4.2.3 8 cupational Health)
rockets 4.2.4 8 Ocular dominance 3.15.0 6
shipboard 4.2.5 8 Ocular fatigue 3.14.0 6
submarine 4.2.5 8 Ocular tests 3.16.2 7

Noise, visual 3.14.0 6 Ocular tremor 3.15.8 7
Noise analyzer system 4.2.0 7 Oculo-agravic effect 6.3.2 12
Noise composition 4.2.1 8 Oculo-gyral illusion 3.15.7 7
Noise control 4.2.2 8 6.3.2 12

vibration isolation 4.2.2 8 Odor detection (see Olfaction)
Noise criteria for office Office Scientific Research
quieting 4.2.2 8 and Development (OSRD),

Noise degradation, visual catalogue of reports 1.1.0 1
legibility 3.9.2 5 Ohio State University Re-

Noise fields, classifications 4.2.0 7 search Foundation 1.4.0 2
Noise frequency, effect on Olfaction
behavior 4.2.6 8 basic data 5.4.1 11

Noise-induced hearing loss, bibliographies 5.4.0 11
characteristics of 4.2.7 8 equipment and research

Noise level, measurement 4.2.1 8 methods 5.4.3 11
Noise levels, tolerable 4.2.2 8 signals 5.4.2 11
Noise meters, airplanes 4.2.4 8 Olfactometer 5.4.3 11
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Olfactometry, blast-injectioh 5.4.3 11 Pain, cont.
Olfactory mechanisms 5.4.1 11 intensity of 5.3.1 11
Olfactory sensitivity 5.4.1 11 localization 5.3.1 11
Operating controls, panel perception of 5.3.1 11
layout and arrangement 9.1.0 14 scaling of 5.3.2 11

Operational readiness, as- thresholds 5.3.1 11
sessment technique 1.2.5 1 Paired comparison vs. rating

Operations research 2.2.0 2 scale method 1.2.1 1
Operative temperature 12.2.1 17 Palatability 13.5.2 19
Operator position Palmar resistance 1.2.4 1

effect on location of Palmar sweat indicator 1.2.4 1
controls 8.5.0 14 Panels

effect on visual perform- and chassis layouts,
ance 3.14.0 6 general considerations 9.1.0 14

effect on work space and console arrangement,
design 10.6.0 15 priority ratings 9.4.0 14

Optical and consoles, standardi-
aids, motor vehicle zation 9.2.0 14
safety 10.9.1 16 Pantograph radar 3.5.0 4

aids, vision 3.13.0 6 Parachutes 11.5.4 17
equipment systems 3.16.0 7 Parafoveal vision 3.5.0 4
filters, general 3.13.2 6 3.14.0 6
shimmer 3.5.0 4 Parallax, movement 3.15.12 7
surveillance 3.12.0 6 Partial pressure glove 11.3.4 16
tone generator 4.9.12 i0 Passageways 10.4.0 15

Optics, atmospheric 3.2.0 3 Past experience, effect on
Ordinal scale 1.2.1 1 visual perception 3.15.0 6
Ordinance equipment, human 3.15.9 7
engineering evaluation of 10.10.0 16 3.15.10 7

Organization of men, factors in 2.2.2 2 3.15.11 7
Orientation, spatial 6.3.2 12 3.15.12 7
Orientation angle, panels Pattern perception 3.15.10 7

and consoles 9.3.0 14 Pattern playback 4.8.7 9
Ortho-Rater 3.16.2 7 4.9.12 10
Osmics 11.3.0 16 Patterns of communication,
Outside-in displays 3.7.1 4 systems 2.2.3 2
Overall pattern in map design 3.10.2 5 2.3.3 2
Oximeter, two-channel earpiece 12.9.0 18 Patterns of work distribu-
Oxygen tion, systems 2.2.2 2

deprivation (see Hypoxia) 2.3.1 2
helmet 11.3.3 16 Pay incentive and psycho-
masks 11.3.3 16 physical thresholds 1.2.3 1
requirements 12.5.2 18 13.2.1 18
toxicity 12.3.0 17 Payoff, game theory 1.2.1 1

12.5.2 18 Pedal controls, design of 8.2.0 13
warning signal generator 4.5.1 8 8.3.2 13

Ozone, toxic effects 12.3.0 17 Perceived movement of self,
visual cues 6.3.2 12

Perceptible signal 3.15.10 7
Pace length 7.3.1 12 Perception
Packboards 11.5.3 17 central form 3.15.10 7
Packs 11.5.3 17 color 3.15.4 6
Pain contour 3.15.9 7

acuity 5.3.1 11 3.15.10 7
adaptation 5.3.1 11 depth 3.15.9 7
and skin temperature 5.3.1 11 general 6.1.0 11
as signal 5.3.1 11 of body position, factors
basic data 5.3.1 11 affecting 6.3.2 12
bibliographies 5.3.0 11 of direction 3.15.11 7
equipment and research of motion 3.15.12 7

methods 5.3.2 11 of self 13.2.1 18
high intensity noise 4.9.4 10 of space 3.15.9 7

5.3.1 11 6.3.2 12
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Perception, cont. Personal equipment, cont.
span of 3.15.0 6 visors 3.13.2 6

3.15.11 7 13.4.1 19
time 5.7.0 11 Personality 13.2.1 18
visual number 3.15.11 7 Personality characteristics

Perceptual habitual traffic violator 10.9.1 16
anticipation 13.3.1 19 13.2.1 18
closure 3.15.7 7 Navy enlisted personnel 13.2.1 18

3.15.10 7 Personnel, general problems 15.1.0 20
fluctuation, as fatigue Personnel chute escape 10.4.0 15

index 13.3.3 19 Perspective illusion 3.5.1 4
illusion 6.3.2 12 3.15.9 7
isolation 12.8.0 18 Pharmacology and toxicology,
motor skills 7.7.0 13 drugs and their effects on
motor tasks, perceptual performance 13.5.3 19
errors 7.7.0 13 Phase-plane technique, track-

satiation 3.15.3 6 ing study application 7.7.2 13
12.2.0 17 Phoneme detector 4.9.12 10
13.3.2 19 Phonemic analysis 4.8.1 9

set 3.15.7 7 Phonetically-balanced word
13.2.4 18 lists 4.8.2 9
13.3.1 19 4.8.6 9

Perceptual anticipation, Phonetic analysis 4.8.1 9
tracking 13.2.4 18 Phonetic research, informa-

Performance tion theory 4.8.1 9
effect of task factors 13.4.0 19 Phonetics, experimental 4.8.1 9

13.4.1 19 Phoria 3.15.1 6
13.4.4 19 tests of 3.16.2 7

motor 7.6.0 12 Phosphenes
7.7.0 13 method 3.16.3 7

Performance evaluation, work theory 3.15.0 6
groups 2.2.1 2 Phosphene thresholds 3.15.2 6

2.3.2 2 Phosphors (radar) 3.5.1 4
Peripheral Photic stimulation, inter-

blindness 3.15.1 6 mittent, prolonged periods 3.3.4 3
cues 3.14.0 6 13.4.4 19

13.5.0 19 Photoelectric corneal reflex
field of vision 3.14.0 6 method 3.15.8 7

3.15.0 6 3.16.3 7
Peripherality indices 1.2.5 1 Photoelectric plethysmograph 1.2.4 1

2.2.3 2 Photographic detail 3.10.5 6
Periscopes 3.13.1 6 Photography 3.10.5 6
Perseveration 13.2.3 18 Photo interpretation 3.10.5 6
Personal equipment Photo interpretation, fatigue

bibliographies 11.1.0 16 factors 3.14.0 6
carriers 11.5.3 17 Photometers 3.16.0 7
clothing combinations 11.6.0 17 3.16.3 7
ear defenders 11.5.1 16 Photometry 3.16.0 7
equipment and research Photopic vision 3.15.0 6
methods 11.8.0 17 Physical fitness, Job analysis

filters 3.13.0 6 of 1.2.2 1
goggles 3.13.2 6 Physical proficiency tests 7.5.1 12
life jackets 11.5.4 17 Physical stress and perform-
motor performance re- ance 13.4.4 19
lated to 10.6.0 15 Physiological capacities

packs 11.5.3 17 acceleration 12.4.1 17
parachutes 11.5.4 17 limits in motor perform-
prosthetics 11.5.5 17 ance 7.3.3 12
restrictions on work space 10.5.0 15 Physiological methods and
sleeping bags 11.5.2 17 equipment 1.2.4 1
special glasses 13.4.1 19 Pictorial displays 3.7.0 4
submarine escape devices 10.4.0 15 Pilot performance 7.7.3 13

11.5.4 17 Pilot reaction times 7.6.4 13
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Pilot stress 10.9.2 16 Preferences, cont.
13.4.4 19 research methods 1.2.2 1

Pitch taste 5.4.1 11
characteristics of short Prehension hooks 11.5.5 17
tones 4.6.0 9 Preplanning technique, trouble

4.9.1 9 shooting 2.3.4 3
discrimination 4.9.1 9 2.3.5 3
shifts 4.9.5 10 Presbycusis 4.9.10 10

Pitch-intensity functions 4.9.1 9 Presbyopia 3.15.1 6
4.9.2 9 Pressure adaptation time 5.1.1 10

Plane of controls relative Pressure breathing 12.5.1 18
to operator 9.3.0 14 12.5.2 18

Plethysmograph 1.2.4 1 Pressure suits 11.2.2 16
Pneumatic life preserver 11.5.4 17 spatial requirements 11.6.0 17
Point biserial coefficients 1.2.1 1 Preventive maintenance pro-
Pointer alignment position, gram in accident prevention 10.9.0 15

check reading 3.8.5 5 Printed materials
Pointer-Drum Altimeter 3.8.6 5 comparisons of types of 3.10.4 5
Pointers 3.8.2 5 general descriptions 3.10.0 5
Polarization 3.2.0 3 Prism vergence 3.15.8 7

3.3.4 3 Probability of seeing func-
Pollution, atmospheric 12.3.0 17 tions 3.15.3 6
Population differences in Probability statistics 1.2.1 1
hearing 4.9.10 10 Probability theory, applied

Population entropy 1.2.1 1 to communication systems 2.2.3 2
Portability in equipment de- 2.3.3 2
sign 10.8.0 15 Probit method, application to

Portable Heart Beat Recorder 1.2.4 1 fitting an ogive 1.2.1 1
Portable Interphone Trainer 14.1.0 20 Problem-solving 13.2.3 18
Position coding controls 3.12.0 6 group 2.3.2 2

5.5.2 11 rigidity-flexibility 13.2.1 18
8.4.1 14 13.2.3 18
9.4.0 14 13.3.1 19

Positioning Problem-solving efficiency,
movements, speed and group 2.2.1 2

accuracy 7.6.1 12 2.3.2 2
of components on panels, Procedural analysis 1.2.2 1

ease of discrimination 9.4.1 14 2.2.0 2
of controls relative to Production control systems 2.3.0 2
operator 8.5.0 14 Production scheduling 2.3.1 2

Position of controls and dis- 2.3.5 3
plays 8.5.0 14 Production systems 2.3.5 3

remote handling 8.5.0 14 Productivity
standardization 8.2.0 13 of a system, evaluation 2.2.0 2

Positive "g" 12.4.1 17 2.2.1 2
Positive radial acceleration 12.4.1 17 psychological 13.2.1 18
Post-prandial lassitude 13.5.2 19 Proficiency tests 1.2.2 1
Posture 7.3.0 12 maintenance 2.3.5 3
Power development, hand move- Proficiency training 14.1.0 20
ments 7.3.3 12 Profile classification, motor

Power output in man 7.3.3 12 vehicle operators 10.9.1 16
Power spectra 1.2.2 1 Projection equipment, human
PPI Scope 3.5.0 4 engineering evaluation of 10.10.0 16

3.5.1 4 Projectors 3.16.3 7
Preadaptation 3.15.3 6 Prolonged performance 13.4.1 19
Predetermined time standards, Prone position
productivity of subsystems 2.2.1 2 effect on location of

2.3.0 2 controls 8.5.0 14
2.3.2 2 9.3.0 14

Predictions, validity of 1.2.1 1 effect on visual perform-
Preferences ance 3.14.0 6

food 13.5.2 19 in layout of cockpits 10.10.1 16
olfactory 5.4.1 11 Proprioception 5.5.0 11
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Proprioceptive cues 6.3.2 12 Quickening, cont.
Prosthetics 11.5.5 17 in man-machine systems 8.7.5 14
Protanomalous vision 3.15.1 6 of control loops, track-
Protanopia 3.15.1 6 ing proficiency 7.7.2 13
Protective devices, visual 3.13.2 6
Protective lenses 3.13.2 6
Protective masks 11.3.3 16 Radar 3.5.0 4
Protective suits 11.2.0 16 pantograph 3.5.0 4
Proximity warning devices screen, physical variables
(aircraft) 3.12.2 6 of 3.5.1 4

Pseudophone, electronic 4.9.12 10 3.5.3 4
Psychogalvanic responses 1.2.4 1 screen orientation 3.5.3 4
Psychological factors in signal detection 3.5.1 4
accidents 10.9.0 15 simulators 3.16.4 7

Psychological measures (see 14.1.0 20
Psychological tests) workroom lighting 3.3.3 3

Psychological scaling 14.1.0 20
auditory data 4.9.9 10 Radar approach control
pain 5.3.1 11 system 2.3.6 3
taste 5.4.1 11 Radarscope photography 3.5.0 4

5.4.3 11 3.10.5 6
vision 3.16.3 7 Radarscopes 3.5.0 4
weights (veg) 5.5.1 11 training in 14.1.0 20

5.5.3 11 Radiant heat 5.2.1 11
Psychological stress 13.2.1 18 12.2.2 17

13.4.4 19 Radiation
Psychological tests 1.2.5 1 black body 3.16.3 7
Psychomotor performance, cosmic 12.6.0 18
effects of aging on 13.5.4 19 diet requirements 13.5.2 19

Psychomotor tests 7.7.4 13 nuclear 12.6.0 18
Psychopharmacology, biblio-, protection 10.9.0 15

graphy 13.1.0 18 11.2.3 16
13.5.3 19 12.6.0 18

Psychophysical methods 1.2.3 1 protection, gloves 11.3.4 16
Psychophysical threshold 12.6.0 18
measures 1.2.3 1 sickness 12.6.0 18

Public address systems 4.4.2 8 thermal 12.2.2 17
Pulfrich effect 3.15.9 7 ultraviolet 12.2.2 17
Purdue peg board 7.6.7 13 Radiation detection equipment,
Purkinje Phenomenon 3.15.3 6 human engineering evaluation
Pursuit apparatus, dual com- of 10.10.0 16
pensatory 7.7.4 13 Radiation injury 12.6.0 18

Pursuit tracking, factors Radiation protective clothing 11.2.3 16
affecting 7.7.2 13 Radioactive materials 12.6.0 18

Push-and-pull forces 7.3.3 12 Radioactivity of human body 12.6.0 18
Pushbutton controls, designs Radio communication systems,

of 8.3.2 13 evaluation of 4.4.2 8
Pyrotechnics 3.3.2 3 Radio communication systems,

jamming 4.4.2 8
Radio intelligibility 4.4.2 8

Q-Sort 1.2.2 1 Radio interphone (AN/URC-7) 4.4.2 8
Quality control 1.2.1 1 Radiological hazards 12.2.2 17

2.3.5 3 12.6.0 18
Questionnaire, survey method 1.2.2 1 Radio meter 12.9.0 18

1.2.5 1 Radio range 4.5.1 8
Queueing 2.2.0 2 Radiotelephony distress

2.2.2 2 signals 4.6.0 9
2.2.3 2 Radon (radioactive air
2.2.4 2 concentration) 12.6.0 18

Quickened displays 8.7.5 14 RAF Near-Point Rule 3.16.3 7
Quickening 8.7.5 14 Railway transportation systems 2.3.4 3

controls 8.7.0 14 Randomness, testing for 1.2.1 1
in man-machine systems 2.3.1 2 Random (Gaussian) noise 4.2.0 7
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Random signal generator, Reflectance 3.15.0 6
tracking research equip- 3.15.5 7
ment 7.7.4 13 Refractory period, psycho-

Range logical 7.6.4 13
effect 7.7.0 13 Repetitive movements 7.6.2 13
finders 3.13.1 6 Replication, influence of
information aids, scales 3.5.2 4 error 1.2.1 1
ranging 7.7.2 13 Requirement setting 1.2.2 1
rings 3.5.2 4 methodology 1.2.2 1

Rate Rescue equipment
patterns, movement 7.6.2 13 aircraft 10.10.2 16
vs. velocity tracking 7.7.2 13 sea and land craft 10.10.3 16

Rate-aided control 8.7.4 14 "Resonance" in tracking 7.7.2 13
Rating procedures, communi- Resonance synthesizer 4.8.7 9

cation nets 2.2.1 2 4.9.12 10
2.3.2 2 Respiration 7.5.0 12
2.3.3 2 Respiratory

Rating scale vs. paired com- closed support systems 12.5.2 18
parison method 1.2.1 1 12.7.0 18

Rations 13.5.2 19 measurement devices 1.2.4 1
Ratio scale 1.2.3 1 reaction time 7.6.4 13
Ratio scaling, auditory data 1.2.3 1 resistance 7.5.0 12

4.9.9 10 12.5.1 18
Reach distance, work place Response predictability 1.2.1 1
design 9.3.0 14 Response readiness 13.2.4 18

10.2.2 15 Response time delay 13.2.4 18
Reaction time 7.6.4 13 Rest
Readability 3.10.4 5 allowances, compensating 13.4.1 19
Reading machines 11.5.1 17 periods 13.4.1 19
Reading span 3.14.0 6 Results, extrapolation of 1.2.1 1

3.15.0 6 Reticles 3.13.1 6
3.15.8 7 Retinal light distribution 3.16.3 7
3.15.11 7 5.6.1 11

Rear lighting, instruments 3.4.2 4 Reviews, heterogeneous
Rebieathing apparatus, human engineering 1.1.0 1
multipurpose 11.3.3 16 Reward 13.2.1 18

Recognition Rhythm perception 4.9.8 10
form 3.15.2 6 Rifle sights 3.13.1 6

3.15.10 7 Risk probabilities, decision
performance 3.9.0 5 making 1.2.1 1
threshold, visual 3.15.10 7 13.2.3 18

Reconnaissance, visual 3.2.0 3 Risk taking 1.2.1 1
3.12.0 6 13.2.3 18

Recording procedures, Road layout 10.9.1 16
language 4.8.6 9 Road safety 10.9.1 16

Recruitment (loudness) tests 4.9.2 9 Roadside signs, motor
Recruitment phenomena 4.9.2 9 vehicle safety 10.9.1 16

4.9.3 10 Rocket-fuel-resistant cloth-
Rectilinear oscillation of ing 11.2.3 16
body, perception of 6.3.2 12 Rocket noise 4.2.4 8

Recurrence equations 1.2.1 1 Rocket storage 10.2.3 15
Redout 12.4.1 17 Room acoustics 4.2.0 7
Reduced stimulation, effect 4.2.2 8

on performance 12.8.0 18 Room fenestration 3.2.1 3
Reduction coding 9.4.0 14 Rotary oscillation of body,
Redundancy perception of 6.3.2 12

figure 3.9.1 5 Rotary pursuit performance 7.7.2 13
3.14.0 6 Rotating chair 5.5.3 11

information 2.2.1 2 12.9.0 18
2.3.3 2 Rucksacks 11.5.3 17

problem solving 13.2.3 18 Rudder bars, design of 8.3.2 13
References, general (see Running, speed and velocity 7.3.3 12
Bibliographies) Runway marking systems 3.12.0 6
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Runway marking systems, cont. 10.9.2 16 Search lights 3.3.2 3

Runways glare 3.3.2 3

lighting systems of 3.3.2 3 3.3.4 3

roles in safety 10.9.2 16 Seasickness 12.4.3 17
Seat

cushion assemblies 10.3.1 15

Saccadic eye movements 3.15.8 7 design, safety factors in 10.3.1 15

Safe-Driver Inventory 10.9.1 16 pans 10.3.1 15

Safety reference point 10.2.0 15

belts 11.3.1 16 10.3.0 15

belt tensiometer 10.9.1 16 10.3.1 15

11.3.1 16 suspension 10.3.1 15

design 10.9.0 15 Seating arrangement 10.3.2 15

10.9.1 16 Sea water, ingestion of 13.5.2 19

10.9.2 16 Selective listening 4.8.5 9

education 10.9.0 15 Selective placement, job

harness 11.3.1 16 analysis of 1.2.2 1

manuals 10.9.0 15 Self-esteem 13.2.1 18

radiation hazards 12.6.0 18 Self-rating techniques 1.2.5 1

shoes 11.3.5 16 Self-sufficient collision
Safety Factors Rating Scale 10.9.0 15 warning system
SAGE (semiautomatic ground design factors 3.5.0 4

environment) system 2.3.0 2 3.12.2 6

SAM Peg Moving Test 7.6.7 13 10.9.2 16

Sample-data tracking 7.7.2 13 in air safety 10.9.2 16

Sample entropy 1.2.1 1 Semantic constraints 2.2.1 2

Sample theory 1.2.1 1 2.3.3 2

SAM Single Dimension Pursuit 4.8.6 9

Test 7.7.4 13 Semantic information theory 1.2.0 1

SAM Steadiness Aiming Test 7.6.7 13 2.2.1 2

Satellite, environment 12.7.0 18 2.3.3 2

Satiation, kinesthetic 5.5.1 11 Sensitivity

Scales color 3.15.4 6

bearing information 3.5.2 4 corneal 3.15.0 6

comparisons of types of 3.8.6 5 5.3.0 11

general design 3.8.3 5 distribution of tactile 5.1.1 10

3.8.4 5 Sensitometer 3.16.3 7
3.8.5 5 5.1.4 10

of sensation, construction 1.2.3 1 Sensory deprivation 12.8.0 18
Scheduling Sensory discrimination in

operations research 2.2.0 2 accidents 10.9.0 15
2.2.2 2 Sensory testing panels 5.4.3 11

shop 2.2.4 2 Sensory thresholds, corre-

2.3.5 3 lations 6.2.0 11

Schneider Index 1.2.5 1 Sequence tabulator 1.2.5 1

13.3.3 19 Sequencing aircraft for
Scientific method in opera- landing 2.3.2 2

tions research 2.2.0 2 7.7.3 13

Scotoma, central - in night Sequential

vision 3.2.2 3 dependencies 1.2.1 1

3.3.2 3 performance 7.7.3 13

3.3.4 3 response tendencies 1.2.3 1
3.15.1 6 Serial performance 7.7.3 13

Scotopic thresholds 3.15.2 6 Servomechanisms, bibliography 1.1.0 1

Scotopic vision 3.2.2 3 2.1.0 2
3.15.0 6 Servo system, man as an

Scott noise level analyzer 4.2.1 8 element 2.3.1 2

Scramblers 4.3.2 8 Set
Screen-Maddox Rod Test 3.16.2 7 affective 13.2.1 18
Seacraft, evaluation 10.10.3 16 13.2.4 18
Seadrome lighting 3.3.2 3 13.3.1 19

10.10.3 16 cognitive 13.2.3 18

Sea markers 3.12.2 6 13.3.1 19
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Set, cont. Simulation techniques, cont. 2.2.3 2
perceptual 13.3.1 19 14.1.0 20
psychophysical thresholds 1.2.3 1 Simulator

13.3.1 19 air traffic control 2.3.6 3
Shallow-diving blackout 12.5.1 18 automobile driving 1.3.0 2
Shallow water rescue ap- 3.16.4 7
paratus 11.5.4 17 10.9.1 16

Shape coding 3.12.1 6 flight 2.2.3 2
controls 8.4.1 14 types and use in visual

Shelters 11.7.0 17 research 3.16.4 7
nuclear explosion 12.6.0 18 14.1.0 20
temperature 12.2.1 17 Simulators 2.2.3 2

Shielding for training 14.1.0 20
acoustic 4.2.2 8 Single stimuli, psycho-
radiation 11.2.3 16 physical methods 1.2.3 1

12.2.2 17 Sirens 4.5.1 8
Ships Sitting height 7.2.1 12

communication system, Size
evaluation of 4.4.1 8 clothing 11.4.0 16

4.4.2 8 coding, controls 8.4.1 14
evaluation of 10.10.3 16 perception 3.15.9 7
noise 4.2.5 8 Sizing system, gloves 11.3.4 16

Shivering 7.6.6 13 11.4.0 16
stimulus 5.2.1 11 Skiascope, infrared 3.16.3 7

7.6.6 13 Skilled motor performance 7.6.0 12
Shoes 11.3.5 16 7.6.2 13
Shoulder length 7.2.1 12 7.6.3 13
Shuttle process 2.2.4 2 Skilled Response Test 1.2.2 1
Sickness, decompression 12.5.1 18 7.7.4 13
Sights, optical aids 3.13.1 6 Skin-fold technique (see
Signal Anthropometry, methods and

auditory 4.5.1 8 equipment)
4.6.0 9 Skin stimulation (see Tactile

detection, groups of stimulation)
observers 2.2.1 2 Sky

2.3.2 2 brightness values 3.2.0 3
detection radar 3.5.1 4 sweeper equipment, human
gustatory 5.4.2 11 engineering evaluation of 10.10.0 16
launchers, evaluation of 10.10.0 16 Slant, judgments of 3.15.11 7
lights 3.12.2 6 Slant visibility 3.2.0 3
olfactory 5.4.2 11 3.15.0 6
rate of presentation 13.4.1 19 3.15.11 7

13.4.3 19 Slave manipulator 8.3.3 14
thermal 5.2.1 11 Sled pulling test 7.5.1 12
visual 3.12.2 6 Sleep 13.5.1 19

Signal flags, visibility 3.9.0 5 Sleep deprivation 13.5.1 19
Signal light patterns, motor decision making 13.2.3 18
traffic 10.9.1 16 Sleeping bags 11.5.2 17

Signalling devices (see Small military unit effective-
Warning devices) ness, assessment 1.2.2 1

Signals, visual 3.12.0 6 2.3.2 2
Signal-to-noise ratio de- Smell (see Olfaction)
termination, whistle-point Smog constituents 12.3.0 17
method 4.8.3 9 Smoking, effects of 13.5.3 19

4.9.12 10 Sneezing 7.6.6 13
Signs, motor vehicle driving 3.9.0 5 Social communication, elements

10.9.1 16 in 2.2.1 2
Silhouettes 3.9.1 5 2.3.3 2
Simple reaction time 7.6.4 13 Sociometric assessment 1.2.2 1
Simulation studies, Air 2.2.0 2
Traffic Control 2.3.6 3 2.3.2 2

Simulation techniques 1.2.5 1 Socks 11.3.5 16
2.2.0 2 Solar radiation 12.2.2 17
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Somatic responses, involuntary 7.6.6 13 Spatial dynamics, panel layout 9.4.2 15
Somatotypes 7.2.1 12 Spatial orientation 6.3.2 12
Somatotyping 7.4.0 12 effect of motion sickness
Somesthesis 5.3.1 11 drugs 13.5.3 19

5.5.1 11 Speaker anomalies 4.8.5 9
5.5.2 11 Speaker intelligibility

Sonar differences 4.8.5 9
listening 4.6.0 9 Special Devices Center, Office

4,.7.0 9 of Naval Research 1.4.0 2
system 4.5.3 9 Special injury scale 10.9.1 16
training 14.1.0 20 Special techniques 1.2.5 1

Sonic vibrations, effect Spectral analysis 1.2.1 1
on man 4.2.6 8 3.6.0 4

12.4.2 17 Spectral density analysis,
Sonographic analysis 4.9.12 10 tracking behavior 7.7.2 13
Sound Spectral sensitivity function 3.15.4 6

absorber 4.2.2 8 Spectrographic analysis, noise 4.9.12 10
absorb helmet 11.3.3 16 Specular reflections, visi-
control, muffler at- bility 3.3.4 3
tenuation 4.2.2 8 Speech

field, minimum detectable 4.9.4 10 analyzer, automatic 4.9.12 10
localization 4.9.7 10 audiometry, development
proofing 4.2.2 8 of material 4.8.2 9
reproducing equipment 4.9.12 10 4.8.6 9
spectrograph 4.9.12 10 audiometry tests, con-

Sound localization, visual- struction of 4.8.2 9
auditory interactions 6.3.0 12 4.8.6 9

6.3.1 12 Batelle reader for the blind 4.8.6 9
Space 11.5.1 17

cabins 10.10.1 16
capsule 10.10.1 16 coding apparatus 4.9.12 10
environment 12.7.0 18 communication systems,
myopia 3.15.9 7 human engineering evalua-
perception 3.15.9 7 tions 4.4.0 8
travel 12.7.0 18 4.4.1 8

Space exploration, biblio- 4.4.2 8
graphy 12.1.0 17 compression system 4.9.12 10

Space flight distortion 4.8.4 9
diets 13.5.2 19 thresholds 4.8.2 9
re-entry acceleration 12.4.1 17 Speech intelligibility 4.8.3 9
systems 2.3.4 3 acoustical measurement 4.8.2 9
vision 3.14.0 6 amplitude modulation 4.8.4 9
work-rest patterns 13.4.1 19 anomalies 4.8.5 9

Space flight decompression 12.5.1 18 delay distortion 4.8.4 9
Space flight simulator 12.9.0 18 effect of high altitudes 4.8.4 9
Space requirements 12.5.1 18

effect of body size 7.2.2 12 effect of oxygen mask 4.8.4 9
10.2.2 15 11.3.3 16
10.4.0 15 frequency distortion 4.8.4 9

effect of clothing 11.6.0 17 individual differences 4.8.5 9
Spacing interactions between source

between controls, ease and receiver 4.8.3 9
of discrimination 9.3.0 14 side-tone amplification 4.8.4 9

9.4.0 i• side-tone delay 4.8.4 9
Spacing requirements of signal-to-noise ratio 4.8.3 9
scale divisions 3.8.4 5 thresholds 4.8.2 9

Span of Apprehension Test 3.16.0 7 transmission and confirma-
Span of attention 13.2.4 18 tion of messages 4.8.3 9

auditory 13.2.4 18 14.1.0 20
visual 3.15.0 6 Speech making

Span of perception 3.15.0 6 with noise 4.8.3 9
Span of visual apprehension 3.15.0 6 with pure tones 4.8.3 9

3.15.11 7 with simultaneous speech 4.8.3 9
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Speech power 4.8.1 9 Steadiness
Speech production and per- measurements 7.3.3 12
ception, basic data 4.8.0 9 tests 7.6.7 13

articulation testing 4.8.2 9 Steering control devices 8.3.0 13
audiometry 4.8.2 9 Step function displacements,
characteristics of speech 4.8.1 9 tracking performance 7.7.2 13
distortion 4.8.4 9 Step test 7.3.3 12
individual differences in Stereophonic sound 4.9.7 10listening, speaking, in- Stereophotogrammetric map 3.10.2 5terpreting 4.8.5 9 3.16.0 7
language design 4.8.6 9 Stereoscope 3.16.0 7masking 4.8.3 9 Stereoscopic acuity 3.15.9 7mathetical and statisti- Stereoscopic instruments 3.13.1 6cal methods 1.2.1 1 Stereoscopic vision 3.15.9 7

4.8.0 9 Stereotypes, motion 8.7.3 14
4.9.12 10 Stick controls, design of 8.3.2 13signal-to-noise ratio 4.8.3 9 Stifck forces 8.7.2 14span of attention 13.2.4 18 Sticks, control 8.3.2 13synthetic speech 4.8.7 9 Stimulus compatibility,

training in voice com- input channels 6.3.1 12munication 14.1.0 20 Stimulus mixture, auditory 4.9.6 10Speech signals, automatic Stimulus order and spacing,
production 4.9.12 10 psychophysical thresholds 1.2.3 1Speech sounds, basic Stochastic methods 1.2.1 1characteristics 4.8.1 9 Stochastic model 1.2.1 1Speech spectra 4.8.1 9 2.2.0 2Speech test signal 4.8.2 9 Stowage 10.2.3 15

4.8.6 9 Strabismus 3.15.1 6Speech typewriter 4.9.12 10 Street lighting evaluator 3.3.2 3Sperry Zero Reader, quicken- Street noise 4.2.3 8
ing instrument 2.3.1 2 Strength

8.7.5 14 human capabilities 7.3.3 12Sphygmomanometer 1.2.4 1 Strength testing bibliography 7.1.0 12Spot symbols in map design 3.10.2 5 Stress
Stabilometer 7.6.7 13 accelerative 12.4.1 17Standardization, panels and combat 13.4.4 19consoles 9.2.0 14 heat 12.2.1 17Standardization of controls indices of 13.4.4 19and displays 8.2.0 13 physical 13.4.4 19

10.9.0 15 psychological 12.8.0 18Standard safety color codes 3.12.1 6 13.4.4 19Startle reactions, antici- vibration 12.4.2 17patory 7.6.6 13 visual effects 3.14.0 6Starvation 13.5.2 19 Stresscoat technique inStatistical analysis 1.2.1 1 motor vehicle accident
aircraft accidents 10.9.2 16 investigation 10.9.1 16configural aspects of test Stroke width 3.9.1 5scores and responses 1.2.1 1 Structure, workgroup 2.3.2 2
error data 1.2.1 1 Structure borne vibrations,game theory 1.2.1 1 effect on man 12.4.2 17

2.1.0 2 Stuttering 4.8.5 9
2.2.2 2 artificial 4.8.4 9operator in closed-loop Subjective magnitudes, scaling 1.2.3 1

system 1.2.1 1 Subjects, choice of - in
2.1.0 2 experiment 1.2.0 1
2.3.1 2 Sublanguages 4.8.6 9Statistical data presentation 1.2.1 1 Subliminal perception 3.15.2 6Statistical decision function 1.2.1 1 3.15.7 7Statistical linguistics 1.2.1 1 Submarine
4.8.6 9 atmosphere control 12.5.2 18Statistical quality control 1.2.1 1 controls, quickening 8.7.0 14Statistical techniques 1.2.1 1 8.7.5 14Stature 7.2.0 12 escape devices 11.5.4 17
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Submarine, cont. Symbolic forms
medicine, bibliography 1.1.0 1 color of symbol and back-
noise 4.2.5 8 ground 3.9.2 5
safety 10.9.0 15 contrast of symbol and
systems problems 2.3.0 2 background 3.9.2 5

Submarine Escape Appliance 11.5.0 17 legibility of 3.9.0 5
11.5.4 17 viewing conditions 3.9.3 5

Submarines, evaluation of 10.10.3 16 Symbol recognition, masking 3.9.3 5
Subsystem performance, effect Symbols, legibility 3.9.0 5
on overall system 2.3.1 2 Symposia, heterogeneous human

2.3.2 2 engineering 1.1.0 1
Subsystems analysis 2.2.0 2 Synthetic speech, uses 4.8.7
Suits System evaluation 1.2.2

asbestos 11.2.1 16 2.2.0 2

electrically heated 11.2.1 16 Systems
protective 11.2.0 16 design, general principles

Sulphur dioxide - smoke, air, and criteria 2.2.0 2

toxic effects 12.3.0 17 evaluations, general princi-

Sunglare 3.2.4 3 ples and criteria 2.2.0 2

Sunglasses 3.13.2 6 general works and biblio-

Sun radiation 12.2.2 17 graphies 2.1.0 2

Supine position of men and machines,

effect on location of bibliographies 2.1.0 2

controls 8.5.0 14 of men and machines,
9.3.0 14 simulation of 2.2.0 2

effect on visual perform- 2.2.3 2
ance 3.14.0 6 requirements, analysis of 2.2.0 2

effect on work space design 10.6.0 15 2.3.0 2
in layout of cockpits 10.10.1 16 Systems Research Laboratory,

Supply systems 2.3.5 3 Rand Corporation 1.4.0 2
Surface electrodes 1.2.4 1
Surveillance, Air Defense
Direction Center 2.3.3 2 Tables, printed 3.10.1 5

2.3.4 3
2.3.6 3 TACAN system (short-range,

Surveillance, visual 3.12.0 6 tactical, omnibearing distance

Survival measuring system) 2.3.0 2
accidents 10.9.0 15 Tachistoscopes 3.16.3 7

10.9.1 16 Tactical defense, assessment 1.2.2 1
10.9.2 16 Tactile

arctic 12.2.0 17 coding 5.1.2 10

12.2.1 17 8.4.1 14
climatic conditions 12.2.0 17 identification 5.1.1 10

12.2.1 17 sensitivity, distribution of 5.1.1 10

equipment 10.10.2 16 stimulation 5.1.3 10

group performance 2.3.2 2 Tactual (see Tactile)
rations 13.5.2 19 Tank crew problems, assessment 1.2.2 1
tropics 12.2.0 17 Tank crew training 14.1.0 20

12.2.1 17 Tanks, evaluations of 10.10.3 16
water balance 7.5.0 12 Tapley Performance Meter 10.9.1 16

13.5.2 19 Tapping 7.6.2 13
Susceptibility to accidents 10.9.0 15 Target degradation, effects on

10.9.1 16 visual search 3.14.0 6
10.9.2 16 Target designator, radar 3.5.2 4

Sweat loss 12.2.1 17 Target detectability 3.2.0
Swing 3.12.0 6

sickness 12.4.3 17 3.12.1 6

test 1.2.5 1 3.14.0 6
Switchboards, evaluation of 10.10.0 16 Tartini tones 4.9.6 10

Switches 8.3.1 13 Task
8.3.2 13 assessment, techniques of 1.2.2 1

Symbolic codes 3.12.1 6 duration 13.4.1 19
Symbolic displays 3.7.0 4
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Task, cont. Temporal Finger Maze 5.1.4 10
load, work organization Temporal patterns, discrimina-
for systems 2.3.1 2 tion of 4.9.8 10

physical stress 13.4.4 19 visual 3.14.0 6
rest periods 13.4.1 19 Tension 13.3.3 19

Task Breakdown Sheets 1.2.2 1 Tents 11.7.0 17
Taste Terminal system, Air Traffic

accentuation of 5.4.1 11 Control 2.3.2 2
basic data 5.4.1 11 2.3.6 3
bibliographies 5.4.0 11 Terrain Test 3.16.1 7
equipment and research Test construction statistical
methods 5.4.3 11 aspects of 1.2.1 1

identification 5.4.1 11 Test efficiency, statistical
mechanisms of 5.4.1 11 aspects of 1.2.1 1
signals 5.4.2 11 Texts, heterogeneous human
tests 5.4.3 11 engineering 1.1.0 1

Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale 1.2.5 1 Texture
Taylor-Pracejus illumination discrimination of object 3.12.1 6
recorder 3.16.0 7 in design of material 5.1.2 10

Teaching machines 14.1.0 20 of photographs 3.10.5 6
Team effectiveness 2.3.2 2 Thematic Apperception Test 1.2.5 1
Team effectiveness research 2.2.1 2 Thermal assessment techniques 12.9.0 18

2.3.0 2 Thermal balance in man and
2.3.2 2 temperature 12.2.1 17

Technical Conference Method 1.2.2 1 Thermal protection ensembles 11.2.1 16
Technical information com- Thermal protective fabrics 11.2.4 16

munication (USAF) 1.4.0 2 Thermal radiation 12.2.2 17
2.1.0 2 Thermal sensation 5.,2.1 11

Techniques for collection and Thermal sensitivity, mapping 5.2.2 11
analysis of communication Thermal stress 12.2.1 17
data 2.2.0 2 Thermonuclear radiation 12.2.2 17

2.2.1 2 Thought processes 13.2.3 18
2.2.3 2 effects of aging on 13.5.4 19

Telebinoculars, Keystone View 3.16.0 7 Thresholds
Telegraphic listening 4.7.0 9 acceleration 12.4.1 17
Telegraphic systems 4.4.1 8 auditory 4.9.4 10
Telemetry, methods of measure- kinesthetic 5.5.1 11

ment 1.2.4 1 olfactory 5.4.1 11
11.8.0 17 pain 5.3.1 11

Telephone systems, evalua- tactile 5.1.1 10
tion of 4.4.1 8 taste 5.4.1 11

Telephonic speech 4.4.1 8 temperature 5.2.1 11
4.8.7 9 vibration 5.1.1 10

Telescopes 3.13.1 6 visual 3.15.2 6
Telescopes and telescopic Threshold variability, compari-
sights, ordnance 3.13.1 6 son of visual and auditory 6.2.1 11

Telespectacles 3.13.2 6 Tibiale height 7.2.1 12
Television 3.6.0 4 Tilt 5.6.1 11

bandwidth 3.6.0 4 postural 5.5.1 11
displays 3.6.0 4 Tilt chair 12.9.0 18
photography 3.10.5 6 Tilt table 12.9.0 18

Temperature 12.2.1 17 Timbre 4.9.3 10
tolerance 12.2.1 17 Time and motion studies 1.2.2 1

Temperature sensitivity 13.4.2 19
basic data 5.2.1 11 Time and motion techniques 7.6.7 13
bibliographies 5.2.0 11 13.4.2 19
equipment and research Time and unit scheduling,
methods 5.2.2 11 railway transportation 2.3.0 2

thermal signals 5.2.1 11 2.3.4 3
Temporal correlation tech- Time constants, aided tracking 7.7.2 13

niques 1.2.1 1 8.7.4 14
Temporal discrimination 3.12.2 6 Time constants, control

5.7.0 11 operation 8.7.4 14
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Time delay constants, control Traffic control problems,
operation 8.7.4 14 aircraft 2.2.4 2

Time estimation 5.7.0 11 2.3.6 3
Time lag, controls 8.7.4 14 Traffic density in air safety 10.9.2 16
Time pattern, voluntary Traffic flow problem, analysis 2.2.0 2

movements 7.6.0 12 Traffic problems
7.6.2 13 aircraft 2.3.0 2

Time perception 5.7.0 11 2.3.6 3
Time sequential analysis 1.2.2 1 10.9.2 16

1.2.5 1 motor vehicle 2.3.0 2
2.2.0 2 10.9.1 16

Time sharing 2.2.3 2 Traffic signal lights 3.12.2 6
3.8.5 5 Traffic signs, motor vehicle
7.7.1 13 safety 10.9.1 16

Time-study engineers, in- Trainers 14.1.0 20
plant training 1.2.2 1 maintenance 2.3.5 3

14.1.0 20 Training simulators 14.1.0 20
Tinnitus tones 4.9.5 10 Tranquilizing drugs 13.5.3 19
Tobacco 13.5.3 19 Transfer functions (human),
Toggle switches, design of 8.3.2 13 mathematical analysis 1.2.1 1
Tolerance levels, accelera- Transfer functions of human
tion 12.4.1 17 operator 2.3.1 2

Tolerance levels, body Transillumination 3.4.2 4
vibration 12.4.2 17 Transportation system evalua-

Tolerances, climatic 12.2.0 17 tions 2.3.0 2
Tolerance standards, noise 4.2.2 8 2.3.4 3
Tonal gaps 4.9.1 9 Transportation systems per-
Tone sonnel, training 14.1.0 20

auditory 4.9.1 9 Transport units, railway
in map design 3.10.2 5 transportation 2.3.0 2

Tones, difference and summa- 2.3.4 3
tion 4.9.6 10 Transverse g 12.4.1 17

Tools 10.5.0 15 Tremography 7.6.7 13
Tooth pulp, as pain receptor 5.3.1 11 Tremor 7.6.6 13
Torque, rotary electric knobs 8.3.1 13 fatigue and 13.3.3 19
Torque exerted on handwheel, periodic oscillation 5.1.1 10
effect of limb position 7.3.3 12 Tridimensionality, percep-

Torques, control loading 8.7.2 14 tion of 3.15.10 7
Touch and vibration Trigger for rifle, design

basic data 5.1.1 10 for winter use 8.3.2 13
bibliographies 5.1.0 10 Trigger rule system 2.2.1 2
coding 5.1.2 10 Tritanopia 3.15.1 6
equipment and research Tropics, effects of 12.2.0 17
methods 5.1.4 10 Trouble shooting 2.3.5 3

texture 5.1.2 10 Trucks, evaluation of 10.10.3 16
use as stimuli 5.1.3 10 Tufts-Navy Alertness Indicator 3.16.2 7

Toxic environments 12.3.0 17 13.2.4 18
Toxicity, oxygen 12.5.2 18 Tukey's process 1.2.1 1
Toxic substances, thresholds Tulane lateral tilt chair 12.9.0 18

limit values 12.3.0 17 Tuning (controls) 8.7.1 14
Tracing performance, steadi- Turbulence and air safety 10.9.2 16

ness 7.3.3 12 Twenty Plate Tests 3.16.1 7
7.6.1 12 Twilight bandwidth 3.2.2 3

Tracking 7.7.2 13 Twilight lighting 3.2.2 3
bibliography 7.1.0 12 Two-channel
comparison of auditory earpiece oximeter 12.9.0 18
and visual 6.2.1 11 ferrograph 4.9.12 10

handwheel controls 8.3.1 13 listening 2.2.3 2
performance 7.7.2 13 Two-hand coordination 7.7.0 13
research equipment 7.7.4 13 Type, dimensions of 3.9.1 5
skill 7.7.2 13 Type of controls and displays,
visual 3.15.8 7 standardization 8.2.0 13

7.7.2 13
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Typewriter keyboard, spatial Vertical accelerators 12.4.1 17
dynamics 9.4.2 15 12.9.0 18

Typography 3.9.1 5 Verticality, per>eption of 6.3.2 12
Vertical take-off as; ]anding
aircraft (VTOL) 10.10.2 16

Ultrasonic Vertical trunk girth 7.2.1 12
noise 4.2.0 7 Vertigo in jet pilots 6.3.2 12
vibrations, effect on man 12.4.2 17 Vestibular functions 5.6.0 11

Ultraviolet light 3.4.3 4 5.6.1 11
Underground, mine lighting 3.3.3 3 Vestibular tests 5.5.3 11
Underwater Vests

breathing apparatus 11.2.2 16 ballistic 11.3.2 16
11.3.3 16 life 11.5.4 17

egress from aircraft 10.4.0 15 Vibration (see also Touch and
hearing 4.7.0 9 vibration)
oxygen requirements 12.5.2 18 Vibration tolerance 12.4.2 17
sound systems 4.5.3 9 Vibration on whole body

Underwear 11.2.0 16 effect on performance 12.4.2 17
Uniform illumination 3.3.1 3 effect on sensory functions 12.4.2 17
Unique pattern technique 1.2.1 1 Vibratory communication system 5.1.3 10
Unit effectiveness tests 1.2.2 1 Vibrotactile displays 5.1.3 10
Universal Radar Simulator 3.16.4 7 Viewing angles 3.14.0 6
University of Michigan Re- television 3.6.0 4

search Center for Group Vigilance 13.2.4 18
Dynamics 1.4.0 2 Vigilance decrement 13.2.4 18

Upper arm measures 7.2.1 12 Visibility
Upper case letters 3.9.1 5 motor vehicle 10.9.1 16
Upright, perception of 6.3.2 12 moving objects 3.15.12 7
USAF Anoxia Demonstration Chartl2.9.0 18 range, determination of 3.2.0 3
User opinion, grouping of 3.2.1 3
display-control components 9.4.0 14 special conditions affecting 3.2.3 3

USN Electronics Laboratory 1.4.0 2 work space 10.2.1 15
Utilization studies 1.2.2 1 Visible speech 4.2.2 8

Vision
binocular 3.15.9 7

Validity coefficients 1.2.1 1 Vision, basic data
Value orientation 13.2.1 18 accommodation 3.15.9 7
Van Allen radiation belt 12.6.0 18 acuity 3.15.6 7
Vapor-barrier suits 11.2.1 16 adaptation 3.15.3 6
Vapor pressures, levels of 12.2.0 17 angle, perception of 3.15.11 7

12.2.1 17 anomalies 3.15.1 6
Variable errors 1.2.1 1 brightness discrimination 3.15.5 7
Veg scale 5.5.1 11 color perception 3.15.4 6

5.5.3 11 contour, perception of 3.15.10 7
Vehicles, evaluation of 10.10.3 16 convergence 3.15.9 7
Vehicular traffic flow depth, perception of 3.15.9 7
analysis 2.3.0 2 deviations 3.15.1 6

2.3.4 3 direction, perception of 3.15.11 7
Velocity development, hand distance, perception of 3.15.9 7
movements 7.3.3 12 effects of aging 13.5.4 19

Velocity discrimination 3.15.6 7 exposure time, effects of 3.15.7 7
3.15.12 7 eye movements 3.15.8 7

Velocity tracking 7.7.2 13 field of vision 3.15.0 6
Ventilation 12.2.1 17 fixation, effects of 3.15.7 7

of cushions 10.3.1 15 form, perception of 3.15.10 7
shipboard 12.2.0 17 general and theoretical 3.15.0 6

12.2.1 17 individual differences 3.15.1 6
Ventillating garments 11.2.1 16 movement, perception of 3.15.12 7

11.2.3 16 number, perception of 3.15.11 7
Verbal-motor patterns, pre- pattern, perception of 3.15.10 7
ferred 13.3.1 19 size, perception of 3.15.9 7

Verhoeff Stereopter 3.16.2 7 space perception 3.15.9 7
Vernier Acuity 3.15.6 7 threshold visibility 3.15.2 6
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Code Code

Search Term Category Page Search Term Category Page

Vision, equipment and methods Voice communication, intelli-
basic research problems 3.16.3 7 gibility testing 4.8.2 9
color vision tests 3.16.1 7 Voice communication training 14.1.0 20
general 3.16.0 7 equipment 4.9.12 10
heterogeneous tests 3.16.2 7 14.1.0 20
simulators 3.16.4 7 on Navy ships, message

Vision, measurement of, analysis 4.4.1 8
from cockpits 3.16.0 7 4.4.2 8

Visors 3.13.2 6 Voice quality 3.13.1 6
Visual accommodation, tests 3.16.2 7 4.8.5 9
Visual acuity and motor Voice recorders, evaluation of 4.3.0 8
vehicle accidents 10.9.1 16 Voice transmission 4.8.3 9

Visual aids 3.13.0 6 4.8.4 9
for the blind and partially VOLSCAN - Air Traffic Control
blind 3.13.1 6 Center 2.3.6 3

Visual coding 3.12.0 6 Volume, tonal 4.9.3 10
light coding 3.12.2 6 Von Bekesy audiometer 4.9.12 10
object characteristics 3.12.1 6 Vortex wakes 10.9.2 16

Visual detection 3.2.0 3
3.12.0 6
3.14.0 6 Waist measures 7.2.1 12

Visual displays 3.7.0 4 Waiting line theory (see
types of 3.7.3 4 Queueing)

Visual enhancement 3.13.1 6 War games 2.2.2 2
Visual fatigue 3.3.1 3 2.2.3 2

3.14.0 6 War gases 12.3.0 17
13.3.3 19 Warm - mapping 5.2.1 11

Visual field 3.15.0 6 5.2.2 11
empty 3.15.9 7 Warmth discrimination. 5.2.1 11
restriction of 3.14.0 6 Warning devices 4.5.1 8

Visual form field, mapping of 3.16.3 7 visual 3.12.2 6
Visual illusions 3.15.7 7 Warning lights 3.12.2 6
Visual masking 3.14.0 6 Watchkeeping 7.7.1 13
Visual noise 3.14.0 6 13.2.4 18

technique for simulation 3.16.3 7 13.3.3 19
tracking proficiency 7.7.2 13 Water immersion 11.2.1 16

Visual number, discrimination Weapon cost methodology 2.2.0 2
of 3.12.1 6 Weapon systems, evaluation of 2.3.4 3

3.15.11 7 10.10.0 16
Visual perception 3.15.0 6 Weight, body 7.2.1 12

position of viewer 3.14.0 6 Weightlessness 12.7.0 18
Visual performance, tests of 3.16.1 7 spatial orientation 6.3.2 12

3.16.2 7 Weight-lifting capacity, males 7.3.3 12
Visual Protective Devices 3.13.2 6 Wheel controls, design of 8.3.1 13
Visual pursuit, eye movements 3.15.8 7 Whiteness constancy 3.15.4 6
Visual range 3.15.0 6 White noise 4.2.1 8

3.15.1 6 Whiteout 3.15.1 6
Visual search 3.2.0 3 Whole body vibration 12.4.2 17

3.5.0 4 Windblast 12.2.1 17
3.12.0 6 Windchill 12.2.1 17
3.14.0 6 Windscreen for ear 11.5.1 16

eye movement patterns 3.15.8 7 Windscreens, evaluation of 3.13.0 6
outdoor 3.2.0 3 10.10.0 16
radar 3.5.0 4 Windshield

Visual sensitometer 3.16.2 7 aircraft 3.13.2 6
Visual standards 3.15.0 6 10.9.2 16
Visual stimulation, kines- motor vehicle 3.13.2 6
thetic after-effects 5.5.1 11 10.9.1 16

Vital capacity 7.5.0 12 motor vehicle, glazed
Vocality 4.9.3 10 area standards 10.9.1 16
Vocal tract analogs, electron- Word recognition 3.9.0 5

ic 4.8.7 9 Work (see also Task)
Vocoder 4.9.12 10 capacity 7.3.3 12
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Code Code
Search Term Category Page Search Term Category Page

Work (see also Task), cont.
cycle 1.2.2 1

7.7.3 13
13.4.1 19

decrement 13.3.3 19
effects of aging 13.5.4 19
effects of attitude upon 13.3.2 19
layout 1.2.2 1

2.3.1 2
10.2.0 15

levels of complexity 13.4.3 19
models, systems 2.2.0 2

2.2.2 2
2.3.0 2

organization 2.3.1 2
performance, assessment 1.2.2 1
productivity, group 2.3.2 2

13.4.0 19
rationalization 2.3.1 2
sampling techniques 1.2.2 1
self-pacing vs. forced-
pacing 13.4.2 19

shelters 1.2.2 1
study (see Work perform-
ance, assessment)

surfaces 10.3.3 15
Work center arrangements (see

Work space)
Work conditions 13.4.1 19
Work efficiency 13.4.0 19
Working area limits, panels

and consoles 9.3.0 14
Work measurement, techniques 2.2.4 2
Work-Measurement System 2.2.0 2
Workplace (see Work space)
Work space

design requirements 10.2.0 15
10.6.0 15

lighting 3.3.3 3
morphological criteria 10.2.0 15
techniques of assessment 10.1.0 15

Work space dimensions 10.2.0 15
Work space measuring device 10.1.0 15
Wrapping materials, evalua-
tion of 10.10.0 16

Wright Air Development Center 1.4.0 2
Wrist girth 7.2.1 12

X-ray 12.6.0 18
X-ray anthropometry 7.4.0 12
X-ray pictures 3.10.5 6
X-ray radiation 12.6.0 18

Zeiss-Nordinson retinal
cameras 3.16.3 7

Zero-g (see Weightlessness)
Zodiacal light 3.2.0 3
Zone markings, instrument 3.12.1 6

9.4.1 14
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PART IV
CITATIONS AND ABSTRACTS

The format of citations on the immediately succeeding pages
is generally in keeping with the recommendations of the Publica-
tion Manual of the American Psychological Association (1957). In
some instances, however, variation in the amount and type of infor-
mation in the original document has introduced some variation in
the final citation. It should be noted that the content of the
citation tries to maximize such information (e.g., author's name,
contract number, contracting agency, and in some cases the author's
institutional or geographical location) as is needed to permit the
used to acquire a copy of the document.

The "descriptive" abstracts on the following pages have been
prepared with the intent of answering only two questions for the
user: "Does information exist on my problem?" and "What would I
have to read to obtain such information?" It was the intention
of the project staff not to provide any summary of findings or
conclusions in the abstracts in order that the user might not be
tempted to use such findings without the context of qualification
which the original and complete document provides. Another dis-
tinctive feature of the abstract is the descriptive code of letters
and numbers found at the end of the abstract. The T, I, G, and R
designations indicate that the document contains: T-tables, I-
illustrations, G-graphs, and R-references cited in the article
or document (e.g., R 17 means that 17 references were cited by the
author). The availability of such code'information should facili-
tate the user's decision to examine specific documents in particu-
lar detail.

Documents cited are not available from the Office of Naval
Research, the U. S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research, the
U. S. Army Office of Research and Development, or from Tufts Uni-
versity.



Key to Abbreviations found in Abstracts

a.c. alternating current IBM International Business Machine
APA American Psychological ICI International Commission on

As sociation Illumination
C Centigrade i.e. that is
CAA Civil Aeronautics Administration IFR Instrumental Flight Rules
cc cubic centimeter (s) j.n.d. just noticeable difference
cff critical flicker frequency (s) kc kilocycle (s)
CIE Council of the Illuminating kg kilogram (s)

Engineering Society L Lambert
cm centimeter (s) lb. (s) pound (s)
cps cycles per second mc megacycle (s)
crt cathode ray tube (s) mg milligram (s)
cu.ft. cubic foot (feet) mL millilambert (s)
db decibel (s) mm millimeter (s)
d.c. direct current MMPI Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
ECG Electrocardiogram (s) Inventory
e.g. for example mph miles per hour
EMG Electromyogram (s) mu millimicron (s)
ERG Electroretinogram (s) musec. microsecond (s)
et al. and others PB Phonetically Balanced
etc. and so forth PGR Psychogalvanic Skin Response (s)
F Fahrenheit PPI Planned Position Indicator (s)
ft. foot, feet r roentgens
ft.-c foot-candle (s) RCA Radio Corporation of America
ft.-lbs. foot-pounds ROTC Reserve Officers Training Corps
ft.-L foot-Lambert (s) rpm revolutions per minute
ft./sec. feet per second (s) RT reaction time
g gravity S, Ss subject, subjects
GCA Ground Control Approach SAGE Semi Automatic Ground Environment
GSR Galvanic Skin Response (s) USMC United States Marine Corps
SAM Steadiness Aiming Test USN United States Navy
SPL Sound Pressure Level VFR Visual Flight Rules
USA United States Army VOLSCAN Air Traffic Control Center
USAF United States Air Force VTOL Vertical Take-off and Landing
USCG United States Coast Guard Aircraft

Key to Abbreviations of Military and Government Organizations

AFCCDD Air Force Command and Control Development Division, Bedford, Mass.
AFCRC Air Force Cambridge Research Center, Cambridge, Mass.
ARCD Air Research and Development Command, Washington, D. C.
CAA Civil Aeronautics Administration, Washington, D. C.
CEPE Central Experimental and Proving Establishment, Royal Canadian Air Force,

Cold Lake, Alberta, Canada
CONRAC Continental Army Command, Fort Monroe, Va.
MRC Medical Research Council, London, England
NACA National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Washington, D. C.
NADC Naval Air Development Center, Johnsville, Penn.
NAMC Naval Air Material Center, Philadelphia, Penn.
NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization, Paris, France
NDRC National Defense Research Council, Washington, D. C.
NRL Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C.
ONR Office of Naval Research, Washington, D. C.
OSU Ohio State University Research Foundation, Columbus, Ohio
RNPRC Royal Naval Personnel Research Committee, London, England



CITATIONS AND ABSTRACTS
50
Fitts, P.M., Stevens, S.S., Brogden, W.J. & Imus, H. 281
IUMAN ENGINEERING IN THE NATICt•AL DEFENSE. June 1953, Hirsch, R.S. THE EFFECTS OF KNOWLEDGE OF TEST RESULTS
l2pp. Panel on Human Engineering and Psychophysiology, ON LEARNING OF MEANINGFUL MATERIAL. Contract N60NR 269,
US Raesarch and Develo~ent Board, Department of Defense, Human Engng. Rep. SDC 269 7 30, Sept. 1952, 

2 7
pp. =-I

Washington, D.C. Soecial Devices Center, Port Washington, N.Y. (Pennsyl-
vania State College, State College, Penn.).

50
This paper discusses the role of human engineering 281

in the national defense and provides a philosophy for To determine whether knowledge of results (KR), pro-weapon systems development that attempts to maximize the vided by means of the Classroom Communicator, would affect
use of human and machine components by recognizing the the learning of material from tests based on the contents,unique potential contributions and limitations of each. of selected sound films, an experiment was conducted.The major topics aret 1) definition of human engineering, Learning was defined as retention of specific material.
2) military goals of human engineering, 3) military It was measured as a difference between two tests, thefields of applicatoin of human engineering, 4) optimum first accompanied by KR and the second three weeks later
employment of man as components of future weapons systems, without specific awareness of results. Following the
and 5) basic and supporting research. showing of a film, a pencil-and-paper test was given and
R 11 KR was ?resented in one of four ways to separate groupsof subjectsi two control groups had no KR. Differences
81 between the groups on a final post-test and also between
Kruglak, H. PAPER-PENCIL LABORATORY TESTS AND THEIR RE- immediate and delayed post-test were analyzed. Effec-
LATIONSHIP TO VARIOUS ACHIEVEMENT MEASURES IN PHYSICS. tiveness of-the various methods for presenting KR are

Contract NBONR 66213, Proj. NR 153 148, Tech. Rep. 7, discussed. T. G. I.
Dec. 1953, 32pp. Department of Physics, University of
Mjnesoti, Minneapolis, Minn.

339
81 Byrne, M.J., Willey, C.L., Weigle, Joyce M. & Luff,This report deals with the analysis of paper-pencil Ruth K. THE DEVELOPMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS STANDARDS
laboratory test scores in general physics constructed and FOR THE UTILIZATION OF CIVILIAN SKILLS IN THE NAVALadministered at the University of Minnesota, 1952-1953. RESERVE. Contract NONR 883(00), June 1953, 2

7pp.
The nozalities of the score distributions were tested Clifton Corporation, Washington, D.C.
and reliability coefficients were computed. Validity
was assayed by the Davis technique, point biserial cor-
relations, and expert ratings. Intercorrelations were Tescomputed between the paper-pencil tests as well as be- The need for the establishment of standards for the
twoen them and other measures of achievement in physics, enlistment of qualified civilians in the US Naval ReserveT. R 4 in advanced pay grades in various emergency service andexclusive emergency service ratings was the basis for the

initiation of this research. An analysis of the enlisted
rate and rating structure of the Navy was made to deter-108 mmine the possibility of preparing rating guides in terms

Calvert, J.F., Hartenberg, R.S., Kliphardt, R.A., Shelley, of civilian qualifications. Such rating guides were thenH.P., et al. DEVELOPING PROBLB4-SOLVING SKILLS IN ENGI- prepared for about 60 percent of the ratings. The meth-NEERING. Contract N7 ONR 45012, Proj. NR 151 144, 1953, odology used for rating guide preparation was outlined.
258pp. Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill. Experience and skill requirements, the most appropriate

occupational and recruitment sources for ratings, and
108 other relevant data of assistance to field recruits were

A cooperative study was undertaken between engineers included.
and psychologists: I) to determine how problem-solving a- R 67
ability might be enhanced through undergraduate training;
and 2) to assemble suitable educa ional methods, proposals 364
for their use, and methods for testing their effective- Miller, R.B. ANTICIPATING TcOORROW'S MAINTENANCE JOB.
ness. A study of specific abilities an6 work-methods was Contract AF 33(038) 12921, Proj. 507 003 0001, Res.
augmented by a literature review of problem-solving. Rev. 53 1, March 1953, 21pp. US a Reo
Upon this basis, methods were devised for enhancing prob- Research Center, Lackland AFB, Tex. (American Insti-
lem-solving abilities in a course in engineering drawing tute for Research, Pittsrurgh, Penn.).
and descriptive geometry. Four sections of freshman draw-
ing classes were used in an experiment designed to study
the effectiveness of the methods. A manipulative symcolic 364
notation for the description and synthesis of kinematic This report covers research directed towards the
mechanisms was also developed, development of a method for anticipating maintenance jobT. G. I. R 34 requirements prior to the introduction of new equipment

into the field. Procedures were developed for making250 complete concrete statements of the maintenance job. TheDenenberg, V.H. THE TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS OF A TANK methods rely on an analysis of what the man must do andMULL TRAINER. HUMPRO TR 3. Feb. 1954, 28pp. Human Re- are based on construction of the equipment plus data onsources Research Office, Georbe 1ash9n pton Unmversie- malfunctions and corrective actions taken from mainten-Washington, D.C. ance activities. The technique was applied to Q-24 pro-

totype data and compared with a similar analysis of the2 To Q-24 production models used in the Strategic Air Com-
mand. Implications for training were discussed.To determine the effectiveness of the Tank Hull Train- T. I. R 3

er 3-T-3 as a training aid in teaching 1) starting and
stopping procedures, 2) driver's instruments and controls,
and 3) track and suspension system, four companies of
basic trainees receiving tank training were used as Ss. 370
A performance test and two paper-and-pencil tests were Noble, C.E. SOME PHYSICAL SOURCES OF DIFFICULTY IN THEused to measure the effectiveness of training received by COMPLEX COORDINATION TEST CM7OIE. Proj. 509 020 0003,three methods, Army Training Program (utilized M47 tanks Res. Bull. 53 7, April 1953, 29pp. USAF Air Research andfor practical work), the trainer, and an inexpensive mock- Development CorrAnd, Lackland AFB, Tex.
up of the instrument panel and driver's controls of the
U47 tank. Evaluation of training effectiveness was made
on the basis of test scores and in terms of man hours,
tank hours, and expense of method used.
T. G. I.
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370 498
The research reported here was part of a large project Miller, R.B., Folley, J.D., Jr. & Smith, P.R. SYS-

directed towards improving tests of motor skills. This TEMATIC TROUBLE SHOOTING AND THE HALF-SPLIT TECHNIQUE.
particular study represented a follow-up of previous re- Contract AF 33(038) 12921, Proj. 507 008 0001, Tech.
search which established the difficulty of various parts Rep. 53 21, July 1953, 16pp. inina
of the Complex Coordination Test CM7OIE. In this test, Research Lab., Chanute AFB, Ill. (American Institute
the S was required to match the red light in a top row of for Research, Pittsburgh, Penn.).
lights with a green light in the bottom row by appropriate
movements of stick and rudder controls. Certain physical 498
sources of difficulty in performance were identified by

investigating three apparatus variables, amplituoit of re- A description of procedures for trouble shooting of

aponse in ft., mechanical work in ft.-lbs., and degree of electronics equipment which are based upon rational and
onA graphic logical considerations is presented. Two alternative

technique was used to weight the importance of anleronl el- methods are comparedi trouble shooting from probability
evator, and rudder movements in each im tch. data and trouble shooting by logical elimination of mal-
T. G. R 7 function sources. The latter method is the one developed

in this report as being the most feasible. Two phases

of the procedure for line trouble shooting are discussed
382 step by step. The half-split technique (a specified
Givens, M.B. (Chm.). SYMPOSIUM ON SCIENTIFIC AND check-sequence based on mathematical considerations of
SPECIALIZED MANPOWER. HR-HMP 200/1, June 1953, 135pp. efficiency) is of special relevance. A mathematical
Panel on Manpower, Committee on Human Resources, US proof of the technique is presented in the Appendix.
Research & Develooment Board, Department of Defense, (See 3389).
Washington, D.C. T. I. R 5

382
This report includes 11 papers and a panel discussion 502

given at the second symposium held by the Panel on Man- Tucker, J.A., Jr. RELATIVE PREDICTIVE EFFICIENCY OF
power of the Committee on Human Resources. The need for WJLTIPLE REGRESSION AND UNIQUE PATTERN TECHNIQUES.
scientific and specialized (technical) manpower, in an Proj. 503 001 0015, Res. Bull. 53 2, Feb. 1953, 25pp.
environment of continuing partial mobilization and USAF Personnel Research Lab., Lackland AFB, Tax.
stepped-up defense research and production, have created
a rnmber of problems for industry, government, the armed 502
forces, and educational institutions. The special need This is an empirical investigation of the feasibility
for scientific and engineering manpower is dealt with of using the unique pattern technique in personnel selec-
here by representatives of the various government agencies tion and classification. The chief emphasis is on metho-
involved. The panel discussion evaluates the current dology with major attention given to the relative effec-
situation and attempts to look ahead through the eyes of tiveness of multiple regression versus unique pattern
the US Department of Defense. techniques. Two types of Ss, pilot trainees and clerk-
T. G. I. R 39 typists, are studied; the criteria are pass/fail in pilot

training and final grade in technical training school.
Using carefully selected predictor variables the two

452 methods are compared for their success in predicting the
Grings, W.W. (Princ. Investigator). SHIPBOARD OBSERVA- criterion.
TION OF ELECTRONICS PERSONNELt IMPLICATIONS FOR THE T. R 9
TRAINING OF ELECTRONICS PERSONNEL. Contract NONR 228(02),
Proj. NR 153 093, Tech. Rep. 3, Feb. 1953, 65pp. Dept.
of Psychology, University of Southern California, Los
Angeles, Calif. 503

French, R.S. THE ACCURACY JF DISCRIMINATION OF DOT

452 PATTERNS AS A FUNCTI,)N OF ANGULAR ORIENTATION OF THE
extensive series STIMUJLI. ProJ. 509 019 0001, Res. Bull. 53 3, MarchThe data obtained in the course of an exesv eis 1953, 17pp. USAF Perceptual & Motor Skills Research

of observations aboard ships of the destroyer class are

examined from the standpoint of the technical training of 14t., Lackland AFB, Tex.

electronics personnel within the Navy. Descriptions of
the kinds and amounts of training in electronics main- 503
tenance are presented With discussion of attendant prob- The accuracy of pattern discrimination was studied
lams. Judgments of the electronics technicians regarding as a function of the relative angular orientation of the
the reievance of their training are presented and dis- patterns compared. A total of 120 patterns from each of
cussed. Evidences of specialization and its effects are a two-, three-, and five-dot series was employed. The
treated. Attitudinal and other nontechnical aspects of Ss' task was to indicate whether two patterns presented
training are discussed. Electronic training levels of successively were either identical or different in terms
the enlisted men who start electronics maintenance train- of distance relations and spatial positions of the dots.
ing are indicated along with attendant problems. Judgments were made on this basis while at the same time
T. the second pattern of the pair was at any of ten angular

orientations relative to the first. Error data were

484 studied by analysis of variance for differences attrib-
Winder, C.L. DECISION MAKING. Contract NONR 225(01), utable to angular orientation, number of dots, and their
Proj. NR 150 087, Tech. Rep. 1, March 1953,.36pp. interactions. Implications for radar scope Interpreta-
Department of Psychology, Stanford University, tion were discussed.
Stanford, Calif. T.G. R 3

484
This report described and summarized studies under- 505

taken for an exploratory project which had as an over-all Lewis, D., Adams, J.A. L Spieth, W. AN ANALYSIS cF PER-
goal the fuller understanding of decision-making. The FORMANCE ON THE IOWA PURSUIT APPARATUS. Contract AF
studies were concerned with the development of measures 33(038) 13214, Proj. 509 020 0006, Res. Bull. 53 5, March
of decision-making and the clarification and development 1953, 30pp. USAF Perceptual & Motor Skills Research Lab.,
of pertinent personality measures. The basic measures of Lackland AFB, Tex.
decision-making used in the studies were from the psycho-
physical type situations involving matching of graded
series of stimuli to a standard stimulus of a different
modality. Individual differences for decisions of this
type were studied. Various personality measures were in-
vestigated for their relations to the various decision-
making characteristics.
G,1. V 5
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505
An attempt was made to find a short-cut method of 741

measuring individual susceptibility to interference in Kelsey, Patr7c4a A. & Rawnsley, Anita 1. ADAPTATION OF
the performance of motor tasks. A total of 132 airmen at THE EAR TO SOUND STIMULI: THE INTENSITY-TIME RELATION-
Lackland Air Force Base were given four phases of practice SAIP. Proj. NM 003 041.34.06, Rep. 224, May 1953, 9pp.
on the pursuit apparatus: preliminary phase folloed by USN Medical Research Lab., New London Submarine Base,
original learning, interpolated learning, and relearning s)nn.
phases. Stanine scores for eight different aptitude in-
dexes and preliminary trial scores were correlated with
performance scores at the outset of the relearning phase 741
when interference was at a maximum. Prediction of inter- A study was made of the extent to which stimulus in-
ference based on these two scores was discussed. tensity and stimulus duration were Interchangeable in
T. G. I. R 10 producing subsequent shifts in auditory threshold. In

the first part of the experimenf, two successive 1000 cps

tones were used; durations of the first tone were varied

546 from 10 to 100 msec.; intensities were 30, 50, 70, or 90

Northrop, D.S. EFFECTS ON LEARNING OF THE PROMINENCE OF db sensation level. Threshold shifts were calculated by
ORGANIZATIONAL OUTLINES IN INSTRUCTIONAL FILMS. Contract subtracting threshold of the second tone alone from its

N6ONR 269, Human Engng. Rep. SDC 269 7 33, Oct. 1952, threshold when preceded by the first. The second part

24pp. USN Special Devices Center, Port Washington, N.Y. dealt with longer duration auditory fatigue up to five

m*nutes. Recovery thresholds were obtained. The in-

546 tinsity-time relationship was analyzed for these condi-

To investigate the effects on learning of adding or- tGons.

ganizational titles and commentary at appropriate points G. I. B 5

in existing instructional films three types of films
were selected: "discrete item" hrelatively unorganized);
"logically developed" (content dictates the organization); 1140
and "chronologically developed" (dramatic or story organ- Channeil, h.C. & iolcott, M.A. TIlE USE OF HUMNt
ization). Three versions of each film were developed with EtNGI;EERIHL DATA 110 EQUIP:I:IT DESIG;!; PROhLEtS.
different amounts of added titles and commentary and each Contract N6 RI 151, Proj. 20 F 2, Uay 1948, 

3
1pp.

version was viewed by two companies of Naval recruits. D'vision of Bio-ttechanics, Psychological Corporation,
Informational tests were then administered to these re- New York, N.Y.
cruits plus control groups who did not view the films. An
analysis of covariance was made for each film type. The 1140
differential effects of intelligence were also studied This report discusses and illustrates typical prob-
since Intelligence test scores were available, lenis encountered in applying human engineering principles
T. to the design of equipment. The manner in which recommen-d3tions are derived by reconciling pertinent experimental

data with the specific require::ments of the equipment are

661 discussed and cases are cited to illustrate the various
Saltz, E. & Moore, J.V. A PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF degrees of confidence with which recocamendations are made.
TROUBLE SHOOTING. Proj. 507 007 0001, Tech. Rep. 53 2, Areas in which dat3 are scarce or lacking and in which
Feb. 1953, lOpp. USAF Human Resources Research Center, further research is needed are indicated. M,ýajor divisions
Lackland AFB, Tex. of the report are devoted to design and location of con-trols and design of visual indicators.

I. A 31
661

This report described a preliminary exploration
directed towards determining characteristics of good and
poor trouble-shooters. Malfunctions were inserted into 1820
each of three equipments (radar, reciprocating engines, Pi1ck, J.W. THE EFFECT (F tv\t,•A•}O:TRISITICS UPON
and remote control turrets) and ol servations were made of VOWAL INTENSITY AND RATE. J. ac~us'. :'c. Amer., March
maintenance men who attempted to locate the malfunctions. 1950, 22(2), 174-176. (Depar'men, of Speech, Ohio
Ten men worked on each equipment, the five best and the Site University, Columous, C-his).
five poorest trouble-shooters as rated bi their super-
visors. Other tests given the men included a "sy:optoms- 1820
causes" test, biographical inventory, intelligence test, To determine the effect of room characteristics upon
and concept formation test. Interviews were also con-
ducted. On the basis of the results a number of hypo- a speaker's rate and intensity of reading, groups of 23
theses for further research were suggested. miles read 12 test phrases in each of eight rooms. TheT. h. R 4 rocms represented two shapes (drum and rectangular), two

sizes (150 and 1600 cu. ft.), and two reverberation times

(0.8 to 1.0 and 0.2 to 0.3 sec.). Microphones led to two
meters that registered vocal intensity and, in one in-

732 stance, duration of the phrases. Each set of measure-
Harris, J.D. NOTES ON GROUP PURE TONE AUDIOMETRIC TECH ments was treated by analysis of variance.
NIQUES. Proj. NM 003 141.21, Memo. Rep. 53 6, April T.
1953, l5pp. USN Medical Research Lab., New London Sub-
marine Base, Conn.

732
This manual in group audiometry provides practical 1857

instruction for those who have the responsibility of Christie, L.S. & Luce, R.D. SUGGESTIONS FOR THE ANALYSIS
testing large numbers of individuals, some of whom may OF REACTION TIhES AND SItMPLE CHOICE BEHAVIOR. Contract
be hard of hearing. A brief review of the development of DA 36 039 SC 56695, DA Proj. 3 99 10 101 & Proj. 8 103A,
group testing methods is given; the type of situations Rep. R 53, April 1954, 39pp. Control Systems Lab.,
where such methods are called for is Indicatedl the type U0ni'ersitv of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.
of audiometry which is most suited to particular situa-
tions is discussedl and the particular equipment which
will best suit any especial installation is indicated.
T. R 19
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1857 2152
A model is proposed for the way human beings organize An apparatus is described which may be used to study

the decisions required by simple choice situations into several large classes of problems related to tracking

a series of component decisions. The thesis of the performance--predictability, making the actual predic-

authors is that such an organization of decisions must be ti-ns, learning, and transfer effevt. Brief descriptions

reflected in the distribution of reaction times and that, of experimental procedure are given to indicate how

therefore, it may be possible to infer the organization application of the apparatus may be made to the problems

from empirical studies. The model is not firmly based on in question.

empirical studies, however, and thus the proposal is R I

described as speculative. Two experiments are suggested

that may help determine the value of the model.

G. R 15 2178
Nystrom, C.O.t Morin, R.E. & Grant, D.A. TRANSFER
EFFECTS BETWEEN AUTOMATICALLY PACED AND SELF-PACED

2029 TRAINING SCHEDULES IN A PERCEPTUAI.-M0TOR TASK. Con-

Licklider, J.C.R. & Webster, J.C. THE DISCRIMINABILITY tract AR 33(038) 23294, ProJ. 512 024 0001, Res. Bull.

OF INTERAURAL PHASE RELATIONS IN TWO-COMPONENT TONES. 53 66, Dec. 1953, 28pp. USAP tuman Resources Research

JpSacoust..... A=er., March 1950, 22(2), 191-195. .e.ter, Lackland AFB, Tex. (University of Wisconsin,

Psych-Acoustic Lab., Harvard University, Camhridge, Madison, Wisc.).

Mass. & USN Electronics Lab., San Diego, Calif.).
2178

2029 To investigate the relative value of self-paced ver-

The effect of varying the interaural phase relations sus automatically paced training in a perceptual-motor

in the simplest of complex waves (two superposed sinusoids task, transfer effects between the two types of training

of equal amplitudes) on binaural hearing was investigated. schedules were studied. Subjects were given four 25-trial

A two-component tone was presented binarually and the blocks of automaticglly paced or self-paced training on a

Interaural phase difference of one of the components was task that called for a rapid succession of responses to

switched alternately from' 0 to 180 degrees. The effect temporally discrete visual stimulus patterns, then they

of the phase reversal upon the listener's subjective ex- were transferred to the opposite kind of pacing and given

perience and the frequency dependence of the effect were four more blocks of trials. Two control groups were used

described. which continued for eight blocks of trials on one type of

T. G. I. R 14 pacing. Transfer data were analyzed both graphically and
by analysis of variance.
T. G. 1. p 5

2159
Brokaw, L.D. & Christal, R.E. AN ITERATIVE METHOD FOR

ADJUSTMENT OF ERRONEOUS FACTOR LOADINGS. Prol. 503 001

0016, Res. Bull. 53 46; Dec. 1953, 31pp. USAF Human Re- 2182
sLurces Research Center, Lackland AFP, Tex. Nyrop, D.W. (Chm.). A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF NON-

COMMERCIAl. NON-AIR CARRIER ACCIDENTS - 1951. PART II
OF IV PARTS. June 1952, 25pp. US Civil Aeronautics

2159 jjOji, Washington, D.C.

The development of a procedural modification of

Wherry's technique for adjusting erroneous factor load-
ings is presented in this report. Application of this

process to the rotated factors derived from'a centrold 2162

solution adjusts the rotated loadings by maximnizing the Noncommercial flying (involves the personal use of an

variance properly attributable to each factor for each airplane either for pleasure or as a means of transporta-

test. It tends to eliminate errors originating in mis- tion in connection with a business) accident statistics

estimation of communalities or occasioned by mechanical for the year 1951 are presented. The analysis includes

errors of graphic rotation. *rhe type of study that would nucber of accidents and degree of injury, cause, opera-

demand this procedure is discusded, tional phase in which accident occurred, emergency condi-

da t p tions, pilot hours and age, type of aircraft, and viola-

tions of the Civil Air Regulations. Separate tables are

given for each of the following' 1) pleasure flying, 2)

personal transportation, 3) executive flying, and 41
2161otes
Adams. J.A. THE PREDICTION OF PERFC.RMANCE AT ADVANCED others.

STAGES OF TRAINING ON A COMPLEX PlYCHOMOTOR TASK. Proj.

509 020 0003, Res. Bull. 53 49, Dec. 1953, 44pp. USAF

Human Resources Research Center, Lackland AFt, Tex.

2183
2161 Guilford, J.P., Christensen, P.R., tond, N.A., Jr. &

To deternine classes of measures that best predict Sutton, Marcella A. A FACTOR ANALYSIS STUDY OF HUMAN

performance at advanced stages of training on a complex INTERESTS. Contract AF 33(038) 18408, Proj. 503 001 0007,

psychomotor criterion task, 197 basic airmen, in sub- Res. null. 53 11, May 1953, 83pp. USAF Human Resources

groups of 12, were given extensive training On a complex ResidEahntjer, Lackland AF1t, Tex. (University of

psychomotor test which served as the criterion task. Southern California, Los Angeles, Calif.).

Fifty-five other tests, consisting of three batteries of

i) printed tests, 2) simple psychomotor tests, and 3)
complex psychomotor tests, were administered. Consider-

able practice was given on each of the tests in the latter 2183

group in order to obtain both early and 'ate training This study attempted to derive by means of a compre-

scores. The relationships between the criterion scores hensive factor-analytic investigation a knowledge of basI(

(both initial and final) and each of the classes of tests interest dimenslonst dimensions representing sources of

were determined, satisfaction. A total of 33 primary hypotheses were

T. R 7 developed regarding the nature of primary interests with
100 subsidiary hypotheses formulated on which to build

tests. Representative homogeneous ten-item tests were

2162 
prepared for each of the hypotheses. The resulting in-

Adelson, M. A MHOD FOR STUDYING HUMAN TRACKING RE- ventory was administered to four samples of Air Force

AVIOR. Contract AFR 33(038) 25726, Proj. 508 017 0001, personnels 600 airmen, 276 officer candidates, 257 AFROTC

ORes, B outrl t 53 3, D, oand 187 air cadets. Scores for the three latter samples
Re.. Bull. 53 50, Dec. 1953, 7pp. USAF Human Resources were combined and intercorrelated for an "officer-level"
Research Center, Lackland AFB, Tex. factor analysis; scores for the airman sample were used

in an "airman" factor analysis. Resultant factors were
described. It 39
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2186 2220
2186 2 To test the hypothesis that the amount of transfer ofJones, E.I. & Bilodeau, E.A. RETENTION AND RELEARNING training from trainer to aircraft is affected by the
OF A COMPLEX PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR SKILL AFTER TEN A)NTHS fidelity with which control pressures are simulated, two
OF NO PRACTICE. Proj. 509 020 0007, Res. Bull. 53 17, groups of Ss were trained to criterion in the P-i Link
June 1953, l4pp. USAF Human Resources Research Center, trainer and transferred to the T-6 aircraft. One group
Lackland AFB, Tex. learned the maneuver of climbing and gliding in the

trainer with the elevator control stick pressure close to
2186 that of the aircraft; the second group learned the same

maneuver with pressures near zero. A third or controlAs an indirect attack on the problem of retention of group practiced the maneuver only in the aircraft. Thesight manipulation skills of the flexible gunner over a nimber of trials In the T-6 to achieve a specified stant-
long interval of no practice, Ss had been given extensive nbr of trmante T6t a chiev a sif ied angtraiingon he edesal eettendard of performance was analyzed for differences among
training on the Pedestal Sight Manipulation Test ten the groups. Implications for flight trainers weremonths prior to the experiment reported here. Eight of indicated.
the original Ss, none of whom had practiced on the test T. R I
during the interim, were tested along with eight other ST
who had never practiced the test. Testing procedures and
standards were duplicated from the original learning test
Five consecutive days of training were given with 40 min- 2225
ute periods each day. Original learning, relearning, and Swanson, R.A. THE RELATIVE EFFECTIVENESS OF TRAINING
Control (the eight new Ss) conditions were compared on al AIDS DESIGNED FOR USE IN MOBILE TRAINING DETACHMENTS.
components of the task. Implications of the results for Proj. 7714, Task 77241, AFPTRC TR 54 1, Feb. 1954,
military planning were discussed. l4pp. USAF Persnnnel and Training Research Center,
T. G. R 8 Lackland AFB, Tex.

2225

2190 To inve.tigate the relative effectiveness of several
Nyrop, D.W. (Chm.). A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF ACCIDENTS types of training devices when used in conjunction with a
IN INSTRUCTIONAL NON-AIR CARRIER OPERATIONS - 1951. lecture presentation in the transitional training of skill
PART I OF IV PARTS. June 1952, 21pp. US Civil Aere- ed mechanics, six devices were selected for studys three
nautlics Board, Washington, D.C. types of mock-ups (operating, nonoperating, and cutaway),

animated panels, charts, and symbolic diagrams. Differeni
groups of skilled mechanics were given instruction on

2190maintenance of three different systems of the B-47 air-
Instructional flying operations (that accomplished craft. Each group was further divided into six subgroups,In supervised training, including primary and advanced one for each type of training aid; the subgroups all hearc

dual and solo) accident statistics for the year 1951 are the same lecture. The effectiveness of the training aids
presented. The number of accidents, number of fatalities, was evaluated on the basis of results from a test given
primary causes, operation phase in which accident occurred, immediately after instruction.
type of accident, emergency conditions, pilot experience G. 1. R I
and age, and violations of the Civil Air Regulations in
Instructional Operations are given for each class of in-
struction.
T. 2226

Herman, I.1. oý Church, S.A. ANALYSIS OF RADAR AIMING
POINT IDENTIFICATION hurUION PICTURE GRO)UP TESTS. Proj.

2199 7:11, Task 71194, AFPTRC IR 54 2, April 1954, 21pp.
2199 U3i Personnel and Tr~inino Research Center, Lackiand

McReynolds, Jane & Nichols, I.A. COMPARISON OF PERFORM- AFB3, Tes.
ANCE OF NEW AIRMEN ON THE AIRNAN CLASSIFICATIO)N ItATTERY

AC-lB BY ARMY ENLISTMENT AREA. Prol. 503 001 0009, Res.
Bull. 53 31, Aug. 1953, 30pp. USAF Human Resources Re- 2226
search Center, Lackland AFR, Tex. A description and evaluation of motion pictuse radar

aiming point tests are presented. Radar aiming point i-
dentification Is an imporlant component of the task of th

2199 aircraft observer bombardment. The present study Is pri-
To determine the existence of significant regional marily concerned with i) lest reliability, item difficul-

differences in new airmen population as measured by the ty, and item discriminating power; 2) Identification of
variables of the Airman Classification Battery AC-IN, a test variance in terms of selected printed test variables
continuous sample of all new airmen tested at Lackland In the Airman Classificatlion Battery; 3) technical aspect
Air Force Base between I July and 15 September 1950 was of the test such as scoring and administration; and 4)
selected for study; the number of men tested wss not less discrimination between experienced and naive observers.
than 600 for each of six army enlistment areas (New The practical uses of the test are discussed.
England, Middle Atlantic, South Atlantic, Southwest, T. I. R 8
Middle West, Northwest and Pacific); all variables from
the AC-iN, age, and education were included in the analy-
sis. Mean performance for each area was compared with 2228
that of every other area and the differences between the Gagne, R.M. F Nilodeau, E.A. THE EFFECT OF TARGET
means were tested for significance. SIZE VARIATION ON SKILL ACQUISITION. Proj. 7707,
T. G. I. R 3 Task 77130, AFPTRC TR 54 5, April 1954, l6pp. U$aF

Personnel and Traininq Research Center, Lackland
AFB, Tex.

2220
Matheny, W.G., Williams, A.C., Jr., Dougherty, Dora & 2228
Hasler, S.G. THE EFFECT OF VARYING CONTROL FORCES IN Two studies concerned with the effect of varying the
THE P-I TRAINER UPON TRANSFER OF TRAINING TO THE T-6 limits of accuracy required in learning a motor skill wer,
AIRCRAFT. Contract AF 33(038) 25726, Proj. 508 017 Jescribed. The device used was a modified standard rudde:
0001, Task D, Tech. Rep. 53 31, Sept. 1953, 8pp. control test whose operation resembles that of certain
USAF Human Resources Research Center, Lackland AFBp, airplane rudders. A signal light informed the S when he
Tex. (University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.), was "on target." Critical comparisons were made of per-

formance scores accompanying shifts in both directions
between the limits defined as wide and narrow targets.
T. G. R 5
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2418

2234 Miller, R.B. A METHOD FOR DETERMINING HUMAN ENGINEERING

Nyrop, D.W. (Chm.). A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF COMMER- DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR TRAINING EQUIPMENT. Contract AF
CIAL NON-AIR CARRIER ACCIDENTS - 1951. PART III OF IV 33(038) 22638, WADC TR 53 135, June 1953, 1

7 pp. USAF
PARTS. June 1952, 23pp. US Civil Aeronautics Board, Atro Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. (American
Washington, D.C. Institute for Research, Pittsburgh, Penn.).

2234
A statistical analysis of one category of non-air- 2418

carrier accidents (commercial) for the year 1951 is pre- This report describes a procedure developed to deter-
sented. Nonair carrier flying is defined as those opera- mine the psychological requirements of training and train-
tions in which the principal business is other than the ing devices. It sumsarizes and integrates three earlier
carriage of persons or property from one place to another reportse Handbook on Training and Training EQuipment De-
for hire. Commercial flying is that done fur direct fi- .jukf A Method for Man-Machine Task Analysis, and Him
nancial return. Accident statistics on primary causes, Engineering Design Schedule for TrainoIn Equipment. Two
operational phase, type, pilot age and experience, emer- phases of the procedure are summarized, I) a method for
gency conditions, and violations are given for various performing a behavioral analysis of man-machine tasks, and
classes of commercial flying. 2) the application of a human engineering design schedule
T. to the planning or improvement of a training device.

R5

2236 2452
Roby, T.B. PREREQUISITES FOR PAIR-SCORES TO BE USED FOR Deuth, A.F. FINAL ENGINEERING REPORT OIN INFOMAX. Con-
ASSEMBLING SMALL WORK GROUPS. Proj. 7713, Task 77231, tract AF33(038)17923, Proj. 1176, Eep. 1176 FR 10, Nov.
AFPTRC TR 54 13, Dec. 1953, l7pp. USAF Crew Research 1953, 

7
6pp. Hogan Laboratories.- New York, N.Y.

Lab., Randolph AFR, Tex.

2236
It is shown that scores which express predicted com- 2452

patibility between pairs of persons in small work groups, This final report summarizes work accomplished in a

such as bomber crews, may have general usefulness for study of commsunication and typographical parameters of an

rational group assembly. The statistical prerequisites Informax communication system. The concept of Informax is

for such scores to be maximally useful for differential defined as "the process of maximizing the comprehension of

assignment to groups are stated. The dimensions along received intelligence per unit of information transmitted

which persons in each of the separate classes should be through a noise-degraded electrical communications chan-
ordered in order to meet these prerequisites are demon- nel." Both parameters are studied in relation to their

strated. effect on the system perturbed by Gaussian noise in an

T. R 6 attempt to determine an optimum set of parameters.
G. I. R 6

2243 2747
Ludvigh, E. PERCEPTION OF CONTOUR: II. EFFECT OF Cogswell, J.F. EFFECTS OF A STEREOSCOPIC SOUND NOTION
RATE OF CHANGE OF RETINAL INTENSITY GRADIENT. PICTURE ON THE LEARNING OF A PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR TASK.
Contract NONR 586(00), Proj. NR 142 023 & Proj. Contract N6ONR 269, Rep. 269 7 3 2, Sept. 1952, 1

3
pp.

NM 001 075.01.05, Rep. 5, Aug. 1953, 9pp. USN USN Special Devices Center, Port Washington, N.Y.
School of Aviation Medicine, Pensacola Air Station, (Pennsylvania State College, State College, Penn.).
Fla.

2243
This is one of a series of investigations into the

nature of the retinal stimulus effective in producing the
perception of an edge under certain simple conditions of 2747
photopic vision. A method is briefly described by means To ascertain whether the stereoscopic sound motion

qf which a distal stimulus is computed which, under the picture contributes significantly to the learning of a
conditions of observation, will result in the desired or perceptual-motor task as compared to the conventional
retinal stimulus. The observer can project a small fidu- sound motion picture, three different experimental treat-
cial dot of light onto the distal stimulus to indicate ments were given to three equated groups. One group saw
where an edge, break, contour, or discontinuity appears. a stereoscopic film (wearing polaroid viewing spectacles).
Data from two observers are presented on the effect of The other two groups saw the same film except that it was
rate of change of the retinal intensity gradient on con- not stereoscopic; one of these groups wore the polaroid
tour perception. viewing spectacles. A performance test was given immedi-
G. R 11 ately following the film showing. Speed scores and per-

centage of subjects completing task successfully in a
ten-minute period were analyzed for differences due to
experimental treatment. Implications for use of training

2251 films are indicated.
Nyrop, D.W. (Chm.). A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF PUBLIC T, Q. 1. R I
FLYING AND MISCELLANEOUS NON-AIR CARRIER ACCIDENTS -
1951. PART IV OF IV PARTS. June 1952, 9ppo US Civli
Aeronautics Board, Washington, D.C. 2748

Stein, J.J. THE EFFECT OF A PRE-FILM TEST ON LEARNING
2251 FROM AN EDUCATIONAL SOUND MOTION PICTURE. Contract

A statistical analysis of one citegory on nonair- N6ONR 269, Rep. SDC 269 7 35, Nov. 1952, l5pp. =a
carrier accidents (public and miscellaneous) for the year Special Devices Center, Port Washington, N.Y. (Penn-
1951 is presented. Public flying is difthed as that con- sylvania State College, State College, Penn.).
ducted by federal, state, and municipal agencies; miscel-
laneous operations inplude such things as search and res-
cue, civil air patrol, hunting-trapping, fire-fighting,
stolen aircraft, and suicides. Statistics concerning
primary causes, operational phase, type, pilot age and
experience, and emergency conditions sre presented.
T.
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2748 3348
To ascertain the effect of a pre-flim test on learn- Prakash, A. BAYES, AND MINIMAX PROCEDURES IN SAMPLING

ing from an educational sound motion picture, approxi- FROM FINITE POPULATIONS. Contract N6ONR 251, Task IIl
mately 3500 United States Navy seamen recruits were test- (NR 042 993), Tech. Rep. 15, Feb. 1953, lOpp. Department
ed. Pre-film tests were constructed to cover film con- of Statistics, Stanford University, Stanford, Calif.
tent and were given to three different groups with no
knowledge of results, with partial, and with complete 3348

knowledge of results. Following the film showing, an im- The primary aim of this paper is to investigate the
mediate and a delayed (one week) retention test were assumptions in modern decision theory needed to yield the
given. Several control groups were used: 1) took post classical results in estimation and design in sampling
tests only, 2) saw film once and took post tests, and 3) from finite populations. The finite population is regard-
saw film twice and took post tests. The test data from ed as the outcome of a fixed sample size experiment per-
two different films were analyzed for effect of pre-film formed by nature or some conscious being, using some prob-
test, knowledge of results, and content of pre-film test. ability distribution unknown to the statistician. The

loss function, however, does rot, depend upon the form of
the probability distribution but only upon the outcome of
this large experiment. Use has been made of the fact that
optimum strategy is to choose a sample of fixed size by

3148 the method of simple random sampling. The Bayes and min-
Ades, H.W., Davis, H., Miles, W.R., Neff, W.D., et al. imax estimates and sampling procedures are obtained for
AN EXPLORATORY STUDY OF THE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF NOISE. various populations.
Contract N60RI 020, Proj. NR 144079, Task 44, Dec. 1953, R ii
ll

6
pp. University of Chicano, Chicago, Ill.

3353
3148 Miller, J.G. THE DEVELOPMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL STRESS-

In response to the problems produced ly noise from SENSITIVE TESTS FOR PREDICTIN3 PERFORMANCE IN MILITARY
jet aircraft, this report concerns interference hy in- TASKS. Contract DA 49 083 OSA 611 P 8 154, Proj.
tense noise with functions other than hearing and the 29562000, PRE Tech. Res. Rep. 1079, Oct. 1953, 5

7
pp.

possibility of injuries caused by noise. This study Psvchonlotical Research AssociaTes, Washinoton, D.C.
assesses known limits of human tolerance and protective

possibilities, discusses biological effects of noise

medically and operationally, and includes recortmendations 3353
for future research. To find out if certain available tests were able to
T. G. I. R 72 distinguish a man's reactions under stress conditions as

opposed to his reactions in a normal situation, a number
of potentially stress-sensitive tests were selected on

3253 the basis of a review of the literature 3r~d p1'etsled on

Furer, M. & Hardy, J.D. TiHE BEACTIN IT) PAIN AS DEIE!{- 48 paratroopers making their first jump from 'he 34-ft.

MINED BY THE OALVANIC SKIllN ESP)lSE. OtIAPiEi V. te- mock tower. Four tests (critical flicker fusion at dim
printed from? Life Stress and Bodily Disease, 1950, intensity, the trembleometer, cancellation of C's, and
pXrXi, Proceedings Assocition for Besea~ch ir eious the Primary Mental Abilities Word Fluency) were then ad-
& Mental Disease, 1949, 18pp. Russel Sa ce instie uste ministered to 500 pre-inductees under ordinary testing
of Pathology, Co 4,ell Uipoe Esity SaeticeU , Nuew conditions and under stress Induced by a continuous 8000-

Yolk, N.Y. cycle, 90 db noise. The findings were interpreted in
terms of a general theory of stress.
I.

3253
A study of the GSR as a reaction to graded, standard

intensities of pain were carried out on four normal Ss. 3356
The pains were induced by intense thermal radiation and Grings, W.W., Rigney, T.W., lond, N.A. & Susmners, S.A.
were graded from threshold to eight dols in steps of two A METHODOLOGICAL STUDY OiF ELECTRONICS TROUBLE SHOOTING
dols. Three series of experiments were performed. 1) ThE SKaLL: I. RATIONALE FOR AND DESCRIPTION OF THE MULTIPLE-
Ss, in a relaxed state, were exposed daily over a six- ALTERNATIVE SYMBOLIC TROUBLE SHO1OTING TES.. Contract
month period to pains presented in a fixed order from NONR 228(02), Proj. NP 153 093, Tech. Rep. 9, Aug. 1953,
zero, threshold, two, four, six, and eight dolse the GSR 46pp. Department of Psychology, University of Southern
to each pain was recorded. 2) The Ss were similarly California, Los Angeles, Calif.
studied in hot and cold environments. 3) Studies were
made before, during, and after events calculated to in-
duce anxiety. Differences between pain sensations and 3356
pain reactions were discussed. This report is one of two concerning a new type of
G. I. R 35 test format which was a product of a methodological study

of electronics trouble shooting. A conception of trouble

shooting is set forth as it is related to problem-solving
3338 in general and as it is exemplified in electronics situa-
Miller, R.B. HUMAN ENGINEERING DESIGN SCHEDULE FOR tions. The test format is described in detail. The per-
TRAINING EQUIPMENT. Contract AF 33(038) 22638, WADC tinent aspects of its subject matter, relation to other
TR 53 138, June 1953, 34pp. USAF Aerospace Medical trouble shooting tests, and alternative scoring param-

Uk., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. (American Institute eters are discussed.
for Research, Pittsburgh, Penn.). I.

3328
This report is an organization of several hundred con-

siderations which, from the human engineering standpoint, 3367
are important to the relevance and efficiency of training Grings, W.W. (Princ. Investigator). SHIPBOARD OBSERVA-
equipment. These considerations are applicable to a TION OF ELECTRONICS PERSONNEL: GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND
training device during initial planning, specification, RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH. Contract NONR 228
prototype, or production model stages of trainer develop- (02), Proj. NR 153 093, Tech. Rep. 7, July 1953, 30pp.
ment. The items of the DesiQgn Schedule are grouped as Dept. of Psychology, University of Southern California,
follows: i) designing a trainer to use as a demonstrator Los Angeles, Cal.
of principles, 2) controls, 3) displays, 4) control-dis-
play interaction, 5) programs, 6) scoring and error anal-
ysis, 7) motivation of the student, 8) conditions of prac-
tice and learning, 9) facilities for the instructor, and
10) research data on the task.
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3400

3367 To test the hypothesis that increasing the avail-

This report is the last of a series of technicsl re- ability of information about the direction, rate, and

ports based on shipboard observations of electronics per- acceleration of target motion will improve tracking per-
sonnel on destroyer-type ships. Objectives of the re- onncougrpsofve5eaherredaeis

search are ra-examined and degrees of their attainment formance, four groups of five Ss each performed a series
serhare evaluate-exaGneral conddegrees der m their a ment of tracking tasks on two different target rates and under

are evaluated. General conclusions derived from the re- two conditions of surround illumination. The tasks were

search, suggestions for improvement in the electronics varied in five steps from pure compensatory to pure pur-

maintenance situation, and recomsendations for future suit (following) tracking. Time-on-target scores were

research within the electronics area are included, analyzed for effect of target course rates, surround il-

lumination, and percent pursuit component. This was the

first of a series of studies on the same subject.

3371 T. G. R 5
GrIngs, W.W. (Princ. Investigator). SHIPBOARD OBSERVA-

TION OF ELECTRONICS PERSONNEL: A DESCRIPTION OF THE RE-

SEARCH. Tech. Rep. 1, Jan. 1953, l1pp. Dept. of Psychol- 3404

ogy, C nlversiti of Southernalifornaf, Los Angeles, Eckstrand, G.A. & Morgan, R.L. A STUDY OF VERBAL MEDIA-

Calif. TION AS A FACTOR IN TRANSFER OF TRAINING. WADC TR 53 34,

Feb. 1953, 28pp. USAF Aero Medical Lab., Wright-Patter-

3371 son AFB, Ohio.

A nontechnical account is presented of a research

program designed to investigate personnel problems as-
sociated with electronic maintenance and operation. The 3404

procedures used to obtain objective descriptions aboard To determine whether the same verbal responses to a

ships operating in the Pacific area are given along with set of color stimuli and a set. of response forms will re-

a description of the groups observed. The rationale sult in these stimuli becoming functionally similar, 62 Ss

underlying the development of a battery of observational divided into three groups learned three tasks using a mod-

techniques is discussed with each technique described in ified Hull-type memory drum. Task I consisted of learning

general terms. The treatment of data is discussed brief- to push one of six switches for each of six colors pre-

ly and the methods used are evaluated. The paper con- sented on the drum. Task 2 differed for each groupt 1)

cludes with some general evaluative cosnents on the use learned to associate one of the six colors with each of

of a multi-method approach. the six forms used; 2) learned to associate written names

of the colors with the forms; and 3) learned to associate

names of house parts with the forms (control group). Task

3389 
3 consisted of learning to push one of the six switches

Miller, R.B., Folley, J.D., Jr. & Smith, P.R. for each form. Errors on trial 1, errors to one perfect
SHiTeNG IN EoLECTRONIC EQUIPMEN. ASPROPOSEDRETROUBLE- trial, and average numier of correct responses per trialSHOOTING IN ELECTRONICS EQUIPMENT. A PROPOSED METHOD. were analyzed for task 3 performance. T. R 14

Contract AF 33(038) 12921, Proj. 507 008 0001, March 1953,

93pp. American Institute for Research, Pittsburgh, Penn.

3409

3389 Fraser, D.C. A STUDY OF FATIGUE IN AIRCREW. INTERIM RE-

Detailed step-by-step procedures based upon rational P3RT. I. VALIDATION OF TECHNIQUES. APU 185/52, Dec. 1952

and logical considerations are presented for trouble- lOpp. Psychological Lab., ApDlied Psychology Research

shooting of electronics equipment. This logical method Unt, MRC, Cambridge, England.

(trouble-shooting by logical elimination of malfunction

sources) is compared with a second general method 3409

(trouble-shooting from probability data) which is based This paper reports the result' of giving a laboratory
upon records of previous malfunctions. Part I contains vigilance task to groups of navigators o t different air-

a discussion of levels and kinds of trouble-shooting in fields. The main feature of the task is that the operator

electronics equipment; Part II details the specific check has To detect the t i (larg e ole) at

sequence for efficient malfunction isolation; and the has to detect the significant stimuli (large hole) that

appendix presents mathematical proof of efficiency of are Interspersed randomly throughout a long series of

the half-split technique. (See 498o) neutral stimuli (smaller holes) as they move across a

T. I. R 3 
horizontal display; he then has to photograph the signifi-

cant stimulus when It is exactly half-way through its

travel by pressing a camera button. The score is the

variance of the subject's estimates about his own mean

R R E E D Eestimates. Results are given comparing navigator and

Stange, F. REPORT ON REAR SCREEN SLIDE PROJECTION. naval ratings performance for performance after short and

NAVEXOS P-99gp June 1953, 40pp. USN Special Devices long sorties and for performance under stress conditions.
Center, Port Washington, N.Y. T. G. R 8

3393
As part of a large research project on the use of 3410

television as a medium for rapid mass training, evalua- Stump, N.E. TOGGLE SWITCHES - ACTIVATION TIME AS A

tions of all available types of rear screen slide pro- FUNCTION OF THE PLANE OF ORIENTATION AND THE DIRECTION OF

jectors designed for television are made. This report MOVEMENT. WCIND TN 52 51, Sept. 1952, lOpp. U

discusses the purpose and value of rear screen slide

projection for increasing the scope and flexibility of B a .p Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

the television studio. The limitations of the technique

are set forth. Both production and technical aspects of

the technique are given in detail. 3410

To determine, in various combinations of plane and
direction of movement, the time required to throw a con-
ventional toggle switch to the on position and then off,

3400 12 Ss were required to perform this operation in each of

Senders, J.W. THE INFLUENCE OF SURROUND ON TRACKING PER- six directions of throw variously assigned to three planes

FORNMNCE. PART I. TRACKING ON COMBINED PURSUIT AND GOM- of motion (frontal, parallel, and flat). A spring-loaded

PENSATORY ONE-DIMENSIONAL TASKS WITH AND WITHOUT A toggle switch was used and the times required to perform

STRUCTURED SURROUND. Contract AF 18(600) 50, WADC TR the on-off throw were recorded. Practical implications

52 229, Part I, Feb. 1953, 13pp. USAF Aero Medical Lab., of the data for operation of an indicator such as a

Wright-Patterson AFBP, Ohio. Veeder-type counter were discussed.
T. G. I.
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3413 3436

Folger, J. CONFIDENCE LIMITS TABLES FOR SMALL SAMPLES MorJn, R.E. &. Grant, D.A. SPATIAL STIMULUS-RESPONSE

OF BINOMIALLY DISTRIBUTED DATA. Res. Memo. 6, May CORRESPONDENCE. PERFORt•NCE ON A KEY-PRESSING TASK AS

1953, l2pp. USAF Human Resources ReseýLgh i!stitutet A FUNCTION OF THE DEGREE OF SPATIAL STIMIULUS-RESPONSE

Maxwell AFB, Ala. CORRESPONDENCE. Contract AF 18(600) 54, WADC TR 53

292, Oct. 19539 22pp. USAF Aerosoace Medical Lab.,

3413 
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. (University of Wisconsin,

Tables are presented indicating the 95 per cent Madison, Wisc.).

confidence limits for binomially distributed data. They

are tabulated by n, the total number in the sample, and 3436

by r, the number of successes in the sample. The fraction To determine how performance is influenced by

r/n gives the percentage of success in the sample; the changes in the degree of spatial correspondence between

confidence limits are tabulated in percentage terms, the stimulus elements and the response elements In a

T. R 4 task, an experiment was conduicted with systematic varia-

tions In indicator-control arrangements. The Indicators

were eight red lights in a row with a corresponding

3415 
row of controls (response keys) on a key board. Any

Luft3 U.C., Bancroft, R light could be made a stimulus for any response key and
tt .W. & Carter, .T. RAPID DE- it was through this mechanism that spatial stimulus-

COMPRESSION WITH PRESSURE-DEAIID OXYGEN EQUIPt.IEN. response correspondence was varied. Kendall's I"Q, a

Proj. 21 1201 0008, Rep. 2, April 1953, 5pp. • measure of rank correlation, was used to measure the

.chool of Aviation Medicine, Brooks APE, Tax. degree of correspondence. Speed and accuracy scores

were analyzed and the findings related to design problems
of complex indicator-control systems.

3415 TGI
To measure pressures Imposed upon the lungs and other T. 0. I. t 8

organs of the chest In the event of sudden loss of cabin

pressure at high altitudes while using pressure-demand

oxygen equipment, 35 rapid decompressions were made from 3438

a simulated cabin altitude of 20,000 to 25,000 ft. to a Gordon, N.B. (Proj. Engineer). I]UItN LNGINEEItING STUDY

simulated flight altitude of 47,000 to 50,000 ft. in 0.3 OF NAVAL AIR RESERVE TRIAINING. PHASE I SURVEY OF

to 0.5 seconds during normal respiratory activity with the PROBLEMS. Contract NONR 895(00), SDC Rep. 895 001,

pressure-demand oxygen equipment. Barometric and gas March 1953, 44pp. USN Special Devices Center, Port

pressures were recorded directly and intra-thoracic pres- Washington, N.Y. (International Public Opinion Re-

sures indirectly. Changes in blood oxygen saturation search Corp., New York, N.Y.).

were recorded on a number of Ss. Subjective impressions

were obtained after testing. A control test without posi- 3438

tive mask pressure was run. This report presents and analyzes problem areas that

T. G. R 8 were deemed to be of major importance in the Naval Air
Reserve Training Program. The problems are ranked in

order of their importance to the training program and

3420 each is accompanied by a recommendation for alleviating

Gordon, D.A., Zagorski, H.J. & Zeldner, J. A COMPARISON the problem and improving the program. The findings pre-

OF ORTHO-RATER AND WALL CHART VISUAL ACUITY MEASUREMENTS. sented here are based on interviews with Naval personnel

Proj. 29535100, PJ 3513 01, PRR Res. Note 10, Feb. 1953, at six bases, at four additional comnsands, and on obser-

llpp. USA Personnel Research Branch, Adjutant General's vations of the operations of the bases.
Office, Washington, D.C.

3420 3442

To compare the relative difficulty, the test-retest Gibson, .. J. PROPO(IALO FOtR A THEORY OF PICTORIAL PER-
reliabilities, and the correspondence of visual acuity CEPTION. Contract AF 33(038) 22804, HFORL Memo Rep. 35,

scores obtained on Ortho-Rater and wall chart tests, May 1953, 18pp. USAF Human Factors Operations Research

letter and modified Landolt ring tests were administered Labs., tolling AFFt, Washington, D.C. (Cornell University,

to 117 soldiers by both methods. Light levels were the Ithaca, N.Y.).

same for both tests. A retest was givon to the same

subjects two weeks later. Recommendations are made on
the basis of the findings as to the suitability of using

the more convenient inctrument mtethod. This report presents a first attempt to develop a sys-

tematic theory of pictorial perception undertaken on the
basis that such a theory is a prerequisite to effective
long-range progress in research on audio-visual training

3425 material. The following major Items are dealt with suc-

Crumley, L.M. A STUDY OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOR LETTERS, cessively in this attempt to analyze how a picture conveys

NUMBERS AND MARKINGS TO BE USED ON TRANSILLUMINATED information: 1) words, pictures, and models as substitutes

AIRCRAFT CONTROL PANELS. PART 8, A PROPOSAL FOR THE for realities; 2) definition of "surrogate"; 3) production

STANDARDIZATION OF AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC of surrogates; 4) consequences of surrogate-making for

CONTROL KNOBS. Rep. TED NAM EL 609, Rep. XG T 192, perceiver and producer; 5) conventional and nonconvention-

Dec. 1948, l3pp. USN Aeronautical Medical Eauigment al surrogates; 6) fidelity of a model; 7) fidelity and

Lab., NAMC, Philadelphia, Penn. scope of a picture; 8) space in pictures; 9) unique view-
Ing-point for a picture; 10) approximation of pictorial to

direct perception; 11) fidelity of chirographic pictures;

3425 and 12) advantages and disadvantages of realism. R 12
Present electrical and electronic control knobs (ro-

tary controls) requirements for naval aircraft are review-
ed and analyzed. The current methods of fulfilling these

requirements are evaluated. Suggested proposals for

standardizing knob characteristics by either color or Peterson, L.V. USE OF GRAPHS IN AIR FORCE TEACHING MA-

shap* coding are reviewed critically. Recommendations TERIALS. Contracts AF 18 600 32! & AF 18 600 335, Res.

are made concerning improved methods for meeting the Memo. 14, Aug. 1953, 47pp. USAF Human Resources Research

current control knob requirements. Int Maxwell AFBP Ala. (University of Illinois,

T. I. R 6 Urbana, Ill.).
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3443
This monograph summarizes the best knowledge about the

use of graphs in instructional materials. Three major 3459
divisions of the subject are treated as follows: i) What Carroll, J.B. & Schohan, B. CONSTRUCTION OF COMPREHEN-
makes a graph effective? 2) Solutions to common graph SIVE ACHIEVEMENT EXAMINATIONS FOR NAVY OFFICER CANDIDATE

problems--simple comparisons, a whole and its parts, PROGAMS. ProJ. NR 154 1389 Nov. 1953, 129pp. Amerira
multiple comparisons, lose and gain comparisons, fre- Institute for Research, Pittsburgh, Penn.

quency, and narrative charts. 3) Suggestions to the
editor and designer. 345g
T. G. I. 35

The purpose of the project reported here was to con-
struct a new series of examination materials for measur-
ing end-of-course achievement of students in naval officer

3445 candidate programs. Rather than mere factual information,
Kimble, G.A. & Wulff, J.J. "RESPONSE GUIDANCE" AS A test items were to measure "integrated knowledge" (prob-
FACTOR IN THE VALUE OF AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION IN TRAIN- lem-solving and decision-making ability). The examina-
ING FILM INSTRUCTION. Contract AF 33(038) 13678, HFORL tions were administered as year-end tests to NROTC stu-
Memo. 36, March 1?53, l8pp. USAF Human Factors Opera- dents in May 1953 and to various classes of officer candi-
2 'ese,,h abs., Bolling AFB, Washington, D.C. dates at the U.S. Naval School (Officer Candidate), New-

(Yale University, New Haven, Conn.). port, Rhode Island. Statistical analyses, designed to
evaluate the examinations given to the latter group are
presented and discussed in detail.

In this experiment, two alternative "participation" T. G.

procedures were tested as adjuncts to film instruction.
In one procedure, the "participation" (practice) materials
included hints or guidance clues to assist trainees in 3460
obtaining the correct answer. The other procedure was Nadel, A.B. (Dir.). SYMPOSIUM ON MOTIVATION. HR HML
identical except for the absence of these clues. Approxi- 201/1, March 1953, ll4pp. Commxittee on Human Resources,
mately 660 men were shown a film on the use of the slide- Research & Development Board, Washington, D.C.
rule-half used the guided practice and half the unguided
practice method. A test of 25 items was given to all men
immediately following the film. Test data were analyzed 3460
for effect of the two practice procedures. The effect of Some titles presented at this Symposium werei "Re-
difficulty of material and level of intelligence on the search in Combat Areas"; "Problem of Motivation at the
results was also studied. Recruit Level"; "Motivational Problems in Air Force Flight
T. G. I. Taining"; "Preliminary Investigation of Delinquency in

the Army"; "Development of a Standardized Projective Test
of Achievement Motivation"; "Problems and Techniques in

3446 the Evaluation of Motivation Among Naval Aviation Cadets";
Goodman, S.L. WHAT MAKES FOR READABLE WRITING AND READ- "Contributions of Studies with Paratroopers to Theoretical
ING SUCCESS. Contract AF 18(600) 335, Res. Memo. 10, Formulations of Fear and Stress"; "Motivational Factors
July 1953, 35pp. USAF Human Resources Research Institute, in the Job Performance of Aviation Mechanics"; "Motiva-
Maxwell AFB, Ala. (Division of Communications, Univer- tion, Perception, and Action"; "Theoretical Basis of Pro-
sity of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.). jective Measures of Fear"; "The Active Duty Intentions of

Some ARDC Lieutenants (AFROTC) Related to Several Service-

3446 Associated Variables"; and "The Sources of Worker
This report is concerned with two questions: what Motivation." T. G. R 15

printed material best succeeds in carrying knowledge to
man? and, what abilities, traits, etc., does man need to
succeed In reading various materials? Research evidence 3462
is presented on one facet of these two problems: how read- Fritz, M.F., Humphrey, J.E., Greenlee, J.A. & Madison,
able writing relates to reading success. The various sec- R.L. SURVEY OF TELEVISION UTILIZATION IN ARMY TRAINING.
tions, each accompanied by a bibliography, aret i) How FINAL REPORT. Contract 530(01), SDC Rep. 530 Ol 1, Dec.
can we measure reading success? 2) What do we know about 1952, 148pp. USN Special Devices Center, Port Washington,
reading success in adults? 3) What makes for readable N.Y. (Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa).
writing? 4) How does readable writing relate to reading
success? and 5) How can writing be evaluated so as to
improve reading success? 3462
R 6 To explore the question of whether television could

be advantageously integrated with Army training programs,
an extensive survey of existing television potentialities

3453 was made. Observations of existing procedures at Army
Brownp F.R. A STUDY OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOR LETTERS, television stations and at educational stations were made.
NUMBERS, AND MARKINGS TOBE USED ON TRANS-ILLUMINATED Experimental literature and television literature were
AIRCRAFT CONTROL PANELS. PART 4. LEGIBILITY OF UNIFORM examined. A criteria check list was devised to determine
STROKE CAPITAL LETTERS AS DETERMINED BY SIZE AND HEIGHT what Army subjects could be televised and validation
TO WIDTH RATIO AND AS COMPARED TO GARAMOND BOLD. Rep. thereof accomplished. Other areas studied Included tele-
TED NAM EL 609, March 1953, 28pp. USM Aeronautial vision training aids, equipment, operational techniques,
Medical Eouipment Lab.9 NAMC, Philadelphia, Penn. selection and training of instructors, and kinescope re-

cordings. Recommendations were included.
I. R 98

3453
To determine the effect of variations in size and in

height-to-width ratio upon the legibility of capital block .3467
letters as they would be used on aircraft cockpit plastic Bolt, R.H., Beranek$ L.L. & Newman, R.B. HANDBOOK OF
lighting plates, a series of experiments was performed. ACOUSTIC NOISE CONTROL VOLUME I. PHYSICAL ACOUSTICS.
In addition, a font of Garamond Bold capital letters char- Contract AR 33(038) 20572, Phase II, Suppl. Agree. 1,
acterized by variable height-to-width ratios, serifs, and CO 2, WADC TR 52 204, Dec. 1952, 397pp. USF.ho i-
nonuniform stroke-widths was used. Tests with letters caLabo. Wright-Patterson AFBp Ohio.
differing in these form characteristics were conducted NewAan, Inc.gh-atterso aFOi. (Bolt Beranek and
using two exposure durations and five levels of red trans-
illumination which simulated the conditions of night view-
ing of the plastic lighting plates. Daylight illumination
and one exposure duration were used for the same letter
variables. Recommendations were made on the basis of the
data analysis for letters to be used on plastic lighting
plates. T. G. I. R 5
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3467 3631
This handbook, comprising two volumes, is intended to This study was conducted to obtain information on the

provide an overall view of the noise control problem. general problem of the influence of the speed of a train-
Noise is here taken to mean only acoustic noise. This ing task upon the performance of a following task. The

first volume is concerned with noise stimuli, their gener- task used was rotary pursuit at four different speeds.

ation and control. The introductory chapter is concerned The speeds were assigned to the training and transfer

with general aspects of noise control, terminology, and periods in a way that resulted in all 16 possible combina-

measurements. Major sections are devoted to 1) noise tions of speeds in the two periods and were presented
source characteristics--specification of, aircraft engine under three different conditions of distribution of prac-

noise, fluid flow devices, industrial machine noise, and tice. A total of 48 subgroups were used forming a total

miscellaneous environmental noise; and 2) methods of of 193 Ss. The performance data were analyzed for trans-

noise control. fer effects between tasks of different speed requirements.

T. G. I. R 22 T. G. R 20

3632
3468
Hertzman, A.B., Randall, W.C. & Peiss, C.N. THE EFFECTS Ammons, R.B. KNOWLEDGE OF PERFORMANCE SURVEY OF LITERA-

OF AMIENT TEMPERATURE AID AIR HUMIDITY ON THE REGIONAL TURE, SOME POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS, AND SUGGESTED EXPERI-

RATES OF SWEATING. THE ELEVENTH OF A SERIES OF REPORTS MENTATION. Contract AF 33(616) 95, WADC TR 54 14, Feb.

ON STUDIES ON CUTANEOUS HEAT LOSSES. Contract AF 18(600) 1954, 
3 1

pp. USAF Aero Medical Lah., Wright-Patterson

96, Tech. Rep. 6680, Part 11, Jan. 1953, 69pp. 15AL.A2 AFB, Ohio. (University of Louisville, Louisville, Ky.).

Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFEB Ohio. (St. Louis
University, St. Louis, Me.). 362

This report represents a systematization of much of

3468 the currently available information concerning the influ-

To determine the effects of ambient temperature and ence of knowledge of performance on learning, performance,

air humidity (Pa) on sweating responses, evaporation from and transfer of training. The results of a large number

skin surface and thermal balance, four resting, nude, male of studies are organized into 11 "empirical generaliza-

Ss were exposed to the following environmental conditions5 tions." Some possible applications of the generaliza-

i) "varied stress" in which operative temperature (Ta) tions to the design of training equipment are discussed

rose at a rate of 0.1 degree C per minute from an initial and needed research studies, ranging from specific ex-

level of 26-33 degrees C to 41 degrees C and Pa rose to periments to needed area programs, are indicated.

high or moderate levels; and 2) "constant stress" in which R 58

Ta (39-42 degrees C) and Pa (high or low) were pre-set to

cause heavy sweating. During experimental periods of 2 to

3 hours, Ss rested in a chamber on screen cots allowing

free circulation of air and evaporation. Regional sweat- 3635

Ing rates were obtained from 20 body surface areas and to- Erown, K.T. FACTORS AFFECTING RATE OF APPARET C-ANGE IN
tal swoat output was estimated. Recommendations for fu- A DYNAMIC AMBIGUOUS FIGURE AS A FUNCTION OF OBSERVATION

TIME. WADC TR 53 482, Dec. 1953, 32pp. USAF Aero Medi-

ture research were made. T. G. 1. R 13 cal La., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

3629
Fry, G.A. L Alpern, M. EFFECT OF FLASHES OF LICHT ON 3635

NIGHT VISUAL ACUITY. PART I. Jan. 1953, 26pp. Vision To investigate the rate of apparent change of an am-

Committee Secretariat, Armed-Forces-a'ltiontpesearch biguous figure (RAC) as a measure of certain physiological

Council, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. (Ohio processes which contribute to visual fatigue, a method of

State University Research Foundation, Columbus, Ohio). determining curves showing RAC as a function of observa-
tion time was developed. A series of experiments were
conducted to determine: 1) the general shape of the curve,

2) the relation between curves for right and left eyes of
a given subject, 3) subject differences, 4) reliability
of method, 5) differences in binocular and monocular

3629 curves, and 6) interocular transfer of increase in RAC.
To determine the ability of the eye exposed to light T. G. I. R 31

flashes to see a dark object against the nocturnal sky,
three Ss fixated on a red point. Fixation brought the
test object, a disc of brightness equal to a moonlit sky,
five degrees to the right of the principal sight line. A 3645
black bar, variable in width to measure the threshold of Teichner, W.H., Kobrick, J.L. & Wehrkamp, R.F. EFFECTS
visibility, extended vertically across the center of the OF TERRAIN AND OBSERVATION DISTANCE ON DEPTH DISCRIMINA-

disc. A patch of brightness was superimposed upon the TION. Rep. 228, May 1954, 23pp. USA Quartermaster Re-

disc-shaped area. The following were investigated: vary- search & Development Center, Natick, Mass.

ing brightness and duration of flash patch when coexten-
sive with test patch, repetitive exposures of flash
source, varying distance between flash aid test patches,
varying area of displaced flash patch, flash patch falling
in blind spot, etc. Theoretical considerations were
included. T. G. R 7

3645
3631 To determine the effects of observation distance,

Aamzons, R.B., Ammons, Carol H. & Morgan, R.L. TRANSFER type of terrain, and time of day on monocular and binocu-

OF TRAINING IN A SIMPLE MOTOR SKILL ALONG THE SPEED lar depth discrimination, an experimental study was con-

DIMENSION. Contract AF 33(038) 10 196, WADC TR 53 ducted in the desert. Three types of terrain (sand, silt,

498, March 19541 22pp. USAF Aero MedJcal Lab., Wright- and desert pavement) and a macadamized airstrip were the

Patterson AFB, Ohio. (University of Louisville, Louis- physical areas studied; distances of observation varied

yiule, Ky.). from 200 to 3000 ft.; and both mid morning 1nd mid after-

noon tests were made. Four Sý were used to obtain dis-
criminations of the equality of spatial positioning of

two homogeneous, smooth-textured, rectangular targets,
The data were analyzed for the effect of these environ-
mental factors on the precision of this visual function.

T. G. I. R 31
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3884
The Handbook of Acoustic Noise Control comprises two

3646 volumes and intends to provide an overall view of the

White, W.J. & Sauer, Shirley C. SCALE DESIGN FOR READING noise control problem. Volume II includes as its subject

AT LOW BRIGHTNESS. Contract AF 18(600) 25, WADC TR 53 matter several ways In which acoustic noise can be unde-
464, March 1954, l6pp. USAF Aero Medical Lab., Wright- sirables producing pain and personnel damage, interfering
Patterson AFB, Ohio. with speech communication, and Causing annoyance and gen-

eral degradation of work and relaxation environments. The
subjective responses are analyzed and correlated with pro-
oerties of the physical stimuli.

3646 { .I 4
This study concerned the manner in which speed and G. I. R 240

accuracy of quantitative scale reading vary as a function

of graduation mark width and interval size under three

intensities of red illumination such as are encountered 3894

in cockpits at night. The data consisted of time and Carhart, R. & Lightfoot, C. EFFICIENCY OF IMPAIRED EARS

error scores obtained by 18 Ss, each serving under all IN NOISE. B. THE DISCRIMINATION OF CHANGES IN INTENSITY.

conditions. Graduation mark width varied from 0.008 to Contract AF 33(038) 22645, Proj. 21 1203 0001, Rep. 5,

0.063 inch; graduation intervals varied from 0.05 to 0.25 Sept. 1953, 9pp. USA Schoo of AvitnMedicine,

inch; and illumination levels were 0.002, 0.01, and 0.10 Brooks AFB, Tax. (Northwestern University, Evanston,

ft.-L. Conclusions were drawn concerning dimensions of Ill.).

scales for visual presentation of quantitative informa-

tion in aircraft cockpits.
T. G. I. H 13 3894

The effect of noise on the ability to perceive changes

in sound intensity was investigated as part of a general
study of auditory efficiency in noise. Subjects were 31

3857 normal listeners and /7 cases of hearing losses represent-Bitterman, M.E. & Krauskopf, J. SOME DETERMINANTS OF THE ing a range of etiologic types. Difference limens were

THRESHOLD FOR VISUAL FORM. Contract AF 33(616) 63, WADC igasre of eti type ifferenc In weremeasured for intensity change in quiet and in two levels

TR 53 331, Sept. 1953, 
3
4pp. USAF Aero Medical Lab., of "white" noise for five different frequencies (250,

Wrlght-Patterson AFB, Ohio. 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 cps). The over-all noise levels

for normal and half of the hard-of-hearing Ss was 60 and
80 dbl 80 and 95 db were used for the remaining Ss.

3857 T.G0.I. H 8
Five experiments concerning visual discrimination of

geometric form are reported. Purpose of the experiments

was to test a diffusion model for visual form perception 3895

darived from the Kohler-Wallach theory of figural after- Chinn, H.I., Strickland, B.A., Jr., Waltrip, O.H. P.

effects. The experiments measured foveal form and bright- McGeary, I.D. EFFECTIVENESS OF VARIOUS DRUGS IN PREVEN-

ness thresholds for luminous figures which were briefly TION OF AIRSICKNESS. STUDIES DURING ROUTINE TRAINING

exposed in a dark room. Measurements were in terms of FLIGiHTS. Proj. 21 1208 0012, Rep. I, Sept. 1953, 3pp.

intensity of illumination. Results were discussed as they S _..l of Aviation Me-Jicine, Brooks AFB, Tex.

related to other models (e.g., a physical diffusion model,

and the Osgood-Heyer Model). Methodology of the present

as well as of previous studies was scrutinized.

T. G. I. R 21 3895
To determine the effectiveness of various medications

in preventing airsickness during training flights, two

tests were conducted. In the first, navigation trainees

were used as Ss during their regular training flights3883
Richards, W.J., Shuford, E.H. 3. Sickle, A.J. PAR3 - with the following preparations: placebo; Parsidol, 25 mg1
RicarTdO T Shuford, ii - INTENSITY; PART III- VISUAL Benadryl, 25 mg, with scopolamine, 35 mg1 and the Bena-
REACTION TIME; PART II - INTENSITY; PART Ill dryl-scopolamine mixture with dexedrine, 5.0 mg. Flights
REACTION; PART IV - PROPOSED FUTURE WORK. Contractragdfo2to1husdrtin TescndrupDA 23 072 ORD 472, TAI 59901 04, Tech. Rep. 22, 1951, ranged from 2 to 12 bours duration. The second group,
27pp. Ordark Research P5oiect, Un0veshtv of Arkansas, consisting of student officers and airmen flying as

passengers on a one- to two-hour flight, were treated as
Fayetteville, Ark. above. Questionnaires were completed immediately after

landing concerning nausea, vomiting, drowsiness, or
fatigue. The significance of adding an aneleptic drug
to combat sedation effects was discussed.
T. R 6

3883
Three studies are reported. 1) The relationship be- 3896

tween the intensity of white stimulus light and the re- Chinni, H.1., Dugi, A.J. .. tilch, L.J. EFFECTIVENESS OF

action time of human Ss under two conditions of adapta- VARIOUS DRUGS IN PREVENTION OF AIISICKNESS. COAtPARISON

tion was determined. A total of 400 trials was given to OF SCOPOLAMINE, POSFAFEL1E, AND PtENEI(;AN. Pco . 21

each of four Ss, using ten intensities of the stimulus 1208 0012, Rep. 2, Sept. 1953, 2pp. USAF School of

under conditions of both light and dark adaptation. 2) Aviation Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex.

The relationship between the intensity of chromatic stimu-

li and reaction time was studied. A total of 1200 trials

was given to each of four light-adapted Ss, using ten in-

tensities of stimulus for each of five chromatic stimuli

and one white stimulus. 3) The effect of variations in 3896

size of a white stimulus (diameter varied from I degree, To compare the effectiveness and side effects of cer-
12 minutes to 45 degrees, 14 minutes) was studied. tain promising air-sickness preventives (scopolamine,
G. R 22 postafene, and phenergan) directly in the air, approxi-

mately 400 young airmen were studied. The procedure con-

sisted of exposing 20 Ss simultaneously to an hour's

flight of standardized turbulence. The medications

3884 (placebo and the three drugs) were randomly distributed

Rosenblith, W.A., Stevens, K.N. & Bolt Beranek and on each flight. Each S received a capsule 24 hours be-

Newman Inc. HANDBOOK OF ACOUSTIC NOISE CONTROL VOLUME fore flight and a second, of identical appearance, one

II. NOISE AND MAN. Contract AF 33(038) 20572, Phase II, hour before. The incidence of vomiting was recorded by

Suppl. Agree. 1, CO 2, WADC TR 52 204, June 1953, 262pp. observers during flight, while all other side effects

USAF Aero Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. (dizziness, nervousness, sweating, dry mouth, excessive
fatigue) were obtained through Individual questionnaires.
T. R 9
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3919
3898 A series of incidents demonstrating effective and In-
O'Brien, B. A STUDY OF NIGHT MYOPIA. Contract W33(038) effective leadership in the combat zone by Air Force offi
F18317, WADC TR 53 206, May 1953, 23pp. USAF Aero Medi- cers was presented. These reports were obtained through
cal Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. (University of personal interviews with officers on active duty in the
Rochester, Rochester, N.Y.). Far Eastern Air Force. Fictitious names have been used

but the ranks, types of units, and surrounding situationa

3898 conditions were reported. All incidents represented some

The literature on night myopia is reviewed in some aspect of leadership behavior in the general area of ad-

detail and a critical evaluation of certain outstanding ministration and supervision of duties and were grouped

papers is presented. The effects of chromatic aberra- under the following categories: 1) utilizing material and

tion, the Purkinje shift, spherical aberration, and in- personnel, 2) delegating authority, 3) administering pun-

voluntary accommodation In producing the myopia are con- ishment or corrective action, and 4) employing verbal de-

sidered. Two sets of experiments are described in which vices to affect harmony and motivation.

vision is restricted to cone vision thus eliminating the
Purkinje shift. In one set both natural and ring aper-
ture pupils distinguish between spherical aberration and 3920
involuntary accommodation. In the other, a ballistic Ruch, F.L. INCIDENTS OF LEADERSHIP IN COMBAT. VOLUME VI.
flash technique prevents any accommodation after test EXECUTION OF DUTIES. Contract AF 18(600) 468, Res. Memo.
target is displayed. 3, Feb. 1953, 51pp. USAF Human Resources Research
T. G. I. R 37 Institute, Maxwell AFB, Ala. (Psychological Services,

Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.).

3913
Slade, J.J., Jr., Fich, S., Molony, D.A., Nanni, L.F., 3920
et al. THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH IN COM•0U- This report contained a series of incidents demonstra-
NICATION THEORY AND APPLICATION. Contract DA 36 039 SC ting effective and ineffective leadership in the combat
15314, Projs. 3 99 12.022 & 17 132 B 0, Prog. Rep. 8, zone by Air Force officers. These reports of actual
July 1953, lipp. Bureau of Engineering Research, BRt- situations were obtained through personal interviews with
gers University, New Brunswick, N.J. officers on active duty in the Far Eastern Air Force. In

all cases names of individuals in the incidents remained
anonymous to the interviewers; fictitious names have been

3913 added to the text. Ranks, types of units and surrounding
This progress report smrmarizes research and develop- situational conditions were reported. The incidents rep-

ment on communication theory -
4 application. A con- resented some aspect of Air Force leadership behavior in

tinuation of the theoretical analysis of the effects of the general area of Execution of Duties.
noise upon the detection of pulses by moments and the de-
sign of auxiliary equipment for the synthesis of sound
are summarized briefly.
I. R 2 3921

Dolch, J.P. AN INVESTIGATION OF SOME PHASE AND INTENSITY

RELATIONSHIPS IN THE INTERFERENCE OF BONE- AND AIR-

CONDUCTED SOUND. SUPPLEMýENTARY REPORT NO. 2. Contract

3916 DA 36 039 SC 42562, Aug. 1953, 85pp. Slate University

Bass, D.E., Kleeman, C.R., Quinn, M., Maliszewski, T.F., of Iow , Iowa City, Iowa.

et al. MECHANISMS OF ACCLIMATIZATION TO HEAT IN N,"N:
THE EFFECT OF PROLONGED HEAT EXPOSURE ON BODY WATER DIS- 3921

TRIBUTION AND ELECTROLYTE AND NITROGEN METABOLISM. Rep. To investigate some of the phase and intensity rela-
214, June 1953, 

7
2pp. USA Environmental Protection Re- tionships in the interference of pure tones simultaneously

search Div., QM Research & Engineering Center, Natick, transmitted through air and bone conduction channels, an
Mass. apparatus was constructed to provide three separate pcr,ý

tone channels of exactly the same audio frequency wi'h in-
dependent phase and amplitude controls in two of the chan-
nels. A method of phase shifting provided continously

3916 variable phase shifts of 360 degrees with substantially
Five healthy young soldiers were acclimatized to heat no variation in the amplitude of the audio signal output.

by living and working under controlled conditions for 14 With the bone conduction receiver placed in the middle of

consecutive days in a chamber maintained at 120 degrees F the forehead, the subjects adjusted the phase and inten-

during 12 daytime hours and at 100 degrees F during the sity of air conducted tones at each ear to the point where

night. The following measurements were made: antipyrine, the bone-conducted tone was cancelled. Application of the

thiocyanate, *pnd T-1824 spaces; sweat concentrations of findings to interphone communications were discussed.

Na, Cl, K9 N, and creatinine; nitrogen and electrolyte T. G. I. R 31

balances; indices of adrencortical activity (circulating
eosinophils and urinary 17-ketosteroids); pulse rates and
rectal temperatures during exercise. Progressive dehydra- 3923
tion and salt deficiency were minimized by replacing salt Warren, N.D., Mackie, R.R., Simmons, R.F. & Rodman, I.L.
and water losses with 0.2 percent saline. Major physiolo- AN INDEX OF ACCIDENT EXPOSURE FOR FLYING IN USAF. HFORL
gic adaptations were discussed. Rep. 39, July 1953, 73pp. USAF Human Factors I)oerations
T. G. R 97 Research Labs., Bolling AFP, Washington, D.C.

3923
3919 A report is given on the initial phase of a research
Fuch, F.L. INCIDENTS OF LEADERSHIP IN COMBAT. VOLUME V. program designed to develop a method of evaluating flying
ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION OF DUTIES. Contract AF experience which would reflect differences in exposure to

18(600) 468, Res. Memo. 3, April 1953, 5
3

pp. USAF Human accident hazard more accurately than does the simple

h; Research Institute, Maxwell AEB, Ala. summation of flying hours. The followino operations were

(Psychological Services, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.). undertaken to develop the Index of Accident Exposure: 1)
a unit of measurement combining hours and flights was
developed to measure amount of experience, 2) measures of
relative accident hazard for different kinds of flying
experience were obtained, and 3) tentative weights for
kinds of experience were developed and tested for accu-
racy of prediction from one sample to another. Pilot es-
timates of hazards were compared to estimates from acci-
dent data and pilot attitude was measured with regard to
both methods of evaluating flying experience. T. G. I.
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3929
3924 Cohen, J. & Senders, Virginia L. AN EXPERIMENT ON DIAL
Daniels, G.S., Meyers, H.C., Jr. & Worrall, Sheryl H. CODING. Contract AF 18(600) 50, WADC TR 52 209, Nov.
ANTHROPCOETRY OF WAF BASIC TRAINEES. Contract AF 18
(600) 30, WADC TR 53 12, July 1953, lO3pp. USAF Aero 1953, l6pp. USAF Aero Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB,

Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFBT Ohio. Ohio. (Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio).

3929
3924 To determine whether shape or color coding of dials

Body size data for 63 measurements of 852 Women's would affect the speed and accuracy of locating particu-
Air Force basic trainees are presented for use by the lar dials in a display, three equated groups of Ss were
designers of Air Force equipment. The statistics re- tested over a five-day period on their ability to locate
ported for each measurement include the mean, standard and check-read an instrument on a simulated instrument

deviation, coefficient of variation, standard errors of panel. On the sixth day, the locations of the instru-
these statistics, range, and selected percentiles from ments on the panel were changed, and the Ss were required

the first to the 99th. In general, these statistics are to locate them. The three groups worked on different
reported in both the metric and the English values. A panels on which instruments were identified byi 1) labels
complete description of the anthropometric techniques only, 2) labcls and color codes, and 3) labels and shape
used is presented. codes. The time to locate a given instrument and the
T. I. accuracy of reading the direction of the pointer, as well

as correct identification, were analyzed for effects of
the coding.

3926 T. G. R 4
Berrien, F.K. & Hill, J.H. INSTRUCTOR PILOT PREDICTIONS

OF STUDENT ACCIDENTS. Contract AF 18(600) 137, HFORL

Memo. 38, Aug. 1953, 15pp. USAF Human Factors Operations

Research Lab., Boiling AFB, Washington, D.C. (Institute 3931

for Research in Human Relations, Philadelphia, Penn.). Dempsey, C.A. DEVELOPMENT OF A WORKSPACE MEASURING DE-
VICE. WADC TR 53 53, March 1953, 4pp. USAF Aero Medi-
cal Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

3926
An exploratory study of a new approach to prediction

of accidents attributable to pilot error is reported. A 3931
survey of 58 instructor pilots located at seven Air Train- A workspace measuring device was described. It was
ing Command bases was made. They were interviewed to de- developed to determine the maximum, minimum, and optimum
termine whether, in their experience, they had expected space requirements of Air Force pilots when seated in the
certain of their students to have accidents, and whether cockpit, and to simulate in the laboratory existing or
their expectations had actually been borne out by subse- proposed cockpit designs with an eye to proper space uti-
quent events. The percentage of student accidents thus lization.
"predicted" was calculated and the reasons or behaviors I. R 2
which led to these "predictions" were tabulated. A search
of accidents in relation to those pilots brought before
Flying Evaluation Boards was made. Further research is 3932
recommended. Buckley, Barbara B., Hanes, R.M. & Deese, J. SEARCH
T. R 2 AREA AND TARGET DETECTABILITY ON A PPI CATHODE-RAY TUBE.

Contract AF 33(038) 22642, WADC TN 52 303, April 1953,
l2pp. UF Aero MedLLLb., Wright-Patterson AFB,

39
2 7  

Ohio. (Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.).
Churchman, C.W. TABLES FOR SENSITIVITY TESTS CONDUCTED AT

TWO STIMULI. Contract W20 018 ORD 13073, Proj. TSI 11 8,

Memo. Rep. MR 540, ca. 1947, 90pp. Wayne Engineering 3932

Research Institute, Wayne University, Detroit, Mich. This experiment tested the possibility that detecta-
bility (thresholds) for small targets on a radarscope
could be improved by having observers search part of the

3927 scope rather than all of it. Possible ways of assigning
The major portio6 of this report consists of two two observers to watch the same incoming data were of

tabless 1) weights and probits for areas under normal particular concern. Three methods of arranging the
curve; and 2) estimates of the mean, standard deviation, search area were testeds whole, left-right halves, and
and their errors from the percentage affected at two outer-inner annulus. In three separate experiments,
stimuli. Introductory material includess 1) definition thresholds for 24 Ss were obtained under these conditions'
of sensitivity tests (tests of increased severity), mannex I) only the search area was visible, 2) the entire scope
in which such tests are made, and the use of the tables; was visible, and 3) pairs of observers searched differ-
2) assumptions in the use of the tables; 3) example of ent parts of the scope. In the first two experiments,
the use of the tables in experimental work on explosives single observers were used.
and detonative compounds; 4) alternative methods to the T. R 4
"two-stimulus" test described here; 5) explanation of the
mathematics involved in the computationsl and 6) ampli-
fication and accuracy of the tables.
T. R 12 3933

Campbell, D.T. A STUDY OF I.EAPERSHIP AMONG SUBMARINE
OFFICERS. Contract N6ORI 17, 1953, 208pp. Ohio State

3928 University Research Foundation, Columbus, Ohio.

Wyodcock, A.H. WET - COLD II A THEORETICAL INTERPRETA-

TION OF THE SENSATION OF DAMP COLD EXPERIENCED BY CLOTHED

MAN. Rep. 199, Feb. 1953, 4pp. USA Quartermaster Cli- 39This report is concerned with the problem of the cri-
matic Research Lab., Lawrence, Mass. teria in leadership studies and the relation of these cri-

teria to a number of variables which describe what the

3928 leaders do and how they do it. The study is one'of a ser-
A theoretical interpretation of why there is a sensa- les devoted particularly to the area of Naval leadership.

tion of coldness associated with high humidities near the Following a detailed analysis of the concept of leader-
freezing point is discussed. An earlier theory of heat ship, the conditions under which the data were collected
transfer through wet insulation has been extended to in- from 68 officers and 600 enlisted men comprising the crew
clude the theory of heat transfer through insulation when of ten submarines are detailed. Following chapters des-
moisture is evaporated from the warmer boundary. This cribe types of data on ship effectiveness and ship morale,
extension has been applied with varying external condi- the analysis of such data to establish leadership charac-

tions of temperature and humidity, moisture permeability teristics, and other measures used along with the analysis
of the clothing, and solar or external radiation. Recom- of resulting data.
mendations are made. T. R 56
T. G. R 11
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3945
3935 A battery of crew performance tests was devised for
Ellenhorn, M.J. & Orr, K.D. CLINICAL EFFECTS OF PRO- analyzing the difficulties which combat air crews experi-

ence in working together and for training these crews to
LONGED INSULATED RUBBER BOOT WEAR. Proj. 6 64 12 028, function more effectively as teams. Procedures were de-
Subtasc AMRL S 8, Rep. 116, May 1953, 34pp. USA Medical veloped for administering the tests, for observing test
Research Lab., Fort Knox, Ky. performance, and for interpreting results and predicting

field performance on the basis of these results. Pre-
liminary case study and statistical procedures yielded

3935 evidences of the validity of the procedures in predicting
To determine the clinical effects of prolonged insu- field performance under simulated survival conditions and

lated rubber boot wear, a total of 86 men were studied combat performance over Korea.
while also undergoing a nutrition study at the Arsy Winter T. I. R 25
Project, Pole Mountain Military Reservation, Wyoming, from
5 January to 15 March 1953. The foot study was performed
during a period when the Ss were exposed to cold and ac- 3946
tivity. Four groups were formed: I continuous wear of Magwire, C. SEQUENTIAL DECISIONS INVOLVING THE CHOICE OF
insulated boots for 72 hours, 2) same conditions for EXPERIMENTS. Contract N6ONR 251, Tech. Rep. 19, July
leather combat boots, 3) insulated rubber boots with nor- 1953p E 

3
pp. Department of Statistics, Stanford Univer-

mal foot hygiene, and 4) same conditions for leather com- sity, Stanford, California.
-bat boots. Two separate studies were performed. Both
subjective appraisal by the Ss and foot examinations con-
ducted twice each day were made. Recommendations for fit, 3946
foot hygiene, and improvements to the boots were made. The general problem of the sequential decisions a
T. I. R 21 statistician must make in the choice of taking an action

without experimenting or performing an experiment is de-
scribed first in verbal terms and then is formulated math-

3938 ematically. An iterative method for obtaining Bayes solu-
Clifton, C.T. (Princ. Investigator). THE NEED AND tions is given. The optimum sequential decision procedure
METHODOLOGY FOR DETERtMINING NAVAL ENLISTED MANPOWER RE- for the problem under consideration is shown to be charac-
QUIREMENTS. Contract NONR 520(00), June 1953, 55pp. terized as follows: if, at any stage of experimentation,
The Clifton Corporation, Washington, D.C. there is a continuation which has smaller risk than the

optimum stopping risk for that stage, the first experiment
is performed. If there is no such continuation, an opti-

3938 mal terminal action (no experiment) is taken.
Growing out of the Navy's mobilization planning need R 4

for more precise identification of enlisted billet skill
requirements so that total requirements or demand could be
matched with the available supply of skilled personnel, 3959
this pilot study was undertaken to determine: 1) the need Eciksen, C.W. PARTITIONING AND SATURATION OF THE PER-
for establishing such requirements in occupation entities CEPTUAL FIELD AND EFFICIENCY OF VISUAL SEARCH. Contract
other than the Emergency Service rating breakdowns, 2) the AF 33(038) 22642, WADC TR 54 161, April 1954, llpp.
occupational entity most suitable for coding enlisted com- AF 3308 22642, La ., Wright-Patrso 1954 Ohio.
plement billets, 3) the methods to be used for such cod- USALAero MedicalJLab., Wright-Patterson AFE, Ohio.
ing, 4) administrative instructions for field personnel
for facilitating coding. Data were gathered by field vi-
sits to selected establishme'nts, by written requests for 3959
infor:mation, and by analysis of ENJC-Qualifications for This report described a series of experiments on the
Advancement in Rating relationships. The findings were effects of various conditions of display upon visual
presented with regard to the above objectives. T. I. search. The time required to locate a constant number of

signals in a square display was determined i) where the
number of irrelevant signals was varied from 10 to 70 and

3943 2) when the number of partitions of the display was
Truax, D.R. SOME MULTIPLE DECISION PROBLEMS. Contract varied by the use of grid lines. Grid lines were used to
NdONR 520, Proj. NR 042 038, Task 11, Tech. Rep. 10, partition the display into a 9x9, a 13x13, and a 16x16
June 1953, 29pp. Laboratory of Statistical Research, matrix. Search times obtained under the various condi-
Dept. of Mathematics, niLversltvyof Wa-shinoton, Seattle, tions were analyzed for effects of saturation, partitions
Wash. display size, and subjects.

T. G. R 5

3943
A statistical procedure is presented which will aid

the experimenter who is faced with the task of deciding 3964
if the variability within se':eral classes is uniform Long, E.R. & Lee, W.A. THE INFLUENCE OF SPECIFIC STIMU-
throughout the classes or, If not, which class exhibits LUS CUING ON LOCATION RESPONSES. THE THIRD OF A SERIES
the greatest amount of variability. The assumption is OF REPORTS ON "SET" AS A DETERMINER OF PERCEPTUAL
made that the distributions in each category are normally RESPONSES. Contract W33(038) AC 21269, WADC TR 53 314,
and independently distributed. Multiple decision prob- Dec. 1953, l4pp. USAF Aero Medical Lab., Wright-Patter-
lems discussed include comparison of several experimental son AFB, Ohio. (University of Virginia, Charlottesville
categories with a control 1) when dealing with means and Va.).
2) when dealing with variances.
T. R 7

3964
This study is the third in a series of laboratory

3945 .investigations designed to explore the concept of set andTorrance, EDO .OCEW PERFORMANCE IN A TEST SITUATION AS its applicability to the perception of stimuli against
A PREDICTOR OF FIELD AND COMBAT PERFORMANCE. HFORL Rep. background "clutter." The present experiment sought to
33, March 1953, 43pp. USAF Human Factors Operations learn whether and under what conditions stimulus location
Research Labs., Balling AFE, Washington, D.C. would be benefitted by providing the observer with set-

ting cues relative to the shape or contour of the criti-
cal stimulus figure to be detected, without any spatial
location cuing. The following variables were studied:
amount of areal clutter (number of confusion figures),
degree of figural restriction (figural contour cuing),
and temporal position of figural cuing with respect to
stimulus presentation.
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3967 3983
As part of a project on human factors in aircraft

Long, E.R. & Lee, W.A. THE ROLE OF SPATIAL CUING AS A instrument lighting, this study was undertaken to deter-
RESPONSE-LIMITER FOR LOCATION RESPONSES. THE SECOND OF A mine how visual performance at low photopic brightness
SERIES OF REPORTS ON "SET" AS A DETERMINER OF PERCEPTUAL levels is affected by the brightness of an Immediately
RESPONSES. Contract W33(038) AC 21269, WADC TR 53 312, preceding visual task. Two visual tasks were useds
Dec. 1953, l7pp. M AE Aero MedicalLa., Wright-Patter- reading banks of instrument dials and reading banks
son AFB, Ohio. (University of Virginia, Charlottesville, of Landolt rings. The first task used a viewing distance
Va.). of 28 inches and three brightnesses (2.9, 0.083, and

0.005 ft.-L); the second task had a viewing distance of
3967 18 feet (periscopic viewing) and fuve brightnesses (6.0,

This is the second in a series of investigations into 0.076, 0.01, 0.007, and 0.0035 ft.-L). The two tasks
the nature of perceptual set and its possible application were performed successively but in different order by
to the process of data assimilation. Subjects were re- two separate groups of Ss. Time and accuracy scores
quired to locate a single geometrical figure added to a were analyzed.
64-cell square matrix already containing 16 or 32 geomet- T. G. I. R 10
rical figures as confusion figures or clutter. To aid in
location, the space in which the figure appeared was
heavily outlined# this areal cuing was varied by enclos- 3984
ing different amounts of the matrix. Subjects were al- Jenkins, W.L. & Karr, A.C. THE USE OF A JOY STICK IN
lowed to observe the outlined area I) both before and MAKING SETTINGS ON A SIMULATED SCOPE FACE. Contract AF
after or 2) only after stimulus presentation. Frequen- 18(600) 24, WADC TR 53 430, March 1954, 

7
pp. MLA=

cies of correct locations were analyzed to determine if Mej Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. Lehigh Univer
perceptual error existed and if areal cuing increased sity, Bethlehem P Penn.).
location accuracy.
T. I. R 1

3968
Long, E.R., Henneman, R.H. & Reid, L.S. THEORETICAL CON- 1984
SIDERATIONS AND EXPLORATORY INVESTIGATION OF "SET" AS RE- To determine the significance of certain variables
SPONSE RESTRICTION. Contract W33(038) AC 21269, WADC TR in the use of a Joystick to make settings in two dimen-
53 311, Dec. 1953, 24pp. USAF Aero Medical Lab., Wright- sions on a similated scope face, a series of experimentsPatterson AFB, Ohio. (University of Virginia, Charlottes- were conducted using apparatus where the movement of the
ville, Va.). Joystick was translated directly into displacement, of the

cursor in approximately a linear fashion. Variables
3968 were: 1) length of Joystick (12, 18, 24, and 30 inches);This report is the first of a series relating to 2) ratio between Joystick tip and movement of cursor (2,

laboratory experiments designed to examine the nature of 2.5, and 3); 3) reversed operation (cursor moving down
when stick is pushed away from operator); and 4) positionperceptual "set" and its application to human operator of S's switch (in hand not, operating Joystick, pushbutton

efficiency in the communication process. An analysis in top of switch, and foot pedal). Setting time, varia-
of message reception in the communication process lead to bility of settings, and missettings were analyzed for
statements of the assumptions for a theoretical model of effect of variables on accuracy of settings.
set and predictions derived from the model. An initial T.1. R I
exploratory experiment was described which entailed the
manipulation of three variables in a complex perceptual
task requiring the Ss to locate and identify single dis-
torted geometrical figures that had been added to a 64- 3986
cell square matrix already containin g 16 other figures Cole, E.L., Milton, J.L. & McIntosh, R.B. ROUTINE"as "clutter." The variables were: 1) type of setting MANEUVERS UNDER DAY AND NIGHT CONDITIONS, USING AN EX-limitatson, 2) degree of setting, and 3) type of response. PERIMENTAL PANEL ARRANGEMENT. THE NINTH OF A SERIES OFT. I. R 5 REPORTS ON EYE FIXATIONS OF AIRCRAFT PILOTS. WADC TR 5S

220, March 1954, 50pp. USAF Aero Medical Lab., Wright-
Patterson AF1t, Ohio.

3970
O'Brien, B. e. Miller, Norma D. A STUDY OF THE MECHANISM
OF VISUAL ACUITY IN THE CENTRAL RETINA. Contract
W33(038) AC 18317, WADC TR 53 198, May 1953, 54pp.
USAF Aero Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. 3986

This is the ninth report. in a series of investiga-

3970 Lions of eye movements of pilots during instrument
flight. The frequency, duration, and sequences of eyeA series of investigations were reported on the phy-moentmaeh15plswenfygdyadnit

sics and physiology of vision involving a resolution of movements made by 15 pilots when flying day and nightfiedetail. In each study a method was found that yield- maneuvers with a new panel arrangement were summoarized
fine result In ear sut tho wastfounatyield- and compared. Also, for comparison of standard and ex-
ed results so clear cut that no statistical analysis of perimental panel arrangements, data previously obtained
the data was required. Measurements of transverse sec- using the standard air force panel during routine maneu-
tions of human retinas yielded precise cone spacing data vers under day conditions were included. The data were
from center to edge of fovea. Measurements with an elac- analyzed in terms of the most frequently used instru-
tric wave model confirmed the mechanism concentrating and ments, differences between day and night flights, and
isolating light by each cone. These histological data differences between panels. Efficient panel arrangement
were correlated with measured acuity to show effects of was discussed.
cone spacing. A new ballistic flash technique was used T. G. I. R 9
to measure cone thresholds, eye movements, and double
star acuity. Accuracy of fixation was demonstrated by a
new technique. Resolving power of the retina was finally
studied. T. G. I. R 19 3987

Gardner, J.F. & Lacey, H.J. AN EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON

3983 OF FIVE DIFFERENT ATTITUDE INDICATORS. WADC TR 54 32,
May 1954, 20pp. I.LW-J~ero Medical Lab. Wright-Patterson

Spragg, S.D.S. & Wulfeck, J.W. VISUAL PERFORMANCE AS A AFB, Ohio.
FUNCTION OF THE BRIGITNESS OF AN IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING
VISUAL TASK. Contract W33(038) AC 18317, WADC TR 52
285, Dec. 1953, l6pp. USAF Aero Medical La.p Wright-
Patterson AEB, Ohio. (University of Rochester, Roches-
terp N.Y.).
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3987
To compare two principles of aircraft attitude indi- 3997

cation (earth reference with moving element representing Archer, E.J., Wyckoff, L.R. & Brown, F.G. TRACKING
horizon and airplane reference with moving element rep- PERFORMANCE AS MEASURED BY TIME CONTINUOUSLY ON TARGET.
resenting the aircraft), simulated indicators were Contract AF 18(600) 54, WADC TR 54 210, March 1954, 15pp.
"flown" in a Link Trainer by experienced pilots and by USAF Aero Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
college students with no flight experience. Four indi- (University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisc.).

cators were used representing the two principles defined

above and a fifth one provided a "stabilized sphere"

type of presentation. Records of pilot performance for 3997

a variety of flight maneuvers, control reversals follow- The rationale and possible utility of using frequency

Ing rough air gusts, and pilot preferences were recorded and duration of "hits" for scoring human tracking per-

and analyzed. formance was presented. Subjects practiced over a period

T. I. R 7 of five days at one of two target speeds on the Mast
Pedestal Sight Manipulation Test. Records of time-con-
tinuously-on-target frequency distributions were obtained

3989 for different stages of practice and on tasks of differ-3989ent difflculty. The type of shift in the distritbutioo

Adler, H.E., Kuhns, Margaret P. & Brown, J.L. MASKING OF was examined as te by practin tae speed.was examined as affected by practice and target speed.
CATHODE RAY TUBE DISPLAYS BY AMBIENT ILLUMINATION. The usefulness of this scoring technique for evaluating
Contract AF 33(038) 22616, WADC TR 53 266, Nov. 1953, the design of gunnery equipment was discussed.

20pp. USAF Aero Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson APE, T. g.

Ohio. (Columbia University, New York, N.Y.).

3989 3998
To define the character of the relation between the Nystrom, C.O. & Grant, D.A. PERFORMANCE ON A KEY PRESS-

luminance of a signal on a cathode ray scope and the ap- ING TASK AS A FUNCTION OF THE ANGULAR CORRESPONDENCE BE-
proximate minimum ambient luminance which is effective in TWEEN STIMULUS AND RESPONSE ELEMENTS. Contract AF 18(600)
masking the signal, masking thresholds of ambient illu- 54, WADC TR 54 71, Jan. 1954, l6pp. USAF Aero Medical
mination were determined for a steady horizontal trace L~ab.p Wright-Patterson AFBR Ohio. (University of Wis-
line displayed on a cathode ray oscilloscope. Ambient consin, Madison, Wisc.).
illumination was presented as a veiling luminance and

also combined with three levels of direct illumination

reflected from the tuoe face. Seven trace luminances 3998

were investigated at each of two trace widths, one and To investigate the effect of angular noncorrespondence
two mm. Implications for tolerable ambIent Illumination between indicators and controls, Ss were requlred to press
for radar operator workplaces are disctcePd. keys to match a two- or four-light pattern appearing on a
T. G. I. R 16 display panel. The panel contained eight red lights ar-

ranged in a row; the row could be placed in any one of
five angular orientations (0 degrees, 45 degrees, 90 de-
grees, 135 degrees, and 185 degrees counter-clockwise).

3990 The fingerboard contained eight controls likewise arranged
Deese, 3. & Ormond, Elizabeth. STUDIES OF DETECTABILITYinarwbtemndinafxdhiztlpoto.
DURING CONTINUOUS VISUAL SEARCH. Contract AF 33(038) in a row but remained in a fixed horizontal position.
DURING COTIUS VI L S . CFive groups of 18 Ss were run; each group received only
22642, WAD] TR 53 B, Sept. 1953, 48pp. USAF Aero Medical one of the angular orientation conditions. Time to
Lb., Wright-Patterson AFtt, Ohio. "match" the patterns of stimulus lights was analyzed for

the effect of the various conditions.

3990 T. G. R 6

This report describes a series of experiments con-
cerned with the problem of fluctuations in the detectabil-
ity of weak signals during prolonged visual search. The 3999
task was a search for isolated targets that appeared from Anderson, N.H., Grant, D.A. & Nystrom, C.O. PERFORMANCE
time to time on a single sweep of a PPI-type crt. These ON A REPETITIVE KEY PRESSING [ASK AS A FUNCTION OF THE
targets were brighter than the background noise, well SPATIAL POSITIONING OF THE STIMULUS AND RESPONSE COMPON-
above the differential threshold; and they were varied in ENTS. Contract AFIB(600) 54, WADC TR 54 76, March 1954,
time and location. Variables studied were rate of target lspp. USAF Aero Medical Lta., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
appearance, intertarget time interval, spatial distribu- (University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisc.).
tion, length of search period, and observer's knowledge
of length of period.
T. G. R 12 3999

To determine the relative efficienciesof a number of
spatial positionings of a stimulus panel and a response

3993 keyboard used in a repetitive key-pressing task, nine
Fry, G.A. & 3h99g, N. EFFECT OF FLASHES (3F LINT THROUGH arrangements were used. The panel and the keyboard
THE CLOSED EYELID. PART E. PRESERVATION C A F DARK ADAPTA- Occupied independently positions that were to the left,
TION DURING A FASHE I f CLP)SIPG THE EYELIDS. Contract AD right, or in front of the operator. Two modes of stimulus
T3(03N 15UWG A F ISRt It C1tt9,~tG THEt EYELIDS. Marcontt A. presentation were employed: self-pacing and automatic
33(038) 15630, Med c Vt 53 159, Pat J, March 1953, h . pacing. Response time and number of key presses were

USAF tro ýMedia Lab., Wright-Patterson APR, Ohio. measured; latencies were also measured in the automatic
(Ohio State University Research Foundation, Columbus, paced pro edure.Ohio). paced procedure.

T. G. I. R 6

3993
The major objective of this study was to investigate 4000

means of protecting one of the eyes during a short flash Williams, R.L. (Proj. Dir.). EXPERIMENTS IN THE DESIGN
of light in order to preserve its dark adaptation. The OF THE FOUR BASIC TYPES OF MAP SYMBOLS. Contract NONR
second eye was used for critical seeing during the flash 609(03), Proj. NR 088 006, Jan. 1954, 3pp. Cartographic
and the protected eye took over after the flash. The Lab., Y aLeUnversity, New Haven, Conn.
effect of a typical flash (125 ft.-c for a three-second
period) upon dark adaptation of the passively closed eyes
was measured by tracing the recovery of the ability to
see. An afterimage method was devised for measuring 4000
retinal illuminance produced by light incident on the This yearly progress report outlines the general and
closed eyelid and was used to make a comparison of pro- specific objectives of experiments in four basic types of
tection provided by closing the eyelid passively and map symbols--spot, line, over-all pattern, and word. The
tightly. work completed to date is summarized.
T. G. I.
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4007
4003 To determine the effects of monaural and binaural
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. NOTES FROM MIT pure tone stimulation (1000 cps) on the total magnitude
SUMMER COURSE ON OPERATIONS RESEARCH. JUNE 16-JULY 3, and horizontal directional displacement of autokinetic
1953. 176

pp. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, movement, 21 subjects were tested. Eight experimental
Cambridge, Mass. conditions (six of differential auditory stimulation, two

of equal binaural stimulation) and three control condi-
4003 tions (pretest, within test, post test) were used with a

This is a set of notes taken during lectures of the total of 4620 judgments made in all. The data were ana-
Massachusetts Institute of Technology's summer course in lyzed through rank order and analysis of variance tech-
Operations Research in 1953. Operations research is de- niques for effects of auditory stimulation on the visual
fined as an activity by which trained advice can be given illusion of apparent movement. In addition, the effects
to management on quantitative matters that can be handled of repeated light exposures (visual satiation) on magni-
scientifically. The various lectures include the follow- tude of apparent movement were determined.
ing topicsl probability--fundamental concepts, distribu- T. G. R 18
tions, ordered statistics, and mathematical models; time
series; waiting lines; Monte Carlo applications; linear
programming; operational experiments; transport, railroads;
applications to stock market prediction--a business problem 4008
and a bus problem; review, differential equation approach, Brown, R. & Baldwin, A.W. APPARATUS FOR RESEARCH ON
and game theo 7 r THE DISCRIMINATION OF VELOCITY. RD13 Proj. NR 513 050,
T. G. 1. R 701approx.) NRL Rep. 4283, Dec. 1953, 6pp. USN Research Lab.,

Washington, D.C.

4005 4008
Comfort, Elizabeth & Gillespie, K.W. RESPIRATORY This report describes an apparatus for research on
RESPONSE TO OXYGEN BREATHING WITH A FULL-HEAD OXYGEN the discrimination of velocity. A target moving at con-
MASK. WADC TR 53 130, April 1953, l3pp. 1&E_&e.A gJJ- trolled velocity (direction and speed) is provided. It
calLa ., Wright-Patterson APB, Ohio. is also possible to vary independently the brightness of

the test spot and the interval of time during which it is
4005 seen. Experimental arrangements, the optical system,

4005 ncontrol of exposure time and stimulus movement, and cali-An investigation was conducted to detertine the ex bration data are given. The above equipment was develop-
tent to which dead space effects use and operation of ed to be used in a program of basic research in tracking,full-head oxygen masks. Quantitative measurements of gas iLpecifically in the study of the visual processes used by
flow into the mask (k-I helmet) during a single breathing the tracker in predicting the motion of a target.
cycle at various levels of mask pressure were compared T. I. R 4
with similar data recorded at a level of mask pressure
considered by the S to represent optimum breathing com-
fort. Probable concentration of carbon dioxide in in-
spired air during breathing was estimated by applying re-
sults of Haldane analyses of gas samples of mask air to
data resulting from analyses of oscillographic tracings 4009
of breathing patterns. Ten Ss were studied. Physiologi- Mast, G.M. RADAR TARGET FOLDER VIEWER. FINAL REPORT.
cal and subJectivw accrptability of this type of mask Contract AF 33(600) 15271, July 1953, 15pp. Masj
were discussed. Development Company, Inc., Davenport, Iowa.
G. I. R 4

4009
A means for presenting to the navigator of a bomber

4006 the data from the radar target folder (marked paper
Barger, D.M. & Roush, R.G. A VELOCITY MODULATED RASTER prints of real or synthetic radar returns from the target
DISPLAY FOR BRIGHTNESS DISCRIMINATION STUDIES. Contract approach and target area) in close proximity to his radar
AF 33(038) 22642, WADC TR 53 249, Aug. 1953, 6pp. USAF screen is described. The Radar Target Folder Viewer pre-
Aero Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. (Johns sents comparison radar target pictures from a 35 ms film
Hopkins University. Baltimore. Md.). strip in a manner that provides for minimum visual re-

adaptation and permits convenient comparison of scope
4006 returns.

A research instrument for the study of human bright- I.
ness discrimination is described. Two standard and one
modified oscilloscopes are used to produce a rectangular
light field consisting of a raster of vertical sweep lines 4010
on a cathode ray tube face. Independent control of the Lightfoot, C., Carhart, R. & Gaeth, J.N. EFFICIENCY OF
brightness of each vertical sweep line in the raster per- IMPIRDoAR IN NOISE. A. thRESHO FORPUE ON
mits study of observer ability in detecting differences IMPAIRED EARS IN NOISE. A. THRESHOLDS FOR PURE TONES
in brightness in the light field as a function of bright- AND FOR SPEECH. Contract AF 33(038) 22645, Proj. 21 1203
ness differences between adjacent homogeneous fields, the 0001, Rep. 4, Sept. 1953, lspp. USAF School of Aviation
relative size of adjacent fields, and the brightness con- Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex. (Northwestern University,
tour or gradient which exists between two fields homogene- Evanston, Ill.).
ous in brightness. Block and schematic diagrams are in-
cluded. 4010
1. To determine the influence of noise on the audilory

efficiency of persons with impaired hearing, an audio-
metric study was made of the effects of thermal noise on
the monaural air-conduction thresholds of 31 subjects of4007 normal hearing and of 76 persons with various types andSoloyanis, G. & Corso, J.F. THE EFFECTS OF SOUND ON AUTO- degrees of hearing loss. Pure-tone thresholds and speechKINETIC MOVEMENT. Contract AF 33(038) 786, WADC TR 53 (spondaic words) thresholds were obtained for quiet condi-

447, June 1953, 17pp. USAF Aero Medical Lab., Wright- tions and for noise conditions. Over-all noise levels
Patterson AFB, Ohio. (Pennsylvania State College, State for the controls and for 36 of the hard-of-hearing were
College, Penn.). 60 and 80 decibels, and for the remaining 40 subjects the

levels were 80 and 95 decibels. Results were analyzed
in terms of comparisons between the two groups and also
against the background of knowledge regarding masking in
the normal ear.
T. G. R 12
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4017

4012 To examine the relationship between perception time

Pepler, R.D. THE EFFECT OF CLIMATIC FACTORS ON THE PER- and word frequency, ten experimental words (five-letter

FORMANCE OF SKILLED TASKS BY YOUNG EUROPEAN MEN LIVING "paralogs") were selected. A pack of 100 cards, each

IN THE TROPICS. A REPORT ON THE FIRST TWO YEARS' PSY- bearing one word, was made up for each of 15 SS. In each

CHOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS AT SINGAPORE. R.N.P. 53/765, pack two of the words appeared 25 times; two appeared ten

C.E.S. 394, T.R.U. 22/51, Feb. 1953, 8pp. Clim•tic times; two appeared five times; two appeared twice; and

Efficiencv Subcoomittee, RNPRC, London, England. (Royal two appeared once. Dumrmy cards (14) were added. Each S

Naval Tropical Research Unit, University of Malaya, was told that the words were Turkish words and was re-

Singapore). quired to spell and pronounce the words on each card in
the deck. After 20 minutes of unrelated reading, the ten
words were exposed tachistoscopically, beginning with 30

The purpose of the work described here is primarily meec. and increasing with successive exposures, until

to validate, by experiment on men living in the tropics, correct Identifications were made. Mean exposure time at

the findings from a series of experiments carried out in recognition was analyzed In relation to frequency of

England using a number of skilled tasks performed in warm appearance in the pack. T. G. R 9

and humid indoor climates. The subjects in England had
been given short daily exposures to the hot climates for

several weeks prior to the experiments. Two experiments 4020

on pointer alignment, one on Morse Code reception, and Corso, J.F. THE EFFECTS OF NOISE O0 HUMAN BEHAVIOR.

two on visual vigilance are described briefly together Contract AF 33(038) 786, WADC TR 53 81, Dec. 1952, 65pp.

with the main findings. The extent to which they agree USAF Aero Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

with findings from the experiments in England is dis- (Pennsylvania State College, State College, Penn.).

cussed. The relative humidity of the climates, level of

skill and of motivation of subjects, and task difficulty 4020
are identified as qualifying conditions. This report is a comprehensive sumomary of a program
R 10 of research on the effects of high intensity noise on hu-

man behavior. Six major studies were conducted and are

4014 reviewed. The following information Is provided for eachi
Mc:.ahan, C.A., Folger, J. & Fotils, S.W. GRADUATES OF THE abstract, purpose, procedure, results and conclusions,
AIR CORPS TACTICAL SCHOOL, 1921-1940. A DE!'OGPLAPHIC and a sumnmary statement. The various studies ares i) in-

ANALYSIS OF THE POPULATION OF GRADUATES AND AN INQUIRY termittent loud noise and mental performance, 2) individu-

INTO THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ACADE".IC PERFORMANCE AND al differences under the stress of high intensity noise,
CAREER DEVELOPMENT. Tech. Res. Rep. 15, April 1953, 3) personality characteristics under stress of high inten-
57pp. USAF Human Resources Research institute, Maxwell sity noise, 4) interference effects on retention of learn-

ed material, 5) effects on certain psychological variables
APE, Ala. and 6) interference effects on retention.

T. G. I. R 72

4014
This is a study of the members of the classes which

graduated annually from the Air Corps Tactical School
throughout the 20-year period from 1921 to 1940. The 4021
data used were those readily obtainable from official Richards, D.L. & Shearme, J.N. MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRICAL
military sources; the principal sources were the Offiial SPEECH LEVEL: SUMMARY OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN MEASURE-
Army Registe and the OffiialjSchool Board Proceedings. MENTS USING DIFFERENT METHODS. Res. Rep. 13676, Nov.
It consists of a description and an analysis--a descrip- 1952, 9pp. Post Office Engineering Dept., Research
tion of the population at time of graduation and as of Station, Dollis Hill, London, England.
December 1947 with respect to age, rank, educational
background, rating, corps, and other characteristics;
and an analysis of the factors relating to academic per- 4021

formance at the ATCS as well as the relationship between The indication of a speech voltmeter is influenced by

academic performance at the school and later career de- the mechanical and electrical characteristics of the
velopment. Strengths and weaknesses of the study are meter; however, simple relations exist between the read-
discussed. T. G. ings of most voltmeters. Data are assembled from nine

studies which enable the calculation of the relation be-
tween the readings of most speech voltmeters of known
characteristics. In addition, the readings can be refer-

4016 red to a quantity independent of a particular meter--the
Williams, S.B. (ProJ. Dir.). OPERATOR EFFICIENCY AS A percentage of time during which the instantaneous power of
FUNCTION OF SCOPE SIZE. Contract AF 30(602) 578, Prog. a speech signal does not exceed the meter reading. Some
Rep. 1, Sept. 1953, 5pp. Dept. of Psychology, CollegeQo data on readings taken on logatoms are included although
William and Mary, Williamsburg, Va. the above relations do not hold in these cases.

T. G. R 9

4016
This first progress report of research on radar op-

erator efficiency as a function of scppe size describes
the apparatus (a simulated radar scope) that has been 4022
designed. The theory and design of the experiment are Richards, D.L. E Shearme, J.N, SOME MEASUREMENTS OF THE
discussed. POWER DISTRIBUTION OF SPEECH SIGNALS. Res. Rep. 13677,

May 1953, 8pp. Post Office Research Station, London,
England.

4017 4022
King-Ellison, Patricia & Jenkins, J.J. THE ROLE OF LAN- In the course of various investigations, measurements
GUAGE IN BEHAVIOR. VISUAL DURATION THRESHOLD AS A FUNC- have been made of the distribution in time of the Instan-
TION OF WORD FREQUENCY. A REPLICATION. Contract NODNR taneous power of several types of speech signal. The re-
66216, Tech. Rep. 6j ca. 1952, 7pp. University of suits of these measurements are collected in this report
Minnest, Minneapolisp Minn. for reference. They include measurements on cormmercial

quality and high quality speed signals and on logatom
signals. In addition to the instantaneous power distri-
butions, some data are given on 'the distribution of mean
power averaged over a given period.
T.G .
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4037

4026 A description of the flow of information between the

Daniels, F., Jr., Vanderbie, J.H. & Bommarito, C.L. user of materiel and Base Supply is given for a typical
ENERGY COST OF CARRYING THREE LOAD DISTRIBUTIONS ON A Air Force base. The issue cycle for expedited and routint

TREADMILL. Rep. 203, March 1953, 24pp. USA Environmen- requisitions is covered. A preliminary functional descrif

al Protection Research Div., QM Research & Engineering tion is given of the Materiel Information Flow Device to
Center, Natick, Mass. be applied to the information-flow problem. The descrip-

tion is based on the logical design as of November 15,
1953. An introduction to digital computer practice is

4026 appended.

The energy cost of carrying loads of 27 to 78 lbs.

on a horizontal, motor-driven treadmill at 3.5 mph

(93.87 meters a minute) was determined for six test Ss.

The loads were distributed in three positionss high on a

packboard, low on a packboard, and around the waist as 4039

"saddle bags." Empirical formulae were developed from Hall, F.G. IHE ROLE OF CARD)II DIOXIDE IN ALTITUDE

the data for predicting total energy output for carrying TOLERANCE. Contract W33 038 AC 14101, WADC TR 53 57,

loads up to 80 lbs. in these three positions. The meaning March 1953, 30pp. USAF Aeio Medical Lab., Wright-

of these formulae in terms of body mechanics is not Patterson AFB, Ohio. (Duke University, Durham, N.C.).

known. Method of carrying loads was also evaluated in

terms of subjective preferences of the Ss. The rationale

for basic studies in load carrying was discussed at some 4039

length. Four studies are reported on the role that carbon di-

T. G. i. R 21 oxide (C0 2 ) plays in human Ss at altitude. i) The rela-
tive influence of hypoxic and CO2 stimuli upon pulmonary
ventilation in the peracute hypoxic state was determined
using ten Ss at simulated altitudes of 25,000 ft. 2) The

4029 effect of adding CO2 to inspired air on the duration of

Evans, R.N. & Smith, L.J. A STUDY OF PERFORMANCE useful Consciousness at 30,000 and 35,000 ft. simulated

MEASURES OF TROUBLE SHOOTING ABILITY ON ELECTRONIC EQUIP- altitudes was studied on nine Ss. 3) CO and respiratory

MENT. Contract N6ORI 07142, Proj. NR 153 124, Oct. 1953, regulation were studied on 14 Ss at simulated altitude of

138pp. College of Education, University of Illinois, 22,000 ft. breathing gas mixtures with varying concentra-

Urbana, 111. tions of CO2 . 4) The effect of adding C02 to inspired air
on the elimination of nitrogen was made on seven Ss ex-
posed to simulated altitude of 20,000 ft.

4029TG.R0

To learn more about technician effectiveness, research T. G. R 20

was conducted to develop and study suitable performance
test measures for use with electronic technicians. The

administration of performance tests for electronic tech- 4042

nicians was also investigated. A criterion measure of Tiffin, J. (Proj. Dir.). THE DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION

trouble-shooting was obtained through administration of 3F A METHODOLOGY FOR ESTABLISHING VISUAL REQUIREMENTS FOR

individual trouble-shooting performance tests to 57 sub- 4AVAL PERSONNEL. FINAL REPORT. Contract N7ONR 39423,

jects usitig the SG-lb surface search radar. Each subject 1roj. NR 152 129, Tech. Bull. 53 7, Oct. 1953, 158pp.

also was administered a battery of reference tests and a 
7
urdue Research Foundation, Purdue University, Lafayette,

paper form of a trouble-shooting test, the "Tab Test." Ind.

Data on inter-observer reliability, inter-scorer relia-

bility, internal consistency reliability, face validity,
and test acceptability were reported. 4042

T. I. R 1 A methodology was developed that provides a feasible

means of establishing visual requirements for battle

station assignments. The methodology consisted of deter-

4035 mining the relationship between performance of Ss on a

Kendler, H.H. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF PROBLEM-SOLVING job-sample test and various levels of artificially in-

BEHAVIOR. Contract NONR 187(00), Proj. NR 150 064, duced vision. To evaluate the method, a job-sample test

Tech. Rep. I, Nov. 1953, 38pp. Dept. of Psychology, Nas constructed and the relationship between performance

University College of Arts & Sciences, New Yr2kUnlý4U- and near visual acuity was determined by rather complex

.itv, New York, N.Y. statistical procedures and also by simple graphical pro-
:edures. The results were discussed in terms of the
manner in which the necessary data can be gathered and

4035 analyzed in the practical situation.

A research program, exploratory in nature, dealing 1. G. R 33

with factors influencing problem-solving ehavior Is des-

cribed. Basic to all the experiments Is an atempt to

extend conditioning theory to problem-solving Lehavior. 4048
The results of the experiments are presented in five chap- Nachman, M. THE INFLUENCE OF SIZE AND SHAPE ON THE VISUAL

ters, four of which report the studies of a particular THRESHOLD OF THE DETECTABILITY OF TARGETS. Contract AF
problem area--tests of the extinction hypothesis, verbal 33(616) 432, Tech. Note 109, Dec. 1953, 53pp. Optical
factors in concept formation, the acquisition of flexi- Research Lab., Boston University, Boston, Mass.

bility in problem-solving situations, and frequency of

reinforcement in concept formation behavior. The fifth

chapter presents the general rationale of the researach

program. 4048

T. R 20 To test predictions made from a theory proposed by
Lamar Hecht, Shlaer, and Hendley that the contrast
(,I/IS required to detect a rectangular target was a posi-

tive function of the area within*1.5 minutes from the

4037 edge (defined as the useful area) of the target, two

Bridges, D.BJ.,, Davis, .E., Holmes, D.W., McMaster, experiments were conducted. Differential thresholds of
R.C., at al. ELEMENTS OF A MECHANIZED SUPPLY INFORMATION detectability were obtained for a series of 24 rectangles

FLOW SYSTEM. Contract AF 33(616) 2183, EO R 468 3 SR 12, which varied in area, useful area, and perimeter. The

WADC TR 53 504, Dec. 1953, 
6 6

pp. JU Aronautical Re- second study also obtained differential thresholds of de-

searchLa.o., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. (Bettelle tectability for a series of seven stimuli composed of
Memorial Inatitute, Columbus, Ohio). pairs of rectangles. Threshold data were analyzed as

functions of area, perimeter, useful area, and separation
distance between rectangles.
T. G. I. R 7
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4094
4050 Ward, H.O. EFFECT OF CHROMATIC ADAPTATION UPON NORMAL
Courtney, D. (Proj. Dir.). PSYCHOLOGY AND GROUND SAFETY. COLOR VISION. FINAL REPORT, PHASE I. Contract NONR
Contract AF 18(600) 301, HFORL Rep. 43, Aug. 1953, 14

6
pp. .1066(00), Proj. NR 140 061, March 1954, 

4
1pp. Ohio State

USAF Human Factors Operations Research Labs., Bolling AFB University Research Foundation, Columbus, Ohio.
Washington, D.C. (Institute for Research in Human Rela-

tions, Philadelphia, Penn.).
4094

4050 An apparatus for investigating chromatic adaptation

This report presents an analysis of the Ground Safety ic described. It consists of a monochromator for present-

Director's Job together with pertinent psychological lit- ing adapting stimuli to the left eye of the observer, a

erature. Based upon library research and field visits to colorimeter for presenting monochromatic test stimuli to

representative Air Force bases, the functions and areas the same eye while permitting measurement of chromaticity

of knowledge important in the work of the Ground Safety and brightness matches by means of a tristimulus match

Director are outlined. These areas are then reorganized with monochromatic components presented to the right eye.

into six topics for intensive treatment (the results of The test procedures are given in detail and procedures

which are presented in this report)t psychological factors used in calibrating the wavelength and luminance controls

in accident causation, safety promotion procedures, prin- are described. The various stimulus components are com-.

ciples of driver training, principles and procedures of prised of narrow bands of the spectrum. Luminance con-

driver evaluation, practical principles of effective in- trols are explained.

terviewing, and humar relations and safety. 1. I 6

R 565

4118
4063 USN Air Test Center. INSTALLATION AND EVALUATION OF THE
Tanner, W.P., Jr. & Swets, J.A. A NEW THEORY OF VISUAL NAVY COMPOSITE APPROACH LI(3ITItic SYSTEM. Proj. TED PTR
DETECTION. Contract DA 36 039 SC 15358, DA Proj. 3 99 04 AE 10007.1, ET311 461, Rep. 1, Dec. 1953, l3pp. Electron-
042 & Signal Corps Proj. 29 194R 0 F Proj. M970, rask ic Test Div., USN Air Test Centeo, Naval Air Station, Md.
EDG 3, Tech. Rep. 18, Sept. 1953, 

3 3
pp. Engineering

Research Institute, Uliversity of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
Mich. 4118

To evaluate the Navy Composite Approach Lighting

4063 System, the System was Installed at Naval Air Station,

A new theory of visual detection is presented. The Patuxent River, Maryland. This System combines the best

theory is based on the theory of signal detection of features of various approach systems previously evaluated.

Peterson and Birdsall, who consider the problem as that Eleven scheduled flights (each included at least three

of evaluating statistical hypotheses. Predictions based passes at the lights) were made on the System In various

on the theory are compared with predictions based on con- types of airplanes during both visual and Instrument

ventional psychophysical theory. Some experimental data weather. Pilots completed questionnaires after each
are reportedn flight. Recommendations are included.
T. G. I. R 3 1. R,4

4076 4120

Brown, R.H. TIE VISUAL DISCRI•INATION OF VEIDCITY AS A Aeronautical Research Council. TIHE SITIOGY OF FLYIN1G,

FUNCTION OF STIMULUS DURATION AIM LUMIICAL.CE. 'Pio. IM REPORT OF A SYMtPOSIUM: HELD AT THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION

554 010, NRL Prob. Y04 01, NRL Rep. 4372, May 1954, lOpp, MEETING IN BELFAST, SEPTEMBER, 1952. EP 240, :May 1953,

.UjLRge.,_b_.La., Washington, D.C. l5pp. Engineering Physics Sub-Co <ittee, Aeronautical
Research Council, London, England.

4076 As one of a series of studies conducted to determine 4120

how man discriminates velocity and acceleration, four A report of a symposium on the biology of flying is

observers discriminated velocity at eight speeds for each presented. Dr. K.G. bergin, Medical Superintendent,

of eight exposure times. The observer presented with a POAC, London Airport, dealt with some of the physiological

spot travelling at a controlled speed was required to and biological problems met with in civil air transport.

give an unequivocal response to the visual movement-- Group Captain W.K. Stewart, of the Royal Air Force

direction of travel. The minimal luminance required for Institute of Aviation Medicine, considered the physlologi-

the discrimination was determined for each condition. cal problems of high performance military aircraft. Dr.

Threshold data were analyzed for sources of variation: W.E. Hicks, of Cambridge University spoke on skill and

duration of stimulus, rate of stimulus, and observer the airman, and Mr. G.A. Rendel, of the Royal Aircraft

effects. The significance of the findings for understand- Establishment, Farnborough, discussed the engineering

ing the visual processes of a tracker in predicting motion problems of conditioning aircraft for human occupation

of a target was discussed. and control. Each talk is reported at some length.

T. G. R 14

4126

4080 McIntosh, B.B. THE IFORt~lTION-HANDLING CAPACITY OF THE

Hofstetter, H.W. OPTItETRIC CUNFRIEI)I'IS IN ACC,)h)DA- HUMAN AS A FUNCTION OF CERTAIN CIARACIERISTICS OF THE

TION AND CONVERGENCE STUDIES. J. Amer. 6Lap!. , STIMULUS SET. M.A. Thesis, 1953, 
3
7pp. Ohio State

March 1954, 2L(8), 431-439. (Div. of Optometry, Indiana Univerrit , Coluorbus, Ohio.

University, Bloomington, Ind.).

4126
4080 To study the effects of patterns formed by stimulus

This paper considers the accoosnodation-convergence lights and the probabilities of occurrence of various
relationship as a product of cooperative optometric study lights on the human's information handling capacity,
and research by men in various fields. Graphical presen- seven stimulus sets were used which varied in 1) number
tation of established facts and relationships are used to of stimuli on nanel, 2) spatial relations between these
show working units for each function and their relation- stimuli, and 3) frequency of occurrence of each stimulus
ship, accepted zones within which clear and single binocu- within the set. The stimuli were presented randomly at
lar vision can be presented by all possible combinations a prescribed rate for each of the stimulus sets and the
of accommodation and convergence, various methods for two Ss responded by pressing one of the matched response
establishing the limits of clear binocular vision clini- keys. The results were analyzed in terms of frequency
cally, and some actual cases. The relationship between and type of response to each of the stimulip the number
visual training and accommodation-convergence is dis- of no responses, and the amount of information transfer
cussed. per second from each stimulus set.
G. T. G. I. R 8
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4139
4127 A rational function was developed relating the length
Bridgman, C.S. & Wade, E.A. SENSITIVITY TO CHANGES IN of a rest period and length of subsequent work period in

STIMULUS SIZE. REACTION TIME AS A FUNCTION OF RATE OF an ergographic experiment. Simple energy relations were
CHANGE. Contract AF 18(600) 54, WADC TR 53 199, April postulated and used for a critical organ or neuromuscular
1953, lOpp. USAF Aero Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson structure whose performance failure would terminate the
AFB, Ohio. (University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisc. & work period. Three subjects used a finger ergograph with
Tufts University, Medford, Mass.). a block limiting the excursion of the finger tip. The

rate of finger contractions was one per second; failure
to make a complete stroke ended each work period. Each

4127 of the selected rest periods was used once at each
To determine the relation between rate of stimulus session. Mean length of work periods following each

size change and reaction time, ten subjects were required length of rest period was determined for each S.
to respond to size changes in a circular target by push- T. G. R 3
ing a lever forward when the target decreased and pulling
it back when an increase was observed. The initial tar-

get size was 42 millimeters subtending an angle of one- 4141
half degree at observer's eye; rates of change in target Balke, B. GAS EXCHANGE AND CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTIONS AT
diameter ranged from six to one millimeter per second, REST AND IN EXERCISE UNDER THE EFFECTS OF EXTRINSIC AND
corresponding to angular rates of 4.2, 3.5, 2.8, 2.1, INTRINSIC FATIGUE FACTORS. B. THE INFLUENCE OF RPYSICAL
1.4, and 0.7 minutes of arc per second. Reaction times FATIGUE UPON WORK CAPACITY. Proj. 21 1201 0014t Rep. 2,
were analyzed as a function of rate of target size Feb. 1954, 17pp. USAF School of Aviation Medicine,
change. The results are discussed with reference to Brooks AFB, Tex.
their use as a "third dimension" (range) on a visual in-

dicator such as a radar scope.
T. G. I. R 2 4141

To investigate the influence of physical fatigue
upon physical performance, optimal work capacity was

4133 determined during exercise on the treadmill. Heart rate,
Ferguson, H. INVESTIGATION OF THE ACCELERATION AND JOLT blood pressure, and respiratory gas exchange in response
HISTORIES DURING ESCAPE FROM HIGH SPEED AIRCRAFT. WADC to gradually increasing work were used as criteria of
TR 52 278, Suppl. 1, Sept. 1953, 24pp, USAF Aeronautical performance. Physical fatigue of various degrees was
Research Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Qhio. induced by steady state work on the treadmill over a
R-given time period at different work load levels. After

a resting period, work capacity was tested ig'In.

4133 T. G. R 8
In an earlier report upper bound acceleration-time

curves are exhibited showing upper bounds to the magni-
tudes of accelerations that may occur after a given time, 4142
t, of escape from an aircraft. These curves depend only MARP
on escape speed and a minimum altitude for the first half McCleary, R.A. & Johnsonp R.H. PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL
sec. and only on escape speed thereafter. This report EFFECTS OF CoLD: II. THE ROLE OF ALCOHOL INGESTION

presents the result found by replacing the previously AND COMPLEXION IN MANUAL PERF0h,.4NCE DECREMENT.

assumed constant drag coefficient by a uniform-one-step Proj. 21 1202 0004, Rep. 2, March 1954, 9pp. UA

drag coefficient to account for the sharp drag coefficient School of Aviation Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex.

change expected as the escape unit passes' through mach
speed one. In this report the algebraic sign of the ao- 4]42
celeration is not suppressed at the end and hence it will To evaluate the effect of ingesting a moderate amount
refer to lower bounds of negative accelerations rather of alcohol on subsequent manual performance in the cold
than upper bounds. an, to recheck a previous report concerning the role of

-omplexion differences In cold weather efficiency, 64 Ss
were timed on a manual performance test at four different

4136 ambient temperatures (0, -10, -20, and -40 degrees F)
Elkind, J.I. TRACKING RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE after ingestion of 60 cc of 40 percent (by volume) al-
HJMAN OPERATOR. Contract AF 18(600) 322, HFORL Memo. 40, cohol. About half the group were blondes and half
PRP 2, Sept. 1953, 13pp. USAF Human Factors Operations brunettes. The data from this experiment were compared
ResearchLabs., Bolling AFB, Washington, D.C. with those from a previous experiment in which no alcohol

was ingested in terms of working time, warm-up time
(stopping to warm hands), and total time. Differences in

4136 complexion were evaluated.
Mathematical relations are developed for use in de-

termining and expressing the system characteristics of
the human operator when he is tracking a randomly moving 4144
target. An experimental tracking problem is described Hauty, G.T. & Payne, R.B. METHODS FOR THE MITIGATION
and experimentally determined system characteristics are OF WORK DECREMENT. Proj. 21 1601 0004, Rep. 4, Dec.
presented. Effects upon the system characteristics of 1953, 1

4
pp. USAF School of Aviation Medicine, Brooks

varying the width of the stimulus power spectrum are AFB, Tex.
shown.
T. G. I. R 15

4144

4139 To determine the relative and joint effects of phar-
Tucker, L.R. A RATIONAL CURVE RELATING LENGTH OF REST macological, task simplification, and motivational methods
PERIOD AND LENGTH OF SUBSEQUENT WORK PERIOD FOR AN ERGO- for mitigation of decrement resulting from prolonged
GRAPHIC EXPERIMENT, Contract N6ONR 270 20, Proj. NR work, 168 Ss were given preliminary training on a compen-
150 088, March 1954, 19pp. Princeton UniversitY, Prince- satory pursuit task involving simulated aircraft instru-
ton, N.J. ments and controls. They then performed the task for

seven hours after having been randomly assigned to the
42 combinations of seven pharmacological conditions,
three systems of presenting information concerning per-
formance adequacy, and two differing proximities of

goals. The single and joint affects.of these conditions
were appraised at critical points throughout the work
period. At the conclusion, the Ss performed a dissimilar
perceptual-motor task for 16 minutes to test transfer
effects. T. G. R 12
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4145 4166
Chinn, H.I. & Redmond, R.F. EFFECT OF DRUGS ON AIRIVWFRI: White, C.E. MEMORANDUM ON NOISE MEASUREMENTS. Proj.

PERSONNEL I. PRIMAQUINE AND HYPOXIA TOLERANCE. Prej. NM 003 041.34, Memo. Rep. 53 11, July 1953, llpp.

21 1208 0009, Rep. 1, April 1954, 3pp. USAF School of Sound Branch, USN Medical Research Labp. Naval Sub-

Aviation Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex. marine Base, Conn.

4145 4166
To determine whether the dose of primaquine used in This memorandum was written to answer some primary

malaria therapy will affect hypoxia tolerance, the follow- problems in the measurement of noise and in the interpre-

ing experiment was performed. The time of useful con- tation of resultant data. The main areas dealt with

eciousness (T.U.C.) for each S breathing an oxygen-nitro- were: 1) methods of measuring noise levels encountered

gen mixture was determined. When the S made gross errors in working areas and in audlometric testing spaces;

on a standard writing test, counting backwards from 1000, 2) noise limits for these areas; 3) information on the

he was asked to write his name; the clock was stopped frequency spectrum of noise; and 4) design and/or treat-

when the writing became illegible. Blood samples were ment of audiometric testing areas. A selected list of

analyzed for hemoglobin and methoglobin. Then 14 Ssre- current publications which could be of assistance in

ceived 15 mg of primaquine daily for 14 days. Blood studying and controlling noise conditions was appended.

samples were again analyzed for hemoglobin and methoglobin R 14
and the T.U.C. was determined. The significance of the
findings on aerial transportation of medicated passengers
was discussed.
T. R 3 4243

Winder, C.L. & Wurtz, K.H. SOME EFFECTS OF INDUCED
4146a SUCCESS AND FAILURE ON JUDGMET BEIiAVIOR. Contract

Taylor, H.L., Henschel, A., Mickelsen, 0. & Keys, A. NONE 225 (01), Proj. NR 150 087, Tech. Rep. 5, Aug.
SOME EFFECTS OF ACUTE STARVATION WITH HARD WORK ON BODY 1954, 24pp. Dept. of Psychology, Stanfprd University,
WEIGHT, BODY FLUIDS, AND METABOLISM. Contract AF 33(038) Stanford, Calif.
21914, Proj. 21 32 004, Rep. 5, March 1954, 9pp. USAF
School of Aviation Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex. (University
of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.). 4243

Judgment or decision-making was studied within the

4146a general framework of ego-psychology which focusses atten-
Data were reported on body weight and metabolism of tion on this aspect of human behavior. The success-fail-

healthy young men undergoing starvation with hard work. ure dimension of the psycho-social situation was manipu-
Experiments are reported in which men starved from 2.5 lated by verbal confirmation of success or failure or by
to 4.5 days while performing work on the motor-driven no evaluation being given. Two types of tasks were
treadmill in amounts that resulted in a total daily employed: i) judgments based on S's experience with no
caloric expenditure of 3500 to 4000 calories a day. The stimulus material immediately present, and 2) judgments
effects of acute starvation with and without work were based on objective stimulus material. The effects of the
compared by collecting data from the literature on men variation in the psycho-social situation on judgment
who had merely starved for five days. behavior was measured by speed, confidence, and stability
T. G. R 24 of choice.

T. R 22

4146b
Henschel, A., Taylor, H.L. & Keys, A. PERFORMANCE 4245
CAPACITY IN ACUTE STARVATION WITH HARD WORK. Contract Dean, S.J. THE GENERALITY OF EXPECTANCY LEVEL AS A FUNC-
AF 33(038) 21914, Proj. 21 32 004, Rep. 6, March 1954, TION OF SET. Contract NONR 225 (01), ProJ. NR 150 087,
8pp. USAF School of Aviation Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex. Tech. Rep. 7, Aug. 1954, 12pp. Dept. of Psychology,
(University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.). Stanford Universlty, Stanford, Calif.

4146b
The performance of healthy young men during starvation 4245

with hard work was studied under carefully controlled con- To investigate differences in the generality of ex-

ditions in two experiments. Four men were Ss for a 2.5- pectancy level on two tasks as a function of differential
day fast and 12 men for a five-day fast. The men walked instructoons concerning the nature of the tasks, two
at 3.5 mph on a ten percent grade (average expenditure of groups of college students were given the same two tasks
550 calories per hour) for four hours each day in the and asked to try to predict their scores prior to each
shorter fast period and for three hours daily in the trial. The first task was to write down as many words as

longer period. Recovery of performance was studied after possible beginning with eight letters of the alphabet;
four and after five days of refeeding, the second was card sorting. Group I was told that both
T. G. R 14 tasks were intelligence tests, while Group II was told

that the first task was an intelligence test and the
second was a perceptual-motor speed test. Number of

4147 trials, scoring units, and shape of performance curves
were identical for both tasks and all Ss received the same

Hauty, G.T. THE EFFECTS OF DRUGS UPON THE COMPONENTS set of predetermined scores. Differences between the
OF HAND STEADINESS. Proj. 21 1601 0004, Rep. 5, groups were analyzed. R 23
June 1954, 8pp. USAF School of Aviation MediQine,
Brooks AFB, Tex.

4147 4254

To appraise possible differential effects of analep- Wand, Barbara and Mollenkopf, W.G. SELECTION AND CLASSI-

tic and soporific drugs upon coarse and fine manual trem- FICATION TESTS FOR WOMEN. A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE.

or, 66 male, basic, airmen volunteers were given practice Contract NONR 694(00), Tech. Bull. 54 11, June 1954, 64pp.

on an apparatus designed to measure the two components of USN Classification & Survey Research Branch, Bureau of

hand steadiness. The Ss were then assigned randomly to Naval Personnel, Washington, D.C. (Educational Testing

six groups receiving different dosages of analeptic and Service, Princeton, N.J.).

sedative drugs. An hour following drug administration,
three successive measurements of hand steadiness were ob-
tained at hour intervals. The data were treated by anal-
ysig of variance techniques to appraise differential
effecle of the drug treatments on fine tremor and coor-
dinative activities.
T. G. I. R 14
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4254
This review of literature examines the appropriate- 4292

ness of using with women the same selection and classi- USN Air Development Center. EFFECT OF REFLECTION PLOTTER
fication procedures that are used with men in situations ON SIGNAL DISCERNIBILITY ON AIRBORNE RADAR INDICATORS.
where both sexes are selected for the same job. Particu- Proj. ADC EL 8202, Rep. NADC EL L5373, May 1953, 6pp.
lar attention is paid to reports of the selection of women USN Air Development Center, Johnsville, Penn.
for jobs similar to billets in the USN. Two valuable
sources of information proved to be USAF reports ot selec-
tion of personnel for Air Force technical schools and 4292
British reports on the selection of women for the Auxil- To determine the effect on signal discernibility of
lary Territorial Service during World War II. Most in- the insertion of a reflection plotter between the crt of
dustrial studies are found to be based on one sex. Im- the radar and the operator, two pieces of equipment were
plications of the findings are discussed, set up for testing, one with a reflection plotter and one
T. R 194 without. The Ss, who did not know which indicator was

equipped with the plotter, were required to identify a
series of targets on both indicators by calling out the

4255 bearing as soon as it was seen and to continue identifi-
G W RA r. Suosers, cation as long as possible as the signal level was re-Grings, W.W., Rigney, J.W. Bond, N.A., Jduced. Each S was given six rotations of the sweep on

S.A. STUDY OF ELECTRONICS TROUBLE SHOOTING SKILL: IT. each azimuth setting and four azimuth settings for each
INTERCOMPARISONS OF THE MASTS TEST, A JOB SAMPLE TEST, signal level. The average number of missed targets was
AND TEN REFERENCE TESTS ADMINISTERED TO FLEET ELECTRONICS plotted against target attenuation and compared for the
TECHNICIANS. Contract NONR 228(02), Proj. NR 153 093,
Tech. Rep. 10, Aug. 1953, 34pp. Department of Psychology, two conditions.
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, Calif. G. I.

4255 4296
The study reported here is part of a general program Pride, A.M. FLIGHT TESTS OF APPROACH LIGHT SYSTEMS.

investigating the job skills of the naval electronics FINAL REPORT. Proj. PTR AE 827, Rep. 2, Aug. 1952,
technician. Based on earlier studies, a Job-sample test 6

1pp. USN Air Test Center, Patuxent River Air Station,
requiring the repair of standardized equipment was de- Md.
veloped, along with a symbolic version of the tasks in-
volved (MASTS test). This report contains a summary of 4296
the results of a preliminary study in which the MASTS To determine the most desirable configuration among
test, a Job-sample test, three conventional electronics three approach light systems (Slopeline, British, and
tests, and several ability reference tests were adminis- French) a comparative evaluation was madesunder weather
tered to a small sample of experienced electronics tech- conditions which in many cases were severe enough to close
nicians in the fleet. the air station to normal instrument flights. Recommenda-
T. C. I. tions are included.

I. G. I. R 11

4290
USN Chief of Naval Operations. COLD WEATHER MEDICINE.
SERIES OF OPERATIONAL BRIEFS. Proj. OP 03D3, March 4297
1954, 32pp. USN Chief of Naval OiperatioBs, Washington Hyland, J.J. TURN AND BANK INDICATOR WITH WHITE BALLD.C. AND HI ITE CENTER MARKINGS, EVALUATION OF; LETTER REPORT

#l, FINAL REPORT. Proj. TED PTR AE 7359.39, May 1953,
4290 7pp. USN Air Test Center, Naval Air Station, Md.

This brief is an analysis, briefing, correlation, and
synthesis of voluminous material on specific phases of 4297
Arctic operations in relation to medical problems. Phases Tests were conducted to determine the readibility of
of physiological, psychological, and dental medicine are a turn and bank indicator with white ball and white cen-
mentioned and treated only insofar as they represent def- ter markings under day, night, and simulated and actual
inite information on a specifically cold weather problem. instrument flight conditions. The test instrument was in-
Supplements are planned as soon as more definite knowl- stalled in the cockpit of F9F, BuNo 12540, in place of
edge becomes available. Physiological medical problems the radio altimeter. The standard air-driven turn and
treated here are hypothermia (cold-injury), carbon mon- bank indicator remained in normal position as a compari-
oxide poisoning, snow blindness, insect control, and par- son instrument. All instruments were illuminated by
asitic worms; and psychological problems are indoctrina- means of red false panel lighting. The instruments were
tion, training, and recreation. Dental problems are not observed by seven pilots during a total flight time of
treated in detail. 21 hours--six night hours, five simulated instrument
R 20 hours, and two actual instrument conditions.

I. R 3

4291
Banet, L. & Proscia, P.A. REPORT OF INVESTIGATION ON 4298
IMPROVED COVER GOGGLES FOR CHIPPERS AND WELDERS. FINAL House, H.A. COMPARISON OF TAXI LIGHT SYSTEMS FOR VP
REPORT. Proj. 5488 3, Rep. NS 181 013, June 1954, l6pp. AND VR AIRCRAFT, FINAL REPORT. Proj. PTR EL 52018,
USN Material Lab., Brooklyn, N.Y. Rep. I, June 1954, l3pp. USN Air Test Center, Patuxent

River Air Station, Md.

4291 Improved chippers and welders cover goggles of three 4298
manufacturers were evaluated in laboratory and service To determine the taxi lighting system most suitabletestsm The goggles were worn by shipyard weldervp chip- for VP and VR aircraft, five possible means of supplying

pers, and caulkers during actual shipbuilding operations lighting were compared 1) a separate taxi light on the
and by other Naval personnel during welding and grinding nose or nose wheel of the plane, 2) a controllable multi-and y oher ava pesonnl dringwelingand rinin:purpose light, 3) intermittent use of regular landingoperations. The laboratory study included determination light , 3)nintelittent useof lar landig

of feldof iew rovdedby smmericl an un trcal lights, 4) landing lights having a second low wattageof field of view provided by sysetrical and unsyizmsetrsca filament for taxiing, and 5) an oscillating taxi light.
goggles as well as wearing tests. Favorable and unfavor-,an5)nosiltgtxiih.able comments from the user's tests wFre tabulated and In addition, different wattage lamps and one versus two
dlcunssed. lamps were compared. Lights were installed in a test
T. d . R 10 airplane and pilots were requested to operate and evalu-

ate the lights while taxiing in unlighted areas at night.
T. I. R 4
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4300 
4330

Duerfeldt, C.H. INDICATOR FOR AIRPLANE ATTITUDE IN TAKE- Huggins, W.H. A THEORY OF HEARING. AFCRC TR 53 14,

OFF, EVALUATION OF REPORT 1, FINAL REPORT. Proj. PTR AD May 1953, 124pp. USAF Electronics Research Directorate,

346, Oct. 1954, USN Air Test Center, Patuxent River Air AFCRC, Bedford, Mass.

Station, Md.
4330

4300 A model of the Inner ear has been developed which

Windshield markings were evaluated to determine their combines Into a simple, plausible mechanism the mechani-

usefulness in assisting the pilot to obtain a desired cal, dynamical, anatomical, and neurological details of

airplane attitude during take-off and landing. The mark- the cochlear structure. The mechanism adequately accounts

ings were used during normal field take-offs, catapult for the results of a variety of physical and psychological

launchings, FCLP, and normal field landings. Results experiments. It suggests a functional purpose for certain

were based upon the opinions of five experienced Jet anatomical details of the cochlear partition and it uni-

pilots, fies into a single consistent construct the experimental
I. facts concerning hearing.

T. G. I. R 24

4310
Clark, B., Nicholson, Marjorie A. & Graybiel, A. 4337

"FASCINATIONt" A CAUSE OF PILOT ERROR. Proj. NM Ford, T.R. OFFICER AFFILIATION WITH THE AIR FORCE

001 059.01.35, May 1953, l8pp. USN School of RESERVE TRAINING PROGRAM, 1953. Res. Memo. 24, Jan.
Aviation Medicine, Pensacola Air Station, Fla. 1954, 24pp. USAF Human Resources Research Institute,

Maxwell AEB, Ala.

4310
This report enlarged the definition of "fascination" 4337

(target fixation) and determined some of the various types This report presents an analysis of demographic data
as it occurs in naval flight students. Twenty-five flight pertaining to 1,234 inactive duty Air Force Reserve of-
instructors were interviewed and a questionnaire was ad- ficers residing in selected areas of Alabama and Georgia.
ministered to 502 flight students. A content analysis of Attention is focused on the relationships existing be-
experiences with fascination was made and the relation- tween various characteristics (age, rank, number of de-
ship between experiences with fascination and accidents pendents, education, aeronautical rating, civilian occu-
and unsatisfactory flights in training was determined. pation, and Air Force occupational specialty) of these
Several suggestions were advanced for reducing this flying officers and affiliation or non-affiliation with an Air
hazard. Force Reserve training program.
T. R 2 T. G.

4311 4342
Schaefer, H.J. THEORY OF PROTECTION OF MAN IN THE REGION Timberlake, P.W. COMAPARATIVE EVALUATION OF THREE PRESEN-

OF THE PRIMARY COSMIC RADIATION. Proj. NM 001 059.13.06, TATIONS OF THE LEAR VERTICAL GYRO REMOTE ATTITUDE INDI-

Aug. 1953, l
7
pp. USN School of Aviation Medicine, CATOR. Proj. APG/ADA/19 A, June 1953, l3pp. A

Pensacola Air Station, Fla. Proving Ground Center, Eglin AFB, Fla.

4311 4342
The potential hazards to humans from exposure to the To make a comparative evaluation of three presenta-

primary cosmic radiation in flight at extreme altitudes tions of the B-IA Lear attitude indicator for use in cur-
centers upon the heavy nuclei component of the primary rent jet aircraft, a total of 82 missions were flown In
radiation. In two preceding reports the microspatial de- both fighter and homber type airplanes by pilots with var-
termination of. the ionization dosage along a heavy nucle- ious degrees of previous experience with the standard
us track in tissue was derived in quantitative terms in Lear attitude indicator. The test indicators were used In
its radial and longitudinal component. It was shown that simulated instrument flight during take-off, maximum climb,
in the terminal section of the tracks (the thin-down level flight at low and high altitude, recovery from un-
part) the dosage reaches excessively high values. In usual positions, maximum letdown, range orientation, Grourc
this report the actual number of the thin-down hits per Control Approach recovery and go-around. Recommendations
hour in a "standard man" for all altitudes and all lati- are included.
tudes and for all components of a heavy spectrum is de- T. I.
rived. Relationships between number of hits and thick-
ness of shielding layers are graphically presented.
G. 1. R 6 4343

Timberlake, P.W. EVALUATION OF GRADUATES OF THE AIRCRAFT
CONTROL AND WARNING OPERATOR COURSE. Proj. APG/ADA/69 A,

4325 Oct. 1953, 21pp. USAF Air Proving Ground Center, Eglin
Berrien, F.K. & Sammons, H. A STUDY OF CHECK-OUT AFB, Fla.
PROCEDURE IN JET AIRCRAFT. Contract AF 18(600)
137, HFORL Rep. 40, Aug. 1953, 43pp. U
Factors Operations Research Labs., Bolling AFB,
Washington, D.C. (Institute for Research in Human
Relations, Philadelphia, Penn.). 4343

To evaluate the ability of the graduates of the Air-
craft Control and Warning Operator Course to perform the

4325 Job for which they were trained, four airmen test stu-
To investigate the relation between check-out pro- dents, selected to provide an academic cross section of

cedures (an examination of a pilot to determine whether the class, were brought to Elgin Air Force Base immedi-
he is competent to fly a particular type of aircraft) and ately after graduation. They were used as regular re-
accident frequency, a rating procedure was developed placements in a radar control unit during a 60-day test
through use of an interview and data blank. After pre- period. Each graduate was assigned to a supervisor who
testing the data blank in the field, data collection from made his daily work assignments and rated his performance,
14 operational jet squadrons was accomplished. Ratings Interviews were also held 'With graduates and supervisors
of completeness of check-out procedures were studied in in an attempt to determine basic causes of observed
relation to pilot error accidents and accident frequency weaknesses. Data were tabulated and discussed in terms
over a four-month period. Recommendations were made for of advisable changes in the training course.
improving the check-out procedures. T.
T. G. I.
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4359 4374

Putnam, W.B, OPERATIONAL SUITABILITY TEST OF THE MF-l Simmons, C.F. HUMAN FACTORS IN PERSONAL EQUIPMENT FAIL-
ATTITUDE INDICATOR. TERMINATION REPORT. Proj. APG/TAT/ URES. WADC TR 53 244, Dec. 1953, flpp. USAF Aero Med-
103 A, March 1954, lOpp. USAF Air Proving Ground Center, calLab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

Eglin AFB, Fla.
.4374

4359 evaluate the M-l Attitude Indicator as a flight A review of the "In Service" conditions pertaining to
intrumt eandatodeteme - itssuitability as a dive the effectiveness of the standard Air Force personal a-

instmen andi torfor dseteine its .fquipment is presented using as an example detailed con-
angle indicator for use in dive bombing, flight tests •ditions of the Type P-3 Protective Nelment. The manner

were conducted. Approximately 40 hours flying time were in which the safety of the aircrewman is affected by the

accomplished with the instrument installed in the rear

seat instrument panel of a T-33 jet trainer (instrument headgear is shown to the extent that too many of the

flying phase). The dive bombing phase wasa accomplished deaths resulting from attempts to escape from the air-
craft by seat ejection may be attributed to conditions

with the indicator mounted in the instrument panel of an reported. An outline is provided presenting corrective
F-86F aircraft with runs made at various angles between action considered necessary to achieve maximum protection
20 and 70 degrees at altitudes ranging from 10,000 to
20,000 feet. Pilot opinions were gathered and assessed. possible from the equipment provided. Photographs il-

lustrate the conditions described.
I. I. R 3

4362
Lesiw, W. A COMPARISON OF METHODS FOR ACHIEVING TRIGGER
BURST CONTROL. Proj. 7708, Task 77141, AFPTRC TR 54 17, 4375
May 1954, 

2
8pp. USAF Armament Systems Personnel Research Hall, J.F., Jr., Polte, J.W., Kelley, R.L. & Edwards,

Jab., Lowry AFB, Colo. J., Jr. COOLING OF CLOTHED SUBJECTS IMEERSED IN COLD
WATER. WADC TR 53 323, April 1953, 34pp. USAF Aero

4362 Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

To make a comparative evaluation of two methods for
achieving buret-interburst interval control of triggering
in the flexible gunner's task, 129 flexible gunnery stu- 4375
dents in a stage of training preceding air-to-air instruc- To determine 1) the amount of body insulation or
tion were studied. Two methods of training for burst con- clothing that would provide maximal cold-water protection
trol were used: a counting method and a buzzer-synchroni- without impractical restrictions due to bulk, 2) the ef-
zing method. Five days of practice on one of the two fect of body insulation on hand and foot cooling, and 3)
methods was given to each S followed by a retest six days the effect of sudden cold-water immersion upon the meta-
after the last practice day. Changes in burst estimates bolic rates of Ss wearing the indicated types of insula-
with practice and retention after six days were analyzed tion, a series of 26 experiments using seven Ss was con-
for effect of method. ducted. Hand, foot, average skin temperatures, and meta-
T. G. I. R 6 bolism were measured before and during immersion (up to

the neck) in cold water (32-39 degrees F). Underlying
clothing of 2.3, 3.7, and 4.7 clo insulation was worn

4364 under an outer water-impermeable, anti-exposure suit.

Brandenburg, R.E. FLIGHT TEST EVALUATION OF THE SPECIAL- Average skin and extremity cooling rates were calculated.

TIES AND KOLLSMAN ANGLE OF ATTACK INDICATORS. Tech. T. G. I. R 14
Note WCT 53 77, Rep. R 653 1605, Feb. 1954, 23pp. V
Directorate of Flight and All-Weather Testinq, Wright-
Patterson APB, Ohio.

4378

4364 Imber, S.M., Stern, I.D. & Vanderplas, J.M. VISUAL FIELD

To evaluate two different angle of attack indicators RESTRICTION AND APPARENT SIZE OF DISTANT OBJECTS. WADC TR

(Specialties and Kollsman) in terms of their practicabil- 54 23, Jan. 1954, llpp. USAF Aero Medical Lab., Wright-

ity during landing approach and in cruise control, flight Patterson AFB, Ohio.

tests were conducted on T-33A jet trainer aircraft. Both
indicators were installed in the same plane and tested
simultaneously. Level flight runs were flown at 2,000, 4378
6,000, 8,000, and 25,000 feet throughout the entire speed To investigate the effect of reduced visual field
range of the aircraft at each altitude. Accelerated and size upon the apparent size of distant objects when the
unaccelerated stalls were flown at 10,000 and 30,000 factors inherent in optical systems are eliminated from
feet; two climbs were made to approximately 36,000 feet; the situation, four observers made Judgments comparing
simulated cruise conditions and ground control approach the apparent size of a variable-sized white square, set
runs were made. Repeatability and effect of turbulent at a distance of 500 ft. and viewed monocularly through
air conditions on accuracy are discussed. Recomenda- an aperture, with the apparent size of a standard 20-inch
tions are included. square viewed binocularly at a distance of 30 ft. Aper-
T. G. I. ture sizes from five to 60 degrees were used to restrict

the visual field. The findings are discussed in relation
to the large decreases in apparent size of objects when

4371 viewed through a telescope.
Senders, Virginia L. & Cohen, J. THE INFLUENCE OF T. G. I. R 11
METHODOLOGY ON RESEARCH ON INSTRUMENT DISPLAYS. Contract
AF 18(600) 50, WADC TR 53 93, April 1953, 32pp. ,AEI

Aero Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFBp Ohio. (Antioch
College, Yellow Springs, Ohio). Wyckoff, L.B., Bridgman, C.S. & Tabory, L. THE EFFECT OF

AN IMPROVED ORIENTATION AID ON TARGET ACQUISITION WITH
4371 THE HEMISPHERIC SIGHT. Contract AF 18(600) 54, WADC TR

The research that has been done on instrument dis- 54 67, Jan. 1954, 6pp. USAF Aero Medical Lab., Wright-
plays (61 studies) is reviewed in terms of the methodology Patterson AFB, Ohio. (University of Wisconsin, Madison,
used, the philosophy underlying its use, the ways in Wisc.).
which the choice of a method has limited the problems to
be studied, and the limits placed by the method upon the
validity (applicability) of the results. The findings
are presented in tabular form and discussed critically.
Three classes of future research are briefly outlined.
G. I. R 64
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4379 To test the effect of a simple orientation aid on the 4388
speed of slewing and acquiring targets that have been Lacey, R.J. SUITABILITY OF THE GRAY INSTRUMENT PANEL FOR

spotted outside the periscopic type sight, subjects were USE IN USAF AIRCRAFT. WCRD TN 54 12, April 1954, l7pp.

tested using velocity hand controls. The aid consisted of USAF Aero Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

eight illuminated lines radiating from the center of the

target space and stationary with respect to this space.

Such an aid could be incorporated as a moving reticle in 4388
the focal plane of sight. Two groups of subjects were To determine the functional suitability of a gray in-

tested for a period of eight daily sessions, one with and strument panel for use in USAF aircraft, two aircraft

one without the sight. Cumulative time for acquiring the were equipped with a gray instrument panel and gray cock-

target was recorded for each run of 38 targets and the Pit surround, including right and left consoles and floor.

two groups were compared at each stage of practice. No instruments or control positions were changed. Pilots

T. O. (38) were randomly assigned for flights in each aircraft;
upon completion of each flight, the pilot completed a
questionnaire designed to evaluate the functional suit-

4381 ability, visual adaptation, and appearance of the gray

Archer, E.J. IDENTIFICATION OF TARGET CONCEPTS AS A panel. Various Air Force Bases and one aircraft Manufac-

FUNCTION OF INFORMATION LOAD. Contract AF 18(600) 54, turer were asked to cormment regarding acceptability of

WADl TR 54 202, March 1954, 9pp. USAF Aero Meical L., gray panels. Recormnendations were included.

Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. (University of Wisconsin, T. R 2

Madison, Wisc.).

4381
To investigate the effect of information load on

response time, 12 groups of six Ss each served in an 4390
experiment on target identification. The groups cotr- Schmidt, I. & Bingel, A.G.A. EFFECT OF OXYGEN DEFICIENCY

responded to the cells of a three by four factorial de- AND VARIOUS OTHER FACTORS ON COLOR SATURATION THRESHOLDS.
sign having one to four bits of relevant and zero to Proj. 21 31 002, April 1953, 21pp. USAF School of Avla-

two bits of Irrelevant informa'ion presented to the S tion Medicine, Brooks AFBE Tex.
by a single stimulus source. The task was to identify
oscilloscope patterns by positioning four lever-action
switches and to test identification by pressing a push-

button. The response measure was the time required to 4390

identify 32 consecutive patterns. Errors were also re- The effects of oxygen deficiency, alcohol, and coffee

corded. Time to respond was analyzed as a function of on color saturation thresholds were studied. The colors

relevant and irrelevant information load. tested were red, green, and blue presented, by the use of

r t ad Rn i fLlters, to one half of a circular white test area of

foveal size. The subiect observed the test area with a

neutral-adapted eye and named the color of the mixture

half if he perceived a color difference. Color was added

4383 in an amount close to the color saturation threshold.
Howes, D.H. ON THE INTERPRETATION OF WORD FREQUENCY AS Percentage of correct response, determined before and af-

A VARIABLE AFFECTING SPEED OF RECOGNITION. WADC TR 54 ter an agent (hypoxia, alcohol, caffeine) was effectivep

282, June 1954, 12pp. IMF Aero Medical Lab., Wright- served as an indicator of color sensitivity. Conclusions

Patterson AFI, )hlo. drawn from the standpoint of aviation medicine are pre-

sented.

T. G. I. R 22
4383

An interpretation of the inverse relationship between
the duration threshold of a word and its frequency of
occurrence is outlined in which the frequency of a word 4392
in the Thorndike-Lorge tables serves as an estimate of the Payne, R.B. & Hauty, G.T. THE PHARMACOLOGICAL CONTROL

frequency with which college students would have used OF WORK OUTPUT DURING PROLONGED TASKS. Proj. 21 1601
that word at the time the duration thresholds were meas- 0004, Rep. 2, May 1953, 13pp. US5AF School of Avi tion

ured. The validity of this estimate is tested by three Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex.
experiments based on a rank-correlation procedure with

additional experiments providing a check on the method.
Some reasons for preferring the proposed interpretations 4392

to others that have been suggested are mentioned. To determine the relative and joint effects of a

T. R 12 motivational technique (different levels of indictrina-
tion as to significance of the study for an important
operational problem of the Air Force) and an analeptic
drug upon prolonged performance of a perceptual-motor
task, preliminary training was given to 80 Ss on a com-

4387 plicated compensatory pursuit task involving simulated

Coakley, J.D. & Fucigna, J.T. A HUMAN ENGINEERING aircraft instruments and controls. The Ss then worked
REVIEW OF THE CONTROL TOWER CONSOLE, AN/FRC-19. Con- for four hours under the various motivational and pharma-

tract AF 30(602) 215, Task .04, RADC TN 54 16, Dec. cological conditions (two analeptic drugs, a sedative,

1953, l9pp. Dunlao and Associates, Inc., Stamford, and a placebo). The treatment effects were appraised
Conn. in terms of general course of performance, terminal levels

attained, and the attitudes and feelings generated in
the experimental setting.

4387 T.G0. B 20

This report presents the findings resulting from a

human engineering review of the Control Tower Console
AN/FRC-19, conducted at the Radio Receptor Corporation,
Brooklyn, New York, and Mitchell Air Force Base, Min- 4393
neola, New York. The Control Tower Console is a system Payne, R.B. & Hauty, G.T. THE EFFECTS OF MOTION-SICKNESS

for consolidating equipment necessary for effective con- PREVENTIVES UPON CERTAIN PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR COMPONENTS OF

trol of air traffic by an airfield control tower. In THE PILOT'S TASK. Proj. 21 1601 0004, Rep. 3, May 1953,
addition to the general eyaluation, with recommendations 5pp. USAF School of Aviation Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex.

Included, appendices contain an evaluation of the details
of separate components of the system and the functions
of personnel who utilize the console.
T. I.
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4393 -ik
To appraise the relative effects of two motion-sick- 4409

ness preventives (hyoscine and bendaryl-hyoscine) upon Comstock, C.C. & Oberst, F.W. THE MEDIAN DETECTABLE CON-

certain perceptual-motor components of pilot skill, 64 CENTRATION OF DIBORANE, PENTABORANE AND DECABORANE BY

subjects received training on a compensatory pursuit task 'ODOR FOR MAN. Res. Rep. 206, Aug. 1953, 5pp. USA

involving simulated aircraft instruments and controls. Chemical Corps Medical Labs., Army Chemical Center, Md.

They then continued work for four hours under conditions

designed to appraise the relative effects of the two drugs

which differed in protective capacity. The effects were 4409

viewd in terms of the general course of performance and To determine the median detectable concentration of

the terminal level obtained. Results are discussed with diborane (B2H6), pentaborane (B5Hg), and decaborane

regard to aircrew effectiveness. (BIoH14 ) by odor for man, threshold determinations were
made by 10 to 15 Ss for each of the three boron hydrides.

T. G. R 6 The Fair-Wells osmoscope was used. Concentrations of
diborane vapor were determined by chemical analysis and

those for penta- and decaborane were determined by a
nominal method. Median detectable concentrations by odor
were presented in both tabular and graphic form. After-

4398 effects from smelling the vapors were discussed.
Winsmann, F.R., Vanderbie, J.H. & Daniels, F., Jr. T. G. R 4

ENERGY COST OF WEARING ARMORED VESTS AND CARRYING

PACK LOADS flN TREADMILL, LEVEL COURSE, AND MOUNTAIN

SLOPES. Rep. 208, May 1953, llpp. USA un_ a
Protection Research L2L., QM Research & Engineering 4423

Center, Natick, Mass. Ershoff, B.H. NUTRITION AND ADJUSTMENT TO STRESS. Con-

tract DAll 009 QM 17938, Proj. 7 84 12 011, Rep. 25,
Aug. 1953, 2pp. USA Quartermaster Food & Container In-

4398 stitute for the Armed Forces, Chicago, Ill. (Emory W.

The energy cost of wearing an eight-pound, laminated Thurston Laboratories, Research Division, Los Angeles,

nylon, armored vest with zipper closed was measured while Calif.).

subjects were walking, with and withlmit a 40-pound pack
load, on 1) a treadmill, 2) a level course, and 3) 4423

climbing slopes of from 3 to 22 degrees. Metabolic As part of a study on nutrition and adjustment to

rates, sweat lossp and final pulse rates of six subjects stress, 23 hypophysectionized male rats and ten intact

were compared for each condition. animals were employed. Twelve of the experimental rats

T. I. and the ten controls were fed a basal ration while the
remaining experimental rats were fed a similar ration
supplemented with dessicated whole liver powder. Weight
increments over a period of six weeks were recorded.
Swimming tests in cold water were conducted on all rats

4399 at the conclusion of the six-week period to examine the

Newman, R.W. MODEL AND SIZE DATA FOR THE DESIGN OF effects of liver feeding on performance in this stress

MEN'S CLOTHING. Proj. 64 02 001, Rep. 217, July 1953, situation in addition to checking the effect of pituitary

l6pp. USA Environmental Protection Research Div., participation.
QM Research & Engineering Center, Natick, Mass.

4426
4399This study presents average data on bodily dimensions Edgerton, H.A., Feinberg, M.R. & Zalkind, S.S. PERSONNEL

of approximately 25,000 United States soldiers. The ser- FACTORS IN POLAR OPERATIONS. Contract NONR B71(00), Proj.

ies is successively dividbd into subgroups on the basis 295, May 1953, iO6pp. iichardson. Bellows, Henry and

of size (Chest Circumference), model (Drop or Chest Cir- Company. Inc., New York, N.Y.

cumference minus Waist Circumference), and length (Stat-
ure). Mean values on size groups and models within size 4426
groups are presented in tabular and graphic form; length To supply systematic information on personnel require.
groups within the models and sizes are given in tabular ments for polar operations a survey of existing and avail-

form only. It is recoimoended that the data presented here able literature was made as a first step. On the basis of
be considered in any proposed major revision of the U.S. a summary of the findings from the literature, an inter-

Army men's service uniform, view guide was prepared directed toward the clarification

T. G. of problem areas in which published reports were incom-
plete or ambiguous. Individual and group interviews were
held with 53 individuals having polar or extreme cold ex-
perience and personal letters sent to 19 other such per-
sons. The findings are discussed under five headingst

4400 1) selection, 2) problems of orientation and Indoctrina-

Daniels, F., Jr., Lyman, J. & Vanderbie, J.H. A STUDY tion, 3,4) effects of polar conditions on Job performance
OF THE EXPERIMENTAL PACK T 53-8 WITH A REVIEW OF METHODS and on morale, and 5) physical and physiological reactions

FOR STUDYING LOAD-CARRYING SYSTEMS. EPD Rep. 225, March to extreme cold. Both operational and research recormmen-
1954, 27pp. USA Environmental Protection Research Div., dations were made in some detail. R 192
QM Research & Engineering Center, Notick, Mass. 4436

Hogan Laboratories, Inc. INTERIM ENGINEERING REPORT
ON INFOMAX. Contract AF 33(616) 362, Rep. 1176 IR 11,

4400 Jan. 1954, 20pp. Hogan Laboratories. Inc., New York,

The T53-8 load-carrying system (an experimental pack N.Y.

designed to balance the load fore and aft, to minimize
motion of load, and to stabilize the load) was compared 4436
to other systems (Standard Combat Pack, United Kingdom This interim report set forth the progress made on a
Z-2, and the packboard) by methods aimed at evaluating
the effect of the pack on the man at all times during research study in development, design, and testing of a

a complex activity. The methods used includedl I) energy system (the Infomax communication system) for transmitting

expenditure studies, 2) performance tests, and 3) dynamic information over long radio circuits where both poor
physical measurements. Findings from the three types of signal-to-noise ratios and bad multipath conditions pre-
studies were analyzed in terms of comparisons among the vail. An experimental comparison between synchronous and

packs as well as the value tr each test used. A dis- linear detection was completed with a further test of ef-

cussion of the rationale for field and laboratory studies fect of letter size in noisy Infomax copy. A method for
for load-carrying systems was presented. Recommendations printing test copy on 16 mm film for use in the new

scanner was devised and equipment for the system has been

were made regarding the most promising methods- developed.
T. G. I. R 14 T.G.I.
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4438 4459

Goodyear Aircraft Corporation, Akron, Ohio. FLIGHT Bach, L.M.N., Sperry, C.J., Jr. & Long, R.I. ARTIFICIAL

CONTROLS HUMAN DYNAMIC RESPONSE STUDY. FINAL REPORT. MOONLIGHT PROJECT. SECOND ANNUAL REPORT. Contract DA

Contract NOAS 53 013 C, Rep. AE 61 6, Nov. 1953, 21pp. 44 009 ENG 775, Proj. 8 18 06 001, June 1953, l5pp.

USN Bureau of Aeronautics, Washington, D.C. Tulane University, New Orleans, La.

4459
4438 This annual report presents some data on distribution

This report describes the construction and use of a iof Illumination from searchlight beam scatter and some
movable cockpit capable of providing realistic simulation 'visual threshold data for the detection of targets under
of aircraft movements in addition to the usual visual such illumination. Since the report is a continuation of
display. The basic techniques of the problem are de- previous reports, there is no discussion of general back-
scribed in an earlier report. A major portion of this ground. There is discussion of instrumentation problems
report describes the design features of the apparatus. and presentation of some field measurements obtained with
Some data on motion characteristics comnon to most pilots visual photometers of illumination on five surfaces at
are given and tests of a simple, linear approximation of distances of 3,000, 5,000, 8,000,and 14,000 yards from
pilot dynamics are discussed. the searchlight. The visual thresholds were obtained on
G. I. R 3 nine subjects at points 25, 50, and 75 yards in nighttime

field trials. Problems encountered in gathering such data
are discussed.
G.

4440
Felton, W.W., Fritz, E. & Grier, G.W., Jr. AIR-GROUND
COMMUNICATIONS IN TERMINAL AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL. FINAL
REPORT. Contract CCA 28588, March 1953, 6

7
pp. Frankin 4464

Institute Laboratories, Philadelphia, Penn. Sandel, T.T., Teas, D.C., Feddersen, W.E. P Jeffress,
L.A. THE LOCALIZATItON OF AIRBORNE SOUND. Contract
NOBSR 52267, DRL A Rep. 78, Aug. 1954, 22pp. UxAs

4440 Qf Texas, Austin, Tex.
This report contains the principal findings of a

two-year study of communications measurements at Wash-
ington National Airport and Langley Air Force Base, the 4464
purpose of which was to describe and analyze the use of Three experiments on the localization of sound employ-
air-ground channels for voice cormmunications in air ing loudspeakers as the sources to be localized were con-
traffic control. Channel density, types of information ducted. The first experiment used a single speaker at a
transmitted, actual information value (measured in bits), time; the second and third used pairs of speakers either
communication difficulties, and suggested modifications in phase or in phase opposition. All three used the same
of the system are presented. device for indicating direction of signal source--an ad-
T. G. I. R 3 ditio02l speaker carried by a movable arm and producing

a clearly localizable, wideband noise. This source was
adjusted in location by the subject until it seemed to be

4451 in the same direction as source to be localized. Five
subjects were used throughout the experiments. Accuracy

Miller, R.B., Folley, J.D., Jr.f Smith, P.R. & Swain, of localization and interaural time, intensity and loud-
A.D. SURVEY OF HUMAN ENGINEERING NEEDS IN MAINTENANCE ness differences were analyzed and discussed. Advantages
OF. GROUND ELECTRONICS EQUIPt.ENT. Contract AF 30(602) of the methodology employed were indicated.
24, RADC TR 54 31, Feb. 1954, 302pp. AmIerLAnslnofit T. G. I.

,r Research, Pittsburgh, Penn.

4451
The procedures, results, and human engineering re- 4470

search problems derived from a field study of the main- Slade, J.J., Jr., Fich, S., Molony, D.A., Nannil L.F.,
tenance of ground electronics equipment at Air Defense et al. THEOEETICAL AND EXPEItIMENTAL NESEAiIý1 IN COMMUNI-

sites are described. Verbal and written questionnaires CATION THEORY AND APPLICATION. Contract DA 36 039 SC

were developed and administered to all available person- 42703, Projs. 3 99 12 022 Fg 17 1320 0, Piog. Rep. i1

nel at six sites, observation data were collected, and March 1954, 25pp. Bureau of Engineering Research,
special techniques of equipment and activity analysis Rutgers University, New Brunswick, N.J.
were used. The following problem area were derived and
discussed at length: 1) accessibility, 2) presentation
of technical information, 3) test equipment, 4) work
conditions, 5) environmental effects, 6) safety, 7) com- 4470
ponent size, 8) power problems, 9) color-coding of equip- A progress report of work accomplished on a research

ment, 10) warning indicators, 11) cable connectors, 12) program in communication theory and application was pre-
panel controls and meters, 13) circuit-switching arrange- sented. Measurements of the characteristics of the ran-
ment, etc. T. dom noise generator (described in earlier reports) were

made. The study of voice was directed toward the develop-
ment of electric circuity capable of continuously deter-
mining the frequencies that characterized speech and of

4458 synthesizing these frequencies to reproduce speech. A
Each, L.M.N., Sperry, C.J., Jr. & Long, R.I. ARTIFICIAL theoretical analysis of several types of coding was made
MOONLIGHT PROJECT. SEVENTH TECHNICAL REPORT. Contract to determine the permissible signal to noise ratio in a
DA 44 009 ENG 775, Proj. 8 18 06 001, Sept. 1953, 30pp. system of moment detection having a prescribed bandwidth
Tulane University, New Orleans, La. and speed of signalling.

T. G. I.

$458
This report presents some data on the distribution of

illumination from searchlight beam scatter as measured with
Sphysical photometer. Iso-foot candle curves as deter- 4473
sined over several distances on three surfaces (parallel University of Pennsylvania. UNIVERSAL DIGITAL OPERA-
to ground and facing sky, perpendicular to ground and fac- TIONAL FLIGHT TRAINERS. Contract NONR 551(02), Rep.
ing direction in which searchlight was swung in azimuth, 54 45, June 1954p ca. 20

0
pp. Moore School of Elec-

end surface perpendicular to ground facing away from trical Engineering, University of Pennsylvania,
searchlight) are presented. Weather data for those hours Philadelphia, Penn.
luring which data were collected are included.
r. G.
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4473 4482
The first phase of research conducted to determine The several chapters of this annual report describe

the feasibility of actuating Operational Flight Trainers the work on interest measurement as it has progressed
using a universal digital computer is reported. Two along various liness 1) description of general scope of
primary developments have been previously reported: project and present status of data collection; 2) sumomary
1) development of a stability chart enabling predictions of work completed on Navy and civilian scoring keys for
of solutions of flight equations using specified quad- the Navy Vocational Interest Inventory; 3) summary of
rature formulae and quadrature time interval, and 2) the several studies on relation of NVII scores to school
design of a high-speed "sequential" digital computer. achievement in the Navy; 4) a like summary related to on-
In this paper two new quadrature formulae are discussed, the-job performance in civilian occupations; 5) comparison
the circuits used in the digital OFT are described, of some responses on NVII and the Strong Vocational Inter-
changes incorporated into the sequential computer are est Blankl and 6) description of methods developed in the
delineated, flight instrumentation is discussed, and project to portray measured interests in profile form
some tests are reported on the essential correctness of with mean profiles given for each of a number of Navy
the stability chart approach. rates.
T. G. I. T. I.

4474 4492
University of Pennsylvania. DESIGN OF DIGITAL FLIGHT Neel, R.G. NERVOUS STRESS IN THE INDUSTRIAL SITUATION.

TRAINERS. Contract NONR 55102, Rep. 54 08, Prog. Rep. Contract N6 ONR 232, presented at the American Psycho-

2t July 1953, ca. 150pp. Moore School of Electrical logical Association Meeting, New York, N.Y., Sept.
Engineering, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 1954, l4pp. A "ecnPy..o~oqlg_ AoiatloU ,
Punn. Washington, D.C.

4474
Progress was reported on research conducted to deter-

mine the feasibility of actuating Operational Flight 4492
Trainers with a universal digital computer. Major empha- To point up some of the factors within the industrial
sis was placed, during the period reported, on three situation which relate to the nervous tension and worries
topics: 1) The logical structure of a serial machine of the employee, data are presented here that represent a
using serial memory has been laid out in almost complete small part of a study of psychological factors related to
detail, 2) The equations of motion of the F9F airplane morale and productivity in a heavy equipment manufacturing
have been studied in detail to determine all its possible industry. A one-third sample of the hourly workers
characteristic frequencies, and 3) A new quadrature (N=5700) is used for analysis. The data were obtained by
method has been synthesized. The results of mathematical a questionnaire designed to get at nervous tension and
studies, the reprogramming of the flight equations, and worry. For a criterion measure, answers to a "Jumpy-
the logical structure of the serial simulator were de- nervous" item were dichotomized and correlated with a
scribed. number of questions concerned with attitudes toward
T. G. I. foremen, work group, working conditions, productivity

system, etc.
T.

4479
Chang, S.H., Essigmann, M.W., Stubbs, H.L., Dolansky, 4495
L.O., et al. VISUAL MESSAGE PRESENTATION. PART I OF Wnittenhurg, J.A. INDICATORS OF BEHAVIOR DECREMENT. A
FINAL REPORT. Contract AF 19(122) 7, Item I, Feb. 1954, FURTHER EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION (F PERCEPTUAL EFFICIEN-
15

3
pp. Northeastern University, Boston, Mass. CY DURING SUSTAINED VIGILANCE. Proj. DA 49 007 MD 222

(01 19 52), Tech. Rep. 17, ca. 1953, 40pp. Dept. of
Psychology, University of Maryland, College Park, Md.

4479
This part of the final report summarizes the results 4495

of theoretical and experimental studies performed during In an investigation on the effects of sustained vigi-
the period from May, 1949, to February, 1954, on the lance on perceptual efficiency, this study was made to
general problems of visual message presentation and speech provide information concerning the nature of behavior thai
compression. Practical details concerned with special is measured by the Mackworth Clock Test. Each of 13 Ss
equipment for speech-analysis purposes are given in Part II performed twice under two experimental conditions:
(issued separately). Chapter I defines the general prob- 1) response was made only to occurrence of variable
lem under study and provides pertinent background theory, stimulus (double Jump of pointer); and 2) response was
The experimental methods employed and results obtained made to both variable and standard (single jump) stimuli.
are given in Chapter II. The last chapter presents con- Each S was tested approximately three hours on each con-
clusions based upon the research and makes specific recom- dition. Three dependent variables were used: errors of
mendations for future development of speech-compression omission or failure to detect stimulus, critical flicker
systems based upon the phonoid-identification and formant- frequency, and stress experience inventory. Error data
tracking schemes, were analyzed for individual differences and all scores
T. G. I. R 132 were studied for relationships with each other.

T. G. R 14

4482 4515
Clark, K.E., Gee, Helen H., Perry, D., Albitzl Diane, Beach, C.K., Paolucci, D.J. & Milano, J.E. THE DEVELOP-
et al. MEASUREMENT OF INTEREST PATTERNS. ANNUAL REPORT. MENT OF A MULTI-PURPOSE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE FOR NAVY
Proja. N6ORI 21203 & NR 151 248, Task III, Nov. 1953, RATINGS. Contract NONR 401(10), Tech. Bull. 53 1, Part
87pp. Department of Psychology, University of Minnesota, I, Oct. 1953, 163pp. Personnel Analysis Div., UMN
Minneapolis, Minn. Bureau of Naval Personnel, Washington, D.C. (New York

State School of Industrial and Labor Relations, Cornell
University, Ithaca, N.Y.).
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4515
The development of a multi-purpose analysis procedure 4528

for the Gunner's Mate Billet is described. Particular Neely, K.K. ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES OF HEADGEARs II.

emphasis is placed on data collection for maintenance, HELMETS LTD. HEADGEAR ASSEMBLY. DRML Proj. 100 43

casualty diagnosis and rectification procedures, and 72, DRML Rep. 100 3, P.C.C. D77 82 30 04, April 1954,

operational sequences of new weapons in the field of 18pp. Defence Research Medical Labs., Toronto, Ontario,

ordnance. The three-inch/50 Rapid Fire Twin Mount was Canada.

selected as the vehicle for study. Based on the expressed

needs of current and potential consumers within the Bureau 4528
of Naval Personnel, methods, instruments, and techniques To determine the acoustic insulation properties and

were developed and applied in the field. Results include the listener-intelligibility properties of crash and

a detailed breakdown of weapon casualties in terms of inner helmets manufactured by Helmets, Ltd. and General

frequency, casualty analysis, rectification procedure, Textile Mills, Inc., two series of tests were run. In

time requirements, personnel proficiency, battle station the first test, the open-ear threshold of hearing for

assignments, etc. nine test tones was determined for 15 Ss and compared

T. I. R 10 with thresholds obtained while wearing the various items

of headgear. In the second test, six Ss responded to

intelligibility tests while wearing the headgear items

Luce, R.D. A SURVEY OF THE THEORY OF SELECTIVE INFORMA- 
with a noise level of 110 db. The data from these tests

Lue AND. SOME OFITSUR BEHATVEORA APP SELCATIONS. ContPact were analyzed for differences attributable to the head-
TION AND SOME OF ITS BEHAVIORAL APPLICATIONS. Contract gear worn.

CU 10 54 NONR 266(21) BASR, Proj. NR 042 115, Tech. Rep. T.g.I. R n

8, June 1954, 139pp. Bureau of Applied Social Research,

Columbia University, New York, N.Y.

4666

4517 Rubinoff, M. & Weygandt, C.N. DESIGN OF DIGITAL FLIGIT

This document presents a synopsis of the discrete TRAINERS. Contract NONR 551(02), Res. Div. Rep. 54 09,

theory of selective conmnunication. The presentation is Sept. 1953, I98pp. Moore School of Electrical Engineer-

most deeply influenced by Shannon's work, although there Ing, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Penn.

has been some departure from it. The second part of the
report is concerned entirely with applications of the
theory to problems in psychology: the entropy in printed 4666

English, distribution of words in a language, the capac- This report describes the development and design of

ity of the human being and rates of information transfer, a digital flight trainer. Three phases in the develop-

reaction time and information transfer, visual threshold ment of the trainer are reported: 1) mathematical tech-

and word frequencies, the information transmitted in ab- niques for fast but accurate solution of flight equa-

solute Judgments, sequential dependencies and learning, tions, 2) the logical structure of a special-purpose
concept formation, and other such categories. A short digital machine capable of ultrahigh-speed computation,

summary of Shannon's theory of continuous comnunicatlon and 3) reliable circuits not only for the digital com-

systems is appended. puter but for conversion to and from analog form, multi-

T. I. R 102 plexing, and cockpit transformation. The method of
"stability charts," a technique developed for assuring
solutions to the several differential equations and re-

4522 lated information on flight conditions, such as control
forces and range, is discussed in considerable detail.

Mayer, Sylvia R. THE EFFECT OF INDUCED EFFORT, TRACING A "parallel" simulator, which is about three times faster
AND DRAWING ON VISUAL FORM LEARNING. Contract AF 33(616) than the serial machine, is also described. T. G. R 6
432, Tech. Note 115, Sept. 1954, 

4
9pp. Optical Reseaich

Lab., Bostgn University, Boston, Mass.

4522 4670
Richards, D.L. THE INTERDEPENDENCE OF SOUND ERRORS WITH-

A study was made of the effectiveness of several IN LOGATOMS USED IN ARTICULATION MEASUREMENTS: STATIS-

techniques for training in target identification. The TICAL THEORY. Res. Rep. 13650, 1953, l3pp. Post Office
techniques differed in kind of effort and amount of ef- Engineering Dept., Research Station, Dollis Hill, London,

fort employed during the learning of targets: 1) "task- England.
related" effort involved observation, tracing, and draw-
ing of targetsl and 2) "task-unrelated" effort was in-
duced in various degrees by use of a hand dynamometer. 4670

Identification tests were given after two- and ten-min- Whereas the results of many articulation measure-

ute intervals. Conditions for maximum retention were ments are adequately expressed by logatom or sound

identified. The effect of effort was further analyzed articulation percentages, studies of a more detailed

with respect to structural complexity of target, nature character require numerical expression to be put to the

of identification errors, and individual differences, error incidence of the separate sounds of the logatoms

The findings were discussed in relation to photo- and and to the degree of interdependence of these errors. A

radar interpretation training, theory has been developed which enables the extent of

T. G. I. R 11 interdependence to be expressed inuseful numerical

terms. Suitable tests of significance are also given.

The process has been applied to one set of results as

an example.4526 T. B 4

Armstrong, J.G. U.K. 10-MAN COMPOSITE RATION PACK.

Projs. DID 468, DRML 173 35 2 & PCC D0O 78 70 13,
Rep. 173 2, Aug. 1954, 18pp. Directorate of Inter-
ervice Development, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada & c4673

Research Medical Labs., Toronto, Ontario, Canada. O'Hare, J.E., Carlson, Q.H. & Tamblyn, W.E. ANALYSIS OF

THE ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS AFFECTING ACCIDENTS AT SEA.

H.O. Misc. 15444, 1954, 35pp. USN HvdroQrarhic Office,

4526 Washington, D.C.

To guide the development of a Canadian ration pack

for small group feeding, United Kingdom Ten-Man Composite
Ration Packs were issued to Canadian troops on training
exercises during the winter 1949-1950. Reports were re-

ceived from nine groups comprising a total of 450 person-
nel on acceptability of various items, convenience for
uas, packaging, and way in which improvements could be
made.
T.
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4673 4791
A relationship between the frequency of accidents at To determine the adequacy of various items of Royal

sea (damage of $1500 or more to vessel or cargo) and Canadian Air Force headgear in the maintenance of effi-
meteorological and associated oceanographic factors is cient voice communications and in the protection of the
presented. Accident data used are those for United States ear from noise, two series of tests were conducted. acous-
vessels during the years 1947-1951. These accidents are tic insulation tests and listener-intelligibility tests.
primarily in the North Atlantic and North Pacific areas. Four helmet modifications and two oxygen masks were tested
The area distribution of accidents as related to annual, singly and in various combinations.
seasonal, and diurnal factors, and the probability of T. G. I. R 14
ship accidents per billion ton miles of cargo along trade
routes are presented.
G. I. R 8

4822
Miller, R.B., Folley, J.D., Jr. & Smith, P.R. THE VALID-

4677 ITY OF MAINTENANCE JOB ANALYSIS FROM THE PROTOTYPE OF AN
Aeroplane & Armament Experimental Establishment. COCKPIT ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT. PART II. K-I BOMBING-NAVIGATIONAL
APPRAISAL AND NIGHT FLYING ILLUMINATION ASSESSMENT. SYSTEM. Contract AF 33(038) 12921, Proj. 507 008 0001,
Second part of Rep. AAEE 840/1, Jan. 1954, 6pp. Aer2p1.oe Feb. 1953, 86pp. American Institute for Research,
& Armament Experimental Establishment, Ministry of Supply, Pittsburgh, Penn.
London, England.

4822
"A procedure developed earlier for the anticipation

4677 of maintenance Job requirements for an electronics
An appraisal of the pilot's cockpit and night flying equipment was applied to the K-1 Bombing Navigational

illumination of the aircraft Marathon XA 260, a production Set, an equipment already in field use. The procedure
of T.Mk. 11, was made. Since a cockpit appraisal of the consists mainly of making a detailed analysis, in terms
mock-up T.Mk. 1i, VX 229, had already been made, only of behaviors, of the demands imposed upon the maintenance
those items changed in this production version or not mechanic by the equipment. In the application to K-1,
previously appraised have been commented upon. The follow- two separate job analyses were made, one from available
ing aspects of the cockpit were discussed. entry and manufacturer's records kept during the prototype stage
seating, controls, emergency exits, and lighting, of equipment development and one from data available on
I. production models in field installations. A comparison

was then made of the two analyses for degree of simi-
larity. Training implications were discussed.

4685 T. G.
Bommarito, C.L. & Harvey, W.J. AN APPARATUS FOR
MEASURING THE WORK DONE IN SLED PULLING. Proj. 64
12 001, Rep. 222, Sept. 1953, l3pp. USA nviro.imental 5385
Prt~ection Research Div., QM Research & Engineering McCleaiy, R.A. PALMAR SWEAT AS AN INDEX OF ANXIETY. A
Center, Natick, Mass. FIELD METHOD SUITABLE FOR LARGE GROUPS. Pro,. 21 207

0004, Rep. 1, Oct. 1953, llpp. USAF School of Aviation
4685 Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex.

A direct-writing ergometer, used principally for field
use !;i measuring the amount of work done in pulling trail- 5385
ed loads, is described. Work loads of men operating A method for measuring palmar sweat, as an index of
under extremes of cold in the field have been measured anxiety, in large groups of Ss simultaneously under non-
where it is difficult or impossible to standardize condi- laboratory conditions is described. The method requires
tions. Principal components for the instrument are a an S to grasp a bag of crystals whose color shifts with
calibrated spring to measure forces and a trailed bicycle increasing hydration. The color of the crystals, as
wheel to measure distances. A stylus attached to the judged by comparison with a set of standards, yields a
spring marks the forces on a wax-surfaced paper which is measure of the amount of palmar sweat secreted over a
fed through the instrument in proportion to the distance 15-minute test period. An experiment involving both
traveled by the wheel. Methods of calculating pewer and anxious and nonanxious Ss studied at three ambient tem-
efficiency are given. peratures (40, 70, and 100 degress F) is also reported.
G. I. A further field study involving 248 infantry troops

under simulated combat conditions is described to indi-
cate the general usefulness of the technique.

4686 G. I. R 7
Nutt, A.B. PRINCIPLES OF CANOPY DESIGN FOR MILITARY
AIRrRAFT. WADC TR 53 92, April 1953, 97pp. USAF Air-
craft Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

5876
4686 Kersiake, D. .McK. FACTORS CONCERNED IN THE REGULATION

OF SWEAT IN MAO. FPRC 879, May 1954, 23pp. FlynA comprehensive review of all aspects of canopy de- Personnel Research Committee, London, England. (ReF
sign for military aircraft is presented. Data on canopy Institute of Aviation Medicine, Fainborough, Hants,
design from many sources are correlated with past service England).
ixperience, and conclusions are drawn relative to de-
sirable and undesirable features of various canopy de-
signs. Basic design considerations, all available and
prospective-transparent materials, structural aspects, 5876
enclosure frame design, and jettisoning and testing re- To test the hypothesis that sweat rate depends on
quirements are included. A complete bibliography is in- the temperature of receptors situated at some depth in
corporated as a source of more detailed information on the skin, a series of experiments were conducted. 1) Ob-
various phases of the subject. servations were made on three Ss of skin temperatures
T. G. I. R 42 and of sweat rates at various rates of working (walking

the treadmill) in warm environments of low humidity.
2) The humidity was raised to a moderately high level,
and observations were repeated. 2) 1he same Ss were

4791 then studied at rest in warm and very humid environments.Neely, K.K. ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES OF HEADGEARi I. RCAF On the basis of the findings, suggestions were made asHEADGEAR ITEMS. ProA . 100P43 72, Rep. A0 2, July 1953 to the factors concerned in the regulation of sweat pro-
HEADEARITBS. roj.1003 7, Rp. 10 2 Juy 153,duction in man.28pp. Defence Research Medical Labs,, Toronto, Ontario, T. G. i 25

Canada.
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5880 13,400

Lovell, G. DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE R.A.E. DUMMY Rosenbaum, G., Doble, Shirley I. & Cohen, B.D.

OF THE STANDARD AIRMAN. Tech. Note Mech. 8ng. 176, May VISUAL RECOGNITIVE THRESHOLDS FOLLOWING SENSORY DE-

1954, 
2 7

pp. Royal Aircraft EstablIshment, Farnborough, PRIVATION. Amer. J. Psvchol., Sept. 1959, LXXII(3),

Hants, England. 429-433. (Wayne State University, Detroit, Mich.).

5880 13,400
Divergent results reported in the literature in the

A dummy of the standard airman, developed by the area of sensory deprivation may be due to variations in

Royal Aircraft Establishment for use in dynamic and static conditions of deprivation, or to differences in measures

tests, is described. It has the dimensions of the average of behavioral efficiency employed, or both. This study

airman; the limbs and complete man have approximately the compares the effects of two different conditions of sen-
correct weights and centers of gravity. Its weight is sory deprivation on) perceplual functioning in vision.

normally 166 pounds but can be varied if desired. The Recoqnitive thresholds for five-digit numbers were ob-

duo•my can be dressed in standard aircrew clothing, equip- tained after periods of 0, 5, 15, and 30 minutes of total

ment, and headgear. There are cavities for instruments and of partial visual deprivation. Thirty-two subjects

In the head and in the upper and lower trunks. This were divided into two equal gooups, one subjected to tot-
",:sMry has been used in extensive seat ejection trials to al and one to partial visual deprivation. Results are

+ent its suitability for experimental use. discussed as they relate to findirejs reposted in the lit-

T. I. R 3 erature, and to hypotheses retardirg the effects of visu-
al deprivativor.
I. ti. Rt 5

5881

Middleton, D. THE STATISTICAL THEORY OF DETECTION I.

OPTIMUM DETECTION OF SIGNALS IN NOISE. Tech. Rep. 35, 13,441
Nov. 1953, 72pp. Lincoln Lab., Massachusetts Ins•itute Naval Res. Rev. ANIP. Naval Res. Rev., Jan. 1960,
of Technoloy , Bedford, Mass. 1-6.

5881 13,441
A complete theory of detection is presented that The Army-Navy Instrument Program for fixed-wing and

is capable of treating general types of signals (perio- rotary-wing aircraft is a research effort seeking to pro-
dic, aperiodic, and random waves) in noise of arbitrary vide the instrumentation, display, and control capabili-
statistical character. By proper formulation of the ties required to achieve maximum effectiveness of the op-
detection problem as a test of statistical hypotheses, erator or piloe-vehicle combination under all environmen-
the precise structure of the optimum detector is speci- tal conditions. 7ome of the achievements are described
fled and minimum detectable signals can be defined briefly in this report; among those mentioned are the
uniquely when suitable decision curves are constructed. helicopter flight-simulator dynamic platform and various
Appendices include some results of sampling theory and instrument systems, the contact analog display, and ad-
integral equations associated with optimum filtering. vanced control systems.
I. R 37 I.

6557 14,499
Bondurant, S., Blanchard, W.G., Clarke, N.P. &Flanagan, J.0. (Dir.). IMPROVING PERFORMANCE IN LOADING

Moore, F. EFFECT OF WATER IMMERSION ON HUMAN TOLERANCE OPERATIONS. RESEARCH NOTES No. 15ý May 1959, 4pp.

TO FORWARD AND BACKWARD ACCELERATION. Proj. 7222, American Institute for Research, Pittsburghp Penn.

Task 71746, WADC TR 58 290, July 1958, IOpp. esb
Aero Medical Lab., Wright Patterson AFP, Ohio.

14,499
This note described research procedures used to dis-

6557 cover why loading of heavy equipment into transport vehi-

Accepted physical princi ples suggest that immersion cles in a military organization took so rmuch time. The

of Ss in water should constitute effective protection major effort was to compile and analyze systematic rec-

against some of the effects of acceleration. This pre- ords of the activities of each crew member. The measures

mise was evaluated in a study of the duration of toler- taken for improvement consisted oft 1) development of

ance of immersed Ss to forward and backward accelerations working principles as a basis for task reorganization,

of six through 14 g. Respiration was maintained by the 2) preparation of an activity chart, and 3) preparation

use of skin divers' breathing equipment. In addition to of a supervisory control sheet. The result of field

reported tolerances, comments were made concerning the tests were described. The applicability of these methods

S's ability to move and on postacceleration symptoms. to other problems of management were discussed.

T. G. I. R 8 I.

11,176 14,812

Kirsch, H.A. AN AIDED-TRACKING SYSTEM SIMULATOR. NOTS Seminara, J.L. & Peters, G.A. HUMAN FACTORS RESPONSIBI-
Tech. Memo. 1778, June 1954, 39pp. USN Ordnance Test LITIES OF DESIGN ENGINEERS. Paper 213, ASNE Paper 57 A
StaLLsn, China Lake, Calif. 167, 1959, 

4
pp. American Society of Tool Enaineers,

Detroit, Mich. (Research Section, USA Picatinny Arsenal,

11,176 Dover, N.J.).

To obtain an aided-tracking system suitable for high
speed tracking, controllable by one operator, and reliable
for use on missile test ranges under adverse weather con- 14,812
dt'tons, this study was initiated. Derivations of the Presented is a critical observation of the role of

!ransforin functions representing four aided-tracking sys- the design engineer in human factors.. Reasons for air-

tems were shown: 1) displacement-plus-velocity; 2) lead- craft and equipment failures are discussed as are the

displacement, displacement-plus-velocity; 3) displacement, functions of human factors specialists.
velocity-plus-acceleration; and 4) lead-displacement, dis- R 10

placement, velocity-plus-acceleration. A description was
included of the design and development of an aided-track-
ing-system simulator, a servomechanlsm capable of convert-

ing a linear input displacement into four basic output-
motion components which form the required systems when
combined suitably.
G. I. R 8
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15,350
Pickett, J.M. & Decker, L.R. TIME FACTORS IN PER- 15,355

CEPTON F ADOULE ONSNAN. "gU"_UdSnechRehman, I. USNEL FLIGHT DECK CCOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMt
CEPTION OF A DOUBLE CONSONANT. (AFapra atn Appli, PART 4. ANATOMICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL CRITERIA GOVERNING

Jan.tMorch 1960, AF l), 11-17. (USAF Opsrat)onl Appi- THE DESIGN OF THE NOISE AITENUATING RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
cations Lab., AFCRC, Bedford, Miss.). HELMET. FINAL REPORT. SC 06401, NE090602 5 21(NEL

BI 19), Rep. 925, April 1960, 2kpp. USN Electronics

15,350 Lab., San Diego, Calif.

This experiment was conducted to investigate the per-
ceptual distinction between a single stop consonant, 15,355
and its d-uble counterpart, /p-p/. The Joint effects of This is the fourth part of a five-part report coverin
two factors were studied 1) the duration of silence ndhe development and evaluation of an integrated system
2) the rate of utterance of the surrounding test sentence. designed to provide reliable comounications on jet air-

Listeners were furnished written copies of two alterna- craft carriers. This part deals with the noise coosuni-

tive test sentences which had been recorded on tape so as

to provide a set of ten sentences with ten different clo- cations helmet to be worn by deck personnel. The helmet

sure durations, Listeners were instructed that the san- was developed on the basis of an anatomical and physiolog
Coe ten en inrd rder on th e sand ical study and is of an adjustable type permitting univer,tonce would be spoken In random order on the tape and

asked to Identify the sentence in each case. Results ware sality of fit. The advantages of this helmet over the

discussed in terms of the interaction between rate of ut- hard shell types in reducing fatigue, discomfort, ische-
disacussed inpermsp of the ioontacrtionmia, and pain are discussed. A field evaluation aboard
torance, perception of the consonant, and its duration. USS LEXINGTON was conducted.
Trends of articulatory and perceptual data were compared. T. I. R 4
G. R 7

15,351 15,356
Plomp, R. & Bouman, M.A. INTEGRATIVE AND DECAY ACTION Rice, E.A. POLAROGRAPHIC 3SJDIES OF THE CAT'S AUDITORY
OF THE AUDITOPY SYSTEM. Rep. IZF 1960 2, ca. 1960, CORTEX. Proj. 7231, Task 71786, WADO TR 59 769, Dec.
lBpp. Institute for Percentlon RVO-TNO, Soesterberg, 1959, l5pp. USAF Aerospace Medical Laý., Wright-
The Netherlands. Patterson AFB, Ohio.

15,351 15,356
This paper deals with the question of how sound The effects of oxygen deprivation on the negative and

signals of different durations are perceived. An analyti- positive components of the evoked cortical potential as
cal study of threshold data for single and periodical recorded from the auditory cortex of the cat were studied
tons pulses was made and inferences were drawn as to the with a polarographic technique. Oxygen deprivation was
existence of an integration and a decay mechanism,, where- produced by hypoxia, asphyxia, and hypnotic and convulsani
by only the energy with the critical bandwidth takes part. drugs. The size and shape of the evoked response (in
C. I. R 6 microvolts) for both components were analyzed for the

time (six to eight minutes) during which oxygen availabil.
ity was varied. The results were discussed in terms of

15,352 the generating mechanisms of such electro-cortical re-
Pollack, 1. '"LONG-TIME" DIFFERENTIAL INTENSITY SENSI- sponses.
TIVITY. . March 1955, 2a(2), G.I. R 15

380-381. (USAF Operational Applications Lab., AFCRC,
Washington, D.C.).

15,357
15,352 Rowland, G.E. & Kulp, C.M. A METHOD OF MAKING DIMEN-

This note considered the differential intensity SIONAL MEASUREMENTS OF COMPLEX MOTIONS. Contract NONR
threshold for noise bursts made over "long" (one-half, 2856(00), Rep. 60 1 2, March 1960, 50pp. Rowland 9
one, three dayp and longer periods) time intervals. In Company, Haddonfield, N.J.
a given 30-second sitting a listener was presented three
five-second noise bursts. The sound level of the first
was judged relative to the last signal heard in the pre- 15,357

vious session; the second sound level was'then judged A method was devised and is described in detail for

relative to the first; and the third was the reference acquIring accurate information regarding the character-

signal for the next experimental' session. The over-all istics of the envelope of space occupied by the dynamic

reference level was 90 db sound pressure level. Long- and human engaged in purposive work. The method involves the

short-term judgments were compared graphically. use of one-camera motion picture photography; the data

G. obtained provide the tridimensional coordinates in time
and space of any portion of the body or of the work space
As a test of feasibility of the technique, four different
tasks were studiedi walking, a two-man duty station re-

15,353 placement interaction, lift-carry'operation, and the same

Plutchik, R. AUDITORY PAIN THRESHOLDS FOR INTERMITTENT operation performed by two men. Four subjects approxi-
"WHITE" NOISE. Contract NONR 2252(01), Feb. 1960, 9pp. mately representative of the fifth and 95th percentile

USN Office of Naval Reseach, Washington, D.C. (Hofstra American male bcdy dimensions were used. The influence
College, Hempstead, N.Y.). of fatigue on their task performance was studied.

T. G. 1. R 10

15,353
To determine pain and unpleasantness thresholds for 15,358

intermittent tones usipg a random noise source, four sub- Air Reduction Company, Inc., Mirray Hill, N.J. CLOSED
Jects were asked'to match the intensity of a white noise CIRCUIT RESPIRATION/VENTILATION SYSTEM PHASE I.
against pure tones of 1000, 2500, and 4000 cycles set at Contract AF 33(616) 3856, Proj. 6333, Task 63612, WAD)
various intensity levels ranging from 90 to 120 db. A TR 60 33, Jan. 1960, 104pp. USAF Aerospace Medical
linear equation was found to approximate the matching data lk., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
for all frequencies. The subjects were then required to
indicate unpleasantness and pain thresholds using inter-
rupted white noise at 3, 6, 10, and 15 pulses per second

.as well as the thresholds for a pure tone at 1000 cycles.
Threshold data for noise and for pure tone were compared
and tentative explanations for the findings were suggested
T. I. R 4
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15,358
A literature survey was conducted to determine the 15,362

physiological requirements of a man supported in an arti- Creelman, C.D. DETECTION OF COMPLEX SIGNALS AS A FUNC-

ficial atmosphere. Concurrently, a study was made of the TION OF SIGNAL BANDWIDTH AND DURATION. Contract AF

environmental considerations which, combined with the phy- 19(604) 2277 & Contract NONR 1224(22), NR 049 122,

siological requirements, defined the desired characteris- 2659 8 T, Tech. Rep. 99 & AFCRC TN 59 59, Jan. 1960,

tics of a closed circuit respiration/ventilatLon system. l6pp. Dept. of Electrical Engineering, University

Such a system was designed to support a man on a hypothet- of Michigan Research Institutey, Ann Arbor, Mich.

ical twelve-hour mission. The design, fabrication, and
testing are treated separately in this report and limited 15,362
results of tests of the assembled system are included. An experimental examination of the efficiency of
T. G. I. R 76 human observers in detecting a stimulus wave form which

consists of a train of damped sinusoids was reported.
The signal duration and degree of damping (or spectral

15,359 bandwidth) were varied, with the energy of the signal

Bartlett, R.G., Jr. & Phillips, N.E. RESTRAINT ADAPTA- held constant. The combined effects of duration and of

TION AND ALTITUDE TOLERANCE IN THE RAT. Proj. NIE005.l5 increased signal bandwidth on signal detection were ana-

2001, Subtask 3, Rep. 2, March 1960, lOpp. USN School lyzed. The results were compared to previous data col-

of Aviation Medicine, Pensacola Air Station, Fla. lected with sine-wave stimuli.
T. G. I. R 12

15,359
To determine the effects of adaptation to restraint on

the relationship between restraint and altitude tolerance 15,363
in the rat, two groups, each of 32 adult male rats, were Callaway, E., III & Yeager, C.L. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
established. Each member of one group was placed in a ALPHA PHASES AND REACTION TIME. Contract NONR 2931(00),
small cylindrical restraining cage for a period of seven May 1960, 9pp. Langley Porter Neurousvchiatric Insti-
days; the others were not so restrained. Immediately tute, San Francisco, Calif.
prior to exposure, each group was subdivided into two
groups, one restrained and one unrestrained. All animals 15,363
were then exposed to a simulated altitude of 33,500 with This report presents a method for studying the rela-
an ascent rate of 2,000 ft. per minute. Survival duration tionship between brain potentials and behavior. The
(30 sec. after respiration ceased) was timed from attain- particular application that illustrates the technique is
ment of terminal altitude. Effects of body weight a study of the relationship between human ten-cycle-per-
(measured prior to exposure) were studied along with second "alpha rhythm" and speed of reaction to a visual
adaptation effects. stimulus. The equipment used allows presentation of a
0. R 5 stimulus at a predetermined alpha phase; the subject

presses a key in response and reaction time is automati-
cally recorded. The results from two experiments are

15,360 analyzed in terms of the theory of a "neuronic shutter"
Baines, D.J. & Baxter, J.R. LINK TRAINER TESTS ON relating alpha activity to behavior.
SIMPLE MODIFICATIONS TO THE THREE POINTER ALTIMETER. T. G. I. R 11
Note ARL HE 6, April 1960, 20pp. Aeronautical Research
Labs., Australian Defence Scientific Service, Melbourne,
Australia. (Department of Aeronautics, University of
Sydney, Sydney, Australia). 15,364

Harbold, G.J. WHISPERED MONOSYLLABIC SPEECH, INITIAL

AND FINAL CONSONANT CONFUSIONS. Ohio State University
15,360 Research Foundation Contract N6ONR 22525, Proj. NI145

Tests of reading accuracy and reading time were con- 993 & Pumedsurg. Proj. MRO05.13 7003, Subtask 1, Rep. 86,
ducted in a Link trainer on a standard three point alti- March 1960, l3pp. USN School of Aviation Medicine,
meter and two simple modifications to it. The modifica- Naval Air Station, Fla.
tlions involved the replacement of one or more pointers by
discs, the re-design of the remaining pointers and the
provision of colored sectors on the dial to provide alti- 5,364
tude warning. The subjects, 18 pilot trainees, were re- The purpose of this study was to investigate listener
quired to fly a strenuous flight pattern which involved recognition of recorded monosyllables compared according
vertical speeds of up to 20,000 feet per minute and were to cognate consonants. Four male speakers recorded 100
asked at various Intervals to read off their altitudes, words randomly: 50 words using voiceless cognate conso-
Each pilot flew a course using each altimeter. Reading nants and 50 containing five pairs of cognate consonants-
errors and time to make a reading were analyzed for dif- five words with each pair in the initial position and
ferences due to altimeter design, five words with each pair in the final position. Each
T. I. R 1 speaker list was presented under eachof four listening

conditions; 12 subjects served for each speaker list
under one listening condition. Subjects were required to

15,361 write down the words they heard. Possible speaker dif-
Baker, C.H. & Lavery, J.J. PERFORMAO:IN( DURING TRAIN- ferences, responses to consonants in both initial and
ING AS A CRITERION OF RETENTION OF MC.rTQ SKILLS. final positions, and responses for each consonant under
ca. 1952, 28pp. Defense Research Board of Canada, each signal-to-noise listening condition were considered.
Toronto, Ontario, Canada. T. G. R 9

15,361
Two experiments were undertaken: I) to determine a) 15,365

the effect of varying amounts of practice with error feed- Haight, F.A. THE GENERALIZED POISSON DISTRIBUTION.
back on subsequent retention, and b) whether the degree of Reprint 80, Aug; 1959, 5pp. Institute of Transporta-
subsequent retention is a function of time; and 2) to tlion and Traffic Engineering, UniversitV of California,
study a technique for presenting error feedback in a novel Los Angeles, Calif.
way in order to enhance subsequent retention. In the
first experimentp four groups of 12 Ss each were required
to draw lines of a stated length while blindfolded. Error
feedback was a statement of "right" or "wrong." Experi-
mental conditions varied for each of three groups; the
fourth group served as control. Effect of the form of
error feedback provided during training on subsequent
retention was investigated and implications of results for
the design of simulators were discussed.
I. G. R 11
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15,365 15,369
The assumption of random distribution of arrival Three types of descriptive theories of vehicular

times of cars in a study of vehicular traffic was found traffic (vehicles treated individuallyp statistically, or

to be unsatisfactory becauses 1) very small gaps do not as particles satisfying a certain partial differential

occur as frequently as theory requiresp and 2) some inter- equation) are treated briefly. It is indicated how the

ference between vehicles exists which introduces an ale- three methods correspond to different types of traffic

ment of regularity into arrival times. Alternative models situations and how the properties comsmon to each type are

were discusseds Feller's model for Type I particle count- dealt with. The operating speed I of a car is a

er and Gerlough's suggestion to translate the negative function of desired speed 1i and traffic density;!,, where

exponential distribution away from the origin. A Type III Z and x are random variables and a a real parameter.

distribution was suggested and was developed as a more Relationships are proposed between the distributions of

satisfactory type of solution. A and y and quantities which occur in empirical studies

T. R 8 of traffic. It is postulated that for large 2 queueing

theory may be usefully employed, and several necessary

modifications are discussed.

I. R 3515,366

Haight, F.A. TWO QUEUES IN PARALLEL. Reprint 70, 1958,

lOpp. Institute of Transportation and Traffic Engineer-

ing, Universitv of Calforniga, Los Angeles, Calif. (Re-

printed from' B iometI kA, Dec. 1958, 4•, 401-410). 15,370
Klein, S.J., Freda, R.N. & Lowi, B.H. THE EFFECTS OF

HYPOXIA ON AUDITORY SENSITIVITY. III. THRESHOLD SHIFTS

15,366 
WITH MASKING IN THE OPPOSITE EAR. Proj. TED NAM AE 5112,

"The3 mh o i r i dRep. NAMC ACEL 429, March 1960, 14pp. USN Air Crew
"The method of differential-difference equations is gZLi~mnt LLak., NI\tC, Phlladelphiat Penn,

used to investigate the case in which each arrival to a
system of two queues joins the shorter queue, or, if they
are of equal length, one particular queue. In case each 15,370

person must remain in the queue which he originally joins, To determine auditory threshold shifts in human Ss in

relations are obtained between the asymptotic state probs- the presence of a masking signal as'a function of 1) the

bilities. If queuers are permitted to change queues when- percent oxygen in the inspired gas, 2) the frequency at

ever It seems advantageous to do so, the formulation Is which the threshold is being measured, and 3) the method

s implified, and explicit expressions are obtained." of transmitting the signal (bone or air conduction), five

R 1male adults inspired from tanks an oxygen-nitrogen mixtur!
of 9.6 and 20.96 percent oxygen by volume. Air and bone
thresholds, with masking in the opposite ear, were deter-
mined at frequencies ranging from 256 to 4096 cps in one-

15,367 octave increments before tank breathing, during tank
Haight, F.A. OVERFLOW AT A TRAFFIC LIGHT. Reprint 78, breathing, and at ten-minute intervals up to one hour
1959, 5pp. Institute of Transportation and Traffic after return to normal breathing. The results were
Engineering, University of California, Los Angeles, analyzed for the conditions under which reduced oxygen
Calif. (Reprinted fromi BiometikaB , Dec. 1959, 46, intake affects hearing sensitivity.
420-424). G. R 7

15,367
Under the assumption of continued input in every cir- 15,371

cumostance except zero queue length, the probability is Kelly, J., Dennen, W. & Martel, R. RESEARCH REPORT

computed of 7 cars being in the queue at the beginning of AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH

a red phase of fixed cycle lights when there were K cars THE LEARNING OF MORSE CODE PART I. Oct. 1958, l
6
pp.

in the queue at the beginning of the preceding green Educational Methods & Evaluation Dept., USA Security

phase. The case of traffic along a main street into a Aqency Scbool, Fort Devens, Mass.

signalized intersection which is governed by a light pos-
sibly actuated by side street traffic is also considered.
R 5 15,371

In an effort to select and utilize the most efficient

and practical methods of training Morse Code operators,

15,368 an investigation was conducted of variables in the learn-

Haight, F.A. QUEUEING WITH RENEGING. Reprint 74, 1959, ing situation that were judged to be of singular import-

l4pp. Institute of Transportation and Traffic Engineer- ance to the outcome of training in the job situations

ing, University of California, Los Angeles, Calif. I) incorporation of actual job features into initial
training, 2) diversification of teaching techniques, and
3) overlearning. Three groups of enlisted students in

15,368 the USA Security School, equated on general ability on

This paper considers a queue in which a person who has General Technical Score (Army General Classification

joined it may decide to leave if it appears that the time Battery) and code aptitude, were trained to receive In-

consumed will exceed the time he has available. Three ternational Morse Code by three different instructional

specific problems are treatedl i) How to make a rational techniques designed to test the variables. An evaluation

decision while waiting in a queue, 2) The probable effect of variable (1) was reported here. (See also 15,372).

of this decision, and 3) The behavior of a queue in which T. G.

all persons are employing such a procedure.
G. R 10 15,372

Kelly, J., Dennen, W. & Martel, R. RESEARCH REPORT
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH

15,369 THE LEARNING OF MORSE CODE PART II. Jan. 1958, 26pp.

Haight, F.A. TOWARDS A UNIFIED THEORY OF ROAD TRAFFIC. Educational Methods & Evaluation Dept., USA Security

REPRINT 68. April 1958, l4pp. Institute of Transporta- Agency School, Fort Devens, Mass.
tion and Traffic Engng., University of California, Los
Angeles, Calif. (Reprinted fromt Opeations Res., Nov.- 15,372

Dec. 1958, &(6), 813-826.). This was a continuation of the study reported in

15,371 on variables associated with the learning of Morse

Code. The second and third variables--diversification of
training techniques and overlearning--were reported here-
in. Data from the three training groups were used in
evaluating the effects of the first and second variables.
All three groups were administered a series of standard-
ized tests to evaluate the effect of overlearning.
T. G. I.
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15,373 15,378
Kawabata, H. COURSE OF THE POTENTIAL CHANGE IN THE Lathrop, R.G., Grave, C. & Laney, S.G. EVALUATION OF
HUIMAN ELECTRORETINOGRAM DURING LIGHT ADAPTATION. J. THE HUMAN FACTORS ASPECTS OF THE GAM-77 (HOUND DOG).

opt. Soc, Amer., May 1960, 50(5), 456-461. (Dept. of ARDC Proj. 13113, APGC Proj. 131B1S, APGC TN 60 19, April

Psychology, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Fla.). 1960, 31pp. USAF Air Proving Ground Center, Eglin AFB,
Fla.

15,373
To confirm the course of ERG potential changes during 15,378

light adaptation and to study the photopic and scotopic The objective of this study was to obtain data upon
conditions of the retina through the ERG phenomena, vani- which judgments in the following kinds of areas could be
ous conditions of light stimulation were used. Four male made, deficiencies in human engineering, training re-
Ss were used to obtain: 1) light adaptation course to a quirements, quality of operator and maintenance publica-
white (26 degree) test stimuli of retinal Illuminances of tions, environmental hazards, manpower requirements,
5.0, 4.5, and 4.0 log trolands, 2) early light adaptation protective device requirements, and fatigue factors in
course to same light luminances as before, 3) light adapts aircrew training. Observation, informal interviews, re-
tion course to red test stimulus in relatively high adapt- view of equipment at an aviation plant, a publication
ing Intensityt and 4) light adaptation courses of K and h check-list, tabulation of personnel requirements against
waves to red test light of weak adapting intensity. recormmended tables of organization and research of avail-
G. I. R 17 able literature on fatigue were among methods used for

data gathering. Recommendations were made for improve-
ment of operational capabilities of weapon systems.

15,375 T. I. R 10
Levin, W.C., Schneider, M. & Gerstner, H.B. INITIAL
CLINICAL REACTION TO THERAPEUTIC WHOLE-BODY X-RADIA-
TION - SOME CIVIL DEFENSE CONSIDERATIONS. Rep. 60 1, 15379
Nov. 1959, 9pp. USAF School of Aviation Medicine, 15,37&Brooks AEB, Teo. (Medical Branch, University of Texas, Log7ie, L.C., Brown, W.L., Pizzuto, J.S. 8 Overall, J.E.
Galveston, Tex.). SOME EVIDENCE SUGGESTING THE PERCEPTION OF MODERATE-

t TINTENSITY RADIATION AMONG ALBINO RATS. Rep. 60 5, Sept.
1959, 5pp. USAF School of AvIation Medicine, Brooks

15,375 AFB, Tex. (University of Texas, Austin, Tex.).

This report describes early clinical events displayed
by Ii cancer patients after whole-body roentgen treatment

in a single large dose and compares these events with 15,379
published reports of "radiation sickness" with acute se-quelae observed in nuclear accidents. The potential role Two experiments designed to test the hypothesis that
oeary obsrvedIton-nduclear accidents. The nuc eadisal lers albino rats perceive x-radiation as a noxious stimulus are
of early radiation-induced response in nuclear disasters reported. Each experiment involved two conditions which
Is evaluated. were exactly alike except for the location of a protective
T. R 14 lead shield. For half of the subjects, the lead shield

was located in front of the right-hand compartment of the
shuttle-boxesi for the other half, the lead shield was in

15,376 front of the left-hand compartment. The boxes were placed
Kelley, C.R., Bowen, H.M., Ely, J.H. & Andreassi, J.L. in front of an x-ray machine operated so as to give an av-
TRACKING TRAINING III TRANSFER OF TRAINING. Contract erage dose rate of one roentgen per minute inside the non-
NONR 1908(00), Tech. Rep. NAVTRADEVCEN 1908 00 3, Jan. shielded compartment. Time spent by each subject in the
1960, 67pp. USN Training Device Center, P!,rt Washing- non-shielded compartment was recorded over a period of 20
ton, N.Y. hours. Sex differences were also investigated.

T. G. R 3

15,376
The number and cost of training equipment increases

under the assumption that skills are specific to particu-
lar tasks. The hypothesis that tracking skill was not 15,380
entirely specific to particular systems and that a Lit, A. MAGNIOO DE OF THE PULFRICH STEREOPHENOMENON AS
general tracking trainer could be designed was investi- March 1960,OF(3), 321-327.. (Vision Research Labs.,
gated in previous studies. The present study investi- University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.).
gated the transfer of training in tracking tasks with
special attention to the existence of general tracking
skill. Data were collected from field and pilot studies' 15,380
and laboratory experiments. Implications of results of When filters of unequal optical density are placed
the investigation for the design of tracking trainers are in front of the two eyes, a target which is actually os-
discussed. cillating in a frontoparallel plane appears nearer than
T. G. I. R 4 it really is for one direction of stroke and farther than

it really is for the return stroke (Pulfrich stereophenom-
enon). Measurements of the near and far displacement

15,377 of an oscillating black vertical rod were obtained as
Kobrick, J.L. & Crist, B. QUARTERMASTER HUMAN ENGIN- functions of: 1) target thickness, 2) target velocity,
EERINO HANDBOOK SERIES: VII. THE SIZE AND SHAPE OF THE and 3) condition of unequal binocular retinal Illuminance.
AVAILABLE VISUAL FIELD DURING THE WEARING OF ARMY HEAD- Two observers were used.
GEAR. Proj. 7 83 01 007, Tech. Rep. EP 133, May 1960, T. G. I. R 5
21pp. USA Quartermaster Research & Engineering Center,
Natick, Mass.

15,381

15,377 Loeb, M. COMPARISON OF ATTENUATION OF THREE HELMETS

This report furnishes information in tabular form on AND A PAIR OF MUFFS BY THE THRESHOLD SHIFT METHOD.
the size and shape of available visual fields during the ProJ. 6X95 25 001, Task 01, Rep. 429, July 1960, 5pp.
wearing of 12 Army headgear ensembles. Schematic diagrams USA Medical Research Lab., Fort Knox, Ky.
are also provided to aid in visualizing size and shape of
the visual fields. The measurements were made on four
soldier test subjects.with normal vision. Visual fields
were mapped for bareheaded vision and for each of the
headgear ensembles.
T. G. R 7
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15,381
To measure the acoustical attenuation characteristics 15,385

of three helmets and a good representative pair of ear- McNaughtan, I.I., Day, D.J. & Beckman, E.L. INVESTIGA-

muffs, the shift in threshold at various frequencies which TIONS INTO THE PROBLEM OF CANOPY OPENING IN ESCAPE FROM

occurred when personnel were wearing the items was de- DITCHED AIRCRAFT. Mech. Eng. TN 299, FPRC Paper 1091,

termined. Eight enlisted personnel (United States Armor Sept. 1959, 37pp. al A Establishment,

Board) served as subjects. Auditory threshold for pure Farnborough, Hants, England. (RAF Institute of Aviation

tones of 125, 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, and 8000 cycles Medicine, Farnborough, Hants, England).

per second were obtained in quiet and with each item

being tested. Median attenuation values were determined

for each helmet and the earmuff. Recommendations for 15,385

necessary noise protection devices were made. 
This report presented a re-evaluation of the problem

r R s 3o of canopy jettison from a submerged aircraft. When an

aircraft has ditched and submerged with the canopy closed,

the canopy may be forcibly held shut by the water pressure

load. A theoretical analysis of the problem was made and

15,382 preliminary trials conducted to evaluate the factors which

Loeb, M. & Schmidt, E.A. INFLUENCE OF TIME ON TASK AND prevent jettisoning of the canopy. The time required for

FALSE INFORMATION ON EFFICIENCY OF RESPONDING TO PURE a subject to jettison the canopy manually after the air-

TONES. Proj. 6X95 25 001, Task 01, Rep. 426, July 1960, craft had submerged to 30 feet was determined. Recommenda-

8pp. USA Medical Research Lab., Fort Knox, Ky. tions were included.
I. G. I. R 3

15,382 15,386To determine whether responses to faint and moderate- 15,386ly ludsimleinfequnt uditry timli ay e mln-McFarland, R.A.. Do~mey, P.G., Warren, A.tt. & Ward, D.C.

ly loud, simple, infrequent auditory stimuli may be main- DARK ADAPTATION A2 A RINCTION OF AGE, I. A STATISTICAL

tained over a period of time and whether s imulated knowl- ANALYSIS. J. Geron., April 1960, L5(2), 149-154.

edge of results may be used to maintain performance, ten (Dept. of Industrial Hygiene, Harvard School of Public

subjects were asked to respond rapidly to infrequent, Health, Roston, Mass.).
randomly presented brief, low frequency tones over four

50-minute periods on successive days. During two of these

periods subjects responded to ten decibel tones; during 15,386

the other two, to 60 decibel tones. For one period at To make a detailed statistical study and interpreta-

each intensity, information was given after each response tion of the relationship between age and dark adaptation,

which supposedly related to performance but actually did 240 male subjects, 30 from each decade ranging from the

not. Reaction times and failures to respond were analyzed teen-age level through the age of 89 years, and drawn from

for the effect of the above conditions. a wide variety of sources, were tested using the Hecht-
Schlaer Adaptometer. After one minute in the dark fol-

T. G. R 11 lowed by pre-exposure to 1600 millilamherts for three min-
utes, dark adaptation thresholds were taken for 21 time
intervals over a 40-minute period. The analysis included

15,383 the determination of the cone-rod transition point and of

Hicks, S.A. THE EFFECTS OF FOUR HOURS CONFINEMENT IN age and dark adaptation threshold intercorrelations. The

MOBILE ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIERS ON SELECTED COMBAT significance of these data in practical situations is con-

RELEVANT SKILLSi A PILOT STUDY. ORD Proj. Til 1000, sidered.

Tech. Memo. 3 60, ca. 1960, 37pp. USA Ordnance Human T. G. R 24

Engineering Labs., Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.

15,383 15,387

This study was undertaken to determine changes in Muhlick, L., Shanker, P. & Dvorak, A. AN IBM TYPE 650

general combat relevant performance as a result of four PROGRAM FOR COMPUTING CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN

hours confinement in a maneuvering Armored Personnel Car- PAIRED VARIABLES. Contract NONR 477(0B), March 1960,

rier. Fifty enlisted men were tested both before and af- llpp. Division of Counseling and Testing Services,

ter confinement on tests designed to measure stamina, re- University of Washington, Seatile, Washington.

sponse time, gross motor coordination, arm steadiness,

equilibrium, and eye-arm coordination. Performance data

were compared for the two testing periods for changes at- 15,387

tributable to confinement. The general procedures used A program is given which computes c'rrelation coef-

and the appropriateness of the measuring devices were ficients between pairs of three dit' I t-bleý, fto up

studied in terms of their usefulness for future research to 24 pairs at a time. Output ilntude• xýrreltlgon coef-

in this area. ficients for each of the pairs of variables, means, vari-

T. I. R 7 ances, and standard deviation for each of the variables,

sums and sums of squares for the variables, and sums of

cross products for each of the pairs of variables. The
program is self-restoring which permits computation of a

15,384 larger number of correlation coefficient variables. The

Licklider, J.C.R., Christman, R.J. & Guttman, N. ON program is in fixed decimal form, and will handle up to

JAMMING SPEECH COMMUNICATION WITH COHERENTLY AMPLITUDE- 10,000 cases with scores ranging from 000 to 999.

MODULATED INTERFERENCE. Contract AF 18(600) 1219, R 3

AFCRC TN 57 58, Oct. 1957, 22pp. USAF Operational

Appvlj.catLonLab., Bolling AFB, Washinjton, D.C.
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,

mass.). 15,388
Mills, A.W. LATERALIZATION OF HIGH-FREQUENCY TONES.

15,384 J. acoust. Soc. Amer., Jan. 1960, 31(I), 132-134.

Two ways of achieving the goal of speech intelli- (Psycho-Acoustic Lab., Harvard University, Cambridge,

gibility to friendly and unintelligibility to enemy ears %ass.).

were investigated. In both techniques an interfering sig-

nal was superimposed upon the speech signal which, when

removed, left the speech intelligible. The two techniques

were based on different strategies for shaping the inter-

ference to impair Intelligibility, and each is described

and illustrated.
G. I. R 3
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15,388
To test the duplicity theory of auditory localiza-

tion--that perception of the direction of a sound source Is 15,395
based on interaural differences in phase or time for Steiner, S.H. STANDARDIZATION OF AN ENDPOINT TO POSI-
sounds of low frequency and interaural differences in in- TIVE ACCELERATION ON THE HUMAN CENTRIFUGE. Proj. 7222,
tensity for sounds of high frequency, thresholds for inter- Task 71746, WADC TN 59 426, Dec. 1959, 8pp. USFJAej-
aural difference between the intensities of dichotic tone spqce Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
pulses were measured on five Ss by the method of constant
stinrili at frequencies between 250 and 10,000 cps and at 15,395
a sensation level of 50 db. The threshold data were com- To establish an objective and standardized endpointpared with those produced by the just noticeable deviation for positive acceleration experiments, a comparison wasfrom the median plane of an actual source of tone pulses. made of blackout thresholds to a red filtered light ofThe relation between the discrimination of dichotic differ- 7 6

0,t, raised 0.5 log units above the visual thresholdences in phase and intensity and the discrimination of in dark adapted subjects and to a white light in theactual direction was shown in a graphical summary, same subjects. Differences among the subjects as wellG. R 9 as differences between the two lights were analyzed.
The variability of results from centrifuge to centrifuge
was discussed together with physiological implications,
advantages, and possible sources of error.15,390 T. G. R 7

Moser, H.M., Dreher, J.J., O'Neill, J.J. & Adler, S.
A COMPARISON OF SINGLE- AND DOUBLE-BOUNCE TRANSMISSION
UPON THE INTELLIGIBILITY OF OPERATIONAL WORDS. Contract
AF 18(600)316, RF Proj. 519, Tech. Rep. 30 & AFCRC TN 15,396
55 69, Aug. 1955, 4pp. Ohio State University Research SantaMaria, L.J., Klein, S.J. & Grelder, H.R. THE MAIN-Foundation, Columbus, Ohio. TENANCE OF THERMAL COMFORT IN A FULL PRESSURE SUIT ATSIMULATED ALTITUDE. Aercspace Medicine, April 1960, 331,288-295. (USN Air Crew Equipment Lab., NAMC, Philadel-

15,390 phia, Penn.).
This study extends previous studies of the effects of

voluntary stuttering upon the transmission of two-digit
numbers and single words. A "double-bounce" type of 15,396
transmission was employed to investigate the hypothesis To determine the effects of various environmental
that no difference would be found in articulation scores factors on flow rates necessary for the maintenance ofbetween "single-bounce" and "double-bounce" transmission comfort in a full pressure suit, three subjects were ex-of single words. Material recorded by a male speaker posed to different levels of ambient and ventilating
consisted of 50 words randomized into six lists of 50 test temperatures (125 and 60, 125 and 90, 150 and 60, anditems each. Ten listeners were trained on practice lists 150 and 90 degrees F). The subject wore the full pres-using non-stuttered speech. Intelligibility stores for sure suit, under which was worn the ventilating garment,the two types of transmission were compared, for two hours at simulated altitude of 18,000 feet.T. G. R 5 Additional information was obtained regarding effects of

the experimental conditions on various physiological
measures while subjects reported a feeling of comfort on
a seven-point scale. The data were studied by analysis15,392 of variance methods.

Sampson, P.B., Elkin, E.H., Heriot, J. & Nelson, R. T. G. R 7
HEAD AND EYE TRACKING IN RESPONSE TO VELOCITY AND
ACCELERATION INPUTS. FINAL REPORT. Contract NONR
494(16), Proj. NR 144 122, April 1960, 4 5 pp. USN 15,397Physiological Psvcholovy Sranch, ONR, Washington, D.C. Senay, L.C., Jr., Christensen, M.L. & Hertzman, A.B.(Institute for Applied Experimental Psychology, Tufts FINGER AND FOREARM CUTANEOUS BLOOD FLOWS DURING CHANG-
University, Medford, Mass.). ING AMBIENT TEMPERATURES. Contract AF 33(616) 3357,

Pruj. 7164, Task 71830, WADD TB 60 15, March 1960, 4
6

pp.
15,392 USAF Aerospace Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

This study was conducted to find out how well visual
tracking could take place when both the head and the eyes 15,397
were free to follow moving targets and to discuss the To study cutaneous vascular responses to heat stress,relevance of the findings to the use of the eye as a con- nude subjects (resting state) were exposed to a slowlytrol mechanism. The target swung horizontally about the rising ambient temperature from a comfortable environ-subject at three different velocities (30, 60, and 90 de- ment of about 16 degrees C. to one of 45 degrees C. Cu-grees per second) and three accelerations (5, 20, and 45 taneous vascular events were recorded continuously over
degrees per second squared). Photographic records were a period of approximately four hours. The experimentalanalyzed for tracking error in degrees of head and eyes. design permitted systematic description of changes inResults were compared with those in the literature for blood flow in skin of hand and forearm during heat expo-tracking with the head fixed. An electric circuit analog sure, appraisal of the influence of local skin tempera-
was developed for part of the data and used to predict ture on the vasodilation in same area, and of the rela-
head and eye output in response to acceleration units. tion of cutaneous vasodilation to local sweating response,
T. G. I. R 21 and the measurement of the maximal vasodilation which

could be attained in a particular skin region.
T. G. I. R 20

15,393
The Sierracin Corporation. MA-3 ELECTRICALLY HEATED
FACEPIECE. Contract AF 33(616) 3746, Proj. 6333, Task 15,398
63617, WADD TR 60 88, Jan. 1960, 21pp. USAF Aerosoace Siegel, A.I., Bulinkis, J., Hatton, R. & Cramn, K.
Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. A TECHNIQUE FOR THE EVALUATION OF OPERATOR PERFORMANCE

IN PRESSURE SUITS AND OTHER FLIGHT APPAREL. Contract
N156 34553, March 1960, 97pp. USN Crew EguiDment Lab.,15,393 NAMC, Philadelphia, Penn. (Applied Psychological Ser-A proprietary, transparent, electrically conductive vices, Wayne, Penn.).

coating, "Sierracote III," was successfully incorporated
into laminated, formed, optically and thermally satisfac-
tory facepieces for production pressure helmets. Some
experimentation with surface coated parts of monolithic
acrylic structure was also conducted.
I.
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15,398
The need for a rigorous method for evaluating per-

ceptual and motor performance in full pressure suits and 15,402
other flight apparel has been a continuous one in naval Chase, R.A., Sutton, S. & First, Daphne. A DEVELOPMEN-
aviation. This report describes a method, based on a TAL STUDY OF CHANGES IN BEHAVIOR UNDER DELAYED AUDITORY
series of generally accepted measurement techniques, for FEEDBACK. Sept. 1959, 21pp. Communications Lab. De-
meeting this need. The scheme is based on determinations partment of Biometrics Research, New York, N.Y. ýColum-
of performance capability of the following typesi rate of bis University College of Physicians and Surgeons, New
movement, psychomotor coordination, manual dexterity and York, N.Y.).
light manipulatory performance, work-space requirements,
visual field, anthropometric flexibility, manipulative 15,402
area, and effort required to perform the task. The To investigate whether age is related 1) to the de-
methods, apparatus, and equipment for performing the re- gree and kind of changes which occur in speech under de-
quired measurements are described. layed auditory feedback and 2) to the attitude of the
T. G. I. R 3 child toward the experience of speaking under this con-

dition, eight to ten children at each age from four to
nine were required to speak under conditions of auditory

15,399 feedback and delayed auditory feedback. Speech samples
Torgersen, P.E. AN EXAMPLE OF WORK SAMPLING IN A HOS- were recorded and analyzed for changes. All results were
PITAL. Reprint 12, Nov. 1959, 4pp. Engineering Experi- analyzed by nonparametric techniques. Results were re-
ment Station, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio. lated to those reported in previous studies. Differences
(Reprinted from. J. Industr. Enqno., May-June 1959, 197- in performance as these related to age were discussed in
200 terms of developmental level, general mental development,

and to possible differences in function at the receptor
15,399 level.

This article illustrates with a case study two of T. R 12
the newer applications of work samplings 1) analysis of
human activities in a setting somewhat alien to the in-
dustrial engineer and 2) measurement of performance in 15,403
professional work groups. The example given concerns a Chase, R.A.4 Harvey, S., Standfast, Susan, Rapin0
work sampling of the work of the registered nurse in a Isabelle, et al. STUDIES ON SENSORY FEEDBACK. THE
hospital. A step-by-step description is given of the FFECT OF DELAYED AUDITORY FEEDBACK ON SPEECH AND KEY-
prelimonary work and the manner of making the observe- TAPPING. Aug. 1959, 25pp. Communications Lab., De-
tions. The data from 1600 observations are presented In partment of Biometrics Research, New York, N.Y. (Colum-
tabular form and used to point up the possibilities of bia University College of Physicians and Surgeons, New
work sampling in this type of situation. York, N.Y.).
T. R 7

15,403
15,400 Assuming that alteration in sensory feedback infor-
Wokoun, W. DETECTION OF RANDOM LOW-ALTITUDE JET AIR- mation would result in change in motor performance in
CRAFT BY GROUND OBSERVERS. Proj. 5U16 04 012, Tech. question, the present investigation sought to answer,
Memo. 7 60, June 1960, 59pp. USA Ordnance Human 1) are changes in time and intensity of speech and key-
Engineering Lab., Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md. tapping under Delayed Auditory Feedback (DAF) qualita-

tively the same for the two motor systems?, 2) does the
15,400 same DAF result in more change in motor performance for

The efficiency of the human ground observer in de- one system than for the other?, 3) does the amount of
tecting and identifying jet fighter aircraft was studied change in a subject's performance under DAF in the two
as a function of size of sector observed (360, 180, 90, modalities correlate? Fourteen subjects were asked to
and 45 degrees) and aircraft altitude (500 and 1500 feet), repeat the sound "b" in groups of three sounds under
when targets appeared essentially at random. Particular iormal and delayed feedback. They were also asked to
emphasis was placed on allowing subjects (30) minimal tap on a key in groups of three under the same condi-
information about when and where aircraft might appear. tions.
Three types of aircraft (T-33, F-86, and F-1O0) approached T. G. I.
along six courses at the two altitudes. Results include
cumulative probability curves indicating the likelihood
that aircraft will be detected or identified at any given 15,404
distance for the various combinations of search sector Caldwell, L.S. THE EFFECT OF FOOT-REST POSITION ON THE
size and altitude, as well as supplementary analyses. STRENGTH OF HORIZONTAL PULL BY THE HAND. Proj. 6X95 25
T. G. I. R 6 001, Task 03, Rep. 423, June 1960, l 7

pp. USA Medical
Research Lab., Fort Knox, Ky.

15,401
Wulfeck, J.W., Crook, Dorothea J. & McBride, P.l. 15,404
STUDIES ON DARK ADAPTATION EXPERIMENTS I, II, AND III - To determine the effects of foot-rest position on the
THE PRE-EXPOSURE TOLERANCE OF THE HUMAN FOVEA ADAPTED strength of horizontal pull by the hand, 11 Ss were ob-
TO DIFFERENT BRIGHTNESS LEVELS, INCLUDING DARKNESS. served under the following conditions. Three thigh angle
FINAL REPORT PERIODs 1 SEPTEMBER 1952 - 30 AUGUST 1953. (0, 10, and 20 degrees) were combined factorially with
Contract AF 30(602) 199, RADC TR 54 88, Oct. 1954, 34pp. three knee angles (110, 130, and 150 degrees) to produce
USAF Rome Air Development Center, Griffiss AFB, N.Y. nine foot-rest positions. At each position the peak
(Institute for Applied Experimental Psychology, Tufts strength of the hand movement was determined at four
University, Medford, Mass,), elbow angles (60, 95, 130, and 165 degrees). The data,

mean strength of pull moviment in lbs., were analyzed to
15,401 find optimum foot-rest position for maximum strength ofhandpull.

The effect on foveal dark adaptation of pre-exposure T.hG. R 9
of the eye for brief durations to light of relatively low
brightnesses was investigated. Monocular measurements
were made of both absolute brightness sensitivity (RL)
and difference or contrast sensitivity (DL), using a one- 15,405
degree square centrally-fixated test patch. The three Clarke, F.R. CONFIDENCE RATINGS, SECOND-CHOICE RESPON-
experiments dealt with 1) the pre-exposure tolerance of SES, AND CONFUSION MATRICES IN INTELLIGIBILITY TESTS.
the dark-adapted fovea, 2) the pre-exposure tolerance of J. acoust. Soc.. Amer., Jan. 1960, 11(l), 35-46. (Hear-
the fovea adapted to different brightness levels, and 3) ing and Communication Lab., Indiana University, Bloom-
the pre-exposure tolerance as measured by contrast sensi- ington, Indiana).
tivity. Pre-exposure brightnesses ranged from 0.10 to
100 ft.-L and duration from I to 100 seconds. Adaptation
levels of 0.10, 1.0, and 10 ft.-L were used.
TLC.G I. R 14
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15,405
A series of studies were conducted dealing with the 15,409

responses of human observers to speech stimuli trans- Elliot, P.B. TABLES OF D'. Contract AF 19(604) 2277,

mitted in a background of white Gaussian noise. In all 2659 7 T, Tech. Rep. 97 & AFCRC TR 59 55, Oct. 1959,

cases the listeners attempted to identify the transmittad 40pp. Dept. of Electrical Engineering, UQniersity of

items and then made a second response in an attempt to Michigan Research Institute, Ann Arbor, Mich.

convey additional information. The second response was
either a second-choice identification or a confidence
rating (estimation of the probability that the identifi- 15,409
cation was correct). The information gained by both Tables of d' for yes-no and forced-choice experiments
types of responses was computed from the data of two are presented in this report together with explanations
similar experiments using message sets of 4 and 16 items. and assumptions involved in the calculations. The tables
Rating responses were used to generate receiver operating were compiled for use in a specific type of experiment in
characteristic (ROC) curves and to predict performance of signal detectability in which a single signal with fixed
a different group of observers whose task was to monitor probability of occurrence is transmitted over a channel
subsets of messages. T. G. R 22 with band-limited white Gaussian noise.

T. G. R 3
15,406
Brown, J.L., Phares, L. & Fletcher, Dorothy F. SPECTRAL
SENSITIVITY OF THE EYE BASED ON VISUAL ACUITY. Proj. 15,410
TED ADO AE 5210, Bumedsurg. Task NR 005.13 6002.1, Rep. Egan, J.P., Greenberg, G.Z. & Schulman, A.I. ANALYSIS
12, & Rep. NADC MA 6006, April 1960, 28pp. USN Aviation OF THE METHOD OF FREE RESR)NSE IN SIGNAL DETECTABILITY.
Medical Acceleration Lab., NADC, Johnsville, Penn. PRELIMINARY REPORT. Contract AF 19(604) 1962, Nov.

1959, l6pp. Hearing and Communication Lab., Indiana
15,406 University, Bloomington, Ind.

To obtain spectral sensitivity thresholds using visual
acuity as a criterion, relative energy thresholds were 15,410
measured for the identification of the orientation of This is a preliminary report of a procedure for de-
grating test objects and for light detection at each of 32 riving a single measure of detectability where signals
narrow wavelength bands throughout the visible spectrum are presented randomly and under a method of free response
(400 and 710 mu). Visual acuity requirements were 0.33, The problem was to discover a procedure allowing all yes-
0.20, 0.11 minutes of arc; some additional data were ob- responses to he separated according to rightness or wrong-
tained for five other acuity levels between 0.45 and 0.09. ness of the response. A detailed analysis of the model
Two observers were used. Log relative energy thresholds used and the method developed is presented.
for light detection and for three acuity levels were ana- G. I. R 7
lyzed and compared with predictions derived from the lit-
erature in which other threshold criteria were used.
Practical use of the findings are Indicated. 15,411
T. G. I. RI1I5,1 Frances, A.S. THE PERSONNEL PROBLEMS OF ()FFt, [ A1 PlH-

MATION. Dunlap and Associates, Inc., Stamford, ((nn.
15,407 (Reprinted fromi The Office, Dec. 1959, 4pp.).
Brown, R.H. ANALYSIS OF VISUAL SENSITIVITY TO DIFFER-
ENCES IN VELOCITY. Projs. A W 102 002 (AV 53001), NE
091 600 2(5 1893) & W 1164, NRL Rep. 5478, May 1960, 15,411
l6pp. USN Research Lab., Washington, D.C. This article discusses the personnel conversion

operations needed when automatic equipment is installed
in an office. A model is presented which covers most of

15,407 the personnel problems to be expected and the methods of
This report presents an analysis of the data of an using the model are discussed. The advantages of a

extensive experimental literature on visual sensitivity systematic procedure for determining the basis for person-
to differences in velocity. Such differences have com- nel conversion are pointed up.
monly been measured by presenting two objects that move at I.
slightly different but constant speed; the least detect-
able difference in speed is the differential threshold for
the magnitude of velocity. Threshold data were plotted
against speed for comparison stimuli that were presented 15,415
adjacent, separate, or superimposed. The sensitivity was Garner, W.R. & Carson, D.H. A MULTIVARIATE SOLUTION OF
calculated and expressed in terms of the ratio of the THE REDUNDANCY OF PRINTED ENGLISH. Psychol. Rep., 1960,
threshold to speed. This ratio for velocity was applied (t(Mono. Suppl. 3 V6), 123-141. (Johns Hopkins
to tracking and other predictive behavior. University, Baltimore, Md.).
T. G. I. R 51

15,415
This paper presents an analytic approach to the solu-

15,408 tion of the problem of the redundancy of printed English.
Dempster, W.T., Gabel, W.C. & Felts, W.J.L. THE ANTHRO- Separate sources and kinds of restraint are identified
POMETRY OF THE MANUAL WOýRK SPACE FOR THE SEATED SUBJECT. and their interrelationship examined. A multivariate
Ae s Dec. 1959, 17(4), 29-317. analysis of the sequential constraint was performed using
(Department of Anatomy, University of Michigan, Ann data from the literature. Additional data were obtained
Arbor, Mich.). from 160 persons who were required to insert single let-

ters deleted at various positions of different length
sequences. From the figures obtained, redundancy is

15,408 computed.
The anthropometry of the manual work area was ap- T.o. R II

preached by an indirect method using photographic records
of time exposures showing the motions of a tiny neon lamp
at the hand grip. The records of 22 seated male subjects
were analyzed for eight sets of motions involving the for- 15,416
ward-directed hand and different grip orientations. The Harker, G.S. TWO STEREOSCOPIC MEASURES OF CYCLOROTATION
limits of space within reach relative to the mid-sagittal OF THE EYES. USAMRL Proj. 6X95 25 001, Task 02, Rep.
Junction of the seat and chair back were defined. Varia- 419, April 1960, l6pp. USA Medical Research Lab.,
bility data were obtained from the graphical records of Fort Knox, Ky.
the different hand-range spaces. The findings are dis-
cussed in relation to the geometry of the more effective
hand positions and in relation to practical problems of
work space designing.
T. G. I. R 48
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15,416
To demonstrate the equivalence of two stereoscopic 15,420

measures of myologic cyclophoria ( 1) vertically dis- Howland, D. APPLICATION OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH TO
placed points of light to be adjusted to equidistance HIGHWAY PROBLEMS. Reprint 8, Jan, 1959, 9pp. Engin-
or verticality in stereoscopic vision, and 2) a peripher- eering Experiment Station, Ohio State University,
al circle added to the displaced dots, with the dots ad- Columbus, Ohio. (Reprinted from: Highway Res. Bd.
justed to bring them into the plane or parallel to the Proc., 1958, 37, 72-80).
plane of the circle), six observers were studied. Five-
and twenty-minute sequences of alternating measures were 15,420
run on two different days. Obtained measures were ana- The basic character of operations research Is des-
lyzed for differences between the two configurations. cribed briefly as an attempt to conceive of specific prob
G. I. R 9 lems as problems in the area of decision theory. In term.,

of this characterization, a question is raised regarding
the role of operations research in the analysis of high-

15,417 way problems. Some examples of the application of this
Hershgold, E.J. & Riley, M.B. DIET INDUCED VARIATIONS type of research to highway problems are given. This sp-
IN TOLERANCE TO ALTITUDE HYPOXIA IN THE MOUSE. Proj. proach is compared with the traditional approach to high-
7220, Task 71742, WADC TN 59 419, Dec. 1959, 4pp. way problems. Some advantages as well as the difficul-
USAF Aerospace Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. ties associated with the use of operations research in
TReprinted from: Proc. Soc. exp. Biol., 1959, 1Q09 this manner are pointed out.
831-834). R 11

15,417
To investigate effects of diet on resistance to

hypoxiat mice were used as experimental subjects, One 15,421
group of mice was fed large amounts of carbohydrate Velasquez, T. CORRELATION BETWEEN ALTITUDE AND
prior to exposure to altitude hypoxia, another was fed CONSCIOUSNESS TIME IN HIGH-ALTITUDE NATIVES. Rep. 60 8,
lipids of varying saturations while fasting, another had Dec. 1959, lOpp. USAF School of Aviation MedicQine,
large amounts of fat added to the normal diet, while Brooks AFB, Tex. (Institute of Andean Biology, Dept.
other groups were fasted or fed only the normal diet. of Pathological Physiology, Faculty of Medicine, Lima,
The animals were exposed to simulated altitudes of 33,000 Peru).
feet; the time when each animal took its last breath was
recorded and analyzed for the effect of diet in prolong- 15,421
ing survival time. The consciousness time was determined after withdrawal
T. R 12 of oxygen supply at 32,000, 34,000, 36,000, 38,000, and

40,000 feet of simulated altitude, in high-altitude
natives, residents of Morococha, located at 14,900 feet.
A correlation curve between level of altitude and con-

15,418 sciousness time was derived from the results. The end-
Horst, P. OPTIMAL ESTIMATES OF MULTIPLE CRITERIA WITH point used corresponded to the time of "imminent uncon-
RESTRICTIONS ON THE COVARIANCE MATRIX OF ESTIMATED sciousness."
CRITERIA. Psychol. Rep., 1960, f(Mono. Suppl. 6 V6), T. G. I. R 7
427-444. (University of Washington, Seattle, Wash.).

15,418 15,422
Two approaches to the problem of optimal utilization University of California. HUMAN THERMAL TOLERANCE AND

of manpower resources have been made traditionally: voca- THERMAL BIOTECHNOLOGY. Contract AF 33(616) 5402, Prog.
tional guidance and vocational selection. The technical Rep. 58 30, April 1958, 6

pp. Dept. of Engineering,
problem involved, "optimal differential assignment," has University of California, Los Angeles, Calif.
been approached in several ways. The present paper pre-
sented an approach which has the advantage of relative
independence of number of cases involved (hence is not
prohibitively expensive) and provides a complete mathe- 15,422
matical formulation, the solution for the equations being A skin diffusion study of the water transfer through
obtainable by "straightforward well-known classical math- amputee stumps is described briefly. Some generalized
ode." A numerical example of the method was given. statements are presented on the basis of preliminary anal-
T. R 5 ysis of results. A supplement contains a description of

two physiological-thermal models of the heat transfer
within and between man and his environment.
G. I.

15,419
Hauty, G.T. & Wendt, G.R. SECONDARY OCULAR NYSTAGMUS
AS A FUNCTION OF INTENSITY AND DURATION OF ACCELERATION.
Rep. 60 29, April 1960, llpp. USAF School of Aviation 15,423
Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex. (University of Rochester, Stevens, J.C., Mack, J.D. & Stevens, S.S. GROWTH OF
Rochester , N.Y.). SENSATION ON SEVEN CONTINUA AS MEASURED BY FORCE OF

HANDGRIP. Contract NONR 1866(15), 6pp. Psycho-Acoustic
Lab., Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (Reprinted
from: J. exp. Psychol., Jan. 1960, M9(l), 60-67).

15,419 15,423
To determine the nature of the secondary nystagmic This is one of a series of studies investigating the

response, three male subjects were subjected to three dif- validity of the general psychophysical law that subjec-
ferent velocities of rotation (180, 90, and 45 degrees per tive magnitude grows as a power function of stimulus mag-
second) reached by different accelerations. With head nitude. The subjects produced forces on a hand dynamo-
fixed with a forward inclination of about 15 degrees, the meter to match various levels of subjective intensity for
subject experienced a trial consisting of a selected value five kinds of criterion stimuli% electric current applied
of acceleration followed by five minutes of constant rota- to the finger, white light, white noise, a 1000-cycle
tion, then a selected value of deceleration and a five- tone, and a 60-cycle vibration applied to the fingertip.
minute stationory period. The entire sequence of nystag- The foroe of the handgrip in pounds was analyzed as a
mic responses was continuously recorded. From these re- function of the intensity of the various criterion stimu-
cords the secondary nystagmus was analyzed in terms of in- 1.; The forms of these functions were then predicted by
-tensity and duration relations with the physical stimulus. ratio scales of subjective intensity determined Indepen-The problem of origin is discussed. dently by the procedure of numerical estimation.

T. G. R 34 T.G. R 12
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15,428
This study included the determination of the ranges

15,425 of possible human-pilot control of the variable-stability
Benson, A.J. & Dearnaley, E.J. ESTIMATES OF ABILITY airplane at various stability levels coupled with various
DURING ITERATIVE PERFORMANCE OF A FATIGUING TASK AND reduced effective lift-curve slopes. Conclusions were
MEASURES OF ELECTRCAYOGRAPHIC ACTIVITY IN A MUSCLE based on analysis of flight data and pilot opinions.
GROUP NOT DIRECTLY INVOLVED. Rep. 1092, July 1959, T. G. I. R 6
lpp. Flving Personnel Research Consnittee, London,
England. (RAP Institute of Aviation Medicine,
Farnborough, Hants, England). 15,429

Brown, R.H. SOME METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN

15,425 MEASURING VISUAL THRESHOLDS FOR VELOCITY. Projs. A W
To examine the relationship between EMG activity 102 D02(AV 53001), NE 091 600 2(S 1893) & W 1164, NRL

while Ss attempted to maintain a constant tension on a Rep. 5477, April 1960, 12pp. USN Research Lab.,
double-handled isometric myograph for as long as possible Washington, D.C.
and estimates made by the Ss of how long they could con-
tinue, the integrated EMG was recorded from the left gas- 15,429
trocnemius soleus muscle group during three separate pulls This paper presents a theoretical analysis and re-
separated by a five-minute rest. Each S was instructed to view of literature data on methodology for measurement
pull as long as he could and to estimate before and at of thresholds involving speed of motion as a variable.
15-sec. intervals how long he could maintain the tension; Three assumptions are examined: 1) that the distribution
duration of pulls, estimates of duration, and ErG were of responses reported in different experiments as a func-
aralyzed for relationships with fatigue, learning, and tion of speed involved the effects of random variables;
p rsonal data items. 2) that the distribution function of speed in logarithmic
T G. R 10 units is normal; and 3) that the logarithmic-normal dis-

tribution function of speed provides for homogeneity of
variance when an additional variable is introduced.

15,426 G. R 49
Benson, A.J. & Dearnaley, E.J. ESTIMATES OF ABILITY
DURING A FATIGUING TASK WITH AND WITHOU[T CCtPETITION
AND MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRCMYOGRAPHIC ACTIVITY IN
MUSCLE GROUPS NOT DIRECTLY INVOLVED. Rep. 1089, Feb.
1959, l3pp. Flying Personnel Research Comsitt-ee, 15,430London,~~ Enln.(A nstitute of Aviation Medicn,1,3
London, England eicine, iersdorf, W.R. & Armington, J.C. LEVEL OF LIGHT
Farnborough, Hants, England). ADAPTATION AND THE HUMAN ELECTRORETINOGRAM. J .

Soc. Amer., Jan. 1960, 50(l), 78-82. (Walter Reed
15,426 Army Institute of Research, Washington, D.C.).

The experiment reported here was a preliminary in-
quiry into two possible approaches to the general problem
of fatigue and motivation: 1) the measurement of electro- 15,430
myographic activity in muscles not engaged in the primary The effects of two adaptational variables upon the
task, and 2) subjective estimates of performance. In ten human ERG were investigated: 1) temporal increase in
subjects the integrated electromyogram was recorded from ERG amplitude during light adaptation was studied both
the left gastrocnemius soleus muscle group while the sub- with white and red flashes; 2) the effects of constant
ject attempted to maintain a tension of ten kilograms on luminance test flashes upon a wide range of adaptation
a double handled isometric myograph. Experimental condi- levels were investigated. In both investigations an
tions were: 1) the tension achieved was not displayed, 2) attempt was made to separate photopic and scotopic com-
the tension developed was displayed, 3) tension was dis- ponents of the ERG. The results were considered in rela-
played and an award was made for maximum duration and ac- tion to the duplicity theory and to the resting potential
curacy. Estimates of pull duration were made before (and of the eye.
at 15-minute intervals) each pull. G. I. R 19
G. I. R 18

15,427 15,433
Blattels, C.M. THE AFFERENT INITIATION OF SHIVERING. Coleman, H.J. A HUMAN FACTORS STUDY OF THE INTEGRATED
Proj. 6X64 12 001, Task 8, Rep. 418, March 1960, 12pp. VISUAL APPROACH AND LANDING AIDS (IVALA) SYSTEM. APGC
USA Medical Research Lab., Fort Knox, Ky. TR 59 52, Dec. 1959, 96pp. USAF Air Proving Ground

Center, Eglin AFBp Fla.

15,427
The activation of shivering was investigated in 30 15,433

lightly nembutalized dogs by surface cooling of the left This report presents the results of a human factors
rear leg amputated at the hip, exceptfng the bone, the study of the visual approach and landing aids system in-
femoral and sciatic-peroneal nerves and the femoral ar- stalled at Dow Air Force Base, Maine. An evaluation is
tery and vein. Temperatures, both internal and external, reported of the following components for their capabilit)
of the body and of the blood were taken continuously along in providing pilots with sufficient visual guidance to
with determination of oxygen consumption at ten-minute complete a landing under any visibility conditions:
intervals. Shivering was monitored visually. Six dogs Narrow Gauge Lighting System, Configuration "A" Approach
served as controls for the procedure without cooling. The Lighting System, Centerline Runout Lighting System, and
data were analyzed for relation of onset of shivering to Transverse Roll Guidance Bars. A comparative evaluation
skin, deep body and/or brain temperatures, of Configuration "A" Approach Lighting System with the
T. 0. R 30 system installed at Westover Air Force Base, Massachu-

setts, is also reported. Recommendations are included.
T. I. R 24

15,428
Brissenden, R.F., Alford, W.L. & Mallick, D.L. FLIGHT 15,438
INVESTIGATION OF PILOT'S ABILITY TO CONTROL AN AIRPLANE Dearnaley, E.J. CHANGES IN ESTIMATES OF PERFORMANCE
HAVING POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE STATIC LONGITUDINAL INDUCED BY THE THREAT OF RECEIVING AN ELECTRIC SHOCK IF
STABILITY COUPLED WITH VARIOUS EFFECTIVE LIFT-CURVE THE ESTIMATES ARE NOT ACHEIVED. FPRC Memo 125, Oct.
SLOPES. NASA TN D 211, Feb. 1960, 20pp. Nional 1959, 5pp. Flying Personnel Research Connlttee, London,
Aeronautica and Space Administration, Washing ton, D.C. England. (RAF Institute of Aviation Medicine, Fearn-
(Langley Research Center, Langley Field, Va.). borough, Hants, England).
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15,438
To investigate how estimates of time for which it is 15,442

possible to continue a difficult task would be affected by Federman, P. & Siegel, A.I. WORK SPACE, VISUAL FIELD,
some element of danger if estimated performance was not AND CERTAIN CONTROL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SEATED PILOT
achieved, 18 male subjects each made three attempts, sepaý IN THE MARK III LIGHTWEIGHT FULL PRESSURE SUIT. Con-
rated by five-minute intervals to maintain a tension of tract N156 34553, Feb. 1960, 5

6
pp. USN Air Crew Ecmii-

ten kilograms (t five per cent$ on a double handled iso- mert Lab., NAMC, Philadelphia, Penn.
metric myograph for as long as they could. Before his

second and third attempt, each subject was asked to esti-

mate his performance in time units; the threat of electric 15,442
shock for failure to achieve the estimate was made for one Three separate but related studies were performed in
of the last two trials. Estimates, expressed as percent- order to describe for the aircraft cabin designer the
age of previous performance, were studied for condition of maximal work space area and certain control requirements
threat of punishment vs. no threat, for the seated pilot wearing the MARK III light weight
T. R 6 full pressure suit. Measurements were made on an anthro-

pometrically representative sample of flight personnel
under three suit pressurization conditions, 0, 0.5, and

15,439 2.0 lbs. per square inch. Maximal distances from the sea
Dzendolet, E. MANUAL APPLICATION OF IMPULSES WHILE reference point that controls may be placed were deter-
TRACTIONLESS. Proj. 7184, Task 71586, WADD TR 60 129, mined; the rotary torque that could be exerted on a con-

Feb. 1960, 1
2

pp. USAF Aerosoace Medical Lab., Wright- trol at maximal reach distance was measured; and the
Patterson AFB, Ohio. limits of the visual field were determined.

T. G. I. R 5

15,439
To determine what types of impulses can be applied 15,444

manually by a man under tractionless conditions, 20 sub- Fried, C. STUDIES ON THE KINETIC DEPTH EFFECT AS A
jects were required to push in or pull out a plunger in MEANS FOR PRESENTING THREE DIMENSIONAL INFORMATION I.
one motion while anchored by one hand hold. Various fric. METHODOLOGY AND SELECTION OF FORMS FOR STUDY. Proj.
tional forces and travel distances were used under two TEl 1000, Tech. Memo. 2 60, March 1960, 

3
7pp. USA

friction conditions: normal and tractionless. Scores con- Ordnance Human Engineering Lab., Aberdeen Proving
sisted of the percentage of subjects who could perform Ground, Md.
the push or pull in one continuous motion and duration in
seconds. Observations of techniques used by subjects wero 15,444
made. The data were analyzed in terms of number of cor- In an introductory study on the Kinetic Depth Effect,
rect responses as a function of force and travel distance, 12 stationary shadow projections of each of nine forms
duration of an effective impulse for various forces and were presented to ten Ss to determine which forms appeared
distances, and shape of the impulse. flat or two-dimensional and which appeared three-dimen-
T. 0. I. R 3 sional. An historical account of the Kinetic Depth Effect

illusion and its pertinence for three-dimensional radar
displays was presented.

15,440 T. G. I. R 28
Eggleston, J.M., Baron, S. & Cheatham, D.C. FIXED-BASE
SIMULATION STUDY OF A PILOT'S ABILITY TO CONTROL A
WINGED-SATELLITE VEHICLE DURING HIGH-DRAG VARIABLE-LIFT 16,000
ENTRIES. NASA TN D 228, April 1960, 

6 0
pp. National Kelley, C.R. DEVELOPING AND TESTING THE EFFECTIVENESS

Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington, D.C. OF THE "PREDICTOR INSTRUMENT." Contract NONR 2822(00),
ýLangley Research Center, Langely Field, Va.). Tech. Rep. 252 60 1, March 1960, 28pp. Dunlap and

Associates, Inc., Stamfordp Conn.

15,440
A winged-satellite vehicle which enters the atmos- 16,000

phere at high (approaching 90 degrees) angles of attack The predictor instrument was designed to give the
was simulated in five degrees of freedom by using a operator of a control system information about the future.
fixed-bass simulator. The task of controlling the vehicl4 of the variable he is controlling (e.g., plane or ship).
and the vehicle's trajectory during the entry was per- The purpose of the paper was to further develop the in-
formed by a human pilot. Variations of the pilot's task, strument and to test the instrument as an aid to manual
the static and dynamic stability, control effectiveness, control. Research had been concentrated on vehicular
and the effects of adverse coupling of aerodynamic con- control systems and "limited to cathode ray tube display
trol movements were investigated, configurations in which one or more traces are shown to
G. I. R 8 represent predicted system output from present time con-

tinuously to a point in the future." Effects of simplify-
ing the fast-time simulation, of changes in the time span
for which a prediction is made, of changing the "program"
of the predictor, and determination of ways of coding

15,441 three dimensions of information into the display were
Ellis, J.P., Jr., Clark, R.T., Jr., Rambach, W.A. & discussed. G. I. R 3
Pickering, J.E. PROMPT EFFECTS OF HIGH-LEVEL IRRADIA-
TION ON ANIMAL METABOLISM. Rep. 60 17, Jan. 1960, 9pp.
USA School of Aviation Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex. 16,001

Peters, G.A. & Glassner, H.F. TRENDS IN APPLIED BIO-
15,441 ELECTRONICS. Engng. Paper 972, Feb. 1960, 26ppo.

Equipment and Safety Research, Douglas Aircraft Company,TO obtain informlation about early effects of radis- jnc., El1Segundo, Calif.

tion, monkeys were given whole-body exposures of 500 to
30,000 roentgens and sacrificed within two hours. Blood
acid-base related components and free amino acids in 16,001
plasma, spinal fluid, and five tissues were measured. All This paper described technological advances which
samples were collected within four hours following radia- permit miniaturization of bio-electronic equipment de-
tion. signed to monitor and analyze human physiological re-
TI. R 12 sponses, e.g., of the electrocardiograph or the electro-

encephalogram. The usefulness of computers, high-speed
printers, and other message readout equipment to data
orocessing was discussed, and development trends in this
area were presented. Problems of cost, reliability,
fidelity, and meaningfulness of obtained measurements
were also raised.

I. R 11
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16,002 
16,006

Morris, Ailene & Home E.P. (Eds.). VISUAL SEARCH McGill, W.J. SEARCH DISTRIBUTIONS IN MAGNIFIED

TECHNIQUES. Proceedings of a Symposium Sponsored by the TIME. From: "Visual Search Techniques," Publ. 712,

Armed Forces - NRC Committee on Vision Held in the 1960, 50-58. National Academy of Sciences -N

Smithsonian Auditorium, Washington, D.C., April 7 and Research Council, Washington, D.C.

8, 1959, Publ. 712, 1960, 25
6
pp. National Academy of

Sciences - National Research Council, Washington, D.C. 16,006
The purpose of this paper is to describe changes that

16,002 take place in the distribution of search times in a rel-

In addition to an invited address, this Symposium in- atively simple visual search problem as the number of al-

cluded 22 papers, given in five sessions: I. Military ternatives is changed. A statistical scheme for amplify-

Doctrine, Equipment, and Practice (e.g. Visual Search ing small differences, which depends for the most part on

Techniques for Aerial Surveillance and Coast Guardl Visu- statistics "inside the organism," is presented.

al Aspects of Collision Avoidance; Search for Subma- T. G. R 5

rines). II. Search Strategies and Probability Functions.

III. Basic Eye Characteristics Related to Search. IV.

Visual Performance in the Search Situation (e.g. Theory 16,007
of Vigilance, Visual Search of a Complex Display, Auto- Harris, J.L. FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING
matic Scanning of Aerial Photographs. Discussion which OPTIMUMp VISUAL SEARCH. From: "Visual Search Tech-
followed each session is included. V. Optimal Visual niques," Publ. 712, 1960, 69-93. National Academy of
Search Techniques--Sunnary and discussion panel. Sciences - National Research Council, Washington, D.C.
T. G. I. R 156 (approx.)

16,007

16,003 Starting with the concept of the visual detection

Hauser, H.F. VISUAL SEARCH TECHNIQUES FOR AERIAL lobe, a target was placed along the axis of the fixation-

SURVEILLANCE. From: "Visual Search Techniques," al center of the eye and psychophysical experiments were

Publ. 712, 1960, 10-22. National Academy of Sciences performed. Relations were obtained between probability

National Research Council, Washington, D.C. of detection and target contrast. Some factors which de-
termine size and shape of the visual detection lobe are
listed and discussed. Factors which determine search

16,003 patterns which optimize detection probability for a given

The place of visual air surveillance is discussed search time are presented. Further research which is

first in relation to other sources of intelligence of needed is listed.

enemy disposition and movements and then in its appli- G. I.

cation to target acquisition. Present capabilities of
visual surveillance, types of missions, types of targets,
effective altitude of missions, and limitations on this 16,008
intelligence source are then set forth. Finally visual Smith, S.W. & Louttit, R.T. SOME EFFECTS OF TARGET

observer skills and search techniques are presented. A MICROSTRUCTURE ON VISUAL DETECTION. From: "Visual

hypothetical situation is presented and an analysis made Search Techniques," Publ. 712, 1960, 94-98. Natonl

of how a good visual observer might apply himself in the Academy of Sciences - National Research Council,
performance of his task. A parallel is drawn between the Washington, D.C.
tasks of the visual aerial observers and the photo-
imagery interpreters. 16,008

To investigate the possibility that visual detection

would be aided if the visual elements of the target were

16,004 highly ordered, a set of four targets, each containing

Fischl, M.A. PROBLEMS OF VISUAL SEARCH IN THE RECOVERY the same number of elements but varying from a highly

OF SPACE VEHICLES. From: "Visual Search Techniques," ordered arrangement (grid, checkerboard) to random ar-

Publ. 712, 1960, 41-43. National Academy of Sciences - rangements, was constructed. Detectability of the vari-

National Research Council, Washington, D.C. ous target patterns was compared for very different

values of 1) background luminances, 2) element size, 3)

figure orientation, and 4) duration of exposure. Detec-

16,004 tion thresholds were determined and analyzed for differ-

This paper describes some visual search operational ences attributable to target pattern.

experiences in the recovery of space vehicles. Objects T. 1.
of search were basketball size capsules and larger ve-
hicles. Steps which were taken to increase detectability
are discussed. Field test experiences are reported, and
suggestions for future research are made. 16,009

Harcum, E.R. DETECTION VS. LOCALIZATION ERRORS ON
VARIOUS RADII OF THE VISUAL FIELD. From: "Visual

16,005 Search Techniques," Publ. 712, 1960, 99-111. N_ n
Brody, Hilda R., Corbin, H.H. & Volkmann, J. Academy of Sciences - National }esearch Council,
STIMULUS RELATIONS AND METHODS OF VISUAL SEARCH. Fromt Washington, D.C.
"Visual Search Techniques," Publ. 712, 1960, 44-49.
National Academy of Sciences - National Research
Coulcil, Washington, D.C. 16,009

This paper distinguishes between two factors affecting
accuracy of reporting the location of a target which may

16,005 appear tachistoscopically on a radius of a visual field

This paper describes two experimental situations, one eccentric to fixations 1) detection sensitivity or the

dealing with horizon search, and the other with search in ability to detect the presence of the target, and 2) local.

a rectangular matrix. Conditions for horizon search were ization accuracy or the ability to localize the target.

simulated. The experiments included both paced and con- Differences in performance among the various radial areas

tinuous search. Results are shown as curves of group of the human retina eccentric from fixation representing

median search time plotted for two rates of search. Re- corresponding areas of the visual field are discussed

lations between search-time and matrix size found in the first in relation to experimental data from the literature

second experiment are discussed, and then in relation to the data of two investigations de-

G. I. R 1 scribed in detail.
G. R 18
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16,010 16,014

Henneman, R.H. FACTORS DETERMINING THE IDENTIFICATION Enoch, J.M. NATURAL TENDENCIES IN VISUAL SEARCH OF A
OF AMBIGUOUS VISUAL STIMULI. Froms "Visual Search COMPLEX DISPLAY. From: "Visual Search Techniques,"

Techniques," Publ. 712, 1960, 112-118. National publ. 712, 1960, 187-193. National Academy of Scieno&a
Academy of Sciences - National Research Council, National Research Council, Washington, D.C.

Washington, D.C.
16,014

16,010 This report presents some of the more general find-
This research was undertaken to determine "whether, ings obtained in a series of eight experiments on visual

in identifying distorted visual patterns, subjects can search. These dealt with the general organization of
be increasingly influenced by differential frequencies the search, distribution of coverage during search task,
of stimulus presentation, as the pattern becomes pro- and a discussion of levels at which various phases of
gressively more distorted" (ambiguous), and to determine search are mediated. Two classes of observers and two
whether performance could be improved with practice, types of observation material were used in this study:
Six experimental sequences (160 presentations each) were trained photointerpreters viewed aerial photographs, and
presented, one each to six male subjects. Errors were non-trained observers viewed aerial maps which simulated
analyzed for effects of subjects, distortion, kind of aerial photographs.
error, and frequency of presentation. Generalizations G. R 11
suggested by the results are listed.
T. G. I. R 6

16,015
Devoe, D.B. & Duva, J.S. DISPLAY SHARING THROU(3 COLOR

16,011 FILTERING. Proj. 9674, AFCCDD TN 60 60, Dec. 1960, 7pp.

Cohen, W. FORM RECOGNITION, SPATIAL ORIENTATION, U5AF Operational Anolications Office, AFCCDD, Bedford,

PERCEPTION OF MOVEMENT IN THE UNIFORM VISUAL FIELD. Mass.
From: "Visual Search Techniques," Publ. 712, 1960,
119-123. National Academy of Sciences - N 16,015
Research Council, Washington, D.C. A method of display sharing through the projection of

several different displays onto the same screen and
16,011 selecting the desired display by viewing through an

To investigate the problems encountered in perception appropriately colored filter is described. Several
in a uniform visual field, an apparatus was developed applications of the technique are discussed.
which produced a completely uniform textureless field. A T. I.
study was designed to investigate the effects of these
variables on accuracy of form recognitions 1) structure
of the visual field, 2) structure of the target, and 3) 16,016
duration of the exposure to the uniform field. Results Celent6 C. HUMAN FACTORS - NEWEST ENGINEERING DISCI-
were discussed as they related to such variables as PLINE. Electronic Industries, Feb. 1960R 86-100.
accuracy of recognition, difficulty of recognition, and
effects of prolonged exposure to the uniform field. Some
implications for further research were given. 16,016
R 3 The author pointed out that technological advances

have generated problems of man-machine compatability
calling for an exhaustive knowledge of human behavior.

16,012 The paper discussed the need for human engineering and
Mackworth, N.H., Thomas, E.L. & Holmquist, S. THE described human engineering activity in a variety of
TELEVISION EYE MARKER ON A CHANGING VISUAL WORLD. fields, e.g., in space travel, Industry, etc. The need
Froms "Visual Search Techniques," Publ. 712, 1960, for the human engineer was pointed out. Finally, repre-
133-143. National Academy of Sciences - Natil sentatives of some consulting firms in the field of human
Research Council, Washington, D.C. engineering were asked to predict the future of the field.

T. I. R 33

16,012
The basic need for recording continuously the alter-

ing position of the line of sight in relation to the mov- 16,017
Ing and changing visual world is discussed in relation to Raben, Margaret W. A SURVEY OF OPERATIONS AND SYSTEMS
practical problems of visual search. Following an analy- RESEARCH LITERATURE. Contract NONE 494(13), Jan. 1960,
sis of the spatial and temporal factors in searching, 1

2
3pp. Institute for Applied Experimental Psychology,

some existing methods and techniques for running records Tufts University, Medford, Mass.
are discussed followed by a more detailed description of
the development of a television eye-marking technique
which may satisfy the basic need as set forth above. 16,017

I. R 21 This comprehensive report of unclassified publica-
tions on operations and systems research is organized as
follows to permit individuals with various needs to
readily find needed informations 1) Introduction, defini-

16,013 tion and description of the field; 2) Methods, experimen-
GottsdankerC R.M. THE RELATION BETWEEN THE NATURE OF tal and engineering psychology, operations and systems
THE GSE OF SITUATION AND THE EFFECTIVENESS OF ALTERNATIVE research, communication and information theory, game or
STRATEGIES OF SEARCH. FromN "Visual Search Techniquees" decision theory, computer simulation, queueing theory;
Publ. 712, 1960, 181-186. National Academy of Sciences - 3) Problems, man as a system component, groups as system
National Research Council, Washington, D.C. components, communication, transportation, production,

maintenance and supply problems, and air traffic control.

16,013 R 977 (approx.)
Six search determinants are listed, and two main

search goals (finding a specific object or reporting
anything which is out of the ordinary) are discussed as
these may relate to alternative search techniques. An
experiment is described which used two search situations. 16,018
1) a search situation characterized by competitionp and Buckner, D.N., Harabedlan, A. & McGrath, J.J. A STUDY
2) a situation characterized by Imbededness. Forty col- OF INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN VIGIIANFE PERFORMANCE.
lege students served as subjects. Results are discussed Contract NONR 2649(00), NR 153 199, Tech. Rep. 2, Jan.
in terms of the relations between relative effectiveness 1960, 44pp. Human Factors Research. Incorporated, Los
of a search strategy and the determinants which necessi- Angeles, Calif.
tated the eserch. Implications are presented for the
assignment of observers.
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16,018
To i) determine statistical and practical signifi- 16,022

cance of individual differences in vigilance perform- Hayes, J.R. & Smith, E.G. DECISION-MAKING STUDIES
ance, 2) determine the reliability of individual differ- PART I - THE TRADE-OFF OF VARIABLES IN DECISION-

ences within a watch and from watch to watch, 3) inves- MAKING. Proj. H FR 401 000, Task NR 401 001, NRL

tigate relationships between performance on visual and Prob. Y02 03, Jan. 1960, 7pp. USk Research Lab.,

auditory vigilance tasks, and 4) investigate relations Washington, D.C.
between performance under ordinary or alerted watch-
standing conditions, 54 subjects stood watch under vary-
ing conditions required by the investigation. Results 16,022
were analyzed in terms of mean and variability of detec- To determine whether or not regularities appear in
tion performance, relations of individual differences In the behavior of Ss making realistic decisions which re-
performance under alerted and non-alerted conditions. quire the trade-off of variables and which do not require
Analysis of variance was made of detections and of re- the use of economic theory for their description, 16 Ss
sponses within mode by quarter hour watch. Results were were required to make tactical decisions based on three
discussed in terms of their implications for sonar. variables--speed, distance, and number of airplanes--in a
T. G. R 15 simslated air-defense situation. The amount of trade-off

required for decision, the adequacy of forces available
to the decision-maker, and the arrangement in which the

16,019 information was displayed were varied. Decision time was
Blatteis, C.M. A Tucker, BE.F.* CONSTRUCTION OF A LOW-

COST TEMBPERATURE-CONTROLLED ALTITUDE CHAMBER. USARRL the dependent variable.

Proj. 6X64 12 001 08, Task 08, Rep. 420, Feb. 1960, T. I. R 13

l9pp. USA Medical Research Lab., Fort Knox, Ky.

16,023
16,019 Horst, P. THE EFFECT OF LIMITING THE NUMBER OF ITERA-

The growing interest in the adaptive mechanisms of TIONS ON A PRINCIPAL AXES FACTOR ANALYSIS SOLUTION.
experimental animals to environmental stress, especially Contract NONR 477(08), Public Health Research Grant M
temperature and altitude, has led to extensive study of 743(04), Feb. 1960, 54pp. University of Washington,
these variables. This report describes a "simple, in- Seattle, Washington.
expensive temperature controlled altitude chamber" for
use with rats or other small animals. The authors state 16,023
that it "has been used continuously with satisfaction for The flexibility and usefulness of the factor analytic
many hundreds of hours." Construction of the chamber is method in areas where "basic concepts are not clearly
described in some detail. formulated and when crucial experiments have not yet
I. R 5 been set up" was pointed out. The lack of uniqueness of

factors (which are arbitrary as located by the primary
procedures in use) is a severe limitation. The present

16,020 paper reported an empirical study "designed to measure
Cook, K.G. & Armsby, D.H. DESIGN STANDARDS FOR MAN- some of the effects of setting various limits on the
MACHINE TASKS IN SIGNAL CORPS SYSTEMS. THIRD QUARTERLY number of iterations completed in finding the arbitrary
PROGRESS REPORT I DECEMBER 1959 - 1 MARCH 1960. Con- factor loading matrices using Horsts' Modification of
tract DA 36 039 SC 78328, DA Proj. 3 99 00 110, March Hotelling's...procedures." Advantages and limitations
1960, 5

2
pp. Applied Psychology Corporation, Arlington, of the method were pointed out.

Va. T. R 18

16,020
The purpose of this study was to develop a methodol-

ogy for defining and classifying human functions in man- 16,024
machine systems in order to provide a basis for standard- Peters, G.A. HUMAN RELIABILITY IN SPACE FLIGHT.

ization of tasks associated with Signal Corps equipment. Engng. Paper 791, Human Factors Data Sheet AAAS
A survey was made of equipments, training films, technical 12-1, Jan. 1960, 2pp. Eqjipment and Safety Research,

manuals, and installations. A sample of engineers was Douglas Aircraft Company. Inc., El Segundo, Calif.
surveyed to determine design methods and principles in
use and possible acceptance of human engineering check- 16,024
lists. Further problems in need of investigation were This is an illustrated and descriptive data sheet
outlined. As a result of the interviews and review, the which specifies human factors in space technology.
application of systems demands analysis in the design Man's role and function in space travel is defined.
process was revised. Roles assigned to the human crew end a guide to specific
T. I. task allocation are presented. Values are computed for

pilot reaction time, and estimated human response-lag
for complex displays is presented.

16,021 T. I. R 9
Harabedian, A., McGrath, J.J. & Buckner, D.N. THE
PROBABILITY OF SIGNAL DETE(`TION IN A VIGILANCE TASK AS
A FUNCTION OF INTERSIGNAL INTERVAL. Contract NONR
2649(00), NR 153 199, Tech. Rep. 3, Feb. 1960, 30pp. 16,025lHuman Factors Research. Incorporated, Los Angeles, Peters, G.A. & Dendle, N.J. PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS IN
Hman. nMANNED SPACE VEHICLES. Engng. Paper 931, Feb. 1960,
Calif. 15pp. Missiles & Space Systems Engineering, Douglas

Aircraft Company, Incorporated, Santa Monica, Calif.

16,021
To investigate the influence of the time interval be- 16,025

tween signals on detection proficiency, and to compare This paper describes some basic considerations in-
two ways of identifying the intersignal interval, 54 sub- volved in making estimates of personnel requirements
jects were required to detect small intensity changes in for manned space systems. A preliminary approach to
an intermittent light or tone with the changes occurring determining optimum scheduling of space crews, considera-
at varying time intervals. Three ways were used to ident- tion of work periods, rest, feeding, etc., is presented.
ify the intersignal interval, and results achieved under Topics discussed include: customary temporal patterns,
the different methods for identifying the intersignal in- sleep-wakefulness cyclesa sustenance, off-duty time,
terval were compared. The importance of the way in which human work performancep other constraints, and work
the intersignal interval is identified to studies evalu- schedules. A reference list is available but not in-
ating the effects of intersignal interval on probability cluded.
of signal detection was discussed. G. I.
G. I. R 20
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16,029
16,026 To determine whether lightly clothed men would exhibit

McGrath, J.J., Harabedian, A. & Duckner, D.N. AN EX- differences in thoir physiological responses when exposed
PLORATORY STUDY OF THE CORRELATES OF VIGILANCE PERFORM- to cold with low and high humidities, six healthy young
ANCE. Contract NONR 2649(00), NR 153 199, Tech. Rep. 4, men (lightly clothed) were exposed in a chamber to various

Feb. 1960, 54pp. Human Factors Research. Incoroorated, combinations of wind (ten and less than one mph), tempera-
Los Angeles, Calif. ture (40 and 50 degrees F), and relative humidity (30 and

100 percent). Skin and rectal temperatures and oxygen
consumption were recorded. The findings were compared to

16,026 previous studies of nude men to see whether there was an
This was an exploratory study to investigate relation- interaction between clothing and humidity to account for

ships between behavioral measures and criteria of perfor- cold-wet "chill." The importance of considering radiation
mance on vigilance tasks; the objective was to identify in any comparison of cold-wet and cold-dry environments
types of behavioral measures that would be promising pre- was discussed.
dictors of vigilance performance. A concomitant study was G. R 4
made of individual differences in vigilance performance.
Psychological tests, threshold measures, and subjective
reports were used as measures of variables hypothesized 16,030
to be important in the performance of vigilance tasks. Wright, G.O. A GENERAL PROCEDURE FOR SYSTEMS STUDY.
Correlations between performance on the various tests and Proj. 7183, Task 71619, WADD TN 60 18, Jan. 1960,
vigilance performance were reported, and recommendations 13pp. USAF Aerospace Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson
for further research were made. AFR, Ohio.
T. G. R 16

16,030

16,027 An abstract systems model is developed "around the

McGrath, J.E. & Nordlie, P.G. SYNTHESIS AND COMPARISON concepts of process, data input, system output, function,

OF SYSTEM RESEARCH METHODS. Contract NONR 2525 (00), data transformation, mediation and operation, outcomes

HSR RR 60/1 SM, Rep. 9, Feb. 1960, i50pp. Human Sci- and output criteria, feedback control, and data flow."

ences Research Inc., Arlington, Va. The thesis is developed that a man-machine system is a
cultural system, limited by culture. A methodology for a
system study is proposed and a set of principles developed

16,027 to assist in choice of place to intervene and kinds of
This is a report of Phase II of a program designed to variables to manipulate in evaluating system performance.

review and integrate methods which have been employed In T. I. R 2
studies of man-machine systems and to compare alternative
methods and procedures. Phase II emphasizes integration
of methods for establishing of system and subsystem re-
quirements. The report summarizes purposes, procedures, 16,031and results of Phases I and II and describes key problems PLckerIng, W.H. (Dir.). RESEARCH SUMPARY NO. 36-2

In systems research method. A tactical framewoK, for wea-
pon systems studies is developed. Methods for systematic TO APRIL 1, 1960. Contract NA5W 6, April 1960, 64pp.

projections are given. The problem of translation of re- Jet Propulsion Lab., California Institute of Technoloov,

quirements into design guides is discussed. Theories of Pasadena, Calif.

allocation of functions to man and machines and for sys-
tems evaluation are given. A bibliography of systems re- 16,031
search literature and a glossary of usage of key systems This is Part I of a bimonthly periodical, and con-
research terms are Included. I. R 520 tains unclassified information concerning: 1) Deep Space

Instrumentation Facility: Goldstone Station Transmitter
and Receiver Sites, and Mobile Tracking Station; 2)

16,028 Spacecraft Communicationst CommTunications System Com-
Kolers, P.A. SOME ASPECTS OF PROBLEM-SOLVINGt I. METHOD ponents, Analysis of Coherent Two-Way Doppler Communica-
AND MATERIALS. Proj. 7183, Task 71618, WADD TR 60 2, tion System, and Deep Space Range Measurementl 3) Sys-
Jan. 1960, 16pp. USAF Aerospace Medical Lab., Wright- tems Analysess Trajectory Analysis, Orbit Determination,
Patterson AFB, Ohio. Systems Analysis Research, Space Flight Studies and

Powered Flight Studiesl and 4) Spacecraft Guidance and
Control Techniques: Spacecraft Attitude Sensing Tech-

16,028 niques, Low-Noise Amplifier Studies, Molecular Aggregate
Traditional studies in problem-solving have suffered Devices, Gas Bearing, and Parasol Solar Panel and An-

from poor methodology. The present paper reported the tenna.
attempt to establish a set of controlled conditions to T. G. I. R 4
permit the Investigator to obtain quantitative measures
of problem-solving ability. The stimuli used were hidden
figures made in a systematic way and presented tachisto- 16,032
scopically. Forty-eight Ss were divided into six groups. McAbee, W.H. & Lathrop, R.G. THE BALANCE OF MAN AND
Each group was presented with a different permutation of MACHINE. 1960, 37pp. USAF Research & Develooment Com-
three decks of cards. Data were analyzed in terms of
"Correct Answers per Trial," "Trials to Criterion," and mand, Eglin AFR, Fla.

"Number of Problems Solved." Differences between problems
were investigated. Results were discussed as they demon- 16,032
strated a method which would permit rigorous control of This is a guide which contains information on 1)
conditions in experiments in this area, the Weapon System Project Office concept; 2) sources of
0. 1. R 8 background research which includes sources of informa-

tion; 3) Human Factors research areas, including Humbn
Engineering, personnel selection, training, publication,

16,029 performance evaluation, and morale; and 4) a discussion
lampietro, P.F., Buskirk, E.R. & Vaughan, J.A. EF- and outline of planning, testing, and report writing.
FECTS OF HIGH AND LOW HUMIDITY ON HEAT EXCHANGES OF There are suggestions for improving management.
LIGHTLY CLOTHED MEN. Proj. Ref. 7 83 01 006, Tech. I. R 19
Rep. EP 131, April 1960, 6pp. USA Quartermaster
Research & Engineering Command, Natick, Mass.

16,033
Johansson, G. & Racklund, F. AN EYE MOVEMENT RECORDER.
Rep. 8, March 1960, 13pp. Psychological Lab., Univer-
SitYLof U~a, Uppsala, Sweden.
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16,033 16,037

This paper describes a small eye movement recorder The test portion of a developmental program must

which is capable of registering eye movements which measure "agreement between actual performance character-

range from the smallest voluntary movements up to move- istics being achieved by the system and the design ob-

Uffnt of 20 degrees of arc. There is a discussion of ear- jectives established for the system." This report ex-

lier methods for recording eye movements. One advantage amines specifically the kinds of data relevant to design

of the present recorder is its light weight. of missile weapon systems from the viewpoint of human

I. R 4 factors. After surveying current practices in human en-
gineering, testing approaches are suggested to human
factors engineering testing and to human-initiated mal-
function data collection. A glossary of terms important16,034 t hsfedi nldd

Siegel, A.I., Richlin, M. & Federman, P. A COMPARATIVE to this field is included.
STUDY OF "TRANSFER THROUGH GENERALIZATION" AND "TRANSFER r. G. 1. B 5

THROUGH IDENTICAL ELEMENTS" IN TECHNICAL TRAINING. •.
aool. Psychol., Feb. 1960, 44(i), 27-30. (Applied
Psychological Services, Wayne, Penn.). 16,038

Chapanis, A. ON SOME RELATIONS BETWEEN HUMAN ENGINEER-

16,034 ING, OPERATIONS RESEARCH AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING. Con-

To compare the technical effectiveness of naval avi- tract NONR 248(55), Rep. 8, May 1960, 73pp. Psycholog-

ation technicians given specific training with the ef- ical Lab., Johns HookIn_ U[1lyersitv, Baltimore, Md.

ficiency of trainees given a more general background
knowledge, the performance of 231 subjects (air control- 16,038
men, parachute riggers, and aviation motor machinists) The author differentiates the basic tasks of human
who were graduates of the two kinds of training programswas compared. Technical Behavior Check Liata (TBCLs) engineering, operations research, and systems engineering.

Contributions made by the human engineer to the design of
were developed and used for assessing fleet effective- systems are discussed both generally and as they relate
ness. Effects of the different kinds of training on to some specific systems. These contributions involvel
tasks involving mechanical manipulation was compared I) the allocation of functions to human and machine com-
with the effect on abstract conceptual tasks. ponents, 2) the human engineering of systems components,
T. and 3) the evaluation of man-machine systems. Important

work which has been accomplished in these areas is cited,
and need for further work and research is pointed out.

16,035 T. G. I. R 24
Steednan, W.C. & Baker, C.A. TARGET SIZE AND VISUAL
RECOGNITION. Proj. 7184, Task 71580, WADD TR 60 93,
Feb. 1960, 1

8
pp. USAF Aerospace Medical Lab., Wright- 16,040

Patterson AFB, Ohio. Chapanis, A. HUMAN ENGINEERING. Onerat. Res. Sys.

Engnl., 1960, 534-582.
16,035

To investigate the ability of Ss to recognize a par-
ticular target form on a display containing irrelevant 16,040

forms as a function of the visual angle and the amount This chapter covers some human factors involved in

of detail resolution, four groups of 16 Ss each were re- the design of automatic and semiautomatic systems. The

quired to locate given targets on problem displays. importance of carefully considering the role of human
Dependent variables, search time, and errors were inves- operators in such systems is stressed. Relative advan-
tigated as they related to viewing distance and size of tages and disadvantages of both men and machines to such
target. Applications of the findings to radar or infra- 'systems are listed and discussed. Additional ways in
red displays were discussed, with restrictions pointed which the human factors specialist can and should con-
out. Implications of the findings for equipment design tribute to the work of systems design are pointed out.
were discussed. T. G. I. R 33
T. G. I. R 2

,6,041

16,036 California Institute of Technology. ASTRONAUTICS IN-

Dunlap and Associates, Inc. AN INVESTIGATION OF SPEED FORMATION. ABSTRACTS, VOLUME II; NO. 4 (ABSTRACTS

AND ACCURACY IN READING KULTISCALE METERS. FINAL REPORT. 2,186 - 2,335). Jet Propulsion Lab., California Insti-

Contract DA 36 039 SC 78921, Proj. 3 99 O0 110, Task tute of TechnoloGy, Pasadena, Calif.

.03D, April 1960, 28pp. Dunlan and Associates, Inc.,
Stamford, Conn. 16,041

The coverage of thete abstracts is, in general,
16,036 restricted to the subject of space flight although

This investigation was undertaken to provide directly applicable techniques from other fields are
Thisance investigaton wa unrtaken meto .p de y included. This issue includes 149 reports abstracted

guidance in the design of multiscale meters. A survey during April, 1960.

of the literature was followed by an" experiment to r 119

investigate time and error penalties involved in read- R 149

ing one-, two-, four- and six-scale meters. Recommenda-
tions were made for design of multiscale meters on the
basis of findings. 16,042
T. G. I. R 8 Pickering, W.H. (Dir.). RESEARCH SUMMARY NO. 36-2

VOLUME I, PART TWO FOR THE PERIOD FEBRUARY 1, 1960
TO APRIL 19 1960. NASA Contract NASW 6, April 1960,
64pp. Jet Propulsion Lab., California Institute of
Technoloay, Pasadena, Calif.

16,037 16,042
Shapero, A., Cooper, J.I., Rappaport, M., Schaeffer,
K.H., at al. HUMAN ENGINEERING TESTING AND MALFUNCTION This summary reports supporting research and develop.
DATA COLLECTION IN WEAPON SYSTEM TEST PROGRAMS. Con- ment activities of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and

tract AF 33(616) 5688, Proj. 8(8 7193), Task 71602, contains unclassified information on instrumentation,

*DD TR 60 36, Feb. 1960, 47pp. USAF Aerospace Medical computers, materials, propulsion techniques, gas dynam-icep physics and mathematics.
1,1., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. T. G. 1. R 31
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16,047
16,043 This report presents recent conceptual and experiment-
Mendelson, J., Kubzansky, P., Leiderman, P.H., Wexler, al work dealing with methods of recording, analyzing, and

D., et al. CATECHOL AMINE EXCRETION AND BEHAVIOR DURING interpreting multiple physiologic responses. The possi-
SENSORY DEPRIVATION. A.M.A. Arch. gen. Psvchiat., Feb. ble use of bio-electronically monitored phenomena as
1960, g, 147-155. (Psychiatric Lab., Boston City Hos- criteria for human performance is discussed. Data on
pital, Boston, Mass., Chemistry Lab., Massachusetts Gen- physiological changes during performance of complex psy-
eral Hospital, Boston, Mass. & Psychiatry Dept., Harvard chological tasks are presented. Results are presented
Medical School, Boston, Mass.). which relate to response variability, performance cri-

teria, bio-electronic indices, and the calibration of

16,043 human experimental plug-in units. Implications for

To investigate the effects of sensory deprivation on analysis and interpretation of bio-electronic data from

urinary epinephrine and norepinephrine excretion, ten air and space vehicles are discussed.
subjects were placed in a tank type respirator but allow- G. 1. R 22
ed to breathe for themselves. The experiment was design-
ed to last up to 36 hours but subjects could terminate at
any time. Behavioral measures taken during the experi- 16,048
ment included length of stay in the experiment, motor Sargent, M.C. & Griswold, Victoria S. (Eds.). EUROPEAN
activity, amount of verbalization, somatic responses, SCIENTIFIC NOTES. May 1960, .14(5), 67-84. U
Judgment of passage of time, and mental experiences. The of Naval Research, London, England.
relevance of findings to those from previous studies was
discussed. The complexity of problems involved in at- 16,048
tempting to relate biochemical to behavioral indices was These notes cover work in the mathematical and phys-pointed out. Teentscvrwr ntemteaia n hsT. I. R 21 ical sciences, (e.g., Correlation-Function Computer, Op-

tics and Thin Films, Electric Analogy Laboratory), Earth

Sciences, the Biological Sciences (including chronic ex-

16, O4 posure to low levels of ionizing radiation), and general

Sargent, M.C. & Griswold, Victoria S. (Eds.). EUROPEAN notes and news.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES. June 1960, 14(6), 85-101. U$N Office
of Naval Research, London, England. 16,050

Freedman, S.J. SENSORY DEPRIVATION AND PERCEPTUAL LAG.
16,044 Contract AF(616) 5663, April 1960, lOpp. Eastern

These notes cover reports of research in the areas Psychological Association, New York, N.Y. (Massachusetts
of mathematical and physical sciences (e.g., information Mental Health Center, Boston, Mass. & Brandeis Univer-
theory, physical chemistry, combustion and propulsion), sity, Waltham, Mass.).
biological sciences, and earth sciences. Notes and news
of interest are also included.

16,050
Difficulties in obtaining precise measures of the ef-

16,045 fects of sensory deprivation and consequent problems in

Stevens, S.S. MEASUREMENT, PSYCHOPHYSICS, AND UTILITY. comparing results of studies from different laboratories

Reprinted froms "Measurementi Definitions and Theories," are pointed out. The present study was designed to max-

1959, 18-63. John Wiley and Sons, New York, N.Y. (Psy- imize the spatio-temporal variations of visual input to

chological Lab., Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.), twelve subjects run in experimental sessions which were
two to seven days apart. Results were examined for sys-
lematic distortion in visual perception over time. Im-

16,045 plications for assigning men to monitoring tasks are
The author discusses problems in the definition of discussed.

measurement and reviews the classical view. Five kinds G. I. R 9
of scales of measurement are discussed and statistical
measures appropriate to measurements made on the various
classes of scales presented. The problem of measurement
of subjective magnitude is raised and various psycho- 16,051

physical methods are presented. Problems involved in Dvorak, A., Wrioht, C.E. & Burket, G.R. A MODIFIED IBM
the measurement of utility are raised, and three ap- TYPE 650 PROGRAM FOR A NON-SYMMETRIC CORRELATION MATRIX
proaches to the problem of measuring utility are con- WITH SUMMED QUANTITIES. Contract NONR 477(08) & Putlic
sidered. Objections to each approach are discussed. Health Research Grant M 743(C4), Feb. 1960, llpp. Di-
T. G. R 46 vision of Counseling and Testing Services, Universty of

Washington, Seattle, Washington.

16,046 16,051
Stevens, S.S. ON THE NEW PSYWHOPHYSICS. Scand. J, This paper describes further modifications of non-

Psnchol., 1960, 1, 27-35. (Psychological Lab., syrmietric correlation matrix programs previously pre-
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.). sented by Dvorak and Wright (reference in bibliography).The entire program is presented.

16,046 R 4

The author discusses problems and methods in modern
psychophysics. Two types of continua, prothetic and 16,05'2
metathetic, are distinguished. Three kinds of scales, Horst, P. THE MULTIPLE PREDICTIVE EFFICIENCY OF
ratio, category, and "confusion", are differentiated IPSATIVE AND NORMATIVE PERSONALITY MEASURES. Contract
and discussed as they relate to the problem of quantify- NONR 477(08), Public Health Res. Grant M 743(C3), Feb.
ing sensation. New principles of psychophysics have led 1960, 33pp. University of Washington, Seattle, Wash.
to experimental tests of predictions; this is illustrat-
ed by work on cross-modality comparisons.
T. G. R 20 16,052

To compare the efficiency of an ipsative and a norm-

ative measure of personality as predictors of grades of
college students, two scales were administered to 171 sub.

16,047 jects. Data were analyzed on the IBM Type 650 computer.
Glassner, H.F. & Peters, G.A. BIO-ELECTRONIC ANALYSIS OF The influence of response set on each kind of personality
PERFORMANCE. DIC Engng. Paper 897, March 1960, 36pp. measure was considered. Results were compared with those
Equipment & Safety Research Section, Douglas Aircraft from similar studies. A mathematical rationale for test-
CompanI., El Segundo, Calif. ing the difference between multiple correlations was In-

cluded in the appendix.
T. R 24
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16,053 16,058
IBM Data Processing Division. IBM DATA PROCESSOR. Bond, G.F. SUMMARIES OF RESEARCH REPORTED ON DURING
IBM, June-July 1960, VY(3), 1-8. (IBM Data Processing CALEIDAR YEAR 1959. Dec. 1959, l9pp. USN Medical Re-
Division, White Plains, N.Y.). s.# New London Submarine Base, Conn.

16,053 16,058
This brief note describes pretested computer programs Twenty surasaries of research conducted at the Naval

to be made available through an IBM library service. Medical Research Laboratory during the calendar year
The programs are designed to handle various data process- 1959 are presented in this report. Titles of three re-
Ing functions comnmon to firms within a specific industry, ports issued as memorandums are also given. Reports of
I. research in the following areas are among those includedt

audition, vision, submarine and space cabin atmosphere,
and patterns of reaction to stress.
R 23

16,054
Newman, E.B. & Miller, G.A. FINAL REPORT. Contract
AF 33(038) 14343, AFCRC TR 60 50, Dec. 1959, 55pp,
Psychological Labs., Harvard University, Cambridge, 16,061
Mass. Ritchie, M.L. & Hanes, L.F. MANUAL ATTITUDE CONTROL IN

SPACE-ARRANGE.MENT OF CONTROLS. Paper 60 SA 34, April

16 ,054 
1960, 

7
pp. American Society of Mechanical En gineers,

This final technical report lists all work done and New York, N.Y. (Ritchie and Associates, Inc., Dayton,

papers published in fulfillment of contracts with the Ohio).

Air Force to investigate the pattern of behavior in a

communication system. The report includes a full list 16,061
of personnel, chronology, a list of the 12 projects which The possibility that a human may need to exercise

were supported and a list of publications (18 plus 19 manual control over the attitude of an orbiting vehicle

status reports). Appendix A contains reports of experi- raises the problem of optimum arrangement of controls

ments which were conducted to study quantitatively the used for this purpose. A simulation chamber was used to

information that a brief exposure makes available to an compare three different control configurations. Four
observer, subjects were used who had participated in previous simi-

T. G. I. R 94 lar experiments. Analysis of variance was used to com-
pare time and control action scores for the different
configurations used.

16,055 T. I. R 1

Newman, E.B. MEN AND INFORMATION: A PSYCHOLOGIST'S
VIEW. Nuovo Cimento, 1959, _3(X), 539-559. (Psychology
Dept., Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.). (AFCRC 16,062
TB 6051). Ritchie, M.L., Hanes, L.F. & Hainsworth, T.E. SOME

CONTROL-DISPLAY ASPECTS CF MANUAL ATTITUDE CONTROL IN

16,055 SPACE. Contract AF 33(616) 5901, Proj. 6190, Preprint
When man is viewed as a cor~munication system, cer- 60 14, Jan. 1960, 30pp. American Astronautical Society,

tamn questions regarding his capabilities as compared New York, N.Y. (Ritchie and Associates Inc., Dayton,

with those of channels such as the telephone or TV Lheo & Lear, Inc., Santa Monica, Calif.n.

arise. Problems which arise when an informational

analysis of human behavior is attempted are discussed, 16,062
and findings are presented concerning: 1) human limita- This investigation wa1 conducted to determine the

tions and capacities for Obtaining information from ability of a human operator to control the attitude of
single perceptual displays, 2) perceptual capacit• In aiiyo ua prtrt oto h tiueo
real time, 3) channel capacity in motor ouatput, 4) asimulated orbiting vehicle. The different combinations
memory, and 5) learninge of displays, controllers, and control systems included a
G. e. R 20 three-axis moving sphere type attitude indica or with and

without body-axis rate indicators, three different con-
troller arrangements, and proportional and on and off con-

16,056 trols used with the integrated controller. Subjects were

Layman, R.S. & Christner, Charlotte A. HUMIAN ENGINEER- required to 1) stop the attitude spin or 2) stop the spin

ING. Battelle Tech. Rev., Jan. 1957, 1-5. (Battelle at a particular attitude. Detailed suggestions were made

Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio). for further experimentation.
T.G. I.

16,056
This brief survey of human engineering discusses the

history of prO-lnms •f man-machine relationships, the 16,063
nature of human •-ilneering, human engineerinq and psy- German Science Bulletin. MAX PLANCK SOCIETY FORMS
chology, Indu'; ") applications of human engineering, WORKING GROUP FOR SPACE RESEARCH. German Sci. Bull.,
contrihutions .. hmin engineering to human welfare, May 1960, _00 32-33. (Science Office, American Consulate
and problems of automation. General, Frankfurt/Main, Germany).
I.

16,063

16,057 This bulletin contains articles, abstracts, and mis-
USN Office of Naval Research. NAVAL HUMAN ENGINEERING cellaneous news of German scientific work which is of

interest to the agencies of the United States Government
BULLETIN. No. 39, Oct. 1959, lOpp. USN Office of Naval and scientific agencies, institutes, and other organlza-

tions affiliated or under contract to the Government.

Titles of the articles are: "'he Institute of Physics
16,057 of the University of Bonn" and "The Botanical Institute

This publication includes a brief report of the of the Agricultural University in Stuttgart/Hohenheim."
Human Engineering Conference, with notes from the key- The abstracts pertain tn the field of physics and chem-
note address on future roles of human factors in elec- istry as do most of the miscellaneous news items.
tronics. Thirty-one unclassified ONR code 455 reports T. R 14
are listed, covering all reports received since publica-
tion of the last bulletin. The reports cover a wide
variety of human engineering problems, including sur-
veillance and manned space flight studies.
R 31
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16,064 1,6
Freedman, S.J., Grunebaum, H.U. 9 Greenblatt, M, PER- 16,068 , S MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF VARIOUS SUPERIM-
CEPTUAL AND COGNITIVE CHANGES IN SENSORY DEPRIVATION. POSED CODING METHODS. Amer, Documentation, April 1960,
Contract AF 33(616) 5663, National Institute of Mental xI.(2)i 155-169. (IBtM Corporation Research Center, N.Y.).
Health Research Grant M 1863, June 1958, l7pp. Dept.
of Psychiatry, Harvard Medical School, Btoston, Mass. &
Itrandels University, Waltham, Mass. 16,068

The author describes the chain-spelling and randomý

16,06 1 numb~er superimposed coding methods together with their
To compare the effects of visual and auditory "non- variant~s. The two methods are compared for the proba-

patterning" under social isolation conditions with social lili1ty that a match will prove false. A formula Is
isolation alone, 26 subjects were subjected to an eight- given which describes the optimum number of punches per
hour experimental session. Subjects were divided Into word. The staggered superimposed coding method also Is
two groups, one of which received continuous non-pattern- described and analyzed. Charts are Included which show
ad visual and auditory stimulation and one which was the prollabilities that a match will to false for 'various
socially Isolated but with vision, audition and touch vocabulary sizes, field sizes, and numi-er of words
remraining unimpaired. Differences in performance scores punched. Tat les are liven which extend these figures to
were analyzed for significance of these variables on per- *ssili-word Inquiries. Usefulness of the coding method
ceptual distortion, visual input, auditory input, motil- to Information reileval Is discussed.
ity, and social Interaction., A theoretical formijiation T. G. 1. R 9
was proposed for the understanding of distortion.
T. I. R 16

16,069

16,065 Ma sq :h 1Qa 60, ~ I 33-34. (Dunliap and
Davis, T.R.A. !,W!) AlIVE11 I!:rt; % lb I., PA c ;,s! 'as, I a., f -d,

16,065 :b..~ C! f'I. cmt
This It a second review of enil',evirto I ty'2hýo jy y ,f C Ort *T .:nj

this au~hor. The emphasit is on !der'tfts.,'tt- :f homo' ýr, ra'wtpnsSyeo
performance func irnt selevar- ' he iestw rýt ert-
ment componen's of -i.in-tshinp Synem, .,si bhe 1--t- f :-h In-
minat Ion Of OPPTs tonaA prtcedvr-ý '.1-11 eok"'t c'.

The review covert 'Itoolsal p~i! ica, !r mtIO i.s,
licailons from i,.ve~rrmon* 14 oo:Is y~ t
Itsdus~ry are exclut''i. I pl~s dsst .; ~ is
tional ac lvi les, mir, it, pc- 1. i 'h!! i-
play variales Q,. cvr"sl ',I la, rid s f........- i It. k"t~. F:
ski lled perforrimioc-, rn,,nI *rin-Iir v! il 1,i ý", -"' tst y;.tyrsýp: n- ,...ý. fus P! Ft: f,
m~kint, misi' t-mart-machinp tysqo,Prva art vvo-v."s.e FN "Y l ~ .' :

16,066 1,

~eI If' ., 50, U. ~ y- f. 1~: ' f Ir
ttlshlran, Arn ;,?. 'r, 'tb i ' e! .111
(.' lsmiý us, ' hI e. I~ '' 3 'o '' r

'!e 'tof ti' e 1 rl0 ;n IQ'sse
5

' h srsen-

16,066 ttr .o s 
t iLl

This review 'cf engineering psychology covers 'he O ' b fo I ;u~ 8 fe ,st1 1s,

period from June, 1957, through May, 1959. the followIng le, ' ! C'u s I ed
topics are covered, professional ac'ivitiess man In ci lltiser et ; ) t.to. Of !'''em; 11) .1de-
space; stress--physlologicalg Psychological, and !ask i Ii joel for afourth-level ~, s;12) suioie of ob-
induced; informalion display variat les--legilIily and ,tudle,.; 13) Impedeonce mastching prob-
visibility, coding maps and charts, scales, tracking and lt;so 4 ''t'j titernjIo nidsra
prediction; control variables--wearing gloves, charac'er- eJad1)n!.orjfonaniusil
istics of controls, display-control compattislity; feed- 1.;, *. 103 q'aprox.)
back varlialles--cqiickeningg~feedb~ack specifirity, suq-
mented feedback; skilled performaince; monitoring and
vigilance; decision-making; multi-man-machine systemrs;. 16,071
and an overview. Cali f 'sna Ins, I u'a if echrolcosy. AC'lvk KAU1ICS IN.-
R 158 F, td'J It:N. ,PEN 1.1 rEIiAjE ii1ii tVEY, V, LIMttE I, N0. 4,

(mirb I E" ; 21,128-21,590). Contract tWACW 6, Api '90,71pp. Jot Propulsion tLat ., California Ins' u cf

16,067 lichnLuzv Pasadena, Calif.

Plankeel, F.H. AUTOMATION IN DOCUMENTATIOtN. -Amu.
Doumntaiongn April 1960, Uj(2), 128-134. 16,011

This allis ateti bU-i litaphy, 01 462 ii les Is designit:
to tUx~ey tho I i!O1.00e deal iii with astsisiautics, and

16,067 coveix ýho pet .lod of Apuil, 1960. The material is ar-'
The author describes In detail a proposed mechanised . rairjed alphabetically accordlnti to~subl~ect.

and automated coordinate index system designed to over- R 462
come the difficulties Involved in searching for docu-
sents when the collection of documents grows in size to
the point that visual inspection of five-figure numbers
becomes necessary. The system substitutes punched tape 16,072
for term cards, and a- film, coordinated with the taps, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. INFORMAVION
shows a greatly reduced image of the reference to the .PROCESSING. QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT, Contract
document. The system .makes all documents readily avail- . AF 19(604) 5200, AFCRC TN 60 1006, May 1960, 63pp.
able for which a particular terms Is characteristic. Lincoln Lab., Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
I. RIt Cambridge, Mass.
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16,072
This progress report covering the period from 1 De- 16,077

cember 1959 through 29 February 1960 includes a list of Meister, D. HUMAN ENGINEERING IN THE FIELD THE ROLE

reports (15) issued, a report of work done on digital OF HUMAN ENGINEERING IN THE TEST AND OPERATIONAL PHASES

computer design, a description of work accomplished in OF SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT. 3uly 1960, l6pp. Convair-compter esin, adesrlpton o wok acompishe inAstronautics, General Dyrnamics Corporation•, San Diego,

magnetic core research, work done on computer components Asife

(magnetic materials, magnetic films, etc.), work accom- Calif.

plished in the area of pattern recognition, reports of

studies in conmmunication routing in networks, on the 16,077

global asymptotic behavior of nonlinear systems of dif- This paper is an analysis of human engineering in the

ferential equations, of the representation of vector- field which emphasizes "the concern for totality"-f.e.,

valued random processes, of dual codes, and a report of to examine the system as a totality rather than as sepa-

work accomplished by the psychology group in such areas rate units. The use of human engineering field studies

as man-machine coommunications, visual flicker in CRT for purposes of evaluation of human engineering recommenda

phosphors, human information processing, etc. tions for design and equipment, to uncover new problems,

T. G. 1. R to locate special problems arising out of the particular
new environment, and to measure adequacy of the system is
discussed. Differences between test and operational en-
viroruments are pointed out, together with some of the

16,074 problems inherent in each. Recommendations are made for

Naval Research Reviews. NAVY SCIENTISTS REPORT ON future field studies.

SPACE DISCOVERIES. Naval Res. Rev., Feb. 1960, 11-13. R 11

16,074
This was a brief report of discovery of a quantity 16,078

of relatively cool hydrogen between the earth and the California Institute of Technology. ASttoNAUTICS IN-
sun. The discoveries were made as a result of the analy- F(BtmATIO'N. ABSTRACTS, VCLUtM II, NO. 5, (ABtSTRACTS

sis of photographs of the sun made when a rocket was 2,336-2,431). Contract NASW 6, May 1960, 44pp. let

fired from New Mexico as part of the United States ef- Propulsion Lab., Cajifo7nia Institute of Technoloqv,
fort in the International Geophysical Cooperation. Pasadena, Calif.
I

16,078
This bib,liography of material related to space

flight Included reports abstracted during the month of
16,075 May, 1960. There is an index of titles accumulated to
McKendry, J.M., Grant, G., Corso, J.F. & Brubaker, R. the publication date. The material is arranged alpha-
MAINTAINABILITY HANDBOOK FOR ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT DE- betically according to subject.
SIGN SUPPLEMENT IV TO NAVTRADEVCEN 330 1 DESIGN FOR R 95
MAINTAINABILITY. Contract N61339 330, NAVTRADEVCEN
330 1 4, April 1960, 38

7
pp. USN Training Device Center,

Port Washington, N.Y.

L6,079

16,075 Wherry, R.J., Jr. A TEST OF NEW RATIONALE AND METHODOL-
OGY FOR THE FORCED-CHOICE TECHNIQUE. Proj. MRO05.13

This section of a series of reports on maintenance 5001, Subtask 1, Rep. 219 March 1960, 64pp. USN School
problems i) lists a number of possible solutions to the of Aviation Medicine, Pensacola Air Station, Fla.
maintenance problem and specifies which have been employ-
ed in the handbook 2) describes 'he material presented
in the handbook, 3) specifies the approach used by the
authors in presenting the material, and 4) describes the 16,079
layout of the chapters. Problems discussed in the chap- ObJections have been raised concerning the validity
ters include equipment maintainability, technological ad- of the forced-choice technique under experimental con-vances as they affect maintainability, description of the ditions of maximum bias. The problem of controllingmaintenance man, of work environment and maintenance "answer bias" under such conditions is the topic of this

aids, use and design of test equipment, maintainability report. A series of theorems are stated and tested inIn the design sequence, circuit specifications, compo- order to corroborate a propoced set 6f rationale to un-

nents, connections and housings, and function controls derlie 'he forced-choice technique. An index of "attrac-and monitors. tiveness" tn which to match forced-choice items is given

T. G. I. R r84 and new methods for predicting the validity of forced-
choice items under no-bias, selection set, and maximum-
bias conditions are suggested.
T. G. R 30

16,076
Peterson, R.O., Lewandtwski, L.J. & Daily, A.D. PRIN-
CIPLES AND PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A CORE SYS-
TBA OF NAVY RADAR OPERATOR TRAINING DEVICES. Contract 16,080
N61339 348, NAVTRADEVCEN 348 1, March 1960, 107pp. Documentation Incorporated. MAtN-M,%CINE INFORMATION
USN Training Device Center, Port Washington, N.Y. CENTER. Contract NONR 2718(00), 1960, I3pp. ZD.Q ,-
(American Institute for Research, Pittsburgh, Penn.). ion Incoroorated, Washington, D.C.

16,076
A core of skill and knowledge requirements basic to 16,080

many radar operator jobs was obtained by analysis of This pamphlet describes a Center organized by a group
naval radar operator jobs to determine common job con- of scientists, engineers, and information specialists to
tent. Equipment design principles for the design of ra- "provide a high level information capability for other
dar operator training devices were derived from rational scienlists and engineers working in the Army-Navy Instru-
analysis of skill and knowledge data plus data about men ation Program, the Submarine Integrated Advisory Con-
equipment and training practices in use. Preliminary trol, and the Surface Integrated Control Program." The
recommendations are made for developing a core of radar Center includes the latest storage and retrieval techni-
operator training devices which would be useful in train- ques to enable it to fulfill information requirements of
ing in a multiplicity of specific skills, the programs listed above.
T. G. R 84 (approx.) I.
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16,081 16,086
California Institute of Technology. ASTRONAUTICS IN- The purpose of this project was to develop and test
FORMATION. OPEN LITERATURE SURVEY, VOLUME 11, NO. 5 methods of deriving an effective, economical set of
(ENTRIES 21,591-21,870). Contract NASW 6, May 1960, skills and knowledges for operating and maintaining a
55pp. Jet Propulsion Lab., California Institute of weapon system. A 12-week training program was adminis-

chnjog , Pasadena, Calif. tered to a group of students whose performance later was
compared with that of a control group. The performance
tested included approximately the same number and type

16,081 of problems that would be encountered by an average re-
This annotated bibliography is a survey of literature pairman (MOS 232.1) during his first eight to twelve

dealing with astronautics, and covers the period of May, months in the field. Recommendations were made for Army
1960. The material is organized alphabetically according schools teaching electrical and electronic courses. The
to subject, master training schedule for the experimental course and
R 279 sample lesson plans were included in the appendices.

T. G. I. R 4

16,083 16,087
Cheathem, P.G. HUMAN ENGINEERING IN THE NAVY - 1959. Tanner, W.P., Jr., Birdsall, T.G. & Clarke, F.R. THE
Naval Res,.Rey., April 1960, 21-26. (USN Office of CONCEPT OF THE IDEAL OBSERVER IN PSYCHOPHYSICS. Con-Naval Research, Washington, D.C.). tract AF 19(604) 2277, Rep. 2659 6 T, Tech. Rep. 98

& AFCRC TR 59 54, April 1960, 41pp. Dept. of Electrical.
Engineering, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.16,083

The purpose of the study reported in this article
was to bring a previous investigation of the efficiency 16,087of the Navy human engineering program up to date. Spe- The purpose of this report was to present the con-cifically, the purpose was to discover how effectively cept of the ideal observer. This model was comparedhuman engineering principles were being applied to major with the descriptive type of model usually used in psy-weapon systems design. Information was obtained by vie- chophysics. Usefulness of the model as a tool for de-itlng and talking with in-service and contract personnel. veloping descriptive models of sensory systems was point-Topics reported include adequacy of coverage, level of ed out. A specific Instance of an ideal observer waseffort, consideration of man during systems design, re- analyzed in some detail, a detailed analysis was made ofsearch, acceptance (of human engineers), training, hu- the case of a signal specified exactly presented in aman engineers and company organization, coordination and background of white Gaussian noise, and a broad model forcommunication, and availability of trained Human Engi- the ideal observer was developed. Measures which may beneers. used in the study of less-than-ideal observers were pre-R 1 sented.

G. I. R 3

16,084
Forsyth, D.M. USE OF A FOURIER MODEL IN DESCRIBING THE 16,088FUSION OF COMPLEX VISUAL STIMULI. J. opt. Soc. Amer., Creelman, C.D. APPLICATIONS OF SIGNAL DETECTABILITYApril 1960, 50(4), 337-341. (Johns Hopkins University, THEORY TO PSYCHOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, A BIBLIOGRAPHY.Baltimore, Md.). Contract AF 19(604) 2277, Rep. 2659 10 T, Tech. Memo.

79, & AFCCDD TN 60 14, Tune 1960, 1
2

pp. Dept. of
16,084 Electrical Engineerinq, University of Michigan. Ann

To determine whether the response of the eye at fu- Arbor, Mich.
sion is adequately described by a Fourier analysis tf
the stimulus, six observers were presented with various 16,088
stimulus trains composed of pulses of alternating dura-
tion and required to make a series of adjustments at each This bibliography is divided into four sections:of several fusion points. Data were subjected to a books, handbook chapters, chapters in symposia concernedFourier analysis In which the first eight harmonics were with deteclability theory, and papers which have appear-computed. Adequacy of the model to handle the expere- ed in technical Journals. Both empirical and theoreticalmental data Is discussed e contributions are included. An additional section con-
T. G. R 9 tains references to abstracts of papers presented atprofessional meetings. Although the attempt was made toinclude complete coverage of psychophysical studies re-

laled to signal detectability, complete coverage of ref-16,085 erences dealing with background material in mathematical
Baker, C.H. FACTORS AFFECTING RADAR OPERATOR EFFICIENCY. and statistical theory was not a14empted.
J. InstLit. Navig., April 1960, XIII(2), 148-163. (De- R 149
fence Research Medical Labs., Toronto, Ontario, Canada).

16,089
16,085 Tanner, W.P., Jr. THE THEORY OF SIGNAL DETECTABILITYAS AN INTERPRETIVE TOOL FOR PSYCHOPHYSICAL DATA. Con-This paper reviews research findings with respect to tract AF 19(604) 2277, Rep. 2659 T, Tech. Memo. 78,factors which affect the efficiency of radar operation. & AFCCDD TN 60 13, May 1960, 2

7pp. Dept. of ElectricalTopics discussed include the setting of optimum scope Engineering, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor; Mich.brightness, visual search habits as these relate to de-
sign of radar displays, design factors which determine
accuracy with which target range and bearing are report- 16,089ado fatigue factors, and illusions 0n radar displays. Ciiim fteaplain fteter fsgG. 1. 54 nCriticisms Of thle applications of the theory of sig-
ad, ftige fsnal detectability to the study of psychophysics led the

author to write this paper to Clarify the philosophy un-
derlying the theory. The theory is examined from the

16,096 standpoint of determining a set of satisfactory assump-tions for the purpose of developing an interpretativeShriver, E.L. DETERMINING TRAINING REQUIREMENTS FOR tool for use in psychophysical experiments. The assump-ELECTRONIC SYSTEM MAINTENANCE, DEVELOPMENT AND TEST tion that the observer attempts to maximize the expectedOF A NEW METHOD OF SKILL AND KNOWLEDGE ANALYSIS. Task value Of the outcome of the experiment and the proposi-FORECAST 1, Tech. Rep. 63, June 1960, i14pp. Human tion that a set of physical conditions can be establishedResources Research Office, -eorge Washington University, which Justify computation of the detectability of a sig-
Washington, D.C, -nal in noise are examined for this purpose.

I. R 12
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16,091 16,095

Ramo, S. ICBM: GIANT STEP INTO SPACE. Astronautics, Egan, J.P. RECOGNITION MEMORY AND THE OPERATING

Aug. 1957, 34-41, 83-88. (Ramo-Wooldridge Corp., Los CHARACTERISTIC. Contract AF 19(604) 1962, AFCRC TN

Angeles, Calif.). 58 51, June 1958, 3
2

pp. Hearing and Coommunication
Lab., Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.

16,091
The long range ballistic missile program is described. 16,095

Past and future developments are discussed in terms of The problem of locating and defining the role of a

technical know-how and of management. The history of criterion in the behavior of the individual is trouble-
guided missile development is suommarized. Both inter- some. Confidence ratings in judgments are related to j

ontinental and intermediate-range ballistics are dis- p ii probability of the occurrence of a particular
cussed. stimulus, given a particular response. The operating
I. characteristic can be used to display the degree to which

the subject can partition the stimuli by his ratings.
The present study attempts to show how the operating
characteristic may be applied in the study of recognition

US Government Printing Office. SECOND SEMIANNUAL memory. The purpose of the experiments was to determine

REPORT OF THE NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRA- the form of the operating characteristic for recognition

TION COVERING THE PERIOD APRIL 1, 1959, THROUGH SEP- memory. Forty-eight subjects participated in two experi-

TiMBER 30, 1959. March 1960, 1
64pp. US Government ments. The shape of the operating characteristic for

PrintinE ORffce, Washington, D.C. recognition was analyzed for individuals and averaged for
P O subjects with similar performance. T. G. R 11

16,092
This report covers the period April 1 through Septem- 16,096

ber 30, 1959. Activities are listed and described chron- Egan, J.P., Schulman, A.I. & Greenberg, G.Z. OPERATING
ologically and include the descriptions of activities in CHARACTERISTICS DETERMINED BY BINARY DECISIONS AND BY
the following areas: i) the space flight program--opera- RATINGS. J. acoust, Soc, Amer., June 1959, 21(6),
tional missions, space vehicle program, manned flight, re- 768-773. 'Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.).
search, satellite applications, sounding rocket develop-
ment, international cooperation, and tracking and data
systems; 2) advanced aeronautics and space research-- 16,096
propulsion and power generation, control and guidance of The theory of signal detectability is discussed as it
craft, materials and structures, fluid mechanics, space relates to the study of the detectability of a signal by
and aircraft aerodynamics, and operations and environ- listeners. A measure of performance is derived which is
ment; 3) organizations and supporting activities. Publi- relatively independent of the procedure employed and
cations prepared during this period are listed, which is also unaffected by circumstances which can in-
T. I. R 140 (approx.) fluence the criterion adopted by the listener. Two psy-

chophysical experiments were performed in which the per-
form nce of listeners using multiple criteria was com-

16,093 pared with performance in which a single criterion was

Pollack, I. ASSIMILATION OF SEQUENTIALLY ENCODED required. In the second experiment, using the rating

INFORMATION. Amer. J. Psychol., July 1953, 66(3), method alone, the relation between the measure of per-

421-435. formance and the ratio of signal energy to noise power
per unit bandwidth was investigated.
T. G. I. R 11

16,093
This paper presents a methodology for use in study-

ing verbal learning which is based on the theory of in-
formation. The approach allows an objective quantifica- 16,097
tion, in units not specific to the particular experimental Bishop, A.B. A MODEL FOR OPTIMUM CONTROL OF STOCHASTIC
operations considered, of 1) the learning materials used SAMPLED-DATA SYSTEMS. Reprint 4, Nov. 1957. Engineer-
(the informational input), 2) the information lost (the ing Experiment Station, Ohio Sýate University, Columbus,
error output), and 3) the information gained (the dif- Ohio. (Reprinted from: Operat, Re., Aug. 1957, 5(4),
ference between 1 and 2). It is contended that by using 546-550).
such units comparisons can be made of the results of a
diversity of experiments. An illustrative experiment in 16,097
learning designed to fulfill the methodological require- This paper reports a model developed for a "sampled-
ments is reported and the results considered briefly, data feedback control system for processes having random-
G. I. R 20 ly-distributed outputs or involving measurement tech-

niques that introduce a significant component of variance

in the measured values of the controlled variable. ... .The
16,094 method of derivation involves successive operations on
Egan, J.P., Greenberg, G.Z. & Schulman, A.I. OPERATING the normal probability density function. The effects on

CHARACTERISTICS. SIGNAL DETECTABILITY, AND THE METHOD system response..., oscillatory tendencies and system
OF FREE RESPONSE. Contract AF 19(604) 1962, AFCRC TR variance of various values of the constant...are discuss-
59 58, Dec. 1959, 54pp. Hearing and Communication ed." Two classes of criterion function are also mentioned
Lab., Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind. from which optimum values of the proportionality constant

can be determined.

16,094 T. R 2

This paper reports experiments concerned with the de-
tection of signals presented at random times. Using the
method of free response, it was assumed that the listener
divides time into a succession of subjective temporal 16,098
intervals and that these implicitly define a trial. The Howland, D. THE HUMAN AS A MONITOR IN A MAN-MACHINE
further assumption was made that the listener's criterion SYSTEM. Reprint 7, Oct. 1958. Engineering Experiment
is associated with a particular point on a particular op- Station, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio. (Re-
eratlng characteristic. The problem was to establish a prin, Oho Ne iversity, oct. Ohio. (Re-

relation between measures of the number of responses per printed from: News In Enono., Oct. 1958, 23-29).

signal and the assumed critical probabilities. Data were
obtained from seven listeners in one experiment and from
four in a second. Limitations in the method of analysis
are discussed. An additional analysis was made of the
data in which only the first response made after each
signal was tabulated. T. G. R 7
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16,098 16,102
This study investigated I) the gradual decrease in The present investigation was conducted after failure

performance as measured by failure to detect signals over to find expected change in performance at a task in which

long-time intervals and 2) development of a better under- present evidence indicated deterioration should have oc-

standing of the process by which a decision is made as to curred. A total of 17 subjects were given a paced task

whether some aspect of a situation has changed or not. requiring them to detect a critical signal of reduced

Two groups of 12 subjects observed sequences of reading brightness. Three different types of critical signal
with minimum time lag for a four-hour period. To inves- were used under one of two conditions, or both. Increased

tigate the hypothesis that log-keeping would reduce error, difficulty of the task had failed to produce performance

one group was required to maintain a written record of decrement; the present experiment varied lengths of task-
readings. The data were discussed within the framework one hour versus two hours. Data were analyzed by analysis
of a feedback control model. of variance for Latin square designs applied to differ-

G. I. R 9 ences between first and second half-hour periods. The
effect of motivational factors such as knowledge of
lengths of task were considered. Complexity of factors
involved was pointed out. T. R 616,099

Howell, W.C. & Briggs, G.E. INFORMATION INPUT AND PRO-
CESSING VARIABLES IN MAN-MACHINE SYSTBISs A REVIEW OF 16,105
THE LITERATURE. Contract N61339 508, NAVTRADEVCEN 508 Tufts University. BtIIBLIOGRAPHY ON KEY SET DESIGN.
1, Oct. 1959, 71pp. USN Training Device Center, Port TECHNICAL REPORT. 16.18.082.010, March 1960, 22pp.
Washington, N.Y. (Ohio State University, Columbus, Institute for Applied Experimental Psychology, Tufts
Ohio). University, Medford, Mass.

16,099
This survey was undertaken for the purpose of provid- 16,105

ing recommendations for the handling of information by The plan of the Bibliographic Search on Key Set De-

various sensory systems. The report coverst 1) sensory sign was set forth in detail with all sources consulted

input variables--comparison of human sensory mechanisms, listed. Each item included a citation, type of article

variables involving realistic distortion of input informa- (e.g., bibliography, experimental study), the kind of

tion, and problems in the detection of visual signals; original data presented, whether equipment was used,

2) information-processing variables--amount and distribu- whether recommendations for design were made, and num-

tion of input information, prediction and extrapolation bers of items in the bibliography. A few citations only

of input information, and the quantifying of human infor- are included in cases where the article appeared to be

mation processing; and 3) display-control relationships. relevant but was not available for examination.

R 245 R 115

16,100 16,10716,1001 ,10 D.H. THE 'HILO' INDICATOR AN EXPERIMENTAL

Wilson, W.S. MAN-MACHINE SPACE COMPLEX. Aircraft & Drazin, t .TE110 NIAO NEPRMNA
ilon -26. -H PAINVESTICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS RELEVANT TO THE DESIGN

M e, July 1960, 3(7), 22-26. OF A LONG-RANGE CARRIEt-RORNE ANGLE OF APPROACH INDI-

CATOR. FPRC Memo 127, Nov. 1959, 16pp. F n Per-

16,100 sonnel Research Committee, London, Enjland. (RAF In-

This brief article discusses some problems which con- stitute of Aviation Medicine, Farnborough, Hants,

front the designer of space vehicles when requirements of Enjland).

the human organism must bb met. The design of body
couches, the development of bioelettric means for obtain- 16,107
ing records of physiological variables, tolerance for ac- It is doubtful whether mirror and projector sights
celeration, effects of extreme temperature, composition now in use will prove adequate for use with carrier-borne
of an ideal atmosphere, radiation dangers, and the prob- aircraft. The split-beam indicator (Hilo) described here
lem of weightlessness are discussed, would be effective at distances of between 1000 and 4000
I. R 15 yards from the carrier. An experimental investigation

into human factors relevant to the detailed design of
this indicator was concerned with these questionst Is

16,101 there any advantage in interposing a band of neutral fil-
California Institute of Technology. ASTRONAUTICS IN- ter between the red and green segments of the component
FORMATION. ABSTRACTS, VOLUME II, NO. 6, (ABSTRACTS filter system? What shades of red and green would pro-
2,432-2,529). Contract NASW 6, June 1960, 45pp. Jet vide the clearest Hilo indication? Specific recommenda-
Propulsion Lab., California Institute of TechnoloQv, tions are made for design of the indicator.
Pasadena, Calif. T. G. I. R 2

16,101
This series of abstracts is restricted to the subject 16,108

of space flight and to applicable data and techniques. It Douvillier, J.G., Jr., Turner, H.L., McLean, J.D. E

includes reports abstracted during June, 1960, and an in- Heinle, D.R. EFFECTS OF FLIGHT SIMULATOR MOTION ON
dex cummulated to publication date. PILOTS' PERFORMANCE OF TRACKING TASKS. NASA TN D 143,
R 97 Feh. 1960, 34pp. National Aeronautics and Space Admin-

9stration, Washingtont D.C. (Ames Research Center,
Moffett Field, Calif.

5
.

16,1012 16,108
Sanders, A.F. & Ferrari, G. A NEGLECTED FACTOR IN The air-to-air tracking performance of two pilots in
VIGILANCE. Rep. IZF 1960 4, March 1960, 9pp. ID=- flight, on a motionless flight simulator and on a flight
tute for Perceotion RVO-TNO, Soesterbergt The Nether- simulator free to roll and pitch, were compared in order
lands, to investigate the effect of motion of a flight simulatoron pilots' performance. The two subjects (pilots) used

both the circle-dot and drone displays in lead-collision
attacks against a nonmaneuvering target and in pursuit
attacks against both a nonmaneuvering target and one ex-
ecuting a level, l.Sg turn. Implications of results for
the use of motionless simulators are discussed. Compara-
tive usefulness of the two types of display also was dis-
cussed.
T. G. I. R 8
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16,109 16,113
This brief note describes an apparatus for recording

Cameron, C. & Corkindale, K.G. THE PSYCHOLOGIST'S eye movements which permits the investigator to follow
ROLE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF AIR DEFENCE SYSTEMS. FPRC the eye movements of the viewer superimposed on the ob-
Memo 103, Oct. 1959, 

7
pp. R .. R arch ject or scene which is being viewed or scanned. VariousCommittee, onon England. (RAF Institute of AviationMeicne aLondon, England. F uses of the technique are pointed out.

Medicine, Farnborough, Hants, England). I. R 3

16,109
This report consists of a series of propositions or 16,115

statements, some of them definitions, under the following Toothman, H.L. A TABLE OF PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS
topicst 1) Systems and systems design, 2) Air defence USEFUL IN WAR GAMES AND OTHER COMPETITIVE SITUATIONS.
systems, 3) The systems design team, 4) Stages of systems Subproj. RF 005 01 41 4302, NRL Rep. 5480, May 1960,
design, and 5) The psychologist as member of the design 91pp. USN Research Lab., Washington, D.C.
team.
R 17

16,115
This report contains a formula and computer program

16,110 developed as part of an air defense model. The formula
Cheatham, P.G. HUMAN ENGINEERING IN THE NAVY - 1959. gives "the probability of t successes, if each of M

DMA Rep. ACR 46, March 1960, lOpp. USN Office of Naval players making L successive plays has probability R, of

Research, Washington, D.C. success in each play, and probability 12 of being elimi-
nated from subsequent play." A number of interceptor-
bomber duels which involve a group of unescorted bombers

16,110 is part of the tactical situation described. The formu-
This study was initiated to bring the 1953 report of lation, however, is given in general rather than air-com-

human engineering in the Navy up to date and to show what bat terms in order to facilitate its use in other in-
changes had taken place. Information was gathered on stances.
how effectively humah engineering principles are being T. R I
applied to major weapon systems design, and an estimate
of the amount and level of human engineering research be-
ing conducted was made. Sources of information used were 16,116
listed. Significant developments which have occurred in Sr, AFR
the last five years and remaining urgent needs were not- Story, Anne W. THM EFFECT OF STIMULUS VARIABILITY ON
ed. PREDICTION OF MAGNITUDE. AFCCDD TN 60 20, June 1960,
T. l6pp. USAF Operational Applications Office, Bedford,

Mass.

16,111 16,116
Brown, B.P., Johnson, H.I. & Mungall, R.G. SIMULATOR To investigate basic human mechanisms for the assess-
MOTION EFFECTS ON A PILOT'S ABILITY TO PERFORM A PRE- ment of magnitude, 16 Ss were instructed to predict the
CISE LONGITUDINAL FLYING TASK. NASA TN D 367, May number of dots which would appear in squares to be pro-
1960, lOpp. National Aeronautics and Space Administra- jected. It was hypothesized that the more variable the
tion, Washingoon, D.C. (Langley Research Center, alternative, the smaller would be its predicted magnitude.LangLey Field Vs The methodology used was "probability matching." The

median number of dots predicted by each S was predicted
for every six exposures; random patterns of dots, with16,111 density varied in different parts of a field, were pre-

To determine the effect that body-motion cues have on sented. Findings were believed to have implications for
the pilot's ability to perform a precision close-coupled human threat assessment and for the establishment of com-
tracking task, two pilots performed the task in both a puterized threat evaluation systems.
fixed cockpit and in a moving cockpit with both pitch and T. R 9
vertical motion. Performance under the two conditions
was compared, and the usefulness of motion cues was dis-
cussed.
G. 1. R 1 16,117

Seltzer, L.J. & McRuer, D.T. SURVEY OF ANALOG CROSS-

SPECTRAL ANALYZERS. Contract AF 33(616) 5822, Proj.
7184, Task 71581, WADC TR 59 241, Dec. 1959, 72pp.

16,112 USAý AerospacesMedcal Lab., Wright-Patterson APB,
Brebner, J. & Burrows, A.A. THE EVALUATION OF AIRCREW Ohio. (Syslems Technology, Inc., Inglewood, Calif.).
INFORMATION SYSTE2S. FPRC Memo 108, Feb. 1959, 9pp.
Flying Personnel Research CoIrmlttee, London, England. 16,117

This is a survey of analog devices which have been
16,112 used to compute cross-spectra in the processing of data

from human response experiments. The report includesThe purpose of this paper was to examine methods5 and 1) general background on correlation and spectral meas-criteria for evaluations of aircrew information systems urement, 2) measurement fundamentals for closed-loop
and to make recormmendations for such evaluations where situation found in human response tests, 3) a discussion
this was possible. The problems inherent in the evalua- situationf din manureme tests, 3) aof the theoretical 

measurement 
of cross-spectrac 

4) a

tion of such systems were raised in historical perspec- survey of analyzers, 5) a discussion of the approximate
tive. Aircrew Information Systems were defined, Various behavior of analyzers with real physical components, 6)
approaches to evaluation explored, a list of principles a discussion of the accuracy of spectral estimates, and
for use in developing checklists was given, an analysis 7) an appendix which contains derivation of the more
of operations to be performed upon the information pre- pertinent equations found In the report.
sented to the operator was made, performance measures i. G. 1 . R 28
used in the evaluation of airorew information systems T. G. I. R 28

were discussed, and certain recommendations were made.
T. 

h 6

16,119

Eason, R.G. AN ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC STUDY OF IMPAIRMENT
16,113 AND ESTIMATES OF SUBJECTIVE EFFORT ASSOCIATED WITHLlewellyn-Thomas, E. & Mackworth, N.H. CONTROL OF VOLUNTARY MUSCULAR CONTRACTION. PO 06401, NE 091300 3
INFORMATION INPUT BY THE TELEVISION EYE MARKER. Re- (NEL N4 2), Rep. 898, May 1959, 27pp. USN Electronics
printed from the 12th Annual Conference on Electrical La.k, San Diego, Calif.
Techniques in Medicine and Biology, Nov. 1959, lp.
Defense Research Medical Labs., Toronto, Ontario,
Canada.
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16,119
To study the feasibility of using the surface electro- 16,123

myogram (EMG) as an index of muscular fatigue and sub- Tinker, M.A. TESTS FOR THE SENSITIVITY OF PERIPHERAL

jective effort, a behavioral task was employed, restricted VISION. Jan. 1941, 2Bpp. Division of Anthropology and

to voluntary contractions of certain muscles of the arm Psychology, National Research Council, Washington, D.C.

(hand dynamometer). The measurements were of changes oc- (University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.).

curring in the EMG as a function of the magnitude and
duration of isometric contraction. The first experiment 16,123
investigated relationships between EMG and degree and To test the hypothesis that response time to peripher-

duration of voluntarily sustained contractions; the second al peste visualesim mht be te to skillein

dealt with rate of acquisition and amount of local and ally presented visual stimuli might be related to skill in

generalized impairement during sustained contraction; and landing an airplane, a disjunctive reaction time experi-

the third tested the hypothesis that surface EMG reflects ment was performed. The subject was required to indicate,
amount of effort required to maintain a sustained contrac- by pressing an appropriate lever, in which quadrant the
ioun. ebreak in an illuminated ring appearedl the ring surrounded

tion. a central fixation spot of light. Three sizes of ring,

T. G. I. B 36 three sizes of break, and three levels of illumination
were used. On the basis of instructor ratings of landing
skill, ten pilots were selected from the top and ten from

16,120 the low ratings. Several comparisons were made-in an ef-

Holt, R.R. & Goldberger, L. RESEARCH ON THE EFFECTS OF fort to evaluate the visual reaction time data as related

ISOLATION ON COGNITIVE FUNCTIONING. Contract AF 33(616) to landing skill.

6103, Proj. 7222, Task 71745, WADD TR 60 260, March 1960, T.

22pp. AF A pae Medical Div., Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio. (Research Center for Mental Health, New York Uni-

versity, New York, N.Y.)
16,124

16,120 Kelly, E.L. THE DEVELOPMENT OF "A SCALE FOR RATING

To compare the effects of 100 gam0a LSD-25 with PILOT COMPETENCY." Rep. 18, July 1943, 21pp. Division
To~~C 

Topr tihe effectsatn oWa0saha-S-2 wt
those of eight hours of perceptual isolation, 15 sub- of Research, US Civil Aeronautics Administration, Wash-

jects who had participated in an investigation on LSD ington, D.C. (Purdue University, Lafayettet Ind.).

were asked to participate in a one-day isolation experi-

ment. Extensive testing and interviewing had been a 16,124
part of selective procedures and of the first experiment. This study describes the development of a scale for
Nine cognitive tests and a questionnaire designed to rating pilot efficiency. On the basis of preliminary
elicit reports of the main symptoms of the drug were trials, a 14-item graphic scale was devised and subjected
used. to experimental study. Instructor ratings of the best and
T. R 4 the poorest students were secured from 91 flight instruc-

tors in the Civilian Pilot Training program connected with
various colleges. The 91 pairs of rating scales were
scored on a 20-point scale and studied graphically. Ad-

16,121 ditional ratings were secured on a roughly random sampling
Tiffinp J. & Bromer, J. ANALYSIS OF EYE FIXATIONS AND of students. A factor analysis of the intercorrelations
PATTERNS OF EYE-MOVEMENT IN LANDING A PIPER CUB J-3 was made and the resultant factors described. An appen-
AIRPLANE. Rep. 1o0 Feb. 1943, 24pp. Division of dix provides weights for the various items which permit
Research, US Civil Aeronautics Administration, Washing- more accurate scoring of the scale.
ton, D.C. (Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.). T. G. I. R 1

16,121
To study the different types of eye fixations and

eye-movement patterns that occur during the landing of an 16,125

airplane by pilots with varying degrees of skill, photo- Campbell, E .r. & Westheimec, G. DYPAJ. (i. 6 lah.

graphs were taken of the pilot's eyes during the last five Rep. 6, Aug. 1960, TIpp. OhIo State Uxi. 'it;, }e-

to ten seconds befofb landing at the rate of 16 frames

per second with a camera specially mounted in a Piper Cub search Foundation, Columbus, Ohio. (Reprinted froms

J-3. Pictures of 177 landings made by 33 pilots (ranging • h_ g., 1960, 151, 285-295).

from the elementary stage of dual instruction to over 200
hours flying experience) were analyzed frame-by-frame. 16,125
Graphs of the eye movements show the different visual Accommodation measurements were obtained with a high-
fields used and are separated into four groups according resolution, continuously recording infra-red optometer on
to flight experience of the pilot. A supplement contains six young emsetropic subjects when various focusing tasks

two pertinent reports of progress on a later study of were presented to 4hem monocularly. Reaction time of the
visual depth perception in aviation. accommodation response to a focusing stimulus was estab-
C. I. lished; time elapsing between onset of stimulus and be-

ginning of reasonably steady accommodation level was also
measured. Other aspects of the accommodation response

16,122 were studied.
Tinker, M.A. & Carlson$ W.S. SENSITIVITY OF PERIPHERAL T. G. I. R 9
VISION IN RELATION TO SKILL IN LANDING AN AIRPLANE.
Rep. 14, April 1943, 15pp. Division of Research, US
Civil Aeronautics Administration, Washington, D.C.
(University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.).

16,126
Butler, R.A. & Galloway, F.T. FACTORAL ANALYSIS OF THE

16,122 DELAYED SPEECH FEEDBACK PHENOMENON. J. areust. Soc.
This document sets forth the same experimental study AMeD., May 1957, a2(5), 632-635. (Audiology and Speech

of response time to peripherally presented stimuli as Center, USA Walter Reed Army Hospital, Washington, D.C.),
related to skill in landing an airplane as given in
16,123. However, there is a more adequate presentation
of the data and analyses in this document than in 16,123.
T. I. R 9
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16,126
Two experiments designed to investigate the inter- 16,130

action between delay times and intensities of the delayed Heinemann, E.G. & Marill, T. TILT ADAPTATION AND
speech signal were reported. In the first experiment, FIGURAL AFTER-EFFECTS. J. exp. Psychol., Dec. 1954,144 persons served as subjects. Delayed speech feedback q8(6), 468-472. (Harvard University, Cambridge,was given at various sensation levels. In the second Mass. & Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
experiment, 240 subjects were asked to respond under each Cambridge, Mass.).
of two different presentation rates and two intensity
levels. Four delay conditions were incorporated into
this study. Summaries of analysis of variance for error 16,130
scores were presented for each experiment. Interactions Three experiments were performed to determine wheth-
among the several variables were discussed. er changes in apparent tilt of lines after long inspec-
T. G. I. R 8 tions represent an alignment effect or an adaptation to

the norm. Twelve subjects served in one or more of theexperiments. Subjects were required to fixate a mark
for a period during which only the standard line was ex-
posed, then to Judge direction of tilt of a variable16,127 line exposed briefly. Measurements were made under fourPeckham, R.H. & Hart, W.M. BINOCULAR SUMMATION OF conditions. In some instances the standard line wasSUBLIMINAL REPETITIVE VISUAL STIMULATION. Amer, J. vertical and the cardboard on which it was presented was

Oohthal., May 1960, 49(5) Part II, 36-39. (Eye Research tilted; in some, both the standard and the cardboard wereFoundation, Bethesda, Md.). tilted. Differences between angular positions of the
standard and the variable were tested for significance.
Results were compared with those from similar experi-16,127 ments. T. I. R 6

The authors report results from the measurement of

contrast thresholds for the probability of seeing for
various uniformly repeated exposure times. The stimulus
was alternated above and below apparent brightness of 16,131
.the background, and times of the stimuli were varied in Garner, W.R. SYMMETRIC UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS AND RE-
predetermined random order. Seventy-eight subjects were DUNDANCY OF PRINTED ENGLISH. Reprinted from: "Pro-studied, using right, left, and both eyes, yielding ceedings of the Fifteenth International Congress of
11,340 trials. Results are presented in frequency of Psychology," Brussels, 1957. Contract N5ORI 166, Proj.
seeing curves for each condition. Binocular responses NR 145 089, Task I, Rep. 166 I 220, 1-7. Johns Hopkins
were computed from recorded probability curves for each University, Baltimore, Md.
single eye, and compared with the actual binocular re-
sponse. Possible neurological orrelates of the re- 16,131
sponse obtained were discussed. Information analysis is considered as a techniqueG. R 10 essentially analogous to analysis of variance. Although

the analogy is useful, it may also be restrictive in
that variance analysis requires that the criterion must
have a metric. In information, or uncertainty analysis,16,128 this need not be so, but can use the same property ofThompson, R.W. & Bartley, S.H. APPARENT DISTANCE OF the criterion variable as of the predictor variables.MATERIAL IN PICTURES ASSOCIATED WITH HIGHER ORDER Equations are developed and are discussed as they applyMEANINGS. . 1959, a, 353-358. (Dept. of to sequential data where there are sequential dependen-Psychology, Michigan State University, East Lansing, cies. Definition of the term "redundancy" is questionedMich.)o in the light of the above discussion.

R2
16,128

To test the assertion that the figure of a man when
in the left rather than the right hand part of the pic- 16,132ture and with back turned toward the viewer is phenom- Eason, R.G. P Wite, C.T. RELATIONSHIP BETWEENI tESCU-enally nearer than when facing him, 18 observers were LAR TEIINS3; AtD PERFOR1,ttICE DURING ROTARY PURSUIT.asked to match various sized prints of two scenes for Perceot. Mot. Skills, 1960, LO, 199-210. (USoapparent distance of the crucial element. Data were Electronics Lab., San Diego( Calif.).
subjected to analysis of variance. Results were comparec
with those obtained in other similar studies.
T. R 6 16,132

To investigate the relationships that may exist be-
tween muscular tension, as reflected in the surface elec-
tromyogram (EMS), and performance during rotary pursuit, a
two-part experiment was conducted. In Part 1, 48 subjects

16,129 were randomly assigned to four groups which received ei-• 2 ther 40, 20, 10, or 0 seconds rest between trials; afterBartley, S.H. & DeHardt, Doris C. A FURTHER FACTOR IN ten trials, a ten-minute rest was given and then ten moreDETERMINING NEARNESS AS A FUNCTION OF LATERAL ORIENTA- :rials. In Part II, 22 subjects were randomly assigned toTION IN PICTURES. 1_..yshu-, 1960, 50, 53-57. three groups which had either 0-, 5-, or 10-pound weights(Dept. of Psychology, Michigan State University, East suspended from the wrists. EMS activity was recorded fromLansing, Mich.). neck, trapezius, deltoid, and biceps muscles and integra-
ted over ten-second intervals within one-minute trials.

16,129 Percent time-on-target measures were obtained for eachten-second interval. A two-factor hypothesis relating musResults from previous studies indicated that items cular fatigue and motivation is introduced. G. R 9in the left hand side of a pictorial scene appear closer
than the same items viewed in the right hand side. The
present study investigated whether this finding also 16,133holds true for background items. Ten observers were McCormack, P.D. PERFORMANCE IN A VIGILANCE TASK AS Aasked to adjust the metric distance of a large print so FUNCTION OF INTER-STIMULUS INTERVAL AND INTERPOLATEDthat one of the two specified portions of the scene ap- REST. Canad. J. Psychol., 1958, 12(4), 242-246.peared to be equidistant to the corresponding portion of (Defence Research Medical Labs., Toronto, Ontario,the scene in a small print, making a total of 96 obser- Canada).
vations each. Differences in observations made for fore-
ground and background portions of the scene were tested
for significance. Results were compared with those ob-
tained in former studies of the same phenomenon.
T. G. R 2
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16,133 16,136
To investigate performance in a vigilance task as a The aim of this project was to investigate behavior-

function of task duration, length of inter-stimulus inter- al principles which, built into the machine component of

val, and degree of interpolated rest, 60 subjects were a given system, would facilitate performance of the hu-

tested. The task lasted 50 minutes with some subjects man task in the system. To accomplish this goal I,) a

working the entire period, others resting five minutes or review and analysis of certain basic human engineering

ten minutes before completing the last ten minutes. The literature was undertaken, 2) general principles were

task was to depress a switch whenever a light appeared developed from these data which could lead to direct ap-

through an aperture (one centimeter in diameter). The plications for machine aiding of human performance, and

light was presented 51 times to each subject, the inter- 3) experimental verification of the applicability of

vals between stimuli being 30, 45, 60, 75, and 90 seconds, general machine-assist principles was undertaken. Re-

Response times were recorded and analyzed for effects due view and analysis of studies in the literature was ac-

to the experimental conditions. The results are discussed complished in terms of a Task by Task-Variable matrix
in relation to the expectancy hypothesis and the hypothe- generated for the purpose. Detailed plans for experi-

sis that inhibition is response-generated. mentation were presented, and two studies outlined in

T. G. R 5 detail. I. R 53

16,134 
16,137

Baxter, J.P., Day, I.H. & Lane, J.C. THE SENSITIVITY Beckman, E.L. ESCAPE FROM DITCiED AIRCRAFT I. TIME

OF THE PRECISION VISUAL GLIDEPATH (P.V.G.) AT LONG REQUIRED BY AIRCREW FOR ESCAPE FROM A DITCHED AIRCRAFT

RANGE. Note ARL HE 5, Feb. 1960, 39pp. Aerontl% HIlLE USINIG THE AIRCIRAFT )XY(EN EQUIPMENT FOR BREATHING.

Ei§XA1& -ab&., Australian Defence Scientific Service, FPRC 1074, Jan. 1960, 18pp. Flyin(i Personnel Research

Melbourne, Australia. (Dept. of Psychology, Universi ty 2Mni .s, London, EngIand. (RAF Institute for Aviation

of Sidney, Sidney, Australia & Dept. of Civil Aviation, Medicine, Faisborough, Hants, England).

Melbourne, Australia).
16,137

Tests to evaluate problems of pilot escape from
16,134 ditched aircraft were carried out using a Meteor MW 9

A series of tests was conducted to test the accuracy fuselage with Ss wearing flying clothing and using MK 17D
with which misalignments of the Precision Visual Glidepath oxygen regulators and oxygen masks. Ihe times required
display could be judged under a number of viewing condi- by aircrew Ss to escape from the cockpit in the air were
tions by both pilots (10) and non-pilots (35). A full- compared with the times required to escape from the cock-
scale representation of the approach aid was observed from pit when upright and inverted in eight feet of water.
about seven nautical miles in hazy conditions, and a num- On the basis of the time data and of observations made of
ber of additional tests were conducted in a 1/1000 scale the difficulties encountered during the escape, a re-
laboratory simulator using some of the same observers, evaluation of escape problems was made with recommenda-
Initial laboratory test results were used to study the tions for procedures to be followed.
validity of the simulator with subsequent tests run to T. G. I. R 12
study the effect of an added runway pattern, a wet wind-
shield with a wiper with a reduction of normal light in-
tensity.
T. G. I. R 4 16,138

Jones, G.M. SUIME ASPECTS uF LABYRITIIINE INFLUENCE
UPON EYE MOVEMENT DURING RAPID HUTATIONAL AII:)EUVRES.
FPRC Memo 110, Jan. 1960, 4pp. Flvij i Perlnnnel

16,135 flesearch Committee, London, En. 1land. (%AI insLitute
Doughty, J.M. A SIMULATION FACILITY FOR THE EXPERI- of Aviation Medicine, Farnborouqh, Hants, Ennland).
MENTAL STUDY OF DECISION MAKING IN COMPLEX MILITARY
SYSTEMS. AFCCDD TN 60 32, July 1960, 23pp. USAF 16,138
Ooerational Applications Office, AFCRC, Bedford, Mass. 1,3 To study some aspects of labyrinthine influence upon

eye movement during rapid rotational maneuvers in flying,
a cdne camera carrying a periscope was mounted on a fly-

16,135 ing helmet with the periscope so arranged that the camera
This report describes 1) a simulation facility, 2) a sees a closeup image of one eye. Photographs were taken

methodology, and 3) an initial experiment on man-machine during rolling and prolonged spin maneuvers. Analysis
decision-making in military aerospace surveillance systems of the records was made in an effort to find an explana-
The facility is to serve two goals: 1) test and evaluate tion for the disorientation that followed such maneuvers.
systems concepts, and 2) provide data on man-machine de- Practical considerations of the results are discussed.
cision-making. Objectives of the experimentation include G. I.
exploration of the possibilities of the simulation facili-
ty by increasing complexity of programming to the point
where experimental control ceases and the conduction of
formal experiments. One such experiment which examined 16,139
the effect of track load on selection of action to counter Buzkhout, R. (Moderator). CONFERENCE ON INTEGRATED AIR-
a threat has been conducted. Results of this study are CREW TRAINING (MARCH 1960). Proj. 1710, Task 71605,
reported here. WADO TR 60 320, July 1960, 

63
pp. ASAF Dee "-

T. I. R I opment Div., Wright-Patterson AFR, Ohio. (USAF Behavior-
al Sciences Lab., Wright-Patterson AFR, Ohio).

16,136 16,139
16 e,13 .This conference was held "to review information and
Strasel, H.C., Regan, R.A. & Glaser, R. INVESTIGATION stimulate discussion on the use of interconnected crew
OF MACAINE-ASSIST TO OPERATOR PERFORMANCEi I - LITERA- station simulators for aircrew training." Papers read
TURE ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS.- Contract NONR reviewed recent research and discussed specific problems
624(11), Tech. Rep. 1, June 1960, 77pp. Dept. of Pay- associated with further research on the topic. Early
chology, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Penn. history and theory of integrated crew training were pre-

sented. Equipment problems arising with B-52 training
were discussed from the operational viewpoint,. The role
of integrated aircrew training in a flight trining pro-
gram was discussed.
R 19
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16,146
16,140 This document reports on a series of investigations
Peters, R.W. RESEARCH ON PSYCHOLOGICAL PARAMETERS OF on the acute and chronic effects of methaminodiazepoxide
SOUND. Contract AF 33(616) 3644, Proj. 7231, Task (a new psychosedative) on activity, food and water con-
71786, WADD TR 60 249, Feb. 1960, 57pp. USAF Aerosp&ic sumption, body weight, heart rate, and response to stimu-
Medical Lab.) Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. (Mississippi lation. Subjects were male albino rats, divided into
Southern College, Hattiesburg, Miss.). three dosage groups: 1) one centimeter sterile water, 2)

50 milligrams/kilogram, and 3) 150 milligrams/kilogram.
16,140 Acute effects on the difference variables were measuredfollowing subcutaneous injection of the drug. Chronic

This research is based on the concepts that 1) di- studies were made on three groups of 12 animals who were
mnsions of auditory experience account for man's ability given daily injections for four weeks at the same dosage
to differentiate one auditory stimulus from anotherl 2) rates as above. The data were studied by analysis of
these dimensions relate to capacities of the organism, variance techniques.
properties of the stimulus and previous experience, and T. G. R 3
3) these dimensions are time variant and not independent
of the total organism. The purpose of these studies was
to investigate approaches to the determination of psy-
chological dimensions of steady-state complex sounds. 16,147
The studies involved language of auditory experience, Educational Research Corporation. DIRECTORY OF IND-
various methods for scaling auditroy experience, and IVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS IN HUMAN FACTORS OF MANNED
changes in auditory perception under constant stimulation. SPACE FLIGHT. Contract N61339 294, 102pp. Educational
Relevant studies are summarized. Research Corporation, Cambridge, Mass.
T. G. R 83

16,147
This directory, an "informal by-product" of the

Educational Research Corporation, contains biographical
16,141 and bibliographical material concerning individuals cur-

rently working in this area. Indices includes alphabet-Contini, R., Drillis, R. & Slote, L. DEVELOPbTNT OF ical index, academic field index, specific problem areasTECHNIQUES FOR THE EVALUATION OF HIGH ALTITUDE PRESSURE index, and organizational index.
SUITS. Contract AF 33(616) 3592, Proj. 6333, Task
71516, WADC TR 58 641, Dec. 1959, 121pp. USAAe a
Medic.alLa., Wright-Patterson AFE, Ohio. (Research
Division, College of Engineering, New York University, 16,148
New York, N.Y.). Kelly, R.B. THE EFFECT OF DIRECTION OF CONTRAST OF TV

LEGIBILITY UNDER VARYING AMBIENT ILLUMINATION. Con-
16,141 tract NONR 1076(00), June 1960, l2pp. 2"nlan and

To develop objective criteria to facilitate the selec- Associates, Inc., Stamford, Conn.
tion of that pressure suit or component that permits the
operator maximum function and to make available to the de-
signer objective data from which he may improve the design 16,148To Investigate the effect of direction of contrastof the item, an extensive study was made of the techniques T-woen characters and background on legibility of tele-and methodologies associated with biomechanics for their !'n displays, black and white Futurn Demibold alpha-
application to pressure-suited personnel. Physiological [-n charays w hre ed-lop alh-
and psychological techniques were studied for their use- vi legibility uer three f ambientlillumine-
fulness in the overall application. Following this vision legibility under three levels of ambient illumina-
study, a methodology and experimental techniques were fion (.026, 186.37, and 638.44 ft.-c). The illumination
devised and used to investigate the basic movements of levels were selected to include night flying conditions

as well as those encountered in high altitude day flights.the upper extremities in terms of the above purposes.TwleSwreeqidtoeaaouth20crces

T. G. I. R 115 Twelve Ss were required to read aloud the 20 characters
on each of nine sets of stimulus materials presented as
both positive and negative contrasts under each illumina-
tion condition. Reading errors were studied by analysis

16,142 of variance techniques. Suggestions were given for ap-
Green, D.M. AUDITORY DETECTION OF A NOISE SIGNAL. plication of the results to practical situations.
J. acoust. Soc. Amer., Jan. 1960, U(I), 121-131. T. G. I. R 7
(Dept. of Economics and Social Science, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridgel Mass.).

16,149
16,142 Morton, A.S. AVIATORS AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS. Rep.60 3, May 1960, l2pp. USN School of Aviation Medicine,

To investigate the way in which the detection of a Naval Air Station, Fla.
noise signal in noise depends upon bandwidth, duration
and center frequency, a series of experiments were con-
ducted using a two-alternative, forced-choice technique 16,149
to obtain threshold measurements of detectability. The This study represented a first step in measuring theresults are compared with an optimum-detection model and efficacy of a paper-and-pencil examination as a motivating
the implications of such a comparison are discussed, device for improving the competence of naval aviators
Certain conclusions are drawn concerning the critical in the environmental controls area (equipment and pro-
band concept. cedures for coping with physiologically unusual environ-
.T. G. I. R i5 ments of aircraft operations). An objective (multiple-

choice) examination covering the areas of disorientation,
vision, acceleration, oxygen, and pressurization was con-
structed and given to flight squadrons of three fields.16,146 Test papers from 214 aviators were analyzed for groupStern, J.A., McDonald, D.G. & Hahn, W.W. THE EFFECT O differences in experience, training, and level of motiva-

METHAMrNODIAZEPOXIDE ON ACTIVITY, FOOD AND WATER CON- tion. Recommendations for future research were made.
SUMPTION, BODY WEIGHT, HEART RATE, AND RESPONSE TO T. R 3
STIMULATION. Contract NONR 816(06), June 1960, l3pp.
USN Office of Naval Research, Washington, D.C.
(Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis,Mo.). 16,151Wilkinson, R.T. PERFORMANCE AFTER LACK OF SLEEP: THE

INFLUENCE OF INCENTIVE, FAMILIARITY WITH THE TASK, AND
INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES. RNP 60/969, 'opy 62, Sept.
1959, 6

pp. Royal Naval Personnel Research Committee,
MAC, London, England. (Applied Psychology Research
Unit, MRC, Cambridge, England).
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16,151
Previous studies have been reported in which the loss 16,155

of one night's sleep can seriously impair the performance Woodcock, A.H. & Pratt, R.L. VENTILATION OF INSULATED

of a simple, prolonged mental task (Five Choice Test of BOOTS. Proj. Ref. 7 83 01 007, Tech. Rep. EP 135,
Serial Reaction). The experiment reported here investi- June 1960, 9pp. USA Quartermaster Research and

gated three aspects of this probleml 1) effect of knowl- Engineering Center, Natick, Mass.

edge of results, 2) influence of familiarity with task,
and 3) consistency among subjects In effect of sleep loss.
Twelvc subjects were given a test of serial reaction time 16,155

in which repeated simple choices had to be made quickly A laboratory investigation was made of the feasibility

and accurately over a period of 30 minutes. Four testing of providing foot cooling and sweat evaporation by means

conditions were usedt with knowledge of results after of a foot pump for soldiers wearing insulated boots in a

normal sleep and after no sleep the previous night, with warm environment. No attempt was made to duplicate actual

no knowledge of results after normal sleep and after no foot pump operation; an external pump with continuous air-'

sleep. Tests were given twice a week for six consecutive flow was used to suck air from the boot. Measurements of

weeks. T. G. R 4 exhaustair temperature and humidity were made. The re-
sults were Judged on the basis of a comparison of sweat
accumulated in an unventilated and in a ventilated boot

16,152 on one foot of a single test volunteer walking on s

Wallis, D. (Chm.). HUMAN FACTORS IN DESIGN AND USE OF treadmill at 3.5 mph.

NAVAL EQUIPMENT. RNP 60/962, Copy 101, Feb. 1960, T. R 1

73pp. Royal Naval Personnel Research Committee,
MRC, London, England.

16,156
16,152 Adams, O.S. & Chiles, W.D. HUMAN PERFORMANCE AS A

This summary of human engineering data was designed FUNCTION OF THE WORK-REST CYCLE. Contract AF 33(616)
to provide data "for specifying the minimum reguirement 6050, Proj. 7184, Task 71582, WADD TR 60 248, March
of the human operator in a given working situation." 1960, 24pp. USAF Aerospace Medical Lab., Wright-
Information was also sought on optiml human performsance Patterson AFB. Ohio. (Lockheed Aircraft Corporation,
as related to working conditions. Topics discussed in- Marietta, Ga.J,
cludet human physical dimensions and workspace, physical
effort and endurance, temperature and ventilation, me- 16,156
chanical movement and vibration, ambient noise, lightingl This study was designed to investigate the effect on
environmental hazards, equipment design, choice of sys- performance of four different work-rest period schedules
tem components, voice communications, dials and indica- (two-, four-, six-, and eight-hour on-off periods) fol-
tors, controls, layout of equipment, and maintenance. lowed over a period of 96 hours. The subject sample con-
T. 1. R 56 (approx.) sisted of 16 male college students with four subjects as-

signed to each schedule. Performance was measured by
means of a battery of psychomotor tasks involving arith-
metic computation, pattern discrimination, monitoring,

16,153 and vigilance. Additional data were obtained from in-
Broadbent, D.E. & Little, E.A.J. EFFECTS OF NOISE IN A formation recorded in an experimenter's logbook and from
WJRK SITUATION. RNP 60/965, Copy 64, Sept. 1959, 

8
pp. responses to a suiject. questionnaire administered at the

Royal Naval Personnel Research CommiLtee, MBC, London, end of testing.
England. (Applied Psychology Research Unit, NiC, T. G. I. R Ii
Cambridge, England).

16,153
Laboratory experiments have established that high in- 16,157

tensity$ meaningless, and continuous noise may affect per- Abma, J.S. & Laymon, B.S. THE DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUA-
formance of laboratory tasks which are long and require TION OF AN AURAL READING DEVICE FOR THE BLIND. No dAte,
continuous attention. This report, describes an investi- 13pp. Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio.
gation to determine whether similar effects apply to men
who are accustomed to noise in their working situation.
The situation studied involved one stage in the production
of one film. Measutements of efficiency were made before 16,157
and after acoustic treatment of one of two Interconnected The need for a method by which the tlind could read
rooms and were contlnued over a period of several weeks ordinary printed material is discussed and recent read-
in the treated and untreated rooms. ing machine developments sponsored by the Veterans Admin-
R 4 Istration's Prosthetic and Sensory Aids Service are dis-

cussed briefly. The Battelle Aural Reading Device--a di-
rect translating non-integrating machine--is described.
Approximately 20 blind people parttcipated in the evalua-
tion of t.he device. Training methods included both in-

16,154 dividual and group instruction. The results to date are
Creelman, C.D. DETECTION OF SIGNALS OF UNCERTAIN discussed.
FREQUENCY. Contract AF 19(604) 2277, 2659 5 T, Tech. G. I.
Memo. 71 & AFCRC TN 59 60, Sept. 1959, 

2
0pp. Dept.

of Electrical Engineering, University of Michigan
Research Institute, Ann Arbor, Mich.

16,158

16,154 Chase, R.A., Sutton, S., Fowler, E.P., Jr., Fay, T.H.,
Alternative models which characterize ways in which Jr., et al. A NEW METHOD OF TESTING HEARING USING

hearing mechanisms of human observers may be extended in DELAYED AUDITORY FEEDBACK. Oct.. 1960, 4pp. Cosmunica-,
frequency sensitivity are discussed. One decision pro- tions Lab., Dept. of Biometrics Research, NewYork
cedure for a multiple filter model is considered in some State Department of Mental Hyglene, N.Y.
detail as a general model for decision sitOations in which
each available response specifies a subset of the signal
alternatives. Two experiments were conducted in an at-
tempt to choose between a sweeping-filter and a multiple-
filter model. Detection in a two-alternative forced-
choice situation in which the signal could be one of two
possible signals was used as a test of the two models.
G. R 10
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16,158
To investigate the use of delayed auditory feedback as 16,162

an objective test of hearing, 20 young adults with normal Ziegler, R. & Lazo, J. MEDICAL AND HUMAN ENGINEERING
hearing were tested. Each S's threshold of hearing for a ASPECTS OF FLIGHT IN NON-CONVENTIONAL AIRCRAFT. Oct.
click of 400, asec. duration containing frequencies from 1959, l5pp. USN Air Crew Eguipment La-b., NAMC, Phila-
500 to 2000 cps was determined. The S was then asked to delphia, Penn.
tap repeatedly a pattern of four taps and a pause. Each
time he tapped the key a switch was closed, thus trigger- 16,162
ing presentation of the click described above. The clicks Th6 s paper lists and discusses factors which must bewere presented alternately with synchronous or with delay- taken into consideration by the human engineer when in-ed feedback for runs on subthreshold or above-threshold vestigating human functioning in high altitude or space
conditions. Time in seconds from the first tap of one flight. The role of the human operator, unusual problemsgroup to the first tap of the next was analyzed for ef- regarding both operator responses and aircraft design,fects of delayed feedback on changes in tapping rate. specific principles to be followed in the development ofI. R 4 consoles and panels, and problems of illumination are

discussed.
R 22

16,159
Psychological Research Associates, Inc. INTRODUCTION
TO THE TSQ-13 SUBSYSTEM OF THE TACTICAL AIR CONTROL 16,163SYSTEM 21 2L. Contract AF 19(604) 5194, PRA Rep. 59 13, Newell, A. & Simon, H.A. THE SIUULATION OF HUMANMay 1959, 33

pp. PsvchologicaLlEsearch Associates, Inc., THOUGHT. P 1734, June 1959, 4
1pp. Rand Corooration,

Arlington, Va. Santa Monica, Calif.

16,159 16,163
This manual is to serve as an introduction to the A method of studying human problem-solving was de-TSQ-13 Data Processing Subsystem of the 212 L Tactical scribed and an example was given of application of theAir Control System. The manual deals primarily with method. A theory of the central processes was constructedpersonnel, equipment and procedure changes caused by in the form of a program. The theory was tested againstthis subsystem. Topics discussed include: system de- human processes by comparing the trace generated by thescription, missions of the system, equipment in the sys- program with the tape-recorded protocol of a human sub-tem, personnel in the system, and operational procedures ject. The application described consists of a "generalof the system. There is a glossary of terms and abbre- problem-solving program capable of solving problems inviations cos•on to the system, logic and other domains." The theory consisted of aT. I. program constructed of elementary information processes

for reasoning in terms of goals and methods for attainingthese goals.

16,160 1. R 17
Burns, N.M. & Burdick, R.L. BIOASTRONAUTICAL RESEARCH
FIR PROJECT MERCURY. 1959, 8pp. UNJAir.Clew EQuipmerti•A]h., NAMC, Philadelphia, Penn. 16,164

Baker, C.A. TARGET RECOGNITIO11 AS A FUNCTION OF
RESOLUTION. 

3
pp. USAF Aeropcq.ledi.c_1 Lab.,

16,160 Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
This paper described experiments designed to obtain

measures of performance from Project Mercury astronauts 16,164
while wearing the Mercury full pressure suit and working This very brief note descrihes a study to determineon a mock-up of the Mercury capsule panel. Any number speed and accuracy of target form recognition as a funs-of stimuli from 1 to 12 could be presented simultaneously tion of 1) the amount of distortion between target formto the subject, who was required to actuate appropriate shown in briefing and as it appeared on a search areaswitches or controls in response. Response times were with irrelevant forms, 2) the number of irrelevant formstaken; number of responses, number of errors, and two on the search area, and 3) the quantitatively describedlatencies were recorded. Subjects were tested both under properties of the target forms involved. Thirty-two sub-conditions of ventilation air pressure and with the suit jests were used. Criterion measutres were search timeinflated. Recommendations were made for modifications and number of incorrect identifications.
in design of Mercury panels and for training procedures G. 1.
as a result of findings.
T. R 3

16,165
16,161 Irvin, H.D. SIBYL: A LARGE, GENERALIZED ELECTRO-1,61MCHANICAL IACHINE FOR LAB )RATORY INSTRUMENTATION
Burns, N.M. & Ziegler, R.B. ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS IN ENGINEERING PSYCloLLOGY. Sept. 1959, l2pp. Be
OF SEALED CABINS FOR SPACE AýD ORBITAL FLIGHTS - A Telephone Labsratories, Inc., Murray Hill, N.J.
SECOND STUDY PART 3: EFFECTS OF LONG TERM. CONFItTEI.NT. c u lON PERSONALITf AND PERCEPTION. Proj. TED R1AM AE 1403,
Rep. NAME ACEL 415, July 1960, 36pp. Q .N Thi p d r 16,165
E~luip ent-Lab., NAMC, Philadelphia, Penn. This paper describes the application of a general-

purpose relay machine of modular construction to some
kinds of psychological studies. The hardware described16,161 was developed to i) reduce time required to set up a giver16,161e experimenfal apparatus and 2) reduce cost of experimenta-This report, third of a series, is concernes with tion. This machine is being applied to two principlepersonality and perceptual changes which accompany long kinds of studies: those concerning communications ser-term confinement. Six men participated in an eight day vices and devices, and studies of man-machine systemsconfinement study during which they lived in a specially under normal environmental conditions for the subject.constructed chamber. A description of selection tests Further applications are discussed and advantages andand of the subject population Is given. Data obtained disadvantages of the method are pointed out.in an informal manner are reported and examined, and re- I.

sponses obtained on personality and perceptual tests are
analyzed. Perceptual and personality changes which wereobtained were discussed in detail. Relevance of the
study to existing literature is discussed. 16,167T. G. I. R 72 Terauds, Anitap Altmany I. & McGrathl J.E. A BIBLI-OGRAPHY OF SMALL GROUP RESEARCH. Contract AF 49(638)

256, HSR RR 60/2 GN, AFOSR TN 60 365, April 1960i
220pp. Hluan Sciences Reses•rhInc., Arlington, Va.
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16,167 16,173
This is a comprehensive bibliography of small group Certain physiological problems encountered in the

research studies from 1950 and current through 1959. design and operation of hermetically sealed cabins are
Existing bibliographies are listed and described. The discussed. Known parameters that limit human performance
main sources of research reports are listed. Articles are presented along with a discussion of atmospheric en-
are alphabetized according to authors name and numbered vironmental factors as to upper and lower limits for a
consecutively. flight of 24 hours duration where conditions of "no per-
R 2155 formance decrement" are desired. The parameters present-

ed include inspired carbon dioxide partial pressure,
alveolar oxygen partial pressure, and total cabin pres-

16,170 sure.
Christner, Chailotte A., Schutz, H.G. & Ray, H.W. SOME T. . 1. R 6
FACTORS AFFECTING VISUAL SEARCH TIME FOR SYT3OLS ON A
LARGE VISUAL DISPLAY. Contract AF 30(602) 1766, 1959,
l 7

pp. Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio. 16,174
Altman, I., Jenkins, J.P. & McGrath, J.E. THE TRANS-
LATION OF SMALL GROUP RESEARCH INFORMATION FOR COMPUTER

16,170 ANALYSIS. Contract AF 49(698) 256, Supp. Agreement
The present study "grew out of the need for informa- 1(58 446), HSR TN 59/9 GN, Oct. 1959, 61pp. Human

tion on some of the factors which had to be considered Sciences Research. Inc., Arlington, Va.
when placing a large number of symbols on a visual dis-
play on both a clear and cluttered background, such as
needed for large global display." The variable to be 16,174
investigated was visual search time. Factors chosen to Relationship coding forms (RCF) developed to classify
be studied for effect on visual search time included: 1) "information about individual variables and the nature,symbol density, total number of symbols on display; 2) e.g., significance, directionality, etc., of their re-symbol types, numberl and 3) type of surface symbols dis- lationship with other variables" provided raw data for theplayed upon, i.e., clear or a map. Ten Ss were used and present study. To prepare data for key punching for elec-the three factors were employed in a factorial design. tronic data processing, a data translation form was usedData were analyzed by analysis of variance and multiple to code 1) identifying information concerning the study,
regression techniques. 2) information about variables, and 3) information about
T. G. I. R 8 the relational term. Types of questions to be asked of

the data were descriptive or actuarial, and questions in-
volving the integration of knowledge in the small group16,171 field. The Data Translation System is described in de-Sm,171 tail. Rules and procedures for application of the clas-Smith, K.U. AUDIOVISUMATIC TEACHING. A NEW DIMENSION sification systems are contained in an appendix.

IN EDUCATION AND RESEARCH. Audiovisual Communication I. R 2
&1., 1960, 85-103.

16,175
16,171 Blyth, C.S. INFLUENCE OF PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS, PSY-

CHLOGICAL FACTORS AND DRUGS ON THE CAPACITY OF MAN TOThis paper describes the theory, development, and M)RK IN THE HEAT. Contract DA 49 007 MD 949, Nov. 1959,application of audiovisuomatic teaching machines. The l7pp. USA Research and Development Div., Office of theterm refers to "the interrelated recording and playback Surgeon General, Washington, D.C. (Laboratory ofof illustrated lectures and student control of programmed Applied Physiology, University of North Carolina,
tutoring materials." A series of studies are reported Chapel Hill, N.C.).
which relate to relative effectiveness of the method and
student attitudes toward them. Applicability of the
machine to a wide variety of teaching situations is re- 16,175ported. The "perceptual-geometric theory of symbol learn- To determine the effect of caffeine, dexedrine, dehy-ing" which served as guide for development of the machine dration, and superhydration on man's capacity to withstandIs discussed. heat and exercise stress, a total of 90 different experi-T. I. R 2 ments was performed on 15 male subjects. Measures used

to evaluate the stress were heart gain, heart rate, sweat
loss, and mental, psychomotor, strength, and psychological

16,172 tests. Heat stress was provided in a hot room at 110 de-Domey, R.G., McFarland, R.A. & Chadwick, E. DARK grees F, humidity of 25-30 percent, and air velocity ofADAPTATION AS A FUNCTION OF AGE AND TIMEs II. A three to five mph. Exercise stress was provided by aDERIVATION. - July 1960, Z5(3), 267-279. motor-driven treadmill, moving at four mph at zero grade.(Harvard School of Public Health, Cambridge, Mass.). Three acclimitization and six experimental periods, eachof three-hours duration, were utilized. The difference
between performance before entering the hot room and

169172 after some time in the heat was used to appraise the in-
This paper presents a mathematical derivation of a fluence of the various conditions. T. R 5

model for representing dark adaptation as a function of
age and time. A family of dark adaptation curves, obtain- 16,176Deininger, R.L. HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING SiTDIES OFad from an age sample of 240 men ranging from 16 through THE DESIGN AND USE OF PUSHB•UTTON TELEPHONE SETS. Beljl
89 years, were used to derive a mathematical model. It TE JSG Jul 1960, TELEPHON 9512.was found that the model could be generalized as shown SvU Tech, J., July 1960, XXXIX(4), 995-1012.
by 1) using the model to reconstruct theoretical dark
adaptation curves which were then compared with the orig-
inal data and 2) demonstrating that the model predicted
performance of other independent samples. The findings 16,176
are discussed in reference to the hypothesis that thresh- To investigate the effects of pushbutton design forolds and rate of dark adaptation depend upon basic under- 500-type telephone sets on user speed, accuracy, and pre-
lying Physiological processes that change with age. ference, a series of studies were conducted both in the
T. G. R 15 laboratory and in the field. Four categories of design

features were tested, key arrangement, force-displacement
characteristics, button-top design, and central office

16,173 factors. An additional question of how people process
Archibald, E.R. & Simons, D.G. SEALED CABIN ATMOSPHERE information when keying telephone numbers was also inves-PBLEM Ttigated. The results indicated that considerable latitudePROBLEMS. Task 78516, AFBVC TR 5942, Dec. 1959, N 5pp. exists for key set design in terms of user performance
(USAFMa-ile A eoed loFent Cent, Holloman AF, N.M.. with preference Judgments showing more selectivity. Other

factors influencing keying practice were discussed.
G. I. R 4
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16,177 16,181

Coburn, R. AN EXPERIMENTAL POLAR TRANSPLOT SYSTEM FOR Walker, P.G., Pool, E.T., Parker, J.F., Kelly, P.J.,

CIC USE. PO 06401, NS 097 100/S RD06 0901 (NEL N5 10), et al. HUMAN FACTORSE SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR OPERATOR

Rep. 969, May 1960, 9pp. USN Electronic. Lab., San PERSONNEL AN/TSQ-13 DATA PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM (SYSTEM
Diego, Calif. 412L). Contract AF 19(604) 5194, AFCRC TR 59 57, PRA

,Rep. 59 30, Dec. 1959, l5pp. Psychological Research
Associates. Inc., Arlington, Va.

16,177
An experiment was conducted to compare the effective- 16,181

ness of polar transplot and telplot systems for Combat purposes of this program were to i) provide operator
Information Center use. In the polar transplot system, manuals to be used in training operator personnel for
the plotter directly transfers to the vertical plot board manning TSQ-13 equipment, 2) conduct a training program,
the positions marked by the radar operator on a similar and 3) develop proficiency measures for evaluation of
grid on the reflection plotter. In the conventional tel- operator performance after training. The training manual
plot system, the plotter receives ranges and bearings by include both equipment operation and system operation.
voice over a phone link from the radar operator. Four Proficiency measures were developed for Cartrac operators
Ss, each paired with every other one to form teams, were Auxiliary Data Panel operators, Weapons Controller posl-
used. Each team was tested on a series of problems under tions, MO, and SIC positions. Proficiency tests were
both systems. The speed and accuracy of performance were pretested before being used as measures of performance.
compared for the two systems. Requirements for implement- T. R 1
ing the polar transplot system aboard ships were out-
lined.
T. I.

16,182
16,178 Moler, C.G. & Brown, G.L. CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION
Burns, N.M., Ziegler, R.B. & Gifford, E.C. THE EFFECTS VEHICLE DRIVING, I. A PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION. DA
OF LONG TERM CONFINEMENT ON PERCEPTION, PERSONALITY, Proj. 5W45 07 035, Tech. Memo. I0 60, Aug. 1960, l7pp.
AND PERFORMANCE. May 1960, 14pp. USN Air Crew Eouio- USA -Ordnance luman Engineering Labs., Aberdeen Proving
mentLa., NAMC, Philadelphia, Penn. Ground, Md.

16,178 16,182
This report presents data concerning 1) selection of To determine the feasibility of driving a vehicle

subjects, 2) responses obtained on personality and per- using television for visual contact with the outside, four
ceptual tests, and 3) effects of confinement on certain experienced drivers were to drive the Army Mechanical
types of performoance. Instruments used included the Mule (01274) over a variety of courses. The vehicle was
Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale, the Cornell Index, the modified to permit normal vision during familiarization
Study of Values, the MPI, the Bender-Cestalt, and the and to permit "seeing" for the camera only; controls were
Rorschach. Subjects also were required to keep log books also modified. Following one and one-quarter hours of
and to write essays. Pre- and post-confinement (eight practice, the drivers were required to drive 1) the prac-
days in a simulated space vehicle) perfomnance measures tice course, 2) a precision course marked by flag-tipped
were obtained from routine tasks to be performed in the stakes, and 3) a cross-country course. Speeds were re-
space station. Tasks included time estimation, multiple corded, stalls counted, accuracy rated, and drivers
solution problem-solving, and auditory tracking. Susbjects rated; interviews were held with the drivers. Problem
in the experimental group numbered six, in the control areas were discussed and the need for future studies
group, four. indicated.
T. G. R 7 T. i.

16,179
Burns, N.M. EFFECTS OF LONG TERM CONFINEMENT ON PER- 16,183
FORMANEE. 1960, l6pp. USN Air Crew Equlpment Lab., Lit, A. THE EFFECT OF FIXATION CONDITIONS ON DEPTH
NAMC, Philadelphia, Penn. DISCRIMINATION THIRESHOLDS AT SCOTTPIC AND PHOTOPIC

ILLUMINANOE LEVELS. J, exp. Psvchol., Dec. 1959,

16,179 58(6), 476-481. (Vision Research Labs,, University
This paper lists problem areas chosen for study in of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.).

the isolation chambert rigidity (perseveration), time
estimation, suggestibility, group cohesiveness, visual- 16,183
motor tracking, and vigilance. Illustrative material, The effects of systematic variations in conditions of
tests used, and results obtained in three of these areas-- fixation on depth discrimination thresholds were investi-
rigidity, time estimation, and tracking--are presented. gated. The methods of fixation were' 1) steady fixation
T. G. 1. R 7 on the movable comparison rod 2) steady fixation on the

immovable standard rod, and 35 fixation on either of the
rods at will. A two-rod test apparatus involving real-
depth cues was used. The rods were viewed under condi-

16,180 tlons of equal binocular retinal illuminances ranging
Ziegler, R.B. THE EFFECTS OF LONG TERM CONFINEMENT ON from a low scotopic to a high photopic level. Threshold
PERSONALITY AND PERCEPTION. 1960, lOpp. USN Air Crew data were based on equidistant (equality) settings of the
k pmenit Lab., NAMC, Philadelphia, Penn. stimulus rods. The results were discussed in referenceto photochemical theories of vision and the current con-

troversy on the role of convergence cues in stereoscopic

16,180 acuity.
This paper reported effects of group confinement on T. G. R 8

personality and perception. The measures of personality
used were described and results presented. Tests in-
cluded the titI, used as a means for preliminary categori- 16,184
zation; the Rorschach; the Bender-Gestalt; and the Per- Livingstone, R.E. & Weems, B.p. (Proj. Officers).
sonality Orientation Device (to measure perceptual organi- TEST AND EVALUATION OF THE NAVY HELICOPTER RESCUE
ration). All were administered both before and after SEAT. Proj. J28 3/1 17, Sept. 1958, 2Opp. USCG Testing
confinement. A sumnary of perception and personality Dm-., Office of Engineering, Washington,
changes were presented. D.C. USCG Air Station, Miami, Fla.).
T. G. I.
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16,184 16,188
The grapnel-type helicopter rescue salt as developed This is one of several papers reporting research on

by the U.S. Navy was tested and evaluated for Coast Guard a system of speech processing and covers studies leading
use. In flight tests, comparisons were made among three to selection of an optimum analog instrumentation for
types of rescue equipments the seat, the sling, and the processing output signal of a Vocoder. The operations
Erickson Rescue Basket. Following the tests, the seat involved are first defined, then the system is treated
was redesigned to reduce the possibility of its hanging in detail. Estimated size, weight, power consumption,
up or fouling in rigging or overlaps of small boats and and cost are included. Preliminary research on an op-
ships. During redesign, padding of the seat to reduce tical system is also presented.
possible injury to survivors was accomplished. Further G. I.
evaluation was made of the padded grapnel seat and three
prototype redesigns. Following further modifications, a
wheel-type and grapnel-type seat were evaluated.
T. I. 16,189

Herrick, R.M., Kydd, G.H. & Fenichel, R.L. BEHAVIORAL
AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF EXPOSURE TO A SIMULATED
JUNO II ACCELERATION PATTERN. Proj. TED ADC AE 1412.2,

16,185 Task MR 005.15 0002.16, NADC MA 5913, Rep. 1, Sept.
Landahl, H.D. MATHEMATICAL BIOPHYSICS OF COLOR VISION: 1959, llpp. USN Air Develonment Center, Johnsville,
III. COLOR CONSTANCY. Bull Math. B iohysics, 1959, L1t Penn.
395-402. (AFOSR TN 59 904). (University of Chicago,
Chicago, Ill.). 16,189

The purpose of this study was to determine how ex-

16,185 posure to the acceleration pattern created by the missile
A mechanism involving interaction between a given system in establishing an orbit Influences a) the phy-

region and the remaining field was introduced to account siological state of rats and b) subsequent behavior of
for certain aspects of the phenomena of color constancy, rats. Twenty-five rats were used in the two phases of
The trichromatic, symmetric mechanism was introduced and the study, physiological and behavioral. The animals
a number of examples were discussed and illustrated nu- were exposed to a simulated Juno II acceleration pattern.
merically. The R waves of the EKG's were examined after exposure for
G. I. R 8 animals tested in the physiological phase. In the be-

havioral phase rats were put on a "variable-interval
schedule of reinforcement" and performance on lever-
pressing in a Skinner box used as a measure of behavioral

16,186 adequacy.
Jones, L.V. & Jeffrey, T.E. DEVELOPMENT OF SUITABLE G. I. R 4
RATING SCALES FOR MEASURING THE SUBJECTIVE REACTIONS
OF TROOPS USING QM ITEMS UNDER ACTUAL FIELD TEST CON-
DITIONS. Contract DA 19 129 QM 1291, FEA MRS 5902,
MRS 59 7T, Tech. Rep. R 5, Nov. 1959, 8

7
pp. USA 16,190

Qiartermaster Field Evaluation Agency, Fort Lee, Va. G3ylord, R.H., Farina, A.J. & Spector, P. OPERATIONAL
(Psychometric Lab., University of North Carolina, ANALYSES OF THE NAVAL PERSONNEL SYSTEMi PART I.
Chapel Hill, N.C.). DEVELOPMENT OF A PERSONNEL SYSTEM MODEL. FINAL REPORT.

Contract NONR 2872(00), AIR 33 59 FR 218, Dec. 1959,
16,186 55pp. American Institute for Research, Pittsburgh,

An investigation was conducted to determine those Penn.
aspects or characteristics of issue clothing and equip-
ment that are primary determiners of soldier acceptance 16,190

and to develop suitable scales for measuring acceptance. This paper reports the first of a series of analyses
A questionnaire was devised composed of statements repre- of the Nxvy Personnel System and was concerned with the
senting some feature of the article to be judged and ad- development of a Personnel System model consisting of
ministered to 400 soldiers. Four issue items were judged. both a functional analysis of the system and a concep-
The data were analyzed for the features that best pre- tualizat ion of the system's major processing elements.
dicted acceptance for each item and for common factors The report contains 1) a discussion of a functional
running through all four items. Two additional rating analysis and of the basic approach of the study, 2) a
scales were then developed and used to judge other presentation of a conceptual model of Personnel Process-
articles. An optimal design for such questionnaires was ing in detail, and 3) details of a mathematical model of
discussed and their generality to a variety of items was the Personnel System. Long-range research plans for
suggested. extending the analysis of the Personnel System were in-T. I. R 4 

cluded in the appendix.I. R 5

16,187
Hawkes, G.R. AN EVALUATION OF THE MAGNITUDE ESTIMATION
TECHNIQUE UTILIZING ELECTRICAL STIMULATION OF THE SKIN. 16,191
Proj. 6X95 25 001, Task 05, Rep. 428, July 1960, l5pp. Stapp, J.P. (Chm.). CLOSED CIRCUIT RESPIRATORY SYSTEMS
USA Medical Research Lab.p Fort Knox, Ky. SYMIOSIUM. Proj. 6373, Task 63120, WADD TR 60 574,

Aug. 1960, 475pp. USAF Life Support Systems Lab.,

16,187 Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

The sensitivity of electrical cutaneous magnitude
estimations to variations in experimental techniques 16,191
was studied. The variables studied were set (instructions This report presents various papers concerning closed
to subject), area of stimulation, duration of stimulation, circuit respiratory systems which were either presented
density of innervation, and the momentary sensitivity of or submitted by various contractors and governmental agen-
the receptors. Changes in slope of lines fitted to cies for a symposium dealing with the topic. The specific
median estimates in log-log plots were used to evaluate areas dealt with weres 1) concentration of expired oxygen
the influence of the above variables, gas; 2) concentration of expired, water vapor; 3) decomposi-
G. R 12 tion of carbon dioxide recovering all useful fractions,

especially all useable oxygen for breathing purposes; 4)
decomposition of water yielding breathing oxygen and use-

16,188 ful hydrogen; and 5) complete and continuous miniaturized
Hoger, D.T. & Plutzrath, F.L. DESIGN AND STUDY OF instrumentation for a closed circuit breathing system.
CORRELATION INSTRUMENTATION FOR SPEECH ANALYSIS AND T. G. I. R 31
SYNTHESIS. Contract AF 19(604) 4128, AFCRC TN 59 566,
Rep. 2, July 1959, 48pp. Radio Corooration of America,
Camden, N.J.
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6,195
16,192 This paper considers the diet content of the astro-
Pecoraro, J.N. STUDY AND EXPERIMENTAL MODEL OF INTER- taut in relation to systems design for the closed respira-
NAL ENVIRONMENT SIMULATOR OF SPACE CREWS. Report ory system. The water content of the diet is discussed

presented in: "Closed Circuit Respiratory Systems .n relation to water and oxygen stores and recovery equip-
Symposium," Proj. 6373, Task 63120, WADD TR 60 574, ent, and the diet composition is considered as it re-
Aug. 1960, 221-224. USAF Life Support Systems Lah., lects upon foodstuff weight as well as oxygen storage and
Wright-Patterson AFNOhio. (Y.) Training Device arbon dioxide material. A suggested diet which offers
Center, Port Washington, N.Y.). dequate nourishment and minimum food storage weight is

resented. Some speculative possibilities are advanced
n the uses of waste products which become the raw ma-

16,192 erials for the regenerative processes in the closed
This paper emphasizes the point of view that future cological cycle.

space vehicles which utilize closed life-support systems G. I. R 1
and especially a closed respiratory support system can be
more economically and quickly developed if training de-
vices are employed well in advance of actual vehicle de-
sign. Based on this philosophy, the Naval Training De-

vice Center has begun the development of an advanced
training device for simulating the internal environmental 16,196

conditions anticipated during manned extraterrestrial Vaccaro, J., Jr. DESIGN REPORT ON HORIZONTAL DISPLAY.

travel in the next five to ten years. The first phase Proj. TED ADO AE 73002.2, Rep. NADC Al 5950, July 1959,

of the project, a field survey of present and future state 18pp. USN Air Development Center, Johnsville, Penn.

of space ecology, is nearing completion. Some tentative

conclusions are presented.
16,196

A design concept evaluation of three prototype hori-
zontal displays of the Army-Navy Instrumentation Program

16,193 (ANIP) is described. The primary purpose of the horizon-

MUConnaughey, W.E. SUBMARINE ATMOSPHERE CONTROL. tal display is to provide a visual display that will ori-

Report presented int "Closed Circuit Respiratory ent the position of an aircraft with respect to its des-

Systems Symposium," Proj. 6373, Task 63120, WADD TR tination, or target, in a manner easily assimilated by

60 574, Aug. 1960, 225-232. USAF Lfe Su Port Systems the pilot. Navigatlonal information in pictorial rho-
Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. OUSN Bureau of Ships, theta form, relative bearing of a fixed geographically

Washington, D.C.). oriented radio transmitter, magnetic heading of the air-

craft, readout counters for distance-to-go and time-to-go
are presented. Results of functional tests and visual

16,193 inspection tests made in the laboratory are presented.
This paper discusses the methods and equipment used T. I. R 11

to provide a suitable synthetic substitute for natural
air in the nuclear powered submarine. The differences
between the needs in submarine-type and space-type ve-
hicles are pointed out. The specific topics discussed at
some length are carbon dioxide concentration, concentra- 16,197

tion of water vapor, water decomposition, and instrumen- Wolin, B.R. (Tech. Leader). INFORMATION SORT AND PRE-

tation. DICT. Contract AF 19(604) 2635, SDC Field Note (Lexing-
I. ton) 277, AFCRC TN 59 63, 

7
pp. USAF Operational Appli-

cations Lab., AFCRC, Bedford, Mass.

16,194
Anderson, W.L. ATMOSPHERE CONTROL IN CONFINED SPACES. 16,197
Report presented Ins "Closed Circuit Respiratory This paper describes a computer program being writ-

Systems Symposium," Proj. 6373, Task 63120, WADD TR ten to make the type of prediction described by Ellson

60 574, Aug. 1960, 233-237. USAFLife Support Systems (12,389) in an article suggesting a method for using a

Lab. Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. C Research Lab., computer to sort data and derive a series of events

Washington, D.C.). (from observed data) which will give good prediction of

a desired event. The method is useful in those situations

in which there is no theoretical basis for determining

16,194 relationships among variables, yet a method of studying

The problems involved in maintaining a satisfactory data is needed for making predictions.
atmosphere that is free from harmful contaminants in I. R 1
the nuclear-powered submarine are discussed. The way in
which these problems are presently being met and the re-
search that is being conducted to find better solutions
are detailed. While there are differences between sub-
marines and space vehicles which require different solu- 16,199

tions, it is maintained that the principles of atmos- Peckham, R.H. & Hart, W.M. NEURAL INTEGRATION AT THE

pheric control are identical. RETINAL LEVEL AS EVIDENCED BY FLICKER FUSION MEASURE-
I. MENfTS. Amer. J. Ophthal., Nov. 1959, 0(5) Part JII

594-600. (Bethesda, Md.).

16,199
16,195 The use of flicker measurements was used in this ex-
Bursack, W.W. METABOLIC AND RESPIRATORY RELATIONSHIPS periment to assess retinal functions. Flicker stimuli
IN THE CLOSED RESPIRATORY SYSTEM. Report presented in: were presented to the right and left eye separately In a

"Closed Circuit Respiratory Systems Symposium," Proj. constant order which appeared random to the subject. Each

6373, Task 63120, WADD TR 60 574, Aug. 1960, 441-447. change in flicker rate was preceded by a warning signal
USAF Life Support Systems Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, and the subject responded by sounding or failing to sound
Ohio. (M1nneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company, a buzzer. Stimuli were presented in two ranges: from 22
Minneapolis, Minn.). to 34 per second and from 30 to 46 per second. Records

from 38,000 trials on 334 eyes were obtained. The thresh-
olds of critical fusion frequency for low contrast foveal
flicker were established by psychometric methods. The re-
sults were described in forms of clearly defined proba-
bility functions and used in an analysis of the inferred
theoretical behavior of the retina.
G. I. R 5
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16,205

16,200 In this study ten subjects (airmen and civilians)

Pickering, J.E.t Langham, W.H. & Rambach, W.A. THE were required to make heading estimations for simulated

EFFECTS FROM MASSIVE DOSES OF HIGH DOSE RATE GAMMA RADIA- radar trails (5/16, 1.0, and 1 1/2 inches in length),

TION ON MONKEYS. 60 57, 1960, 413pp. MSAF cho22L2.t 'using four different response modes (adjusting a dial so

hLyA•2Ik.•=icink, Brooks AFB, Tex. that an arrow painted on its surface pointed in the same

direction as radar trial-dial was placed to the right

and to the leftl reading out numerical heading estimates

16,200 rnal reference). Response times

This report presents a series of studies on the bio- with and without an exte

logical effects on primates from massive doses of high and errors were analyzed for effect of response mode on

dose rate irradiation. The three major parts of the re- speed and accuracy of heading estimates. Individual

port are devoted to performance (exposure and behavior), differences were pointed out.

biology (animals and methods; hematology; circulating T. G. I. R 15

blood volumes; blood and tissue chemistry; inorganic ions,

lipoproteins, and cholesterol! adenosine phosphates and

reducing compounds; and physiological studies), and path- 16,206

ology (general, ocular, neuropathology, and hypothalmus). Hopkins, C.O., llauerschmidt, D.K. & Anderson, M.J.

T. G. I. R 132 DISPLAY AND CONTROL REQUIREMENTS FOR MANNED SPACE

FLIGHT. Contract AF 33(616) 6033, Proj. 7184, Task

71585, WADD TR 60 197, April 1960, 215pp. USAF A

16,201 
MdaD., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. (Hughes

Peters, G.A. A GUIDE TO THE DISPLAY OF INFORMATION. Aircraft Company, Culver City, Calif.).

Control _Enan., May 1960, 7(5), p.1
2 3

. (George A.

Peters, Consultant, Santa Monica, Calif.). 16,206
Display and control requirements for a "space-ferry"

16,201 
type of orbital vehicle were determined for vehicle at-

For new equipment specifications, this guide may be titude control while in orbit, orbital plane change,

used to develop the information content and method of pre- minimum energy transfer between circular orbits at differ-

sentation that will yield optimum performance from the ent altitudes, and for de-orbit and re-entry into the

human component of the system. Four types of displays earth's atmosphere. Full-scale mockups were constructed

are distinguishedi performance, warning, procedural, and of cockpits with two alternate display and control sys-

complex. For each display type the following information tems.

is given: kind of information that can be conveyed, specif- G. I. R 175

ic examples, human factors recormsendations, and graphic

illustrations of typical displays.
. .16,207 Chambers, R.M. HUMAN PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES IN HIGH

ENVIRONMENTS. Paper presented at the Sixty-Eighth

Annual Convention of the American Psychological Associa-

16,202 tion, Chicago, Ill., Sept. 1-7, 1960, 
4
0pp. USN

Montague, W.E. A COMPARISON OF FIVE INTELLIGIBILITY y.lation Medical Acceleration Lab., NADC, Johnsville,

TESTS FOR VOICE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS. P0 06401, NE Penn. & School of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania,

091200 2(NEL N33), Rep. 977, June 1960, 9pp. USN Pil1adelphia, Penn.

Electronics Lab., San Diego, Calif.

16,207
The purpose of this paper was to summarize research

16,202Scores obtained on each of five Intelligibility on performance capahilitites of man In certain high g

tests were compared in a study designed to find the rnvironments. Rpsearch in a) sensation and perception,
most efficient test for communication system evaluation. 1) Moý.'r behavior, c higher mental functions, and d)

Five different speech materials were used. These compI• 'ask performance is discussed under the following

were recorded against a background of white noise and topics, vestibular, kinesthetic, and proprioceptive

presented to sixteen listeners. Results were presented. senses; vision; time perception; performance of simple
In the form of curves showing the mean percentage of motor tasks; effects of high g on higher mental function-

in he ormofurvs sowng he eanpecenageofing; and complex t asks, e.g., simple tracking.

words correct for four speech materials for each of Ing; a c

five S/N ratios. An analysis of variance was performed, T. G. 1. H 5

and Interactions between variables were discussed.
T. G. R 16,208

Busch, A.C., Trabold, F.W., Jr. & Sklodowski, V.A. BE-
HAVIORAL RESPONSES TO AUTOMOBILE TRAFFIC LIGHT PATTERNS.

Woodcock, A.H. & Goldman, H.F. A TECHNIQUE FOR MEASURING Paper presented at the Sixty-Eighth Annual APA Conven-

CLOTHING INSULATION UNDER DYNAMIC CONDITIONS. Proj. tion, Sept. 1960, 6pp. Crosley Division, A

7 83 01 009, Tech. Rep. EP 137, July 1960, 9pp. USA Boston, Mass.

Quartermaster Research & Engineering Center, Natick,

Mass. 16,208
A summary Is presented of an experiment conducted to

study the behavioral responses of 26 subjects to traffic

To203 d mlight patterns. The experimental patterns used included
To determine the feasibility of using a heat-flow various types of auxiliary cues during the green portion

meter for measuring fluctuations in heat loss from the of the traffic cycle and were compared with the standard

human skin through clothing, a limited investigation was type in conjunction with an automobile simulator. The
made using one subject. A Beckman & Whitley Heat-Flow task involved driving and stopping the simulator in re-

Transducer was successively affixed to various sites on sponse to the traffic lights. The data consisted of per-

the skin of the subject with heat flow and transduce centage of subjects stopping and the time in seconds to

measurements being made for conditions of standing still stop for each pattern.

and walking at 3.5 mph on a treadmill. Two different G. 1.

types of clothing were compared using the technique. The

usefulness of the technique was discussed.
T. 1. R 2

16,209
American Psychological Association. PROCEDURAL FACTORS

IN TASK PERFORMANCE. Preliminary statement for

16,205 American Psychological Association Symposium on "Pri-

Smith, S.L. HEADING ESTIMATION. Contract AF ý3(600) mary Task Factors in Performance Decrement," Sept. 1960,

37682, Tech. Memo. TM 222, July 1959, 1
6

pp. Mitrp .K.- llpp. American Psychological Association, Washington,

nJoiftin, Lexington, Mass. D.C.
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16,209 16,213

This is a preliminary statement of the purposes and The authors describe a method for studying human

Zoals of a symposium on primary task factors. Procedural problem-solving, give an example of its application, and

primary) task factors defined as "those elements of the discuss the theory of problem-solving which emerges. A

total task situation which affect performance and which theory of central processes is constructed in the form

can be changed without changing the nature of the task, of a program. The sufficiency of the theory for predict-

the operator, or the environment," are to be defined in ing problem-solving behavior is demonstrated by realizing

operational terms, the relative importance of these ef- it in a computer. The theory is tested against human

fects on performance estimated, the task context in which. processes by comparing the trace generated by the program

they are known to apply is to be stated, possible gener- with the protocol of a human subject. The theory which

alizations to other tasks discussed, and factors and hy- emerged is "mediational" encompassing "Gestalt" processes.

potheses with greatest promise for future research are to R 17

be suggested. The name, personal research background
and specific factors to be discussed are given for each
participant in the symposium.
I. R 2 16,214

Sheridan, T.B, TIME-VARIABLE DYNAMICS OF HUMAN
OPERATOR SYSTEMS. Contract AF 19(604) 4548, AFCRC
TN 60 169, March 1960, 113pp. Dynamic Analysis and

16,210 Control Lab., Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Zyskind, G. & Kempthorne, 0. TREATMENT ERRORS IN Cambridge, Mass.
COMPARATIVE EXPERIMENTS. Contract AF 33(616) 5599,
Proj. 7071, Task 70418, WADC TN 59 19, April 1960, 16,214
78pp. USAF Aexonautisal.Reseach Lab., Wright- The author points out the usefulness of a time-varl-
Patterson AFB, Ohio. Iowa State University, Iowa able model to cover the conditions when 1) the human con-
City, Iowa). troller "learns" or "adapts" in time and one is interest-

ed In this short period before a reasonably "steady state"

16,210 is reached, and 2) operator performance decays due to

The primary concern of this report is with the in- "fatigue." An experimental technique is developed "where-

vestigation of a representative number of alternative ex- by the frequency characteristics of the human operator...

perimental schemes in which explicit allowance is made for are computed in a running fashion as he adapts to sudden

the fact that application of intended amounts of treat- changes in parameters of the reference input, the nature

ments may be subject to error, It is shown how the ques- of the operator's display, the controlled process, or

tion of treatments subject to error may structurally be physical conditions within himself." Experimental results

incorporated into a broader overall approach to experi- are reported of investigations of time-changes in human

mental designs. When certain sets of structural condi- operator's transfer characteristics.
T. 0. I. R 37

tions are satisfied, the expected values of mean squares

in the analyses of variance tables have simple and easily
specifiable forms. These conditions have been verified
to hold in all the examples discussed herein. 16,215
T. R 45 Olds, E.G. & Lewis, J.S. NOTES ON THE USE OF F IN

THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ATTRIBUTES DATA AND ON
THE TRANSFORMATION OF MEASUREMENTS DATA TO ATTRT-

16,211 BUTES DATA. Contract AF 33(616) 3878, Proj. 1071,
Tukey, J.W. THE PRACTICAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE Task 70429, ARL TN 60 i18, May 1960, 42pp. .•J
COMMON TRANSFORMATIONS OF PERCENTAGES OR FRACTIONS Aeronautical Research Labs., Wright-Patterson AFB,
AND OF AMOUNTS. Contract DA 36 034 ORD 2297, DA Ohio. (Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh,
Proj. 5B 99 01 004, Ordnance R & D Proj. PB2 Penn.).
0001 & OOR Proj. 1715, Tech. Rep. 36, June 1960,
9pp. Dept. of Mathematics, Princeton University, 16,215
Princeton, N.J. The distributions of test statistics, corresponding

to F and X2/df, for single factor experiments when repli-

16,211 cations are Bernonilli trials, are derived for small-
The approximate relationship between the common trans- sample cases. The relative advantages of the two statis-

formations for amounts (z=(y+c)n and its limiting forms) tics are considered when nominal percentage points are
and the common transformations for percentages (anglits, to be used. The problem of finding the best method of
normits or probits, logits) is investigated. The results transforming measurements data from a two-factor experi-
are given in tabular and graphic form as well as the ment to attributes data is discussed and exemplified.
equation for approximate transformations. T. R 11
T. G. R 1

16,212 16,216

Taylor, I.M. & Young, D.T. FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO Odell, T.T., Jr. & Upton, A.C. LATE SOMATIC EFFECTS

THE DAMAGING EFFECT OF COLD UPON MAMMALIAN TISSUES. OF INTERNALLY DEPOSITED RADIOISOTOPES. Rep. 60 12,

SECOND ANNUAL REPORT 1 JUNE 1959 - 31 MAY 1960. Jan. 1960, lpp. USAL_5chool of Aviation Medicine,
Contract DA 49 007 MD 999, June 1960, 18pp. Uni- Brooks AFB, Tex. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

versitv of North CarolinA, Chapel Hill, N.C. Oak Ridge, Tenn.).

16,212 16,216
Progress in a research study on the damaging effects A review of the literature on the late effects 9f ir-

of cold upon mammalian tissue is reported. The experi- radiation from internally deposited radioactivity is pre-

ments in this work period have dealt with isolated hearts sented. The effects discussed include physiologic and

from rats. The hearts have been perfused and incubated anatomic changes, neoplasms, and life shortening. Some of
and the factors affecting water and electrolyte distri- the radioemitters included are radioactive isotopes of
bution in the tissue have been studied, elements that occur normally in animalsl however, most of

T. G. the radioisotopes discussed are foreign elements used in
meditine or industry. Major topics are: 1) physical and
biologic factors influencing the effect of internally de-
posited radioisotopes, 2) effects of inhaled radioactivity

16,213 on the respiratory tract, 3) bone-seeking radio-elements,
Newell, A, & Simon, H.A. THE SIMULATION OF HUMAN 4) radio-elements deposited predominantly in the soft
THOUG•T. Contract AF 49(368) 700, Proj. RAND, tissue, 5) radioisotopes in tracer experiments, and 6) ex-
Res. Memo. 2506, Dec. 1959, 41pp. The Rand Corpora- posure to fallout from nuclear detonation.
11,0, Santa Monica, Calif. T. R 110
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16,221
16,217 This report contains the results of design studies
Nicholson, J.F. & Naasp D.W. MAGNETIC SHOES FOR and cost analyses of a console for the presentation of
HUMAN ORIENTATION IN SPACE. Proj. 7021, Task 70651,- real-time Inflight telemetered vehicular and physiological
WADC IN 59 352, Feb. 1960, 8pp. USAF Aeronautical data. One section is devoted to details of a redesign of
RsQaarch Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. the physiological panel to allow for a more complete

evaluation and a reduction or combination of individual
parameters. Philosophies and standards to which the

16,217 console is designed are discussed; some typical system
Both permanent and electromagnetic shoes for human designs which will be Incorporated into the panel are

orientation in a weightless environment are described, presented; and the estimated cost of the console is given.
The electromagnetic shoes operate on a low voltage pcwer Line drawings, the pre-engineering sketch, and circuit
source which may be adjusted to the individual require- block diagrams are included.
ments of the wearer. A microswitch which interrupts the I.
magnetic circuit each time the heel is raised reduces
walking fatigue and increases the operational life of the
batteries. An inertia switch is included in the magnetic
circuit as a safety device. When the switch senses any 16,222
sudden acceleration or deceleration, it shuts off the po- International Business Machines Corporation. TARGET
tentiometer and allows additional current to flow to the PATTERN RECOGNITION STUDIES TO ESTABLISH CRITERIA FOR
electromagnet thereby increasing the holding force. SELECTION AND TRAINING OF TARGET OBSERVERS. Qontract
T. G. I. R 6 AF 33(600) 31315, IBM 60 914 8, WADC TR 59 652, June

1960, l8pp. International Business Machines Coroora-
iU=, Owego, N.Y.

16,218 16,222
Neisser, U. A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF HUMAN PATTERN This report is a supplement to the final report on the
RECOGNITION. Contract AF 19(122) 458, Rep. 34 75, results of investigations at the University of Missouri
May 1960, l9pp. Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts on the problem of visual pattern perception as applied to
institute of Technology, Lexington, Mass. target recognition tasks in radar-like displays. Research

was conducted under four general tasks, context as a para-
meter of target recognition, figural emergence, configura-

16,218 tion concept learning, and temporal factors. The status
To investigate the processes by which human beings of each problem at the close of the extension period is

acquire and use hierarchical constructs, artificial lan- presented along with several new problems not previously
guages were developed and learned under conditions de- submitted.
signed to test ability to learn the language when i) let-
ters were taught first, 2) whole words were learned first,
or 3) confusion was introduced by making non-words quite
similar to words. Performance to criterion under each con-
dition was compared and results discussed as they related 16,223
to the effect of practice, to individual differences, to Armour Research Foundation of Illinois Institute of
the introduction'of confusion "languages," and, especial- Technology. ADVANCED STUDIES OF COMPUTER PROGRAMMING.
ly, to the two kinds of training involved, "recognition Contract DA 36 039 SC 78931, Proj. E121, April 1960,
upward" with preliminary training on letters, and "recog- 49pp. Armour Research Foundation of Illinois Institute
nition across," where the introduction had been to words. of Technoloop, Chicago, Ill.
Additional research In this area is being planned and some
future areas for investigation are indicated. G.

16,223
Flow charts and descriptions of ten subroutines for

16,220 a comprehensive debugging system being prepared for the
Kryter, K.D. STUDY OF SPEECH COMPRESSION SYSTEM MORIDIC family of FIELDATA computers are presented. The
(SPECTRUM SELECTION). Contract DA 36 039 SC 7B078, flow charts include "search," "transfer," "insert,"
Rep. 745p April 1960, 38pp. Polt Beranek and "trace," and "general interpretation" routines. Output
Newman Inc.i Cambridge, Mass. routines for "type," "punch," "print," and "dump" opera-tions using output conversion procedures associated with

MODE designators are also described. These charts, to-
169220 gether with 'htse appearing in a previous report, comprise

This interim report presents work accomplished during the essential routines required by the debugging system.
the period February 1959 to January 1960 on an investiga- Some studies on the network properties of computer pro-
tion of perceptual and auditory factors underlying the in- grams are discussed.
telligibility of speech that has been filtered into sever- T. I.

al narrow bands and a development of a method for trans-
mitting speech that would require no more than one-half to
one-third the bandwidth normally required to transmit
speech of equal intelligibility. These phases of the re-
search are reviewedi equipment development and intelligi- 16,224
bility testing for effects of several variables. Factual USA Arctic Test Board. SERVICE TEST OF BAG, SLEEPING,data are presented. COLD-WET, T59-4. Proj. NR 7 82 11 001, July 1960,
T. G. I. R 15 2 1

pp. USA Arctic Test Board, Fort Greely, Alaska.

16,224
To determine the suitability of the Cold-Wet Sleep-.

16,221 ing Bag (T59-4) for U.S. Army use under cold-wet winter
ITTL Avionics Laboratory. INVESTIGATION OF MEDIA AND conditions, service tests were conducted to establish
DESIGN OF A CONSOLE FOR REAL-TIME DATA PRESENTATION the following features, 1) physical characteristics, 2)
PHASE III REPORT. DESIGN OF A REAL-TIME FLIGHT-SAFETY functional suitabillty, 3) rapid exit features, 4) in-
MONITOR CONSOLE. Contract AF 04(611)4574, Nov. 1959, sulating qualities, 5) portability, 6) effects of launder-
48pp. ITTL Avionics Laborator , San Fernando, Calif. ing and dry cleaning, 7) aerial delivery, 8) durability,

9) ease of maintenance and field repair, and 10) military
characteristics. A list of discrepancies together with
suggested modifications was included.
T. I. R 4
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16,225 16,229
Bjorksten Research Laboratories, Inc., Madison, Wisc. Cope, F.W. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF PYSIOLOGICAL
DEVELOPMENT OF IMPROVED FLIGHT HELMET LINER. Contract ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS USING OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS. Proj.
AF 33(600) 34149, Proj. 6336, Task 63619, WADC TR 59 435, TED ADC AE RS 7045, Task MRO05.15 0002.7, Rep. 9 & Rep.
Oct. 1959t l7pp. USAF Aerosoace Medical Lab., Wright- NADC MA 6010, April 1960, 

7
pp. UN Aviation Medical

Patterson AFB, Ohio. Acceleration Lab., Johnsville, Penn.

16,225 16,229
Various low-density plastic foam systems were evalu- The use of operational amplifiers in the construction

ated for suitability for a padding helmet liner providing of a great variety of physiological electronic systems is
maximum comfort with greatest protection against shock and discussed. The advantages--minimum cost, minimum know-
impact. Means of fabricating uniform and reproducible ledge of electronic design, and minimum expenditure of
liners by injection of fluid foam into molds were studied, time-are pointed out. An operational amplifier in con-
A liner was developed which meets specification require- junction with two or three external plug-in resistors of
ments for comfort, protection, ease of application, and capacitances may be used as a D.C. amplifier, an integra-
Jurability and which can be produced by techniques adapt- tor, or a differentiator. Some of the most useful oper-
able to production processing. ational amplifier circuits are described and discussed
I. from the point of view of their physiological applications

I. R 4

16,226
Burnstein, E. STUDIES IN SELECTION LEARNING II THE

EFFECT OF INFORMATIVE ANO UNINFORMATIVE CUES ON THE

ACQUISITION AN4D RETENTION OF INTENTIONAL ITEMS. Grant 16,230

AF 49(638) 367 & National Science Foundation Grant G Blackwell, S.A. HUMAN FACTORS ANALYSIS OF 81MMA MORTAR

4951, Oct. 1959, 9pp. Research Center for Group INCREMENT BAG HOLDERS. Rep. ORDBB VC6, July 1960, 20pp.
Dynamics, University of Michihan, Ann Arbor, Mich. USA Human Factors Engineering Concepts &_Ap2LicAtion

Lab., Picatinny Arsenal, N.J.

16,226
To investigate the effectiveness of the selection cue 16,230

on acquisition and retention under conditions of selection To compare five different holding devices for attach-
learning, 22 Ss were required to learn certain items pre- ing increment bags onto the 81 a• mortar shell (M362),
ceded by selection cues. Items to be learned were inter- 80 Ss were required to attach a complete set of eight
spersed among items to be ignored, the two differentiated bags with each of the devices. The measure of performance
by the selection cue. Performance was compared both for was the time taken to complete the task with 1) bare
acquisition and for retention of material learned with hands, and 2) arctic mittens with liners. Four of the
selection cues relevant to material being learned (infor- holders were similar, spoked, metal devices; the fifth
mative) and selection cues not relevant (non-informative). was a commerical nylon hook and loop fabric called
T. G. R 7 "Velcro." Comparisons were made of the mean times and

variances for each device.
T. I.

16,227
Bushey, T.J. SPECIAL WALKING CANE HANDLE ATTACHMENT.

Tech. Rep. 6015, May 1960, 2pp. USA Prosthetics
Research Lab., Walter Reed Army Medical Center, 16,231
Washington, D.C. Bittini, Marcella & Nicoletti, I. BASIC RESEARCH IN THE

FIELD OF VISION. PART I. ON THE VARIABILITY OF THE ELEC-
TRICAL RESPONSE OF THE HUMAN EYE TO STIMULI OF DIFFERENT

16,227 COLOR. Contract AF 61(052) 17, Tech. Note 2 58, April
This note describes a special walking cane handle 1958, 8pp. Istituto Nazionale di Ottica. Arcetri,

attachment with which a cane can be grasped and held se- Firenze, Italy.
curely by an amputee's Dorrance hooks. This device was
developed for a quadrilateral amputee who had been fitted
with two Dorrance hooks, a Symes type prothesis on the 16,231
right leg, and an above knee leg on the left side. The In this study, Part I of a two part study, the
amputee had learned to walk with crutches and wished to variability of ERG responses to blue, green, yellow, and
a ttempt walking with canes. A technical drawing is at- red stimuli was studied. The ERG responses were record-

tached which furnishes details on the item. ed from a silver electrode attached to contact lenses
I. wurn by the subject. The subject was dark adapted for

one half hour before each experimental session. A dis-
cussion and examination of the types of waves elicited
by the four stimuli and the variability of the waves

16,228 followed.
Coombs, C.H. & Pruitt, D.G. A STUDY OF DECISION T. G. I. R 3
MAKING UNDER RISK. Proj. MICHIGAN, Rep. 2900 33 T,
April 1960, 25pp. Willow Run Labs., University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

16,228 16,232
To determine whether individuals possess any charac- Rositani, Lucia R. & Nicoletti, I. BASIC RESEARCH IN THE

teristic attitudes other than that of utility or maximum FIELD OF VISION. PART II. ELECTRORETINOGRAPHIC RESEARCH
payoff which would influence their decisions in risky ON THE PARAMETERS WHICH DEFINE THE EFFICIENCY OF A LIGHT
situations, a large-scale study was carried out on bets STIMULUS. Contract AF 61(052) 17, Tech.Note 2 58, April
with constant expectation but which varied in skewness or 1958, 1

6
pp. Istituto Nazionale di Ottica, Arcetri,

variance with the other variable held constant. The data Firenze, Italy.
were analyzed in terms of the adequacy of a concept of
variance preference as opposed to a nonlinear utility for
money, the existence of a preference for skewness, and

the interrelations between the two preferences. Upon the
basis of the results a revision of the theory of maximiza-
tion of expected utility is advanced and implications for
computer design are discussed.
T. R 12
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16,232
The aim of this study, Part II of a two-part report, 16,236

was to investigate whether for a given value of the param- Crawford, W.A. THE PERCEPTION OF MOVING OBJECTS. II.
eters, duration and total time of variation of illumi- EYE MOVEMENTS. FPRC Memo. 150B, July 1960, 24pp. Flying
nance and wavelength, the scotopic b-wave is affected by Personnel Research Committee, London, England. (RAP In-
changes in the derivative of luminance with respect to stitute of Aviation Medicine, Farnborough, Hants, England:
time. Two stimuli, one characterized by a slow rise of
the luminance and the other by a sequence of short 16,236
flashes, were used. The role of total energy, duration, Part II of the study on eye movement describes the
color, total time of variation of the lumiance, and method used in studying corneal-retinal potential and
total time derivative of the luminance were discussed in eye movement. The corneal-retinal potential is used for
terms of their relation to the height of the scotopic examining general trends in eye movement patterns. Sur-
b-wave at high luminance levels, face electrodes placed at either side of the eye and
T. I. R 8 above and below the eye were used to pick up the poten-

tial difference. The potentials were amplified and used
to drive conventional pen recorders. Latency of eye

16,233 movements were recorded at varying velocities under a
Altman, P.L., Gibson, J.F6, Jr., Wang, C.C., Dittmer, pursuit task. The effects obtained were examined and
Dorothy S., et al. HANDBOOK OF RESPIRATION. Contract AF discussed in terms of neuroanatomy and neurophysiology of
33(616) 3972, Proj. 7158, Task 71801, WADC TR 58 352, the optic tracts and occulomotor system.
Aug. 1958, 403pp. USAF Aero Medical Lab., Wright-Patter- T. G. I. R many
son AFB, Ohio. (Div. of Biology & Agriculture, National
Academy of Sciences-National Research Council, Washington,
D.C.). 16,237

Christie, A.W. & Harris, A.J. THE LIGHTING OF PEDESTRIAN
16,233 CROSSINGS. Municipal J., Public Works Engineer & Con-

Data are presented on respiration for man, other tractors' Guide, July 1952, 1-4. (Road Research Lab.,
animals, and plants. Tables, gTaphs, charts, and dia- Dept. of Scientific & Industrial Research, Harmondsworth,
grams are used to present the information. The material Middlesex, England).
is organized into 14 categories. Contents of this re-
port have been made available to and were authenticated 16,237
by some 400 leading investigators in the fields of This article deals with some problems and also some
biology and medicine. experiments on the lighting of pedestrian crossings.
T. G. I. R many Visibility requirements at such crossings are discussed

briefly. Experiments using warning signs such as the
beacon globe, flashing lights, and various sizes, shapes,
and colors of signs are reviewed. Finally, the use of

16,234 floodlighting--angle of light, color of light and its
Crawford, W.A. THE PERCEPTION OF MOVING OBJECTS. I relation to the "zebra" markings of the crossing--are
ABILITY AND VISUAL ACUITY. FPRC Memo. 150A, July 1960, reviewed.
lOpp. Flying Personnel Research Committee, London, I.
England. (RAP Institute of Aviation Medicine, Farnborough,
Hants, England).

16,238
Christie, A.W. & Moore, R.L. STREET LIGHTING FROM THE

16,234 POINT OF VIEW OF TRAFFIC AND SAFETY. Public Liohting,
This is Part r of a series of three reports whose Conf. Issue, 1958, Z3(102), 242-257. (Road Research Lab.,

object was to determine the reasons for the decrement Dept. of Scientific & Industrial Research, Harmondsworth,
in visual acuity and the effects of changing various Middlesex, England).
relevant parameters. In this investigation, the six
factors examined in relation to the ability to perceive
the detail in the moving targets weres 1) the basic 16,238
ability of subjects with randomized target velocities, The work of the Road Research Laboratory, Department
2) the relationship of discrimination to latency of eye of Scientific and Industrial Research, Englandt, on street
movement, 3) effect of increasing viewing time, 4) effect lighting is described. Accident data before and after
of coordinated head and eye movements, 5) effects on lighting improvements for 64 site a are analyzed. Some
ability when the target image first appeared on different data on changes in both speed of driving and accidents
areas of the retina, and 6) the effect of training. are also given. Investigations carried out to discover
T. G.1I. R 27 whether further changes are desirable in various aspects

of the recoommended street lighting practice are described.
These include a study of the effect of changes in road

16,235 surface on light distribution, lantern arrangements, and
Crawford, W.A. VISUAL ACUITY AND MOVING OBJECTS. III. siting of street columns supporting the lanterns. Fi-
THE COORDINATION OF EYE AND HEAD MOVEMENTS. FPRC Memo. nally, an experimental low-cost lighting system for use
150C, July 1960, 9pp. 'liJn.O Personnel Research on main traffic routes outside built-up areas is con-
•9gjtj, London, England. (RAF Institute of Aviation sidered.
Medicine, Fsrnborough, Hants, England). T. G. I. R 5

6 5 16,239
16,235 Christie) A.W. THE ROAD SURFACE AND THE LIGHTING

Part III of a eeries of reports on the perception of ENGINEER. J. Instn. Mun. Enors., 1957, %(5), 153-160.
moving objects was concerned with physiological actions (Road Research Lab., Dept. of Scientific & Industrial
underl~ing improvement to discriminate details when the Research, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England).
head and eyes are free to move. The subjects (4) were
seated near the center of a 36 ft. radius circular dark
room and performed a pursuit task. Head position and 16,239
target position at ten-degree intervals were recorded as The effectiveness of street lighting depends not
were eye movements. EMG recordings were obtained by sur- only on the lighting system used but also on the light-
face electrodes from the sternomastotd muscle of the neck., reflection characteristics of the road surface. The
The latencies of eye movement, head movement, and EMG problem of choosing suitable combinations of road sur-
activity were measuredi The results were examined in face and street lighting systems are considered herein
terms of neurophysiological aspects of motor activity. with special reference to main road lighting.
T. G. I. R many G.I.
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16,243
16,240 Detailed noise characteristics were measured on 14

Christie, A.W. ROAD SURFACES AS REFLECTORS OF LIGHT, types of rockets, with both solid and liquid propellants,
FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF STREET LIGHTING. Chem. & Ind., in the thrust range from 1,000 to 130,000 lbs. Near

1953, A68, 468-475. (Road Research Lab., Dept. of Scien- field and far field levels on static fired and vertical

tific & Industrial Research, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, launched rockets were measured under essentially free

England). field conditions. Measurement and data reduction methods
were described. Final results were given as near field

16,240 sound pressure spectra, far field directivities, acoustic

The progress of research on the reflection properties power spectra, and pressure-time histories. Thio noise
environment was studied as a function of nozzle config-

of road surfaces in relation to the design dstreet urations and of flame front action in the jet stream.
lighting equipment is reviewed, some of the data now A formula for over-all acoustic power level output of

available are given, and the various problems which are rokta an approximat iz power spetrum

being investigated are discussed. Major topics treated rockets and an approximate generalized power spectrum

in the paper are: 1) building up the surface brightness dependent upon nozzle diameter and jet flow character-

in a complete lighting installation, 2) lighting terms istics were given. G. I. R 9

and definitions, 3) complex nature of the luminance
factor of a road surface, 4) experimental determination
of reflection characteristics, 5) properties of the road 16,244
surface which affect light areas, 6) dry and wet weather Christman, R.J. NOISE REDUCTION IN AIR FORCE CONTROL
effects, 7) color and lightness of lights, and 8) rela- TOWERS. Proj. 4513, Task 45770, RADC TR 58 123, Oct.
tions between type of surface and type of lighting. 1958, 41pp. USAF Rome Air De/elonment Center, Griffiss
T. G. I. R 6 APB, N.Y.

16,241 16,244
Recosmmendations are presented for the design of an

Christie, A.W. "THE ROAD SURFACE AS A FACTOR IN STREET Air Force Control Tower to provide for reduction of high-
LIGHTING". Presented at: Road Engineering Division Meet- level airborne noise. Based upon noise spectra such as
ing, 20 May 1954, Road Paper 45, Oct. 1954, 506-531. might tie produced by J-79 equipped aircraft (F-104 or
Institution of Civil Engineers, Westminister, London, B-5e) or rocket engines of the 130,000 lb. thrust class,
England. the recoommendations are aimed at providing noise levels

low enough to permit satisfactory verbal coommunications.
16,241 Specific recomnmendations are included on the design of

The theory of vision in lighted streets is examined such tower features as the roof, windows, walls, doors,
in simple terms in order to show that the effectiveness and floors.
of the lighting is determined to a large extent by the G. I. R 17
reflecting properties of the road surface. Three main
types of lantern light distribution are described and
their use is discussed. The results of studies of bright
patches on a number of surfaces are shown in relation to 16,245
estimation of the effectiveness of lighting installations Buss, W. & Waite, J.V. IMPROVED DEPLOYMENT OF AIR FORCE
and in improving their design. Some methods used to im- PERSONNEL PARACHUTES. Proj. 6068, Task 61491, AFFTC TN
prove the nonskid properties of roads are related to their 53 20, Oct. 1958, l5pp. USAF 6511th Test Group (Parachute
effect on lighting. The effect of surface texture on the El Centro, Calif.
reflection of light from wet surfaces is also examined.
S. I. R 4

16,245
To develop a deployment system for Air Force para-

16,242 chutes which will safely deploy and recover a parachutist
Beckman, E.L. ESCAPE FROM DITCHED AIRCRAFT. IV. EVALUA- at high speeds, the performance of six proposed methods
TION OF THE FACTORS WHICH AFFECT SURVIVAL IN A DITCHING was compared with the quarter bag deployment system
ACCIDENT IN CURRENT OPERATIONAL AIRCRAFT WITH RECOtIENDA- presently used. Two were eliminated during bench testsl
TIONS FOR INCREASING THE RATE OF SURVIVAL. FPRC 1094, the other four were subjected to drop tests from the
March 1959, 25pp. Flying PersQnnel Research Committee, whirltower and from aircraft using a 200 lb. torso dummy.
London, England. (RAP Institute of Aviation Medicine, Data obtained were airspeeds, opening times, snatch
Farnborough, Hants, England). forces, and opening forces.

T. I.

16,242
The ditching accident in naval carrier operations is

considered In this paper. The Royal Air Force Institute
of Aviation Medicine has carried out an extensive series 16,246
of investigations into the factors which affect survival Brown, J.L. REVIEW OF THE CONE-TO-ROD EFFICIEN.CY RATIO
from a ditching accident. The methods by which these AS A SPECIFICATION FOR LIGHTING SYSTEMS. Contract AP
factors limit survival are reviewed and their signifi- 33(038) 22616, Proj. 7186, Task 71544, WADC TR 57 448,
canse discussed. Manual escape procedures are assessed Aug. 1957, 21pp. USAF Aero Medical Lab., Wright-Patter-
and the use of an ejection seat to assist escape from a son APB, Ohio. (Columbia University, New York, N.Y.).
sinking aircraft is evaluated. A research and engineer-
ing development program is proposed.
T. G. I. R 11

16,246
The need for systems of illumination that afford max-

imum stimulation of the eye at low luminances has led to
16,243 the widespread use of red light. The theoretical basis
Cole, J.N., Von Gierke, H.E., Kyrazist D.T., Eldred, K.M., for the advantage of red light is reviewed. Several meth-
at al. NOISE RADIATION FROM FOURTEEN TYPES OF ROCKETS IN ods for the practical specification of illumination which
THE 1,000 TO 130,000 POUNDS THRUST RANGE. Proj. 7210, are based on a cone-to-rod lumlnous efficiency ratio are
Task 71705, WADC TR 57 354, Dec. 19571 64pp. USAF Aero analyzed and compared in terms of the actual physical sig-
MedicalJLa., Wright-Patterson APB, Ohio. nificance of the numerical values which they yield. The

general problem of specification is discussed in relation
to a number of underlying practical problems, such as the

luminance level at which a given system must be used, the
nature of visual tasks for which it is provided, and those
for which it mist be preserved. The use of the cone-to-
rod luminous efficiency ratio is recommended for experi-
mental testing. G. R 27
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16,247 16,253
Brokaw, L.D. SOW STATISTICAL METHODS FOR DETECTION OF Fluhr, F.R. DIGITALIZED PICKCFP DISPLAY CONVERTER.
NONSTANDARD rEST ADMINISTRATION. WADC TN 59 34, Jan. Proj. NE 051 100 824.33, BuShips S 1680, NRL Prob.
1959, 30pp. USAF Personnel Lab., Lackland AFB, Tex. YO1 04, NRL Rep. 5281, March 1959, 7pp. USN Research

La"., Washington, D.C.

16,247
This paper was concerned with the improper testing 16,253

procedures used by the Armed Forces Recruiting Stations. Due to the increasing complexity of the Naval Data
Three statistical methods for detecting falsely derived Handling System, a more efficient data processing method
passing scores on the Army General Classification Test is required. Thus, the Pickoff Display Converter, a
and the Armed Forces Qualification Test were presented. digitalized machine, which allows the operator to generate
Tests were administered to 1263 airmen and the scores derived position coordinates and insert them into the
were manipulated to simulate various patterns of false computer memory, has been offered. Mode functions pro-
scores. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Technique, the Sign Test, vided are the direct and differential modes of operation.
and a test for significant differences between standard The Digitalized Pickoff Display Converter would also be
deviations were applied to the test distributions to capable of working with a Fast-Scan type of display.
determine which sample of scores might be rejected due I. R 3
to their distribution in relation to significance levels
established by normal chance variation.
T. G. R II 16,254

Hicks, S.A. THE EFFECTS OF EIGHT HOURS CONFINEMENT IN
MOBILE ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIERS ON SELECTED COMBAT

16,249 RELEVANT SKILLSs STUDY II. 0CO, Research Branch Proj.
Bonner, R.H. THE EFFECTS OF STRESS ON UROPEPSIN EXCRE- TBl 1000, Tech. Memo. 17 60, Nov. 1960, 2

6
pp. USA

TION. Proj. 7220, Task 71742, WADC TN 57 427, Dec. 1957, Ordnance Human Engineering Labs., Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Ilpp. USAF Aero Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Md.

16,249 16,254

Uropepsin changes under simulated flight stress were To determine changes in performance due to confine-

studied using 23 subjects under conditions of 120 hours ment in Armored Personnel Carriers (APC), 48 subjects were

cabin confinement, elevated temperatures, prolonged posi- tested to determine decrements in performance after eight

tive g forces, and visual and auditory stimuli deprivation. hour periods of confinement in mobile APes. Each subject

Urine samples were obtained at varying schedules for each participated in two of the four tasks and acted as his

of the test conditions. The method for analyzing uropep- own control. The tasks performed were: Rail Walking Test

sin was described at length, to test equilibrium; ObstructIon-Run Test for stanine and

T. G. R 15 gross motor coordination; Rifle-Fire Test for hand-arm
steadiness and eye-arm coordination; and Grenade-Throw
Test for eye-arm coordination. In addition, the follow-
ing varlables were also examined: auditory acuity; air
composition; subjective reports of individual crew com-

16,250 fort; and incidence of nausea.
Altman, I., Pendleton, Catherine & Terauds, Anita. T. G. I. R 4
ANNOTATIONS OF SMALL GROUP RESEARCH STUDIES. Cottract
AP 49(638) 256, Supp. Agreement 2(59 634), AFOSR TN 60
1208 & Rep. HSR RR 60/5 G(, Oct. 1960, 

7
61pp. HumaSciences Research, In S., Arlington, Va. 16,2.55

Hori, S. FEASIBILITY STUDY VIDAT MODIFIED CORE SUBSYSTEM
I. Contract AT 29(600) 248a, AFMDC TR 60 34 & ARF Rep.

16,250 5143 4, Oct. 1960, 252pp. 9UAF*Aeromedical Field Lab.,
-This report presents systematic annotations of 200 HOlloman AFB, N.M. (Armour Research Foundation of Illi-

small group studies and 50 annotated studies on measures nois Institute of Technology, Chicago, Ill.).
of individual and group performance effectiveness. The
summaries include the author, title, reference, purpose,
procedure, results, and variables of the study. The re- 16,255
port describes the sampling procedure used, the annota- This report concerns the feasibility of portions of
tion procedure, the individual study annotations, and a a viability data acquisition, handling, storage, reduc-
section which includes a list of existing and soon forth- tion, display, and record system (Vidat System I) in
coming reports of the research program of the Human Sci- dealing with the physiological measures of blood pressure,
ence Research, Inc. electrocardiograms, heart rate, respiration, waveform
T. G. R many and rate, rectal and skin temperature, and oxygen minute

volume consumption. Data handling equipment, analysis
of error and reliability, and physiological responses
in terms of environment are considered; recommendations

16,251 and conclusions follow.

Davidon, R.S. BODY SPACE: TACTILE-KINESTHETIC SCHEMA. T. G.I. R 81

Contract AF 46(638) 726, AFOSR TN 60 1355 & Tech. Note 1,
Sept. 1960, 9pp. USAF Office of Scientific Research,
ARDC, Washington, D.C. (Dept. of Psychology, Bryn Mawr
College, Bryn Mawr, Penn.). 16,256

IBM Research Center. ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF IBM RE-
SEARCH PSYCHOLOGY. July 1960, 6pp. IBM Research Center,
Yorktown Heights, N.Y.

16,251

The first of a series of psychophysical studies to
define tactile-kinesthetic spatial relationships within 16,256
and around the body was described. Many observations This bibliography summarizes reports published by
were made on four Ss. Each S judged when two successive IBM Research Psychology since its formation July 1, 1958.
points touched on one arm were phenomenally as far apart The general nature of these studies concerns human infor-
as those of a standard on the other arm or different mation handling-input, processing, and output.
parts of the arm. The effect of changing arm positions R 14
and different areas of the body was investigated.
R6
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16,257 16,261
IBM Research Center. ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF IBM RE- Madden, J.M. CONTEXT EFFECTS IN JOB EVALUATION. Proj.
SEARCH BIOPHYSICS. July 1960, 3pp. IRM Researgh Cen te, 7734, Task 17015, WADD TN 60 220, Oct. 1960, 3

Ipp.
Yorktown Heights, N.Y. USAE Personnel Lab., Lackland AFB, Tex.

16,257 16,261
This paper contains eight annotated research papers To test various hypotheses about the way in which

on biophysics by W.R. Uttal. Five of the studies deal context effects job-evaluation, the 42 career fields in
with actual experimental work on the somesthetic system; the Air Force airman job structure were selected for
three others present various technical aspects of the IBM study. A preliminary study was made to obtain criterion
Biophysical Research System and computer technology ap- or reference scores for each specialty. Aviation cadets
plied to the problems of sensory neurophysiology. rated one specialty from each of the career fields on
R 8 four factors. The ratings were found to be both reliable

and discriminative among specialties. From these ratings
12 lists were obtained composed of high, middle, and low
value specialties in all combinations. Raters for these

16,258 experimental lists were drawn from the same population
Kause, R.H., Woodward, D.P. & Cacioppo, A.J. EFFECT OF as in the reference ranking phase. Three types of con-
ACCELERATIVE FORCES ON ANIMAL PERFORMANCE. GE0 9263, text effects are discussedt central tendencyp unbalanced,
March 1959, 21pp. gOodyear Aircraft Corporation, Akron, and anchorage.
Ohio. T. G. R 10

16,258
To study the behavioral effects of acceleration forces 16,262

on the performance of ten male albino rats, each S was Madden, J.MA. A NOTE ON THE RATING OF MULTIDIMENSIONAL
taught to depress a lever to avoid an electrical shock; FACTORS. Proj. 7734, Task 17015, WADD TN 60 258, Oct.
the rats were then subjected to positive accelerativeg 1960, 7pp. USAF LerL0rsonnel Lab,, Lackland AFB, Tex.
forces and retested in the avoidance conditioning appara-
tus to check for performance decrement. The experiment
consisted to two parts: 1) each animal was subjected to 16,262
seven-g maximum acceleration for five minutes simulating To determine whether the reliability of ratings may
the escape profile in the firing of a three-stage rocket, be increased by fractIonating a multidimensional rating
2) each animal was subjected to nine-g maximum accelera- factor even if only a small number of simpler, presumably
tion for four minutes simulating the re-entry profile. unidimensional factors are employed, the complex job-
Explanations of the results were given. evaluation factor, knowledge, was split into four simpler.
T. G. I. R 6 factors! formal education, special education, on-the-job

training, and work experience. Aviation cadets rated a
sample of 42 Air Force specialties on either the multi-
dimensional knowledge factor or on the four simpler fac-

16,259 tors. Reliability of the two types of judgments were
Keatinge, W.R. THE EFFECT OF WORK, CLOTHING AND ADAPTA- computed and compared.
TION ON THE MAINTENANCE OF THE BODY TEMPERATURE IN WATER. T. R 10
RNP 60/977, SS 97, Oct. 1959, 8pp. Survival-at-Sea Sub-
Commoittee, RNPRC, London, England.

16,263
16,259 McRuer, D.T., Ashkenas, I.L. & Guerre, C.L. A SYSTEMS

ANALYSIS VIEW OF LONGITUDINAL FLYING QUALITIES. ContractTo investigate the effects of irousersion in water on AF 33(616) 5661, Proj. 1365, Task 13553, WADD TR 60 43,
the human body, studies were made of 12 healthy young Jan. 1960, 108pp. •SAF Flight Control Lab., Wright-
men. Immersions were made in a laboratory tank at water Patterson A UB, Ohio. (Systems Technology, Inc., Ingle-
temperatures of 15 and 5 degrees C on every second day wood, Calif.).
and at higher temperatures every day for a period of 20
minutes. During immersions the Ss either sat still or
worked (rowing movement) and were clothed or naked; the 16,263
water was either undisturbed or stirred for the sitting The purpose of this study was to apply mathematical
condition. The rate at which men lost heat was found models to vehicle dynamic flying qualities. The pilot
by measuring body temperatures. Metabolic rates, alveolar as a dynamic element in a man-machine system was reviewed.
air measurements, and ECG records were obtained. From The subjective pilot opinion ratings were correlated withthe data, certain recommendations were made to be given the dynamic factors used to characterize the pilot's ac-
to men about immersion in water after shipwreck. tions.
T. R 8 T. G. R 22

16,260 16,264
Kraft, J.A. APPROACHES TO THE MEASURE OF FLIGHT CREW Moore, R.L. & Christie, A.W. THE DESIGN OF LAMP COLUMNS
CONFINEMENT STRESS AND FATIGUE. Presented at: Annual FOR ROADS WITH FEW PEDESTRIANS. Lioht F, Litino, Nov.
Meeting of the Aero Medical Association, 24-26 March 1960, ý_(ii), 330-334. (Road Research Lab., Dept. of
1958, 24pp. Military Operations Research Engineering Scientific P& Industrial Research, Harmondsworth, Middle-
Div., Lockheed Aircraft Cor_ oratiogn Marietta, Ga. sex, England).

16,260 16,264
Briefly reviewed are recent advances in flight sys- The problem of collisions between vehicles and light-

tems and the problems of human factors which accompany ing columns on high-speed roads is discussed. Following
long endurance flights. The need to study problems asso- a suggestion that the severity of injuries in such cases
ciated with the tolerance of humans to high and sustained could be reduced by using columns that yield on impact,
g forces, tolerance to sustained cosmic, ultraviolet, and tests were made on concrete, tubular steel, and thin sheet
x-ray bombardments, as well as others is mentioned and steel columns, all satisfying similar specifications in
the need for further simulated environmental studies is regard to ability to cope with loads produced by lantern
stressed. Described is the Lockhead Human Factors Re- and wind. Nominally identical cars were run head-on into
search Laboratory which contains a mock-up simulating the columns at approximately equal velocities. The fol-
a space restricted flight station. The experimental pro- lowlng data were recorded and analyzeds velocity of car
gram and performance tasks are described and the physlo- before impact, position of car body as a function of time,
logical and clinical measures are discussed, and deceleration of car body as a function of time.
I. R 19 Damage to cars and to columns was observed.

G. I. R 3
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16,265 16,269
Morris, Ailene & Lewis, W.G. VISUAL PERFORMANCE EVALUA- Wilcox, R.H. A MEASURE OF COHERENCE FOR HUMAN INFORMA-
TION OF A SUBMARINE PERISCOPE AND A CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELE- TION FILTERS. Psvchometrika, Sept. 1957, 22(3), 269-274.
VISION SYSTEM. NEL/Rep. 997, Oct. 1960, 2 2

pp. 22 l-"- (USN Research Lab.# Washington, D.C.).
tronics Lab., San Diego, Calif.

16,269
161265 Developed here is a coherence measure which is a

To determine the relative merits of an optical vs. a quantitative measure of the extent to which a man avoids
closed-circuit television periscope for submarines, com- random activity during filtering operations. Due to the
parative visual performance data were collected. Visual great rate of information a processing system receives,
performance was defined as the observer's ability to de- man or machine, only a certain amount can be handled.
tact stationary targets of various sizes and contrasts. Filtering as performed by a human being can be-coherent
Trials using the unaided eye were performed first and or at least in part random. The quantitative mbthod
those data used as a basic reference. The periscope had presented here measures the extent to which a human
both a 1.5X and 6X power; the monitor screen of the tele- filter avoids random activity in the selection of infor-
vision had a usable area of approximately 10 1/2 by 14 mational items during periods of overload.
inches and the camera contained a six-inch focal lens. 1. R 3
In addition to a comparison of visual performance, the
fields of view were compared.
T. G. I. 16,270

Weinreb, L. IMPROVED EARCUSHIONS FOR A FLYIN6 HELMET.
Contract A/ 33(616) 5248, Proj. 7 (77 6336), Task 63619,

16,266 WADD TR 60 568, Oct. 1960, 27pp. jSAPOnerational Support

Stevens, S.S. INTRODUCTION$ A DEFINITION OF COMMJNICA- D Wright-PattersonARB, Ohio. (Surface Cossunications
TION. 1. acoust. Soc. Lal., Nov. 1950, 22(6), 689-690. Div., Defense Electronic Products, Radio Corporation of
(Psycho-Acoustic Lab., Harvard University, Cambridge, America, Camden, N.J.).
Mass.).

16,270
16,266 An improved earcushion has been developed for use in

Becaue tflying helmets. This report presents the background and
B e c a u s e t h e w o r d c o m m u n i c a t i o n h a s s o m a n y d i f f e r e n tt h o y u d r i n t e a p o c h o t e d v l p m t a d

meanings, a broad, operational, and behavioristic defini- theos o underlying the approachuto the development andtion is offered. The definition is discussed in relation design of the earcushion. Mountin techniques and ear-ton Info ermatn theo. docushion materials and their influence on acoustical per-to information theory. formance, comfort, fit, durability, and helmet integra-
tion are discussed. Psychoacoustic testing and the cal-
culation of articulation index are deqcribed and related

16,267 test data are presented.
16,267G. I. R 6

Rigal, R.D., Lovell, F.W. & Townsend, F.M. PATHOLOGIC
FINDINGS IN THE CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEMS OF MILITARY FLYING
PERSONNEL. Amer. J. Cardiol., July 1960, A(i), 19-25.
(USAF Aerospace Pathology Branch, Armed Forces Institute 5,271
of Pathology, Washington, D.C.). SA Electronic Proving Ground. EXPLORATORY TEST OF CA

ICTORIAL POSITION INDICATOR FINAL REPORT. USAEPG SIG
16,267 30 100, Task 16 56 0061, June 1959, 43pp. USA Electronic

To determine whether or not there is a significant rovino Ground, Ft. Huachuca, Ariz.
diffdrence between the incidence and severity of coronary
artery sclerosis in flying personnel and nonflying per-
sonnel, the records of military personnel who were not 16,271
fliers but who were of the same age group as the aviators To determine the operational characteristics and
were examined. All these men had met with accidental capabilities of a breadboard model of the CAA Pictorial
death and had been free from any known clinical illness; Position Indicator (an aircraft instrument. that projects
at least one adequate section of a major coronary artery a continuous display of an aircraft's position and ground
was available for study from each man. Pathologic track on a map; it receives rho-theta information from
findings were compared with published findings on avia- the distance and bearing indicators of the Tactical Air
tors. A limited study was also conducted on other organs Communications and Navigation System; and it may be eithez
in people with coronary artery disease. Implications of lap held or rack mounted), to evaluate it as an airborne
the findings in determining the cause of aircraft acci- navigation aid, and to determine the desirability of a
dents were discussed. user test, exploratory tests were conducted in fixed-wing
T. I. R 6 and in rotary-wing aircraft. In addition, accuracy,

warm up time, continuous use capabilities, and installa-
tion and maintenance problems were determined. Recom-
mendations were included.16,268 T. I. R 8

Nelms, J.D. ACCLIMATISATION TO COLD IN LAPPS AND ARCTIC
INDIANS. FPRC 1087, Feb. 1960, l2pp. Flying Personnel
Research Committee, London, England. (RAF Institute of 16,272
Aviation Medicine, Farnborough, Hants, England). Tillisch, J.H. & Paris, J. ENDOCRINE DISEASES IN AVIATION

MEDICINE. Aerospace Medicine, Dec. 1960, 31, 999-1003.
16,268 (Section of Medicine, Mayo Clinic & Mayo Foundation,

To compare the effects of night long cold exposure Rochester, Minn.).
(room temperature of zero degree C with Ss naked inside
an approximate 1.5 clo sleeping bag) upon body temperature 16,272
and metabolism of people consistently cold-exposed and The salient features of endocrine diseases and avia-
those not so exposed, a group of shepherd Lapps and tion medicine are covered in this general review. Condi-
Arctic Indians were studied along with a control group of tions that disqualify a pilot for flying are discussed
Caucasians (Europeans). Rectal temperature, 6 to 8. skinalnwihinsmistcedgotcadtrtettemperatures, metabolic rate, sleep, and muscle movements along with, in some instances, diagnostic and treatmentwere measured. In addition, the effect of acute cold methods. Such conditions as Addison's disease, Cushing'ssyndrome, pituitary tumors, and idiopathic diabetes insip-
exposure upon the hand blood flow of the various groups idus are merely mentioned. Other conditions that are
was studied. The results were discussed in relation to treated at length are thyroidal disorders, nyxedema,
changes of cold acclimatization and to published accounts lesions of the pancreas, functional hypoglycemia, and
of similar studies. detes meltuso
T. G. 1. R 24 diabetes mellitus.
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16,277

16,273 A summary is presented of studies directed toward the

Taylor, C.W. (Princ. Investigator). THE SECOND (1957) specification of important parameters of speech in speech-

UNIVERSITY OF UTAH RESEARCH CONFERENCE ON THE IDENTIFI- band compression systems. In the first chapter, the pre-

CATION OF CREATIVE SCIENTIFIC TALENT. Held att Alpine :sent status of the Formoder (Forment-Moment Coder) is

Rose Lodge, Brighton, Utah, Aug. 17-20, 1957, 255pp. described. This experimental speech-band compression sys-

University of Utah Press, Salt Lake City, Utah. tem makes use of from five to seven narrow-band parametric
channels to convey the information of speech. The princi-
pal assumptions, the instrumentation, and some results of

16,273 fthis approach are discussed. In chapter two a study of
As part of a long-range attack on the problem of the the automatic identification of turbulent sounds is des-

nature and identification of creative scientific talent, 'cribed. Experimental results that lead to possible sepa-
a conference was held at the University of Utah of persons ration of unvoiced stops and fricatives are reported.
selected on a national basis. This volume contains the T. G. 1. R 11
texts of the various papers given at the conference plus
discussions pertaining to it. There are 15 papers includ-
ed in addition to committee reports on predictors and
criteria. 16,278
T. G. I. R 103 Headle, H.W. RADAR BEAM CODING TECHNIQUES. Proj. 4506,

Task 45163, RADC TN 57 393, Dec. 1957, llpp. US
Air Development Center, Griffiss AFB, N.Y.

16,274
Callaway, E., III & Yeager, C.L. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RE- 16,278
ACTION TIME AND ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC ALPHA PHASE. Discussed here is a radar beam coding technique de-
cience, Dec. 1960, 2(3441), 1765-1766. (School of signed for tracking radar used for landing aircraft. In

Medicine, University of California, San Francisco, particular, data transmission using a digital system is
Calif.). considered. The radar coding and transmitter encoding

used are explained. The accuracy of the technique is
16,274 determined by the code which is transmitted. The radar

A technique is described that demonstrates a relation performance determines the number of bits which a system
between human 8 to 13/sec. (alpha) electroencephalographic is capable of sending. A Bench test using an AN/APG-30

activity and simple visual reaction time which can be ob- as a radar transmitter was employed to test the beam
tamned at reliable levels of confidence. The technique coding technique.
allows identification of that portion of the alpha cycle G. I.
most likely to be associated with slow reaction times in
advance of statistical evaluation and is applicable to
about a third of an unselected adult population by virtue 16,279
of requiring only moderately dominant alpha activity. Grim, H.L. TEST OF RADIO COMMUNICATIONS DURING RADAR
T. R 3 GROUND CONTROLLED APPROACH (IICA). Proj. 4651, WADC TN

57 363, Dec. 1957, l4pp. )_AF Directorate of Flight and
Al-Weat_ Tetng, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

16i275
Rosenberg, I. AIRBLAST TESTS, SEPARABLE BACK PACK. Proj.
6015, AFFTC TN 58 16, Sept. 1958, l5pp. USAF 6511t 16,279
lest Group (Parachute), El Centro, Calif. The problem of providing the pilot with a means of

communicating with the ground communications approach

16,275 controller (CGA) during final approach was investigated.
s b k p u s w iA method using the standard equipment of the aircraftA separable back pack parachute assembly was designed was devised that allowed the pilot to transmit signals

and was subjected to high speed wind blast to determine to the CGA controller during the approach. Sixty-six
the speed, up to 550 knots, at which the pack would pre- tests were conducted with eight different types of air-
maturely open. The components of the assembly consisted craft, jet and reciprocating, on two frequencies, 218.9
of a packed parachute pack, universal harness, lap belt, and 335.8 HCS, at ranges from 0.2 miles to six miles
and an 1800-cubic-inch survival kit. out on final path approach. Recommendations concerning
T. I. the use of the system were offered.

r.I.

16,276
Allen, T.H., Krzywicki, H.J., Worth, W.S. & Nims, R.M. 16,280
HUMAN BODY VOLUMETEý BASED ON WATER DISPLACEMENT. Proj. Dobyns, R.M. CONSECUTIVE AIRDROP DELIVERY OF PERSONNEL
6X60 II 001, Subproj. 5, USAMRNI Rep. 250, Sept. 1960, AND EQUIPMENT FROM THE C-123B AIRCRAFT AND SUITABILITY
25pp. USA Medical Research & Nutrition Lab., Fitzsimons OF THE STATIC LINE RETRIEVER SYSTEM. OPERATIONAL TEST
General Hospital, Denver, Colo. REPORT. Proj. 999HF 30, APGC TR 58 80, June 1958, l6pp.

USAF Air Proving Ground Center, Eglin ARB, Fla.
16,276

Details of construction are described for a new type 16,280
of human body volumeter which is easy to build and can be T6,280
used wherever warm water and shelter are available. The The results of operational testing of consecutive air-
principle is based on the displacement of water in a cali- drop delivery of paratroops and A-21 containers with sup-
brated tank. Less than five minutes are required to note plies from the C-123B aircraft and of the suitability of
the volume of a man less his vital capacity. If one de- the static line retriever system as installed in the air-

ducts an average value for the residual volume of the craft were described. Paratroop jumps and airdrop of per-
lungs, the total tissue volume is obtainedl thisyvolume, sonnel dummies were made both preceding and following

together with body weight, permits the calculation of drop of the.A-21 containers. The static line retriever

body fat to within a precision of one kg. Fat determina- system was found capable of retrieving dummies weighing
tions on 81 men are presented and an illustrative analysis approximately 400 lbs. Minor modifications to this

of six body segments is made. equipment were suggested.
T. G. I. R 12 1. I.

16,277 16,281
16,27 AChristal, R.E. & Madden, J.M. EFFECT OF DEGREE OF FAMILI-
Changt ScHt SPEE1(6 ANALYSIS FINAL SCIENTIFIC REPORT. ARITY IN JOB EVALUATION. Proj. 7734, Task 17013f WADD TNContract AF 19(604) 2198v AFCRC TR 58 107p Feb. 1958, 60 263p Nov. 1960p 5pp. USAF Ersonn1lLa.LA. Lackland

31pp. Electronics Research Lab., Northeastern University, AFB, Tex.
Boston, Mass.
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16,281
The results of a preliminary study of the effect of 16,286

various degrees of rater familiarity with a job upon the Fox, G.A. DETECTION OF ANGULAR CHANGE IN A GRID LINE
ratings he assigns to the job were presented. Each of DISPLAY. Contract NONR 1670(00), Rep. D228 420 001,
50 airman specialties at the five skill levels was rated 1960, 9pp. Bell Helicopter Corporation, Fort Worth,
on ten evaluation factors by approximately 100 officers. Tex.
A one- or two-sentence description of each specialty was
used as the basis for evaluations. Each rater indicated
his familiarity with the work activities in each specialty 16,286

on a four-point scale. The ten ratings were added to To determine the amount of angular rotation which

form an evaluation score and correlations calculated be- would be necessary to be noticeable as a change in posi-

tween that score and the familiarity score. Implications tion of grid lines on a display, 36 Ss were asked to view
of the findings for job evaluations were discussed. a standard display and then to Judge whether the succeed-

ing display had changed in angle. The display consisted
T. R 9 of horizontal lines crossed by vertical perspective lines

whose common vanishing point was slightly above the hori-
zon so that there was no common focal point visible.

16,282 Four standards (0, 10, 20, and 30 degrees) were used with
Matheny, W.G. & Hardt, H.D. THE DISPLAY OF SPATIAL changes in angle of O, +2, ý5, +7, and +10 degrees. The
ORIENTATION INFORMATION. Contract NONR 1670(00), results were expressed as errors and percentages of
Rep. D228 421 001, Aug. 1959, 41pp. Bell Helicopter errors and were analyzed for differences between degree
Corporation, Fort Worth, Tex. of changes and between the different standards.

T. G. R 1

16,282
These experiments are the first of a series aimed at

determining the variables making up an effective display 16,287
for presenting spatial orientation (attitude) information Fox, G.A., Hardt, H.D. & Matheny, W.G. DETECTION OF
to the pilot of an aircraft. Variables studied were: SMALL CHANGES IN THE SIZE OF THE SQUARES IN A MID
1) method of encoding the ground plane (content), 2) size LINE DISPLAY. Contract NONR 1670(00), Rep. D228 420
of display, 3) shape of display, and 4) S enclosed or not 002, Feb. 1959, 

2
2pp. Dell Helicopter Corporation,

enclosed within cockpit type of exposure (internal Fort Worth, Tex.
reference). A static display (stimuli projected on a
screen) was used in which the S pressed an appropriate
button to indicate his judgment of the relationship be- 16,287
tween plane and ground as seen in each stimulus projec- To determine how much change in the size of the
tion. Response times and errors were recorded and ana- squares in a grid line display would have to be made to
lyzed for differences among the variables, be detected by a human observer, three standard grid pat-
T. G. I. terns of different size were presented and each compared

with itself and eight variations in size. Comparisons
were made by 36 Ss who reported whether the squares in the
second display looked larger, smaller, or the same as the

16,283 previous display. The results were analyzed using the
Wilkgrson, L.E. A STUDY TO DETERMINE HOW WELL RATE CAN normal graphic method and were discussed with reference
BE DISCRIMINATED AND CONTROLLED. Contract NONR 1670(00), to a proposed altitude display for helicopters.
Rep. D228 420 004, Dec. 1958, 35pp. Bell Helicopter T. G. I.
ýorporation, Fort Worth, Tex.

16,283 L6,288
To determine how well a petson can control and dis- Feddersen, W.E. THE EFFECT OF VARIATIONS IN CONTROL

criminate rates of movement, 16 flight-naive and eight SYSTEM DYNAMICS UPON TRACKING PERFORMANCE. Contract
flight-experienced Ss were tested. They were presented NJNR 1670(00), Rep. D228 430 001, Oct. 1958, 28pp.
with two different symbols, a line and a circle, which Dell Helicopter Corporation, Fort Worth, Tex.
could be either expanded or contracted to show rate of
change. The task was to control the symbol according to
a prescribed pattern of increasing, holding, and decreas- 16,288
ing rate of change. Four different control sensitivities Two experiments were performed to illustrate the

were used for each of the symbols. Both position data hypothesis that the "function determining operator per-

and rate data were analyzed for accuracy of performance fohmnoe in a tracking situation is the rate of movement

for each condition. The findings were discussed in rela- of the display element in response to a control input

tion to helicopter pilot performance and ways of encoding rather than the valuel of the control-display ratio or

rate information in displays, system lag. Twenty-four Ss served in each of 24 condi-
T. 0. I. R 6 tions for both studies. Experiment I investigated com-

pensatory tracking of a display along the vertical di-
mension of a cathode-ray tube (crt); Experiment II

16,284 studied tracking of angular rotation of the same dis-
Wilkerson, L.E., Fox, G.A. & Matheny, W.G. THE EFFECT play (three-inch fluorescent winged-symbol on the face
OF SCALE FORM ON THE SPEED AND ACCURACY OF SCALE READING. of a 17-inch crt). Voltage difference between Ss' con-
Contract NONR 1670(00), Rep. D228 420 003, Oct. 1959l trol output and cam output was recorded to measure error
20pp. Bell Helicopter Corporation, Fort Worth, Tex. amplitude and direction.

T. G. I. R 6

16,284
To evaluate three types of displays--circular-moving 16,289

pointer, linear-fixed pointer, and linear-,moving pointer, Armsby, D.H. DESIGN STANDARDS FOR MAN-MACHINE TASKS IN
36 Ss were given ten presentations of each display and SIGNAL CORPS SYSTEMS. FOURTH QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT
required to record the reading following a one-half second 1 MARCH 1960 - 30 JUNE 1960. Contract DA 36 039 SC
exposure. The size of numbers, graduation mark separa- 78328, DA Proj. 3 99 00 110, June 1960, 129pp. Annlied
tion, interval values, and pointer width were the same for Esvcholoav Corporation, Arlington, Va.
all three scales. Frequency of errors in reading each of
the scales as well as for segments of the scales were
examined. Magnitude of errors was also analyzed. The
results were discussed relative to the number of fixa-
tions possible with the exposure time used.
T. G. R 10
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16,289 16,292
This report is presented in two parts: an interim re- This report is concerned with the task of developing

port and a progress report. The interim summary consid- a procedure for evaluating early design phases of a pro-
ers the role of Human Factors in System Design and pre- duct for maintainability. The task has been divided into
sents some of the major problems of the human factors four basic problem areas: 1) defining maintainability, 2)
specialists in the design of systems. The general and determining and including quantitative maintainability
specific goals of the research are analyzed and formulat- requirements in specifications, 3) complying of contrac-
ed. Results of research conducted by other organizations tors with maintainability specifications, and 4) procuring
were reviewed and a table containing the important ques- agency measurement of the maintainability achieved by the
tions raised in the source of the project is presented. 'contractor. Mathematical expressions are derived for op-
The progress report discusses the systems demand analysis erational parameters such as unit task requirements, time
method which is a method of task analysis. The determin- scheduling, and programmed resources. Data sheets and
ants of behavior, demands, and a specific example of the forms have been designed and are illustrated. The prob-
method are presented. lems generated by such a system are discussed and con-
T. I. R 15 sidered.

T. G.

16,293
16,290 George Washington University. HUMAN RESOURCES RESEARCH
Frankmann, Judith P. & Adams, J.A. THEORIES OF VIGILANCE. OFFICE BIBLIOGRAPHY OF REPORTS 30 JUNE TO 31 DECEMBER
Contract AF 19(604) 5705, AFCCDD TN 60 25, April 1960, 1959. Jan. 1960, 5pp. Human Resources Research Office,
24pp. Aviation Psychology Lab., Dept. of Psychology, George Washington University, Washington, D.C.
University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.

16,293
Included here is a bibliography of reports Issued by

the Human Resources Research Office and covers literature
16,290 issued during June 30, and December 31, 1959. The bibli-

Considered here are some contemporary theories of ography is arranged in two parts with Part I consisting
monitoring behavior and an attempt to survey as much of of an annotated list of reports issued by the director's
the existing literature in the area as possible. Emphasis office. Included here are! Development and Evaluation of
is placed on the experimental results rising from studies an Improved Field Radio Repair Course; Some Problems in
on vigilance and monitoring in visual and auditory dis- the Analysis of Trouble Shooting Behavior; and others.
plays. The four principal theories surveyed are! inhibi- Part II consists of reports prepared by HumRRo Divisions
tion, attention, expectancy, and sensory variation. These and Human Research Units. Some reports included are! An
theories are examined and discussed in terms of their Improved Advanced Individual Training Program for Armor;
effectiveness in accounting for the empirical findings of Improved Training Procedures for Basic Combat Training,
the studies reviewed. The work of people such as Mack- and others.
worth, Broadbent, Deese, Baker, Scott, Hebb, et al., is R many
included in this paper.
R many

16,294
Dunlap, J.W. THE ANALYSIS AND PREVENTION OF MOTOR
VEHICLE ACCIDENTS AMONG AIRMEN. FINAL REPORT. Contract

16,291 DA 49 007 MD 876, Dec. 1959, 4pp. Dunlap and Associates,
Briggs, G.E. & Cosgriff, R.L. ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN HUMAN n.0., Stamford, Conn.
OPERATOR SIMULATION. Contract AF 30(602) 2107, Reps.
ARPA 73 59 & 1000 I, March 1960, 22pp. Antenna Lab., 16,294
Qhio State University Research Foundation, Columbus, A summary report of a study of accident analysis and
Ohio. prevention was given. The results of an interview study

of a representative sample of 138 airmen drivers who
became involved in personal injury accidents while driving

16,291 privately-owned motor vehicles and 100 airmen not so in-
This report was prepared for presentation at the 1960 volved were presented. The results of the interview

Summer Annual Meeting and Aviation Conference of the Amer- study provided the basis for the development and trial of
ican Society of Mechanical Engineers. It is an historical a specially-designed countermeasure to reduce injury-
view of the events culminating In the present research on producing accidents among airmen. The countermeasure was
man-machine control systems. The authors discuss the described and the resuls of a year's trial were summariz-
reasons for today's theories of human behavior being ori- ed.
ented towards machine analogs and present the three fol-
lowing reasons$ the strides made in biological sciences;
increased automation and progress made by mathematicians
and engineers in this area; and the comprehensive empiri-
cal research conducted by psychologists in information 16,295
processing tasks. Transfer functions for, the human op- Margaria, R., Gualtierotti, T. & Spinelli, D. EFFECT OF
erator and control theory and the design of man-machine STRESS ON LOWER NEURON ACTIVITY. f=. Med. Suro., June-
systems are considered. Sept. 1958, J,(2-3), 166-176. (Contract AF 61(514) 637,
R 7 AFOSR TN 58 537).

16,295
16,292 Monosynaptic reflexes were studied to investigate
Losee, J.E. & Buongiorno, J.A. MAINTAINABILITY AND SUP- stress. A mixed nerve in the sciatic area was used, thus
PORTABILITY EVALUATION TECHNIQUE PART I. Contract AF conduction speed of both motor and sensory fibers and
33 (616) 6495, Proj. 7776, Task 77792, WADD TN 60 82, central delay together with the end-plate delay were cal-
Part I, March 1960, 8

3pp. USAF Operational SuOnort En- culated. The following conditions of stress were studied:
qineering Diy., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. (Republic hypoxia; hypoglycemia; muscular fatigue due to prolonged
Aviation Corporation, Farmingdale, L.I., N.Y.). physical effort; action of drugst caffeine, barbituates;

alcohol; and lack of sleep. The 'results obtained fell in-
to two categories which involved the central mechanism and
the peripheral part of the reflex. The observations were
discussed as well as the action of insulin in stress con-
ditions. The problem of distinguishing stress from
fatigue and injury is still apparent.
I. R 12
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16,296 
16,301

Mad6on, R.A. HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOOJN DU? DROPS. PART I. Shelanski, M.V. & Gabriel, K.L. CUTANEOUS TOXICITY EVAL-
THE UNSTABILITED DUMMY DROPS. Proj. 7218, Task 71-719, UATION OF AIR FORCE DEVELOPMENT MATERIALS - II. Contract
THED UTA E 57 M D77,PartOPS. P1o9.57218 Task 71719, AF 33(616) 5072, Proj. 7159, Task 71802, WADC TR 57 742,

WADC TR 57 477, Part I A Oct. Nov. 1 957, .957, 16pp. USAF Aero Medical Lab., Wright-Patter-

Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. son AFB, Ohio. (Industrial Biology Research and Testing

Laboratoriess Philadelphia, Penn.).
16,296

As part of a study on high altitude escape problems,
the characteristics of instrumented dummies carried aloft 16,301

to predetermined altitudes were studied during the free To determine the primary irritant effect and the sen-

fall in unstabilized situations. Altitudes were varied sitization index of various materials (two hydraulic

from approximately 90,000 to 30,000 feet. The attitudes fluids, two impregnated cloths, three engine oils, one

assumed by the dummies, type of spin or tumble occurring, plastic coated natural rubber sheeting, and two synthetic

and angular velocities recorded on the accelerometers base stocks for high temperature fluids), the prophetic
were studied. Further tests to develop a method of sta- patch test method was used on laboratory animals and

n ad r com- volunteer human Ss. The fabrics tested were cotton duck
ilizing a man descending from high altitudes Were impregnated with copper cellulose complex leaving either

mended. 0.88 or 0.35 percent copper in the fabric. These data

T. G. 1. R I should serve as criteria for establishing safe handling
procedures and limits of application of these materials

when utilized by personnel.
16,297 T. R 5
MacCanon, D.M., Eitzman, D.D. & Chicago Medical School.
EFFECTS OF OXYGEN INHALATION ON RESPONSES TO COLD EX-

POSURE. Contract DA 49 007 MD 1008, Sept. 1960, 16pp.

Chicago Medical School, Chicago, Ill. 169302

Stanley, J.R. LIGHT INTENSITY LEVEL REQUIRED FOR GROUND
16,297 PHOTOGRAPHY OF AN AIRBORNE FLASHING LIGHT. Contract

Ten subjects (Sa) were tested before, during, and ARDCM 80 4, Proj. 5080 50580, APGC TN 58 1, Jan. 1958,

after exposure to a cold environment to Investigate the 9pp. USAF Air ProvIng Ground Center, Eglin AFB, Fla.

effects of oxygen inhalation on responses to cold expo-
sure. Skin and rectal temperatures, oxygen consumption,
respiratory volume, carbon dioxide production, respira- 16,302
tory quotient, and shivering were determined for 20 ex- To determine the minimum light intensity necessary

periments. Ten experiments were conducted with Ss breath- for photographing ballistic trajectories, a variable
ing air and ten with Ss breathing oxygen. The mean skin intensity flashing-light source was photographed using
temperature, mean body temperature, storage, and heat ground-based cameras. The light source used was a GE
balance were determined and paired analyses were used to FT-118 Edgerton lamp (strobe light) operated from capaci-

test the null hypothesis. An attempt to explain the re- tors charged by a 450 volt battery. One ground and two

suIts follows with a discussion concerning the role of airborne mis'ions were conducted. The ground mission, a

a neural mechanism In effecting the degree of shivering functional check of the light unit, was conducted in an

and discomfort while breathing oxygen in the cold. altitude chamber at 20,000 feet altitude and -18 degrees

T. R 12 temperature. The airborne missions were conducted during
clear weather, between darkness and midnight, and at
40,000 feet altitude. Capacitor values tested ranged

16,298 from 6.2 to 97.0 microfaracs.

Misrahy, G.A., Shinabarger, E.W. & Hildreth, K.M. STUDIES T. I.

ON FACTORS AFFECTING THE SUMMATlNG POTENTIAL. Proj. 7210,
WADC TR 57 467, Aug. 1957, l6pp. USAE Aero Medical Lab.,
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. 16,304

Lichte, W.H. STUDIES OF THE EFFECT UPON AIMING-POINT

16,298 IDENTIFICATION (F CERTAIN CHARIT VARIABLES. DEVELOPNMNT

The role that distortion within the cochlea, stream- REPORI. Contract AF 18(600) 1209, Proj. 7738l Task

ing of endo- or perilymph, and sensitivity of micro- 27014, AFPTRC TN 58 3, Jan. 1958, 29pp. U

electrodes to oxygen play in the genesis of the sumsmating LLb., Randolph AFB, Tex.

potential was studied. Eighty adult guinea pigs were

used in the study. The most important factor appears to

be mechanical distortion of the scala media. Any condi- 16,304

tion tending to increase distortion of the scala media An exploratory study and three experiments were con-

lowers the threshold and increases the amplitude of the ducted to determine how scale, amount of informationg and

summating potential at given sound levels. Conditions aspect-angle information of charts affected navigator

preventing distortion have the reverse effect. performance as measured on use of 0-15 photographs by
means of aiming-point identification test and a new city

G. I. R 9' recognition test.
R 15

16,Z99

Nieset, R.T. (Princ. Investigator). INVESTIGATIONS O16,305
THE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MICROWAVE RADIATION ANNUAL ah, RLS
PROGRESS REPORT - 1958- Contract NO1NR 4-75(03)9 Proj. Lathrop, R.G. & Berridge, }hL. A HUMAN FACTORS STUDY OF

THE TRANSISTORIZED DIGITAL COMPUTER FOR BOMBING AND NAVI-
NR 102 359p 1958, 52pp. Biophysics Program, Julane GATION (TRADIC). APGC Proj. 5104S1, APGC TN 58 22, Sept.
jnvji, New Orleans, La. 1958, 3

3
pp. USAF Human Factors Officeg APGC, Eglin AFB,

Fla.

16,299
This report includes several studies directed toward 16,305

an improved understanding of physical and physiological This study was designed to obtain data concerning

aspects of biological microwave absorption. The effects human reaction towardst the TRADIC presentation of in-

of Intermittent two minute exppsures to 10 cm microwaves flight data, the confidence of the operators in the TRADIC

at a power density of 10 mw/cmz on the growth rate of

mice were studied. Another experiment based on these re- presentation, the confidence of the operators in their

sults was designed to indicate range of the individual ability to operate the TRADIC equipment effectively, and

weights over a longer period. Further experiments at a the compatability of the man-machine relationships. The

level of 45 mw/cm
2 were conducted using 3 cm microwaves. TRADIC is a transistorized research model digital computer

Lizards pro-cooled to 50C were irradiated, the change in designed for airborne use. Questionnaires, divided into

temperature and effects being observed. Bioelectric ef- two types of information, personal Information and 30

facts of 3 cm microwave irradiation were also studied questions relative to TRADIC, were administered to exper-

using isolated frog skins. A discussion of thermal rela- ienced, qualified navigators. Results were discussed and
,recomm~endations were made.

tionships and recommendations were included. eT. I. R 2
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16,306 16,310
Reza, F.M. AN INTRODUCTION TO PROBABILITY THEORY-CONTIN- Tamas, A. & McElroy, Jane. POSTMORTEM CARBON MONOXIDE
UOUS SCHEMES. Proj. 8505, RADC TN 60 67, July 1960, ANALYSIS: SIGNIFICANCE OF TISSUE BLOOD CONTENT. Proj.
93pp. USAF Rome Air Development Center, Griffiss ARBE 7159, Task 71803, WADC TR 57 686, Nov. 1957, l5pp.
N.Y. ISAF Aero Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

16,306 16,310
This report is concerned with modern probability Described here is the present technique of extrapolat-theory. It is presented in three parts which are: Part I, ing presumed human jIn viv blood carbon monoxide levelsSontinsous Probability Distribstion and Density; Part II, from postmortem tissues on the basis of data obtained fromStatistical Averages; Part III, Normal Distribution and rat experimentation. The inadequacies of this method areLimit Theorems. Particular emphasis is given to those pointed out. New data are presented and the differencesaspects of theory that are of interest to the electrical in blood quantities in muscle tissues of rats and humansengineers, are illustrated.

G. R 8 r. G. I. R 6

16,307 16,311Reveal, R., Jr. & Ruch, F.L. AN APPLICATION OF THE Talbot, S.A. PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES OF VECTOR BALLISTOCARD-CRITICAL-INCIDENT TECHNIQUE TO AIR FORCE COMBAT LEADER- IOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENT. FINAL REPORT. Contract AF 18SHIP. Contract AR 33(038) 23295, Proj. 7731 (505 039 00 (600) 1107, ARDC TR 58 72, June 1958, 152pp. J
01), Res. Rep. AFPTRC TN 58 8, Feb. 1958, 4

7pp. U§A Hopkins Universityp Baltimore, id.Dffice for Social Science Proqrams, Lackland ARB, Tex.

16,31116,307 The results of a research program designed to clarifyThis study reports the use of the critical-incident the physical problems arising in vector ballistocardio-technique to secure descriptions of specific behaviors graphy and to spotlight the kinds of information availableassociated with effective officer combat leadership as are presented. The approaches used were both analyticalobserved by fellow officers; From 562 protocols of and experimental, dealing with biophysical rather thanstandardized interviews with 624 Far Eastern Air Force physiological aspects of the problem of assessing exter-officers on 15 overseas bases in 1951, 1034 statements nally the internal hemodynamics. A first-order theorydescribing leadership behavior were extracted by two and experimental method for analyzing cardiovascularteams of three analysts each. These statements were vector ballistics are discussed and their developmentclassified with adequate reliability (estimated above described..80) in 33 categories. These categories may be inter- G. I. R 55
preted as one statement of critical requirements for ef-
fective leadership of such combat officers.
T. R 28 16,313

Von Beckh, H.J. & Schock, G.J.D. CFNIRIFUOE EXPERIMENTS
ON HIGOI-G LOADS IN MICE AND THEIR POSSIBLE ALLEVIATION BY16,308 MOLTIDIRECTIONAL ANTI-G DEVICES. Proj. 7851, AFMiC TN 58Sturrock, P.E. t Kitzes, G. AN ESTIMATION OF EXPOSURE TO 10, Aug. 1958, l 4

pp. USAF Aeromedical Field Lab.,CARBON MONOXIDE BY BREATH ANALYSIS. Proj. 7159, Task Holloman AFB, N.M.
71803, WADC TR 57 291, March 1958, llpp. USA: Aero Medi-
cal Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

16,313
16,303 Using the centrifuge, time-tolerance limits on trans-versely positioned mice were studied and the results com-This study was designed to develop a rapid semiquanti pared with longitudinal g-tolerance values reported bytative method of screening subjects for possible carbon other investigators. The possibilities of a multidirec-
for carbon monoxide developed by the National Rareau of tional g-protection during escape trajectories and the

for arbn mnoxie dvelped y te Ntionl Brea ofre-entry phase are discussed.Standards was used as the indicator in this study. Pre- G.rI. p 8liminary investigations yielded a method of obtaining anormal "lungful" of air from the subjects. The correla-
tion between breath-CO concentration determined by thecolorimetric Indicating method and blood-CO concentration 16,314was determined in a series of experiments using 32 smokers Von Reckh, i.J. PHYSIOLOGY OF LAUNCIING AND RE-ENTRYand nonsmokers. The blood-CO analysis was performed by STRESS IN RODENTS. Proj. 7851, AFMhC TN 58 11, Aug.the monometric Van Slyke procedure. The advantages and 1958, 8pp. USLE Aeromedical Field Lab., Holloman ARB,disadvantages of the method were discussed. N.M.
T. G. I. R 10

16,314
An evaluation of all factors that could aggravate

16,309 the effect of accelerations and decelerations in bio-Sappes, P. COMP•ARISON OF THE MEANING AND USES 0: MODELS satellite experiments is presented. Centrifuge runs withIN MATHEMATICS AND THE EUIRICAL SCIENCES. Contract NONR rodents made by several investigators to establish toler-N Mance 
limits to accelerations in the longitudinal and225(17), Proj. NR 171 034, Tech. Rep. 33, Aug. 1960, 22

pp transverse directions are reviewed. Other factors suchInstitute for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences§canford Usiversits, Stamford, Calif. as environmental stresses and the absence of gravity arethen considered as they affect tolerance levels. A re-liable 9-protection for the animal is then proposed.16,309 0. I. B 10Discussed are the various meanings of the word "model'
and its use in the various sciences. Several quotations
employing the word "model" are presented to illustrate
the semantic differences In the various fields such as 16,315physics, mathematics, and psychology. The effects of Wesien, R.J. & Peterson, B.O. DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATIO?models of empirical theory in areas such as biology and JF MEITIDS FOR DERIVING GENERALIZABLE COURSE CONTENT FROMthe social sciences are pointed out and the relation be- ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT. Contract AB 18(600) 1351, Proj.tween theory and experimental data in the empirical sci- 7729, Task 37300, AFPTRC TR 58 8, Feb. 1958, 9pp. DIMences is noted. Several illustrations concerning models )aintenance Lab., Lowry AFB, Colo.of data are presented. In conclusion, the role of set-
theoretical concept of model as a useful tool for bring-
ing order into the theory of experimental design and
analysis of data is emphasized.
R 17
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16,320

16,315 This is the fourth quarterly report of government

Materials previously reported on this project concern- spon sored p o urt h quarterl y re lat

of tainng curss fo mantenncesponsored projects in psychology and related areas cover-
ing the development oi training courses for maintenance Ing the period ending June 30, 1953. The content is as

and servicing of Air Force electronic equipment are sum- follows' the agency supporting the research, identifice-

marized briefly. On the assumption that various electron- tion of each project, the title of the project, the name

Ic maintenance specialties require common skills and of the n a o n of the prn a e st , a nd

knowledgesp various methods to determine this information of the contractor and of the prncipal investigatorl and
a r e t e s e d f r t w o t ye s o- 8ic a t ( -6 D a n d F - 1 0 2 A ) . t h e ,p r e s e n t t e r m i n a t i o n d a t e o f t h e p r o j e c t . A l i s t o f

are tested for two types of aircraft (Fknowl ad FxpeiAen the agencies that have contributed project data and the

From lists of the coomon skills and knowledges, experimen- name of the responsible individual for administration of

tal core-training programs are derived and performance

measures devised for evaluation of trainee competence. A the project are included.

job-oriented approach proved more useful than an equip-

ment centered one.

R 6 
16,321
von Bekesy, G. NEURAL INHIBITORY UNITS OF THE EYE AND

SKIN. QUANTITATIVE DESCRIPTION OF CONTRAST PHENOMENA.

J. o1t. Soc. Amer., Nov. 1960, 50(l1), 1060-1070.

Waite, J.V. & Buss, W. MULTI-STAGE PERSONNEL PARACHUTE. 
(Psycho-Acoustic Lab., Harvard University, Cambridge,

Proj. 6068, Task 61496, AFFTC TN 58 19, Oct. 1958, 13pp. Mass.). (Rep. PNR 243).

USAF 6511th Test Group (Parachute), El Centro, Calif. 16,321
To find a quantitative method for describing the

16,316 properties of the nervous system that lead to contrast

One of the hazards encountered by a parachutist phenomena, experiments on the skin show that a "neural

while free falling following a high altitude bailout unit" can be used for the description of some phenomena

is uncontrolled tumbling and spinning which may impair of sensation magnitude that have been observed. The

his physical and mental capacities. To avoid this it neural unit consists of an area of sensation surrounded

was proposed to use the parachutist's main canopy as a by a refractory area of inhibition. This paper tries to

stabilization device to permit rapid descent at high demonstrate how the numerical values for the unit can be

altitude. Several methods of deploying the main canopy determined for the eye and the skfh and thus used in the

in a streaming condition to provide sufficient drag were description of Mach bands. Step functions are described

developed and tested. Modifications were made to the from which it is possible to deduce two simple formulas

parachute assembly and a method of anchoring the suspen- for the calculation of Mach bands by a procedure similar

sion lines within the pack was devised. Tests were made to that used in telecoomurdcation theory for the calcula-

with an articulated dummy. tion of transients.

T. I. I. R 16

16,317 16,322

Zander, A., Wolfe, D.M. & Curtis, T.T. EFFECTS OF von Bekesy, G. HUMAN SKIN PERCEPTION OF TRAVELING

AUTHORITY STRUCTURE UPON GROUP ADAPTABILITY AND FLEX- WAVES SIMILAR TO THOSE ON THE COCHLEA. J. acoust. Soc.

IBILITY. FINAL REPORT. Contract AF 41(657) 43, Proj. Amer., Sept. 1955, 27(5), 830-841. (Psycho-Acoustic

7723, Task 77462, AFPTRC TR 58 9, Dec. 1957, 125pp. Lab., Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.). (Rep. PNR

Research Center for Group Dynamics, Institute for Social 175).

Research, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
16,322

16,317 A model of the cochlea was devised using a section of

This study was designed to explore the effects of the skin (arm of S) as a sense organ. The development
authority structure on small group adaptability and flex- and final design were described in detail. The model was

ibility. The study involved 196 high school seniors in then used to study human skin perception of traveling
49 groups of four members each. Each group was homogene- waves; frequency localization, inhibition phenomenal and
ous with respect to IQ, height. and age. Five different pitch and place of perception. Differences and likenesses

ous withoreyspecturto wee height, a end age.oFive d erent between perception by the skin and by the ear were pointed

authority structures were used with ten groups particI- Ot
pating in each of the first four and nine groups in the out.

fifth. The experimental method is fully described and G. I. R 15

the findings are discussed. Included are criticisms and

recommendations for further studies in small and large
groups. 16,323

T. I. R 9 von Bekesy, G. SIMPLIFIED MODEL TO DENONSTRATE THE
ENERGY FLOW AND FORMATION OF TRAVELING WAVES SIMILAR TO

THOSE FOUND IN THE CO(GIlEA. Proc. nat. Acad. Sci..

16,318 iash., Dec. 1956, 42(12), 930-944. (Psycho-Acoustic
Sv,38 SLab., Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.). (Rep. PNRStevens, S.S. (Dir.). PERIODIC STATUS REPORT XXIX.18)

PERIOD COVERED: 16 NOVEMBER 1956 - 15 MAY 1957. Contract 187).

NONR 1866(15), Proj. NR142 201, Rep. PNM 76, May 1957,

l3pp. Psycho-Acoustic Lab., Harvard Universitv, 16n323

Cambridge, Mass. To investigate what happens to sound waves that
travel in a direction in which the mechanical properties
of the medium are changing continuously, a model was con-

16,318 structed and is described. The model consists of a

This status report of research conducted by the series of pendulums in which the length of the pendulums

Harvard University Psycho-Acoustic Laboratory under is continuously graduated and in which the pendulums may

contract with the Office of Naval Research, USN, covers swing completely free or be coupled In varying degrees of

the period from November 1956 to May 1957. Seven com- strength; this is a simplified model of the cochlea.

pleted research studies are listed in the form of an Energy flow and formation of traveling waves similar to

annotated bibliography and four studies in progress those in the cochlea are demonstrated and discussed. The

are summarized. The subjects covered are primarily in use of the model for investigating pathological cases of

the areas of either audItion or psychophysics. A list hearing loss is also indicated.

of reports, and their Psycho-Acoustic Navy Report I. R 12
numbers, is included at the end of the report.
R 47

16,324

16,320 Bushey, T.J. U.S. APRL MECHANICAL HAND MECHANISM,

National Science Foundation. QUARTERLY REPORT OF VOLUNTARY CLOSING AUTOMATIC LOCKING, STRAIGHT TRACK TYPE.

GOVERNMENT SPONSORED RESEARCH PROJECTS IN PSYCHOLOGY, Tech. Rep. 6027, Oct. 1960, 2pp. USA Prosthetics Re-

PSYCHIATRY & CLOSELY RELATED AREAS. June, 1953, 48pp. search Lab., Walter Reed Army Medical Center, Washington,

JLt±lonal Science Foundation, Washington, D.C. D.C.
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16,324 16,328
This note describes a mechanical band mechanism that Some principal technical developments of Part I of

was developed for prehension control (by amputees) in the this paper on statistical inference are derived here in
smll hand sizes for children. The design is of the more elementary fashion, under the restriction to statis-
voluntary closing type with an automatic locking mechanism tical experiments with discrete sample spaces, but with
In which prehension force may be varied at will from zero the more general condition that any finite number of
to a safe maximum. Prototype models have been evaluated (simple) statistical hypotheses may be represented. For
In the laboratory, any such experiment it is shown that for typical purposes

of informative statistical inference, just the likelihood
function should be reported and interpreted. Specific
techniques for interpretation of likelihood functions are
developed, particularly "intrinsic confidence methods."

16,325 The relations of such methods to traditional methods basedBrown, J.L. ACCELERATION AND tMTOR PERFORMANCE. UUm. on the "principle of insufficient reason" are discussed.
ac[tZor, Nov. 1960, 175-185. (Department of Physiology, Analogous developments are given for experiments involvingSchool of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania, translation or scale parameters. R 3

Philadelphia, Penn.).

16,325
Experiments concerning the effects of acceleration on 16,329

motor performance are discussed in a sequence that illus- Breiman, L. ANOTHER APPROACH TO INFORMATION THEORY.
trates the evolution of research techniques in recent Contract NONR 222(53), Series 60, Issue 304, Aug. 1960,
years. In the simplest of these techniques, performance l7pp. Electronics Research Lab., Department of Electri-
is evaluated during or immediately following exposure to cal Engineering, University of California, Berkeley,
pre-programmed acceleration time histories. A more com- Calif.
plex technique involves the study of interaction of S
performance with the pattern of acceleration experienced. 16,329
Accelerations are actually controlled by S performance by Although the mathematics of information theory seemsmeans of an analog computer control system. Certain to be well understood and its theorems well proven, this
limitations of centrifuge simulations are discussed, paper goes back to the elementary concepts in the theory
G. I. R 27 in order to understand better its foundations. The bulk

of the paper is devoted to exploring the ideas of noisy
channel, capacity, coding, and the like. A formulation
is made that is somewhat different from that currently in

16,326 use but which the author feels is contained implicitly in
Baker, C.H. & Young, Phyllis. FEEDBACK DURING TRAINING many studies.
AND RETENTION OF MOTOR SKILLS. Canad. J. Psychol., 1960, G. R 5
14(4), 257-264. (Defence Research Medical Labs.,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada). (DRN.L Rep. 241 2).

16,330
16,326 Crane, E. & Kristal, J. NEW RED, GREEN, AND MHITETo determine the nature of performance in a simple COJPOSITIONS FOR HAND-HELD, ROCKET-TYPE SIGNAL FLARES.
motor task (which had first been learned with feedback) Ordnance Proj. TS5 5402 & DA Proj. 504 22 016, Tech.
over relatively long periods of feedback denial, four Notes 509 June 1960, l6pp. USA Feltman Research &
groups of blindfolded Ss were instructed to draw lines Enoineerino Labs., Picatinny Arsenal, N.J.
equal in length to a four-inch block of wood held in
their left hands. The three experimental groups were
each given one pretraining day (200 lines) without feed-
back and three, four, or five training days with feedback 16,330
(right or wrong statement after each trial), and an equal To meet the need for a new series of red, green, andnumber of days with denial of feedback. The control group white flare compositions for use in hand-held ground illu-
performed without feedback at any time. In addition a mination signals, seven red, four green, and two whitefifth group was studied when feedback was given in written -ompositions were developed and tested. The requirements
form after every 20 trials during training. Performance to be met were that they produce sharply defined, easily
data were examined to see if any residue of skill remains distinguishable colors lasting 60 seconds for parachute-
after feedback withdrawal. T. G. R 5 type flares and eight seconds for cluster-type flares.

Candlepower and burning times were measured with Speedomax
and Weston type meters and recordersi visual color was
judged by experienced observers; and color values were16,327 determined by means of barrier layer cells and Speedomax

Baxter, J.R., Cunmming, R.W., Day, R.H. & Lane, J.C. A meters. The compositions most fully meeting the require-
CONPIARISON'OF THREE VISUAL GLIDEPATH SYSTEMS. Note ARL/ ments were described.
HE. 8, Oct. 1960, 55pp. Aeronautical Research Labs., T. I. R 2
Australian Defence Scientific Service, Melbourne,
Australia. (University of Sidney, Sidney, Australia &
Department of Civil Aviation, Melbourne, Australia).

16,327 16,331
The purpose of this investigation was to compare the Doyle, W. RECOGNITICN OF SLOPPY, HAND-PRINTED

Visual Glidepath Indicator, the Precision Visual Glide- CHARACTERS. Group Rep. 54 12, Dec. 1959, 13pp.
path, and the 'Tee' Visual Glidepath. Fifteen pilots Lincoln Lab., Massachusetts Institute of Technolony,
served as Ss making three approaches by day and two by Lexington, Mass.
night on each system. The pilots were briefed, the
test approaches were tracked by theodolite recording, and
following each approach the Ss were interviewed. 16,331
T. G. I. R 9 This report describes a pattern recognition scheme

particularly intended to handle noisy and distorted data
by computing machines. The sample is subjected to testsat the conclusion of which a single decision is made on
the basis of experience obtained from prior processing16,328 of labelled samples. The method was applied to hand-

Birnbaum, A. ON THE FOUNDATIONS OF STATISTICAL INFER- printed English capitals but it is evidently general.ENCE. II. Contract NONR 285(38), Rep. IMM NYU 275, Results are given for some trials made on the IBM 709.
Oct. 1960, 34pp. Institute of Mathematical Sciences, T. I. R 5
New York Universit,, New York, N.Y.
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16,332 16,336
Ehrsam, G.W., Jr. FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR AN ADVANCED Freiberger, W.F. APPROXIMATE METHODS IN THE SPECTRAL
DEVICE FOR STUDYING THE EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION ON ANALYSIS OF RANDOM NOISE. Contract DA 36 039 SC
MAN. Contract AF 33(616) 6484, ProJ. 7222, Task 78130, DA SC 78130/7, Tech. Rep. 7, June 1960, 

2
5pp.

71746, WADD TR 60 187, March 1960, 144pp. USAF Aero- Div. of Applied Mathematics, Brown University,
s M e a. Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. Providence, R.I.

(American Machine and Foundry Company, Alexandria,
Va.). 16,336

This paper is concerned with digital techniques and

16,332 indicates some of the approximate methods recently de-

This is a feasibility study of a device to simulate veloped for extracting as much information as possible

adequately the types of acceleration patterns anticipated about the spectrum of a random noise from a limited amount

for future manned vehicles. liealistic simuldtion ie- of data. The use of power spectra rather than covariance

quires the production not only of a controlled radial functions is explained briefly. The discussion is limitec

acceleration field but also of superimposed rotational to measurement of the spectra of individual noises or

motions of pitch, roll, and yaw and the vibratory trans- signals; that Is, the concern is with single time-series

lations encountered about these axes as a result of In which the random variables take on scalar values.

buffeting and other flight disturbances. Therefore, arm G.

radius, inertia, and control problems are complicated by
the requirement for oscillations which will permit study
of true flight. The analysis of these problems is pre-
sented by component areas. Recommendations are made con- 16,337
cerning development of such a device. Parton, L.R., Lauer, J.M. E Smith, D.L. A NEW CHRONIC
T. G. R 8 POLAROGRAPHIC IMPLANT UNIT FOR MEASUREMENT OF CEREBRAL

OXYGEN AVAILABILITY. Proj. 7165, Task 71836, WADD
TR 60 388, May 1960, 7pp. USAF Biomedical Lah.,

16,333 Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
Folley, J.D., Jr. (Ed.). HUMAN rACTORS METHODS FOR
SYSTEMS DESIGN. Contract NONR 2700(00), AIR 290 60 FR225, 1960, 382pp. AmrcnIsiuefrRsac,16,337
225,sb1960, Penp. American Institute for Resegrcjh, This report describes the design and development of
Pittsburgh, Penn. a chronic brain polarographic implant unit capable of de-

tecting small changes in cerebral oxygen availability
16,333 (a0 2 ). The design and fabrication of this unit provide

In this book about the design of systems, the primary for integral construction of both an anode and a cathode
concern is with a very important part of every systems in a single assemblyl the brain probe (cathode) may be
the man. The assumption is made that the primary goal changed or replaced without removal of the hasic polaro-
of human factors engineering is to help design an optimal graphic unit. The result is a simple, rapid, and rela-
system. A system is defined as equipment, jobs, and tively bloodless operation. Reproducible data can be
characteristics of the personnel (appropriate selection obtained within five days following postsurgical re-
and training programs). There are four major partss sys- covery.
tem analysis for human factors, human engineerirfg in G. I. R 5
equipment design, development of the personnel subsystem,
and a human factors bookshelf.
T. G. I. R 260 approx.

16,338
16,334 Howell, W.C. & Briggs, G.E. AN INITIAL EVALUATION OF
Bendix Aviation Corporation. DESIGN FOR LEGIBILITY OF A VIBROTACTILE DISPLAY IN COMPLEX CONTROL TASKS. Con-
VISUAL DISPLAYS. A PRELIMINARY STUDY REPORT. 53pp. tract AF 33(616) 5524, Proj. 9 (610 6190), Task 50786
Human Factors Group, Bendix Radio Div., Bendix Aviation & OSURF Proj. 813, Tech. Rep. (813) 5, Oct. 1959, l6pp.
Corporation, Baltimore, Md. 2hio State University Research Foundation, Columbus,

Ohio.

16,334
This report attempts to arrange presently available 16,338

data on the legibility in the various characters used Three experiments were completed which explored the
for visual displays of information in a form directly accuracy human operators can achieve in both timple and
usable by specifications writers, design engineers, and complex control tasks when input and output information
others. The language of communication on visual display are displayed by way of the tactual sense modality.
requirements is clarified. Existing experimental data Tracking performance was first compared on three compensa-
is analyzed and on this basis alphabetic and numeric de tory displays, two visual and one vibratory. The vibra-
signs best suited to higher error-free legibility are tory display was then studied under two levels of aiding
recommended. Suggestions for further experimentation are in a second-order control system. In the third study a
offered.offered.vibratory display was studied in which apparent movement

(phi effect) was used to indicate system error. The use
of such vibrotactile displays as a substitute for visual
displays under conditions where the visual sense is de-

16,335 graded or in periods of high g stress is discussed.
Freeman, M.B. MONTE CARLO ESTIMATES OF EXCURSION G. I. R 7
PROBABILITIES OF A GAUSSIAN PROCESS. Contract NONR
222(53), Series 60, Issue 272, March 1960, 28pp.
Dept. of Electrical Engineering, University of Cali-
fornia, Berkeley, Calif. 16,339

Fry, E.B., Bryan, G.L. & Rigney, J.W. TEACHING

16,335 MACHINES: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY. Contract
The probability that a certain Gaussian random NONR 228(02), Proj. NR 153 093, Tech. Rep. 28,

process is greater than b throughout a time interval Nov. 1959, 106pp. University of Southern California,
of length t seconds is estimated from observations of Los Angeles, Calif.
a high-speed numerical model. The process studied is
that characteristic of a simple harmonic oscillator in
Brownian motion.
G. R 20
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16,343
16,339 This study was interested in investigating the hypoth-

This is the first of two reports concerned with a This study was i t ed In thestigatin the hpt-

study of the potentialities of teaching machines for tech- esis that if the position of the stimulus within the vis-

nical training in the navy. The report consists oft 1) ual display were changed then the saccadic component of
the fine eye movements would change. The fixation eye

an introduction which contains suomnarizing statements movements of a subject were measured photoelectrically
about the references in the bibliography tables which from light reflected by a small mirror mounted on a con-
summarize facts about work in this area le.g., frequency

per year of teaching machine studies, frequency tact lens worn by the subject. The horizontal and verti-
cal components of the eye movements were recorded under

ferent categories of articles), and a descriptive vummary four conditions consisting of a visual stimulus in one of
of devices which have been developed; 2) the annotated four conditionaconsistiniof auvisalrstimulu inronec o
bibliography; and 3) a catalogue of commercially developed four visual quadrants. Five runs were taken for eachteaching machines. Included is the references are dis- guadrant. The results obtained were discussed and inter-

oreted in terms of other studies in the area.
cussions of programming, developmental and descriptive 1. R 9
studies, training experiments, field surveys, and theo-
retical discussions.
T. R 109 (approx.)

16,344
Selfridge, O.G. & Neisser, U. PATTERN RECOGNITION.

16,340 Sci. Ame ., Aug. 1960, 203(2), 60-68.
Guilford, J.P., Christensen, P.R., Merrifield, P.R.
& Frick, J.W. AN INVESTIGATION OF SYNDOLIC FACTORS
OF COGNITION AND CONVERGENT PRODUCTION. STUDIES OF 6,3The authors point out that despite Impressive accom-
APTITUDES OF HIGH-LEVEL PERSONNEL. Rep. 23, April plishments, computers still are unable to perceive. Re-
1960, 27pp. Psychological Lab., University of 5 uthern cent progress toward enabling machines to recognize mean-
California, Los Angeles, Calif. ingful patterns such as letters is presented in this

paper. Two examples of mechanical recognition of patterns
16,340 are discussed and illustrated: the Morse Automatic Decoder

This was the first factor analytic study in which and a more complicated program concerned with recognition
hypotheses to be tested were generated by the structure of hand-printed letters of the alphabet.
of intellect concept. Seven factors pertaining to sym- T. G. I.
bolic content, two in need of confirmation and five
thought to be potential factors, were studied. A battery
of twenty experimental tests and ten marker tests was
administered to 240 Ss and data were factor analyzed. The 16,345
usefulness of the structure of intellect concept as a Kryter, K.D. HUMAN ENGINEERING PRINCIPLES FOR THE
source of hypotheses of undiscovered factors and as a DESIGN OF SPEECH COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS. Contract
method for the interpretation of abilities was discussew'- AF 19(604) 4061, AFCCDD TR 60 27, Aug. 1960, l9pp.
T. I. R 14 Dolt Beranek and Newman, Inc., Camhridge, Mass.

16,341 16,345

Haverland, E.M. F Fiohtmaster, W.J. THE REVISION OF The project reported here attempts to reduce research

NIKE PLATOON LEADER JOB DESCRIPTIONS: AJAX TO HER- data in the area of speech and hearing to a form that

CULES. Contract DA 49 106 QM i, DA Proj. 095 50 will be useful in the design of commnunications equipment,

000, HUMRRO TR 62, May 1960, 23pp. Human Resources particularly equipment to be used in the military where
Research Office, George Washington University, noise and design restrictions are large factors. The
Washington, D.C. basic model of the Articulation Index is examined to find

its limitations. The results of a number of experiments
are examined in order to determine what modifications

16,341 would give a general and useful method of prediction of

The sources of information and the procedures used speech intelligibility under extreme conditions of noise
to revise the job descriptions of the NIKE PJAX inte- and distortion stresses. New graphs and worksheets for

grated fire control platoon leader and launching platoon the calculation of the Articulation Index are presented

leader positions to make them applicable to NIKE HERCULES where necessary to simplify calculations.
are described. Methods are outlined which were found to G. R 8
be generally useful for revising and developing job
descriptions to keep them up to date; their use by train-
ing agencies is recomrvended. The job descriptions de-

veloped in this study are included as an appendix to
the report. 16,346

R I Hyman, A. AN APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING CRITICAL

FUSION FREQUENCIES AND OTHER PSYCHOPHYSICAL FUNCTIONS

IN VISION. Proj. 7184, Task 71580, WADD TN 60 129,

16,342 March 1960, 8pp. USAF Aerospace Medical Lab., Wright-

Hodge, J.W., Jr. & Riblett, V.T. EVALUATION OF HOOK Patterson AFB, Ohio.

NO. 4741. Tech. Rep. 6016, June 1960, 
2

pp. USA
Prosthetics Research Lab., Walter Reed Army Medical 16,346
Center, Washington, D.C. An apparatus suitable for studying the critical fusion

frequenciep of periodic visual stimuli is described. With

16,342 minor modifications in its design, it may also be used for

A hook (Number 4741), designed to maintain maximum investigating other visual functions. The apparatus per-

pinch retention with a minimum of maintenance, was eval- mits independent control of both target and surround for
uatedunder amputeeetearncondition s. whh pinanennchens ona a number of stimulus dimensions. The Maxwellian view is
uated under amputee wear conditions. The pinch retention used in the optical system and ýrovides a maximum retinal
of the hook was checked before putting the hook on the illuminance of approximately 10 trolands.
amputee. Maintenance was applied only when the hook mal- I.
functioned as a result of mechanical failure or lack of
lubrication.
T.

16,343 16,347

Gaarder, K. RELATING A COMPONENT OF PHYSIOLOGICAL� Gael, S. & Stackfleth, E.D. A DATA REDUCTION TECHNIQUE

N'STAGMUS TO VISUAL DISPLAY. Science, Aug. 1960, APPLIED TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF QUALITATIVE PERSONNEL

132(3425), 471-472. (Dept. of Psychiatry, University REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION (QPRI) THE KEYSORT CARD

of California School of Medicine, Los Angelesp Calif. SYSTEM. Proj. 7190, Task 71623, WADD TN 60 133,

& Langley Porter Neuropsychiatric Institutep California May 1960, 9pp. USAF Behavioral Sciences Lab., Wright-

Department of Mental Hygiene. San Francisco, Calif.). Patterson AFB, Ohio.
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16,347 16,35116,347n predtion about behavior and perception,

The feasibility of adapting the Mc~ee Automatic Key. Certain predictions aotbhvo n ecpinny- based on the postulate that size perception is a function
sort System to Qualitative Personnel Requirements Infor- of specific acquired habits, were tested in experiments
mation development was investigated using an existing with school books, representing liked or disliked sub-
Task Equipment Analysis to prepare a test model. Descrip. jects, as stimuli. Three different situations were useds
tive task statements were written on each card and the 1) free choice, 2) homework, and 3) free time preparation
following variables were coded and entered on the cardst In both first ar h 2hork and itions, the Ss were shown, in
location, task newness, ground support equipment, skill rapid succession, photographs, of the same size, of a
and knowledges criticality, task, segment, and positionh book representing a liked and disliked book; the task was
Variouts of of analyses were then attempted and the to report the larger of the two. In the second test, one

T. I. 
photograph showed a book of invariant size and the second

one was varied until the S reported them as identical;

questions were asked about homework practices. Mothers'

and teachers' reports were studied in relation to the
16,348 fnig.T

Comfort, Elizabeth. EFFECTIVE DEAD SPACE IN THE findings. T. R 1

MA-3 HELMET. Proj. 6336, Task 63625, WADD TR 60

362, May 1960, 4pp. USAF Aerospace Medical Division,

Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. 16,352
Baker, D.F. TASK PERFORMANCE WITH THE CRL NMDEL 8

16,348 MASTER-SLAVE MANIPULATOR AS A FUNCTION OF OBJECT
The respiratory response of a group of 28 subjects SIZE, ANGLE, AND HEIGHT OF DISPLAY. Proj. 7184,

wearing the MA-3 full-head helmet was compared with the Task 71566M WADD TR 60 i67, May 1960W g 6pp. sAFE

response to known dead space volumes. Comparison of Aeropce Medical Division, Wright-Patterson AFB,

these data was made to determine the average effective Ohio.

dead space or volume of rebreathed air when the MA-3

helmet was supplied with oxygen at three to four inches 16,352

of water positive pressure from a standard pressure suit To investigate criteria for design of equipment to be

regulator. The concentration of carbon dioxide was cal- handled and tasks to be performed with remote-handling

culated. The value of the technique for evaluating the equipment, a CRL Model 8 Master-Slave Manipulator was

extent of rebreathing with other altitude helmets is used for a performance task in which Ss removed hexagonal

discussed, nuts from a display panel. Three variables were studied$
G. I. R 3 size of nut (diameter), height, and angip of display.

Task performance times were analyzed in relation to joint
range limitations of shoulder, elbow, forearm, and wrist

movements.
16,349T...R3

Chang, S.S.L. INFORMATION FLOW CRITERIA FOR FEEDBACK T. G. I. R 13

CONTROL SYSTEMS. AFOSR TN 59 1328 & Tech. Rep. 400 8,

Jan. 1960, 31pp. New Ytrk University, New York, N.Y. 16,353

Bradley, J.V. STUDIES IN RESEARCH METHODOLOGY1

16,349 II. CONSEQUENCES OF VIOLATING PARAMETRIC ASSUMP-
Information capacity in Shannon's sense is suggested TIONS - FACT AND FALLACY. Proj. 7184, Task 71581,

as an additional criterion for the control systems and WADC TR 58 574 (II), Sept. 1959, 33pp. USAF Aeio-

components. This criterion applies equally well to lineaz apace Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

and nonlinear systems and enables the designer to deter-
mine the tolerable amounts of small signal nonlinearities 16,353

in components. Equations are derived for calculating re- "Methods of investigating the effects of assumption-
quired system capacity from given signal properties and violation are examined. Particular attention is given to

allowed error, loss of information rate in system com- methodological and other bias operating in favor of the

ponents, required capacities of system components, and conclusion that parametric tests are extremely insensitive
calculation of information capacities from the charater- to violations of theoretical assumptions. Fallacious

istics of system components with either direct or indirect arguments advanced in support of this conclusion are dia-
limiting, cussed. Using a new method, the effect of non-normality
G. 1. R 5 upon the probability levels and power of the critical

ratio test is investigated.
T. G. R 81

16,350
Clark, D.L. DETECTION OF SIGNALS IN NON-GAUtSIAN
NOISE. Group Rep. 47.36, Dec. 1959, l

6
pp. Lincoln 16,354

Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technologv, Black, J.W. VOICE COMMUNICATION STUDIES FINAL REPORT.

Lexington, Mass. Contract N6ONR 22525, Rep. 398, Sept. 1959, l5pp.

hkio State University Research Foundation, Columbus,
16,350 Ohio.

This paper considers the problem of detecting signals

in highly complicated noise. On the basis of the as-
sumption that the effects of non-Gaussian amplitude den- 16,354

sities can be considered separately from the effects of This report brings together the titles of technical

complicated spectral densities, a simple model is intro- reports (listed in chronological order), names of research

duced that Is capable of generating a family of non- personnel, and topics of emphasis for research in voice

Gaussian amplitude density functions with dependence on cose nications conducted by the Ohio State University Re-

the spectral density minimized. The model and the param- search Foundation over a ten-year period, 1949-1959. The

eters by which it is characterized are chosen on an in- reports are related to seven topics as follows: voice

tuitive basis to facilitate calculation of the perform- intelligibility, dimensions of voice, problems in listen-

snce of simple detection schemes and to permit measure- ing, hearing oneself (sidetone), the language of voice

ment in the laboratory of detectors whose analysis be- communication, problems in hearing, and the evaluation of

comes hopelessly involved, equipment.

R 6 R 99

16,351 16,355

Botha# E. A FURTHER APPLICATION OF BEHAVIORAL THEORY Atkinson, R.C. THE USE OF MODELS IN EXPERIMENTAL

To EXPERIMENTS ON THE ROLE OF PREFERENCE IN PERCEPTION PSYQCOLOGY. Contract NONR 225(17) (NR 171 034),

OF SIZE. J. soc. goe., 1957, 51-64. (University of Tech, Rep. 28, May 1960, l4pp. Institute for

Cape Town, Cape Town, Union of South Africa). Mathematical Studies in Social Sciences, Stanford
University, Stanford, Calif.
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16,355 16,359
This paper describes a model of behavior and illus- Two mathematical models having many of the character-

trates the method of application to a complex problem Istic properties of the human thermal system have been

of decision-making. The purpose is to describe the role developed. One of the models is used for making steady

of mathematical models in "determining programs of psy- state calculations, the other for transient state calcula-

chological research and specifying the types of empirical tions. The models are described briefly in expository

observations to be made." The axioms presented describe form in this report. The equations for both models have

learning in a situation in which the S's task is to win been coded for the IBM 650 computer to facilitate calcula-

a fixed amount of money as frequently as possible. Varn- tions. Computed results have been compared with experi-

ables include 1) strategy by which experimenter made a- mental data reported in the literature.

vailable certain subsets of responses on any trial, 2) 7
schedule by which experimenter determined whether a par-

ticular response led to win or loss, and 3) amount of

money won or lost on each trial. 16,360

T. I. R 9 Tonndorf, J. SHEARING MDTION IN SCALA MEDIA OF
CO-LEAR MODELS. Rep. 60 41, April 1960, lOpp.

1USAFchool Of Aviation Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex.
16,356 (University Hospitals, Iowa City, Iowa).

Armsby, D.H. & Cook, K.G. DESIGN STANDARDS FOR MAN-

MACHINE TASKS IN SIGNAL CORPS SYSTEMS. Contract 16,360
DA 36 039 SC 78328, Proj. 3 99 00 110, Dec. 1959, The occurrence of shearing motion within the cochlear
51pp. Applied Psychology Corporation, Arlington, Va. duct, together with the fact that it is this mode of mm-

tion which constitutes the adequate stimulus for hair
16,356 cells, was first reported by Bekesy in 1953. Two modes

This study is concerned with the development of a of shearing motion were reported: 1) radial, directed in
method whereby the human functions (particularly in non- the region proximal to the place of maximal amplitude of
routine tasks) in man-machine systems can be classified the traveling wave patterns; and 2) longitudinal, directed
and analyzed. Attempts to derive basic processes through distal to that point. This phenomenon was studied in
classificatory methods and/or models utilizing concepts cochlear models in an attempt to find an explanation for
from a single theoretical framework are discussed in the the origin of the two different modes of motion and to
first portion of the report. A model utilizing concepts compare the envelope over the traveling waves with those
from the theories of symbolic functioning and information over the two modes of shearing motion.
was constructed and examined in terms of its ability to G. I. R 14
specify the demands made upon man in any man-machine
system. The next steps in this research study are de-
lineated.
T. I. R 1 16,361

Rahn, H. STUDIES IN PULtMONARY PIYSIOLOGY CIEMISTRY,
MECHANICS, AND CIRCULATION OF THE LUNG. Contract

16,357 AF 33(616) 5606, Proj. 7163, Task 71819, WADD TR 60 1,
Dunlap and Associates, Inc. HUMN FACTORS REVIEW OF April 1960h 160pp. USAF herospace Medical Divcsin

RADO E ANGRC53 INA REORT Cotrat D 36Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. (School of Medicine,RADIO SET AN/CRC 53 FINAL REPORT. Contract DA 36 Uiest fBfao uflNY)

039 SC 73253, Proj. 3 99 00 100, Task 17B1 Sept. 1959, University of Buffalo, Buffalo, N.Y.).

6pp. D •nol and Associates. Inc., Stamford, Conn.
16,361

The scientific papers compiled in this report on
16,357 various aspects of pulmonary gas exchange have been divid-

The Radio Set AN/GRC-53() is reviewed in terms of the ed into the following groups: cardiovascular-pulmonary
human factors involved in the control panels of the Radio reactions to pressure breathing, carbon-dioxide stores of
Transmitter T-6B2()/GRC, the Radio Receiver R-BBO()/GRC, the body, gas tension in tissues and biological fluids,
and the Electrical Filter Assembly F-399()/0RC. General alveolar-arterial oxygen difference and theoretical con-
comments are made about the design of these items in re- siderations of pulmonary ventilation, perfusion, and
lation to their operational aspects and suggestions are diffusion.
made for minor modifications of the present design and T. G. I. R 20
more radical changes for future models.

16,358
Glanzer, M. CODING AND USE OF INFORMATION IN PROBLEM- 16,362
SOLVING. PROGRESS REPORT. Contract DA 49 007 MD 1004, Raven, B.H. A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PUBLICATIONS RELATING
Jan. 1960, 4pp. University of Marvland, College Park, TO THE SMALL GROUP. Contract NONR 233(54) (NR 171
Md. 350), Tech. Rep. I, Nov. 1959, 128pp. Department of

16,358 Psychology, University Of Clo , Los Angeles,
16,358Calif.

This brief report summarizes work begun on the analy-
sis of performance in complex problem-solving (concept
formation) when this is regarded as an information-proc- 16,362
essing system. A series of preliminary tests and a series The bibliography presented here was taken from a bib-
of seven experiments are reported. Experiments are con-

cerned with analyzing out important aspects of the infor- coverage of literature in thls area. A punch-card coding

mation-processing sequence; effect of rate of presentatior system was developed to handle the material and was de-

information reduction rate and techniques for handling the scribed in the appendix. The bibliography was presented
information; clarifying the mechanics of information re- in alphabetical order followed by an index based on the
duction, especially what led to redundancy, in successive punched card system used.
presentationsl techniques for handling positive and nega- R 1451
tive instances of a concept; and determining the role of
informational variables in "set."
R2

16,363

16,359 Plant, Jane A LOOK AT HUMAN ENGINEERING IN THE SOVIET
Wissler, E.H. THE MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF HEAT UNION. Ca. 1959, 

2
1pp. Douolas Aircraft Co.. Inc.,WisserE.H.THEMATEMATCALANAYSISOF EATEl Segundo. Calif.

TRANSFER AND TEMPERATURE RELATIONS IN THE HUMAN

BODY. PROGRESS REPORT NO. 1 1 MARCH 1959 - 15
DECEMBER 1959. Contract DA 49 007 143 2005, Rep. 3,
Dec. 1959, 7pp. UInieIty Of Texas, Austin, Tex.
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16,363
The author examined some 13 issues of a Russian 16,367

Journal of Military Aviation published in 1957-1958. Leffingwell, T.P., Melville, G.S., Jr. & Hartwig, Q.L.
Inferences were made concerning Soviet policies and THE EFFECT OF ACUTE DOSES OF NUCLEAR RADIATIONS ON THE
attitudes toward human engineering. Two tentative con- PERIPHERAL BLOOD PICTURE OF THE MONKEY (MACACA
clusions were drawni 1) the Russians seem to place far MULATTA). Rep. 60 43, April 1960, 12pp. USAF School
greater emphasis on the contribution to air safety of of Aviation Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex.
the role of thorough, disciplined training than to engi-
neering of the aircraft itself; and 2) the Russians prob-
ably are, in fact, directing considerable attention to 16,367

the relationships between men and the machines with which Male Macaca .m.latt monkeys were exposed to three

they work. different doses of combined neutron and gamma radiations
R 37 (410t 462, and 520 rads) which derived from an uncontrol-

led nuclear reaction. Hematologic changes were followed
in these animals. Through comparison with control animals
changes in the peripheral blood picture which could be at-

16,364 tributed solely to the effects of ionizing radiations to
Paul, L.E. THE CONSTRUCTION OF INTERVAL SCALES FOR the one percent confidence limit were established. The
MEASURING THE ACCEPTABILITY OF CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT effects were qualitatively compared with those which re-
IN FIELD TESTS. Proj. 07 98 05 001(7), FEA MRS 5901, sult from the acute exposure of monkeys to x-rays.
MRS 58 7J, Tech. Rep. R 4, Jan. 1960, 59pp. USA r. G. R 19
Quartermaster Field Evaluation Agency, Fort Lee, Va.

16,364 16,368
A study was conducted to establish valid and reliable Kopra, L.L., Fullington, R.W. & Strickland, L.E. RE-

rating scales for Army clothing and equipment that would LATION.iIP BETWEEN ALTERNATE BINAURAL BIFREQUENCY
be simple to administer, easy to score, and would conform LOUDNESS-BALANCE TEST AND THRESHOLD TONE-DECAY TEST
to psychological and statistical principles enabling the RESPONSES IN NORMAL AND SUBNORMAL EARS. Rep. 60 19,
exact determination of test subject responses. An at- April 1960, 1

2
pp. US&A School of AviationMedici,

tempt was also made to determine whether or not attitude Brooks AFB, Tex. (University of Texas, Austin, Tex.).
towards the Army plays an important role in the rating
of items. Five different types of rating scales (nine-
point specific, nine-point general, six-point specific, 16,368
and six-point general) were constructed to evaluate the To investigate the relationship between a direct test
clothing and equipment characteristics of comfort, pro- of recruitment and the threshold tone-decay test, the al-
tection, durability, fit, and over-all acceptability. ternate binaural bifrequency loudness-balance test (500

The scales were evaluated by having a large number of cps versus 4000 cps) and the threshold tone-decay test
soldiers use them to rate various items. were administered to 20 male subjects with bilateral nor-
T. G. I. R 6 mal hearing and to 14 subjects with significant bilateral

high-frequency sensori-neural loss. Comparisons and re-
lationships between responses to the two tests among nor-

16,365 sal and subnormal hearing individuals are discussed and
Miller, I., Simon, G.B. & Cohen, E. A DEVICE AND TESTS summarized.
FOR MEASURING INTELLECTUAL FUNCTIONS DURING ACCELERA- I. G. R 12

TION. Contract AF 33(616) 6467, Proj. 7222, Task 71746,
WDD TR 60 366, May 1960, 43pp. USAF Aerospace Medical
DLi., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. (General Precision, 16,369Inc., Binghamton, N.Y.). 1,6

Kasparek, Catherine F. (Ed.) CATALOG OF TRANSLATED
MATERIAL IN SPACE PERCEPTION (REVISED). Proj. MR005.13

16.365 6001, Subtask 1, Rep. 51, April 1960, 
6

9pp. USN School
In manned space flights a vehicle operator will be of Aviation Medicine, Pensacola Air Station, Fla.

expected to perform control functions or act as a systems
monitor under high levels of acceleration. To determine
the externt to which man's intellectual functions might 16,369
be Impai. I under high g, a device was designed for use This is a revised catalog of bibliographic materials
with the human rentrifuge. This device, the Link Intel- in the area of proprioception, vestibular function, and
lectual Functions Tester, can be operated up to 14 g{ it vision which have been translated from foreign languages.
features automatic scoring, tabulation of responses, and It is arranged in author-alphabetical form. Instructions
automatic pacing of stimulus presentation. Three test for obtaining copies of the articles from the Library
batteries of 14 one-minute tests were used to evaluate of Congress, in Washington, D.C., are included.
verbal, reasoning, mathematical, and perceptual abilities R 501
Reliability data were gathered from three administrations
of the tests when no accelerative stress was present.
Further testing and refinement are recommended.
T. I. R 28 16,370

Kelley, C.R., Bowen, H.M., DeGroot, Sybil G., Frank, P.,
et al. RELATIVE MOTION IIl THE NATURE OF RELATIVE MOTION

16,366 SITUATIONS. Contract N61339 316, Tech. Rep. NAVTRADEV
Michel, E.L. SPD-21 PARTIAL PRESSURE SUIT HELMET, CEN 316 1, Nov. 1959, N.7pp. (DuT na and2iae
CO2 REBREATHING PERCENTAGES: REQUEST FOR TEST OF. In PortSWashington .nlap
Proj. TED NAM AE 51150, Rep. BAMC ACEL 436, June Inc., Stamford, Conn.).
1960, llpp. USN Air Crew Eoujiment Lab., NAMC,
Philadelphia, Penn. 16,370

This study was undertaken to broaden our knowledge of
the nature of relative motion situations from physical-

16,366 mathematical and psychological standpoints. Relative
An investigation was conducted to determine the ef- motion was defined as the change in the relative position

fect that mask inlet pressures of 1-2 and 3-4 inches of of two moving objects which can be perceived or under-
water have on reducing the physiologically effective dead stood in terms of more than one frame of reference. The
air space in the SPD-21 partial pressure suit helmet, psycho-perceptual and mathematical aspects of relative
Measurements were made of carbon dioxide concentration, motion were delineated and systematized yielding guide-
tidal volume, exhaled volume, and respiratory frequency. lines for selecting a suitable frame of reference for
Subjective reports on breathing comfort were made. The operator tasks. One experiment was carried out to deter-
levels of mask pressure were then studied in terms of mine whether the shape of an aircraft contributes to the
maintenance of physiologically acceptable values as well accuracy with which its motion is observed In a relative
as comfort. motion situation. Recommendations are included.
G. R 20 T. G. I. R 36
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16,375
16,371 To determine the effects of oxygen deprivation on the

Jerger, J.F. & Narford, E.R. THE ALTERNATE AND X-wave and the B-wave of the human ERG, two male subjects
SIMULTANEOUS BINAURAL BALANCING OF PURE TONES. Rep. were studied. The ERGs were elicited by ten-second bursts
60 30, Jan. 1960, l2pp. USAF School of Aviation of four-per-second flashes or three-second bursts of
MtILSiine, Brooks AFB, Tex. (Northwestern University, twenty-per-second flashes of dark red, light red, green,
Evanston, Ill.). or blue light at three levels of intensity. A burst of

flashes was presented at one-minute intervals while the

16,371 observer breathed air for 12 minutes, a nine percent
The Interaural intensity relations producing equal oxygen gas mixture for 30 minutes, and then air again for

loudness when pure tones were presented alternately and 20 minutes. The amplitude intensity functions of the B-
median-plane-localization when they were presented simul Nave and X-wave were analyzed and discussed in relation to
taneously to the two ears were studied in normals, mon- visual sensitivity losses estimated from psychophysical
aurally masked normals, and patients with unilateral sen- data obtained under similar conditions of oxygen depriva-
sorineural hearing loss, both with and without loudness tion.
recruitment. The data were analyzed with reference to r. G. I. R 40
similarities and differences in the two types of judgment.
The significance of the findings for clinical practices in
measuring loudness recruitment is discussed. 16,376
G. I. R 18 Henneman, R.H. CONDITIONS INFLUENCING CHOICE BEHAVIOR

IN MULTIPLE TASK SITUATIONS SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT (31
JANUARY 1959 - 31 JANUARY 1960). Contract DA 49 007
MD 537, Jan. 1960, 8pp. Psychology Lab., University of

16,373 Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.

Hyman, A. POTENTIAL USES OF ALTERNATE BINOCULAR PRESEN-
TATION IN STUDIES OF VISION AND AS AN INDICATOR OF 16,376
PHYSIOLOGICAL STRESS. Proj. 7183, Task 71617, WADD TR Research accomplished in the investigation of short-
60 302, March 1960, l1pp. USAF Aerosoace Medical Lab., term retention in tasks involving sequentially occurring
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. events led to the concepts of storage load and storage

reduction (in human subjects). A second project concerned
16,373 experimental distinction between two kinds of perceptual

Depth perception under conditions of alternate stimu- response involved in the identification of ambiguous
lation of the eyes (stereofusion) has been found to change visual form. The effect of variables such as frequency
under conditions of physiological stress. The present of presentation, degree of distortion, and knowledge of
author suggests that stereofuslon may be an effective means result on subsequent identification of stimuli was inves-
for uncovering depressed neurological states and for In- tigated. Research in progress, including three experi-
dicating physiological stress. An experiment with critical ments of conditions determining short-term retention in
stereofusion frequency (CSF) is presented. The question sequential tasks and three concerning factors in the per-
whether nondisparate binocular stimuli presented periodic- ception of ambiguous visual stimuli, was also described.
ally would also result in apparent object movement and R 8
could provide a measure of eye-movement latency was also
discussed. Relevance for these possible measures of phy-
siological stress to space age problems and suggestions
for further research are also included. 16,377

R 14 Gustafson, C.E. A METHOD OF ESTIMATING SURFACE COLOR
DISCRIMINABILITY FOR CODING TRAINING EQUIPMENT AND PRE-
DICTING LABEL LEGIBILITY. Proj. 1710, Task 71607,
WADD TN 60 83, May 1960, 8pp. USAF Aerospace Medical

16,374 Division, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
Holland, H.H., Jr. MUZZLE BLAST MEASUREMENTS ON HOWITZER,
105smm, M2A2F2 WITH MUZZLE BRAKE NO. B. Proj. TBI 1000,
Tech. Memo. 12 60, Aug. 1960, 

2
6pp. USA Ordnance Human 6,377

Engineering Labs., Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md. This paper suggests a method by which designers may
.) estimate the relative discriminability of any combina-
ions of Federal Standard colors, and b) predict for each

16,374 :ombination of colors the probable percentage of errors in
As part of a continuing concern with weapons that liscrimination that would occur under standard illumina-

subject army personnel to harmful blast effects, measure- ion. Specific applications of the method were discussed
ments of muzzle blast in the crew area of the 105 mm ind conclusions concerning contrast limitations for opti-
Howitzer, M2A2E2, with Muzzle Brake No. 8, were made to ial color discriminability and label legibility were given.
determine the peak overpressures produced. Measures of 7. G. I. R 4
positive impulse and duration of positive phase were also
made. The howitzer was fired at elevations of one degree-
14 minutes, 35 degrees-O minutes, and 70 degrees-O min-
utes with two propelling charges: Charge Zone Number 10 16,378
(7.22 ounces of T34 and 3.75 lbs. of M17) and 115 Goldman, D.E. & Von Gierke, H.E. THE EFFECTS OF SHOCK
percent of maximum rated pressure (7.22 ounces of T34 and AND VIBRATION ON MAN. Lecture & Review Series 60 3,
4.00 lbs. of M17). Measured over pressures were discussed Jan. 1960, 198pp. USN Medical Research Institute,
in relation to hearing and recosmmendations were made for Bethesda, Md.
hearing protection.
T. G. I. R 5

16,378
This review deals with three problems: 1) the deter-

mination of the structure and properties of the human
16,375 body considered as a mechanical as well as a biological
Hillp J.H. THE EFFECT OF OXYGEN DEPRIVATION ON THE X- system; 2) the effects of shock and vibration forces on
WAVE AND B-WAVE OF THE HUMAN ELECTRORETINOGRAM. Proj. this system; and 3) the protection required by the system
NADC MA 6008, Task MRO05.13 6002.1, Rep. 13, March 1960, under various exposure conditions and the means by which
72pp. AiAt.I.n Medical Acceleration Lab., Johnsville, this protection is to be achieved. Data from many sources
Penn. are reviewed and, where possible, presented graphically

and in tabular form.
T. G. I. R 111
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16,383
16,379 Goldiamond, I. (Princ. Investigator). BLOCKED SPEECH
Gardner, L.A., Jr. STO2HASTICN priATNAND "MINI- COMMUNICATION AND DELAYED FEED-BACK, AN EXPERIMENTAL
MAX" PROBLnbMS. Tech. Rep. 219, April 1960, 39pp. ANALYSIS. Contract AF 19(604) 6127, Tech. Rep. 1, Feb.
Lincoln Lab., Massachusetts Institute of Technolo.y, 1960, 27pp. Southern Illinois University, Carbondale,
Lexington, Mess. Ill.

16,379 16,383
Feedback techniques are studied which automatically This paper reported an experimental analysis of the

adjust system parameters to achieve an ideal system per- role of delayed auditory feedback in the control of
formance. An adaptive process that makes system para- blocked verbal communication (prolongation of sounds,
meter adjustments in accordance with responses at current repetition, and arythmias). Blocking was viewed as
parameter settings is of particular concern here. A learned verbal behavior, social in nature, and controlled
stochastic approximation procedure, based on functional in part by the audience of which the speaker himself is
iteration and appropriate to operation at the paramdter a part. The investigator made use of operant conditioning
values that minimize the largest possible error in per- procedures to establish under controlled conditions a
formance, is developed. The concern is with estimating steady state of the phenomenon being investigated. The
the minimum or maximum of an extreme value function, effects upon behavior of variables which were systema-
G. R 7 tically Introduced were assessed against the steady state.

Four chronic stutterers served as Ss.
G.

16,380
Furchtgott, E. & Friedman, M.P. EFFECT OF HUNGER AND
SATIETY ON ODOR SENSITIVITY. Contract DA19 129 QM 844, 16,384
Proj. 7 84 15 007, Rep. 13 (Final), July 1959, 1

7
pp. Gordon, B.B., Hitt, W.D., Ray, H.W. & Wetherbee, J.K.

USA Quartermaster Food and Container Institute for the THE EFFECTS OF SELECTED COUNTERMEASURE AND COUNTER-
Armed Forces, Chicago, Ill. (University of Tennessee, COUNTERMEASURE TECHNIQUES ON SYSTEM PERFORMANCE. FINAL
Knoxville, Tenn.). REPORT. Contract AF 33(616) 3739, Dec. 1959, 54pp.Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio.

16,380
To test the effects of hunger on odor and taste sensi- 16,384

tivity, a series of experiments was performed in which the The primary objective of this study was to determine,
amount of practice in making threshold determinations and by a laboratory method, the effects of two types of elec-
the control of food intake on test days were varied. Odor tronic countermeasures (ECM) (noise and swept-spot jam-
and taste thresholds were determined I) before and after ming) on air-defense-system performance, both with and
lunch, 2) after a 1150-calorie lunch on one day and on the without the use of an electronic counter-countermeasure
following day after a fast since a standard breakfast, and (Dicke fix). It was also wished to ascertain the degree
3) following seven practice trials on each of four days of relation among several criteria potentially useful in
after an 1800-calorle lunch and four more days when lunch ascertaining ECM effectiveness, such as the General Mille
was withheld; 20 subjects were used. The effect of the measure of receiver-sensitivity degradation. By the use
experimental treatments on threshold sensitivity was stud- of an analog computer, ECM and radar simulation equipment,
led by analysis of variance technique. human subjects, and a digital-computer intercept model,
T. R 14 one sub-system within the total air-defense environment

was simulated and 15 different experimental conditions
studied and evaluated.

16,381 T. G. I.
Fried, C. A HUMAN FACTORS EVALUATION OF SEVEN DIGITAL
READOUT INDICATORS. Proj. TB1 1000, Tech. Memo. 5 60,
July 1960, 35pp. USA Ordnance Human Enoineering Labs., 16,385
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md. Gerathewohl, S.J. PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF SELECTION,

HOLDING, AND CARE OF SPACE FLIERS. Nov. 1959, l3pp.

16,381 USA Medical Services, Washington, D.C.

A human factors product evaluation was made on seven
representative types of digital readout indicators chosen 16,385
from display-type indicators (lights, neon tubes, or This paper presents a discussion of psychological re-
luminous devices are used to light up a number, project quirements for the selection of space fliers based on an
an image, or form a number) and tube-type indicators, evaluation of selection methods used for somewhat similar
(Either glowing cathodes in gas tubes or electron beams jobs. For example, the methods used to select combat
in cathode xay or beam power tubes are used to form or pilots were studied for their applicability to the present
indicate a number.) These digital readouts were compared problem. Problems involved in training and management of
on the basis of reading speed and increase in errors as the holding or waiting period between time of induction
the time permitted to read the displays was reduced from and first flight are discussed. The maintenance of in-
2.0 to 0.05 seconds. Rank order of performance of the terest and motivation in the astronaut, as well as the
displays was calculated,, importance of personal characteristics such as ability to
T. G. I. R 6 resist social pressures, are also discussed.

R 22

16,382
Durkee, W.T., Rubinstein, S. & Swenson, W.A. AN ENGINEER 16,386
INV STIUDY OF HUMAN RESCUE EQUIPMENT, CAPSULE TYPE. Con- Gibbs, C.B. SERVICE PROBLEMS OF SIMULATOR DESIGN. RNP
tract AF 33(600) 29970, Proj. 6067i Task 61586, WADC TR 60/966, OES 342, Sept. 1959, 3pp. Operti.onal Efficien-
56 58, Nov. 1959, 8pp. SAF Aeroautical Accessories S ub-ommlttee, RNPRC, London, England. (Applid Psy-
L&h., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. (Radioplane, Northrop chology Research Unit, MRC, Cambridga, England).
Aircraft, Inc., Van Nuys, Calif.).

16,386
16,382 The problem of simulator design for command link

The problem of human rescue by high-performance air- missiles is analyzed. It is argued that the perceptual
craft was studied to determine the most feasible capsule- and not the motor aspects of control are of critical im-
type rescue system for installation in current and pro- portance in simulation and current projection techniques
jected fixed-wing aircraft. Several types of rescue are examined in the light of this assumption. The math-
systems were studied and evaluated. The development ematical problems and certain other problems of atmos-
history of the proposed rescue system is discussed. phere and other effects are analyzed. Some recommenda-
Preliminary aerodynamic analysis and a dynamic analysis tions are presented for the proper use of present
of the proposed system were presented. trainers.
T. G. I, R 24
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16,387 16,391
Hale, J.K. ON THE METHOD OF AVERAGING. Contract AF Morris, Ailene. PREDICTING THE DETECTION RANGE OF A
49(638) 382, AFOSR TN 60 270, Tech. Rep. 60 13, May TARGET IN A MOVING FIELD OF VIEW. Contract NOBS 72092,
1960, llpp. BIAS, Baltimore, Md. Index No. NS 714 100, SIO Ref. 59 69, Dec. 1959, 2

0pp,
Visibility Lab., Scripps Institution of Oceanography,
University of California, San Diego, Calif. (USN16,387 Electronics Lab., San Diego, Calif.).

Van der Pol's method of averaging, devised to
obtain periodic and almost periodic solutions of quasi-
linear systems of differential equations, is discussed. 16,391
A theorem is stated for a particular case where this This paper reviews major references that report ex-method has been justified mathematically and an example perimental data on visual thresholds for static and movingis given to illustrate the results, targets. The visibility of a stationary target varyingR 9 with exposure time is compared to that of a target moving

at various angular velocities relative to the observingeye in an effort to determine possible equality In terms
of effective stimulus energy. The particular concern is
with the prediction of the detection range of a target in

16,388 a moving field of view from existing data.
Johnson, G.E., Serrano, J., Jr. & Levy, E.Z. APPLICATION R 76
OF SKIN RESISTANCE IN PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES. Proj.
7222, Task 71745, WADC TR 59 688, Dec. 1959, l

7
pp. USAF

Aerospace Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

16,392
16,388 Minsky, M. & Selfridge, O.G. LEARNING IN RANDOM NETS.

The usefulness of measuring changes in skin resistance Contract AF 19(604) 5200, Rep. 54G 0024, June 1960, 2
2pp.

as a device to detect the impairment of consciousness in Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,personnel whose work requires maximum alertness was in- Lexington, Mass.
vestigated during isolation, in flight, under accelera-
tion, under the influence of drugs, and other conditions.
The methodology of measurement and assessment are dis- 16,392
cussed and both the promise and limitations are pointedThe authors consider how random nets might achieveout. Necessary studies are Indicated which could lead several kinds of learning. Models range from simple one-to the use of this method as an operational tool. to-one switching nets to recognition of compound stimuliG. I. R 8 and to optimization with respect to a task. "No plausible

and feasible suggestions have been made about how random
nets can accomplish real generalization or construct new
concepts." A random net can be a useful technique for

16,389 such tasks as performing correlations or averages among
Karlin, L. PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDY OF MOTOR SKILLSs PUASE inputs, classifying inputs by assigning connections, or
I. Contract N61339 558, Tech, Rep,. NAVTRADEVCEN 558 i1 optimizing categorizing by improving connections andJuly 1960, 44pp. USSN Trajlnoi Device Center, Port weights of connections.
Washington, N.Y. (New York University, New York, N.Y.). I. R 18

16,389
To determine the effects on the learning and retention 16,393

of a simple motor skill of 1) various types of cue or Nickerson, J.F., Miller, A.W., Jr. E Shyne, N.A. Afeedback (visual, auditory, kinesthetic, verbal), 2) COMPARISON OF FIVE ARTICULATION TESTS FINAL REPORT.combinations of the cues, 3) intermittent presentation of Contract AF 30(602) 1818, RAUC TR 60 71, March 1960,the cues, and 4) preliminary lecture based on I) and 2), 30pp. Electronics Research Lab., Montana State College,
13 conditions were studied using independent groups of Bozeman, Mont.
ten subjects each. The task was to turn a crank at a
speed (between 88.75 and 111.25 rotations per minute) 16,393
which would keep the signal off. The time within the A comparison of intelligibility estimates of fivetolerance range for 25 learning trials with feedback, different articulation tests that have been used in aten retention trials without feedback, and ten relearning number of research laboratories was made in an efforttrials with feedback was analyzed with reference to the to establish a means for equating intelligibility levelsvarious experimental conditions. Implications of the from different experiments. Ten Ss were given the tests
findings for training are discussed. (Harvard Sentence, Phonetically Balanced Word Lists,T. G. I. R 15 Navy Commsunication Words, Fairbanks Rhyme Test, and W-22

Word Lists) covering six signal-to-noise ratios two dif-
ferent times. Responses were translated into percent16,390 intelligibility and the data analyzed by graphical pre-Morris, Ailene. PATTERN TARGET ANALYSIS PART I. A sentation and analysis of variance to determine varia-

THEORY PART II. A PSYCHOPHYSICAL EXPERIMENT. Contract bility due to Ss, tests, signal-to-noise ratios, replica-NOBS 72092, Index No. NS 714 100, SIO Ref. 59 62, Nov. tions, and interactions.
1959, 29pp. Visibility Lab., Scripps Institution of T. G. I. R 5
Oceanography, University of California, San Diego, Calif.
(USN Electronics Lab., San Diego, Calif.).

16,394
16,390 Savage, L.J. SUBJECTIVE PROBABILITY AND STATISTICALA psychophysical experiment was conducted 1) to de- PRACTICE. Contract AF 49(638) 391, AFOSR TN 59 1161,
termine the visual detection thresholds for targets of Oct. 1959, 45pp. USAF Mathematical Sciences Directo-various shapes and internal pattern configurations as ratj, Office of Scientific Research, Washington, D.C.
observed under various luminance conditions, and 2) to (University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.).
define the effective visual stimulus. The data were
analyzed with respect to earlier results from the Tiffany
study on target visibility and prediction curves for
patterned target visibility were obtained. A theory of
pattern target analysis was evolved on the basis of the
experimental data and is described in detail.
G. I. R 3
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16,394 16,398

This is a printed version of a lecture given to a Results from previous studies raised questions as to

meeting of statistics seminars at the University of whether some source of disturbance in addition to speed

London. The author argues that the concept of subjective of pacing affected performance in paced serial addition
probability is "capable of suggesting and unifying impor- tasks. Two experiments were designed to answer whether

tant advances in statistical practice." The author de- the value of longer stimulus durations within pacing in-

velops his arguments through defining subjective probabi- tervals is lost 1) if changes in stimulus durations are

lity in terms of an idealized person; a discussion of presented unsystematically while pacing rates are in-

Bayes' theorem and the likelihood-ratio principle as creased systematically and 2) if changes in pacing rates

these relate to concepts of significance and confidence and stimulus duration occur systematically. Twenty Ss

level and a discussion of the theory of precise measure- participated in two experiments in which a serial addi-
ment are also included. Illustrative examples are given tion task was presented under five pacing conditions with
for each of the above topics. The author believes that nine on-off ratios and when pacing and stimulus durations
ultimately every topic in statistics should be reviewed were varied. Results were discussed as they allow for
in light of the concept of subjective probability, increased adequacy of account of factors influencing per-
G. R 116 formance under these conditions. T. G. R 4

16,399
16,395 Sampson, H. STIMULUS DURATION AND PACED PERFORMANCE.Sampson, P.B., Coleman, P.D. & Elkin, E.H. THE FEASI-

BILITY OF USING THE EYE AS A SOURCE OF CONTROL SIGNALS Canad. J. Psychol., 1958, .L2(i), 7-12. (Canterbury

IN TRACKING. Contract NONR 494(16), NR 144 122, Dec. University College, Christchurch, New Zealand).

1959, 41pp. Institute for Applied Experimental Psychol-

ogy, Tufts UniversitY, Medford, Mass. 16,399
To investigate the role of stimulus duration in paced

performance, serial addition performance was studied
16,395 under these conditions$ 1) pacing constant, on-off ratios
s Tgnals that could be used for machine control purpose varied; 2) "On" constant, "off" varied and "off" constant,
was considered from the point of view of Its feasibility. "On" varied; 3) on-off ratio Constant, pacing varied. In
Topics relevant to the problem included i) suggestions the first three experiments, 30 Ss were used. Results

for applications, 2) techniques for obtaining eye move- were presented in terms of analysis of variance of per-

ment signals, 3) tracking characteristics of the eye, and cents correct under the five experimental conditions. In

4) human factors considerations in the design and use of experiments four and five, in which various pacing inter-
an eye movement control device. vals were presented randomly, 25 Ss participated. Re-

sults of the four experiments were discussed as they re-
T. R 43 late to the problem of stimulus duration in paced perform-

ance as well as problems connected with variable pacing.
T. G. R 4

16,396
Sampson, H. IRINOCULAR INTERACTION IN SERIAL ADDING.
1960, l8pp. University of Canterbury, Christchurch, 16,400
New Zealand. Rowen, B. AEROMEDICAL SUPPORT OF THE X-15 PROGRAM.

Aug. 1960, llpp. USAF Flinht test Center, Edwards AFB,
16,396 Calif.

To investigate differences in speed and accuracy in
serial addition problems when Ss worked under three pacing 16,400
rates, varying periods of stimulus duration, and viewed Areas of aeromedical support that are intimately
stimulus material both binocularly and monocularly, 13 Ss associated with the X-15 research aircraft program are
worked twice under each condition. Results of analysis identified and discussed. The areas so treated are:
of variance of speed and accuracy of performance under 1) personal equipment used by the pilot, the MC-2 full
the various conditions were presented in tables. Various pressure suit and related Items; 2) an air-conditioned
possible interpretations of interactions which appeared semitrailer van equipped for cojrsunications and pressure
were discussed. suit checkout which is used in preparation for all
T. R 12 flights; 3) physiological data program whereby selected

3hysiological parameters are telemetered and also re-
:orded during flight; and 4) escape system development.
r.

16,397
Sampson, H. & Macneilage, P.F. TEMPORAL INTEGRATION
AND THE SERIAL ADDITION PARADIGM. Aust. J. Psychol.,
1960, ;2(1), 70-88. (University of Canterbury,
Christchurch, New Zealand). 16,402

Stave, A.M. HUMAN FACTORS IN DESIGN OF AUTOMATIC PRO-
16,397 GRAMMING AND RECORDING FOR TRAINERS (AN/ASG-15-TI FIRE

The problem of temporal integration was viewed as CONTROL SYSTEM TRAINER). Proj. 1710, WADD TR 60 558,
being essentially to determine the "rules by which be- Aug. 1960, l3pp. USAF Aerospace Medical Lab., Wright-
havior comes to be characterized by 'predetermined order- Patterson AFP, Ohio.
ly sequences of action.'" However results from experi-
ments in this area are diverse and no theoretical formu-
lation appears possible. The authors relate this to 16,402
lack of an organized body of data relating specifically This report describes the Fire Control System Trainer,
to temporal integration. %N/ASG-15-Tl for 8-52 gunners. The Trainer features an
G. I. R 35 3utomatic recording system and an automatic programming

system. The parameters used in recording the student's
oerformance are reaction times, critical target ranges,
3nd a weighted error score displayed in numerical form.
1The programming is accomplished through the use of motion

16,398 picture films that control a television presentation to
Sampson, H. SERIAL ADDITION AS A FUNCTION OF STIMULUS the student; the recording is accomplished through a
DURATION AND PACING. Canad. J. Psychol., 1958, 12(3), series of timing devices. The ASG-15 demonstrates the
179-183. (University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New sophistication that can be achieved with relatively simple
Zealand). and inexpensive training equipment.

I. R 1
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16,403 
16,407

White, W.J. VARIATIONS IN ABSOLUTE VISUAL THRESHOLDS Franklin, G., Shaw, L. & Henry, E. STUDY OF ADAPTIVE

DURING ACCELERATION STRESS. Proj. 7222, Task 71712, AND TIME SHARED CONTROL SYSTEM4S. Contract NONR 225(38),
W•sDD TR 60 34p April 1960, l4pp. USAF Aerospace Medical Na 049 132, April 1960, 

2
1pp. Stanford Electronics Labs.

Diy., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. (Cornell Aeronautical Stanford University, Stanford, Calif.

Laboratory, Inc., Cornell University, Buffalo, N.Y.).
16,407

16,403 The research reported has been directed toward the
To observe in detail the changes in brightness vision solution of two problems arising from the use of a digi-

that occur in central and peripheral retina during tal controller in an automatic system: 1) adaptive
moderate acceleration, measurements were made of the abso- control and 2) time-sharing. One approach to the first
lute threshold of foveal (core) and peripheral (rod) problem Is to provide a logical design procedure for a
vision within the range of one to four g. One seasoned controller that adapts by a choice or decision between a
observer with considerable experience in riding the small number of alternatives. A short discussion and a
centrifuge and in making psychophysical judgments was few examples of two kinds of Iwo-mode filtering problems
used. Dislocation of the visual function was studied are presented. The second problem concerns the design of
selectively by the use of anti-g suits. The results a digital controller for the simultaneous control of more
are discussed in terms of the practicability of using than one process or plant by sequential attention. Pos-
visual thresholds as a quantitative index of accelerative sible control assignment schedules and design methods for
stress. given schedules are considered and a number of alternate
T. G. I. R 7 solutions obtained.

1. R 6

16,404
Viterbi, A.J. ON CODED PHASE-COHERENT COCMUNICATIONS. 16,408
Contract NASW 6, Tech. Rep. 32 25, Aug. 1960, l9pp. Follettie, J.F. A PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENT FOR BASIC
Jet Propulsion Lab., California Institute of Technolocrg, LAND NAVIGATION. Contract DA 49 106 QM I, Proj. 096
Pasadena, Calif. 50 000, Task PATROL 1, Rep. 4, March 1960, 64pp.

Human Resources Research Office, George Waington

16,404 University, Washington, D.C.
This report discusses the result of encoding "inde-

pendent equiprobable binary words or sequences of inde-
pendent binary digits into sets of binary code words."
These words or sequences are transmitted in the presence 16,408
of additive white Gaussian noise and are detected by cor- This report presented the rationale and procedures
relating them with their replicas at the receiver. Word used in treating two fundamental problems of curriculum
error probabilities and bit error probabilities are deter- development for a basic land navigation performance:
mined, and received information rate and potential channel 1) establishment of critical characteristics of a job,
capacity are computed. and 2) establishment of an appropriate framework for
G. I. R 12 evaluating training. The main elements of the military

problem were the need to improve basic land navigation
ability of infantrymen and a restriction on the basic
training time to be used for this purpose.

16,405 T.I.
Thompson, G.L. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS ON THE JOB SHOP
SCHEDULING PROBLEM. ONR Res. Memo. 69, May 1960, lOpp.
Graduate School of Industrial Administration, Carnegie
Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, Penn.

16,409

16,405 Fry, G.A. E Enoch, J.M. HUMAN ASPECTS OF PHOTO-
GRAPHIC INTERPRETATION SEVENTH INTERIM TECHNICALCurrent efforts to solvt- te a rob shop scheduling REPORT. Contract AF 30(602) 1580, Proj. 1115, Taskproblem of large multi-machine factories are reviewed 15001, RADC IN 58 298, & OSURF Proj. 696, MCRL T.P.in this paper. After defining the problem, the following (696) 10 266, Jan. 1958, 36pp. Mapping and Charting

methods are discussed and compareds the loading rule, the Research Lab., Ohio State Univerjity Research Found-
simulation, the heuristic, the integral linear program- lion, Columbus, Ohio.
ming, and the Monte Carlo methods. The two last methods
are discussed in most detail.
T. R 9 16,409

This is a review of work completed from November
1957 to January 1958 on a research program relating the

16,406 physical characteristics of photographic- images to the
Chenzoff, A.P., Flores, I., Crittenden,'R.L., Frances, performance of the photo interpreter. Abstracts of.S., eNreports concurrently submitted are included along with
A.S., et al. HUMAN DECISION MAKING AS RELATED TO AIR discussion of the completed simulator program and prog-SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS. A SURVEY OF LITERATURE AND CURRENT ress on the ophthalmpgraph program. A discussion of the
RESEARCH. Contract AFI9(604) 6164, Tech. Rep. 1, AFCCDD problems encountered when the comparative cover tech-
TR 60 25, DA Rep. 300 1, June 1960, 1

2 2
pp. Dunlap and niqueis empoyed on a hotograp ich haveAssociates, Inc., Stamford, Conn. nique is employed on aerial photographs which have

undergone a line-scan transformation is presented.

G. I. R 7

16,406
The first of a series, this report presents prelimi-

nary results of a critical survey of the literature to
evaluate these studies as they relate to decision-making
in an air surveillance system. Characteristics of de- 16,410
cision-making within this context led the authors to focui Fry, G.A. & Enoch, J.M. HUMAN ASPECTS OF PHOTO-
attention on studies dealing with uncertainty, utility, GRAPHIC INTERPRETATION SECOND INTERIM TECHNICAL
and risk philosophy. Literature in the following areas REPORT. Contract AF 30(602) 1580, Proj. 1115,
was examined in some detail: mathematical and statistical Task 15001, RADO TN 57 152 & OSURF Proj. 696, Oct.
decision theory, psychological and social factors in de- 1956, 60 pp. Mapping and Charting Research Lab., Ohio
Cision-making, and simulation and gaming in decision- State University Researsbgoh po&und n, Columbus, Ohio.
making. Gaps in knowledge in each area are discussed to-
gether with implications for further research. A schema-
tization of the decision-making process is presented.
An appendix includes definitions of terms.
I. R 471
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16,410 16,414
This is an interim report on a research program An analysis of human requirements for target detection

aimed at defining the range of values, from minimal to was presented in terms of the variation in the incremental
optimal, of visual performance for each of the various luminance of a signal as a function of background lumi-
physical photographic parameters. In addition, methods hance. The minimal luminance of a signal for a radar die-
of optimizing viewing conditions of photointerpreters play was derived utilizing assumptions based on state-
are to be investigated. To date, a simulator and modi- of-the-art considerations regarding electronic parameters.
tled ophthalmograph unit have been constructed. Pilot The theoretical minimal luminance required of the con-
atudies have been completed on both instruments and ventional opaque phosphors, with and without circular-
are reported here. The work for the next quarter is polarizing filters, and of the recently developed trans-
outlined. parent phosphors were compared with the luminous output
T. G. 1. R 5 currently available. The phosphors and associated con-

ditions providing the most visible signal were indicated.
1. G. R 10

16,411
Forbes, A.R. SURVEY OF TiE EFFECTS OF BUFFETING AND 16,415
VIBRATION ON HUMAN BEHAVIOR. FPRC Memo. 105, Aug. Cowan, G.E. DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIALTY OUTLINES FOR
1959, 20pp. Flying pjSonnel•esarch Committe COILECTING JOiB INFORMATION IN *THE RADIO-RADAR SYSTEMS
London, England. (RAF Institute of Aviation Medicine, CAREER FIELD. Proj. 7734, Task 17016, WADD TN 60 213,
Farnborough, Hants, England). Aug. 1960, 21pp. UMAFLPersonnel Lab., Lackland AFB,

Tex.
16,411

A review of the literature on the effects of flight 16,415
through turbulent air, with particular reference to the This study investigates the feasibility of using an
effects of buffeting and vibration on the performance of instrument with standard functional work categories to
the aircrew, is presented. The results of the few flight collect occupational information across different special-
studies which have been conducted are reviewed along with ties of a maintenance career field and at two skill
the results of laboratory studies of the effects of sine- levels. Specialty outlines were developed for the two
wave vibrations on the human organism. Special attention skill levels for six specialties in the Radio-Radar Sys-
Is given to those studies dealing with behavioral aspects tems career field of the Air Force and administered to
af the problem. teams of proficient incumbents. Analysis of variance
R t• techniques were applied to estimates of percentage of

time spent on each of 13 standard functional work cate-
gories. Each team of specialists was interviewed to dis-

16,412 cuss the content and format of the outline for Its
Goldiamond, I. (Princ. Investigator). Tilt TEMPOtAL specialty. Reliability was established by administering
DEVELOPMENT OF FLUENT AND BLOCKED SPEECH OtMMUNICATION. the forms twice.
FINAL' REPORT. Contract AF 19(604) 6127, Tech. Reps. T. I.
2, 3 & 4, Sept. 1960, 10

7
pp. aujthern jUinois UnIver-

1ity, Carbondale, Ill.
16,416
Crampton, (;.11. F Schwam, W.J. EFFECTS OF TIlE AROUSAL

16,412 REACTIttN tN NYSTAGMUS IIHAITUATION IN CAT. Proj. 6X95
This report comprised three technical reports: I) ef- 25 001, Task 04, Rep. 434, Aug. 1960, 14pp. i5A

fects of delayed feedback on the temporal development of Medcal tResearch Lab., Fort Knox, Ky.
fluent and blocked speech communication, 2) adaptation to

delayed feedback as a function of instruction not to moni-
tor one's own speech, and 3) the distribution of pauses. 16,416
In the first study four male Ss with a history of stutter- The effects of the arousal reaction on the reduction
ing read narrative material 90 minutes a day for eight or habituation of nystagmus in the ttnanesthetized cat
months; eight normally fluent Ss were run for seven weeks, repeatedly rotated in darkness were determined. By
The second study investigated one of the possible ways an the use of PEG records and eye-moveoent records, the
S can revert to normal communication rates in spite of relationships between nystagmus artd drows;iness, alerting
continued delayed feedback of his own speech; two Ss were the animals by sounds, and continuous arousal sustained
run daily (90-120 minutes) for 13 days. The third study by cutaneous electriO, sto(.k stimuli were studied.
employed five normal speakers and six stutterersý tape re- G. r. R 24
cording as each read a passage printed on three sheets six
times. T. G. R 38

16,417
Tregerman, L., Pericone, C., Maue, E., McBride, W., et

16,413 al. INSTRUMENTATION OF THE INTEGRAIED MAPPING SYSTEM.
16rns,413 FOUR INTERIM TEIiNICAL REPttRT. Contract DA 44 O09ENG
Burns, W. REPORT TO THE ROYAL NAVAL PERSONNEL RE- 3766, Proj. 8 35 11 540, Rep. SME AA 37, Nov. 1959,
SEARCH COMMITTEE ON THE ACTIVITIES OF THE HEARING Ilpp. Fairghijj CýamejAnd Instrument Corporationt
SUB-COMIYTTEE. RNP60/974, He. S. 19, Nov. 1959, 

8 pp. Syosset, N.Y.
Hearing Sub-Committee, RNPRC, London, England.

16,417
16,413 This interim report covers activity of the fourth

This report presents a brief review of the main ac- quarter year period of a research and development pro-
tivities of theHearing Subcommittee and its predecessort gram aimed toward the development of equipment which will
followed by a list of its publications. The review obtain from a stereoscopic exercise of profiling several
covers, 1) auditory problems in Asdic operations, 2) pro- useful output products required in the production of topo-
tection in hearing, 3) standards of hearing for naval graphic maps. The work of the period covered in this re-
aircrew, 4) technical aspects of audiometry and documen- port consists mainly of the design and detailing of a line
tation, 5) hearing problems related to diving, 6) medical drop device and the addressing controls; these items are
care of hearing protection from high intensity noise, discussed in detail. An outline of the work planned for
and 7) future work of the Subcommittee. the next reporting period is presented.
T. R 44 I.

16,414 16,418
Brown1 R.H. LUMINANCE REQUIRED 6F OPAQUE AND TRANS- Askren, W.B. MAN FUNCTIONS IN SPACE FLIGHT. Paper
PrownN i. LUMIN-ANCUE IOSPUORD.I OPAoUE ANDTRAN3 presented to the Panel on Psychology, of the Armed
00ARE NTChO-A-lE 09660P2, II)Re .5504 oAu. NA60, 8p. Forces-NRC Committee on Bio-Astronautics, Washington,
003 & NE 096 600 2, NRI. Rep. 5504, Aug. 1960, 

8
pp D.C., Dec. 1959, lOpp. UA rL_ ht Air Development

USN Research Lab., Washington, D.C. Divi Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
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16,418 16,422
Duties typical of those to be assigned to future The importance of adequate seating to personal ool-

space crews are described in the form of an activity fort and hence efficiency of crew members, especially on

analysis for a three-man crew on a hypothetical 72-hour prolonged flight, led to evaluation of design character-

moon trip. Major activities are thus shown to be navi- istics. The purpose of the present study was to develop

gation, flight control, energy management, in-flight reliable and efficient equipment evaluation techniques.

maintenance, and the like. The duties are further an- The present investigation was focused on subjective mean-

alyzed to determine the criteria that should be used in ings of comfort-discomfort or feeling states as these

selecting personnel for a space flight of this type. might relate to such things as boredom, excitement, etc.

Multiple forced-choice ranking methods were employed to

assess comfort inducing or inhibiting characteristics of

aircraft seats. Twenty-four Ss assessed six seats.
16,419 T.G0.I. R 46

Atkinson, R.C. GENERALIZATION OF STIMULUS SAMPLING

THEORY. Contract NONR 225(17) (NR 171 034), Tech.
Rep. 29, June 1960, 

2
2pp. Institute for Mathematical 16,423

Studies in the Social Sciences, Stanford University, Danaher, J.W.4 Eberhard, J.W. & Colman, K.W. PRE-

Stanford, Calif. DICTION OF OPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS IN DYNAMIC AIR
TRAFFIC CONTROL SIMULATION (TECINICAL REPORT).

16,419 Contract FAA/bRD 27, Proj. N, Rep. 30, Nov. 1959,
The purpose of the present paper was to introduce a llOpp. Courtney and Comoanv, Philadelphia, Penn.

"natural generalization" of the axioms given by Suppes

and Atkinson for stimulus sampling theory. The modifica-
tion provided a context in which experimental variables 16,423
such as reward and motivation could be viewed as deter- This study was undertaken to develop a program for
miners of behavior. Additionally, the ideas presented in selecting simulator pilot operators to staff dynamic air
this paper provide an interpretation for experimental re- traffic control simulators. On the basis of the results
sults on multiple response problems. The groups of of two activity analyses of such systems and supervisor
axioms presented and developed deal with 1) conditioning opinions regarding job requirements, operator performance
of stimunli, 2) sampling of stimuli, and 3) responses, rating scales were developed. The data collected using
T. G. R 4 the scales were combined to form a composite criterion

for use in the validation of 13 predictor variables
(Civil Service Examination, ten tests comprising the

16,420 Employee Aptitude Survey, age, and years of education).
Validation studies were conducted in two separate opera-

Minot, O.N. COUNTING AND OUTLINING OF "TWO-DIMENSIONAL' tional settings. Operational implications of the find-
PATTERNS BY DIGITAL COMPUTER. Contract S R006 09 02, logs are discussed.
Prob. NEL N5 5, Tech. Memo. 414, June 1960, 25pp. T. 0. 1 isRs16

USN Electronics La., San Diego, Calif.

16,420 16,424
The main features of computer programs developed for Mullin, A.A. THE PRESENT THEORY OF SWITCHING AND

counting and outlining of objects by a digital computer SOME OF ITS FUTURE TRENDS. Contract NONR 1834(21),

are described In this memorandum. The material presented Proj. NR 049 123, Tech. Rep. 3, July 1960, 2
7

pp.

is part of a larger work on automatic recognition or Electrical Engineering Research Lab., University of

counting of significant two-dimensional objects. The ad- Illinois, Urbana, Ill.
vantages and limitations of the computer in such "visual"
interpretive tasks are discussed. 16,424

I. R 5 This paper is an expository treatment of those mathe-

matical aspects of switching theory that the author be-

lieves to be important. A switching circuit is defined
16,421 as an electric circuit composed only of components each

Oyama, T. JAPANESE STUDIES ON THE SO-CALLED GEO- having its electrical property described by being in
METRICAL-OPTICAL ILLUSIONS. Paycholoiaa, April elbher one or the other of two different states. The
1960, iII(i), 7-20. (Hokkaido University, Sapporo, classical theory of switching circuits is treated in two

Japan). part s: combinational and sequential switching circuits.

The stochastic theory is next presented, stochastic being

16,421 used in the sense of involving statistical procedures

American and have not main- concerning fallible switching elements. Trends in alge-
nEuropean psychologists bra, mathematical logic, mathematical analysis, and topo-

tained especially an interest in the problem of optical logy which the author feels will be associated in the
illusions during the past three decades. In contrast, future with the theory of switching are indicated along

Japanese psychologists have exhibited lively interest, with some applications. I. R 74
This'paper reviews the experimental work which has been
done in Japan. Studies reported were concerned with il-
lusions of length and distance (including over- and
underestimation of interrupted distance or of distance 16,426
inserted into larger distance and vertical-horizontal Stern, J.A. PHYSIOLOGICAL STRESS AND FOOD CONSUMPTION.

illuslohs), of angle, direction, straightness and curva- Contract DA19 129 QM 802, Proj. 7 84 15 007, Prog. Rep.
ture, and of size or area. Five tentative conclusions 10, Jan. 1960, lOpp. USA Quartermaster Food , Containex
were made concerning the nature of distortions as these Institute for the Armed Forces Chicago, Ill. (Washing-

relate to structural characteristics of the figure. ton University, St. Louis, Mo.
G..I. R 100 (approx.)

16,426

This was a preliminary report of an investigation
16,422 evaluating the effects of I) group versus individual

Allen, Patricia S., Bennett, E.M. & Kemler, Dorothy K. housing; 2) restricted feeding schedules; and 3) physio-
FORCED-CHOICE RANKING AS A METHOD FOR EVALUATING PSYCHO- logical stress on measures of body weight, total gram and

PHYSIOtLOGICAL FEELINGS ONE OF A SERIES OF REPORTS caloric intake of standard laboratory feed versus self-
PERTAINING TO THE EVALUATION OF MAN'S MINIMUM LIFE- selected diet, and water intake. The subjects were 36
SPACE REQUIREMENTS. Contract AF 33(616) 3068, Proj. male albino rats, divided into three groups: 1) group
7222, Task 71747, WADC TR 58 310, Dec. 1959, 

1 2 3
pp. housed, standard laboratory diet; 2) group housed, self-

USAF Aerospace Medical La . Wright.Pattereon AFB, selection dietl and 3) individually housed, self-selectior
Ohio. (Bio-Meochanics Lab., Tufts University, Medford, diet. Some preliminary data were given.
Mass.). G. R 7
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16,432
16,427 Tanner, W.P., Jr. THE THEORY OF SIGNAL DETECTABILITY AS
USN Aviation Safety Center. EJECTION SEAT STUDY. June AN INTERPRETIVE TOOL FOR PSYCHOPHYSICAL DATA. Contract
1960, 21pp. USN Aviation Safety Center, Norfolk, Va. AF 19(604) 2277, Rep. 2659 9 T, AFCCDD TN 60 13, Tech.Memo. 78, May 1960, 27pp. University of Michigan Re-

search Institute, Ann Arbor, Mich.
16,427

To cope with the problem of low level ejection
fatalities, the Navy has instituted a series of major 16,432
changes in its aircraft ejection escape system. The This paper was written to "make explicit and clear the
changes consist of two new systems (the Martin-Baker and philosophy underlying the application of the theory of
the rocket catapult) and modifications to the existing signal detectability to the study of psychophysics." The
catapult system (a zero-second parachute lanyard and a theory was examined from the point of view of "determining
seat-snubber). Data on these changes are reported in a set of satisfactory assumptions for the purpose of de-
terms of number of ejections, number of ejections below veloping an interpretive tool for use in psychophysical
1000 feet, speed at ejection, injuries sustained, alti- experiments." Two points which have attracted criticism
tude of aircraft at time of ejection, and emergency pre- are discussed: the use of the expected value criterion in
ceding ejection. Cumulative ejection data for the years the model and the use of the efficiency variable dependent
1949-1959 are presented. upon calculations derived from a particular finite sam-
T. G. I. pling plan. The concept of the ideal observer is illus-

trated and provides the framework for discussion and
elaboration of the above points.
I. R 12

16,428
Pfaffmann, C. THE PLEASURES OF SENSATION. Psychol. Rev.,
July 1960, 67(4), 253-268. (Brown University, Providence,
R.I.). 16,433

Ramo-Woolridge Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif. PRO-
16,428 CEDURE PLAN HUMAN FACTORS METHODOLOGY. Contract DA 36

The proposition that sensory stimulation per se 039 SC 80078, Proj. 75 0000, USAEPG SIG 902 17, Sept.
together with its ensuing central neural events' plays a 1959, 26pp. USA Electronic Proving Ground, Fort
significant role in the motivation as well as the guidance Huachuca, Ariz.
of behavior is presented. Experiments on taste are dis-
cussed as a model system to show the relations of gusta- 16,433
tory stimulation to the control of consummatory responses This paper describes the development of operating pro-
and the reinforcement of instrumental behavior. The re- cedures for an automatic data processing subsystem
lations between hedonic processes and afferent nerve dis- which consists of 1) an analysis of system requirementscharges, preference behavior, and taste reinforcement are and of preliminary man-machine procedures to meet thesenext considered. Finally, the relation between afFective requirements, and 2) an evaluation of these preliminarysensory processes and discriminative functions is dis- procedures in a field test situation. A method was pre-
cussed in the light of some speculations on the physio- sented for analysis of operator requirements. The field
logical bases for these two aspects of sensory function test methodology was described. Problems involved in
and their significance in behavior, selection of personnel for programming and for maintenanceG. I. R 74 Nere discussed briefly.

I.

16,429
Pfaffmann, C. THE AFFERENT CODE FOR SENSORY QUALITY. 16,435
Amer. Psycholoqist, May 1959 1A(5), 226-232. (Brown Stern, T.S. THE USE OF AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING SYS-
University, Providence, R.I.). TEMS AND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS TO STRENGTHEN REPAIR

PARTS CONTROL. Thesis 123, April 1959, 105pp. Indus-16,429 trial Colleqe of the Armed Forces, Washington, D.C.
This paper reviews some experiments on taste in which

the methods of electrophysiology have been used to study
the sensory process. Sensation itself is not studied; 16,435
rather, the investigator "taps in" on the "basis of This paper presents the various problems of repair
sensation" by recording and amplifying the nerve impulse parts and the control functions closely related to
traffic in the sensory fibers "en route" to the brain, repair parts support to the nation's military forces.
The general implication of the findings for the theory The presentation is followed by a description of the
of afferent coding is discussed. automatic data-processing system and communications
T. G. I. R 21 networks and their application to the problems involvedin repair parts control systems. A series of recommenda-

tions is included.
16,430 I. R 82
Warburton, G.B., Jr., Lawrence, K.A. & Marks, M.R. SAGE
TASK-EQUIPMENT ANALYSIS TRACKING SUPERVISOR TRACK
MONITOR TRACK MONITOR SPECIAL. Contract AF 19(604) 16,436
5616, AFCRC TN 60 51, PRA Rep. 60 11, April 1960, 32pp. Nowlis, V. METHODS FOR THE OBJECTIVE STUDY OF DRUGPsychological Research Associates. Inc., Arlington, Va. EFFECTS ON GROUP FUNCTIONING. Contract NONR 668(12),

Proj. NR 171 342, Tech. Rep. 6, Sept. 1959, 36pp.
Dept. of Psychology, University of Rochester, Rochester,

16,430 N.Y.
This analysis is concerned with describing the re-

lationship between equipment to be operated and the task 16,436
of the operator in the positions of Tracking Supervisor, The feasibility and potential outcome of drug re-Track Monitor, and Track Monitor Special Team in one sec- se onasubjects in smallface-o-fce grup i s-
tor of the SAGE system. The report consists of systems- search on subjects in small face-to-face groups is dis-
tic descriptions of responses required in given tasks, cussed. Three kinds of questions about the effects of
and of actions needed to effect these responses. Empha- psychoactive drugs on social behavior are presented andsis is placed on the stimulus condition which alerts the some of the methods relevant to each are reviewed: 1)sisrator is pl ed fon thestimuluse. cnTione whIch alertisiwhat effects, if any, does a specific drug have upon anyfoperatrongfcommunications e. C Thereaisalso a p prvision or all aspects of observable social behavior? 2) what
show for each action the response requiredo action in- effects does a drug have upon certain empirical relations
volved, by whoma feedback, recipoents and remarks about in the domain of individual social behavior? and 3) what

communications which may be needed or used. A glossary effects does a drug have upon empirical relations based
of abbreviations and definitions is appended. on group characteristics?
I. R 91
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16,437 16,441
Nareff, M.J. PASSENGER PHLEBITIS - A COMPLICATION OF Lawrence, K.A. & Marks, M.R. SAGE TASK-EQUIPMENT
LONG DISTANCE AERIAL TRAVEL. 1959, l4pp. USAF Aero- ANALYSIS INITIATION SUPERVISOR TRACK INITIATOR. Con-
Space Medical Center, Lackland AFB, Tex. tract AF 19(604) 5616, AFCRC TN 60 52, PRA Rep. 60 18t

Apr1l 1960, 3
0pp. Psychological Research Associates,

Inc., Arlington, Va.
16,437

A series of eight cases of "passenger phlebitis" was
presented. All followed long flights in military trans- 16,441
port aircraft with varying seat configurations. Patho- This report describes the operation of the Initia-
genic mechanisms were discussed. The occurrence of pre- tion Supervisor-Track Initiator team in the Boston Air
vious thrombovenous disease in five of the cases indi- Defense Sector of the SAGE system. The analysis is con-
cated predisposition and the need for caution when these cerned with delineating the interface between man and
passengers fly. Symptoms that would lead to the suspicion machine or, in other terms, describing the relationship
of "passenger phlebitis" were outlined and implications between the equipment to be operated and the task of
for passenger instructions concerning prolonged immobility the operators. The primary mission of the operation
in flight were suggested. studied was that of detection and Initiation of tracks or
T. I. R 8 uncorrelated radar data. There is no attempt to describe

environmental conditions, nor list physical and psycho-
logical traits or skill level needed by job incumbents;
the orientation is toward description of elements of job

16,438 performance.
Newsom, B.D. & Kimeldorf, D.J. SPECIES DIFFERENCES IN T.
ALTITUDE TOLERANCE FOLLOWING X-IRRADIATION. Proj. NM
62 03 60, USNRDL TR 377, Oct. 1959, 9pp. USN RadIologi-
Cal Defense Lab., San Francisco, Calif.

16,44216,438 Lyman, J. (Proj. Leader). ARM PROSTHESIS RESEARCH OR-
The relationship between altitude tolerance and food SERVER PRACTICE HUMAN THERMAL STUDIES HUMAN TRACKING

consumption was investigated in irradiated and non-irradi- PROGRESS REPORT. Contract V1005M 2075, Contract NONR
ated animals of several species (rats, rabbits, mice, 233(49), Contract AF 33(616) 5402 & Contract N123
guinea pigs, and hamsters). Food consumption was measured (60530)16361A, Rep. 60 50, June 1960, 2

1pp. Biotech-
for three days following a mid-lethal dose of X-irradia-
tion to assess the degree of post-irradiation anorexia. nology Lab., Dept. of Engineering, University of Cali-
These animals were then exposed to a simulated altitude fornia, Los Angeles, Calif.

test along with non-irradiated animals which had been
elther fed in the same manner as the experimental animals 16,442
or deprived of food during the three-day period. The This paper briefly reports studies in progress in the
mortality produced in four hours was used as the criteri- following areas together with plans for work for the next
on of hypoxic tolerance for each species, quarter: 1) studies to establish body control sites for
G. R 14 application to externally powered prcstheses, 2) physio-

logical measurements of human thermal tolerance, 3) con-
struction of a high transient rate environmental chamber,
4) engineering analysis of biotechnical factors in control16.439 systems, 5) selected prostheses application studies, 6)

McLaughlin, J.T. & Marks, M.R. SAGE TASK-EQUIPMENT sensory-motor control and feedback investigations, 7)
ANALYSIS AIR SURVEILLANCE OFFICER AIR SURVEILLANCE effectiveness of elimination of displayed information with
TECHNICIAN. Contract AF 19(604) 5616, AFCRC TN 60 53, observer practice increase, 8) development of a rationale
PRA Rep. 60 10, April 1960, 4

0pp. Psychological Re- for psychomotor tests measuring performance decrements in
search Associates, Inc., Arlington, Va. extreme environments, and 9) research on the performance

of human operators of tracking instruments.
16,439 G. I. R 2

This report describes the operation of the Air Sur-
veillance Officer-Air Surveillance Technician team in the
Boston Air Defense Sector of the SAGE system. The analy- 16,443
sis is concerned with delineating the interface between Lamphlear, D.E. & Birdsall, T.G. APPROXIMATIONS TO THE
man and machine or, in other words, describing the rela- NONCENTRAL CHI-SQUARE DISTRIBUTIONS WITH APPLICATIONS TO
tionship between the equipment to be operated and the task SIGNAL DETECTION MODELS. Contract DA 36 039 SC 78283,
of the operators. The primary responsibility of this team Proj. 3 99 04 106, Rep. 2899 16 T, Tech. Rep. 101, May
is to maintain optimum radar coverage. 1960, 2

0pp. University of Michigan Research Institute,
T. Ann Arbor, Mich.

16,443
16,440 Closed form and tabular approximations for the central
Lawrence, K.A., Warburton, G.B., Jr. & Marks, M.R. SAGE and noncentral chi-square distribution are reviewed and
TASK-EQUIPMENT ANALYSIS TRACKING OFFICER TRACKING TECH- compared. An approximation suitable for application to
NICIAN. Contract AF 19(604) 5616, AFCCDD TN 60 2, PRA signal-detection problems is used to evaluate the effi-
Rep. 60 19, May 1960, 39pp. Psychological Research ciency of energy-detecting devices masked by white
Associates. Inc., Arlington, Va. Gaussian noise for detection of signals and discrimination

between signals with slightly different energies.
16,440

This report describes the operation of the Tracking
Officer-Tracking Technician team in the Boston Air De-
fense Sector of the SAGE system. The analysis is con-
cerned with delineating the interface between man and 16,444
machine or, in other terms, describing the relationship Ireson, W.G., Smith, B.. & Resnikoff, G.J. STATISTICAL
between the equipment to be operated and the task of the TOLERANCE LIMITS. Contract N60p R 25126 (NR 042 002),
operators. The primary functions of the team are: 1) main. Tech. Manual i , May 1960S 43pp. Applied Mathematics
taiing satisfactory tracking status on tracks in th sys-and Statistics Labs., Stanford Unveersity, Stanford,
tems, 2) keeping total number of tracks within computer Calif. (Dept. of Industrial Engineering, Illinois
capacity, and 3) preventing duplicate manual data inputs. Institute of Technolgy, Chicago, Ill.).
The analysis is focussed on a description of actual job
elements involved.
T.
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16,444 16,448
This report illustrates the application of a useful The paper first discusses an example of a computer,

statistical technique to the problem of setting specifi- intended as a prototype of a practical computer, having
cations to be held in the manufacture of an industrial an iterative structure and capable of processing arbi-
product. Techniques for directly determining tolerance trarily many words of stored data at the same time, each
limits when the characteristic under study is approxi- by a different sub-program if desired. Next, a mathe-
mately normally distributed are presented; the assumption mutical characterization is given of a broad class of
is not made that the population values are known. Ex- computers satisfying the conditions just stated. Final-
amples of situations to which the techniques are applic- ly, the characterization is related to a program aimed at
able, detailed instructions, and worksheets are provided, establishing a theory of adaptive systems by way of the
The report is addressed to quality control engineers, concept of automaton generators.
design engineers, and process engineers whose concern is R 14
the end product manufactured rather than the statistical
technique used.
T. R 22 16,449

Girard, F. MEDICAL AND HUMAN ENGINEERING ASPECTS OF
FLIGHT IN RYAN VTOL AND STOL AIRCRAFT. Rep. 239, May

16,445 1959, l9pp. Advisory Grout for Aeronautical Research
Itek Corporation. OPTICAL IMAGE FORMATION IN TERMS OF & Develonment, NATO, Paris, France.
ENTROPY TRANSFORMATIONS. FINAL REPORT. Contract AF
49(638) 577, Itek P 163, AFOSR TR 60 63, April 1960,
31pp. Itek Corporation, Waltham, Mass. 16,449

A short historical outline including brief descrip-
tions of the VTOL (vertical take-off) aircraft which have

16,445 been constructed and tested by the Ryan Aeronautical
Three important developments associated with problems Company is given. The major aspects of the principal

in image formation opticst the application of conmmunica- medical and human factors of these aircraft in hovering
tion and information theory to optics, the theory of and transitional flight are discussed. Principal atten-
partial coherence, and the matrix approach to image forma- tion is given to problems of the control system.
tion, are shown to be closely related concepts. Results T. I. R 5
are presented which indicate that change in entropy lose
is a function of focal position. The arguments are pre-
sented as they relate to the case of quasi-monochromatic
illumination. 16,450
G. R 19 Gulliksen, H. & Messick, S. (Eds.). PSYCHOLOGICAL

SCALINGa THEORY AND APPLICATIONS. Contract NONR 1858
(15), 1959, 210pp. John Wiley f Sons, :nc., New York,

16,446 N.Y. (Princeton University, Princeton, N.J. & Education-
Harris, J.L. A POSSIBLE CRITERION FOR VISUAL RECOGNI- al Testing Service, Princeton, N.J.).
TION THRESHOLDS. Contract NOBS 72092, Index No. NS 714
100, SID Ref. 59 65, Nov. 1959, l8pp. Visibility Lab., 16,450
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, University of The chapters of this hook were originally presentedCaiori, San Diego, Calif.Techpesfthsboweeognaypeetd

as papers at a conference designed to bring together in-
vestigators applying scaling techniques in widely differ-

16,446 ent fields. The conference was organized around the
A theoretical analysis of the detection and recogni- following five general topics: 1) properties of category

tion capability of an ideal mosaic detector is described, scales and quantitative estimation scales and their impli-
The relationship between detection and recognition for cations for the nature of psychological judgments under
this idealized mosaic is uc?d to hypothesize a criterion varying conditions; 2) problems in psychophysical scaling;
for the threshold of visual recognition. A brief psycho- 3) discussion of scaling in the context of attitude
physics experiment was performed as a first test of this measurement; 4) choice and the measurement of utility,
hypothesis. The degree of success and the limitations of game theory and decision-making situations; and 5) various
the test are discussed. aspects of multidimensional scaling.
G. I. T. G. R 172

16,447
Harvey, O.J. PERSONALITY CORRELATES OF CONCEPTUAL 16,451
FUNCTIONING AND CHANGE ACROSS SITUATIONS. Contract NONR Folley, J.D., Jr., Fairman, Jean B. & Jones, Edna M.
1147(07), Tech. Rep. 3, ca. 1958, 30pp. University of A SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE ON PREDICTION OF AIR FORCE
C o, Boulder, Colo. PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS. Contract AF 33(616) 6427, Proj.7190, WADD TR 60 493, July 1960, 

3 8 9
pp. USAF Behavioral

Scicnces Lab., Wright-Patterson AF8, Ohio. (American
16,447 Institute for Research, Pittsburgh, Penn.).

Working from the assumption that once a concept is
formed the individual is motivated towards its mainte-
nance, the author performed a series of experiments in 16,451

which the results of various attempts to alter existing A survey of methods for predicting personnel require-
opinions or concepts were related to certain personality ments for future Air Force weapon systems is presented.
correlates. Nine experiments were performed using nine Abstracts of 121 unclassified professional documents are
personality measures to studyt 1) relative effectiveness included. Emphasis is placed on identifying procedures
of gradual and absolute approaches in changing weak and for deriving personnel requirements information and the
strong concepts, 2) effects of extreme anchor discrepan- supporting rationales. The current state-of-the-art is e-
cies, 3) reciprocal effects of the group and three types valuated and presented with implications for future re-
of leaders, 4) effect of proximal and remote anchors, 5) search requirements. Conclusions are presented In four
relationship of certain personality characteristics to areas, i) describing positions, 2) combining work units
concept shift, 6.) displacement reactions to nondirectional and tasks Into positions, 3) estimating manpower require-
criticism from source of power, 7) reaction to negative nents, and 4) determining skill level requirements.
information about self, etc. T. R 9 T. R 121

16,448
Holland, J. ITERATIVE CIRCUIT COMPUTERS. TECHNICAL 16,452
REPORT. Contract DA 36 039 SC 78057, Proj. 2794, Rep. Flight Safety Foundation Inc. THE PSYCHOLOGIST AS
2794 12 T, May 1960, 14pp. University of Michigan Re- MEMBER OF THE DESIGN TEAM. Human Factors Bull. 60 3H,
search Institute, Ann Arbor, Mich..ip. Flight Safety Foundation Inc., New York, N.Y.
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16,452 16,457
The special responsibilities of the psychologist in This report gave an account of engineering and evalu-

the design team are discussed under four separate head- ation activities on a project undertaking the development

ings: 1) recruitment, selection, and training; 2) human of a direct translating aural reader for the blind. Ex-

engineering data; 3) physical factors affecting the human perience in using five prototype devices (optophones)

operation; and 4) limits of human performance. The psy- during the years 1957-1958 indicated the desirability of

chologist's role as an advisor on human factors is a number of mechanical and electronic modifications which

emphasized. are described in detail. Plans for further developments

R I were discussed. Evaluation activities included the in-
vestigation of various training techniques using ten
blind subjects. Seven of the subjects were new to the
program in September 1958, and three advanced subjects

16,453 were retained from the previous group. Progress of the

Flight Safety Foundation Inc. TIP---DESIGN FOR HUMAN two groups was compared. Continuation of the evaluation

LIMITATIONS. Human Factors Bull. 60 1H, lp. Flight of the optophone reading devices was recommended.

Safety Foundation Inc., New York, N.Y. T. G. I. R 2

16,453 16,458
This tip sheet presents design values for 1) operation Armour Research Foundation of Illinois Institute of

of equipment requiring a gripping or contracting force, Technology. METHODS OF COMPARISON AND EVALUATION OF
2) operation requiring leg strength, and 3) lifting-height COMMUNICATION ýYSTEMS TECHNICAL REPORT PHASE I VOLUME
operation. The values presented are based on measurements I OF II. Contract AF30(602) 2074, ARF Proj. E123, RADC
of man's strength capabilities. Other factors that must TP 60 97A, March 1960, 147pp. Armour Research Foundation
be considered when deciding what strength value is to be of Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, 111.
used with equipment are noted.
T. I. R I

16,458
This is the first of a two volume report on develop-

ment of methods for comparing and evaluating long-range
point-to-point communications systems. Basic concepts

16,454 and definitions are presented. Various types of electro-
Fraenkel, A.S. COMPUTER DESIGN USING INDEX ARITHMETIC. magnetic propagation are discussed in terms of technical
Contract NONE 233(52), Rep. 60 52, May 1960, 8pp. Dept. characteristics of importance in selection of the propa-
of Engineering, University of California, Los Angeles, gation mode. Seventeen propagation modes are discussed
Calif. in terms of the following factors (where sufficient data

was available): theory, availability, suitable region of

spectrum, topography requirements, range capability,
16,454 available bandwidths, fading and antenna characteristics.

This paper considers a number system for computers I. I. R 59
in which the two numbers entering a multiplication are
transformed into indices. These indices are added in
their own number system; the sum, when converted back, 16,459
gives the product. Multiplication is thus replaced by Baxter, J.R. & Lane, J.C. THE "TEE" VISUAL GLIDEPATH
the faster process of addition. Properties of indices (T.V.G.) AN ALTERNATIVE TYPE OF VISUAL APPROACH AID.
corresponding to Mersenne primes are derived to be used Note ARL HE 7, July 1960, l

4
pp. Aeronautical Research

to save storage required for conversion of numbers into Lab_., Australian Defence Scientific Service, Melbourne,
indices and the reverse process. Limitations of the Australia.

method are mentioned along with its applicability to

certain special-purpose computers.
T. R 9 16,459

The British and the Australian systems for providing
visual glidepath information for piloto of 1ircraft are
compared as to relative disadvantages. An ilternative
aid which has none of the disadvantages of the other

16,455 two is described. It is called T.V.G. because it pro-
Colman, K.W., Wallace, W.H., Danaher, J.W., Clark, W.C., vrines a symbolic signal in the form of a T when the air-
et al. HUMAN FACTORS IN AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEMS craft deviates from the desired glidepath. A mock-up
DESIGN. SUMMARY REPORT PART 2. Contract FAA/BRD 27, of the T.V.O. system was built and a number of approaches
Proj. N, Rep. 32, Nov. 1959, 30pp. Courtney and Company, were made in a preliminary evaluation. Potential ad-
Philadelphia, Penn. vantages and problems of the system are discussed.

I. R 14

16,455
This report summarizes briefly the tasks performed 16,461

diring the period August 1958 through November 1959 on Graybiel, A., Guedry, F.E., Johnson, W. & Kennedy, R.
a research program on human factors in air traffic con- ADAPTATION TO BIZARRE STIMULATION OF THE SEMICIRCULAR
trol systems design. Technical memoranda and reports CANALS AS INDICATED BY THE OCULOGYRAL ILLUSION. Proj.
which give complete details of work accomplished are MR005.13 6001, Subtask 1, Rep. 53, July 1960, l3pp.
listed. Major human factors assistance given is dis- USN School of Aviation Medicine, Pensacola Air Station,
cussed under three tasks: 1) development and evaluation Fla.
of air traffic control systems (program planning and
information requirements); 2) design of air traffic con-
trol data processing and display systems (Data Processing 16,461
Central and Automatic Ground/Air/Ground Communication The purpose of this experiment was to determine the
System); 3) simulation of air triffio control systems. course of adaptation to the oculogyral illusion and to
I. R 51 compare the effects of voluntary head movements with

passive whole body movements. Four subjects participated
in the 64 experimental runs. Tests were carried out at
5.4 and 10.0 rpm just before commencement of the run and

16,457 tests at 10.0 rpm were carried out morning and afternoon

Abma, J.S., Huffman, Lois L. & Mason, L.J. THE FURTHER of the first two days and morning of the last day. Re-
DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF AURAL READING DEVICES FOR sults from the tests were considered to be of potential

usefulness to problems in manned satellites should these
THE BLIND. SUMMARY REPORT. Contract V1005 M 1961, June be rotated to provide an artificial gravitational field.1959, 7 5pp. Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio. G. R 16
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16,465

A flight evaluation was made of a light helicopter

Clark, B. & Graybiel, A. HUMA6N PERFORMNCE DURING ADAP- having a power-control system modified to include several

TATION TO STRESS IN THE PENSACOLA SLOW ROTATION ROOM. feel-spring rates and a bobweight and viscous damper in

Proj. MR005.13 6001, Subtask 1, Rep. 52, May 1960, 25pp. the longitudinal control system. Evaluation was purely

USN School of Aviation Medicine, Pensacola Air Station, qualitative, made up of the opinions of eight research

Fla. 
pilots and four research engineers familiar with stabi-

lity and control problems. On the basis of the results,

the most desirable feel system among those tested was

16,462 
reported.

To investigate the effects of prolonged constant ro- T.I. I I

tation of human subjects, five subjects and one control

(who had no vestibular function) were exposed to periods

of rotation varying from 1.71 to 10.00 rpm for periods of 16,466

two days each. Subjects were required to engage in a Bell, C.G., Stevens, K.N., House, A.S., Heinz, J.M., et

series of tasks designed both to serve as stressors and al. RESEARCH ON SPEECH SYNTHESIS. FINAL REPORT. Con-

to provide performance measures during and immediately tract AF 19(604) 2061, AFCRC TR 60 101, Dec. 1959, l5pp.

following rotation. Tests included body sway, walking, Research Laboratory of Electronics, Massachusetts Insti-

hand dynamometer, card sorting, hand steadiness, and tute of JTchnoLoU, Cambridge, Mass.

arithmetic problems. Effects of stress on the normal
as compared with the control subjects were pointed out,

and symptoms reported by subjects in the present study 16n466

were compared with those reported by subjects in an To increase understanding of the speech ommunication

earlier study. process, the experiments described in this paper sought
earTier G. 1.R1to discover relations between 1) symbols used to describe

T. G. 1. B 11 language, 2) configurations and acoustic excitations of

the vocal tract as functions of time, and 3) properties
of the acoustic signals radiated from the vocal tract.

16,463 The studies reported (largely by citdtion) were concen-

Graybiel, A. & Clark, B. SYMPTOMS RESULTING FROM PRO- trated mostly on experiments with speech synthesizers

LONGED IMMERSION IN WATERs THE PROBLEM OF ZERO G and on the direct analysis of speech. A large part of

ASTHENIA. Proj. MR005.15 2001, Subtask I, Rep. 4, the work reported on speech analysis was done with a

July 1960, 27pp. USN School of Aviation Medicine, Pen- digital computer. Related research activities were also

sacola Air Station, Fla. mentioned.
I. R 53

16,463
The purpose of this study was to develop a technique

to simulate the effects of reduced g on the muscular 16,467

system of human subjects and to make preliminary observa- Skinner, I.D. THE EFFECT OF LIMITED RESOURCES ON DECISION

tions of changes in muscular strength and coordination BEHAVIOR IN TWO-CHOICE SITUATIONS. M.A. Thesis, Aug.

and in cardiovascular function. Four subjects were kept 1959, 39pp. University of Texas, Austin, Tex.

in tanks for a ten-hour period each day for a two-week
period. The following tests were administered at varying

times throughout the experiments Whipple steadiness test, 16,467

strength of grip, leg ergograph, body sway, treadmill, This study was designed to determine whether a rela-

tilt-table, blood pressure, electrocardiograph, and blood tionship exists between the maximum number of trials al-

tests. Observations were also made on sleep habits, sub- lowed for a problem and the number of these trials a sub-

jective symptoms, muscular strength, orthostatic hypo- ject is willing to use for purposes of sampling. Sub-

d asthenia. jects, 108 students run in groups of four, were given de-

tension and ero-g cision-making problems of varying length and were faced

with the choice of making an early decision with high
probability of error or of spending more available time

gathering information having fewer trials left to recoup

16,464 losses. Results were discussed as they related to other
Wolowicz, C.H., Drake, N.M. & Videan, E.N. SIMULATOR IN- studies of decision-making, especially those related to

VESTIGATION OF CONTROLS AND DISPLAY REQUIRED FOR TERMINAL probability learning.

PHASE OF COPLANAR ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS. NASA TN D 511, Oct. T.G0.bI. R 16

1960, 30pp. Na&tonal Aeronautics and Space AdministraU-

JJM, Washington, D.C.
16,468

16,464 Chase, R.A. & Parke, Carol. BIBLIOGRAPHY: STUTTERING.

A simulator study was made of presentations and con- Jan. 1959, 7pp. Communications Lab., Dept. of Biometrics

trol requirements for a manned astrovehicle employed for Research, New York State Deoartment of Mental Hygiene,

the interception of artificial satellites during the ter- New York, N.Y.

minal phase of an orbital rendezvous. Two oscilloscope

presentations and one direct-visual-observation presenta- 16,468
tion and three control modes were inveitigateds The stu- This bibliography on stuttering includes books and

dy was considered in terms of a manned interceptor having articles from English language periodicals covering a

a home berth at a manned space station which is in circu- period from 1920 to 1958. Most of the references, how-

lar orbit 500 miles above the earth. Interceptions were ever, are from the past 20 years. The arrangement is

restricted to coplanar conditions. alphabetical by author.
G. I. R 2 R 129

16,465
Mallick, D.L. & Reeder, J.P. FLIGHT EVALUATION OF SEVERAL 16,469

SPRING FORCE GRADIENTS AND A BOBWEIGHT IN THE CYCLIC- Hartman, B., McKenzie, R.E. & Graveline, D.E. AN EXPLORA-
POWER-CONTROL SYSTEM OF A LIGHT HELICOPTER. NASA TN TORY STUDY OF CHANGES IN PROFICIENCY IN A HYPODYNAMIC EN-

D 537, Oct. 1960, 9pp. NAtTonal AeronautiNs a S VIRONMENT. Rep. 60 72, July 1960, 13pp. USAF School of

537, 196W0, Washinatona A a n c Aviation Medicine,, Brooks AFB, Tex.
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16,469 16,474
Changes in psychomotor efficiency were measured under This report consists of a list of 70 citations of

conditions of simulated weightlessness (using the body investigations of various aspects of pictorial navigation

immersion technique) and upon return to the normal on"-g displays, published between 1947 and 1959. Unclassified,

state. The experiment lasted six weeks and included a classified, and confidential reports are included.
period of adjustment of diet and schedule before a trial R 70
run of 50 hours. The foregoing were followed by an
experimental period of seven days. Testing continued
through a seven-day recovery period. Results were dis- 16,475
cussed as they relate to prolonged periods of weightless- !hapanis, A. RESEARCH ON TRACKING AT SAAB. Tech. Rep.
ness, as in space flight and during the period of re- DNRL 62 60, Sept. 1960, 8pp. USN Office of Naval Research
entry. ýondon, England.
R4

16,475
This report presented a detailed abstract of a

16,471 Swedish study (Lennart Nordstr~m) on the air-to-air
Buchanan, A.R., Heim, H.C. & Stilson, D.W. BIOMEDICAL missile tracking system of the SAAB-35 (a single-seat
EFFECTS OF EXPOSURE TO ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION PART I - supersonic jet fighter). This study was concerned with
ULTRAVIOLET. Contract AF 33(616) 6305, Proj. 7163, Task tracking in one dimension--pitch. The problem was pri-
71823, WADD TR 60 376, May 1960, 181pp. USAF Life Sunoort wsrily that of quickening the system to compensate for
Systems Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. (Physics, time lags. The amount of quickening to use and the
Engineering, Chemistry Corporation, Boulder, Colo.). method used for arriving at the optimum were discussed.

G. 1. R 5

16,471
This report is presented in two sections. The first 16,476

is a review of literature pertaining to biomedical Lamb, L.E. (Ed.). THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON
effects of exposure. The second includes a discussion CARDIOLOGY IN AVIATION. CONDUCTED AT THE SCHOOL OF AVIA-
on I) biomedical effects of ultraviolet radiation: TION MEDICINE 12-13 NOVENBER 1959. Nov. 1959, 4l30pp.

effects on proteins, amino acids, hormones, enzymes, and U$AF School of Aviation Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tea.

co-enzymes; and 2) behavioral effects of ultraviolet
radiation: visibility and hue of such radiation, effects
of solar radiation on dark adaptation and visual acuity, 16,476
effects of ultraviolet radiation on dark adaptation, This symposium was held for the purpose of consoli-
differential intensity sensitivity, visual acuity, and dating, integrating, and evaluating the data that have
on the "reactivity" of the organism. Recommendations been collected concerning the cardiovascular system in
for further study are included, aviation. Two panel discussions and 22 papers are report
G. R 657 ed in full. The papers are grouped under the following

major topics: i) aerospace flight and the normal cardio-
vascular system; 2) cardiovascular techniques; 3) cardio-
vascular disorders in aircrew personnel; 4) ECG studies

16,472 (includes Canadian evaluation, prognostic implications
O'Connell, M.H. AIRCRAFT NOISE. Rev. 3 60, June 1960, of the ECG, and findings on 67,375 US Air Force pilots);
2pp. USAF School of Aviatin Medicine, Brooks'AFB, Tea. 5) limits of cardiovascular normality for flying; and

6) the national program for study of cardiovascular
16,472 disease.

This booklet reviews various aspects of aircraft noise T.G.I. R 380 (approx.)

and is intended primarily for use by the flight surgeon.
Following a general introduction concerned with the manner
in which human functions can be affected adversely by 16,477
noise and the various thresholds involved, these major Nehrich, R.B., Jr. & Logan, R.K. MATERIALS RESEARCH IN
topics are treated: noises during flight, noise during AND PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF ELECTROLUMINESCENCE. PO
ground operation, effects of noise, and protection against 06401, NE 09100 (NEL RI 7), Rep. 978, June 1960, 13pp.
noise. USN Electronics Lab., San Diego, Calif.
G. I. R 25

16,477
Research was conducted to determine the best tech-

niques and materials for constructing electroluminescent

16,473 cells for use in military equipments. Several applica-
Plotnikoff, N., Eirzis, Lucy, Mitoma, C., Otis, L., et al. tions were shown to be feasible, including training aids,
DRUG ENHANCEMENT OF PERFORMANCE. FINAL REPORT. Contract visual readouts, and various indicators and displays.
NONR 2993(00), Proj. SU 3024, Sept. 1960, 175pp. Stanford Considerable improvements were achieved in fabrication
Research Institute, Menlo Park, Calif. methods, including the use of copper-clad epoxy Fiberglas

boards for the substrate layer of the cell.
16. A-ý I.

lung range objective of studies reported here was
v r more discriminative tests of the effects of
drigs on changes in performance under stress and 16,478

fatIgue. This final report consisted of a series of sum- Uhlaner, J.E. SYSTEMS RESEARCH--OPPORTUNITY AND CHALLENGE
mary statements followed by more detailed reports of FOR THE MEASUREMENT RESEARCH PSYCHOLOGIST. DA Proj. 2L95
studies which were part of an integrated interdisciplinarý 60 001, PRB Tech. Res. Note 108, July 1960, l9pp. USA
research program which included behavioral psychology, Perjonnel Research Branch, Adjutant General's Office,
pharmacology, neurophysiology, and neurochemistry. It Washington, D.C.
was suggested that psychological measurement of motiva-
tion, emotion, learning, etc., under stress must be de-
lineated and defined with care. Neurophysiological and 16,478
neurochemical correlates, of performance changes should be Systems research was examined from the point of view
sought. Pharmacological effects of new stimulants should of the human factors research scientist dealing with
be evaluated by measuring changes in performance with the military problems. Traditional research approaches to
above serving as indices. I. R 397 problems in this area were presented briefly. The

necessity for research psychologists to think in terms of
total system effectiveness instead of primarily in terms
of individual performance was pointed out, and possible

16,474 contributions of the measurement psychologist were
Bergere, S.P. WORKING BIBLIOGRAPHY PICTORIAL NAVIGATION pointed out and discussed. A framework was presented
DISPLAYS. Q 54, M 5773, July 1959, 8pp. Man-Machilne for systems research oriented to human factors problems.
Information Center, Washington, D.C. I. R 5
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16,479 To determine to what degree a relatively complete and

Westheimer, G. MODULATION THRESHOLDS FOR SINUSOIDAL complex skill might be learned by the sole use of an
LIGHT DISTRIBUTIONS ON THE RETINA. Proj. 654, Tech. Rep. instructional film, four driving skills were investigateds
7, Oct. 1960, Bpp. Ohio State Universiaty Research starting the engine; moving the car forward, backward,

Foundation, Columbus, Ohio. (Reprinted from: J. Phv- and stopping; performing a Y turn; and parallel parking.
, 1960, =•2, 67-74). Subjects were 51 male high school students divided into

an experimental and control group equated on driving

familiarity, intelligence ratings, and grade level. The
16,479 experimental group was given only film instruction; the

By a method based on Young's double-slit interference control group was given only individual live instruction.
experiment, a retinal light distribution was created In A written achievement test and a road-performance test
which intensity varied sinusoidally with distance. This were completed one day after instruction with a follow-
pattern was used to modulate a field of uniform retinal up road test one month later. Test scores for the two
illumination with the average remaining constant at 2200 groups were analyzed for differences attributable to
trolands. Monochromatic light of wave length 555&was instructional method. T. R 18
used. The minimum depth of modulation required for visi-
bility of fringes was measured at various spatial fre-
quencies (fringes/minute of arc) in three normal ol,serv-
are. The average modulation sensitivity curve was com- 16,486
pared to the theoretical contrast transfer function of a Laboratory for Electronics, Inc. STUDY, DESIGN, AND

perfect optical system like the eye's with a round pupil DEVELOPMENT OF NAVIGATION DISPLAY FOR HELICOPTERS. FINAL

of two mm diameter. The usefulness of the results for REPORT. Contrct AF 33(600) 34034, Oct.. 1959, 78pp.

evaluation of the contrast transfer function of the op- Laboratory for Electronics. Inc., Boston, Mass.

tics of the eye was discussed. G. I. R 7

16,486
The study, design, and development program summarized

16,480 in this report had as its prime purpose the over-all im-

Simons, D.G. MANHIGH II. USAF MANNED BALLOON FLIGHT INTC provement in helicopter instrument flight. Three aspects

THE STRATOSPHERE. Contract AF 29(600) 808, AFMDC TR 59 of the program were described: 1) investigation of kind

28, June 1959, 32
7

pp. USAF Missile Development Center, and type of instiuments required and wanted by experi-

Holloman AFB, N.M. enced helicopter pilots and of the way in which the in-
struments should be grouped, 2) investigation of the ad-
vantages to be gained by Incorporating Doppler radar to

16,480 improve the guidance displays for the pilot of a manually
The purpose of the flight described in this voluminous controlled aircraft, and 3) investigation of a Doppler-

report was to put man and his balloon capsule into condi- controlled automatic-stabilization system using the auto-
tions equivalent to space flight to study reactions of pilot.
both. A chronological report of preflight and inflight 1. R 14
proceedings is given; the report is profusely illustrated.
A running account of the flight is given including the
pilot's comments during flight. A series of individual
reports included data on ballasting and valving effects, 16,489
meteorological aspects, cosmic ray monitoring, radiation Korbel, H. DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW OPTICAL LANDING GUIDE.
effects on the pilot, communication and telemetry, nutri- FINAL REPORT. Proj. 10, Rep. NS 000 001, Dec. 1959, 26pp.
tional aspects, hemotological experiments, and reports USN Material Lab., New York Naval Shipyard, N.Y.

from both the flight surgeon and the tank scientist.
T. G. I. R 51

16,489
Optical glidepath indicators, consisting of a light

16,483 source and a large mirror, both located on the landing
USA Arctic Test Board. SERVICE TEST OF MULTILITE SIGHT field, have proved to be effective in guiding pilots of
FOR USE WITH RIFLE, CAL .30, Mi. Proj. ATB 3 250, Rep. aircraft during landings. The design, construction, and
ATDEV 3 472/64, July 1960, lOpp. USA Arctic Test Board, testing of a louver device which would replace the
Foe Greely, Alaska. mirror are described. Among its advantages over the

mirror are lower size and weight, lower cost, and greater
flexibility in design. As an example of the last, the

16,483 louver guide may be buried in the center of the runways
To determine the suitability of the Multilite Sight rather than located to one side. Construction drawings

for use with the M 1 rifle under arctic winter conditions of the Louver Landing Guide are included.
tests were conducted in the field. Improvement in night- G. I.
firing accuracy obtainable with the sight was established
by a series of comparisons with standard rifle sights
under various cold and nighttime conditions. Durability
was tested under temperatures about -35 degrees F. The
effect of the sight on day firing was established by 16,490
comparison with standard sights. Deficiencies and Emanuel, A.F. ý. Mauch, H.A. THE DEVELOPMENT OF A READING
suggested modifications were tabulated. MACHINE FOR THE BLIND. SUMMARY REPORT. Contract V 1005
I. R 3 M 1943, June 1959, 6pp. Mauch Laboratories. Inc., Dayton,

Ohio.

16,484 16,490
This report described a reading machine developmentBrody, L. A STUDY OF THE LEARNING OF SELECTED DRIVING program (for the blind) in which an attempt is beinj

SKILLS THROUGH EXPOSURE TO A SPECIALLY PRODUCED MOTION made to improve the output of the direct translation type
PICTURE FILM. Contract N61339 78, Tech. Rep. NAVTRADEVCEN reading machine in order to reduce reading speed limita-
78 2, April 1960, Igpp. USN Trainina Device Center, Port tions and learning difficulties while retaining features
Nashington, N.Y. (New York University, New York, N.Y.). of low cost and portability. A mechanical model of the

human speech mechanism was built and evaluated in an
effort to produce a speech-like output. A further effort
was made in this same regard to develop a collection of
speech sounds (word fragments) for the construction of
artificial words resembling speech. A word synthesizer
is being developed which will compose artificial words
from the word fragments. Future plans for the solution
of scanning problems were discussed.
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16,494
16,491 To answer the question "How does the movement of a
Connelly, R.E. EVALUATION OF THE AIR FORCE INTEGRATED typical segment of the cochlear partition initiate nerve
FLIGHT INSTRUMENT SYSTEM AND ENGINE PARAMETER INDICATOR. impulses?," the relevant facts concerning the mechanical
Task 61978(3) & (4), WADC TN 59 414, Dec. 1959, llpp. stimulus, the structure and the known electrical activi-
USAF Directorate of Flight and All-Weather Testing, ties of the sense organ, the nerve fibers connected to
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. them, and the nerve impulses generated in these fibers

are examined for relationships among these facts. A

16,491 theory of the action of the ear as a mechano-neural

Flight tests were conducted to determine: I) accepta- translator is presented and discussed.

bility of changes incorporated in the production inte-

grated flight instruments (consisting of sensing units,
air data computer system, coupler, flight director, and
flight instruments) as the result of previous tests; 2) 16,496
acceptability of the miniaturized air speed and altitude Tufts University. SELECTED REFERENCES IN SYSTEMS RE-
indicators as stand-by instruments for use with the in- SEARCH. PRELIMINARY DRAFT. Contract NONR 494(13), Dec.
tegrated flight instruments; and 3) performance and de- 1958, i3pp. Institute for Applied Experimental Psycholo-
sirability of the engine parameter indicator. In addition gy, Tufts University, Medford, Mass.
to the above evaluations, 17 specific recommendations
were made for development of future weapon systems.
I. 16,496This is a dittoed list of 194 titles in systems

research covering the period 1947-1958.

16,492 R 194
Godshall, J.C. UNDERWATER-ESCAPE PROGRAM HUMAN EGRESS
AtND CANOPY FORCE TESTS F4D-l AND T2V-I COCKPIT SECTIONS
ABOARD A SUBMERGED SUBMARINE. INTERIM REPORT NO. 8.
Proj. ADC AE 6307, Rep. NADC ED 5911, June 1959, 

32
pp. 16,497

USN Air Development Center, Johnsville, Penn. Cohen, A. THE PSYCHOACOUSTIC AND COMFORT PROPERTIES OF
HELMET COItMUNICATIONS GEAR. Proj. 7 83 01 007, Tech.

16,492 Rep. EP 123, Jan. 1960, 23pp. USA Environmental Protec-

To determine the waterflow effect tending to close tion Research Di1., QM Research & Engineering Center,

the canopy of a sinking aircraft and to investigate the Natick, Mass.

problems encountered during pilot egress, tests were con-
ducted at Key West, Florida, during November 1958. A 16,497
single-place fighter cockpit (F4D-l) and a two-place To compare the sound suppression, speech intelligi-
trainer cockpit (T2V-l) were secured alternately to the bility, and comfort properties of the Helmet, Combat Ve-
aft deck of a submarine which was used as a research hicle Crewman's, T56-6 (CVC) containing a standard com-
platform. Canopy force tests were conducted in tail munications system with an experimental system (Radio
down and nose down positions with canopy-removal testing.. Corporation of America "Quiet Ear" Kit), various tests
Human egress tests included both the above positions with were conducted. First, the sound suppression of helmets
canopy open and canopy jettisoned. On the basis of the fitted with each kit was determined in the laboratory by
test results, recommendations were made concerning means of the threshold-shift technique at 12 different
equipment and escape procedures. frequencies ranging from 250 to 8000 cps. Speech in-
T. G. I. R 7 telligibility and comfort qualities were tested in the

field by 24 tank crewman. After testing both sets of
communication gear, each S completed a questionnaire on

16,493 comfort aspects of the gear.
Clark, C.C. & Woodling, C.H. CENTRIFUGE SIMULATION OF G. I. R 17
THE X-15 RESEARCH AIRCRAFT. Proj. NM 11 02 12.4, Task
MR005.12 0004.4, Reps. 9 & NADC MA 5916, Dec. 1959, 33pp.
USN Air Development Center, Johnsville, Penn. (USN
Aviation Medical Acceleration Lab., Johnsville, Penn. & Crook, M.N. & Wade, E.A. EFFECT OF PERIODIC LUMINANCE
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington, REINTENSIFICATION ON THE READING OF VISUAL DISPLAYS.
D.C.). Contract AF 19(604) 4949, OAO TM 60 7, Rep. 1, Aug. 1960,

l3pp. Institute for Applied Experimental Psychology,

16,493 Tufts University, Medford, Mass.

Three centrifuge simulation studies were made to de-
termine human tolerance to oscillating accelerations of 16,498
the amplitude and duration which might be expected under Two experiments are reported6 4) to determine whether

conditions of operation of the X-15. In the third pro- reintensification of a display (e.g., as by a cathode ray
gram, 51 recording channels were used, 18 to characterize sweep) affects the reading of scrambled letters, and 2)
computer aircraft response, including cockpit display; 13 to determine whether speed of performance in a form-re-
to characterize pilot control motions and his electro- cognition task would be affected. The apparatus used
cardiogram; 12 to characterize the centrifuge response; provided intermittent light at 60 cps and steady light
and 8 to characterize switch positions. Pilot performance for comparison. Eighteen subjects were used, each tested
in terms of tolerance of grayout, blackout, physiological nder conditions of both steady and intermittent light.
and bodily reactions, and sensations were reported. The Mean time and error scores were computed and an anglysis
restraint system and cockpit instruments were described of variance done to determine effects of typographical
in some detail. A fourth program was contemplated. arrangement and lighting condittpos or of interactions
G. I. N 17 between the two. Twenty subjects were used in the second

experiment in which test forms replaced letters as stimu-

lus material. Results in terms of time scores were ana-
lyzed as in Experiment I. T. I.

16,494
Davis, H., Tasaki, I. & Goldstein, R. THE PERIPHERAL
ORIGIN OF ACTIVITY, WITH REFERENCE TO THE EAR. "
Sorina Harbor SBy osia on Quantitative Biology, 1952, 16,499
LyVj, 143-154. Central Institute for the Deaf, St. Miller, C.C., Harper, R.B., Turnblade, R.C., Riley, D.E.,
Louis, Mo.). et al. INVESTIGATION OF MEDIA AND DESIGN OF A CONSOLE

FOR REAL-TINE DATA PRESENTATION PHASE I REPORT INVESTI-
GATION OF DATA PRESENTATION AND SELECTION OF PARAMETERS.
Contract AF 04(611)4574, July 1959, 55pp. Federal lele-
communication Laboratories, Nutley, N.J. (ITT Labora-
tories, San Fernando, Calif.).
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16,499 16,503

A group of parameters for real-time monitoring of high This study had three purposest 1) to determine how

performance aircrafte sub-orbital, and orbital vehicles accurately experienced operators can estimate the speed of
wpe formulated to provide information for flight safety SAGE-displayed radar data tracts, 2) to evaluate the use

control. Both aircraft and aircrew functionability were of a Special Experimental Display Generation Program
considered. A definition and purpose of real-time moni- (SEDGE) in obtaining this type of information, and 3) to

toring were followed by an outline-discussion and defini- assess the utility of a specific application of SEDGE in

tion of flight operation of high performance aircraft, the the study of effects of other variables in speed estima-

potential role of real-time monitoring in the operation of tion. Airmen Ss (13) were tested on 64 trials. Estimates

such aircraft, console criterion and its applications and ,on speed made by the S were subtracted from true speeds

parameter selection in terms of malfunctions that could and recorded as error scores. Constant and average errors

occur in the measurement of complex conditions. The art 'were compared to obtain relative variability of the

of data presentation was considered in terms of methods scores. Individual differences among operators and possi-

and of taking full advantage of the sensory system of the ble explanations for low reliability of data were discuss-

human. Vehicular and physiological malfunctions were ed in the context of contribution of the present study to

presented. T. R 48 methodology and directions of future studies. T. G.

16,504
16,501 SIlverman, R.E. THE USE OF CONTEXT CUES IN TEACHING
Bryan, G.L. & Schuster, D.H. AN EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON MACHINES. Contract N61339 507, Tech. Rep. NAVTRADEVCEN
DF TROUBLE SHOOTING TRAINING TECHNIQUES. Contract NONR 507 1, March 1960, 2app. USN Training Device Center,
228(02), Proj. NR 153 093, Tech. Rep. 30, Dec. 1959, 

6
8pp. Port Washington, N.Y. (Dept. of Psychology, New York

Dept. of Psychology, University of Southern California, University, New York, N.Y.).
Los Angeles, Calif.

16,501 16,504
The purpose of this study was to compare the relative Three experiments were performed to examine the ef-

effectivenesý of guidance (direction of the students' fectiveness of context cues as rote learning aids. Ex-
trouble shooting activities during training) as compared periment I examined whether ancillary background cues af-
with explanation (justification and clarification of fect learning of paired associates. Subjects (120) were
reason for each step). Trainees, each at his own pace, paid to learn nine-paired associates, using a teaching
worked on 60 trouble shooting problems under one of the machine for the purpose. Experiment II examined whether
following conditions: 1) no guidance, no explanation; 2) isolating some stimulus items by masking them would en-
partial guidance, no explanation; 3) complete guidance, hance learning (60 Ss). Experiment III examined whether
no explanation; 4) partial guidance, explanation; or 5) ancillary background cues affect learning of difficult
complete guidance, explanation. Ten criterion problems paired associates (48 Ss). Performance (in terms of
were then administered and performance was compared for errors) was compared, and differences were tested for sig-
students trained under the various conditions. Differ- nificance. Implications of the findings for design and
ences were tested for significance. Implications of re- programming of automated learning devices were pointed
sults for training of trouble shooters by the U.S. Navy out.
were discussed and a sample problem described. T. I. R 9 T. R 14

16,505
16,502 Hsieh, H.C. & Leondes, C.T. ON T1IE OPTIMUM SYNTHESIS OF
Carlson, L.D. & Buettner, K.J.K. THERMAL STRESS AND SAPLED DATA MULTIPOLE FILTERS WITH RANDOM AND NONRANDOM
PHYSIOLOGICAL STRAIN. Contract AF 18(600) 1467, Proj. INPUTS. Contract AF 49(638) 438, Proj. 9783, AFOSR TN
7952 13, AAL TN 57 13, June 1957, l3pp. USAF Arctic 60 440, Feb. 1960, 42pp. f

&t., Ladd AFB, Alaska. (Depts. of Physiolo- Research, AFeDC, Washington, D.C. (University of
gy oiA Riophysics, and Meteorology, University of Wash- California, Los Angeles, Calif.).
ington, Seattle, Wash.).

16,502 16,505
Major considerations in the evaluation of environ- The synthesis of optimum sampled data multipole filter

mental stress and the resulting physiological strain are with n inputs and m outputs is considered in this report.
discussed. Emphasis is placed upon the fact that these The filter is linear, time invariant, and has finite mem-
are essential elementa common to all investigations of ory. The synthesis procedure involves specifying "the
environmental stress, which is defined as the tendency weighting functions of the filter such that system error
of the environment to cause a change in the individual. ... has zero ensemble mean and the system ensemble mean
Strain is defined as the change in the homeotherm brought square error is minimum." The system is extended to the
about by stress. Items are listed and discussed about "case where each of the nonrandom signals can be expressed
which information must be given on environmental stress as an arbitrary linear combination of a set of known time
at various temperatures and for various conditions. The functions," and to the synthesis of time-varying filter
type of data needed for adequate evaluation is considered. with sampled nonstationary random inputs.
Various charts and graphs are included. G. I. R 8
G. R 19

16,503 16,506
Buchanan, D.A, ACCURACY OF SPEED ESTIMATION BY ESS OPERA- Jacobs, H.L. THE LACK OF BEARING CONTACT AND THE PRO-
TORS. Contract AF 19(604) 2635, AFCRC TN 59 67, SDC FN BLEM OF WEIGHTLESSNESSi THE EFFECT OF PAST EXPERIENCE
282, Nov. 1959, l7pp. System Development Corooration, ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE ON A FREE-ROTATING, LOW-FRICTION
Santa Monica, Calif. TURNTABLE. Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sct., Sept. 1960, 24(9),

303-328. (Bucknell University, Lewisburg, Penn.).
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16,506
To investigate the problem of performance in the ab- 16,510

sence of bearing contacts (one aspect of weightlessness), Holcomb, G.A. HUMAN EXPERIMENTS TO DETERMINE HUMAN

a low-friction oil-bearing turntable was developed. Three TOLERANCE TO LANDING IMPACT IN CAPSULE SYSTEMS. Pre-

groups of subjects (liberal arts students, swimsers, and sented to the Fifth Symposium on Ballistic Missile and

engineering students) were given simple tasks to perform Space Technology, University of Southern California,

on this turntable. Each subject stood at the center of Los Angeles, Calif., 31 August, 1960. Aug. 1960, 34pp.

the turntable axis of rotation with his feet clamped in Stanley Aviation Corooraýtonp Denver, Colo.

position. His tasks weret I) to make one complete turn of

the body with turntable stationary at beginning of trial, 16,510

2) to stop the turntable and body from rotating and hold This discussion concerns the landing impact of a

it for 30 seconds, and 3) to perform the same tasks with manned, encapsulated structure, incapable of controlled

the aid of a bicycle wheel mounted on a steel bar. Obser- flight, whether it be a part of the original vehicle or

vations were made on differences in performance and level an escap e i t is poit ou th at pese hm

of understanding of the tasks among the three groups. tolerance to acceleration allowables in their present

T. G. I. R 18 form are not adequate to guide the designer of landing
impact hardware. The reasohs for the inadequacy and the
variou5 areas of conflicts, ambiguities, and voids in

16,507 methodology are discussed. Experimental drop data using

Jackson, Margaret M. USAGE RATES OF AIRCRAFT OXYGEN. the B-58 capsule and human subjects are presented. The
Proj. 7164, Task 71832, WADD TR 60 106, May 1960, inadequacies of these data for determining human toler-
l6pp. USAF Aerosoace Medical 2iv.p Wright-Patterson ance allowables are pointed out along with the need for
AFB, Ohio. human testing of landing systems.

T. G. I. R 6

16,507
An investigation was conducted to evaluate aircrew

oxygen requirements for current and future aircraft. A 16,511
literature review of studies on the rate of oxygen use Holcomb, G.A. THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN AUTO-ADJUSTING AND
in flight was made. Data obtained from actual flights, POSITIONING SINGLE DISCONNECT TORSO RESTRAINT HARNESS
altitude chamber studies, and simulated missions on a FOR THE B-58 ESCAPE CAPSULE. Paper presented at 31st
jet trainer and F-102 simulator with Ss wearing lull- Annual Meeting of the Aerospace Medical Assoc., Miami
head pressure helmets or oxygen masks were presented and Beach, Fla., May 9-11, 1960, May 1960, 23pp. 5
discussed. The basis for establishing aircraft oxygen Aviation Corporation, Denver, Colo.
installation figures was discussed in light of the find-

ings.
T. G. I. R 13 16,511

This paper describes the design, development, and
testing of a harness for the 0-58 escape capsule. The

L6,508 design considerations leading to a harness for the up-

Kilmer, W.L. SOME METHODS FOR INCREASING THE RELIABILITY pertorso and to auto-adjustment and positioning aspects
OF COMPLEX DIGITAL COMI.IJNICATION SYSTEMS. Contract AF are discussed. Habit ability and comfort studies and
30(602) 1915, Pro,. 6795 102, Task i, Rep. TO 59 355, dynamic tests are described. Needed research is in-
Tech. Rep. i, March 1959, 24pp. Electronics Research dicated for new minimum stretch harness materials and
Lab., Montana State Colleqe, Bozeman, Mont. a revision of human tolerance allowables for accelera-

tion factors due to the nonwind blast environment of
the capsule.

16,508 G.I.
First in a series of studies on methods and devices

for making digital communication systems more reliable,
this report contains two main sections. The first part
generally concerns the logical problem of how to make 16,512

digital computer termini of communication systems more Hays, E.L. & Bosee, R.A. DESIGN CONCEPT OF THE BIO-
reliable and is nothing more than a brief compendium of ASTRONAUTICAL RESEARCH AND TEST FACILITY OF THE AIR
the most outstanding methods that have been presented CREW EQUIPmENT LABORATORY, NAVAL AIR MATERIAL CENTER,
in the literature thus far. The second part is an PHILADELPHIA 12, PENN. 1960, 9pp. USN Air Crew
account of a theoretical scheme that has been especially Eauipment Lab.9 NAMC, Philadelphia, Penn.
devised to complement the methods referred to in Part I.
The principle purpose and value of the scheme are dis-
cussed. 16,512
R I0 This paper considers the design concept of the Air

Crew Equipment Laboratory's Bio-astronautical Research
and Test Facility and its capability as a research de-

16,509 vice. The following performances can be expected from

John I. Thompson & Company, Washington, D.C. INDIVIDUAL this research devices i) capability of operating for any

ALUMINUM FEEDING CONTAINERS PART I. ENGINEERING EVALUA- protracted period of time with from one to six subjects,

TION PHASE. Contract AF 33(616) 7080, Proj. 6373, Task 2) capability of maintaining the sealed environment with-
63121, WADD TR 60 522(I), Aug. 1960, 19pp. USAF Life out inboard leakage, and 3) capability of providing vol-
SUPPort Systems Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. ume flexibility so that dynamics of environmental control

can be studied. The various problems relating to space
and orbital problems which can be studied in the facility
are discussed.

An evaluation was made of materials and techniques . R 7

for fabricating a food container to be used in space
flight. Requirements were for a six-ounce rectangular
aluminum container and associated equipment--a mouth- 16,513
piece and quick opening, expelling, and hand sealing de- Hanson, J.A. & Anderson, Edythe M.S. STUDIES ON DARK
vices. A comprehensive literature search, supplemented ADAPTATION. VII. EFFECT OF PRE-EXPOSURE COLOR ON FOVEAL
by personal interviews in industry and other interested DARK ADAPTATION. J. opt. Soc. Amer., Oct. 1960, _0(10),
activities, was made to survey the present state-of-the- 965-969. (Institute for Applied Experimental Psychology,
art in food canning, container fabrication, and related Tufts University, Medfordl Mass.).
processes. Recommendations concerning the most promis-
ing materials and processes were included with further

design study designated for the associated equipment.
I. R 22
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16,513 16,516
The effect of pre-exposure color on foveal dark The effects of low-brightness short-duration pre-

adaptation was investigated. Monocular absolute threshold exposures on peripheral dark adaptation were Investigat-
curves were obtained for two observers with white, red, ed. Three peripheral locations (2, 6, and 18 degrees)
green, and blue test patches after pre-exposures of were tested with a square one-degree test patch of 0.033
white, red, green, and blue. All combinations of test sec. duration. Pre-exposure was to a centrally fixated
patch and pre-exposure color were measured. Other test circular field which subtended 55 degrees in diameter.
conditions werel 1) two sizes of test patch (48 minutes Monocular curves were obtained after pre-exposures of
and 2 degrees, 16 minutes)l 2) size of pre-exposure field 0.01, 0.1, 1.0, and 10.0 ft.-L, each presented for one
(10 degrees)1 3) pre-exposure luminance and duration and for ten sec.
(100 ft.-L for 100 sec. for smaller patch; 10 ft.-L for G. R 2
10 sec. for the larger); and 4) duration of test flash
(0.033 sec.).
T. G. R 13 16,517

Hornbaker, D.R. & White, R.O. A BASIC STUDY ON IMAGE
DEGRADATION RESULTING FROM VIBRATION IN A PHOTOGRAPHIC

16,514 SYSTEM. NOTS TP 2440, NAVORD Rep. 7048, March 1960,

Hanson, J.A., Anderson, Edythe M.S. & Winterberg, R.P. 19pp. USN Ordnance Test Station, China Lake, Calif.
STUDIES ON DARK ADAPTATION. V. EFFECT OF VARIOUS SIZES
OF CENTRALLY FIXATED PRE-EXPOSURE FIELDS ON FOVEAL AND
PERIPHERAL DARK ADAPTATION. J. oot. Soc. Amer., Sept. 16,517

1960, 20(g), 895-899. (Institute for Applied Experimen- A study to determine quantitatively the effect of

tal Psychology, Tufts University, Medford, Mass. & simple harmonic vibration on photographic image resolu-

Dunlap and Associates, Inc., Santa Monica, Calif.). tion was performed. Vibrational amplitude and frequency
as well as shutter speed were investigated. Quantitative
information that will generally map out areas of vibra-

16,514 tion that adversely affect the photographic image were

The effect of various sizes of centrally fixated pre- obtained. The primary effects of vibration were discus-
exposures on foveal and peripheral dark adaptation was sed.
investigated. Absolute brightness sensitivity was meas- G. I.
ured monocularly with a one-degree circular test patch.
Foveal dark adaptation curves were obtained after pre-ex-
posure to fields subtending I, 2.5, 5, 10, and 37.5 de-
grees diameter at three brightnesses (1 ft.-L for 10 sec., 16,518
100 ft.-L for 10 sec., and l,000 ft.-L for 100 sec.). Hawkes, G.R. COMMUNICATION BY ELECTRICAL STIMULATION OF
Peripheral dark adaptation curves were obtained for three THE SKIN V. ABSOLUTE IDENTIFICATION OF DURATION. USAM.RL
sizes of pre-exposure fields at 2, 6, and 15 degrees on Proj. 6X95 25 001, Task 05, Rep. 448, Oct. 1960, 8pp.
the horizontal meridian of the temporal retina for two USA Medical Research Lab., Fort Knox, Ky.
brightnesses (0.1 ft.-L for 10 sec. and 10 ft.-L for 10
sec.).
G. R 7 16,518

The number of possible absolute identifications of
electrical cutaneous stimulus duration was determined on
12 Ss. Half of the Ss identified stimulus durations

16,515 spaced an equal number of j.n.d.'s apart. The other half
Hanson, J.A., Andersonp Edythe M.S. & Winterberg, R.P. identified stimuli equally spaced by direct estimates of
STUDIES ON DARK ADAPTATION. VI. EFFECTS ON FOVEAL DARK apparent subjective duration. Both j.n.d.'s and apparent
ADAPTATION OF SERIES OF ALTERNATING LIGHT AND DARK equality spacing had been previously determined by ex-
PERIODS. J. opt. Soc. Amer., Sept. 1960, 50(9), 900- periment. Duration of stimuli ranged from 0.5 to 1.5
902. (Institute for Applied Experimental Psychology, seconds and number of durations from 3 to 6. The amount
Tufts University, Medford, Mass. & Dunlap and Associates, of information transmitted as a function of number of
Inc., Santa Monica, Calif.). durations was computed for each group.

T. G. R 10

16,515 16,519
The effects of series of alternating light and dark Hawkes, G.R., Bailey, R.W. & Warm, J.S. METHOD AND

periods on foveal dark adaptation were investigated. Ab- MODALITY IN JUDGMENTS OF BRIEF STIMULUS DURATION. USAMRL
solute brightness thresholds were measured monocularly on Proj. 6X95 25 001, Task 05, Rep. 442, Sept. 1960, l6pp.
two observers. The test patchp subtending one-degree di- USA Medical Research Lab., Fort Knox, Ky.
ameter, and the pre-exposure, subtending 375 degrees,
were centrally fixated. Foveal dark adaptation curves
were obtained after 1, 10, and 25 presentations of five 16,519
different light and dark period combinations. Light pe- Relative magnitude and reliability of duration judg-
rnods varied in brightness from 0.1 to 1.0 ft.-L lasting ments were investigated for auditory, visual, and electri-
from I to 10 sec.; dark periods varied in duration from cal cutaneous stimuli. Methods of reproduction, produc-
0 to 25 sec. Duration of the dark period necessary to tion, and verbal estimation were used with stimulus dura-
avoid cumulative effects of successive bright periods was tions of 0.5 to 4.0 seconds. Nine Ss made judgments
discussed. under all conditions. Mean judgments were analyzed as a
G. R 2 function oi modality and method. Differences in magni-

tude of response for the various conditions were deter-
mined by analysis of variance. The mean odd-even judg-
ments were correlated as a measure of relative reliabi-

16,516 lity of performance. The findings were discussed with
Hanson, J.A., Wulfeck, J.W. & Anderson, Edythe M.S. regard to the feasibility of using duration as a cue in
STUDIES ON DARK ADAPTATION. IV. PRE-EXPOSURE TOLERANCE an electrical cutaneous communication system.
OF THE DARK-ADAPTED PERIPHERAL RETINA. J. opt, Soc. T. .I. R 27
A= .' June 1960, ;0(6), 559-561. (Institute for
Applied Experimental Psychology, Tufts University,
Medford, Mass. & Dunlap and Associatesp Inc.# Santa
Monica, Calif.). 16,520

Hendler, E. & SantaMaria, L.J. RESPONSE OF SUBJECTS TO
SOME CONDITIONS OF A SIMULATED ORBITAL FLIGHT PATTERN.
ca. April 1960, l9pp. USN Air Crew Ecuitment Lab.,
NAMC, Philadelphia, Penn.
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16,520 16,524
A series of tests were conducted to investigate phy- There are many examples in industry and science of

siological responses of human subjects exposed to pres- situations where the uncontrolled variation in the oh-
sure and thermal profiles characteristic of extreme con- served responses is subject to autocorrelation when the
ditions of orbital flight patterns (operational phases independent variables are kept constant. This report is
from pre-launch to post-landing recovery). All subjects concerned with an investigation into the effect of this

wore ventilated full pressure suits for the 20 experiments autocorrelation on the strategy of experimentation. An

performed. Measurements included environmental, suit, example is given in the design of experiments for a chem-

couch, skin, and rectal temperaturesl electrocardiograms; ical process where the yields from consecutive runs are
and weight loss. The results are discussed with regard negatively correlated and a simple physical model for
to thermal stress effects for each phase of orbital flight this behavior is presented. Systematic order in experi-
T. G. I. R 4 Tientation is contrasted with randomization. Part I pre-

sents basic principles and the problem statement; Part II
and the appendices develop the necessary theory and for-

16,521 mulae; and Part III applies the results to a typical

Flight Safety Foundation, Inc. MALE BODY DIMENSIONS. example. T. G. R 26

Human Factors Bull. 60 4H, lp. Flight Safety Founda-
tion. Inc., New York, N.Y.

16,525
16,521 Jerger, J. AUDIOLOGIC FINDINGS IN AN UNUSUAL CASE OF

This one-page bulletin presents eight major dimen- EIGHTH NERVE LESION. Rep. 60 84, Sept. 1960, 6pp.
Thio s onthe-page bulletin prexntseght n majo dimsn- aUSAF Aerospace Medical Center, Brooks AFB, Tex.

sions of the male body. The mean, normal deviation, and (Audiology Lab., Northwestern University, Evanston,

range are given for each dimension, and each dimension Ill.).
is indicated on a line drawing of the human figure.

I. R I
16,525

A number of currently controversial aspects of audi-
tory behavior were explored in a case of surgically con-

16,522 firmed eighth nerve lesion. Preoperative and postopera-

Irvine, T.F., Jr. & Cramer, K.R. THERMAL ANALYSIS OF tive air conduction audlograms were taken and compared

SPACE SUITS IN ORBIT. Proj. 6373, Task 63124, for postoperative changes. Other aspects of auditory

WADD TN 60 145, May 1960, 15pp. USAF Life Support function were assessed through a series of tests: speech

Systems Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. audiometry, binaural balance tests, Bekesy audiometry,
and masking of pure tones by noise.
G. R 4

16,522
The thermal analysis of a model space suit is pre-

sented as a guide for designers and as a basis for more
extensive studies for the prediction of a suited Vian's 16,526
thermal environment in an earth orbit. Results demon- Johnson, R.H. COED - A DEVICE FOR SIMULATION OF MAN/
strate the feasibility of passive suit-temperature con- MACHINE OPERATIONS. 1960, 13pp. Bendix Systems Div.,
trol through the proper choice of materials and surface Bendix Aviation Corporation, Ann Arbor, Mich.
spectral qualities.
G. I.

16,526
A display and control simulation facility, Computer

16,523 Operated Electronic Display (COED), Is described. COED

Joseph, R.D. CONTRIBUTIONS TO PERCEPTION THEORY was developed as a tool for study of man/machine relation-

(PROJECT PARA). Contract NONE 2381(00), Rep. VO ships in pre-prototype systems. It is flexible (easily

1196 G 7p June 1960, ll6pp. Cornell Aeronautical accepts major system changes) and efficient (allows real

Buffalo, N.Y.). time operation). Various uses of the facility are dis-
cussed.
I.

16,523
Perceptrons are a class of brain models intended to

simulate a portion of the logic of the brain concerned 16,527
with memory and recognition. They are composed of three Jones, E.R. PREDICTION OF MAN'S VISION IN AND FROM THE
types of components--sensory units that translate the per- MERCURY CAPSULE. Presented at the 31st Annual Meeting,
ceptron's environment Into inputs for the machine, associ- Aerospace Medical Association, May 9, 1960, Miami Beach,
ation units, and response units that serve as output units Fla., May 1960, 12pp. McDonnell Aircraft Corro)ation,
for the perceptron. Constraints are placed upon the con- St. Louis, Mo.
nections between the various units and these, together
with the numbers and characteristics of the components, 16,527
determine subclasses of perceptrons. This report pre- T p r m e f

sents rigorous analyses of one approach to the percep- This paper describes some of the visual factors
tron's ability to associate responses with stimuli. examined during the design of the Mercury capsule for
Techniques that have proved useful in this series of stud- manned orbital flight, and then predicts what the occu-
Ise are displayed. pant might see during a mission. The predictions are
T. G. R 6 based on capsule operation and design, the space environ-

ment, and man's visual characteristics. Suggestions are
made regarding training to improve the astronauts'
visual capability.

16,524 I. R 16
Jenkins, G.M. & Chanmugam, J. AUTOCORRELATION ANALYSIS
AND THE DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS. Contract DA 36 034 OR.D
2297, Projs. 58 99 01 004, PB2 0001 & 1715, Tech. Rep.
37, June 1960, 

6 7
pp. Dept. of Mathematics, P 16,528

Univrsit.p, Princeton, N.J.
Phillips, P.B. THE WHAT AND MHY OF THE NEW F.A.A.
REGULATIONS (PSYCHIATRY). For the Civil Aviation

Medical Association Section at the Aerospace Medical
Association Meeting, May 9, 1960, Miami Beach, Fla.
May 1960, 9pp. USN School of Aviation Medicine, Naval
Air Station, Fla.
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16,528 16,532

The psychiatric portion of the new medical regula- This note describes a periscope for forward vision

tions and physical standards for airmen is discussed and out of high-speed aircraft which was developed in the

their significance for the examining flight surgeons Research Center of the American Optical Company. The

is indicated. The process of developing these standards periscope described herein is said to be superior to

is described, previous periscopes in size, cost, complexity, and
adequacy of field of view. The scheme of the new peri-
scope is shown in an attached diagrammatic figure, and it
is shown in photographs.

16,!29 1.
Guedry, F.E., Jr. & Lauver, L.S. THE OCULOMOTOR AND

SUBJECTIVE ASPECT OF THE VESTIBULAR REACTION DURING

PROLONGED CONSTANT ANGULAR ACCELERATION. Proj. 6X95

25 001, Rep. 438, June 1960, 2
7pp. USA Medical Researh

Ljb., Fort Knox, Ky. 16,533
Firstman, S.I. MONTE CARLO MODELS FOR ESTIMATING

RELIABILITY& AN EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS. Proj. RAND,
16,529Re.em.14,Je19,37p RadCzrain

To determine the psychological and physiological re- Res. Memo. 2149, June 1958, 37pp. Rand Corporation,

actions to angular acceleration with a view to increasing Santa Monica, Calif.

the range of predicting such events in a future military

situation, six subjects received stimuli of two degrees/ 16,533

secondl for 45 seconds and 1.5 degrees/second for 60 An exploratory analysis is presented of the problem

seconds, The subject sat upright and was positioned with of a.l reliability estimating by means of the Monte

head at center of rotation with plane of lateral semi- Carlo method. The method permits integrating into one

circular canals approximately in the plane of rotation, analysis the effects on the system output of environ-

DC amplification of corneo-retinal potential was used to mental and operational stresses, of time-dependent deter-

record eye-movements which were analyzed for changes ministic events, and of randomly occurring catastrophic

throughout and following stimulation. These records were events. The problem considered here is that of predict-

compared to subjective reports given by the subjects ing non-catastrophic failures. The utility of the

through the key-pressing technique. Theoretical impli- method, the validity of the results, the unbiased nature

cations of the findings are discussed. of derived estimates, and the requirements for input

G. I. R 24 data are demonstrated. To exhibit the use of a general

model, the performance of a hypothetical component cir-

16,530 cuit is examined and an estimate of its reliability ob-

Green, N.E. FATIGUE AND TENSION IN SAGE OPERATOR-TEAM tained.

PERFORMANCE, A SOCIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS. AFCCDD TN 60 15, T. G. 1. R 7

May 1960, 22pp. USAF Operational Anolications Office,
Bedford, Mass.

i6,534

16,530 
Franks, P.E. & Furnish, C.W. AUTOMATED MAINTENANCE:

This study has used a sociological approach to 
THEORY, PRACTICE, AND IMPLICATIONS FOR TRAINING.

clriy styhe prob emdof fatiogue and tens operahtor Proj. 1710, Task 71606, WADD TR 60 412, Aug. 1960,
clarify the problem of fatigue and tension in operator- 23pp. USAF Behavioral Sciences Lab., Wright-Patterson

team performance in command and control type systems. AFB, Ohio.
The data were obtained from a human factors survey-
questionnaire concerned with SAGE Direction Center work
milieu, Fatigue and tension differences between func- 16,534

tional activities were obtained through analysis of items The development of Automatic Check-Out Equipment

in the survey providing relevant information. These dif- (ACOE) to take over the most difficult tasks of electronic

ferences were then related to work group cohesiveness, equipment maintenance is described. The need for ACOE,

adjustment to operational pressurep satisfaction with growth of concept, factors affecting a workable concept,

organizational information channels, and reaction to the and characteristics of equipment test methods affecting

supervi sory structure its utilization are discussed. Functions of ACOE are pre-

T. R 3 sented as paralleling basic maintenance activities. A

typical ACOE approach, present status of the concept, and

its impact on other areas are reviewed. Effects on per-

16,531 
sonnel requirements, motivation, logistics, cost, accura-

Gardner, R.A. & Forsythe, J.B. TWO-CHOICE DECISION- cy, and training are estimated and a training program is

BEHAVIOR WITH COMPOUND CRITICAL EVENTS. Proj. 6X95 proposed.

25 001, Rep. 435, Sept. 1960, 18pp. USA Medical I. R 23

iesearch Lab., Fort Knox, Ky.

16,531 16,535

A Humphreys type procedure was used to study two- Fuchs, L.A. & Hutchins, B.S. UNDERWATER RESEARCH TO

choice behavior in an uncertain condition. The relative SAVE PILOTS. 6pp. USN Air Develonment Center,

frequency of one category in the program, Category A, Johnsville, Penn.

was held constant and the number of alternative categor-
ies was varied. However, the subject had only two choices
- A or not A. The distribution of choices for 192 sub-
jects in a program of 420 trials was analyzed in relation 16,535
to the number of alternative categories of events in the The Navy's Underwater Research Program was described

program. Comparison of the results with those of two in this paper. The major purposes of the program were

similar experiments was made, to determine the basic parameters governing pilot escape

T. G. R 8 in a water-crash situation and to recommend methods to
reduce fatalities and permit safe egress from the ditched

aircraft. Jet aircraft were the focus of the study. Sum-

mary information was presented on the following aspects

16,532 of the problem which have already been experimentally

J.W. Fecker, Inc. & American Optical Co. A PERISCOPE studied: 1) flotation time, 2) sink rate, 3) sinking at-

FOR FORWARD VISION OUT OF HIGH-SPEED AIRCRAFT. 1960, titude, 4) cockpit differential pressures, 5) impact de-

7pp. J.W. Fecker, Inc., Pittsburgh, Penn. & Research celerations, 6) egress from cockpit, and 7) underwater

Dept., American Ontical Co., Southbridge, Mass. seat ejections.
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16,540
16,537 To obtain a quantitative description of the relative
Duvall, D.P., Greenhill, L.P., Hutchison, G. & Murnin, positions of the two eyes during binocular fixation, and
J.A. THE EFFECTIVENESS, ACCEPTABILITY, AND FEASIBILITY to get information relevant to the mechanisms responsible
OF TECHNICAL TRAINING COURSES RECORDED ON SOUND MOTION for the maintenance of binocular fixations, recordings of
PICTURES AND SLIDES PLUS TAPES. Contract N61339 364, the horizontal component of movements of the eyes were
Tech. Rep. NAVTRADEVCEN 364 1, June 1960, 29pp. US made during monocular and binocular fixation. Through
Trainina Device Center, Port Washington, N.Y. (Penn- the use of a mirror imbedded in contact lenses worn by
sylvania State University, State College, Penn,). the S, light from a projector was reflected to a photo-

cell which drove a cathode ray oscilloscope. Thus, eye
movements, which caused the mirror to move, could be16,537 accurately recorded. These records were analyzed inTwo types of recorded instruction, slides plus tapes terms of eye positions and saccadic movements.

and sound motion pictures, were investigated for their T. G. I. R 6
effectiveness, acceptability, and feasibility for use in
Navy technical schools. Two courses were recorded with
a minimum of preparation, technical know-how, and photo-
graphic equipment, one by each method. Effectiveness was
measured by comparing final course grades of trainees who 16,541
were instructed solely by the recorded courses with those Keesey, U.T. EFFECTS OF INVOLUNTARY EYE MOVEMENTS ONinstructed by face-to-face instruction. Acceptability VISUAL ACUITY. Ame., Aug. 1960, _Q(8),was estimated from questionnaire results. The feasibility 769-774. (Hunter Laboratory of Psychology, Brown Uni-estimate was provided by the contractor who produced the versity, Providence, R.I.).
recorded courses and compared production costs and work
of making the two types of recordings. 16,541T. I. R 1 To evaluate the effect of involuntary eye movements

on visual acuity, three types of acuity targets (vernier,
fine line, and grating) were observed for varying ex-

16,538 posure durations (from 0.020 to 1.280 seconds) under two16,53p Aviewing conditions. One was the "stabilized image" con-
Cacioppo, A.J. & DiamantidesU N.D. OBSTACLE IDENTIFICA- dition where a mirror on the eye was used to reflect theTION AND DISPLAYT PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR STUDIES FOR THE BELL target beam in such a way as to stop the motion of the
HELICOPTER CORPORATION. FIRST INTERIM REPORT. Contract retinal image that would otherwise accompany eye move-NONR 1670(00) FW 2601, GER 9645, Macrh 1960, 42Oi . ments; the other condition was optically the same exceptGoodyear Aircraft Corporation, Akron, Ohio. that eye movements produced normal motions of the retinal

image. Acuity was defined in terms of a minimum angle of
resolution (threshold value of angle subtended by criti-

16,538 cal dimension of target). The findings were discussedThis report mentions briefly the previous year's in relation to the scanning theory of acuity.
accomplishments in studying obstacle identification and G. I. R 15
display. The present series of theoretical studies are
designed to contribute further fundamental perceptual-
motor data related to the generic task as stated above.
The four task areas include: I) display integration of 16,542
information from several sensors, such as aerial, radar, Kiehl, P.F. GUIDE TO AIRCREW PERSONAL AND AIRCRAFT
and infrared photographs of the same areas; 2) an investi- INSTALLED EQUIPýMENT. Proj. 6325, WADD TN 60 230,gatIon of adaptive perceptual-motor characteristics of Sept. 1960, 154pp. USAF Operational Support Engineering
the human operator; 3) perceptual closure; and 4) percep- Div., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
tual representation.
G. I. R 13

16,542
A catalogue format was used in this technical note to

describe and illustrate both personal equipment for air-16,539 crews and the equipment installed in aircraft that is ofKaufman, H.M. & Blair, W.C. MULTIPLE DISPLAY MONITORING special interest to aircrews. The document includedIII TRACKING WHILE MONITORING. P60 014, Tech. Rep. information on special high altitude and long-range
SPD60 049, May 1960, l

7
pp. Electric Boat Div., G flight clothing, personal and aircraft-installed oxygenDYnamics Corporation, Groton, Conn. equipment, survival kits, life rafts and preservers,

parachutes, inflight feeding systems, survival food
packets, and aircraft-installed food service equipment.16,539 Brief descriptions of 128 items were included along with

To determine the effect of a continuous psychomotor photographs illustrating the items.
task on multiple display signal detection, a twofold I.
task was performed by 27 Ss--compensatory tracking on
one display (keeping a pointer on target) while monitor-
ing two other displays for discrete, steady state sig-
nals. In the monitoring task, the S was also required 16,543
to reset each signal as quickly as possible. Three Keating, D.A. DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR THE ENGINEERING OFconditions of tracking difficulty were used with separate CLOSED RESPIRATORY SYSTEMS. Proj. 6373, Task 63120,groups of nine Ss assigned to each. Two 15-minute WADC TR 59 766, Dec. 1959, l5pp. USAF Aerospace Medical
sessions per day for five days were used to obtain the Lab.f Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
following measuress frequency and duration of observation
of each display, reset data, and time-on-target for
tracking task. 16,543T. G. I. R 2 Design data essential to the engineer engaged in the

design of closed respiratory systems (ones in which the
occupant rebreathes his usable exhaled oxygen) have been

16,540 compiled in a compact form for ready engineering
reference. Stress was placed upon requirements of man inKrauskopf, J., Cornsweet, T.N. & Riggs, L.A. ANALYSIS a high altitude or space-vehicle environment. The dataOF EYE MOVEMENTS DURING MONOCULAR AND BINOCULAR FIXATION.LL--nt,--c- Ame., June 1960t W0(6), 572-578. (Rutgers presented can be considered as guidelines since man isUneoptySoc. Amerw, Junes1960, N.J. 72-ver7it. (Rutgeors an everchanging mechanism and each is different withinUniversity, New Brunswick, N.J. & University of Califor- his species and as a foundation of design requirementsnis, Berkeley, Calif.). for closed ecological systems of increasing complexity.
T. R 21
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16,544 L6,548
Kennedy, O.W., Jr., Monroney, R. & Morse, H., III. AN Llewellyn-Thomas, E. & Mackworth, N.H. RECORDING OF

EXPERIMENTAL ANALOG-DIGITAL FLIGHT SIMULATOR. Contract EYE MOVEMENTS BY THE TELEVISION EYE MARKER. ._.1

N61339 45 (Amendment 5), Tech. Rep. NAVTRADEVCEN 45 2, hec. Enirs., June 1960, 2(New Series), 331-334. (Defence

Dec. 1959, 116pp. USN Training Device Center, Port Oedical Research Lal~s., Toronto, Ontario, Canada).

Washington, N.Y. (Servomechanism Lab., Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.). 16,548

This article describes a method of simultaneous dis-
16,544 play, on a television monitor, of the scene and the posi-

A demonstration system is described which was designed, tions of gaze of an individual studying a fixed or moving
built, and tested to determine the feasibility of combining scene before him. A discussion of the way in which eye
analog and digital elements in a computer suitable for movements, demonstrated in this way, can be recorded or
solving, in real time, a set of non-linear differential used as control mechanisms is presented. The optical
equations such as those pertaining to aircraft flight. A mixing system employed is described.
description of the special equipment designed for input-

output to and from the whirlwind computer is presented

along with a discussion of the results and conclusions of

the demonstration. Four appendices are included which

describe the equations, the program, the error analysis
system, and the results of the integration formula study. 16,549

T. G. . R 16Marko, A.R. MONITORING UNIT FOR HEART-AND RESPIRATION-
T. G. I. R 16 RATE. Proj. 7220, Task 71751, WADD TR 60 619, Aug. 1960,

9pp. USAF Biomedical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

16,545
Lindberg, R.G. BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH IN SPACE. ASRL TM 16,549

60 19, Aug. 1960, 13pp. Astro Systems and Research A small unit to monitor heart and respiration rate

Labs., Northrop Corporation, Hawthorne, Calif. under both normal and unusual environmental conditions is
described. The unit has been used at altitudes up to
100,000 ft. in temperature test chambers, in actual high

This paper discusses some characteristics of bio- flights (with telemetering), and for

1,i4 5 aper d efine the nee resti c h In monitoring endurance tests of the B-58 aircraft's emergen-

logical material which define the need for research in cy escape capsule (floating in water). The advantages

space, the kind of experiments that are required to pro- of this monitor compared with other methods are discussed.
duce cause and effect relationships, and the part that A circuit diagram of the electronic system of the unit
manned space structures will play in the pursuit of astro- is given.
biological knowledge. I. R 3

16,546 16,550

Levine, R.B. NULL-GRAVITY SIMULATION. Paper presented Madden, J.M. A REVIEW OF SOME LITERATURE ON JUDGMENT

at the 31st Annual Meeting of the Aerospace Medical WITH IMPLICATIONS FOR 1OB EVALUATION. Proj. 7734, Task

Association, 9-11 May 1960, Rep. ORD 232, May 1960, l7pp. 17013, WADD TN 60 212, Aug. 1960, 14pp. USAF Personnel

Operations Research Div., Lockheed Aircraft Corooration. Lab., Lackland AFB, Tex.

Marietta, Ga.

16,550

16,546 The historical background of psychophysical measure-

This paper describes and discusses an artificial en- ment which bears upon the stimulus situation in job eval-

vironment in which the conditions of null-gravity may be uation is described. The description is limited to re-

so well simulated that many effects of true, long-term search results that shed some light upon the effect of

weightlessness may be studied in the laboratory. The variations in stimuli when the Judgmental process Is con-

basic idea Is the nullification of all the subject's cues sidered comparable to that found in a typical job evalua-

to the direction of gravitational vertical by suspending tion program. A brief resume of the development of the

the subject in a tank of water with the tank, water, and psychophysical method underlying most present day Job e-

subject all rotating about some horizontal axis. The con- valuation systems is presented. Implications of the

siderations leading to design and development of the findings for evaluation procedures are discussed.

simulator-are discussed along with the present state of R 31
construction.
T. G. I. R 8

16,551

Malette, W.G.s Fitzlerald, J.B. & Eiseman, B. RAPID

16,547 DECOMPRESSIflN, A PROTECTIVE SUBSTANCE. Rep. 60 62,

Leone, F.C., Haynam, G.E., Chu, J.T. & Topp, C.W. June 1960, 3pp. USAF School of Aviation Medicine,

PERCENTILES OF THE BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION. Contract AF Brooks AFB, Tex.

49(638) 361, AFOSR Rep. 60 620, June 1960, 
36

pp. Statis-
tical Lab., Case Institute of Technology, Cleveland, 16,551
Ohio. To evaluate the influence of methysiloxane on the

mortality rate of animals undergoing a severe rapid
decompression, rats were injected with either saline or

16,547 methylsiloxane. The rats were then exposed to a large

Tables of percentiles of the binomial d0stribution dose of gas embolis by means of rapid decompression.

for sample sizes 0.lO(5)lO0 and j=0.0025, 0.005, 0.01, Mortality rates in the two groups were compared.
0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.9, 0.95, 0.975, 0.99, 0.995, and G. I. R 13
0.9975 are presented. A brief discussion is given of the
methods of evaluating percentage points of the binomial
distribution, including the use of these and other related
statistical tables. Some applications of the tables are 16,553
mentioned. These include sampling and life-testing pro- Miller, R.B. TASK AND PART-TASK TRAINERS AND TRAINING.

blems and an example of the use of the tables in theore- Contract AF 33(616) 2080, Proj. 7197, Task 71640,

tical work. WADD TR 60 469, June 1960, 96pp. USAF Behavioral

T. R 12 Sciences Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. (Products
Development Lab., International Business Machines
Corporation, Pouqhkeepsie, N.Y.).
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16,553 16,557
Because enough simulators for sufficient and varied A table of logarithms, to the base ten, of factorial

practice in Job skills are rarely available, simpler de- n is given for values of j)=1(l)2000 to 15 decimal places.
vices are needed for training parts of tasks. Procedures The table has applications in acceptance sampling for
for dividing total performance requirements into training attributes, among other uses. The logarithms of the
segments lending themselves to distinctive types of train- factorials are also available on magnetic tape number
ers are described. Principle variables in the division 128 for the Sandia Corporation IBM 704 Data Processing
are phase learning and time-sharing of activities. Risks Machine.
and improper part-task training are discussed and princi- I. R 11
ples for reducing them proposed. Classes of trainers are
identified as. 1) familiarization, 2) Instructed-response,
and 3) automatized skill. For each class, the essential 16,559
training and human engineering variables are discussed. Plough, I.C. & Isaac, G.J. MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT AS A
T. R 9 FACTOR IN BODY COMPOSITION. Proj. 6X 60 11 001, Subproj.

1 4, Rep. 247, llpp. USA Medical Research and Nutritioa
L_.. Fitzsio•mons General Hospital, Denver, Colo.

16,554
Mayo, A.M. APPLICATION OF ADVANCED ENGINEERING DEVELOP-MENTS TO MEDICAL USE. Engng. Paper 898, 19601 18pp. 16,559
M EDgineeriCA USE.n Egog. Pircraper 8C8,p1260, Ing., A series of regression equations were calculated
Engineering Section, Douplas Aircraft ComoanC. Inc., relating body weight to the following body dimensionsa

height, skinfold thickness, arm diameter, and elbow di-
ameter. The data were obtained from a group of 123

16,554 soldiers representing a wide spread in height, weight,
This paper discusses some highly effective new tools and age. The findings were discussed in relation to the

and methods for the medical profession which are based on significance of muscularity and also the possibility that
advanced engineering developments in man-machine systems. major body compartments may be predictable from simple
G. I. R 5 body measurements.

T. G.

16,555 16,560
Machol, R.E. THE COMPUTER REVOLUTION IN ENGINEERING Purdy, W.C. THE HYPOTHESIS OF PSYCHOPHYSICAL CORRES-
EDUCATION. ca. 1960, 3pp. School of Electrical PONDENCE IN SPACE PERCEPTION. Rep. R60ELC56, Sept.
Engineering, Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind. 1960, 62pp. General Electric Advanced Electronics

Center, Ithaca, N.Y.
16,555

The ready availability of the high-speed digital com-
puters has wrought a fundamental and unprecedented change 16,560
in engineering education. This paper describes one uni- One approach to the theory of visual space perception
versity's experiences with a small digital computer on was described. A one-to-one correspondence between per-
which thousands of undergraduates have been taught to pro- ception and the geometric parameters of the optical stim-
gram within the past year. Future plans are discussed ulus was hypothesized (psychophysical correspondence).
which Involves large centralized computer with remote- An analysis of the optical stimulus was undertaken in
control installations in every instructional building. Its order to provide some experimentally testable statements
manner of use in the instructional program is described, which could be obtained deductively from the hypothesis.
An appendix contains an experimental use of the computer The geometry of the optical stimulus was described in
in a senior course in rotating machinery, terms of certain perspective gradients previously suggest-

ed by Gibson. Both monocular and binocular observations
were included. An experiment to test the prediction of
the effect of magnification on perceived slant was con-
ducted.

16,556 T. G. I. R 23
Mancinelli, D.A. CLOSED-CIRCUIT RESPIRATORY AND ENVIR-
ONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEMS. ca. 1959, l6pp. USN Ai
Crew Euipnment Lab., NAMC, Philadelphia, Penn.

16,561
Piitsker, A.A.B., Thomas, R.E., Christner, C.A. & Byers,

16,556 R.H. THE EFFECT OF VARIOUS LEVELS OF AUTOMATION ON
A closed-circuit respiratory and - •ronmental system H'JMAN OPERATORS' PERFORMANCE IN MAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS.

using potassium superoxide (K0 2 ) a5 the stored oxygen sup- SIXTH QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT. Contract AF 33(616)
ply was tested using six U.S. Navy enlisted personnel and 6395, Task 71619, Oct. 1960, Bpp. Battelle Memorial
an eight-day confinement period. The system tested and Is.itute, Columbus, Ohio.
the confinement chamber were described in detail. Con-
tinuous monitoring of gases in the closed system (oxygen
evolved, carbon dioxide removed, carbon monoxide, hydrogen 16,561
sulphide, sulphur dioxide, and trichloroethylene) and This is the sixth in a series of progress reports on
measurements of temperature and relative humidity were research on the effects of various levels of automation
made. Upon completion of the eight days and removal of on huma'n operators' performance in man-machine systems.
the Ss, the space was subjectively tested for odors. During this period a critical experiment was designed, a
Other life support equipment currently under evaluation computer program to simulate the automation problem was
were listed. developed, and an experimental apparatus was constructed.
T. I. R 4 In addition, research was continued on introducing group

structure into the mathematical model previously derived
for the automation problem. In this report the simula-
tion program, the design of the experiment, and plans

16,557 for the next quarter are desctibed.
Owen, D.B. & Williami, C.M. LOGARITHMS OP FACTORIALS T. I. R 1
FROM I TO 2000. TID 4500 (15th Edition), Rep. SCR 158,
Dec. 1959, 36pp. Sandia Corooration, Albuquerque, N.M.

16,562
deFlorez Company, Inc., Englewood Cliffsp N.J. THE
APPLICATION OF POINT SOURCE PROJECTION TECHNIQUES TO
GROUND OPERATION TRAINING. Contract NONR 1628(00),
Tech. Rep. NAVTRADEVCEN 1628 10, June 1959, 30pp. 1S
Training Device Center, Port Washington, N.Y.
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16,562
This report describes the results of a study to de- 16,566

termine if a satisfactory visual presentation can be ob- Chapman, K.M. A MINIATURE, DIRECT-PLOTTING PULSE-FRE-
tained with point light source techniques for applica- QUENCY NOMOGRAM. Proj. 7216, Task 71712, WADC TN 57
tion to a multi-vehicle ground reconnaissance trainer. 371, Nov. 1957, 6pp. USAF Aero Medical Lab., Wright-
The scope and important elements of the problem were Patterson AFB, Ohio.
determined from analysis of the training task. It is
recommended that point source visual displays be inves- 16,566
tigated further in such ground-level tasks where the A device is described for conveniently and inexpen-
trainee follows predetermined general routes such as sively plotting event rates from time-based data records,
roads and where terrain contour is not essential, for such as heart rate from EGG and discharge frequenty from
example, driver training devices, volleys of nerve impulses. Principles of design, con-
I. R 3 struction of a prototype, and photographic duplication

of copies in quantity are discussed. The use of a
nomogram for plotting nerve impulse frequencies is

16 563 illustrated.
Dalziel, C.F. THE EFFECTS OF ELECTRIC SHOCK ON MAN. T. G. I. R 2
May 1956, 19pp. US Office of Heal &Sf, Atomic
Energy Cosmission, Washington, D.C. (University of
California, Berkeley, Calif.). (Reprinted fromi IRE 16,567
Trans. on Medical Electronics, May 1956, PG•E 5). -Cooper, J.I., Rigby, Lynn V. & Spickard, W.A. PROCEED-

INGS OF SHIRT SLEEVE SEMINAR ON MAINTAINABILITY. Con-

16,563 tract Al 33(616) 7059, NOR 60 320, Aug. 1960, ll8pp.
A review of what is known about the quantitative Norair Div., Northrop Corporation, Hawthorne, Calif.

effects of electric currents on man is presented. Ex-
perimental studies on human beings and on animals are 16,567
reviewed. The discussion begins with the first tingling This is a transcript of the proceedings of a workshop-
sensations resulting from barely perceptible currents, type seminar on maintainability. The purpose of the
proceeds with reactions produced by currents of increas- seminar was to discuss and help supply answers for a
ing intensity, and includes various causes of electrocu- guide for the design for maintainability from an inte-
tion. The paper concludes with mention of effects
caused by high-frequency currents, burns and blisters, grated systems standpoint. Two aspects of such a guide

and the necessity for prompt application of approveda guide

methods of resuscitation for victims of severe else for the systems analyst and design engineer; background
ms tric information.

shock accidents. G.I. R 4
T. G. I. R 10

16,564 16,568
Cotterman, T.E. EFFECTS OF VARIATIONS IN SPECIFICITY Creer, B.Y., Smedal, H.A. & Wingrove, R.C. CENTRIFUGE
OF KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF A PER- STUDY OF PILOT TOLERANCE TO ACCELERATION AND THE EFFECTS
CEPTUAL SKILL. Proj. 1710, Task 71605, WADC TA 58 673, OF ACCELERATION ON PILOT PERFORMANCE. NASA TN D 337,
Aug. 19609 33pp. USAF Behavioral Sciences Lab.g Wright- Nov. 1960, 35pp. National Aeronautics and Space Admin-Patterson AFB, Ohio. Uistation, Washington, D.C. (Ames Research Center,

Moffett Field, Calif.).

16,564
To explore the effects of variations in the specifi- To measure the effects of various sustained accelera-

city of knowledge of results on the rate and level of tions on the control performance of pilots, an experimen-
learning of a simple perceptual judgment, 90 subjects as- tal set-up was used which consisted of a flight simulator
timated individually how many degrees a one-fourth inch with a centrifuge in the control loop. The pilot per-
arrow would have to be turned to match the position of an with a cntri n the cnrl loop. te t per-
adjacent arrowheaded line drawn across a three and one- formed his control tasks while being subjected to accelara-
half inch circle. The stimuli were presented in five tion fields such as might be encountered by a forward-

facing pilot flying an atmosphere entry vehicle. Informa-sets of 24, each set containing the same 24 stimuli In tion was obtained on the combined effects of control taskrandom order. Knowledge of results, given orally after complexity and magnitude and direction of acceleration
each estimation, ranged in specificity from simple right- forces on pilot performance. Boundaries of human toler-
wrong information to amount and direction of error forance to acceleration were established. The three-axisfive experimental groups. No knowledge was given a con- type of side-arm controller was evaluated in comparison
trol group. Differences in mean absolute and algebraic with the two-axis type in combination with toe pedals for
error per stimulus were analyzed for each group. w control.
T . G. 1. R 19 yaw control.

T. G. I. R 26

16,565
Cotterman, T.E. TASK CLASSIFICATIONs AN APPROACH TO 16,569
PARTIALLY ORDERING INFORMATION ON HUMAN LEARNING. Proj. Connor, J.A., Jr. AEROSPACE NUCLEAR SAFETY. Ca. 1960,
7183, Task 71621, WADC TN 58 374, Jan. 1959, l5pp. 2Dpp. US Aerospace Nuclear Safety Board, Atomic Energy
USAF Aero Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. Commission, Washington, D.C.

16,565 16,569
This report outlines the general philosophy and ap- The aerospace nuclear power program is reviewed

proach to a basic venture in the study of human learning-- briefly and problem areas in aerospace nuclear safety
task classification. It is proposed that a rational clas- are analysed. The biomedical analyses and research pro-
sification be developed for the tasks human beings have ams ansly aed the developnalyses and op-to larn Eac tak ctegoy wuld e st u in ucha . grams associated with the development, testing, and op-
to learn. Each task category would be set up in such a . eration of the manned nuclear aircraft, satellite auxili-way that a specified set of common principles of learning ary power (SNAP), nuclear ramjet (Pluto), and the nuclear
referring to basic variables would operate in essentially rocket (Rover) are discussed. The necessity for inter-
the same way in all task situations subsumed under it. In national accord in the registration and regulation of
this way the actual and hypothesized effects of various nuclear energy for safety of all peoples is indicated.
basic and task variables and their interactions would be T. R 20
set forth. The characteristics and supporting arguments
for this classification, methodological problems involved
in its development, and the problem of evaluation are dis-
cussed.
T, R 3
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16,575

16,570 This report delineates in lay language and in terms

Collins, W.E., Crampton, G.H. & Posner, J.B. THE EFFECT which will be meaningful to those who have not followed

OF MENTAL SET UPON VESTIBULAR NYSTAGMUS AND THE ELECTRO- the American space program closely the reasons for the

ENCEPHALOGRAM. Pro,. 6X95 25 001, Task 04, Rep. 439, great investment of the US Government in space exploration

Sept. 1960, 15pp. USA Medical Research Lab., Fort Knox, and the probable terms of the investment. The value of

Ky. the space program is discussed in relation to its impact
on national security, the economy, and every day living.
The long-range and unseen values are also discussed.

16,570 I. R 89
To determine the effect of different mental condi-

tions on the horizontal component of vestibular nystag-
mus produced by rotation and to ascertain the relation-
ship of EEG patterns to these conditions, six Ss were 16,576
given rotation stimulation in the dark while I) attend- Bowen, T.H. & Sharp, E.D. TABLES FOR MOOD'S DISTRIBU-

ing to the stimulus, 2) doing arithmetic problems, and TION-FREE INTERVAL ESTIMATION TECHNIQUE FOR DIFFERENCES

3) daydreaming. Vestibular nystagmus and the EEG were BETWEEN TWO MEDIANS. Proj. 7183, Task 71616, WADD TN

recorded simultaneously. The recordings were analyzed 60 89, May 1960, 19pp. USAF Behavioral Sciences Lab.,

for three types of datai duration and magnitude of nystag- Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
mus and amount of alpha. The data were then subjected
to analysis of variance techniques for effects due toas, conditionsp and trials. 16,576
s c a an tThis report presents tables which can be used to ob-

T, R 14 tain fiducial probabilities and confidence intervals for

differences between the medians of two populations. Also

included are the formulae, as originally derived by Mood,

and an illustrative application of the technique to ex-16,571 perimental data.
Brock, F.J. ACCELERATION SHOCK PROTECTION EXPERIMENTS T. R 4
USING LIVE PIGS. No date, 15pp. McDonnell Aircraft
Corporation, St. Louis, Mo.

16,577
16,571 Adams, J.A., Hufford, L.E. & Dunlop, J.M. PART- VERSUS

This paper presents the results of acceleration shock WIOLE-TASK LEARNING OF A FLIGB-T MANEUVER. Contract
experiments on live pigs and describes analytical work N61339 297, Tech. Rep. NAVTRADEVCEN 297 1, June 1960,
on these data yielding a fuller understanding of the 60pp. USN Training Device Center, Port Washington, N.Y.
phenomena and leading to an approximate method of predict- (University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.).
ing the magnitude of some of the effects of acceleration
shock.
T. G. I. 16,577

To examine the contribution of part-task training to
total task training, two matched groups of pilots were
trained in a hypothetical toss-bomb maneuver to be per-

16,573 formed in the SNJ Operational Flight Trainer. One group
Beeding, E.L., Jr. & Mosley, J.D. HUMAN DECELERATION had separate training in flight control and procedural

'TESTS. Task 78503, AFMIC TN 60 2, Jan. 1960, llpp. USAF tasks; the contrasted group had concurrent training in
Missile Development Center, Holloman AFB, N.M. (Presented the two classes of tasks. After equal amounts of train-
to 31st Annual Meeting of the Aerospace Medical Associa- ing, both groups were asked to perform the maneuver in
tion, 9-11 May 1960, as "Human Tolerance to Ultra-High the whole-task version (criterion task). Performance of
G Forces.'), the two groups was compared for various behavior measures.

Operational implications were discussed.
T. G. I. R 13

16,573
This report describes a series of experiments con-

ducted to determine human tolerance to impact forces with
the subject seated in the backward facing position. The 16,578
experiments were conducted on the AFMDC Daisy Track using Yngve, V.H. A MODEL AND AN HYPOTHESIS FOR LANGUAGE STRUC-
healthy young males.T. G. I. R 2 TURE. March 1960, 58pp. Research Laboratory of Electron-ics & Dept. of Modern Languages, Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.

16,578
16,574 A simple and easily mechanized model for sentence
Bloom, A. A CORRELATION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL AND MECHANICAL production is set up. On the basis of the behavior of
TESTING TO MEASURE OXYGEN BREATHING SYSTEM EFFICIENCY. the model and the assumptions underlying it, a hypothesisApril 1960, 22pp. 2 ~ra Engineering COmpanyp Sierra is advanced which leads to a number of specific predic-
Madre, Calif. tions concerning the types of syntactic structures to be

expected in language. The structure of English is then
examined in the light of these predictions, and it is

16,574 shown that the predicted structures account for much of
This paper deals with one technique for relating the the apparently nonfunctional complexity. The model pre-

physiological and physical methods for testing oxygen- sented here arose out of research directed toward the
breathing systems. The systems reported deal with the mechanical translation of languages.
crew and passenger systems currently in use on three I. R 2
major Jet transports flying today. Specific testing of
passenger and crew masks is discussed in detail.
G. I.

16,579
16,575 Sharma, H.S. & Radliff, M.H. PHYSIOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS
Yeager, P.B. THE PRACTICAL VALUES OF SPACE EXPLORATION. OF MASK MOUNTED REGBJLATOR P/N 1732-2| DETERMINATION OF.
Report of the Committee on Science and Astronautics, Proj. TED NAM AE 5194, Rep. NAMC ACEL 428, Feb. 1960,
US House of Representatives, Eighty-Sixth Congress, 5pp. USN Air Crew Eguigment Lab., NAMC, Philadelphia,
Second Session, Pursuant to H. Res. 133, Union Calendar Penn.
928, House Rep. 2091, July 1960, 54pp. U$ Government
rijnting Office, Washington, D.C.
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16,579 16,583
This report represents one phase of an effort aimed

Tests were conducted in order to determine oxygen at the use of airframe-human pilot system studies as the
mountedsumptin regulat te1732.2 witourhs thoougof the maskin basis for derivation of vehicle dynamic handling quali-

doctrinated in the use of the F9F-2 OFT flight simulator ties, specifically, lateral qualities. Tentative crite-

were exposed to predetermined flight patterns while ria are derived for certain roll/aileron transfer func-
breathing 100 per cent oxygen either with or without tion qualities by applying existing pilot dynamic re-

safety pressure. Subjects were observed closely in order sponse data to servo analysis studies of the airframe-

to detect any tendencies to hyperventilate during these pilot system. The criteria are examined in the light of

exposures. existing pilot opionion data and limited regions of vali-

T. dation are established. For those regions where no data
exist, the tentative criteria can provide an interim ba-
sis for design and a guide to future testing.
T. G. I. R 57

16,580
Reynolds, M.A. TRACKING INSTRUMENT, PORTABLE TYPE 6-A.
Proj. OTAC 376, Rep. 1, April 1960, l4pp. USA Develop- 16,584
ment and Proof Services, Aberdeen Proving Gound, Md. Waggoner, J.N. DIAGNOSIS OF THE STATE OF HEALTH OF A

MAN IN SPACE. To be presented on May 1l, 1960, at the
31st Annual Meeting of the Aerospace Medical Association

16,580 in Miami Beach, Fla., May 1960, Epp. AiResearch Menu-
Tracking instrument, Type 6-A, was installed on an facturing Div., The Garrett Corporation.

M48A2 tank to test its ability to simulate tracking prob-

lems. Both tracking and lead problems were conducted by

two skilled gunners, inexperienced with the instrument. 16,584
Duplicate tests were run under field tracking and lead This paper discusses the problems associated with the

conditions. The usefulness of the instrument for check- diagnosis of the state of health of a man in space by his
ing turret-tracking performance of tanks was discussed. physician on the earth. Research that has so far been

T. I. accomplished concerning the validity and interpretation
of the medical data available to the physician (pulse
rate, respiratory rate, skin and core temperatures, and

electrocardiographic tracings) is discussed with particu-
lar reference to knowledge gained about the electrocardio'

16,581 graphic story and blood pressure and pulse recording

Birnbaum, A. A UNIFIED THEORY OF ESTIMATION. I. Con- techniques. The use of knowledge gained in this type of

tracts NONR 285(38) & NONR 266(33), Rep. IMM-NYU 266, research to diagnostic techniques on the ground is dis-

April 1960, 78pp. Institute of Mathematical Sciences, cussed.

New York University, New York, N.Y.

16,581 16,585
This paper extends and unifies some previous formu- Gulliksen, H. MATHEMATICAL SOLUTIONS FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL

lations and theories of estimation for one-parameter PROBLEMS. A TECHNICAL REPORT. Contract NONR 1858 (15),
problems. The basic criterion used is admissibility of National Science Foundation Grant G 642, June 1958, 54pp.

a point estimator, defined with reference to its full Princeton University, Princeton, N.J. & Educational
distribution rather than special loss functions. Theo- Testing Service, Princeton, N.J.
retical methods of characterizing admissable estimators
are given and practical computational methods for their
use are illustrated in a variety of examples. 16,585

G. R 27 The value of the mathematico-deductive approach to
various psychological problems is discussed with particu-
lar emphasis on 1) the usefulness of matrix algebra for
expressing a large number of psychological theories and

16,582 for comparing the theory (observation equations) with
Cramer, R.L. RESPONSE OF MAI•MALIAN GRAVITY RECEPTORS TO data, and 2) the generality of multidimensional scaling as
SUSTAINED TILT. May 1960, 9pp. USAF School of Aviation an approach to a variety of psychological problems. The
Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex. discussion of each illustrative problem stresses the close

tie between the mathematical statement and the psycholog-
ical statement; for every variation in psychological as-

16,582 sumptions there must be a matching variation in the mathe-
* To determine whether nuclear vestibular responses are matical equations.

subject to modification over time if the stimulus is held T. G. I. R 90
constant, cats were used as subjects with the stimulus a
prolonged tilt at constant angle. Cats were anesthetized,
the common carotid arteries ligated, and tracheotomy per-
formed. The animal was secured to the catboard and a 16,586
radical craniectomy was performed leaving only the pons Karpovich, P.V., Dering, R.R. & Ikal, M. REFLEX AND
and medulla. Records of electrical activity in the pro- REACTION TIME. Contract DA 49 007 MD 889, July 1960,
jections of the otolith organ were secured as the board l4pp. Dept. of Physiology, Springfield ColleGe, Spring-
was tipped nose down for approximately one and a half min- field, Mass.
utes, returned to horizontal for the same length of time,
tipped to nose up position and again to horizontal. The
results are discussed in relation to sensori-motor pro- 16,586
blems of prolonged weightlessness. The relation between knee jerk reflex and knee ex-
G. I. R 2 tension reaction time was studied with an electrogoniom-

eter on 48 Ss, 29 nonathletes and 19 trained athletes.

Reflex time, amplitude of movementp duration of upstroke,

16 583 and speed of movement were recorded for the knee jerk re-

Ashkenas, I.L. & McRuer, D.T. THE DETERMINATION OF flex; time and speed of movement were recorded for knee

LATERAL HANDLING QUALITY REQUIREMENTS PROM AIRFRAME- extension reaction time. The correlations of measures

HUMAN PILOT SYSTEM STUDIES. Contract AF 33(616) 5661, within each group and the differences between the groups

Proj. 1365 13553, WADC TR 59 135, June 1959, 80pp. were analyzed. Practical implications for military drill

USAF Fliaht'Control Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. and training were discussed.
G. I. R 8
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16,591
To record horizontal binocular eye movements during

16,587 convergence and divergence by a method with greater sen-

Jones, F.N. SUBJECTIVE INTENSITY FUNCTIONS IN SOMESTHE-

SIS. PROGRESS REPORT. Contract DA 49 007 MD 1001, sitivity and accuracy than the methods previously used

Jan. 1960, 4pp. Unlversity of California, Los Angeles, in comparable studies, a method of direct photography,
based upon collimated beams of light reflected from plane

Calif. mirrors mounted on tightly fitting contact lenses, was
used. Three Ss with normal binocular vision and acuity

16,587 
were studied. Recordings were made of both binocular and

This progress report discusses three topicss 1) the monocular eye movements as the Ss fixated alternately

perfection of an electronically controlled touch stimu- near (or median) and far test objects. A quantitative

lator is described in general terms; 2) the calibration analysis of the eye movements was made and compared with

of a semiconductor thermocouple junction for temperature predictions made on the basis of theoretical expectations.

stimulation is discussed and its defects are indicated; T. G. I. R 24

3) subjective magnitude functions for touch are reported.

The usefulness of rate of stimulus movement as a dimension

for magnitude estimation is discussed. Results of sub-

jective scaling are to be reported at a later date. 16,592
Ziedman, K. DEVELOPMENT AND SPECIFICATIONS OF THE DIS-
PLAY-CUE ANALYZER. Contract NONR 233(49), Rep. 60 73,
Biotechnology Lab. Tech. Rep. 4, Aug. 1960, l9pp. Dept.

16,588 of Engineering, University of California, Los Angeles,
von Beckh, H.J. THE INCIDENCE OF MOTION SICKNESS DURING Calif.
EXPOSURES TO THE WEIGHTLESS STATE. XIth International

Astronautical Congress, Stockholm, Sweden, Symposium on 16,592

Space Medicine, August 15-20, 1960, l2pp. USAF Aero- Eq1ipment is described which was devised to analyze

medical Field Lab., Holloman AFB, N.M. the effects of variations in display cues on operator
performance. The basic apparatus consists of a display

16,588 panel, response panel, programmoing unit, control unit,

Zhis report compiles and evaluates observations on the and various recorders. The basic display is a panel on

occurrence of motion sickness made during the airborne which small lamps can be arranged in any pattern. Vari-

weightlessness program conducted by the USAF Aeromedical ation in display cues is produced by placing cardboard

Field Laboratory. The first 47 missions used the classica] sheets with different geometrical configurations of cues

Keplerian trajectory with weightlessness of up to 45 sec- over the lamps. The operator responds by pushing a

onds and 2.5 g in the initial and final pull-out. The nexi switch corresponding variably to a given display lamp.

51 missions used the same trajectory which was preceded Future plans for development are discussed.

or followed by a diving spiral which produced loads from I. R 1

4.0 to 6.5 g. There were 18 subjects with various degrees

of flying experience. Motion sickness as a hazard in
manned orbital and space flight is discussed.
T. I. R 10 16,593

Ziedman, K. & Lyman, J. AN ASSESSMENT OF PROBABILITY
DISTRIBUTION OF SIGNAL OCCURRENCE IN COMBINATION WITH

RELEVANT AND IRRELEVANT CUES FOR MASSED PRACTICE AND
TRANSFER OF TRAINING. Contract NONR 233(49), Rep. 60
75, Biotechnology Lab. Tech. Rep. 5, Aug. 1960, l

3
pp.

16,589 Dept. of Engineering, University of California, Los
Korotkin, A. & Cornog, D.Y. DISPLAY-CONTROL COMPATIBI- Angeles, Calif.
LITY. Human Factors Data Bull. 50, May 1960, 3pp.
Human Factors Group, Weapons System Engineering Dept.,
Air Arm Div., Westinghouse Electric Corporation, 16,593
Baltimore, Md. The effects of variation in display cues and stimulus

probability on perceptual-motor performance were studied.

Three experimental conditons were osed with two different

16,589 programs of order of stimulus occurrence. The three dis-
The fact that displays and controls may interact to plays consisted of discs with stimuli (circles) arranged

produce a more efficient system that would be expected by around the periphery of the disc in a low relevancy, high

analyzing-each separately (compatibility) is discussed in relevancy, and high irrelevancy position in relation to

this data bulletin. An experimental study demonstrating the signal lights. The programs controlling the order of

this point is suomsarized with graphic presentation of stimulus presentation were: 1) a random occurrence of each
pertinent data. Three displays (auditory or spoken word, light, and 2) a dither program which attempted to simulate

visual or window presenting digital readout, and visual the effect of a dither pointer. The subjects (24) were

or ten by ten matrix of lights) and three controls (dou- divided into three groups and were tested for two 30

ble column a. row and a column, and a ten by ten matrix of minute sessions on one of the three displays under each

push buttons) were used. The operator's task was to de- presentation program.
press the button or buttons corresponding to a stimulus T. G. I. R 4
of two elements. The data were analyzed on the basis of
speed and accuracy of information transmission for each
combination of display and control.
G. R 1 16,594

Zwislocki, J. THEORY OF TEMPORAL AUDITORY SUMMATION.
Contract 669(13), April 1960, l5pp. Bioacoustics Lab.,
Syracuse University, Syracuse, N.Y. (Reprinted from:

16,591 ____ost.So,_Aer, Ag.196, _(8_ 046I00)

Riggs, Lorin A. & Niehl, Elizabeth W. EYE MOVEMENTS J, acquit. Soc. Amer., Aug. 1960, 32(8), 1046-1060).

RECORDED DURING CONVERGENCE AND DIVERGENCE. J. opt,

Soc. Amer., Sept. 1960 N(9), 913-920. (Brown Univer- 16,594
sity, Providence, R.Ij.. A theory of temporal auditory summation is developed

and applied to the threshold of audibility for various
temporal patterns of pulses and sinusoidal vibrations.
The theory is based on the assumption of an exponential
decay of neural excitation and, for the threshold of
audibility, it includes only one time constant. Various
factors that may affect temporal auditory summation are
discussed. It is shown that the same theory applies to
muscle contractions.
G. R 47
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16,595 16,599
Wobig, W.H. & Tryon, L.E. FAULT LOCATION STUDY. Vos, J.J. & Bouman, M.A. ON SEARCH FOR RETINAL INTER-
Contract AF 30(602) 1996, Proj. 1978, Task 55090, ACTION IN GLARE. Rep. IZF 1960 9, Aug. 1960, l4pp.
RADC TR 59 250, Dec. 1959, 189pp. Electronics Institute for Perception RVO-TNO, Soesterberg, The
Engineering Department, Stromberg-Carlson, General Netherlands.
Dynamics Corporation, Rochester, N.Y.

16,599
16,595 A series of experiments was reported in which a

The activities, findings, and conclusions of a re- search was made for retinal interaction in glare situa-
search and development study program concerned with the tions. Absolute and contrast thresholds were investigated
automatic detection and isolation of system performance as a function of target size and time of presentation in
faults to the system nodule level are described in this the presence of a blinding light source. The functions
report. Simple ordering scheme and sequential methods were studied as the intensity of the glare source was
are considered. Recommendations for the basic system varied and were compared to previous studies where back-
components of an Automatic Fault Locator, applicable to ground luminance was varied. It was hypothesized that
complexes at SAGE Radar Sites and other ground electronic
systems, are presented. parallel results could explain the action of the glare

T.source in terms o entopic stray light, and that system-
atic divergence would point to a process of nervous adap-
tation.
G. I. R 10

16,596
Wilson, C.L. (Ed.). PROJECT MERCURY CANDIDATE
EVALUATION PROGRAM. Proj. 7164, Task 71832, WADC TR
59 505, Dec. 1959, 133pp. USAF Aerospace Medical Lab., 16,600

Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. von Beckh, H.J. MULTI-DIRECTIONAL G-PROTECTION DURING
EXPERIMENTAL SLED RUNS. Reprint from Proceedings
Xth International Astronautical Congress, London,

16,596 England, 1959, 671-682. USAF Aeromedical Field Lab.,
A battery of physiological, psychological, and blo- Holloman AFB, N.M.

chemical tests served as a basis for Project Mercury
candidate recommendation. Data were yeilded on physio-
logical limitations of high transverse g, anthropometric 16,600
measures, intelligibility measures, effects of noise and Described was a device which acts as a multi-direction
vibration on performance, body responses to heat stress, al g-protection. A catapult sled track with the sled pro-
physical fitness tests, and psychological evaluation pelled by one or two MIAI ejection-seat catapults was
tests. The final candidate recommendation meeting was used. The anti-g platform was in the form of an isoceles
described. Methods used to correlate biomedical data triangle which was pivoted on its apex by a vertical axis
statistically and a list of possibly significant cor- which was fixed on the structure of the sled and allowed
relations were discussed. Recommendations for future free rotation through 360 degrees. Two accelerometers,
experimentation and evaluation programs were included, placed in positions corresponding to the animal's (rat)
T. G. I. R 30 spinal and transverse-to-spine direction, were used to

obtain acceleration data. The favorability of such a free
moving platform was discussed as was the need to extend
studies to primates and human subjects.

16,597 G. I. R 5
Webber, C.E. & Adams, J.A. ISSUES IN THE USE OF AN
ANALOG-DIGITAL DATA SYSTEM FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF TRACK-
ING BEHAVIOR. Contract AF 49(638) 371, AFOSR TN 59 528,
April 1960, 33pp. Aviation Psychology Lab., Dept. of 16,601
Psychology, University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill. Tindle, E.R. IMPROVED MARKING OF BUOYANT VESTS AND

CUSHIONS. Proj. J28 3/1 5(259), July 1960, 2pp.
USCG Testing and Development Div., Office of Engineering,

16,597 Washington, D.C.
Tracking data collected by an analog-digital data

system and processed with a digital computer are recom-
mended as a solution for certain research restraints im- 16,601
posed by traditional methods of measuring tracking be- To investigate the resistance to weathering and flex-
havior. An experiment on system parameters is performed ing of six types of prototype labels for marking buoyant
entirely on a digital computer to evaluate sampling rate vests and cushions, all samples were first flexed
and number of digits per reading of simulated tracking 1,000,000 times using a machine designed for this pur-
error functions for time-on-target measures. Representa- pose. Cracking and loss of legibility were assessed.
tive empirical data of 15 Ss are presented for two-dimen- All samples were subjected to accelerated weathering in
sional tracking. an Atlas DMC/HR Weather-Ometer. Background discoloratior
T. G. I. R 6 and fading, letter fading, and loss of legibility were

recorded. Recommendations were included.
T. R 2

16 598 16,602
Valentine, G.A. HUMAN FACTOR CONSIDERATIONS IN THE Thomas, R.E., Pritsker, A.A.B., Christner, C.A. & Byers,
DESIGN OF THE B-58 ESCAPE CAPSULE. Presented to the R.H. THE EFFECT OF VARIOUS LEVELS OF AUTcOMATION ON
31st Annual Meeting of the Aerospace Medical Associa- HUMAN OPERATORS' PERFORMANCE IN MAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS.
tion, Miami, Fla., May 9-11, 1960, Rep. 1176, May 1960, Contract AF 33(616) 6395, June 1960, 134pp. Battelle
lOpp. Stanley Aviation Corporation, Denver, Colo. Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio.

16,602
16,598 This report is concerned with the problems involved

The human factor considerations that helped shape the in the design of man-machine systems and presents a meth-
design of the B-58 Escape Capsule are discussed and the od for generating data on the effects of various levels
way in which the Capsule meets the requirements is de- of automation in human operators' performance in man-ma-
scribed. Both normal and emergency operations are de- chine systems. The relationship of man to machines is
scribed with the latter including pro-ejection, ejection, discussed and the descriptive and quantitative automation
and recovery and surface survival, models are developed as well as the equipment, experi-
T. I. ments, summary of results, and appendices which consti-

tute the report.
T. G. 1. R a few
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16,607

16 603 This paper attempts to point out the area of space
Smith, W.M., McCrary,,J.W. & Smith, K.U. DELAYED VISUAL technology in which the life sciences and physical sci-
FEEDBACK AND BEHAVIOR. Science, Oct. 1960, 132(3433), ences overlap in an effort to aid understanding and co-
1013-1014. (Dept. of Psychology, Dartmouth College, operation of the two. The need to construct space en-
Hanover, NH. & Dept. of Psychology, University of vironment facilities for research, testing, and training
Wisconsin, Madison, Wisc.). Is cited and should include the environmental orbits about

the earth, e.g., the moon and the near planets. A review
of the space environments of these is given. The problems

16,603 of protection are considered from a biological and physi-
To study the effects of delayed visual feedback on cal viewpoint and illustrated by a moon capsule suit. A

simple visual-motor tasks, the RCA laboratory magnetic basic concept of a test facility for studying the problems
tape video recording and reproducing system was used to of life support systems for manned capsules and space
introduce a delay of approximately 520 msec. between suits is presented.
actual performance and the Ss observation of his perfornn- I. R 2
ance. The S carried out various tasks (writing letters
of alphabet, star tracing, placing dots in circles, etc.)
on an electronic handwriting analyzer which permitted
measurement of both manipulative and travel components 16,609
of the performance under conditions of television-delay, Seidenstein, S., Chernikoff, R. & Taylor, F.V. THE
television-no-delay, and normal or ordinary observation, RELATIONSHIP OF A RETINAL-GAIN INDEX TO SYSTEM PER-

FORMANCE. Proj. RR 006 09 41 4341, NRL Prob. Y02 01,
T. I. R.6 NRL Rep. 5548, Sept. 1960, 7pp. USN Research Lab.,

Washington, D.C.

16,609
16,605 This study was designed to determine the nature of the
Slodki, C.J. SENSITOMETRIC APPROACH TO THE SELECTION relationship of each of three gain factors (optical, dis-
OF FILMS FOR POSSIBLE RADAR SCOPE USE. Proj. 6272, play, and retinal) to systems errors. Prediction suggests
Task 62504, WADC TN 57 317, Sept. 1957, 34pp. a simple linear function of each type of gain to system
USAF Aerial Reconnaissance Lab., Wright-Patterson error but distance cues may alter this prediction. There-
AFB, Ohio. fore, a compensatory tracking system was used with sub-

jects tracking under 12 combinations of viewing distance
16,605 and display gain. Both position- and aided-control dyna-mics were used. The task was to maintain coincidence be-This report presents a sensitometric technique that tween a horizontally moving marker dot and a center line.
can be utilized for selection of radar film emulsions. The discussion includes the applicability of the visual
Components of a complete radar system were investigated system to be treated from a control-system viewpoint.
to determine the separate and compound effects of phosphor R 1
light emission on the sensitivities of film emulsions.
Sensitometric curves illustrating the results are present-
ed in the report. Further investigation into each indi-
vidual portion of the radar system is recommoended. 16,611
G. Smithp K.U., McDeimid, C.D. F Shideman, F.E.

ANALYSIS OF THE TEMPORAL COMPONENTS OF MOTION IN
HUMAN GAIT. Amer. J. phys. Med., Aug. 1960, 22(4),
142-151. (Depts. of Psychology & Pharmacology,

16,606 University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisc.).
Strauss, W.J. THE VALIDITY OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH
STUDIES WITH EMPHASIS ON THOSE PERTAINING TO FORCE
COMPOSITION QUESTIONS. Contract AF 33(616) 6824, 16,611
IAWR Rep. 60R3 & WADD TR 336, Feb. 1960, 30pp. A new method of measurement of different patterns of
Institute for Air Weapon Research, Labs. for Applied human locomotion, the electrobasometer, was applied to
Sciences, University of Chicano, Chicago, Ill. detailed analysis of the time characteristics of the

stride and contact movements of walking and running. The
effects of the shoe on gait, sex differences, age dif-

16,606 ferences, relation between gait and body height and weight
This report attempts to examine some of the basic and quantitative relations between component movements in

philosophical questions of the foundations of operations the locomotion pattern are presented here. Specificationsresearch. It tries to delineate and interrelate some fac- are given for a portable electrobasometer for field,
clinical, and laboratory use. A psychophysical, as op-

tore which confuse analysts and users of the type of oper- posed to a mechanical, theory of gait is presented and
ations research concerned with force structure considera- discussed.
tions and the selection of weapon systems for use in the G. 1. R 5
nation's future defense. Several criteria for Judging,
involved in tests of validity, are presented. The opera-
tioni research process Is discussedt the nature of assump-
tions, model, pay-off function values, and recommendations, 16,612
Also included is a discussion of the epistemology of op- Smith, K.U. & Bloom, R. THE ELECTRONIC HANDWRITINGerations research compared with mathematics and the em- ANALYZER AND MOTION STUDY OF WRITING. J. app1. psycho1.,
pirical physical sciences. 1956, 40(5), 302-306. (University of Wisconsin,
R 50 Madison, Wisc.).

16,607 16,612
Schueller, 0. SPACE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATORS. Presented This study applies precise methods of motion analysis
at 31st Annual Meeting, Aerospace Medical Association, to the investigation of writing skill. An Electronic
9-11 May 1960, Miami Beach, Fla., May 1960, 29pp. USAF Handwriting Analyser is described that permits separate
Aerospace Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. and automatic measurement of the component movements of

manipulation and travel in the writing task. Preliminary
results obtained from ten Ss on the writing of single
numbers and script letters are presented and discussed in
terms of differences in duration of the two component
movements and thenature of individual differences ob-
tained. The significance of the technique used in the
general study of motor coordination in relation to
growth, aging, learning, and other psychological factors
is discussed.
T. I. R 8
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16,613 
16,617

Smith, W.M., Smith, K.U., Stanley, R. & Harley, W.. Rohles, F.H., Jr. (Ed.). A PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF

ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE IN TELEVISED VISUAL FIELDS. HUMAN FACTORS PERSONNEL. Contract NONR 2718(00),

PRELIMINARY REPORT. Percept. Mot. Skills, Sept. 1956, Jan. 1960, 2
7 pp. Documentation Incorporated,

A, 195-198. (Princeton University, Princeton, N.J. & Washington, D.C. (USAF Aeromedical Field Lab.,

University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisc.). Holloman AFB, N.M.).

16,613 
16,617

Observations of a preliminary nature are described This directory of Human Factors Personnel represents

dealing with the nature of writing performance when the the results of a preliminary survey of individuals en-

S observes his own behavior on closed-circuit television. gaged in human factors work and includes physicians, psy-

Samples of writing obtained with three different horizon- chologists, physiologists, engineers, and anthropologists.

tal angular displacements of the visual field are de- Both alphabetical and geographical location listings are

scribed. The use of closed-circuit television as an presented.

instrument for analysis of the spatial and temporal or-

ganization of perception, motion, and other aspects of

behavior in relation to the visual environment is dis-

cussed.
I. L6,618

Berger, C., Reese, H.C. & Feder, C.A. A PSYCHOLOGICAL
OPERATIONS BIBLIOGRAPHY. Proj. PROSYMS, May 1960, 176pp.

16,614 
Special Operations Research Office, American University,

USAF Rome Air Development Center. PROCEEDINGS OF SYMPO- Washington, D.C.

SIUM ON DECISION THEORY AND APPLICATIONS TO ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT 10-11 MAY 1960 VOLUME I. Proj. 16,618
8505, RADC TR 60 70A, April 1960, 143pp. USAF Rome Air This bibliography attempted to assist military, re-

Development Center, Griffiss AFB, N.Y. search personnel and those interested in psychological
operations. Literature in the field was listed and anno-

16,614 tated. Emphasis was on psychological warfare but in-

Included here are a number of papers presented at the cluded are propaganda, the cold war, and reports on brain-

Symposium on Decision Theory and Application to Electronic washing. The introduction explained how the bibliography

Equipment Development in May 1960. The papers are con- is arranged and a brief review of the literature on psycho

cerned with machine control and decision problems. Some logical operations in World Wars I, II, the Korean War,

of the papers included arel "An Introduction to Bayes other limited wars since 1945, and the cold war was given.

Decision Procedures," "The Decision Problem in Radar," Some of the titles included were, "Are We Hitting the

"A Sequential Milti-Decision Procedure," "Signal Detection Target?," "Revolution in America," "Political Science

by Adaptive Filters," "The Resolvability of Point Sources,' Quarterly," "German Rule in Russia," and so forth.

and "The Search and Detection Efficiency of Surveillance
and Communication Devices Using Sequential Probability
Ratio Analysis." 16,619
T. G. R many Bellows, R.M. AN EXPERIMENTAL ISOLATION OF SOME FACTORS

DETERMINING RESPONSE TO RHYTHMIC CUTANEOUS STIMULATIONs

III. INTERPRETATION. Psvchol. Rey., Jan 1937, 44(1),

16 615 62-76.
Rohles, F.H., Jr. & Grunzke, M.E. A CONTINUOUS TRACKING
DEVICE FOR PRIMATES. Proj. 6893, Task 68930, AFMDC TR 16,619
60 10, April 1960, l4pp. USAF Aeromedical Field Lab., Certain theories and principles concerned with the

Holloman AFB, N.M. interpretation of cutaneous phenomena are treated. The
discussion is presented with reference to experimentally

16,615 determined aspects of response to rhythmic (intermittent)
A tracking task was designed that requires a primate stimulation of the lower lip (see 16,620). The doctrine

to track a continuously moving target in order to avoid of specificity (qualitative theory) vs. the pattern
electric shock. The device itself and the procedures (quantitative) theory is discussed. A bio-physical
employed to train a rhesus monkey to track the target 80 interpretation of vanishing flicker and response to
percent of the time were described, vibratory stimuli is considered.
G. I. R 2 I. R 46

16,616
Ronchi, Lucia & Mori, Gina F. ON THE FACTORS WHICH 16,620
AFFECT THE CONTRAST ENHANCEMENT IN A FIGURE WITH "QUASI Bellows, R.M. AN EXPERIMENTAL ISOLATION OF SOME FACTORS

PERCEPTIVE CONTOURS" AND A PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF SUCH DETERMINING RESPONSE TO RHYTHMIC CUTANEOUS STIMULATION.
A FIGURE. AttI Della Fondazione Gioroio Ronchi, Sept.- I. FREQUENCY, PRESSURE, AND TIME. J. exp. Psvchol.,
Oct. 1959, XUV(5), 495-508. Dec. 1936, XIX(6), 716-731.

16,616 16,620
This paper was concerned with a figure with "quasi To investigate some variables (frequency, pressure,

perceptive contours" and deals with the factors re- and adaptation time) involved in the phenomenon of
sponsible for-and the effect of luminance and viewing vanishing tactual flicker, seven subjects were tested.
angle on contrast enhancement. Monocular viewings of the Apparatus was constructed which w,,uJld deliver pulsations

figures were made at varying luminance. To investigate of air, of known intensity, temperature, and frequency
the effect of viewing angle, the figure was uniformly to the cutaneous surface (lower lip) which was covered
illuminated and surrounded by a field of dim luminance, with petroleum jelly to control moisture. Five stimulus
After-images were examined as well as observations under intensities (1.0 to 3.0 cm) were used to obtain the

intermittent illumination. Conclusions were drawn and critical point at which successive stimuli vanished on
some practical implications concerning the preception of five different trials. Subjects attempted to maintain

contrast were noted and discussed, frequency of stimulation at the speed of vanishing
G. I. R 13 flicker for a period of 20 minutes. Actual frequencies

were recorded every minute. The relations among the
three variables were analyzed.
G. R 24
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16,625
16,621 This bibliography was compiled from studies that were
Banghart, F.W. & Pattishall, E.G. HUMAN FACTORS AT found to be useful from a psychological, physiological,
EXTREME ALTITUDESs SYNOPSIS AND BIBLIOGRAPHY. Contract and environmental viewpoint with an emphasis on psycholo-
AF 18(600) 1792, HQARDC TR 60 7, March 1960, lllpp. gical and physiological problems of space and orbital
Division of Educational Research, Universitv of Virginia, flights. A total of 582 entries under 16 categories list-
Charlottesville, Va. ing author, title and entry are presented on file card

forms following the form suggested by the 1957 revision of
the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Asso-16T621 ciation. The literature review for the bibliography wasThis combined synopsis and bibliography covers the completed in April 1960. Some of the areas included arerange of areas that problems of human factors deal with in psychological problems of man in space flights, studiesconnection with extreme altitudes arising from space in sensory deprivation, leadership in Isolation and many

flights. The synopsis covers the following areas: ecolog i e more.
behavior and performance, acceleration and deceleration,
weightlessness, radiation, and instrumentation. The
bibliography is arranged under the above categories plus
space and space medicine. Each area is covered from 1956 16,627
to 1959 and supplemented prior to 1956. Frankfort, M., Hoffman, D., Rarity, J. & Saporta, L.R many DISPLAY METHODS FOR COUNTERMEASURES RECEIVERS FINAL

REPORT. Contract DA 36 039 SC 74990, Proj. 3 99 06
122, April 1960, 47pp. College of Engineering, New
York University, New York, N.Y.

16,623
Albert, B.S. PROBABILITY APPLICATIONS IN MILITARY
OPERATIONS RESEARCH THE PRACTICE IN ONE ORGANIZATION. 16,627
Rep. NA59H 507, Nov. 1959, 135pp. North American The purpose of this study was to investigate minia-
Aviation. Inc., Columbus, Ohio. turizing the digital display equipment developed in an

earlier study. The techniques applicable to miniaturizing
such a display are discussed and include the pulse width

16,623 measuring unit, the group repetition period measuring
This paper demonstrates the application of probability unit, and the recording device or data printer. A minis-

theory in military operations research. It gives a ture data printer based on electro-sensitive paper was
complete account of the growth of military operations developed. An automatic direction finder was investigated
research in industry, the functions performed for manage- as was the design for an automatically actuated camera
ment and the biases that arise. Probability techniques for oscilloscope pulse photography.
are discussed and include the frequency interpretation of G. I. R 9
probability. A number of probability statements and
theorems are presented and Impgrtant distribution func-
tions are described and illustrated. Case studies are
presented and show the probability applications to weapon
system requirements. The report Is concluded by an eval- 16,628
uation of the accuracy and reliability of probability Foley, P.J. THE EXPRESSION OF CERTAINTY. Am•r.•_.determinations. Pychl., Dec. 1959, LXXII(4), 614-615. (DefenceT. G. R 21 Research Medical Labs., Toronto, Ontario, Canada).

(DRML Proj. 76, Rep. 766, PCC D77 94 2021, HR 167).

16,624 16,628Cacioppo, A.J. & Diamantides, N.D. OBSTACLE IDENTIFI- To evaluate the meanings of expressions of certainty,CATION AND DISPLAY, PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR STUDIES FOR THE BELL 38 subjects were asked to give five statements a valueHELICOPTER CORPORATION SECOND INTERIM REPORT. Contract from one (X will not occur) to ten (X will occur). TheNONR 1670(00) FW 2601, GER 9828, June 1960, 4
0pp. statements rated were: "l) I am sure X will occur; 2) IGoodyear Aircraft Corooration, Akron, Ohio. suppose X will occur; 3) I am certain X will occur; 4) Ithink X will occur; and 5) I am positive X will occur."A frequency-distribution showing the number of subjects

16,624 who assigned values to each statement was shown. FromThis is a report on perceptual representation, per- the results obtained, conclusions concerning the meaning-
ceptual closure, and design of experimental apparatus fulness of these phrases were drawn.
investigating the adaptive perceptual motor characteris- I. R 1
tics of human operators. The apparatus designed is ex-
plained and described. The perceptual representation
experiment was designed to compare the effects of differ-
ent types of symbolism on simple association learning.
Two groups of seven were tested. Group I was to associate 16,629seven geometric symbols with a number. Group II was to Flight Safety Foundation, Inc. AVIATION CRASH INJURY
associate real world representations with a number. To RESEARCH FINAL REPORT. Contract NONR 401(21) & Con-test closure, ten subjects viewed a set of straight lines tract NONR 2883(00), Sept. 1959, l 3

pp. Fliiht Safetyand four sets of isoceles triangles with portions of the FQnation. ., Phoenix, Ariz.
perimeter removed. The task was to indicate when they
saw the flicker when viewed through a stroboscope.
T. G. I. R 14 16,629

A final report on the undertakings and activities of
the aviation Crash Injury Research Program was presented.16,625 The objectives and tasks of the programs were cited and"Burns, N.M., Ziegler, R.B., Noble, Rosalie & Gifford, E.C. the accidents investigated were reported. EvaluationsENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS OF SEALED CABINS FOR SPACE of aircraft and aircraft components of the DC-C, theAND ORBITAL FLIGHTS A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL Army L-20 Beaver, Army L-19, and the XH-40 Army utilitySTUDIES RELEVANT TO SPACE AND AORBITAL FLIGdT. Weptask helicopter were made. A new Helicopter Accident InjuryAssign. RAE 20C 030/200/I005 01 002, Prob. Assign. Report Form was developed and made available to the U.S.C04AEI3 I, Rep. NAMIC ACEL 441, Oct. 1960, 151pp. UNAir Army, Federal Aviation Agencies, and interested stateCrew oaulment ahb., NAMC, Philadelphia, Penn. groups. A crash survival design manual was developed
and. a training program in crash-injury accident investi-
gation was initiated#
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16,635
16,630 Investigated are five tournament types to determine
Flanagan, J.L. NOTE ON THE DESIGN OF "TERMINAL-ANALOG" their effectiveness in selecting the best one of four
SPEECH SYNTHESIZERS. J. acoust. Soc, Amer., Feb. 1957, players. The types studied ares roundrobin, knock-out
22(2), 306-310. (USAF Cambridge Research Center, with repeated games, replicated knock-out (two methods),
Cambridge, Mass. & Acoustics Lab., Massachusetts Institute and the double elimination tournament. Expressions for
of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.). (AFCRC TN 57 550, the probability with which the best player wins under
Scientific Rep. 13). each type is determined. The five types are evaluated

and compared for their effectiveness.

16,630 T.

Electrical speech synthesizers that are analogs of thr
human speech-producing mechanism from a terminal point of
view are discussed such synthesizers are basically lumped-
constant electrical networks having transmission character. 16,636
istics similar to the transmission properties of the vocal Hardy, J.O. THE PHYSIOLOGY OF TEMPERATURE REGULATION.
tract. The synthesis of vowel sounds by such networks is Task MRrJ5.15 2002.1, Rep. NADC MA 6015, Rep. 22, June
considered. A comparison is made between cascade and
parallel connectious of simple electrical resonators for 1960, 296pp. USN Aviation Medical Acceleration Lab.,
producing vowel sounds on the basis of which yields sounds Johnsville, Penn. (University of Pennsylvania, Phila-
having formants of proper amplitude. delphia, Penn.).
G. I. R 15

16,636
This review of physiological temperature regulation

is restricted to a consideration of the temperature re-
sponses of the homoiotherms and, more particularly, of the

16,632 usual laboratory animals and man. Principal attention is
Derksen, W.L., Delhery, G.P., Monahan, T.I. & McGree~y, given to the literature since 1952 although reference is
J.M. THERMAL AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE NML SKIN made to much of the older work for purposes of continuity
SIMULANT. Lab. Proj. 5046 3 Part 122 Final Report, and clarity. The major divisions of the review are 1)
Tech. Objective AW 7, SF 001 05 11, DASA 1169, Jan. physiological responses to cold, 2) physiological re-
1960, llpp. USN Material Lab., Brooklyn, N.Y. sponses to head, and 3) the physiology of temperature

regulation.
I. R 851

16,632
As part of a larger program on the effects of the

thermal radiation on materials, the protection afforded by
clothing against burns is being studied. To facilitate
these studies a skin simulant has been developed, employ- 16,637
ing an inert material and relying on physical measurements Grant, G. & McKendry, J.M. DESIGN FOR MAINTAINABILITY.
for predicting burn severity. The skin simulant is dt- Contract N61339 330, NAVTRADEVCEN TR 330 1, April 1960,
scribed in this report and related to measured properties 20pp. USN Training Device Center, Port Washington, N.Y.
of the skin itself. The thermal and optical qualities of
the simulant are discussed along with its limitations.
Its use in studies of protective values of clothing are 16,637
also discussed. A suimmary report of a one year study of the problem
G. I. R 11 of design for maintainability is presented. The defini-

tion and approaches to achieve maintainability (improving
equipment design, improving the skill of the technicians,
and improving maintainance aids) are set forth. Investi-
gation of several designers of training devices revealed

16,633 a need to initiate new research to provide information to
Coombs, W.C., Salaman, R.G. & Cottrell, DE. A RESEARCH help designers achieve maintainability. The master plan
STUDY AND ENGINEERING INVESTIGATION OF A DIGITAL TELE- of the research effort is included as Well as the publish-
VISION SYSTEM FINAL REPORT. Contract DA 36 039 SC 74928, ed reports which were products of the program. The final
DA Proj. 3 22 00 400, SC Proj. 0053 PH 58 91 (4442), SC product was a comprehensive handbook of recommendations
Specifilcation.58 ECL/D 4442 (57/4483), Colorado Research for the design and construction of electronic equipment.
Corporation Proj. 23 20, June 1959, 61pp. Colorado Re- I. R 12
search Corooration, Broomfield Heights, Colo.

16,633
This study was designed to investigate the feasibility

of a digital TV. It was desired to develop optimum sys- 16,638
tem standards which would produce an acceptable picture Gordon, H.C. & Schwedes, J.C. VERTICAL FLIGHT INSTRU-
for a variety of military applications using a minimum MENT PRESENTATION TEST F-106A/B CATEGORY II. AFFTC TR
bit rate. The work was directed towards the application 59 26, Addendum I, Feb. 1960, 96pp. USAF Flight Test
of such a system to intercommunications, briefing, and C , Edwards AFB, Calif.
observing hazardous operations in military operatiohs.
New scanning methods and methods of digital modulation
were developed. These include the Difference Signal
Modulation, and Pulse Code Modulation methods. Recommen-
dations for future projects were presented. 16,638
T. I. R 14 To evaluate the vertical instrument equipped aircraft

(F-106) for safety of flight deficiencies and instrument
system accuracy, reliability, and maintainability, one
F-106A was flown on 52 test missions for 70015 hours

16,635 and one F-106B was flown on 30 missions for 40,05 hours.
Glenn, W.A. A COMPARISON OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF The F-106 Vertical Flight Instrument Panel consists of

nine instruments. Mach-airspeed-angle of attack indicator,VTraMnTa PolRtechnpc Institute, Bla.ksburg, Va. standby airspeed indicator, attitude-director indicator,
horizontal situation indicator, altimeter-vertical speed

indicator, standby altimeter, display mode selector,
heading select switch and bearing selector. The per-
formance of each is discussed.
T. G. I.
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16,643
16,639 To examine consumption and reasons for non-consump-
Harris, W. & Buckner, D.N. A STUDY OF FACTORS INFLUENCING tion of A rationst a study, reported in three parts, was
THE JUDGMENT OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE. Contract NONR 1241 conducted. The first report cited was conducted to
(00), Proj. NR 153 625, Tech. Rep. 1, Aug. 1960, 50pp. assess the adequacy of the methods and procedures used
Human Factors Research. Incorporated, Los Angeles, Calif. in the pilot and final phase of the study. The final

phase was conducted at four installations in four separate
parts of the country with procedures and materials the16,639 same for all posts. Three questionnaire forms were used

This study was the first of a series designed to ex- with five foods studied at each meal. The results wereplore relationships among variables that influence judg- examined in terms of percent of food taken and percentments of human performance. Two experiments were per- of food eaten. The variability and reliability of con-
formed to investigate performance judgment behavior under sumption in terms of different food classes and othercontrolled conditions. In an exploratory study, a method variables were discussed.
by which such behavior could be observed was investigated. T.
A second study was an extension and replication of the
first. Rating of performance of others was compared with
the making of psychophysical Judgments. Importance of
studying rater-performer interactions as well as individ- 16,644
ual rater differences was pointed out. Wayne-George Corporation, Boston, Mass. HIGH-SPEED
T. G. R 14 ELECTROMECHANIZAL GOGGLE. Contract AF 33(616) 5287,

Proj. 6332, Task 77653, WADC TR 59 114, May 1959, 21pp.
USAF Aero Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

16,640 16,644
Greenberg, B.G. & Sarhan, A.E. MATRIX INVERSION, ITS High-speed electromechanical shutter goggles to be
INTEREST AND APPLICATION IN ANALYSIS OF DATA. J. Amer. used to protect the eyes of the wearer from burns orstetis. Ass., Dec. 1959, 54, 755-766. (University of flash blindness caused by a high intensity flash are
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N.C.). (OOR Rep. 1597%7). described. The shutters of the goggles are actuated by

disposable explosive dimple motors which are controlled
by a small transistorized electronic package carried by

16,640 the pilot. The shutters are closed in less than 500
This paper is concerned with the inversion of a class microseconds after onset of the flash. They also have

of matrices with special patterns as well as the numerical the feature of being compatible with some helmets and
inversion of matrices in general. It also provides some oxygen masks.
special methods for the inversion of matrices for special I.
and general cases. Some of the types of matrices consid-
ered are: diagonal matrices of type r, type r diagonal in-
verse matrix, generalization of matrix partitioning in in-
version, and non-patterned matrices. These results will 16,645
be applied to problems in analysis of data where such ma- Truax, S., Andreassi, J.L., Bishop, E.W. & Channell, R.C.
trix inversion is applicable. HUMIAN FACTORS REVIEW OF THE MOBILE AIRCRAFT CONTROL TOWER
R 10 AN/TSW-I(XC-2) FINAL REPORT. Contract DA 36 039 SC

78921, Proj. 3 99 00 110, Feb. 1960, 23pp. Dunlap and
Associates, Inc., Stamford, Conn.

16,64516, 642 The mobile aircraft control tower AN/TSW-l (XC-2) isMcFarland, R.A. HUMAN FACTORS IN VEHICULAR DESIGN AND reviewed in terms of the ability of the operator to ac-
OPERATION, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO ACCIDENTS. Contract complish the purpose of the system. The mission of the
DA 49 007 MD 166, March 1960, 50pp. Harvard School of equipment and system requirements is discussed. ThePublic Health, Boston, Mass. report also contains a brief description of the equip-

ment and its proposed operating procedures, a general
16,642 evaluation of the system, and an evaluation of specific

This is a progress report of a long term research design characteristics of the equipment.
program concerned with the improvement of operating ef-
ficiency and safety through more effective integration
between the driver and his vehicle. Research carried on
during the year covered by this report includes: I) Com- 16,646
pletion of abstracting of literature to revise the Mono- Thomas, E.L., Howat, R. & Mackworth, N.H. TV TRACKER
graph "Human variables in motor vehicle accidents," 2) A RECORDS EYE FOCUS POINTS. Electronics, April 1960, 3

pp.
comparison of American and foreign made cars in regard to (Defence Research Medical Labs., Toronto, Ontario,
driver workspace, 3) Development of instrumentation and Canada).
electronic recording procedures of driver responses, 4) A
human factors study of accidents in military vehicles,
5) Collaborative studies related to accident research, 16,646
and 6) Analysis of visual data having implications for Described is a device for following the movements of
night driving. the corneal reflection in order to study eye movements.
T. I. R 43 The needed equipment is described, and block diagrams of

coding and gate circuits are provided.
I.

16,643
USA Food Acceptance Branch. VARIABILITY OF FOOD ACCEPT-
ANCE BEHAVIOR UNDER NORMAL FEEDING CONDITIONS PART I.
BASIC RESULTS OF CONSUMPTION SURVEY. INTERIM REPORT. 16,647
Proj. 7 84 15 007, QMFCIAF Rep. 30 59, Nov. 1959, 36pp. Taylor, A.A., Finkelstein, Beatrice & Hayes, R.E. FOOD
USA Food Acceotance Branch, QM Food & Container Institute FOR SPACE TRAVEL "AN EXAMINATION OF CURRENT CAPABILITIES
for the Arsed Forces, Chicago, Ill. AND FUTURE NEEDS". ARDC TR 60 8, July 1960, 

6 4
pp.

USAF Air Research and Development Comsand, Andrews AFB,
Washington, D.C.
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16,647
This is a study describing and evaluating the present 16,651

programs for providing food and water for manned space Smith, E.K., Anastasio, F.J., Kalustyan, B.C., Snyder,
flight. The duration of the flight presents particular R.B., et al. THE APPLICATION OF POINT SOURCE PROJECTION
problems, thus the study Is considered in terms of dura- TECHNIQUES TO AIR-TO-SURFACE ATTACK-TRAINING. Contract
tion of flight. The three categories are? nutrition and NONR 1628(00), NAVTRADEVCEN TR 1628 7, June 1959,
feeding requirements for short space missions of two to 57pp. USN Training Device Center, Port Washington, N.Y.
three days duration; nutrition and space feeding for space (The deFlorez Company, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J.).
missions of intermediate duration; and bio-logistics of
long space trips. The latter considers the need for a
closed ecological system and its functional processes. 16,651
Also included are menus for short, medium, and long The results of an investigation to determine if a

flights, satisfactory visual presentation can be obtained with

T. G. I. R 63 point light source techniques for application to an air-
to-surface attack trainer are described. An analysis of
the training task used to determine the skills to be de-
veloped and the cues required for its performance is in-
cluded. An actual system was developed which will pro-

16,648 vide some training in the task. Its limitations are in-

Smith, O.W. DISTANCE CONSTANCY. Contract AF 33(038) dicated along with the need for further evaluation by

22804 & NONR 401 (14), Sept. 1956, 5pp. Cornell Univer- persons fully conversant with the training task.

sity, Ithaca, N.Y. I. R 9

16,648
To investigate the distance constancy problem which

requires the judgment of a far extent as longer or short-
er than a near standard extent, 23 Ss were required to 16,653
make such judgments. The standard stimulus (a white sheet Smith, E.K., AnasLaslo, F.J., Kalustyan, B.C., Snyder,
of oilcloth 54 inches wide and 10 feet long) was viewed at R.B., et al. THE APPLICATION OF POINT SOURCE PRO-
25 ft. in front of the S; the variable stimulus, at 125 JECTION TECHNIQUES TO SURFACE VESSEL OPERATION TRAINING.
ft., was exposed in lengths which were multiples of three. Contract NONR 1628(00), NAVTRADEVCEN TR 1628 9, June
An approximation method was used to determine the S's 1959, 4

7
pp. USN Training Device Center, Port Washington,

mean match of equality. Data from 23 Ss were analyzed N.Y. (deflorez Company, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J.).
to determine whether distance constancy holds under these
conditions.
R 3 16,653

The results of an investigation to determine if a
satisfactory visual presentation can be obtained with
point light source techniques for application to a des-
troyer docking trainer were described. An analysis of

16,649 the training task was made showing the skills to be de-
Smith, O.W. THE EFFECTS rF WINDOWS OF TWO SIZES ON veloped and the cues required for its performance. Point
MATCHES OF OBJECTIVE VELOCITY. Contract NONR 401 (14), source projection systems were developed and were con-
Sep. 1956, l3pp. Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. sidered capable of providing some valuable training in

shiphandling and destroyer docking. The limitations of
the system were discussed.

16,649 I. R 4
The effects of windows of two different sizes on Judg-

ments of objective velocity were investigated. Two win-
dows, one of which was twice the linear dimension of the
other, were used; identical movement patterns were viewed
through the windows. The task was to adjust the speed of
the variable so that the physical velocity of its surface 16,654
was judged equal in terms of ft./sec. to the speed of the Reese, T.S. & Stevens, S.S. SUBJECTIVE INTENSITY OF
standard under the following conditions, I) large window COFFEE ODOR. Amer. J. Psychol., Sept. 1960, LXXIII,
for both variable and standard fields, 2) small window 424-428. (Psycho-Acoustic Lab., Harvard University,
for both fields, 3) small window was standard and the large Cambridge, Mass.). (Rep. PNR 219).
was variable, and 4) the reverse of(3). Match judgments
of 22 Ss were obtained for analysis.
T. R 5 16,654

A method for presenting controlled intensities of
stimuli of olfaction was designed to determine how the
subjective intensity of coffee odor grows with stimulus
concentration. The method of magnitude estimation was

16,650 used. "Sniffing-bags" made of Scotchpak 20A20, a material
Smith, O.W. & Gibson, J.J. APPARATUS FOR THE STUDY OF made of plastic and aluminum, were designed. The Ss wereVISUAL TRANSLATORY MOTION. Contract AF 33(038) 22804 & presented five concentrations in separate bags and in-VISUALNR0 Sept. M9OTIO pp. Contrnact A ir 33(038)22804&structed to estimate the intensity of odor in each bag.
NONR 401 (14), Sept. 1956, 

6
pp. Cornell University, Each of the five concentrations were Judged twice by each

Ithaca, N.Y. of the 12 male and 8 female Ss. The results are dis-

cussed in terms of the power function law. The sensory
transducer of olfaction behaving as a "compressor" is16,650 also discussed.

Specifications were given for an apparatus to be used G. R 11
in the investigation of perception of visual motion. The
apparatus was constructed and described in detail. The
authors suggest its use in investigation of the following
problems, 1) effects of variables such as velocity of the 16,655
standard and mode of observation employed in comparison Reynolds, G.S. & Stevens, S.S. BINAURAL SUMMATION OF
on accuracy of reproduction of velocityl 2) constant LOUDNESS. J. acoust. Soc. Amer., Oct. 1960, =2(10),
errors in velocity perception; 3) improvement of velocity 1337-1344. (Psycho-Acoustic Lab., Harvard University,
discrimination and absolute judgments of velocity; 4) of Cambridge, Mass.). (Rep. PNR 244).
"upper" threshold for visual speed| 5) of recognition of
forms as dependent on speed; and 6) of apparent direction
of motion as dependent on shape and orientation of framing
window.
1. R 2
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16,659
16,655 An investigation of aircraft accidents that have oc-

A stimulus of a given sound pressure sounds louder curred over the past five years reveals that a consider-
when it is heard by two ears than when it is heard by able cause of accidents has been due to human error. A
one. This fact was demonstrated by a series of experi- discussion of the factors influencing human errors in-
ments designed to quantify the ratio of binaural to cludes three major categories which affect human per-
monaural loudness at various stimulus levels. Various formancei physical status, physiological adversities, and
methods were used to obtain the datat magnitude estma- behavior variables. Other important factors are the
tion, magnitude production, one- vs. two-ear ratio pro- intelligence and capacity of the pilots to learn, inex-
duction, monaural-binaural loudness matching, and the pariance, application irregularities, and deficiencies
cross-modality matching of loudness to the apparent in- in aids to flying. Emphasized is the fact that modern

tensity of a vibration. Binaural and monaural loudness flying is a coordinated enterprise requiring the coopers-

functions obtained by these methods were compared. tion of a number of people in the aircraft and on the
T. G. I. R 10 ground.

T. R 1

16,656 16,660

Reed, I.S. STATISTICAL ERROR CONTROL OF A REALIZABLE Pasternackp B.S. & Ogawa, J. "ESTIMATION AND TESTING OF

BINARY SYMMETRIC CHANNEL. Contract AF 19(604) 5200, PARAMETERS BY ORDER STATISTICS" STOCHASTIC BOUNDS ON THE
Group RYp. 47.35, Nov. 1959, 13pp. Lincoln Lab., "'" STATISTIC WHEN DATA ARE INCOMPLETE: ONE-WAY CLASSIFI-

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Lexington, CATION. Contract DA 36 034 ORD 2184, DA Proj. 5B99 0l

Mass. 004, ORD Proj. TB2 0001 & OOR Proj. 1597, OCR Rep. 1597,
Tech. Rep. 11, Jan. 1960, 19pp. University of North

16,656 Q8oinaI, Chapel Hill, N.C.

To determine the statistical confidence that one may
have in error-correction machines which are based on error 16,660
correction codes, a method was developed to measure the This paper was designed to obtain analogous stochastic
statistics of a channel as the message is being received, sounds on the F-statistic, when data are incomplete,
It is demonstrated how the statistics of a channel can be for the case of one-way classification. The procedure
measured as the message is being received and how the used is indicated and a numerical example of the method
levels of acceptance or rejection are established. A is also presented.
phone line channel was used to carry out the procedure, R 1
however it is felt that the method can be generalized to
other channels.
I. R 3

16,661

16,657 Norton, J.R., Taylor, C.L., Davis, H., Haase, R.H., et al.
Quade, D. THE ASYMPTOTIC POWER OF THE KOLMOGOROV TESTS TECHNICAL STUDIES IN CARGO HANDLING - VII. THE HUMAN
OF GOODNESS OF FIT. Contract AF 49(638) 261, AFOSR TN OUTPUT FUNCTION, ITS CONCEPT AND MEASUREMENT. Contract

60 55, Mimes. Series 243, Dec. 1959, 95pp. Dept. of NONR 233(07) , Rep. 59 75, Dec. 1959, l9pp. Dept. of
Statistics, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Engineering, University of California, Los Angeles, Calif.
N.C.

16,657 16,661
The purpose of this paper was to investigate the It is not yet possible to measure directly on the

asymptotic power against sequences of alternatives which human muscle involved the total physiological energy cost
converge to the hypothesis distribution H(x) against se- to a human of the performance of a task. An approxima-
quences of alternatives Gn(x) for which sypY-n/H(x)-Gn(x)/ tion of direct measure is discussed in this report. To-
tends to a limit. The one-sided Kolmogorov test for good- tal physiological energy cost is here termed the Human
ness of fit is used with the application of Doob's "heu- Output Function (HOF); it is differentiated from the
ristic procedure." Although the one-sided test is used mechanical work involved, defined as force times a dis-
and demonstrated with examples, the two-sided tests can tance or torque times an angle, which is only a part of
also be applied. total energy cost. An equation is developed for use
T. G. R 19 with Lauru's force plate as an indirect measure of HOE.

Preliminary design analyses for a force plate for labora-
tory analyses of cargo handling tasks are presented.
T. I. R 10

16,658
Postley, J.A. THE DESIGN OF COMPLEX MANAGEMENT-CONTROL
SYSTEMS. Contract AF 49(368) 700, Proj. RAND, Res.
Memo. 2483, Nov. 1959, 21pp. The Rand Corporation, 16,662
Santa Monica, Calif. Nickson, J.J. & Glicksman, A.S. STUDY OF THE POST-

IRRADIATION SYNDROME IN HUMANS TERMINAL REPORT.
Contract DA 49 007 MD 1022, April 1960, 25pp.

16,658 Sloan-Kettering Institute for Cancer Research, New
This report discusses the need to apply data-auto- York, N.Y.

mation technology in Air Force operations. The appli-
cation of automation to the new control and support
systems with which the Air Force is currently involved 16,662
is stressed. The problems encountered in the system To investigate the effects of low doses of total body

design involve the policies and procedures that must be irradiation on modification of tremor response and to

followed by organizations, persons, and automatic devices study the post-irradiation syndrome in man in a number of

in working towards the objective of the system. It also parameters, seven subjects with incurable cancer were

includes selecting and progromming data-processing e- studied after total body irradiation. Four of the pa-

quipment. tients had fractionated doses of irradiation varying from
25 r daily for five days to two doses of 50 r separated
by six weeks. Three patients received single exposurest
one received 130 r, one received 125 r, and one received

16,659 88 r. Hemotological and biological studies were per-

Pletcher, K.E. TO ERR -IS HUMAN AND MAY BE FATAL. formed. This report includes a summary of the various

Rep. M 6 60, June 1960, l8pp. USAF Directorate of aspects investigated over the past five years on patients

Flight & Missile Safety Research, Norton AFB, Calif. receiving total body irradiation.
G.
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16,667
This is the fourth quarterly progress report of a

16,663 study of problems in translation of natural language by
Morrison, Nina K. DEVELOPMENT OF CONDUCTIVE CLOTH PLANTAR large scale digital computers. This report presents the
ELECTRODE FOR USE IN MEASURING SKIN RESISTANCE. Proj. theoretical basis for the system in detail. Complete
7222, Task 71747, WADC TN 58 284, Oct. 1958, llpp. 2 segregation of the permanent translation process from
A Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. the structural characteristics of specific input and out-

put languages is required by the system. To achieve this,
information about a specific language is supplied by data16,663fomtcaldrcgiinadpoutogrmas Th

The design and development of a conductive cloth formats called recognition and production grammars. The

plantar electrode for use in studies of galvanic skin way In which generalized processes use such grammatical

resistance changes is described. The conductive cloth data to recognize and produce sentences is explained in

electrode proved to be more effective than a lead elec- detail and illustrated with material from German and

trode due to its flexibility, comfort over extended peri- English grammars.

ods of time, light weight, and better continuous contact I. R 3

with the foot. The concept of placing electrodes inside
socks is presented as it was developed for skin resistance
studies of Ss who were active over extended periods of 16,668
time. The sock electrodes were worn continuously for Kamen, J. VARIABILITY OF FOOD ACCEPTANCE BEHAVIOR UNDER
periods up to seven days without discomfort and the GSR NORMAL FEEDING CONDITIONS PART 2. REASONS FOR NON-CON-
writeout was relatively free of movement artifacts. SUMPTION INTERIM REPORT. Proj. 7 84 15 007, QMFCIAF
G. I. R 5 Rep. 38 59, Dec. 1959, 24pp. USA Food Acceptance Branch,

QM Food & Container Institute for the Armed Forces,

Chicago, I11.

16,668

16,664 To obtain the reasons given by soldiers for not eat-

Stevens, S.S. THE PSYCHOPHYSICS OF SENSORY FUNCTION. Ing a food, a test was conducted at 17 Army installations
isigai. §S0 June 1960, 48(2) 9 226-253. (Psycho- located in four widely separated areas of the country.

Acoustic Lab., Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.). Three questionnaire forms were used and these differed
(Contract NONR 1866(15), PNR 236). only in the order in which the reasons for nonconsumption

of foods were listed. Two mess halls were chosen at each

16,664 of the four installations to be surveyed each day for all
Following a brief resume of the history of psvcho- three meals, with approximately 32 soldiers in each of

physics, developments since 1930 are discussed. Major the mesr halls. The soldiers completed a questionnaire

topics are measurement; sensory qualities; two kinds of at each meal. The results were examined in terms of:

continua (prothetic and metathetic); three kinds of 1) soldiers not eating all that they had taken, 2) those
sensory measures (discriminability scales, category not taking a food, and 3) the most salient reasons given

scales, and magnitude scales); operating characteristics for not doing so.
of sense organs; exponents of the power functions relating T. R 2

psychological magnitude to stimulus magnitude; cross-
modality comparisons; force of handgrip scaling; varia-
bility in sensory responses; and the role of transducers. 16,669T. 0. R 29 1,6

Jenkins, G.M. & Chanmugam, J. AUTOCORRELATION ANALYSIS
AND THE DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS. Contract DA 04 200 ORD
996, Tech. Rep. 2, Aug. 1960, 67pp. Applied Mathematics

& Statistics Labs., Stanford University, Stanford, Calif.

16,666
Mauch, H.A. THE DEVELOPMENT OF A READING MACHINE FOR 16,669
THE BLIND SUMMARY REPORT. Contract V1005 M 1943, This study is concerned with the Investigation Into

June 1960, lOpp. Mauch Laboratories. Inc., Dayton, the effect of autocorrelation on the strategy of experi-

Ohio. mentation. Its application in Industry is considered and
an example of its application is given. The report Is

16,666 divided Into three parts. Part I discusses the basic

A summary report on the development of a, reading ma- principles involved and a statement of the problem. Parrt

chine was given and directed toward the solution of detail II presents the formulae and theories necessary and so

problems and the building of prototype models. A scanning Is highly statistical. Part III indicates the practical

method had been devised which can select 26 word fragments applIcations of these results and discusses the Implica-

as well as a word synthesizer. The construction of proto- tions of the results.

type models was undertaken plus studies to develop a rec- T. G. R 24

ognition operation which included scanning optimization
and photocell studies. Basic solutions were found for
scanning characters other than small letters and for var-
ious types of print. A matrix using a reduced number of
diodes was developed and a functional model was built and 16,670

demonstrated. Humphries, M. ERRORS. IN MARKING THE CENTRES OF LINES,
CIRCLES, AND LENTICULAR FIGURES AS A FUNCTION OF SIZE.
Perceot. Mot. Skills, Aug. 1960, _U, 67-70. (Defence
Research Medical Lat;s., Toronto, C(ntario, Canada).
(DRML Proj. 107, Rep. 107 7, PCC D77 94 20 23, HR 168).

16,667
Lehmann, W.P. (Chief Investigator). MACHINE LANGUAGE

TRANSLATION STUDY RESEARCH ON THE MACHINE TRANSLATION OF 16,670
GERMAN FOURTH QUA•TERLY PROGRESS REPORT. Contract DA 36 To determine the accuracy with which centers of tar-

039 SC 78911, April 1960, 59pp. University of Texas, gets variously shaped and sized could be marked, ten Ss
Austin, Tex. marked the centers of a series of lines (from 0.125 to

2.00 inches in length viewed both horizontally and ver-
tically)l circles diameters same as lines); and len-

ticular shapes (sized approximately as above). An
analysis was made of absolute errors to determine the

effect of size and orientation.
G. I. R 5
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16,674
16,671 The author discusses tI.e increasing role of the psy-
Gebhard, J.W. & Hanes, R.M. (Eds.). INFORMATION REQUIRE- chologist in industry today and considers the areas in
MENTS FOR THE CON•TROL OF COMBAT FORCES. Summary of the which he is active and some of his functions in his work.
Proceedings of a Conference sponsored by Working Group VI- The general areas considered includes personnel selectioni
Visual Displays, National Academy of Sciences, Washington, personnel development; human factors in design; produc-
D.C., June 24-26, 1959, Contract NONR 2300(05), March tivityl management; and miscellaneous. The author makes
1960, 21pp. Armed Forces-NRC Vision Committee, ONR, note of the fact that those who do not ordinarily think
Washington, D.C. of themselves as "industrial psychologists" are actually

,part of the industrial picture. This group includes the

16,671 psychologist concerned with human factors and product

This was a report on the proceedings of the Conference design for human use.

on the Information Requirement for the Control of Combat R 6

Forces. Representatives of the several services pre-
sented requirements for displays of data used in making
command decisions. The matter of automation in decision-
making and the degree of desirability of automation in 16,675
the defense forces, bomber forces, Army, and Navy were McCaffrey, J.A. & Stern, J.A. A CLOSED ENVIRONMENTAL
discussed. A roster of the attendants at the conference SIMULATOR FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHT. Presented ats
was also included in the report. Aerospace Medical Association, Thirty-first Annual Meeting
I. R I May 9-11, 1960, BAC 2263 B Rl, AM 71 359, 1 1100, 1960,

6pp. Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle, Wash.

16,675
A design for a closed environmental simulator for

16,672 manned space flight is presented under the contention that
Swartz, W.F., Obermayer, R.W. & Muckler, F.A. SOME such a space station will yield valuable psychological and
THEORETICAL LIMITS OF MAN-PERISCOPIC VISUAL PERFORMANCE physiological information which can be utilized in manned
IN AN ORBITAL RECONNAISSANCE VEHICLE. Contract space flight. The simulator .is a closed ecological sys-
AF 33(616) 5472, Engng. Rep. 10,978, Dec. 1959, 132pp. tem capable of sustaining four men for 90 days. Consider-
M, Baltimore, Md. ation has been taken of work area, living area, the eco-

logical system, gas-exchange system, food system, water-
cycle system, water treatment system, and air-conditioning

16,672
An analytic human engineering evaluation of the man-

periscope method of presenting visual information to the
orbital reconnaissance operator was given. The objective
of the report was to establish theoretical limits of 16,676
visual performance as a function of 1) minimum-resolvable- King, R.G. PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF POSTURAL DI0-
object-length, 2) area viewed, 3) time-to-view, and ORIENTATION BY TILTING DURING WEIGHTLESSNESS. For
4) display scale-factor. From a review of the litera- Presentation at 31st Annual Aero Space Medical Asso-
ture, 13 paxsmeters were selected and examined as to cia'ion Meeting, Miami, Fla., May 9-11, 1960, 8pp.
their interrelationships and their effects on the four Life Sciences, Operations Research Incorporated, Silver
dependent variables for five representative orbital Spring, Md.,
altitudes. The derived data were then extrapolated t6
an orbital altitude range of 113 to 22,289 miles. 16,676
T. G. I. R4 ~This report is concerned with observations on laby-

rinth functions, and specifically the functions of the
utricular otolith during weightlessness. The experiment
was designed to test the hypothesis that since only grav-

16,673 ity could cause displacement of the otolith in the absenceof rotation or movement, no postural responses would re-Weybrew, B.B. (Princ. Investigator). BIBLIOGRAPHY OF suit by static disorientation of the head under zero gray-
SENSORY DEPRIVATION, ISOLATION AND CONFINENFNT. Proj. ity. Observations on compensatory poses were made in a
MR005.14 2100.03.04, Memo. Rep. 60 i, Jan. 1960, l 3

pp. C-131 airplane during normal and weightless flight on two
oN Medical Research Lab., New London Submarine Base, normal and four decerebrate pigeons. Some caution should

be exercised in generalizing the results to man.
I. R I

16,673
A bibliography has been compiled of publications in

the area of sensory deprivation, isolation, and confine-
ment for use in connection with studies of stress associ-
ated with long submerged cruises. A total of 146 entries 16,677
are listed and fall under the following categories: re- Wathen-Dunn, W. (Chm.). PROCEEDINGS OF SEMINAR ON
view articles, anecdotal literature, experimental litera- SPEECH COMPRESSION AND PROCESSING. AFCRC TR 59 198,
ture, studies of confinement peculiar to space flight, Volume 1, Sept. 1959, 

2
30pp. USAF Electronics Research

studies peculiar to submarine environment, sociological Directorate, AFCRC, Camhridge, Mass.
and prison confinement, animal studies, theoretical publi-
cations, and miscellaneous.

16,677

This is the first of two volumes of reports which
16,674 were delivered at the Seminar on Speech Compression. The
McCollom, I.N. PSYCHOLOGISTS IN INDUSTRY IN THE reports included in Volume I are: "Basic Factors in
UNITED STATES. Amer, Psychologist, ca. 1958, 704- Speech Perception and Applications to Speech Processing";
708. (San Diego State College, San Diego, Calif.). "Effects of Multiple, Narrow Pass Band Filtering on the

Intelligibility of Speech"; "Some Aspects of intonation
and Speech"; "The Effective Use of Digital Simulation
for Speech Processing"; "Experiments with a Dynamic
Analog of the Vocal Tract"; "Some Progress with Vocoder-
Type Systems"; "A Twelve-Channel Transistorized Vocoder";
"The Formoder as a Tool for Speech Studles"; and "A
Digitalized Continuous-Analysis Speech Compression Sys-
tem."
T. G. 1. R manyIV - 2



16,682
Auditory thresholds may become lower (improve) fol-

16,678 lowing stimulation by sound of low intensity. This
Wenzel, D.G. & Rutledge, C.O. THE DOSE-EFFECT AND shift in threshold was determined by comparing the ref-
DURATION OF ACTION OF PHENOBARBITAL, MEPROBAMATE, erence threshold of a test pulse, presented alone, to
CHLORPROMAZINE, AND OXANAMIDE ON MOTOR AND PSYCHO- the threshold for the test pulse preceded by a stiomlat-

MOTOR PERFORMANCE. Contract NONR 583(09), Nov. 1960, ing pulse. Duration, intensity, and frequency of the
Bpp. University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kan. stimulating pulse were controlled, as were duration and

frequency of the test pulse and duration of interval
16,678 between pulses. Both pure tones and white noise were

The present study was conducted to determine the ef- used in various combinations for the stimulating and
fects of certain drugs and tranquilizers on motor and test pulses; there were four observers: the nature of the
psychomotor performance as a function of time and to facilitatory process, auditory or attentional, and its
observe any indications of stimulant-induced impairment locus, whether peripheral or central, are discussed.
on performance. Fifteen Ss were tested prior to and T. G. I. R 25
1p 2, and 3 hours following the administration of the
following drugs: phenobarbital with doses of 15, 30, and
45 mg; chloropromazine with doses of 25p 50, and 100 mg;
meprobamate with doses of 200, 400, and 800 mg; oxanamide 16,683
with doses of 200, 400, and 800 mg; and three placebo Mooney, C.M. RECOGNITION OF AMBIGUOUS AND UNAMBIGJOUS
doses. A random administration of drugs was used and a VISUAL CONFIGURATIONS WITH SHORT AND LONGER EXPOSURES.
t-test was applied to the data. Brit. J. Psychol., 1960, a1(2), 119-125. (Canadian
T. R 11 Joint Staff, London, England). (Proj. D77 94 35 29

(HR 180), DRML Rep. 142 3).

16,679 16,683
Savage, I.R. CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE THEORY OF RANK ORDER This study was designed to investiga1e 8he importance

STATISTICS: COMPUTATION RULES FOR PROBABILITIES OF RANK of eye movements in learning to recognize visual configu-

ORDERS. Contract NONR 2582(00), Task NR 042 200, rations and to provide a test for the hypothesis that vis-
Tech. Rep. 9, Sept. 1959, 4pp. University of Minnesota, jal inspection should be more effective in learning to
Minneapolis, Minn. recognize configurations most amenable to cognitive con-

structions or associations. Twenty-five subjects viewed
16,679 three types of items mounted on 35 millimeter slides. The

The problems involved in the computations of the proba. :ategories were: forms with details, details only, and
bilities of rank orders are noted. This paper presents forms only. These were sorted Into two groups of 24
two rules which may be employed to facilitate the compu- slides each. The subjects viewed one group under 5.0 sec-
tation of probabilities of rank order for one-sample and Dnds exposure time and the other at 0.07 seconds exposure.
two-sample cases. An example for the application of the I. G. I. R 8
rules is presented for both the one-sample rule and the
two-sample rule.
R 3 16,684

Reza, F.M., Speth, A. & Jutila, S. STUDY OF SYSTEM

16,680 RELIABILITY. Ccntract AF 19(604) 2452, AFCRC TN 58
Stevens, J.C. & Stevens, S.S. WARMTH AND COLD, DYNAMICS 356, SURI Rep. EE 507 586T 1, Tech. Rep. 1, June 1958,OFSENSORYens, I SITY. Sept. 19 DYNAC18pp. Syracuse University Research Institute, Syracuse,OF SENSORY INTENSITY. J. extD. Psvchol.9 Sept. 19609 N.Y.
N0(3), 183-192. (Psycho-Acoustic Lab., Harvard Univer-
sity, Cambridgei Mass.). (Rep. PNR 234).

16,684
This was a report on the major work done over the

16,680 first year of this project. The three major areas of
To determine how the apparent magnitude of warmth study were: 1) study of tolerance in systems, 2) redun-

and cold depends on the intensity of thermal stimulation, dant component networks, and 3) equilibrium between dis-
the method of magnitude estimation was used under three turbance and recoveries. Topological rules for obtaining
conditions. The three conditions used weret 1) magnitude network functions were outlined and a method for a sys-
estimation of temperature on the arm applied by a thermo- tematic study of tolerance was devised. A number of re-
statically controlled aluminum stimulator; 2) thermal dundant component networks were discussed and a method to
sensations measured with a hand dynomometer which was a determine the reliability of one class of redundant com-
cross-modality matching technique; and 3) immersing the ponent connections was developed. The concept of the
hand into a water bath. The functions of all three con- equilibrium probability associated with a "self-recovery
ditions were plotted and interpreted in terms of the system" was introduced. A basic linear integral equation
power function law. was developed and the properties of such processes were
G. I. R 9 investigated.

R2

16,681
Richter, D.L. TWO-STAGE EXPERIMENTS FOR ESTIMATING A
COMMON MEAN. Contract AF 49(638) 261, Tech. Note 59 793, 16,685
Mimeo. Series 231, June 1959, 15pp. Institute of Statis- Nelson, R.T. AN EMPIRICAL STUDY OF ARRIVAL, SERVICE
tics, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N.C. TIME, AND WAITING TIME DISTRIBUTIONS OF A JOB SHOP

PRODUCTION PROCESS. Management Sciences Res. Proj.
Res. Rep. 60, June 1959, 41pp. University of California,16,681 Los Angeles, Calif.

In this paper the investigator treats the problem of
estimating the common mean/< of two populations using a
fixed number n of observations. The paper is broken down 160685
into three parts with Chapter I setting forth the problem 16,685
and, in Chapters II and III, the asymptotic minimum value This paper is concerned with intermittent production
of m is derived. The results are indicated and the reas- systems producing specified job lots to customer orders on

ons for the results are discussed, essentially general purpose equipment. The three impor-

R 3 tant elements which contribute to the flow time 9f work of
such a job are processing time, transport time, and wait-
ing time. From empirical data the nature of the arrival
and service time distributions for the machine centers of

16,682 a typical job shop during an experimental time period was
Rubin, H. AUDITORY FACILITATION FOLLOWING STIMULATION studied and the correspondence of the assumptions of ex-
AT LOW INTENSITIES. J. acoust. Soc. Amer., June 1960, isting waiting line theoretical models were examined.
W2(6) 670-681. (University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, T. G. R 13
PennJ.
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16,686 16, 690
Siegel, A.I., Bulinkis, J., Hatton, R. & Crain, K. STUDY Schloss, H.S. A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PUBLICATIONS IN THE
TO ASSESS THE EFFECTIVENESS AND UTILIZATION OF FULL PRES- THEORY OF GAMES. Contract AF 19(604) 4573, AFCRC TN 59
SURE SUITS. A TECHNIQUE FOR THE EVALUATION OF OPERATOR 797, Scientific Rep. 1, Oct. 1959o 9

7
pp. Electronics

PERFORMANCE IN PRESSURE SUITS AND OTHER FLIGHT APPAREL. Research Lab., Northeastern University, Boston, Mass.
Contract N156 34553, Proj. TED NAM AE 5177, Part 3, Rep.
NAMC ACEL 435, April 1960, 

97 pp. USN Air Crew Equipment 16,690
Lab., NAPE], Philadelphia, Penn. (Applied Psychological 1,9
Services, Wayne l Penn.). The present bibliography was compiled from a range of

sources which includes the Mathematical Reviews from 1944
to the present; Operations Research; Annals ofM. a-

16,686 QUStal tiics; and existing bibliographies from the works
This report describes a method for absolute and com- by J.C.C. McKinsey, D. Blackwell and M.A. Ginshick;

parative measurements of the capabilities of men in full Abraham Wald, R.D. Luce and H. Raiffa; and also from the
pressure suits. The measurement logic and devices used listings in Contributions Igthe Theory of Games I_(V,
are presented and the measurement of the, i) rate of Annals gf Mathematical Studies, no. 40, Princeton Univer-
movement; 2) psychomotor coordination; 3) manual dexteri- sity Press.
ty light performance; 4) work space requirements; 5)
visual field; 6) anthropometric flexibility; and 7) ef-
fort exerted for task performance were suggested. The
planned measurements are fully described as are the ele- 16,691
ments of the equipment involved in the measurements. The

et al. STUDY OF POINT LIGHT SOURCE PROJECTION SYSTEM
procedures for administering and scoring the measures are COMPONENTS. Contract NONR 1628(00), NAVTRADEVCEN TR
also included. 1628 1, March 1959, 

2
11pp. USN Training Device Center,T. G. 1. R 3 Port Washington, N.Y. (deFlorez Company, Inc., Engle-

wood Cliffs, N.J.).

16,687 16,691
Seaton, R.W. RESPONSE PATTERNS TO AN APPEAL TO TASTE This report is first in a series designed to investi-
IRRADIATED FOODS INTERIM REPORT. Proj. Food Acceptance gate the usefulness of the point light source in present-
Study 7 84 15 007, QMFCIAF Rep. 34 59, Jan. 1960, ing the visual displays required for various training de-
l6pp. USA Food Acceptance Branch, QM Food & Container vices. The basic components of the system--the point
Institute for the Armed Forces, Chicago, Ill. source of light, the display-object, and the screen--

were described. Variations in system parameters were
16,687 studied intensively to determine their interrelation-ships and their effects on the qualities of the visual

This study was made to obtain response patterns of displays obtained. Values of system parameters which
subjects requested to taste irradiated foods. An attempt achieve optimum visual display qualities were then re-
was made to determine some of the factors promoting the lated to the basic components of the system to establish
likelihood of rejecting an innovation. Request letters desirable attributes of these components. Useful tech-
and response cards were sent to 720 civilian and military nical information was furnished in the appendices.
food tasting volunteers to test irradiated food. Returns T. G. I.
from 530 people included 360 positive replies (would test
irradiated food). The factors analyzed were: sex differ-
ences; military versus civilian status; age differences;
birthplace; and role of urban and rural environment. The 16,692
unique nature of the population tested is noted and the Stavid Engineering, Inc., Plainfield, N.J. RESEARCH
need to exercise care in generalizing the results is made. DIRECTED TOWARD INSTALLATION, TESTING, DEVELOPMENT,
T. R 37 AND MODIFICATION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA PROOCSSING

EQUIPMENT FINAL ENGINEERING REPORT. Contract AF 19(604)
3503, AFCRC TR 59 355, Nov. 1959, 92pp. USAF

16,688 Electronics Research Directorate, AFCRC, Bedford, Mass.

Sem-Jacobsen, C.W. & Sykehus, G. "BLACK-OUT" AND
UNCONSCIOUSNESS REVEALED BY AIRBORNE TESTING OF 16,692
FIGHTER PILOTS. EEG Laboratory, Oslo, Norway. This report suommarizes the work performed under the

project designed to provide technical and engineering
16,688 support necessary to the operation of a complex data pro-cessing system used as a tool in human research studies.

To verify earlier work, 50 pilots from various Unite( Description of the equipment involved is provided and
States Air Force bases were tested with airborne EEG re- layout and logic diagrams are also included. Also de-
cordings. The EEG tracings were supplemented with EKG scribed are the outstanding factors encountered in pro-
recordings, respiration rates, and flight patterns. The viding maintenance. A proposed study is offerred to pro-
role of "pilot error" as a source of aircraft accidents vide greater flexibility and adaptability and to overcome
as well as "black-out" and unconsciousness under heavy some of the limitations imposed by existing equipment.
g-load was discussed. I. R 12

16,689
Smith, E.K., Anastasio, F.J., Kalustyan, B.C.,
Snyder, R.B., et al. THE APPLICATION OF POINT 16,694
SOURCE PROJECTION TECHNIQUES TO AIR-TO-SURFACE Winzen Research, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn. MANHIGH I.
OBSERVATION TRAINING. Contract NONR 1628(00), AFMDC TR 59 24, June 1959, 36pp. USAF Aeromedical
HAVTRADEVCEN TR 1628 8, June 1959, 39pp. USN Field Lab., Holloman AFB, N.M.

fCente, Port Washington, N.Y.
Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J.). 16,694

The report presented is on the Manhigh I operation
16,689 which was the first of a series of manned balloon probes

The results of an investigation to determine if a into the upper atmosphere. A description of the man oper-
satisfactory visual presentation can be obtained with ated capsule is given as well as a detailed report on the
point light source techniques for application to an air- procedure of the operation. Described are the aerostat
to-surface observation trainer were described. An analy- and flight control, oxygen and capsule pressurization, air
sis of the training task and the skills and cues required regeneration and temperature control, instrumentation and
for its performance were Included. A system was devised communication system. An evaluation of the operation and
and described. It was recommended that this system be recommendations for improvement are given.
*valuated experimentally. T. G. I.
I. R 9
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16,699
16,696 Communication, radar, and countermeasures problems
Williams, A.C., Jr., Simon, C.W., Haugen, Ruth & are each analyzed in terms of pertinent concepts from
Roscoe, S.N. OPERATOR PERFORMANCE IN STRIKE RECON- information theory and signal detectability theory.
NAISSANCE. Contract AF 18(600) 1798, Proj. 7184, The communication problem (recognition)and the radar
Task 71580, WADD TR 60 521, Aug. 1960, 75pp. USAF problem (detection) are first clarified in order that

ces Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. the countermeasures problem can be analyzed. Areas
BHughes Aircraft Company, Culver City, Calif.). requiring further research are pointed out.

T. G. I. R 8

16,696
A description of a strike reconnaisance mission and

an analysis of the variables affecting the operator's 16,700
performance were given. Two experiments based on the Wolin, B.R. DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATED SAGE OPERATOR
above were conducted. The problem considered was to in- POSITION. Contract AF 19(604) 2635, AFCRC TN 59 68,
vestigate human performance in target identification. SDC FN LX 283, Nov. 1959, 31pp. System Development
The first experiment attempted to determine the sorts of Cor2oration, Santa Monica, Calif.
things an observer can identify in aerial photographs of
varying resolutions and scale factors. The second ex-
periment attempted to examine some of the problems in- 16,700

volved in developing equations for predicting target The apparatus described here was designed to be used

identifiability. Observers were asked to find airfields to test various arrangements and types of switches, but-tons, and knobs for insertion of instructions from SAGEin a limited time under conditions similar to experiment consoles to SAGE computers. The apparatus was constructed
T. G. I. R 130 from parts salvaged from a SAGE console. The subject re-

ceives the visual stimulus from an image projected on the

rear of a ground glass screen at his position. A detailed
account of the apparatus and its operations is given. A

16,697 number of suggested improvements are also included in the
report.

Susskind, C. PROCEEDINGS OF THE THIRD ANNUAL TRI- r.po.
SERVICE CONFERENCE ON BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MICRO-
WAVE RADIATING EQUIPMENTS 25, 26, 27 AUGUST 1959.
RADC TP 51 14n, Aug. 1959, 33

7
pp. Printing Dept.,

Unive---ci tl LJLQ_.rlJA, Berkeley, Calif. 16,701

Abbey, D.S. ABILITY AND PERFORMANCE ON A COMPLEX PER-
16,69' CEPTUAL-MOTOR TASK. Percept. Mot. Skills, 1960, fi,

This is a report of the proceedings of the Third 55-56. (University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario,
Annual Tri-Service Conference. A number of studies were Canada).
conducted to investigate the biological effects of micro-
waves. Included in the report were the following studiest
biological effects of microwave energy at 200 mc upon the 16,701
eyes of selected mammalsl temperature regulation in labor- To examine relationships between early ability and
atory animals irradiated with 3 cm microwaves; some ef- practice on a complex perceptual-motor task, four groups
fects of ultra-high frequency energy on primate cerebral of Ss were formed on the basis of performance during the
activity; theoretical considerations pertaining to thermal initial minute of practice. Data were then collected in
dose meters; electrical substitutes for human tissue; some 20-second intervals and combined into ten one-minute
recent developments in pulsed energy sleep; a microwave trials for analysis. The task required the S to place
medical safety program in an industrial electronics a lighted green disc within a lighted red ring by manipu-
facility; and studies on the effects of 2450 mc radiation lation of an airplane-type control stick. A match was
on the eye of the rabbit. recorded for each proper placement. Both slope and rate
T. G. I. R many of change of the learning curve were analyzed for rela-

tionship to initial level of ability.
R5

16,698-
Siebens, A.A., Frank, N.R., Kent, D.C., Newman, M.M.,
et al. MEASUREMENTS OF THE PULMONARY DIFFUSING CAPACITY 16,702
FOR OXYGEN DURING EXERCISE. Amer. Rev. Respiratory Abbey, D.S. & Cowan, P.A. INCOMPLETE VISUAL FEEDBACK
Disease, Dec. 1959, 80(6), 806-824. (Cardiopulmonary AND PERFORMANCE ON THE TORONTO COMPLEX COORDINATOR.
Lab., USN Hospital, St. Albans, N.Y. & Dept. of Physiolo- Percept. Mot. Skills, 1960, Us, 43-45. (University of
gy, State University of New York, Brooklyn, N.Y.). Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada).

16,698 16,702
To test the interpretation that pulmonary diffus- To investigate the effects of incomplete visual feed-

ing capacity reflects the area and permeability of back on a complex coordination task, two groups of ten
the alveolar-capillary "membrane," measurements were Ss each practiced for 20 minutes on the Toronto Complex
made under circumstances thought to affect primarily Coordinator (display panel of 81 double-light assemblies
area or permeability. Selected patients who had re- arranged in a 9 by 9 matrix and a control stick used to
sections of lung tissue, others with interstitial position a lighted green disc within an illuminated red
fibrosis and sacroid disease, and "normal" patients (most ring). The apparatus was modified for one group so that
were young men) were tested using the method of Lillien- visual representation of the Ss' control movements was
thal, Riley, Proenamel and Franke. Values of pulmonary made intermittent. In the second group, continuous
diffusing capacity were compared for the several groups. visual representation of tracking movements was given.
Observations on effects of age and severity of exercise Mean matches per minute and standard deviations of the
were also made. matches were compared for the two groups.
T. G. R 38 T. R 3

16,699 16,703
Tanner, W.P., Jr. A SYSTEM APPROACH TO THE COUNTER- Abma, J.S., Huffman, Lois L., Mason, L.J. & Coffey, J.L.
MEASURES PROBLEM. Contract DA 36 039 SC 78283, DA THE FURTHER DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF AURAL READING
Proj. 3A99 06 001 01, Proj. 2899, Tech. Rep. 103, April DEVICES FOR THE BLIND SUMMARY REPORT. Contract V1O05
1960, 88pp. University of Michigan Research Institute, M 1961, June 1960, 63pp. Battelle Memorial Institute,
Ann Arbor, Mich. Columbus, Ohio.
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16,703
This surmmary report described engineering and evalua- 16,707

tion activities on the Batelle reader for the blind. Beeson, E.J.G. & Capp, L.J. DISCHARGE LAMPS FOR VISUAL
Eleven blind Ss were divided Into three training classes SIGIALLING APPLICATION. Presented at: Sixth Inter-
on the basis of previous training and their ability to national Technical Conference on Lighthouses and Other
use the reading devices. A method that combined tape Aids to Navigation, Washington, D.C., Sept.-Oct. 1960,
recording and operation of the machines was used. Con- Rep. 5 2 4, 25pp. US Coast Guard Headquarters, Washing-
text training was introduced in an attempt to improve ton, D.C.
reading speed. Two experiments were conducted to test
the use of a mechanical-tracking accessory. A series of 16,707
code studies resulted in the recommendation of an im- Considered here is the application of Mercury andýroved code. An automatic shut-off device was devised Xenon lamps as discharge lamps for visual signalling.to eliminate tones which would otherwise be heard con- The characteristics of the Mercury lamps and the Xenontinually. An investigation was made of possible non- lamps are fully discussed and evaluated in terms of otherreading applications for the reader. Further research types. The advantages and disadvantages are cited.
areas were recommended. T. G. I. T. G. : R 5

16,704 16,708
Adrian, W. & Jainski, P. EXPERIMENTAl STUDIES ON THE Bennett, G. REACTIONS AND PERFOMIdANCE OF PILOTSRELIABILITY OF THE VISUAL THRESHOLD INTERNATIONALLY FOLLOWING DECOMPRESSION. ca. 1960, 7pp. lis.AGREED UPON FOR THE CALCULATION OF LUItiNOUS INTENSITIES Overseas AIrwavs C¢roration, london Airport, London,
OF LIGHT SIGNALS. Presented at: Sixth International England.
Technical Conference on Lighthouses and Other Aids to
Navigation, Washington, D.C., Sept.-Oct. 1960, Rep. 16,7085 4 4, 21pp. U!S Coast GOard Headquarters, Washington, The reactions of a group of experienced pilots toD.C. (Federal Ministry of Transport, tMaritime Signals decompression were studied by depressurizing the aircraftTest Field, Germany). in flight without previous Warning being given to thepilot. The times taken to recognize that a pressure

16,704 change had taken place, to don their oxygen masks, andThis study was designed to investigate the reliabil0ty to begin descent to lower altitudes were recorded. TheThisstuy ws dsignd t inestgatetherelabiity relations of these times to age, experience, and recency
of visual threshold used for calculating the luminous in- of indoctrination procedures were explored.
tensities of maritime lights. The study questioned
whether the established value, derived from the deductive T.
method, was still adequate. The factors influencing the
theshold value were discussed an, the diminishing factor
and the conspiculty factor were determined in the labors- 16,709tory using 24 subjects. The influence of colors on thres- Blaise, P. COLOR VISION IN MARITIME SIGNALING. Pre-hold were discussed as were the experimental findings. senred ati Sixth International Technical ConferenceT. G. I. R 9 on Lighthouses and O1her Aids to Navigation, Washington,

D.C., Sept.-Oct. 1960, Rep. 5 4 1, 18pp. US CQast GrardfelQauarters, Washington, D.C. (Dept. of Hi hways,

Lighthouse and Beacon Service, Paris, France
USA Food Acceptance Branch. FOOD PREFERENCE SURVEY
CONDUCTED IN 1958 INTERIMt REPORT 10. Proj. 7 84 15 16,70v007, QMFCIAF Rep. 23 59, June 1959, 9pp. USA Food the purpose of this study was to investigate to whatAcceotance 

7
ranch, QMt Food & Container Institute for extent the results of standard colorimetry applies tothe Armed Forces, Chicago, Ill. maritime lights. The physiology of color was discussed

and experiments on the vision of a colored point at low
16,705 intensities were conducted. Eight distinct colors were16,705 cproduced 

with five levels of luminosity shown to the ob-In Continuation of a program of food preference our- servers for each color. These were presented under two
veys of Army men initiated in 1949, data were obtained on conditions, one representing total darkness,te other27 foods for the first time, and also on a number of moonlight on a foil-moon night. Reotaleda the otherfoods previously surveyed, to determine whether attitudes onlthe res ults moeneniade . Recommendations basedhad changed over several years. From 1000 to 1250 re- T. G.spondents were chosen from each of four posts selected as
being representative of the Army. Each respondent filled
in a questionnaire about the specific foods, rating each
on a nine-point scale, or checking a "not tried" box. 16,710
Mean preference ratings and percent not tried were given Blaise, P. 7 Petry, P. A PROPO1AL REFERRING TO
for each food along with the earlier rating when avail-able. 

N)TATION FOR LUMINOUS INTENSITY AND THE PREVISIONT. R 15 OF THE RANGE OF THE LIGHTS. Presented at: Sixth
International Technical Conference on lighthouses
and Other Aids to Navigation, Washington, D.C.,

16,706 Sept.-Oct. 1960, Rep. 5 4 2, l9pp. US Coast Guard1 0eadouarters, Washington, D.C. (French Lighthousevon Bekesy, G. NEURAL VOLLEYS AND THE SItMLARITY BE- Authority, Paris, Frances.TWEEN SOUP SENSATIONS PRODUCED BY TONES AID BY SKIN
VIBRATIONS. J. acoUst. Soc. Amer., Oct. 1957, .2i(i0)1
1059-1069. (Psycho-Acoustic Lab., Harvard University, 16,710Cambridge, Mass.). (Reo. PNR 200). This report proposes several methods that would aid

in standardizing the methods of calculating and denoting16,706 the luminous range of a light. The two major proposals16,706 Sare 
that a logarithmic scale to express luminous intensitSome similarities and differences between skin sensa- be adopted and that the metereological services of thetions and hearing were investigated. The volley prin- various nations broadcast the state of the atmosphericciple was used to design experiments on how the skin per- transparency by indicating the daytime visibility Inceives the pitch and locus of a vibrator. The various nautical miles. Other recommendations and suggestionsexperiments were concerned with: 1) pitch sensation on of aid to the navigator are set forth.the skin, 2) summation of vibratory stimuli with differen T. G. R 7

fretpuencies, 3) fusion frequency for vibrations of the
skin, 4) rotating skin sensations analogous to the ro-
tating tone in hearing, 5) ,pparent size of the sensa-
tion, and 6) modification of sensation according to
sensitivity of skin.
G. I. R 6
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16,715

16,711 Certain problems associated with the design of escape

Boeing Airplane Company. BOEING HUMAN VIBRATION systems for manned satellite vehicles are presented. An

FACILITY. Contract NONR 2994(00), D3 3301, Sept. escape system is defined here as an alternate vehicle

1960, l4pp. Human Factors Unit, Bsgino Airplan that can be utilized in the event the primary vehicle

Copn, Wichita, Kan. becomes uninhabitable. Specific problems considered
are escape I) prior to take-off, 2) during boost at high

16,711 
dynamic pressure, 3) during exit from and entry to the

Described in this report are the facilities developed atmosphere, and during orbit. Design procedures are

by the Boeing Airplane Company for research concerning presented that can be employed to determine a satisfac-

design questions regarding human performance capability tory escape system configuration.

under low frequency, high amplitude vibration environment. G. R 7

Included are descriptions of the experimental isolation

room, experimental control station, voice cormmunication
system, arrangement of the physical components, perfor-
mance capability, and the management and operation of the 16,716

Arndt, W. & Voit, E.A. COLOUR PERCEPTION AND THE GLARE
human vibration chamber. EFFECT OF SIGNAL LIGHTS. Presented at: Sixth Inter-
I. national Technical Conference on Lighthouses and Other

Aids to Navigation, Washington, D.C., Sept.-Oct. 1960,
Rep. 5 1 14, 15pp. US Coast Guard Headnuarters,

16,712 Washington, D.C. (Philips Zentrallaboratorium, Hamburg,
Brown, J.L., Phares, L. & Fletcher, Dorothy E. SPECTRAL Germany).

ENERGY THRESHOLDS FOR THE RESOLUTION OF ACUITY TARGETS.
J. opt. Soc. Amer., Oct. 1960, 50(10), 950-960.
(University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Penn. & 16,716

USN Air Development Center, Johnsville, Penn.). Reported is the investigation on threshold of color
perception and thresholds of disability glare produced
by various colored signal lights. The main body of the

16,712 test was conducted in a completely blacked-out room.
Threshold relative energy measurements were made with Both eyes were used by the 14 observers. Lights of

monochromatic light at ten/c intervals between 400 and different colors, produced by color filters, as well as
710.,2 for threshold criteria which represented a series "white" light were used. Variations of the signal inten-

of visual acuities (0.11, 0.20, and 0.33) in addition to sities were controlled by neutral filters. The fininengs

light detection. Spectral threshold energy distributions were examined and discussed in terms of different atmos-

for the three visual acuity and light detection thresh- pherec conditions affecting the thresholds.

olds were shown graphically. The relation between the T. G. i .

logarithms of threshold energy and visual acuity required

by the criterion of threshold had been predicted from
monochromatic energy data for several broad spectral dis-
tributions of illumination and predictions were compared 16,718
with empirical data obtained in this experiment. Consolazio, C.F., Shapiro, R., Masterson, I.E. &

T. 0. I. R 13 McKinzle, P.S.L. CALORIC REQUIREMENTS OF MEN WORKING IN
AN EXTREMELY HOT DESERT ENVIRONMENT. Proj. 6X60 11 001,
Rep. 246, July 1960, 41pp. USA Medical Research &

16,713 NHtrition Lab., Fitzsimons Army Hospital, Denver, Colo.
Britton, J.H. INITIAL SIX MONTHS' EXPERIENCE WITH

AIRLINE PILOTS' ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS. Aerospace Med.,
Oct. 1960, 11, 859-862. (Medical Certification Div., 16,718
Bureau of Aviation Medicine, Federai'Aviation Agency, The effects of solar radiation and extreme heat were
Washington, D.C.). studied on eight normal, healthy young men. Three test

periods, each for ten days duration, were performed on
the men who were on a daily constant activity level with

This Is a preliminary report on 8177 ECGs of airline food and water " libitu . The test periods varied as

pilots between the ages of 35 and 65. The problems din- follows: i) outside in the sun at 40.5 degrees C, 2) out-
pclotse heteren a e primarilyes h of Iand5therpreiob s wit t side in the shade at 40.3 degrees C, and 3) indoors at
cussed here are primarily those of interpretation without 26 degrees C. Measurements included daily food consump-
benefit of a history on the patient and of methods used tion on each man, daily energy expenditure and energy
for classification of the findings. A tabulation of balance, daily fluid balance, and calorie gain or loss
certain findings is presented. estimated from body weight, water and nitrogen balance.
T. R 2 Energy requirements were compared for differences among

the test periods.
T. G. R 26

16,714

Brown, B.P. & Johnson, H.I. MOVING-COCKPIT SIMULATOR
INVESTIGATION OF THE MINIMUM TOLERABLE LONGITUDINAL
MANEUVERING STABILITY. NASA TN D 26, Sept. 1959, 16,719

46pp. National Aeronautics & Space Administration, Coules, J., Duva, 1.5. & Ganem, G. EFFECT OF VISUAL
Washington D.C. (Langley Research Center, Langley NOISE ON THE JUDEFNT OF COMPLEX FORUS. Proj. 9674,

Field, Va.j. Task 96743, AFCCDD TR 60 40, Nov. 1960, 1gpp. Ua!
Operational Applications Lab., AFCCDD. Bedford, Mass.

16,714

Tests were made on a moving-cockpit simulator (normal
acceleration and pitch simulator) to determine the mini- 16,719
mum tolerable maneuvering stability. Quantitative meas- The purpose of this study was to investigate one
urements of the effects of force gradient, position gra- aspect of the use of complex shapes as coding devices
dient, aircraft damping, and pitching-motion cues with and the effect of visual noise on irregular forms. The
respect to a formation flying task were presented, effect of viewing time on Judged complexity was also ex-
G. I. R 3 amined. The complexity of 20 irregular shapes under

varying visual noise and exposure time was Judged by 20
observers. The two exposure levels for the forms clas-

16,715 sified into 4, 8, 12, and 16 point polygon categories

Carter, C.V. & -uff, W.W., Jr. THE PROBLEM OF ESCAPE were .01 and 1.00 seconds. The three signal/noise levels

FROM SATELLITE VEHICLES. Presented at: Fourteenth used were -20, -10, and 0 db. Analyses of variance on
Meeting of the Flight Test Techniques and Instrumentation each of the polygon categories were calculated and the

Panel, May 11-15, 1959, Athens, Greece, AGARD Rep. 242, results were examined and discussed.
May 1959, 15pp. Advisory Group for Aeronautical Research T.G.I. R 16

§ýDevelopment, NATO, Paris, France.
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16,720 16,724

Crawford, P.M. & Baker, D.P. HUMAN FACTORS IN REMOTE Edgerton, H.A. THE ACCEPTABILITY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF

HANDLINGi SURVEY AND BIBLIOGRAPHY. Proj. 7184, Task THE CASUAL USE OF AUDITORY TRAINING AIDS. Contract

71586, WADD TR 60 476, July 1960, 36pp. USAF Behavioral N61339 373, Tech. Rep. NAVTRADEVCEN 373 1, March 1960,

iciences Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. 
7 7

pp. U$N Training Device Center, Port Washington,
N.Y.

16,720
The state-of-the-art in remote handling is assessed 16,724

and related to present and future advanced system re- Ti s std e asect i gne d les son re ac

quirements. Principal features and purposes of the main bility and effectiveness of recorded lesson reviews as

including sensory feedback pro- supplementary aids to instruction in naval schools. Thetypes of such systems, nldn esr edakpo subjects were trainees from two naval schools. One group
visions, are described. Human engineering considerations actedcas the erimental, thotherasthe Ont group

related to equipment design, motor and sensory require- acted as the experimental, the other as the control group.

ments of tasks, and perceptual difficulties together with The major questions investigated weres 2 ) How much do

possible solutions, are discussed. Conclusions derived

from experience and experiment are cited. Possible im- ability an important variable in the appeal that thelessons hold for the trainee? and 3) Does availabalaty
plications of current concepts for planning nuclear- lessons reviwsfai the trainee In Doin betterbcours

powered systems and space support units are considered. of lesson reviews aid the trainee in doing better course

A bibliography from sources in the United States, Canada, Work? The experimental and control groups were made

Great Britain, and France Is included. comparable by comparing the mean scores of the aptitude

I 77 tests taken by the trainees. The results were discussed
R 17 and sample lessons included in the report.

T. I. R 3

16,721
Creelman, C.D. HUMXI DISCRIMINATIONI OF AUDITORY DURATION,
Contract AF19(604) 2277, AFCCDD TR 60 39, Tech. Rep. 114, 16,725

Oct. 1960, pp. The University ofihinReserPch IF- Fox, H.M. PSYCHOLOGICAL 41D PlTUITARY-ADRENAL RESPONSES
Oict.19•0, Ann Arbor, Mich. TO STRESS. FINAL REPORT. Contract DA 49 007 MD 213,

Sept. 1960, l2pp. USA Office of the Surgeon General,
Washington, D.C. (Peter Bent Brigham Hospital, Boston,16,721 Mass-)-

A series of related experiments was performed which
measured human ability to discriminate durations of audi-
tory signals. A two-alternative forced-choice procedure 16,725
required the S to state which of two sine-wave signals of A suoroary was given of a nine-year research study on
identical amplitude and frequency was the longer; the the correlation of personality structure with relatively
order of presentation was random. Independent variables constant homeostatic patterns during periods of ordinary
were the signal voltage, the "base" duration (T), and the life activity and in response to life stress as measured
increment duration (AT). Separate experiments assessed by certain indices of pituitary-adrenal and hypothalamic
the functional effects of these variables on discrimina- function. The Ss were male college students, all of whom
tion. A model of time discrimination was devised from were in good health and anticipating eventual military
statistical decision theory and predictions derived were service. Seven pairs of identical twins were included

compared with the data regarding auditory signals, in the S group. Each S was observed over a comparatively
T. G. R 64 long period of time and thus served as his own control.

Biochemical indices, neurophyslological methods, and
psychological methods were used by experts In each field

16,722 to measure a variety of responses. The findings were
Crp7 P acpresented and discussed in relation to their usefulness.Crispino, P.A. P& M~arcus, N.D. RESEARCH STUDY{ - AREAS OF T. R 20
EFFECTIVE INSULATION IN COLD CLIMATE FOOTW'EAR TND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SECTIONALIZED FOOT CALORIMETER. Con-
tract DA 19 129 QM 1149, Proj. 7 79 10 001 C, Clothing
Branch Series Rep. 16, March 1960, 29pp. Foster D. 16,726
Snell, Inc., New York, N.Y. Freedman, S.J. a Held, R. SENSURY DEPRIVATION AND PER-

CEPTUAL LAG. Percept. Mot. Skills, Dec. 1960, ii, 277-

16,722 280. (Massachusetts Mental Health Center, Boston, Mass.
A method of laboratory evaluatiort of the distribution & Brandeis University, Waltham, Mass.).

of effective insulation (by areas, i.e., toe, heel, sole,
etc.) in cold climate footwear was developed and tested. 16,726
The mechanisms operating in the passage of heat through This experiment was designed to test further the
cold climate footwear were analyzed. It was determined evidence that gross distortions of visual perception
that the most practical and useful method of laboratory occur after prolonged sensory deprivation. A perceptual
evaluation would be direct measurement of the rate of lag test, consisting of a thin black line rotated against
heat loss in various areas. A sectionalized foot (or a dimly illuminated milk glass screen in a darkened room,
boot) calorimeter was designed and constructed employing was adminislered to 12 subjects after three exposure con-
the principle of a group of guarded hot plates to measure ditions. The perceptual lag test was administered at the
heat losses. The calorimeter was then used to evaluate beginning of the session and at 30 minute intervals over
boots of diverse design and of diffeaent insulating a three hour period. The three sensory deprivation con-
materials. ditions werej i) diffuse light stimulation, 2) random

T. G. I. flash, and 3) blacked-out room. The consequences of con-
trolling the amount of stimulation and the effect of per-
ceptual lag in monitoring tasks were discussed.

16,723 G. R 11
Duntley, S.Q., Rennilson, J.J., Austin, R.W. & Taylor,
J.H. A COMPRESSED-SCALE SYSTEM OF PORTABLE VISIBILITY
LIGHTS. Contract NOES 72092, Index NS 714 100, SIO Ref.
60 16, March 1960, 38pp. Visibility Lab., University 16,727
.2f Callfornia , San Diego, Calif. George Washington University. WORK PROGRAM FOR FISCAL

YEAR 1960. PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT: TRAINING METHODS1
16,723 MOTIVATION, MORALE, AND LEADERSHIP. Proj. 095 50 000,

A compressed-scale, battery operated portable system June 1959, 90pp. Human Resources Research Office,
of visibility lights is described. The lights are in- Georae Washinaton University, Washington, D.C.
tended primarily for use at dispersal and other tactical
bases where adequate visibility check points are not
available.
G. I. R 3
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16,727
Task statements and suimmary charts are presented to 16,731

outline work to be done in 1960. Twelve studies in the Karpovich, P.V. ELECTROGONIOMETER FOR MEASURING DEGREE
trainIng methods division include training for electronics OF FOREARM ROTATION. Contract DA 49 007 MD 889,
repair and trouble shooting. The divisions and represen- Sept. 1960, 13pp. Dept. of Physiology, Springfield
tative studies are as follows: Army Human Research Unitst Co , Springfield, Mass.
studies of armor, performance in task gunnery; Leadership:
combat training and effects of isolation on performance;
Infantry: training for combat proficiency; Air Defenses 16,731

job analysis and training for missile operations person- A new rotary electrogoniometer, called for short a

nel; Aviation$ training for air surveillance, integrated rotary elgon, was developed for measuring the amount of

contact, instrument training; Director's Offices a study rotation of the forearm. The instrument allows measure-

of methods for training and motivation research. ments to be made during physical activity. The instru-
ment, validating data, and its uses are described.
T. G. I.

16,728
Jacobius, A.J., Kenk, R., Marrow, E., Plavnieks, Ilga M.,
et al. AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY. AN ANNOTATED 16,733
BIBLIOGRAPHY. VOLUME III. CHIEFLY 1954 LITERATURE. Kiessling, R.J. PERFORMANCE IMPAIRMENT AS A FUNCTION OF
1960, 542pp. Science and Technology Div., Library of NITROGEN NARCOSIS. Proj. NS185 005, Subtask 5, Test 12,

s_, Washington, D.C. Res. Rep. 3 60, June 1960, 19pp. USN Experimental
8DivingUni, Naval Weapons Plant, Washington, D.C.

16,728

The third volume of the bibliography of Aerospace 16,733
Medicine and Biology is compiled chiefly of literature To develop 4 procedure that could determine whether
published in 1954. It contains informative abstracts of performance decrement appears in divers at simulated
journal articles, reports, and monographs and includes depths as shallow as 100 ft., to evaluate the relation be-
the authors, titles, volsuje issue number, place of pub- tween amounts of decrement and complexity of task, and to
licationy etc. Some subjects included in the bibliog- investigate performance efficiency as a function of dura-
raphy are: acceleration, accident proneness, age, adapta- tion of exposure at constant pressure, ten Navy divers in-
tion, biological rhythms, blood pressurep brain activity, dividually performed air dives in a high-pressure chamber
clothingp cockpits, deafness, decompression sickness, for 40 minutes at a simulated depth of 100 ft. The Ss had
flying personnel, human engineeringp hypoxia, mental been trained to a constant level of performance in choice

stress, and vision. A sample of titles is as follows: reaction time, motor coordination, and reasoning tests.

"Psychological Aspects of Survival," "Noise and Means of Performance measures were taken at sea level preceding the
Combating It," "Expansion Space for Liquid Oxygen Con- diving, during three periods at a pressure equivalent to
verters," "Aircrew at Altitudes," and "Psychological 100 ft. of sea water, and, finally, at ten ft. during de-
Factors of Morale." compression stop. Comparisons were made of these data for

16,729 performance impairment. T. G. I. R 25
Jacobs, G.J. (Ed.). PROCEEDINGS OF CONFERENCE ON
RADIATION PROBLEMS IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT JUNE 21,
1960, WASHINGTON, D.C. NASA TN D 588, Dec. 1960, 16,734
99pp. National Aeronautics & Space Administration, Knapp, R.R. THE EFFECT OF ENVIRONtENTAL FACTORS ON THE
Washington, D.C. PERFORMANCE OF MARINE CORPS PERSONNEL. PILOT STUDY:

THE USE OF PERFORtM4CE TESTS AND'QUESTIONNAIRES TO

16,729 DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN TYPES OF BODY ARMOR - A PRELIMINAR

This conference was concerned with the effects of INVESTIGATION. Res. Proj. Task NM 41 03 09, IX, 267-
radiation on the biological system. It met to discuss 292, June 1959, USN Medical Field Research Lab., Camp
space radiation problems and to gain better understand- Lejeune, N.C.
ing of the role of the physicist and biologist in solv-
ing these problems. The four problem areas discussed 16,734
were: 1) What is the present status of the physical A preliminary investigation was undertaken to deter-
measurements of radiation in the space environment? 2) mine the feasibility of using performance tests and ques-
What interpretation of these physical measurements of tionnaires to differentiate between various types of body
radiation in the space environment may be given in terms armor and load-carrying systems in terms of changes in
of biological effectiveness? 3) What further studies are efficiency of performance and of user acceptability. Ten
needed to define the radiation problems In manned space Marine Corps Ss performed a field problem of one hour's
flight? and 4) How may additional studies of these radi- duration requiring relatively strenuous exercise under
ation problems best be accomplished? five conditionst one control with no weight carried, over
T. G. R 13 that of rifle, helmet, and field clothing; and four ex-

perimental wherein the weight carried was varied from 16
to 36 lbs. Performance tests were given before and after

16,730 the exercise and the questionnaires' after exercise. Dif-

Kaehler, R.C. & Meehan, J.P. HUMAN PSYCHOMOTOR PER- ference scores between pre- and post-exercise tests were
FORMANCE UNDER VARIED TRANSVERSE ACCELERATIONS. subjected to analysis of variance for differences among

Contract AF 33(616) 5407, Proj. 7222, Task 71746, conditions. T. I. R 7
WADD TR 60 621, Aug. 1960, 50pp. USAF Ae '!.I
Medical Div., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. School
of Medicine, University of Southern California, 16,735
Los Angeles, Calif.). Koski, T.H. PASSIVE TRACKING SIMJLATOR. Contract DA 36

039 SC 78281, Tech. Memo. EDL M297, July 1960, 20pp.
Electronic Defense Laboratories, Sylvania Electric

16,730 Products Inc., Mountain VieW, Calif.
To study human performance capabilities under condi-

tions of positive and negative transverse acceleration,
five subjects were observed. The apparatus consisted of 16,735
four consoles with five representative aircraft-type con- A versatile simulator for the purpose of providing
trols, a lap control, and a control panel which measured pulse signals for testing passive tracking systems
response time, reach time, and adjustment time. The con- (defined as a system to track a signal emanating from a
trols, a horizontal lever, vertical trim wheel, rotating target which has a beacon located within it--may be a
knob, toggle switch, and push-to-test button were located missile or a plane) employing conical scanning is
in various positions In the human centrifuge simulating described. Results obtained during tests of tracking
a 180 degree horizontal and 90 degree vertical workplace, accuracy on an actual system are included.
Measures were made for both left and right hand opera- T. G. I. R 3
tions in the typical total workplace area.
T. G. 1.
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16,736 16,741
Krasno, L.R. & Kidera, G.J. THE BALLISTOCARDiOGRAPHIC Maddox, R.L. (Proj. Officer). ANGLE-OF-ATTACK INFORMA-
AND PLETHYSMOGRAPHIC RESPONSE OF "NORMAL" AND CARDIC TION FOR INSTRUMENT FLIGHT. FINAL PROJECT REPORT. Proj.
PATIENTS TO NITROGLYCERIN. Aerosoace Medicine, Nov. TR&D 59 6, Oct. 1959, l3pp. USAF Instrument Pilot
1960, 31, 925-932. (Medical Dept., United Air Lines, Instructor School, James Connally AFB, Tex.
Chicago, Ill.).

16,741
16,736 To investigate the uses that can be made of angle-

A new technique physiologically identifying the of-attack information during instrument flight, 26
possible presence of an early arteriosclerotic process flights totaling 76 hours were flown by 12 pilots with
based on relative changes occurring in the ballistocar- the Project Officer. A typical simulated instrument
diogram and plethysmogram following the hemodynamic re- flight included instrument take-off, climb to altitude,
sponse to nitroglycerin is described. The increased cruising flight, holding, Instrument Landing System
validity of this procedure due to the control of bio- approach, missed approach, and radar approach to a full
physical and physical variables is indicated. An attempt stop landing. Prior to flight, pilots were briefed on
to identify physiologically the arteriosclerotic process the principles of angle-of-attack, on operation of the
by this procedure is described, indicating system, and on reference indices (previously
T. G. I. R 8 worked out) to be used. Notations of pilot reaction and

control of aircraft were made during flight and a post-
flight debriefing was conducted. Findings were discussed

16,738 under each phase of the flight.

Lit, A. EFFECT OF TARGET VELOCITY IN A FRONTAL PLANE ON 1.

BINOCULAR SPATIAL LOCALIZATION AT PHOTOPIC RETINAL
ILLUMINANCE LEVELS. J. ot. Soc. Amer., Oct. 1960,
=0(10), 970-973. (Vision Research Labs., University 16,742
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.). Malmo, R.B. & Surwillo, W.W. SLEEP DEPRIVATION:

CHANGES IN PERFORMVANCE AND PHYSIOLOGICAL INDICANTS
OF ACTIVATION. Psychol. Monoor., 1960, 24(15),

16,738 1-24. (Allan Memorial Institute, McGill University,
This experiment is concerned with the analysis of Montreal, Quebec, Canada).

the major stimulus factors that influence the magnitude
of the Pulfrich Stereophenomenon. The experiment pro-
vides quantitative data on localization errors for trans- 16,742

verse oscillating targets observed under conditions of To observe changes in physiological and performance
equal binocular retinal illuminance. The effect of tar- measures as a function of sleep deprivation under con-
get velocity is systematically investigated at each of ditions designed to be highly alerting (instructions to
three photopic levels of retinal illuminance. Two ob- guard against falling asleep and with various techniques
servers were used with a total of six experimental ses- involving continuous feedback of information about per-
sions for each observer. Five pairs of equality settings formance), three separate 60-hour vigils were held with
were obtained at one retinal illuminance level for each each of three healthy young male Ss. During each vigil,
of the ten target velocities. ten one-hour recording sessions were held several hours
G. I. R 10 apart. In each session, the following measurements were

recorded continuously while the S performed on a tracking
task (five-minute trials; one-minute rests): EEG, EMG
from various muscles, respiration, palmar conductance,

16,739 and heart rate. Level of activation and sleep depriva-
Lucier, R.O. 0 Parker, E.J. HUMAN FACTORS CONSIDERATIONS tion were related in analysis and discussion.
IN THE DESIGN OF ECLECTRONIC CCMPUTERS FINAL REPORT. T. G. I. R 42
Contract DA 36 039 SO 75047, DA Proj. 3 28 0l 201,
PR & C 58 ELC/D 4457, Rep. AD60URI, June 1960, 44pp.
Institute for Cooperative Research t Moore School of
Electrical Engineering, University of Pennsylvania, 16,743
Philadelphia, Penn. Matlin, A.H. STUDIES UN DRIVE AND INCENTIVE IN PERCEP-

TION 11. THE EFFECT OF DRIVE PRODUCED BY PROUPOCEPTIVE
STI,•lATION ON GENERALIZED RESPONSES TO LOUDNESS AND

16,739 PITCH. USAF Office of Scientific Research Grant AF
This report is primarily concerned with the human 49(638) 367 F. National Science Foundation Grant G 4951,

element in the design of computer equipment with par- Tech. Rep. 6, July 1960, 32pp. Research Center for
ticular emphasis on the application of the human ele- Group Dynamics, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
merit to the design of the FIELDATA System. The report
is divided into three parts: 1) panel design of the
operators' console, 2) human factors and producers of 16,743
electronic computers, and 3) consideration of electronic To determine the validity of the hypothesis that
computers. The automatic data processing personnel perceived stimulus intensity is a function of drive mul-problem is discussed as are some of the present approaches tiplied by the physical stimulus intensity, the effects
to the problemm of proprioceptive stimulation (muscle tension achieved

T. R 8 by means of a tpring dynamometer) on perceived intensity
of sound was investigated. Each of 40 Ss were trained to
respond to a particular tone at a given drive level
(muscle tension) and then tested on the same tone and on

16,740 tones softer or louder under different drive levels. The
Luebbert, W.F. INFORMATION HANDLING AND PROCESSING first experiment used tones varying in loudnessl the
IN LARGE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS. Contract NONR 225(24), second used variations in pitch. The findings were dis-
ProJ. NR 373 360, Tech. Rep. 099 1, July 1960, 2

7
8pp. cussed in relation to predictions derived from the above

Stanford Electronics Labs., Stanford University, hypothesis.
Stanford, Calif. T. G. R 32

16,740
This report presents an analysis of large communica-

tion systems, their organization, control, and super- 16,744
vision. Considered is the way information is handled and Mooney, C.M. RECOGNITION OF SYMMTRICAL AND NON-SYMMET-
error controlled. The need for a common language is re- RICAL INK-BLOTS WITH AND WITHOUT EYE MOVEMENTS. Canad.
cognized and a detailed design of a system information J. Psychol., 1959, 13(I), 11-19. (Defense Research
common-language alphanumeric code is presented. This cod Medical Labs., Toronto, Ontario, Canada). (Proj. D77,94
is used by both data processing and conmmunIcations sys- 35 29 (HR 162), Rep. 142 2).
tems and has been standardized for joint service use.
T. G. I. R 9
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16,744
The present study was based on the hypothesis that 16,750

memorability, as measured by subsequent recognizability, Peistrup, C.F. RETROREFLECTIVE MATERIALS ON AIDS TO
of novel visual configurations is enhanced by visual in- NAVIGATION. Presented at% Sixth International Technical
spection rather than a single brief glance. Twenty-four Conference on Lighthouses and Other Aids to Navigation,
Ss participated in an experiment of factorial design, Washington, D.C., Sept.-Oct. 1960, Rep. 5 5 1, 32pp.
permitting six replications. Each S was tested twice; US Coast Guard Headquarters, Washington, D.C.
two series of ink-blots were used, 16 symmetrical and 16
non-sysosetrical, one test presenting one series at .07
sec. exposure allowing a single brief glance, the other 16,750
test presenting the other series at a five second exposure It is necessary to have quantitative data to predict
allowing visual inspection. There were 32 presentations the visual range of a given material as well as to know
(16 initial and 16 subsequent appearances) in each test. whether one type of retroreflective material is quantita-
Two kinds of errors, non-recognitions and false recog- tively superior to another. This report attempts to ac-
nitions, were analyzed. complisht 1) introduction of definitions of terms used
T. G. I. R 1 in photometric theory and measurement, 2) presentation

of one method of test procedure and test results, 3) dis-
16,745 cussion on retroreflective theory with the effects of
Morris, G.O., Williams, H.L. & Lubin, A. MISPERCEPTION physical parameters on visual range, and 4) application
AND DISORIENTATION DURING SLEEP DEPRIVATION. A.M.A. of photometric data to the retroreflector design problem.
Arch. gen. Psvchiat., March 1960, 2, 247-254. (USA T. G. I. R 8
Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, Walter Reed Army
Medical Center, Washington, D.C.).

16,745
To investigate the nature, development, and relations 16,751

among changes in perception, thinking, and speech during Petrie, A. SOME PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF PAIN AND THE
prolonged wakefulness, the results from two studies of RELIEF OF SUFFERING. Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sci., March 1960,
sleep loss, involving 24 and 50 Ss respectively, were 8(Article 1), 13-27. (Harvard Medical School, Boston,
analyzed. The experimental setting and general procedure Mass. & Boston Sanatorium, Boston, Mass.).
of both studies provided a noncoercive atmosphere with a
minimum of heavy work with 72 and 98 hours of sleep depri- 16,751
vation. The results reported here relied on two sources The association between tolerance for pain and the
of informations I) informal observations, reports of tendency to reduce the perceived intensity of a series
nurses and medical corpsmen; and 2) a series of intensive of juxtaposed stimuli is outlined. Certain aspects of
interviews with each of 26 selected Ss, one during the personality and perceptual style, which are changed by a
baseline period and two during sleep deprivation, prefrontal lobotomy carried on for relief of pain, have
T. G. R 17 been related by earlier studies to those individuals who

tolerate pain well and those who suffer greatly from it.
The aspect of satiability (reduction of intensity of sub-

16,746 Jective perception after stimulation by a more intense
Moser,7 .M. RESEARCH AND RELATED OPERATIONAL SERVICES perception) is here examined experimentally for kines-

thetic perception to see if a parallel exists betweenFOR SIMPLIFIED INTERNATIONAL AERONAUTICAL LANGUAGE. the two areas. Sex differences and drug effects are
FINAL REPORT. Contract AF 19(604) 4575, RF Proj. 882, also studied.
AFCRC TR 60 33, Sept. 1960, 5pp. Ohio State University T. G. I. R 18
Research Foundation, Columbus, Ohio.

16,746 16,752
Included in this final report are the problems in- Polis, B.D. HORMONAL DETERMINANTS OF MAMMALIAN TOLERANCE

vestigated and the progress made during the contract TO ACCELERATION STRESS. ProJ. TED ADC RS 7045(5915 M),
period as well as abstracts of the research and studies. Task MR005.15 0002.7, Rep. II, Rep. NADC MA 6025, Aug.
The abstracts includes "The Evolution and Rationale of 1960, l3pp. USN Aviation Medical Acceleration Lab.,
the ICAO Word-Spelling Alphabet," by H.M. Moser| "The Johnsville, Penn.
Effect of Auditory Stimulation on the Pronunciation of
English Words by Non-Native Speakers," by H.M. Moser,
H.J. Oyer, et al.; "A Laboratory-Standard Signal-to-Noise 16,752
Equalizer," by A.K. Newman; "Number Telling," by H.M. To define hormonal determinants of maxosalian toleranct
Moser, W.C. Fotheringham, et al.; and "Vowel Discrimina- to acceleration stress, deviation from the normal caused
tion Among Foreign Nationals," by H.M. Moser, H.J. Oyer, by experimental procedures of hypophysectomy and adren-
et al. The personnel appointed on the contract are also alectomy was studied. Male rats were divided into con-
listed. trol and operated groups of hypophysectomized or bilat-

erally adrenalectomized rats. At least three weeks
elapsed between operation and exposure to acceleration

16,747 stress. The physiological endpoint for the rat's tol-
Moser, H.M., Oyer, H.J., Fotheringham, W.C. & Henderhan, erance to acceleration stress was obtained by determining
R.C. VOWEL DISCRIMINATION AMONG FOREIGN NATIONALS. the time to reduce the heart rate from eight to two beats
Contract AF 19(604) 4575, RF Proj. 882, Tech. Rep. 57, per second at 20 g.
AFCRC TN 60 39, Sept. 1960, 22pp. Ohio State University T. G. R 7
Research Foundation, Columbus, Ohio.

16,747
To study the ability of foreign nationals to discrim- 16,753

inate between English vowels, the following were examinede Pollack, 1. & Decker, L. CONSONANT CONFUSIONS AND THE
mate betweephonengish vowerai ing wnhancesapereon examlin: CONSTANT RATIO RULE. Language Speech, Jan.-March 1960,1) whether phonetic training enhances a person's ability •(Part 1) ,1-6. (USAF Operational Applications Lab.,

to discrimihate between English vowels, 2) whether a dif- F redfor, MAss.)
ference exists between foreign groups in English vowel AFCCDD, Bedford, Mass.).
discriminative ability, 3) whether a difference exists be-
tween American groups in English vowel discriminative
ability, and 4) whether a difference exists between lis-
teners with English-language and those with foreign-
language backgrounds in English vowel discriminative abil-
ity. Four speakers of general American dialect recorded
stimuli, a paired-comparison test utilizing same or dif-
ferent vowels and diphthongs. This test was given to
several listening groups of American and foreign nation-
al&.. Recommendations were made. T. G. R 5
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16,753
The constant-ratio rule of Clarke summarizes the re- 16,758

suits of a confusion analysis of speech sounds by stating Rubenstein, H. & Aborn, M. PSYCHOLINGUISTICS. Annu.
that the ratio among specific confusion-matrix response Rev. Psychol., 1960, ii, 291-322. (USAF Operational
probabilities is invariant with the size of the matrix. Applications Lab., AFCCDD, Bedford, Mass. & National
This rule is evaluated with spoken initial English con- Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Md.).
sonants heard against noise: /f, h, i, r, w, y/; the
cluster /hw/; and the absence of the initial consonant
/#/. The average deviation between observed consonant 16,758
confusions for three sets of four by four matrices and Reviewed here are the recent works that have been
confusions predicted on the basis of the constant-ratio conducted in the field of psycholinguistics. Included
rule from an eight by eight matrix is examined. A in the review are the areas of: language segment, word
tentative representational structure for the selected association, recognition of speech sound, labelling,
consonants is presented. measures of meaning, the Wharfian Hypothesis, universal
T. I. R 7 phonetic symbolism, language learning, language distur-

bances, language statistics, and books relevant to the
problems of psycholinguistics.
R 155

16,754
Projector, T.H. EFFECTIVE INTENSITY AND EFFICIENCY OF
FLASHING LIGHTS. Presented at: Sixth International
Technical Conference on Lighthouses and Other Aids to 16,759
Navigation, Washington, D.C., Sept.-Oct. 1960, Rep. Ruppersberg, H. STUDIES OF ]HE RECORDING OF THE
5 1 15, l8pp. US Coast Guard Headauarters, Washington, METEOROLOGICAL VISIBILITY. Presented at: Sixth
D.C. International Technical Conference on Lighthouses

and Other Aids to Navigation, Washington, D.C.,16,754 Sept.-Oct. 1960, Rep. 5 4 5, 18pp. US CQast Guard
Because measurement techniques should allow descrip- Headauarters, Washington, D.C. (Institute for

tion of properties of flashing lights in a manner com- Aeronautical Meteorology, German Gliding Research
parable to that for steady lights, analogous methods, Centre, Darmstadt, Germany).
based on the Blondel-Rey equation, for computing inten-
sity, flux, and efficiency of flashing lights are dis-
cussed. These methods have been widely applied in avia- 16,759
tion and marine lighting. Studies are reported on the use of Instruments to
G. R 23 make physical recordings of atmospheric turbidity. Such

instrumental recording could then lead'to automatic
control of the operation of maritime signals. Two Foit-

16,755 zlk transmissometers were used to make recordings of16,755 Rmeterologic visibility in the open air. Visual observa-
Robie, R.R., Lovell, F.W. F. Townsend, F.M. PATHOLOGICAL tions were made by experienced observers to check their
FINDINGS IN THREE CASES OF DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS. meterological value. The setup and measuring procedures
Aerospace Med., Nov. 1960, U, 885-896. (USAF Aerospace are described in detail along with the development of
Pathology Branch, Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, a diffusometer (device t. measure standard meterologic
Washington, D.C.). visibility from diffused light of a primary luminous

flux). Results are discussed and further testing is
16,755 projected.

Three fatal cases of decompression sickness were G. I. R 8
presented and discussed. Case 1 represented a typical
history and typical pathologic findings of decompression
sickness. Case 2 represented a typical history but non-
specific pathologic picture. Case 3 represented atypical 16,762
history and nonspecific pathologic picture. Reasons for Schuknecht, H.F. & Tonndorf, J. ACOUSTIC TRAUMA OF
the diagnosis of death caused by decompression sickness THE COCHLEA FROM EAR SURGERY. Larvngoscooe, April
were presented. 1960, LXX(4), 479-505.
T. I. R 15

16,762
The nature and extent of cochlear damage caused by

16,756 high energy acoustic signals, such as those created by
Robinette, Joan C. (Ed.). BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AEROMEDICAL a blast in the air or a blow on the head, are discussed
RESEARCH WITH ABSTRACTS. Dec. 1959, 104pp. USAF and related to lesions produced by surgical procedures
Aerosoace Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFH, Ohlo. and experimental procedures used on animals. A new con-cept is then developed concerning the mechanism of

16,756 acoustic trauma. Experimental data on cochlear models

The following areas are covered In a bibliography are used to reinforce the concept.
on aeromedical research: engineering psychology, train- G. I. R 1l
ing psychology, bioacoustics, biophysics, physiology-
and engineering. Abstracts are included.

16,763

16,757 Siebert, W.M. PROCESSING NEUROELECTRIC DATA. Tech.
Rep. 351, July 1959, 121pp. Research Laboratory ofRohles, F.H., Jr., Belleville, R.E. & Grunzke, M.E. Electronics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,THE MEASUREMENT OF CONCEPT FORMATION IN THE CHIMPANZEE Cambridge, Mass.

AND ITS RELEVANCE TO THE STUDY OF BEHAVIOR IN SPACE
ENVIRONMENTS. Proj. 6893, Task 68930 & Task 68931,
AFMDC TR 60 20, July 1960, llpp. USAF Aeromedical 16,763
Field Lab., Holloman AFB, N.M. This technical report consists of three chapters,

each prepared by a different group of scientists. Each
16,757 chapter consists of discussions concerning certain mea-

This report described a task given to two female sures for the data processing of neuroelectric activity.
chimpanzees and aimed toward measuring higher intellec- The study treats the nervous system as a communications
tual functioning during space flight. Each chimpanzee system. These chapters are concerned with: 1) quantl-
was placed in a steel chamber and given the task of fication of neuroelectric activity, 2) evoked responses,
learning to press a lever in response to an illuminated and 3) two techniques for the processing of EEG data. The
symbol. The equipment used was fully automatic, thus appendix includes the description of random processes,
eliminating continuous monitoring by the experimenter mathematical statistics, and a description of computers.
and applicable for similar research during space flight. G. I. R many
T. G. I. R 8
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16,764 16,774

Slater, L.E. (Proc. Ed.). PROCEEDINGS OF THE PILOT Smedal, H.A., Creer, B.Y. & Wingrove, R.C. PHYSIOLOGI-

CLINIC ON THE INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS FOR HUMAN CAL EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION OBSERVED DJRING A CENTRIFUGE

COMFORT AND SURVIVAL IN SPACE FLIGHT. OHIO STATE UNI- STUDY OF PILOT PERFORMANCE. NASA TN D 345, Dec. 1960,

VERSITY, COLUMBUS, OHIO. OCTOBER 26-27, 1959. April 57pp. National Aeronautics and Soace Administration,

1960, 165pp. Foundation for Instrumentation Education Washington, D.C.

And Research, New York, N.Y.
16,774

16,764 This study was designed to investigate the pilot's

To help emphasize the need for new and improved in- ability to perform a meaningful task while in moderately

strumentation in bio-astronautics, a clinic was held high varied fields of acceleration for prolonged periods

which covered the following areas' the survival of man of time and seated in a forward-facing position. The

in space, necessary measurements, measurement techniques, KkDC, AMAL centrifuge was used as a flight simulator and

and the integration of man into space systems. operated as a closed loop system. Six Ss were required

T. G. I. to carry out a complex tracking problem. A special re-
straint system was designed to increase the pilot's ac-
celeration tolerance. The effects of acceleration on

16,765 the cardiovascular, respiratory, and visual functions

Talkin, W.H. THE ROLE OF INSTRUMENTATIONs INSTRUMEN- of the pilot were discussed.

TATION FOR BIOLOGY AND LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS. From: T. G. I. R 15

"Proceedings of the Pilot Clinic on the Instrumentation
Requirements for Human Comfort and Survival in Space
Flight. Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio. October 16,775
26-27, 1959." April 1960, 9-12. Foundation for Instru- Smedal, H.A., Holden, G.R. & Smith, J.R. Jr. A FLIGHT
entation Education and Research, New York, N.Y. EVALUATION OF AN AIRBORNE PHYSIOLOGICAL INSTRUMENTATION
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washing- SYSTEM, INCLUDING PRELIMINARY RESULTS UNDER CONDITIONS

ton, D.C.). OF VARYING ACCELERATIONS. NASA TN D 351, Dec. 1960,
23pp. National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

16,765 Washington, D.C." The necessity of physiological instrumentation of man
to provide safety in space flight is discussed. Man is 16,775
being instrumented because data do not exist on the ef- A compact physiological instrumentation system
fects of the conditions to which he will be exposed. The capable of being used in either aircraft or ground-based
present space technology needs improvement. Human moni- simulators was developed. This system was able to re-
toring instrumentation will be expected to explore the cord the electrocardiogram , pulse rate, respiration
effects of long-term weightlessness. Further applications rate, and the systolic and diastolic blood pressures of
of the achievements of physiological and biological in- the S. The system was designed for use during control
strumentation beyond their initial purpose once man is studies at various acceleration levels to monitor the
familiar with his space environment are discussed, pilot's well-being and to obtain data to study relation-

ships between various physiological functions and per-
formance capability. Seven flights were made in a T-33

16,766 aircraft to record physiological data and evaluate the

Taylor, R.C. THE HUMAN EQUATION: HUMAN FACTORS ANALY- reliability of the system.
SIS IN SPACE SYSTEMS. From: "Proceedings of the Pilot G. I. R 7

Clinic on the Instrumentation Requirements for Human
Comfort and Survival in Space Flight. Ohio State Uni-
versity, Columbus, Ohio. October 26-27, 1959.' April 16,776
1960, 13-16. Foundation for Instrumentation Education Smith, A.G. EXTRATERRESTRIAL NOISE AS A FACTOR IN
and Research, New York, N.Y. SPACE COMMJNICATIONS. Proc. IRE, April 1960, 48(4),

593-599. (Dept. of Physics, University of Florida,
16,766 Gainesville, Fla.).

A methodology has been devised to logically intro-
duce the human factors analysis into early system studies 16,776
rather than after the design of the system. The histori- Present-day refinements in communication systems make
cal deveaopment of a system was investigated from the it appear that extraterrestrial noise sources may estab-
general operational requirements through the first sys- lish a fundamental limitation on long-range communica-
tem studies by the prime contractor and into the detailed tions. The various cosmic and solar system radio sources
study analysis of the subcontractor. A hypothetical are considered with respect to their intensities, spec-
system has been worked out and discussed to illustrate tral distributions, and temporal characteristics. A
this methodology, table of estimated maximum values of the interference

which may be produced at position earth by the various
sources (galactic noise, radio stars, solar and planetary

16,772 radiation) is presented. The direction of best develop-
ment for long-range cormmunication systems is indicated.Simon, G.B. MEASURING INTELLECTUAL ABILITY IN MAN UNDER T. G. I. R 22

HIGH ACCELERATION. From: "Proceedings of the Pilot
Clinic on the Instrumentation Requirements for Human
Comfort and Survival in Space Flight. Ohio State Uni-
versity, Columbus, Ohio. October 26-27, 1959." April 16,778
1960, 106-116. Foundation for Instrumentation EducationAnd Research, New York, N.Y. Stevens, P.J. THE PATHOLOGIST AND THE APPRAISAL OF

SAFETY EQUIPMENT. Ca. 1960, 3pp. RAF Institute of

Patholoav and Tropical Medicine, Halton, Aylesbury,16,772 Bucks, England.
To study the effects of high acceleration on the in-

tellectual abilities of man, a device consisting of a
circular drum, 12 inches in diameter, mounted in a con- 16,778
sole with two window openings for viewing the test items, The increasing need for accurate assessment of the
was developed. The response mechanism was a stick with operation of safety equipment is discussed and the role
push buttons. The following tests of intellectual func- of the pathologist in making retrospective appraisals
tions were given: vocabulary, numerical operations and after lethal accidents have occurred is presented. A
approximations, analogies, number and letter series, en- number of examples of pathological appraisals leading
coding and decoding, and matching. Individual responses, to definite information about equipment performance are
reaction times, and total testing times were recorded presented and discussed. Such information can lead to
automatically. Questions and comments were included, accident prevention in many cases.
I.
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16,779 16,784

Stewart, G.M. EYE PROTECTION AGAINST HIGH-SPEED MISSILES, Harrison, J.O., Jr. & Lee, E.M. THE STRATSPIEL PILOT

Proj. 4C99 02 002, Tech. Rep. CRDLR 3007, July 1960, MODEL. ORO TP 7, Aug. 1960, 93pp. Operations Research

24pp. USA Chemical Research and Development Labs., Office, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

Army Chemical Center, Md.
16,784

16,779 This study, one in a set of three war games, supports

The resistance of lenses and of rabbits' eyes to a study of Army requirements for situations short of gen-

penetration by small missiles at high velocities was in- eral war. The problem is to devise a pilot model strate-

vestigated. Eyes were removed from rabbits varying in gic game including political and military factors and to

age from five to seven months and mounted in gelatin for explore the use of a computer for bookkeeping, computing,
ballistic evaluation. Lenses included heat-treated glass, and communication purposes in strategic gaming. The
unheat-treated glass, laminated glass, and plastic CR-39 model represents a two-sided struggle (between "neutral"

Allyl casting of two base curves (9 and 12) and three and "Red" nations) over a period of time. Political con-

thicknesses (2.5, 3.0, and 3.5 mo). The missiles were trol and condition are the principal variables; each

spheres, cubes, and cylinders in the weight range of 4.1 player also has available a spectrum of force. The play-

to 14,645 mg. Based on the results of the ballistic ers try to attain their objectives over a series of in-

tests, recommendations were made for the best material cidents or wars. Sixteen plays were conducted with 16

for protective lenses. players participating. Possible future developments are

T. G. I. R 3 discussed.
T. G. I. R 6

16,780
Tonndorf, J. RESPONSE OF COCHLEAR MODELS TO APERIODIC 16,785
SIGNALS AND TO RANDOM NOISES. J. acoust. $Sc. Amer., Hegenwald, J.R., Jr., Maddon, J.F. & Penrod, P.R.
Oct. 1960, U2(iO) , 1344-1355. (University Hospitals, X-15 RESEARCH AIRCRAFT EMERGENCY ESCAPE SYSTEM. AGARD
Iowa City, Iowa). Rep. 243, May 1959, 36pp. Advisory Group for Aero-

nautical Research & Development, NATO, Paris, France.

16,780
The systematic investigation of the responses of 16,785

cochlear models to aperiodic signals was conducted. The design and development of an emergency escape

Also studied were responses to random noises. A model subsystem which is compatible with the configuration

containing a single scala vestibuli was used with high- and mission profiles of the X-15 Research Airplane are

speed motion pictures used to gain information of the described. Requirements, component descriptions, per-

phenomenon of the traveling bulge as a time-space se- formance characteristics, diagrams, and photographs are

quence. Parameters included in this study are, propa- included. An open ejection seat in conjunction with a

gation velocity, asymmetrical transient, location of full pressure protective garment best satisfies the

maximal displacement, and response to random noises, requirements.
T. G. I. R lB G.1I.

16,782 16,786

Green, D.M. PSYCHOACOUSTICS AND DETECTION THEORY. Hilton, D.A., Mayes, W.H. & Hubbard, H.H. NOISE
CONSIDERATIONS FOR =,ANNED REENTRY VEHICLES. NASA.L. acoust. Soc. Amer., Oct. 1960, 32(10), 1189-1203. TN D 450, Sept. 1960, 13pp. National Aeronautics

(Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, 4 S eat. 1960, r ation, ah t D. angley
mass.) & Space Administration, Washington, D.C. (Langley

Research Center, Langley Field, Va.).

16,782
Detection theory is reviewed as it relates to certain 16,786

psychoacoustic data. The author views detection theory Noise measurements pertaining mainly to the static
as the combination of decision theory and the concept of firing, launch, and exit flight phases are presented for

the ideal observer. Thus, the auditory threshold process three rocket-powered vehicles in the Project Mercury test

is treated as an instance of hypothesis testing. There program. Both internal and external data from on-board
are at least two determinants in this process: detectabil- recordings are presented for a range of Mach numbers and
ity of the signal and criterion level of the observer, dynamic pressures and for different external vehicle
The model is viewed as both a source of hypotheses and a shapes.
standard against which to evaluate experimental results. G.1. R 11
T. G. R 37

16,783 16,787
Hanna, T.D. ENVIRONtMNTAL REQUIREMENTS OF SEALED CABINS H.rai, S., Fuchita, K., Kobayashi, M. & Harashima, 0.

FOR SPACE AND ORBITAL FLIGHTS - A SECOND STUDY. PART 51 APPLICATIONS OF NOCTOVISION AS AIDS TO NAVIGATION IN THE
SOME PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASURES ON CONFINED SUBJECTS BREATH- NIGHT AND THRU FOG. Presented at: "Sixth International
ING RECYCLED GASES FOR EIGHT DAYS. Proj. TED NAM AE Technical Conference on Lighthouses and Other Aids to
1403, Rep. NA.S ACEL 417, Sept. 1960, 28pp. US.Lil Navigation, Sept.-Oct. 1960, Washington, D.C.", Rep.
Crew Equloment Lab., NAMC, Philadelphia, Penn. 5 4 3, Sept. 1960, l5pp. US Coast Guard Headquar ters,

Washington, D.C.

16,783
To study the effects of confinement, six men were

isolated for eight days in a simulated space capsule of Investigations on performances of Noctovision, a de-
approximately 75 cubic ft. per man at sea level while vice to see in darkness under near-infrared illumination,

rebreathing the same air via a closed cycle oxygen gen- in the night and under conditions of smoke, haze, fog,
erating system. Bioelectric measures were obtained dur- and rain are reported. The principle and construction
ing seven of the eight days: continuous records were of the Noctovision equipment are described. Results of
obtained for the plantar electrical' skin conductance; field tests and laboratory experiments, as well as thoae

measures of heart rate, respiration rate, and forehead of comparison experiments between infrared and visible
ekin temperature were recorded every 20 minutes. The rays, are discussed.
interpretation of physiological measures was discussed, T. Gs. I. R 3
and recommendations were made.
T. G. R 80
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16,791
16,788 This paper translates the results of four research
Hirai, S. DECREASE OF A SOUND SIGNAL ON THE SEA. studies on the chromaticities that provide different
Presented att Sixth International Technical Conference degrees of certainty for the recognition of signal lights
on Lighthouses and Other Aids to Navigation, Washington, into a common form of expression. This makes possible
D.C., Sept.-Oct. 1960, Rep. 6 1 I, lOpp. US Coast better comparisons of their significance from both the
Guard Headauarters, Washington, D.C. (Engineering practical viewpoint of specifying the chromaticity of
Section, Navigational Aid Div., Maritime Safety Board, s3gnal lights and the theoretical viewpoint relating to
Japan). color vision theory. Typical results (perceptions of

chromaticities) are presented in Rectangular-Uniform-
Chromaticity-Scale coordinates.

16,788 T. G. I. R 7
Measurements of the propagation of sound on the sea

1200 meters off the shore in Tokyo Bay were made. The
sound signal was created by an audio-frequency oscillator
and, after amplification, was emitted by a lotd-speaker. 6,792
The sound loudness level was measured both at point of 3oardman, L.J. SOME RECENT ADVANCES IN RADIOACTIVE
origin and at the distant point (1200 meters) by meters. 3ELF-LUMINOUS AIDS TO NIGHT MILITARY ACTIVITY. Proj.
Temperature, humidity, and wind direction and velocity N3 674 100, NRL Prob. N95 01, BuShips S 1828, NRL
were also measured. Attenuation coefficients were Rep. 5241, Dec. 1958, l

2
pp. USN Research Lab.,

analyzed and examined for the effect of all the variables. Nashington, D.C.
T. G. I.

16,792
The characteristics and properties of some recently

developed radioactive self-luminous sources of light ex-
16,789 cited by the radioactive isotope krypton-85 are described.
Burns, N.M. & Gifford, E.C. HUMAN ENGINEERING INVESTI- Of particular interest are the railway switch light, the
GATIONS OF AIRCRAFT COCKPIT VISUAL DISPLAYS PART i hand lanterns, and flashlights. Also discussed are usesTIME ESTIMATION AND ANXIETY. Proj. TED NAM AV 43001, such as deck and personnel markers and exit and emergency
Rep. NAMC ACEL 424, Jan. 1960, 15pp. USN Air QeB signs. The ability of the eye when fully dark adapted to
lgaupment Lab., NAMC, Philadelphia, Penn. read or work in a dark room with these light sources has

been determined as well as the distances that such sources
are visible in the dark. Radioactive hazards are dis-

16,789 cussed.
To test the hypothesis that individuals with a high T. G. I. R 6

level of manifest anxiety will have difficulty in with-
holding a response, scores from ten male Ss on the Mani-
fest Anxiety Scale were compared with those on a time 16,793
estimation (TE) test. The nature of the TE test was such Stevens, S.S. THE PREDICAMENT IN DESIGN AND SIGNIFICANCE.that overestimating the passage of time was equivalent to QoritemD. Psychol., Sept. 1960, y(9), 273-276.an ability to withhold a response. Scores were correlated (Psycho-Acoustic Lab., Harvard University, Cambridge,for each of the four intervals (15, 90, 180, 300 seconds) M3ss.)
in the TE test. Implications of the findings for flight
procedures, monitoring of displays, and selection pro-
cedures were discussed. 16,793
T. G. I. R 16 This article presents a review of Lancelot Hogben's

book, Statistical theorv, the relationshin of orobabilitb,
c.edibility and error. An examination of the contemnorar%
4.Eisis in statistical theory from a behaviorist viewooint,

16,790 (New York, W.W. Horton, 1958). According to the reviewerp
Hogben's complaint about statistics concerns only theBryan, G.L., Rigney, J.W., Bond, N.A., Jr., LaPorte, fundamentals, in particular the assumptions made when theH.R., Jr., et al. THE ROLE OF HUMANS IN COMPLEX algebraic theory of probability is taken to be validlyCOMPUTER SYSTEMS: PROGRAMMING. Contract NONR 228(02), representative of one or another aspect of the real world.Proj. Desig. NR 153 093, Teci. Rep. 25, Jan. 1959, When are these assumptions appropriate and when are they74

pp. Dept. of Psychology, University of Southern inappropriate? The reviewer adds a postscript concerning
Californ1a, Los Angeles, Calif. his own questions about conditions that determine the

legitimacy of a given statistic.
16,790 I. R. 4

This research was undertaken to develop and organize
information about the role of humans in programming digital
computers. Programming practices and problems were dis- 16,794
cussed and special attention was paid to the selection, Bell Helicopter Corporation. HUMAN FACTORS QUARTERLYtraining, and utilization of prograsmmers. Information was PROGRESS REPORT ARMY-NAVY INSTRUMENTATION PROGRAMcollected by visiting computer centers engaged in business, APRIL I THROUGH JUNE 30, 1960. Contract NONR 1670(00),scientific, and military data-processing. Interviews, June 1960, 6pp. Bell Helicopter Corporation, Fortquestionnaires, and direct observations were among the Worth, Tex.
techniques used. A list of 50 surmmary statements was pre-
sented in the concluding section of the report. 16,794
T. G. R 4 This report summarizes the work of the Human Factors

Group on the Army-Navy Instrumentation Program (Helicop-
ter) during the period April 1 through June 30, 1960. It
covers progress in the following areas: 1) vertical dis-
play, 2) situation display, 3) auxiliary display, 4) RH-i

Breckenridge, F.C. A CORRELATION OF SIGNAL COLOR RECOG- program, 5) RH-2 program, 6) obstacle identification anddisplay, and 7) dynamic platform.NITION TESTS. Presented at, Sixth International Tech- I.
nical Conference on Lighthouses and Other Aids to Navi-
gation, Washington, D.C., Sept.-Oct. 1960, Rep. 5 1 22,
28pp. US Coast Guard HeadQuarters, Washington, D.C.
(Photometry and Colorimetry Section, National Bureau of 16,795
Standards, Washington, D.C.). Bell Helicopter Corporation. HUMAN FACTORS QUARTERLY

PROGRESS REPORT ARMY-NAVY INSTRUMENTATION PROGRAM.Contract NONR 1670(00), March 1960, 7
pp. Bell Heliconte

CoxratAUM, Fort Worth, Tex.
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16,795 16,800
This report covers the work of the Human Factors This report described development work by the U.S.

Group on the Army-Navy Instrumentation Program (Helicop- Government and Lear, Incorporated on an integrated cock-
tern during the period January 1 through March 31, 1960. pit instrumentation system to meet the changing require-

It covers progress in the following areast 1) vertical. ments of high-altitude, high-speed flight. The primary
display, 2) situation display, 3) auxiliary display, 4) effort had been in the development of all-attitude In-
RH-I program, 5) RH-2 program, 6) obstacle identification strumentation systems to meet the demands of all-weather

and display, and 7) dynamic platform. flight. The Standard and Phase II G1 (Vertical Gyro In-
I. dicator) Systems were discussed and their limitations

indicated. Other indicators (Three-Axis, Two-Axis Flight-
Director, and Three-Axis Flight-Director) were described.

16,797 Application of the integrated display to helicopters,
r a . E T O E Ucommand and remote standby instrumentation, and vertical-

Baron, P. & Pruleras, J. DETERMINATION OF THE ACOUSTIC ity errors were discussed.
CHARACTERISTICS OF SOUND SOURCES. Presented at: Sixth
International Technical Conference on Lighthouses and
Other Aids to Navigation, Washington, D.C., Sept.-Oct.
1960, Rep. 6 1 7, 35pp. US Coast Guard Headouarters,
Washington, D.C. 16,801

Hartshorne, F.A. (Supervisor). A PREDICTION OF AN/FPS-3
16,797 RELIABILITY. Contract Al 30(602) 1623, Proj. 4526,

An experimental investigation of the conditions under Task 45155, RADC TN 58 19 & Rep. R 2 57, Oct. 1957,
which the characteristics of sound sources may be deter- 6

0pp. Government Service Dept., RCA Service Company,
mined was conducted and then applied to a given sound I_.D., Camden, N.J.
source (a siren in this case). A theoretical study of
the necessary conditions preceded the actual testing of 16,801
the siren in open air. To provide a specific example demonstrating the ran-
I. G. I. dom sampling technique of reliability prediction for com-

plex systems, the AN/FPS-3 Search Radar equipment was an-
alyzed. The random sampling technique Is an attempt to

16,798 advance the art of reliability prediction by reducing time
1 n,78 Pand cost factors. Through this approach the mean life
Baron, P. & PruieraS, P . RESULTS OBTAINED WITH A GROUP (mean time between random failuries) and prohability of
OF SOUND SOURCES. Presented at: Sixth International aurvival values for the overall AN/PPs-3, tower groups,

Technical Conference on Lighthouses and Other Aids to surv il val ue s eqover all est a e t he g ou -
Navigation, Washington, D.C., Sept.-Ocf. 1960, Rep. 6 and building groups equipments are estimated. The con-

cepts, terminology, and premises associated with relia-
1 8, 16pp. .S Coast Guard Headouarters, Washington, hility prediction are presented.
D.C. T. G. R 5

16,798
To investigate (at a distance) the finding that a

substantial strengthening of a sound in the median hori- 16,802
zontal plane was obtained (near the source) by using Hardy, J.D., Clark, C.C. P Gray, R.F. ACCELERATION

several identical vibrators set on a vertical line at PRasBLEM IN SPACE FLIGHT. p. 4 t TED ADO AE 1412,
intervals of half a wave length and operating in phase, Task 19 005.12 0005.69 Rep. 4 vt Rep. NADc eA 5909,
measurements were made of a facility in operation at dis- Oct. 1959, 34pp. USN Aviation Medical Acceleration
tances from 60 to 2000 meters. The measuring equipment !£•., Johnsville, Penn.
was placed on a tug boat which could be maneuvered over
the water for the required distances from the lighthouse. 16,802
At a given distance, the results obtained with n vibra- The present state of knowledge in the area of accel-
tors operating simultaneously and individually were com- eration and Its effect on man is discussed with particular
pared. reference to space flight. The terminology used is first
T. G. I. R I specified in such a way as to eliminate descriptive terms.

The problem of weightlessness is treated briefly followed
by a more detailed discussion of exposure to high levels

16,799 of acceleration for long periods of time, methods of ex-
1 r,79 Pperimentation, and the various means of protection that
Baker, P., MNcKendry, J.M. & Grant 0. LMNTHROPOtITRY OF have been used. The use of water Immersion to protect
ONE HANDED MtAINTENANCE ACTIGI, S SUPPLEND•NT IIl.

man against the effects of high acceleration is discussed
Contract N6133g 330, NAVTRADEVCEN TB 330 i 3, April together with presentation of some experimental findings.
1960, 34pp. USN Training Device Center, Port Washington, G. 1. R 30
N.Y. (HRB-Singer, Inc., State College, Penn.).

16,799
In examining present and anticipated maintenance tasks 16,803

with particular reference to the problem of accessibility, Fitzpatrick, J.T. & Wilcox, R.S. PROPERTIES OF DAYLIGHT
the need for anthropometric data on the space envelopes FLUORESCENT COLOR SYSTEMS PERTINENT TO THE CONSIDERATION
for dynamic tasks was encountered. Four basic types of OF THEIR USE ON NAVIGATION AIDS. Presented at: Sixth
dynamic maintenance activities were isolated: 1) the mo- International Technical Conference on Lighthouses and
tion required to turn screwdrivers and spintites; 2) the Other Aids to Navigation, Washington, D.C., Sept.-Oct.
action required to grasp, remove, and replace plug-in 1960, Rep. 5 1 21, 32pp. US Coast Guard Headquarters,
units; 3) the action required to grasp, turn, and tut with Washington, D.C.
pliers and wirecuttersi and 4) the motion required to turn
wrenches. The space envelope required for each of the
above actions was determined by a photographic process 16,803
using Ss with 95th percentile hand sizes. The dimensions This study reviewed informtion pertinent to the
for each envelope were obtained. Factors determining selection of target colors for navigation aids with
these dimensions were discussed. particular emphasis on- the area of daylight fluorescent
T. G. 1. R 7 color. In order to complete existing data and establish

a more firm basis for choice, a series of observations,
over 700 in total, were made. Target colors selected
were international orange, yellow, white, and yellow-

16;800 orange (Blaze Orange). Two observers viewed the targets
Anast, J. ADVANCED COCKPIT INSTRUMENTATION. Presented on measured courses and both detection and recognition
ats Joint Meeting of the Flight Test Panel and Aero- ranges were determined against a wide variety of back-
medical Panel, Athens, Greece, 11-15 May 1959, Rep. grounds under varying atmospheric conditions and facing
235, 2

1pp. Advisory Group for Aerona,,t1cal Research the four points of the compass. The results were pre-
& Developmen, NATO Paris, France. (Lear Incorporated, sented in a series of tables and graphs.
Grand Rapids, Mich.). T. G. R 7
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16,807

16,804 This paper discusses the need for "packaging" the

Enoch, J.M., Fry, G.A. & Townsend, C.A. MODIFICATION OF crew during rocket travel to reduce or prevent the body

SEARCH BEHAVIOR WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON FEEDBACK ENHANCE- distortions and involuntary control motions which would

MENT TECHNIQUES. Contract AF 30(602) 1580, ProJ. 1763, otherwise occur in response to acceleration. Simulation
Task 39855, RADC TN 59 368 & OSURF ProJ. 696, TP(696) of space flight by human centrifuge is described. Accel-
25, July 1959, 35pp. Mapping and Charting Research Lab., eration effects of vehicle design with specific reference
Ohio State University Research Foundationg Columbus, to the X-15 research aircraft and three proposed orbital
Ohio. vehicles are discussed along with various experimental

methods for protection against these effects. Water im-
mersion with lung pressurization as a method to prevent

16,804 body distortions is discussed. It is pointed out that
To determine the degree to which natural visual as protection against short term effects of acceleration

search tendencies may be modified, eye movement photo- is developed, increased study of long term effects will
graphs were made for a group of eight subjects as they be needed.
searched for designated symbols on complex display mate- T. G. I. R 8
rial (experimental serial maps). Four conditions of
search were investigated and compared: 1) free search,
2) forced pace automatic scanning, 3) and 4) a boustro- 16,BOB
phedonic search pattern with and without the addition of 16,809

an aterimag fo enanceentof fedbck.Duraion of Ciccolella, J.A, MOST ECONOMICAL FLASH LENGTHS FOR MINORan after-image for enhancement of feedback. Durations of LIGHTS. Presented at, Sixth International Technical Con-
f ixations, extents of eye movement, patterns of eye move- ference on Lighthouses and Other Aids to Navigation, Wash-
ments, and uniformity of coverage were examined for the ington, D.C., Sept.-Oct, 1960, Rep. 5 1 18, lBpp. US
effect of these conditions of search with special empha- Coast Guard Headcuarters, Washington, D.C.
sis on the potential uses of feedback enhancement.
T. G. I. R 11

16,808
The most economical flash length for small, battery-

operated lights was determined by theoretical calcula-

16,805 tions. By most economical flash length was meant that
Eichmeier, J. & Rheinstein, J. INVESTIGATION OF THE duration of contact closure of the flasher mechanism which
POSSIBLE INFLUENCE OF ATMOSPHERIC IONS ON HUMAN REACTION results in maximum visibility per unit of battery energy
TIME FINAL TECHNICAL REPORT 1959. Contract DA 91 591 expended during the flash. A few laboratory measurements

EUC 1035, Dec. 1959, 51pp. Institut fur Technische Elek- were described in which the results were compared with

tronik, Technische Hochschule, Munich, Germany. theoretically predicted results.
T. G. R 3

s,805
A series of experiments investigating the effect of

rtificially generated atmospheric ions upon push-button 16,810

eaction time were conducted. Variables studied included Chang, S.S.L., Harris, B., Hauptschein, A., Hoffman, D.,

he level of ionization and method 'of exposure (absorption et al. EVALUATION AND OPTIMIZATION OF DIGITAL COMMUNI-

hrough skin and breathing through the mouth or nose), and CATION SYSTEMS SUMMARY SCIENTIFIC REPORT JANUARY 15,

ocality of experimentation. In addition, some work was 1958 TO JUNE 15, 1958. Contract AF 19(604) 1964,

one toward establishing the fact that the results were AFCRC TN 58 363, June 1958, 93pp. Research Div.,

ctually due to artificially generated atmospheric ions. College of Engineering, New York University, New York,

he possibilities of the elimination of atmospheric small N.Y.

ons in a sealed room were examined and improvement of

he small-ion counter equipment was considered. 16,810
G. I. R 166 An evalualtion and comparison of digital communication

systems are summarized and a number of suggestions pre-
sented for improving the performance of such systems in
the presence of interference and propagation anomalies.

16,806 In particular, the theories of null-zone reception and
Doelling, N., Pearsons, K.S. & Bolt Beranek and Newman, conmunication feedback are emphasized and certain coding
Inc., Cambridge, Mass. ACOUSTICAL EVALUATION OF A concepts are considered. A critical-review of work ac-
B-5B RUN-UP PEN AT CONVAIR-FORT WORTH. Contract AF 33 complished on this study is included with an outline of
(616) 3938, Proj. 7210, Task 71708, WADC TN 57 389, promising areas for future investigation.
Oct. 1958, 57pp. USAF Aero Medical Lab., Wright- T. G. I. R 37
Patterson AFB, Ohio.

16,806
Noise measurements were made at Convair, Fort Worth, 16,811

in order to obtain an acoustical evaluation of the run-up Chang, S-H. & McHugh, P.G. AN EXAMPLE AND EXTENSION OF
pen as an aircraft noise suppressor. Data were presented CAPACITY CALCULATION OF A CERTAIN DISCRETE CHANNEL WITH
that show noise reduction, in db, in each quadrant of the MEMORY SCIENTIFIC REPORT 2. Contract AF 19(604) 3053,
pen and were related to hearing protection provided to AFCRC TN 59 569,' Aug. 1959, 24pp. Electronics Research
personnel in adjacent pens. The noise characteristics of Project, Northeastern University, Boston, Mass.
the B-58 aircraft were also presented.
T. G. I. R 4

16,811
16,807 The capacity of a certain binary channel with finite

Clark, 0.C. & Gray, R.F. A DISCUSSION OF RESTRAINT AND memory has been studied and reported in a previous docu-
PROTECTION OF THE HUMAN EXPERIENCING IHE SMOOTH AND OS- ment. This document illustrates the method of capacity
CILLATING ACCELERATIONS OF PROPOSED SPACE VEHICLES. calculation by devising a channel that possesses two types
Proj. TED ADC AE 1412, Task AM 005.12 0005.6, Rep. 5 & of imperfections: 1) distortion due to memory and 2) con-
Rep. NADC MA 5914, Dec. 1959, 50pp. S .Iao dical tamination due to noise. This example demonstrates the
Acceleration Lab., Johnsville, Penn, relative effects of noise and memory, the increase of

capacity by tolerating a greater interdigital interfer-
ence and the use of pulse weighting to counteract the
effect of memory. The method of calculation is further
extended from the binary channel to the m-nary channel.
G. I.
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16,815
The application of the classical statistical theory to

16,8B12
Chambers, 8 .M. TRANSFER OF TRAINING AMONG COMPONENTS OF problems of estimating and testing which may arise from

A COMPLEX VELOCITY CONTROL TASK. ARDC Proj. 7707, Task nondeterministic machine models is discussed. For the

2705 & askPAR 05.5 103.1 Res. & NDC A 520,case in which the underlying distributions are either

27052 & Task M 005.15 1003.1, Reps. 3 & NAOC MAt 5920, normal or exponential, point estimators and confidence
Dec. 1959, 

2
Opp. USN Aviation Medical Acceleation Lab., intervals for the mean and standard deviation are describ-

Johnsville, Penn. ed along with tests for their equality. Various problems

in determining sample size to meet necessary criteria are

16,812 discussed. A table and some charts not readily available

To test the application of the "transfer of training in the literature are included to aid in sample size de-

among task components" principle to the learning and termination. Various functions that may be evaluated by

performance of complex rate control task, tests were these techniques are mentioned.

conducted on six experimental groups of airmen, who were T. G. R II
given specific practice on parts of the task, and three

control groups. The portions of the task practiced were
"-the most difficult, the moderately difficult, the easiest,
or combinations of these. One control group received 16,816

whole-task practice and the other two had no practice. Kallenbach, W., Schroeder, H.J. & Grutzmacher, Dr.

Then each subject in all groups received eight test trials NOISE-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS ON BOARD OP SEA-GOING VESSELS.

on the total task. Deviations between pre-test and post- Presented at: Sixth International Technical Conference

test performance scores were used to evaluate transfer on Lighthouses and Other Aids to Navigation, Washington,

of training effects. D.C., Sept.-Oct. 1960, Rep. 6 1 4, l
2

pp. US Coast Guard

T. G. I. R 12 ef ects aarter , Washington, D.C.

16,816
Measurements of the noise level and of the frequency

16,813 composition of noise on the bridge of a considerable num-

Charipper, B.A. SHIP CONTROL X TRACKING IN THE HORIZON- ber of German sea-going vessels are reported. The one-

TAL PLANE WITH A CONTACT ANALOG DISPLAY. Contract NONR third octave band-curves of motor-ships, turbine-ships,

2512(00), Proj. P59 125, Tech Rep. SPD 59 083, Aug. 1959, and steam-ships are stated; average curves for the states

l2pp. Electric Boat Div., General Dynamics Corporation, "engine stop" and "full speed" are derived. The spread

Groton, Conn. of the measurement values is indicated. Using results of

subjective observations of signals masked by ship-noise,
those signal-threshold-levels are stated that are neces-

16,813ary for detectabilitl¥ on 83 percent of the vessels by 90

To determine how well operators of a simulated sub- percent of the observers.

marine can follow a prescribed path in the horizontal T. G.
plane (course dimension only) using a contact analog road-

way, five inexperienced Ss were required to perform this
task for five sessions. The roadway was approximately 16,817

13/.4 scale ft. wide and 100 scale ft. below the submarine Kallenbach, W., Schroeder, N.J. e Grutzmacher, Dr.

The contact analog was mounted in the Electric Boat Sub-
marine Simulator wihich provided the vestibuiar/kimesthetic SOUND-LEVEL MEASUREMAENTS OF FOG SIGNALS ON BOARD OF
marines ofmollatornwhihprovidd the eqationufarkinethetc SEA-GOING VESSELS. Presented at: Sixth International
cuen of roll and the equations of motion of a SKIPJACK Tethnical Conference on Lighthouses and Other Aids to

class submarine traveling at 16 knots. On the fifth day, nicalonferencegon D.C. s and.Ot. Aids to

photographic records were taken at one-second intervals Navigaton, Washington, D.C., Sepr.-Ocs. 1960, Rep. 6

of the position relative to the white center line of the 1 5, 
3 2

pp. US Coast Guard Headoarters, Washington, D.C.

roadway.

T. G. 1. R 7 16,817
To de'ermine the sound pressure of fog signals from

light vessels as a function of the distance to the source

16,814 as well as of the strength and direction of the wind, the

Barthol, R.P. ERRORS IN VISUAL SIZE-MATCHING IN THE field distribution of air-horn sound sources was investi-

FLEXIBLE GUNNERY TASK. Proj. 512 024 0001, Pen. Note gated. The measurements were made on the bridge of sea-

FG 52 2, July 1952, 14pp. USAF Human Resources Research going vessels from Hamburg to Bremen and return. Signals,
from the four light vessels passed, were recorded by mag-

Ca~ier, Lackland AER, Tex. netIc tape; distances were measured by radar as well as

the steered course. Wind strength and direction were also

16,814 recorded. Analysis of the taped records were performed

To examine the possibility that certain size-matching and the results were presented graphically.

(or equating of visual stimuli) tasks that appear quite T. G. I.
simple may have hidden complexities that cause perform-
ance to be inadequate, a paper-and-pencil test, consisting

of 78 representations of aircrafts centered in the sights 16,818

of a gunnery, some correct, some under- and sOTe over- Jainski, P. SURFACE COLOURS FOR SI•tOIC COLICURS, COLOUR

framed, was devised and administered to two groups of BOUNDARIES, COLOUR TESTS. Presentd ' : 5ixt.h Inter-

gunnery trainees. One group had received 12 weeks of national Technical Conference on Lighthouses and Other

training, the other had not yet started training. The Aids to Navigation, Washington, D.C., Sept.-Oct. 1960,

task chosen for investigation was one called "framing" Rep. 5 1 12, 17pp. US Coast Guard HeadQuarters, Wash-

(measuring the apparent wingspan of a target plane with inJton, D.C.

the RETICLE of a sight) in aerial gunnery. Number of er-
rors were analyzed for differences due to training and to
banking angle of aircraft factors in perceptual organiza- 16,818
tion that may cause errors were discussed. T. R 2 This study attacked the problems of specifying the

must suitable surface colors for signals under conditions
of observation existing in navigation practice, of setting
color tolerances, and of testing such tolerances. Exist-

16,815 ing recommendations were reviewed. Tests were carried out
Kupferberg, S. STATISTICAL ESTIMATION AND TEST OF during the summer months under conditions of observation
HYPOTHESES AS APPLIED TO NON-DETERMINISTIC MODELS. that corresponded to the practice and under natural light-
Contract AF 33(616) 3274, IAWR Rep. 58 7, Aug. 1958, ing and atmospheric conditions as they occur in one day.

125pp. Institute for Air Weapons Research, University Color samples were observed against gray and colored sur-

2L2_L19AM, Chicago, Ill. rounding fields by a group of 20 observers. Those colors
were considered which are used for German maritime signals.

Methods for testing color surfaces were given in detail.

T. G. I. R 9
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16,819 
16,823

Jainski, P. THE OPERATION OF BEACON-LIGHTS BY DAY IN Hobbs, C.F. THEORETICAL CAPACITY OF INFORMATION

HAZY WEATHER. Presented ati Sixth International Tech- SYSTEMS. AFCRC TN 57 106, Dec. 1957, l2pp.

nical Conference on Lighthouses and Other Aids to Navi- USAF Components & Techniques Lab., AFCRC, Bedford,

gation, Washington, D.C., Sept.-Oct. 1960, Rep. 5 1 10, Mass.

12pp. US Coast Guard Headquarters, Washington, D.C.
16,823

16,819 Use is made of the channel capacity formula
The question, whether the available beacon lights C=W log (1+S/N) in comparing the relative effectiveness

could be operated efficiently and economically by day in of increasing bandwidth or signal power on the channel

hazy weather in order to provide an additional aid to capacity of an information system. Two cases are treated:

navigation, was investigated. A numerical evaluation of 1) constant noise-per-unit bandwidth and 2) constant chan-
luminance values (surrounding luminance in both clear and nel noise.
hazy weather) was needed to calculate the range of bea- G.
cons; observations were carried out on some beacon lights
from the sea and under various conditions of weather and
visibility. The results provided some clues for the 169824
order of magnitude of surrounding luminances which may
be then used in established equations for calculations Hoban, C.F., Lucier, R.O. & Flood, R. HUMAN FACTORS

be d th n s AFFECTING CONSOLE DESIGN IN THE FIELDATA SYSTEM
needed to answer the question. FINAL REPORT. Contract DA 36 039 SC 75047, DA Proj.

3 28 01 201, PR&C 58 ELC/D 4457, Rep. AD59URl, July
1959, 31pp. Institute for Cooperative Research 9
Moore School of Electrical Engineering, University

16,820 of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Penn.
Jainski, P. THE USE OF COLOURED PLASTIC FILTERS FOR MARI-
TIME NAVIGATIONAL LIGHTS. Presented at: Sixth Inter- 169824
national Technical Conference on Lighthouses and Other The role of human factors in systems development in
Aids to Navigation, Washington, D.C., Sept.-Oct. -960, general with particular reference to their position and
Rep. 5 1 9, 9pp. US Coast Guard HeadDuarters, Washing- treatment in the Army FIELDATA system is studied. After
ton, D.C. a general discussion of the need for human factors person-

nel in all large system development projects, the relative

Colored plexiglass filters for maritime lights were emphasis on human factors by several Army technical serv-

evaluated by testing for the specified requirements ac- ices is examined. The console design of the FIELDATA

cording to their colorimetric, photometric, and mechani- system is cormmented upon and specific problems are dis-

cal properties. In addition, the economic factor (lower cussed along with recosmmendations for improvement in de-

purchasing price than the usual silicate glass filters) sign. Finally, some suggestions for the Ss of imnmediateand long range studies by human factors personnel are

was considered. A sumsmary of the findings was presented made.

along with recommendations.
T.

16,825
16,821 Henderson, P. PERSONNEL RESEARCH AND EQUIPMENT DESIGN
1 ,8 P C O LIN ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE. Tech. Memo. 116, April
Jainski, P. CALCULATION OF LUMINOUS INTENSITIES OF LIGHT 1959, 17pp. Clothino & Stores Experimental Establish-

SIGNALS AT GREAT SURROUNDING BRIGHTNESS. Presented at: 195 , Mi is r ot & Lores E ngland.

Sixth International Technical Conference on Lighthouses ment, Ministry of Supply, London, England.

and Other Aids to Navigation, Washington, D.C., Sept.-
Oct. 1960, Rep. 5 1 11, 6pp. US Coast Guard Headquarters, 16,825
Washington, D.C. This memorandum presents a brief survey of the lit-

erature on problems of electronics maintenance. Personnel

selection and training are covered briefly with major em-

16,821 phasis placed upon design of equipment for maintenance.
For the calculation of the luminous intensities of Features of design which will facilitate the work of main-

maritime lights for assumed ranges, an equation is used tenance personnel, thus leading to more effective use of
in which the luminous intensity as related to range, to manpower, are recosmmended.
the threshold of the eye, and to atmospheric transmissiv- I. R 22
ity is expressed. In this equation the threshold of
vision is relative to very small targets and to very low
surrounding brightnesses. Since light signals for use
by day are increasingly used, the calculation of lumin- 16,826

ous intensities for this condition is dealt with here. Hawley, M.E. & Touger, M.L. (Leaders). STUDY OF COM-

T. R 5 MUNICATION IN HIGH-LEVEL AMBIENT NOISE FIELDS FINAL
REPORT PHASE I NOISE ANALYSIS AND EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE.
Contract DA 36 039 SC 64469, SIGEL CWB Projs. 132B &
843D, Spec. SOL 1502, File 94 PH 91(4307), May 1955,

16,82214p.RdoCroaonOAercCmeNJ

Hirai, S. THE RATED RANGE OF A SOUND FOG SIGNAL. Pre- 148pp. Radio Corporation of America, Camden, N.J.

sented ats Sixth International Technical Conference on
Lighthouses and Other Aids to Navigation, Washington, 16,826
D.C., Sept.-Oct. 1960, Rep. 6 1 6, lOpp. US Coast Guard This was the first report on Phase I of a research
Hea. rr Washington, D.C. program designed to obtain design information leading to

significant improvements in Signal Corps voice cormnunica-

16,822 tion systems used in the high-level noise environments
This paper dealt with the definition of the rated encountered in many armored vehicles and helicopters. In

range of a sound fog signal and the method of its calcu- this first phase, the noise spectra in armored vehicles
lation which was presented in an earlier paper (M.R. and helicopters were determined and analyzed; the perform-

Ginoechis, "Defining and Calculating the Rated Range of a ance of present Signal Corps equipment in high-level sound
Sound Signal"). Several questions were raised and only fields was evaluated; and a system was synthesized to pro-

partially answered by experimental data: Is the intensity vide the improved performance required. Interim measures

or stress of a sound signal accurately defined by measur- for improvement of present equipment were recommended.
ing loudness level at ten meters distance from the source T. G. I.
Is the value of atmospheric transmission coefficient cor-
rect? Is it proper to assume that a decrease of sound is
in proportion to the distance to the minus square? and Is 16,827
70 db a proper value for the minimum audible sound with Mills, B.J. EMERGENCY ESCAPE CAPSULE STUDIES. 1960,
noise background? 

7
pp. USAF Aerospace Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson

T. G. I, R I IAFB, Ohio.
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16,827 16,831
The use of escape capsules as a means of emergency Networks having branches which are cosmnunication chan-

egress from high altitude aircraft demands the study of nels of limited capacity but capable of transferring in-
aircrew survival after descent into a water environment. formation within this limit in either direction are con-

In support of the capsule development program, a series sidered. The first part of the paper shows the calcula-
of flotation and human habitability studies were conducted tion of terminal capacities (amount of information which
by the Aerospace Medical Laboratory which were reviewed can be transferred from one vertex to another) in the give
briefly herein. These tests included air-exchange re- information network. The second part defines the capacity
quirements, clothing design, and survival equipment matrix which represents the terminal capacities between
packaging and design; flotation and habitability tests of every pair of vertices in a network. Properties of this
prototype capsules in both warm and cold waters; and matrix are given. Finally a synthesis of information net-
similar tests with redesigned capsules. The reliability Norks from a given capacity matrix is shown. Possible
of the equipment was discussed. extensions of its mathematical properties are outlined.

I. R 3

16,828 16,833
Miller, A.J. PHYSICAL FITNESS FOR STRENUOUS WORK IN RE- Nel C.Mc
LATION TO THE SURVIVAL SITUATION IN A COLD ENVIRONMENT. Nl, C.MK. THERMAL RADIATION BURNS IN RABBITS
LATO O EURIV AL AprilS1948, .USAFN MediNa Corp E WViRO ghEt- VI. THE EFFECT OF THE IMMEDIATE APPLICATION OF COLD
Proj. XIV, April 1948, 

7pp. USAF Medical Coo.s, Wright- TO "FLASH"-TYPE BURNS ON SEVERITY AS MEASURED BY

Patterson AEB, Ohio. RADIOACTIVE PHOSPHORUS UPTAKE. Proj. NM 007 081.03.07,

Vol. 16, 55-64, Jan. 1958. USN Medical Research
16,828 Institute, Bethesda, Md.

To evaluate the role of physical fitness in relation
to a simulated survival situation, 18 men, divided into 16,833
four groups, lived outdoors under simulated survival To determine whether the application of cold immedi-
circumstances. The maximum temperature experienced was ately after burning has a beneficial effect in reducing
10 degrees F and the minimum was -40 degrees F, the severity of burns, 18 young adult, albino rabbits under

weather conditions becoming progressively more severe ether anesthesia were subjected to radiant energy, "flash"

until the test was terminated at ten days for three type burns of both ears. One ear of each rabbit was

groups and six and one-half days for one group. Caloric cooled by covering it with ice-filled plastic bags within
intake for the ten-day group was 4000, 2100, and 950 ten seconds of burning. Approximately ten minutes after
respectively; the last group had no food. The "Pack exposure, each rabbit was given intracardially an aqueous
test" of physical fitness was administered to each S solution of radioactive phosphorous. Determinations of

before and after the test. Weight losses were recorded radioactivity in each burn were made daily for the first
and observations made on morale. five days to compare differences between treated and un-

treated ears in each rabbit. Practical benefits to be
expected from cold treatment were discussed.

16,829 T. G. R 3

Meehan, J.P. RENAL RESPONSES TO POSITIVE ACCELERATION.
Contract AF 33(616) 5407, Proj. 7222, Task 71746, WAD)
TR 60 637, Sept. 1960, 1

7
pp. USAF Biomedical Lab., 16,834

Wright-Patterson PFB, Ohio. Jensen, R., Gordon, J.J., Sipple, W., Zabelicky, R.,
et al. NADC BIOLOGICAL INSTRUMENTATION SYMPOSIUM
OF 10 DECEMBER 1958; SEVENTH LETTER REPORT CONCERNING

16,829 BUREAU OF NAVAL WEAPONS PROJECTS TED ADC AE 1412.1
To better define the physiologic responses of the AND TED HAM AE 1403.1. Proj. TED ADC AE 1412.1 &

kidney to positive acceleration, the para-amino hippurate Proj. TED NAM AE 1403.1, Task MR 005.15 0002.2,

clearances, creatinine clearances, and urine flows of Rep. NADC MA L6021, July 1960, 7pp. USN Air Develop-

three young male subjects exposed to positive accelera- ment Center, Johnsville, Penn.

tion on a centrifuge were studied. The first series cf
experiments used exposures of three g for ten minutes; 16,834
the second series used three g for a period of time de- This was a preliminary report of tests carried out on
termined by the subject's comments as to his ability to Thi wasa prelinary rertiof tessrarrieouo

toleatethestrss.the Aviation .ýedical Acceleration Laboratory (AftAL)

T. I. R 12 Bioinstrumentation package during which six channels were
transmitted on an assigned frequency of 234.4 mc from the
package mounted in the ANAL centrifuge gondola to the

AMAL monitoring and recording system. Three physiologi-

16,830 cal parameters were measured from the S: the electro-

M-Donald, J.E. & Green, Christine R. A COMPARISON OF encephalogram, the electrocardiogram, and respiration.

RANK-DIFFERENCE AND PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATION OF PRE- Sample recordings were displayed.

CIPITATION DATA. J. Geoohys. Res., Jan. 1960, 5(i), G.I. R 7

333-336. (University of Arizona, Tucson, Ariz.).

16,830 
16,835

A large sample (4650 cases) of comparisons of the USN Special Devices Center. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF HUMAN

Spearman rank-difference correlation coefficient I and ENGINEERING REPORTS REVISED 1 JANUARY 1955.
theSpearson product-moment correlation coefficient ' aNAVEXOS P 530 1, Revision 5, Jan. 1955, 195pp.the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient r is SSpcaDeisCntPotWhngn NY
presented. The correlation data are 50-year records of USN Soecia Devices Center, Port Washington, N.Y.
winter and summer half-year precipitation totals for 220
stations, well distributed throughout the United States. 16,835
The results are examined in light of the usefulness of r' This volume is a Special Devices Guide. It contains a

as a measure of correlation in geophysical data. bibliography of human engineering reports sponsored by the
T. R 8 Special Devices Center in addition to an enumeration of

existing training devices of various kinds together with
information about these devices.

16,B31 I. R 350 (approx.)

Mayeda, W. MAXIMUM FLOW THROUGH A COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK.
Contract DA 11 022 ORD 1983, Projs. 5B99 01 004, TB2 0001& 1571, Tech. Rep. 13, Feb. 1959, 23pp. Electrical 16,836
Engineering Research Lab.f University of Illinois, Urbana, Moody, D.J. SUMMARY OF PERSONAL SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT
Ill. IN AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS I JANUARY 1958 - 31 DECEMBER

1959 PUBLICATION REVIEW. Rep. 8 60, July 1960,
l6pp. USAF Directorate of Flight & Missile Safety

Researchp Norton AIB Calif.
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16,836
The availability, use, and function of selected items t6,840

of personal and survival equipment (parachute, life raft, Rademacher, H.J. & Grutzmacher, Dr. THE AUDIBILITY OF
life preserver, signalling equipment, some form of shel- SIGNALS ON SHIPS. Presented at: Sixth International
ter) for the period I January 1958 to 31 December 1959 Technical Conference on Lighthouses and Other Aids to
were summarized. The information was compiled from "Air Navigation, Washington, D.C., Sept.-Oct. 1960, Rep. 6
Force Reports of Aircraft Accidents" and from question- 1 3, l6pp. US Coast Guard Headcruarters, Washington, D.C.
nalres completed by crewmembers who had made emergency
e,ýcapes. Survival situations were identified as either
land or water and analyzed as to 1) type of injury and 16,840

function of personal and survival equipment, 2) time To determine how loud a sinusoidal signal must be in
before rescue, 3) type of rescue, and 4) conditions sub- order to be heard in the presence of noise on the bridge

sequent to water immersion and types of terrain. Impli- of ships, a laboratory study was conducted using magnetic

cations for corrective action were discussed, tape recordings of ship noise. Eight observers were
G. I. tested separately for audibility judgments of signal tones

of varied frequencies (from 100 to 1000 cps) over 15
different ship-noise recordings. Results were presented
graphically as differences between signal threshold

16,837 levels and noise level in the surrounding frequency band.
Pattishall, E.G. & Banghart, F.W. (Proj. Dirs.). PRO- G.
CEEDINGS OF THE SECOND TRI-SERV1CE CONFERENCE ON BIOLOG-
iCAL EFFECTS OF MICROWAVE ENERGY 8, 9, 10 JULY 1958.
Contract AF 18(600) 1792, ARDC TR 58 54, Sept. 1958,2 6

4pp. Div. of Educational Research, University of 16,A41
Kiroinia, Charlottesville, Va. Pulleng K.A., Jr. PRINCIPLES OF INFORMATION ENGINEERING.

DA Proj. 503 06 011 K ()RD Proj. TB3 0538, Memo. Rep.
16,837 1193, Feb. 1959, 15pp. USA ballistic Research Labs.,

The papers included here represent the research con- Aberdeen Proving Ground, W.

ducted on the biological effects of microwave energy.
These papers were presented at the 1958 Trn-Service Con- 16,841
ference on Biological Effects of Microwave Lnergy. Lead- The problem of efficient utilization of Information
ers from the fields of biology, physics, medicine, engi- is one of growing importance, hoth in system design and
neering, and psychology contributed papers which included, system utilization. The relation of information utiliza-
"Physical Characteristics of Microwaves as Related to tion to information theory and the practical use of com-
Biological Effects"; "Discussion of Long-Range Develop- munication systems are examined in this report and some
ment Plans in the Air Force"; "Molecular Response Char- of the guiding principles of information engineering ex-
acteristics to Ultra High Frequency Fields"; "New Con- plained.
cepts in Personnel Protection"; "The Pathology of Hyper-
pyrexia"; and "Radio Frequency Hazards Aboard Naval
Ships."
T. G. 1. R many 16,842

Prichard, A.C. SPEECH SECURII[Y FroI TACTICAL OPERATIONS.
DA Task NR 3 55 00 200, USASRID. TR 2044, May 1959, 7pp.

16,838 5A USinal Research `- Developnent Lab., Fort Monmouth,

Parentoau, W.A. & Beuter, N.C. SYSTEMS PROBLEMS IN N.J.

EVOLVING AN AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL COMPUTER FOR THE NEW
YORK AREA. Contract AF 19(604) 2272, AFCRC TN 57 16,842
750 & Tasker Instruments Corporation Rep. 101 1, Technical and ',ytem,. aCqect, of n 1)eech scrambling
Dec. 1957, 310pp. Tasker Instruments Corporation, are considered. A system used during World War I1,
North Hollywood, Calif. known as the time division of speech system, is described

and its usefulness cons idered in the light of present day
16,838 requirements for tactical message securlty. Recomoenda-

The air traffic control problem relative to the New tions are included for further development.
York City area is examined In detail with a view to later
investigate the feasibility of high speed electronic com-
putation to expedite terminal area traffic flow. The 16,843major divisions of the report are as follows: 1) descrip- 16,843

tionof ir rafic cntrl--asi asectsof ir rafic, Pletcher, K.E. & Neely, S.E. USAF EMERGENCY ESCAPE EX-tion of air traffic control--Ibasic aspects of air traffic, PERIENCE 1950-1959. AFE 11 30, Rep. 10 60, Aug. 1960,
flight rules and procedures, airways structure of New York PIppC USAF ie r 1f Fih aet 0 Reah,
area, air route traffic control center, and other proce- Norto A F D i f.
dures; 2) air traffic movements--distributions for various Norton AFII, Calif.

time periods, types of operations and of aircraft, direc-
tional flow, and densities of holding fixes; 3) aircraft 16,843
performance characteristics--normal flight and speed The actual hazard!; conncted wit etergency escape as
change response; 4) meterological factors; 5) capacity of revealed by statistical data from the compiled aircraft
system. 6) communications; etc. accident reports for the past ten years (1950-1959) are
T. G. I. R 48 established. In addition, those hazards which experience

has shown to be of less importance than the amount of
attention they have received are discussed. The following

16,839 topics are treated: the population subject to risk, vari-
Rosenblatt, F. PERCEPTRON SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS ables in declining accident rates, effectiveness of ejec-(PROJECT PARA). Contract NONR 2381(00), Rep. VG tion seats, type of emergency precipitating action,
1196 G 3, June 1959, 34pp. Cornell Aeronautical terrain clearance, aircraft attitude and speed, diffi-
Laboratory. Inc., Buffalo, N.Y. culties initiating ejection and after egress, survival

after ejection, cause of ejection fatalities, and ejection
16,839 in the future.

The 01._1LU is a theory of a new brain model. It 1. G.
is a minimally constrained "nerve net" consisting of logi-
cally simplified neural elements and has been shown to te
capable of learning to discriminate and recognize percep-
tual patterns. This paper reports a series of digital 16,844
simulation experiments which were carried out on the per- Pattishall, E.G. PROCEEDINGS OF TRI-SERVICE CONFERENCE
ceptron using the ItM7704 computer. Both "forced learning" ON BIOLOGICAL HAZARDS OF MICROWAVE RADIATION, 15-16 JULYand "spontaneous learning" performances were Investigated 1957. Contract AF 18(600) 1180, Proj. 57 13, ARDC TR
and some insight gained into conditions under which dif- 58 51, Sept. 1957, 1

2 2
pp. Georqe Washington University,

ferent systems break down or deviate from typical bio- Washington D.C. (University of Virginia, Charlottes-
logical learning phenomena. ville, Va.

5
.

G. I. R 8
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16,844
The series of papers presented here was given at a 16,B48

meeting of scientists interested in the biological effects Yntema, D.E. &. Mueser, G.E. RMEIMBERING THE PRESENT
of microwave radiation. The major purpose of the meeting STATES OF A NUM13ER OF VARIABLES: Ill. WHY IT IS DIE-
was to effect an understanding of activities and accom- FICULT TO KEEP TRACK OF SEVERAL VARIABLES WITH THE
plishments in radiation hazard. Summaries of the work in StIVE SET OF STATES. Contract AF 19(604) 5200, Rep.
the three services are presented along with plans for fur- 58 G 0013, Aug. 1960, 13pp. Lincoln Lab., Massachusetts
ther research. The appendices contain several additional Institute of Technology, Lexington, Mass.
reports and two bibliographies' i) biological effects of

radio frequency energies, 1940-1957, and 2) microwavesand their biological effects. 16,848
T. G. I. R 285 Keeping track of the current states of a number of

variables has been found to be more difficult in the case

where the variables are the same attribute of several
nonsensical objects (in which case all variables have

16,845 the same set of states) than in the case where the vari-
Stevens, 3.C. & Stevens, S.S. THE GROCTH OF SUBJECTIVE ables are different attributes of one nonsensical object
MAGNITUDE WITH STIMULUS INTENSITY. From: "Second (in which case each variable has its own distinct set of
Symposium on Physiological Psychology, USN School of states). In an attempt to discover whether the reason
Aviation Medicine, Pensacola, Fla., March 19-21, 1958." for the difference was intereference, the present experi-
ONE Symposium Rep. ACR 30, 41-50. USN Physiological ment used a task in which each variable had its own set
Psychology Branch, ONR, Washington, D.C. (Harvard of states (so that interference could not occur) but this
University, Cambridge, Mass.). was disguised so that the suhject could not identify the

variables from the names of their states. The number of

16,845 attributes (from six to one) were also compared.

For a large class of perceptual continua, subjective T. R 2

magnitude grows as a power function of the physical level 16,850
of the stimulus. The psychophysical methods by which DoIf, E. RECIPROCITY INEQUALITIES, COHERENCE TIME AND
this relationship has been demonstrated are described: 3ANDWIDTH IN SIGNAL.ANALYSIS AND OPTICS. Contract AF
1) magnitude estimation, under which observers assign 19(604) 1717, AFCRC TN 57 553 & Rep. EM 106, June 1957,
numbers proportional to the apparent magnitude of various Žlpp. Division of Electromagnetic Research, Institute
stimuli; and 2) ratio production, under which observers of Mathematical Sciences, New York University, New York
set one stimulus to some prescribed apparent fraction or .ity, N.Y.
multiple of another stimulus. The power law is then
illustrated by concentrating on studies of loudness and
brightness, with reference to other continua such as 16,850
heaviness, velocity, duration, and electric shock. This paper is concerned with establishing a rigorous
G. reciprocity relation of the Heisenberg type between the

coherence time and the bandwidth of polychromatic radia-
'ion. Following upon an ovservatlon by Gabor that the

16,846 usual formulation of the reciprocity inequality relating
Bishop, G.H. A SECOND LOCK AT THE SENSORY SYS[TEMS, END the effective duration of a siqnal and its effective band-
ORGAN TO CORTEX. From: "Second Symposium -n Physiologi- width is unsatisfaclory for signals that are intrinsically
cal Psychology, USN School of Aviation Medicine, Pensa- real, a modified version is presented. It is shown that
cola, Fla., March 19-21, 1958." ONE Symposium Rep. ACR this formulation is res' rlcted to signals with zero mean
30, 77-88. USN Physiological Psychology Branch, ONP, value and there Is no evidence of inequality. A defini-
Washington, D.C. (Washington University, So. Louis, Mo.). tion of the coherence time of light is proposed and in-

vestigated for reciprocity inequality of the required
type.

16,846 P 13
Two themes are considered: sensory filer size and its

phylogenetic significance and the evolution of cortical
mechanisms. Comparing two sensory systems (visual and 16,851
somesthetic), as examples, many similarities indicate a Wiener, F.M. (N THE PRCPAGNTION OF AUDIBLE SOUND OVER
parallel evolution; but although the visual system is WATER IN FOG. Presented at: Six'h Interna'ional Tech-
presumaely all one mcdality, the somesthetic system con- nical Conference on Lighthouses and Other Aids to Navi-
talns several modalities. These are at present conven- gation, iashing'on, D.C., Sept.-Oct. 1960, Rep. 6 1 2,
tionally related to fiber diameter. Recent ocrk is cited 

2
App. US Cast Guard Headmuattert, Washin)ton, D.C.

to show that this latter concep' does not hold. Ficer (Bolt Beranek and Neavonan Inc., Cambridge, Mass.).
size is shown to he related to evolutionary stages of the
cortex development. Certain conclusions are presentedthat appear justified by the evidence. 16,851G. I. R j i In the course of a basic study of signalling over

Bocean waters in fog by means of audible signals, an ex-

tensive series of field experiments was undertaken at
16,847 Great Dick Island Light Station, Maine. These experi-

monts consisted of sound transmission measurements over
Graham, C.H. & Hsia, Y. DISCRIMINATIONS OF A UNILATER- witer in a tariety of atmospheric conditions, including
ALLY COLOR-BLIND SUBJECT. From: "Second Symposium on fog, and extensive micrometeorological measurements. This
Physiological Psychology, USN School of Aviation Medi- paper presented representative samples of the sound at-
cine, Pensacola, Fla., March 19-21, 1958." OtI Sympo- tenuation characteristics obtained, 'igether with a short
slum Rep. ACR 30, 177-184. USN Physiolooical Psochology description of the instrumentation used, followed by a
Branch, ONR, Washington, D.C. (Columbia University, brief analysis of the results. A short discussion of the
New York, N.Y.). physics 6f sound propagation through the lower atmosphere

in the light of available theory was presented.
16,847 G. I. R 8

An S whose color-mixture and hue-discrimination
functions show that her right eye is normal and her left
eye is dichromatic has been examined. The color chares- 16,852
teristics for each eye are described in some detail. The van Oosterom, T. MEASUREMENTS ON THE RELATION BETWEEN
results of tests on i) sensitivity loss and 2) the seeing MAGNITUDE AND DURATION AND ON THE RATE OF APPLICATION
of wavelengths above 502,& as yellow are considered OF THE CONTROL FORCES ACHIEVED BY PILOTS IN SIMULATED
theoretically. Certain proposals are set forth to account MANOEUVRES. Presented at: Fourteenth Meeting of the
for some discrepancies in theory and test results. Flight Test Techniques and Instrumentation Panel, Athens,
G. R 14 Greece, 11-15 May 1959, Rep. 241, 

2
6pp. Advisorv Group

Ifr Anae tical Research & Development, NATO, Paris,
France. (National Aeronautical Research Institute,
Amsterdam, Holland).
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16,852
To obtain data on desirable control characteristics

of aircraft, the following measurements were made on 27 16,857
Smith, E.K., Anastasio, P.o., Kalustyan, B.C., Snyder,military and civil pilots on: 1) maximum control forces R.B., et al. METHODS OF PRESENTING MOVING OBJECTS IN

which could be exerted at various positions of the con- POINT LIGHT SOURCE VISUAL DISPLAYS. Contract NONR
trols with respect to the pilot's seat; 2) forces that 1628(00), NAVTRADEVCEN TR 1628 5, June 1959, 61pp.
could be maintained during various periods of time with USN Training Device Center, Port Washington, N.Y.
the controls in the optimum position; and 3) rate of (The deFlorez Company, Inc., Enalewood Cliffs, N.J.).
increase of pedal forces. To gain basic information for
establishing structural strength requirements, a second
series of measurements were made on 135 Ss. The maximum 16,857
rate of increase of the control forces, maximum control The results of an investigation to discover and
force that can be achieved, and the shape of the curves analyze methods and systems whereby moving objects may
giving control force as a function of time in sudden be presented in point source projected visual displays
maneuvers were determined, were described. An analysis was made of the nature ofT. G. 1. n 7 movement in the real world as a frame of reference formovement to be produced in the world of visual displays.

Various solutions to the problem were devised and were
examined critically for the degree of applicability to

16,853 typical tasks. Recommendations for the display requir-
Unger, H.R. & Turner, W.F. RECURRENT DYSBARISM IN ing moving object presentation were made.
FLIGHTs A CASE REPORT. 1960, l3pp. USAF School of I. R 2
ALvdation Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex.

16,853 16,858
The increasing occurrence of dysbarism (a pathological Simonnard, M.A. TRANSPORTATION-TYPE PROBLEMS THEORETICAL

syndrome resulting from exposure to reduced or chariging FOUNDATION AND COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS OF THE SIMPLEX
barometric pressure) in the present mass transition program METHOD OF SOLUTION FUNDAMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS IN
from reciprocating to jet aircraft is discussed. Since it METHODS OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH INTERIM TECHNICAL REPORT
is felt that many cases of dysbarism are either unrecoq- 11. Contract DA 19 020 ORD 2684, Projs. DA 599 01 004,
nized or unreported, the problem is presented by way of a ORD TB 0001, OOR 968 (Rev.) & DSR 7125, OOR Rep. 968124,
case study of a 36-year-old senior pilot in the U.S. Air Jan. 1959, 83pp. School of Industrial Management,
Force who experienced two separate episodes in flight. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridqe, Mass.
The pattern of symptoms and altitude conditions at time
of occurrence are described as are the results of subse- 16,858
quent physical examinations and laboratory tests. The A class of linear programming problems is discussed.
prevention of symptoms through process of denitrogenation These problems are very simple extensions of the classi-
was demonstrated and suggestions offered for avoiding cal Hitchcock-Koopmane transportation problem; the latter
dangerous inflight situations, is included as an important special case. Only the sim-plex method of solution of linear programmsing problems is

considered. A number of points that are particular to the
classical "transportation problem" are derived from the

16,855 very simple nature of the matrix of the coefficients in
Smith, J.E.K. & Klem, Laura. THE RELIABILITY OF the constraints. This theoretical foundation allows a
EMPIRICAL WAITING-TIME DISTRIBUTIONS. Contract Justification of the well-known "stepping-stone" algo-
AF 19(604) 5200, Group Rep. 58 6, Aug. 1959, l5pp. rithm. All the results are then extended to the general
Lincoln Lab., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, problem.
Lexington, Mass. I. R 32

16,855
To determine for a very simple queuing system how 16,859

large a sample is required for a given degree of accuracy Silverman, R.A. & Chang, S-H. TOPICS IN THE THEORY OF
in measures of system efficiency, an IBM 704 electronic- DISCRETE INFORMATION CHANNELS. Contracts AF 19(604)
computer was programmed to simulate a one-server queue 5238 & AF 19(604) 3053, AFCRC TN 60 366 & Res. Rep.
with random arrivals at an average rate of C customers EM 152, April 1960, 4 2

pp. Div. of Electromagnetic
per unit tihe. Service time was constant at one unit Research, Institute of Mathematical Sciences, NewYork
(system load =vc) with a first-come-first-served dlsci- Qnalversit, New York, N.Y.
pline. The measure of efficiency used was the conditional
waiting-time distribution. System load was varied over 16,859
100 units with 25 sample distributions for each load (from This article discusses various topics in the theory
0.25 to 0.95), each based on 4000 and 1000 non-zero waits. Df discrete information channels. The followino 'opics
For each load and sample size the 25 distributions were sre dealt with in separate sections: informalion -:ujrces
based on either 100,000 or 25,000 observations. and information rate, channels and mutual Information
G. R 4 rate, channel capacity, the general binary channel,

:hannels with fading, cascaded channels and channels with
nemo ry,

16,856 1. R 17
Smith, G.P., Bradford, C.E., Iocca, L.J. & Dickey, H.R.
PROTECTION OF STRUCTURES FROM CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL AND
RADIOLOGICAL (CBR) CONTAMINATION. ENCR Rep. 30, June 16,860
1959, 127pp. USA Chemical Coros Engineering Command, Shock, N.W. (Ed.). AGING SOME SOCIAL AND BIOLOGICAL
Army Chemical Center, Md. ASPECTS. Symposia Presented at the Chicago Meetingof the American Association for the Advancement of

Science, December 29-30, 1959, AAAS Publ. 65, 1960,
16,856 427pp. Horn-Shafer Comoany, Baltimore, Md. (Balti-

Basic technical information is presented on items of more City Hosoitals. Baltimore. Md.).
equipment and techniques developed by the Chemical Corps
for obtaining Chemical, Biological, and Radiological 16,860
(CBR) protection in permanent structures. The various This volume contains papers given at a symposium which
chapters cover basic design considerations for providing was called to consider the problems of the aging in terms
CBR protection to permanent structures, details on the of their broad implications for society, for the inte-
operation of a CBR protective structure, and equipment grated organism, for tissues and cells, and for theoreti-
needed and available to provide CGR protection. The cal formulations. The aim was to review briefly the
various CGR consulting services available throughout current status of research on various aspects of aging
the Chemical Corps are described. and to Identify problem areas for research. The papers
1. G. I. R 24 from another symposium on "Oral Aspects of Aging" are

Included among the 23 papers.
I G. RI. 400 (aporox.)
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16,861 16,867

Shannon, R.H. USAF SEAT EJECTIONS REPORT PERIOD: Weinrauch, H. & PattishalI, E. THE AIR FORCE AND THE

1 JANUARY 1959 - 31 DECENIER 1959. Rep. M 12 60, APPLICATION OF COMPUTERS TO MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY.

July 1960, 29pp. USAF Directorate of Flight & Missile Milit. Med., March 1958, 122(3), 178-180. (USAF

Safety Research, Norton AFB, Calif. Aviation Medicine Branch, ARDC, Baltimore, Md. &

Div. of Educational Research, University of Virginia,

16,861 Charlottesville, Va.). (ARDC TR 58 50).

The data in this report were compiled from question-

naires completed by crew memiers who used the ejection 16,867

seat as a means of escape during inflight emergencies and This paper reports the first organized attempt to ex-

from aircraft accident reports submitted on accidents plore the applicability of computers to medicine and bi-

involving ejection during 1959. The major purpose of the ology. The Air Force Research and Development Commandp
compilation of data was to inforn research and develop- which has had a leading role in encouraging such applica-

ment agencies of current problem areas and to provide tions, sponsored a series of regional conferences between

operating personnel with an analysis of ejection experi- outstanding representatives from the fields of computer
ence. In addition to a general statistical summary,, technology and the medical sciences. From already exist-
the causes of fatal ejections, type and cause of major ing computer applications, two areas of importance were

suggested: 1) the speeding up of mathematical calcula-

injuries, altitude, speed and altitude, helmet and oxygen tions inherent to a particular biological problem and

mask loss, difficulties in ejection procedures, causes 2) simulation of a biological system by an electrical

of emergencies, and other factors were discussed. system. Other possible applications such as use of rapid

T. G. data handling machinery for storing clinical and labora-

tory information in hospitals were discussed.
I.

16,862
Schoenfeld, W.H. & Kaune, H. DEVELOPMENT OF AN INSTRU-

MENT FOR OBJECTIVE MEASURING AND RECORDING OF THE REFLEC-

TION PROPERTIES OF RADAR TARGETS. Presented at: Sixth 16,868

International Technical Conference on Lighthouses and Lerner, R.M. DESIGN OF SIGNALS. Contract AF 19(604)

Other Aids to Navigation, Washington, D.C., Sept.-Oct. 5200, Group Rep. 36 42, Feb. 1960, 45pp. Lincoln Lab.,

1960, Rep. 9 3 8, 27pp. US Coasl Ward Headruarters, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Lexington, Mass.

Washington, D.C. (Institute for High Frequency Engineer-

ing, Hanover Technical College, Hanover, Germany). 16,868
This document develops the foundations of the art

16,862 of designing signals for use in communication channels

This report deals with the design and development of having additive disturbances. Full use is made of the

an instrument for objective measuring and recording of results of analysis iut the basic philosophy is not ob-

the reflection properties of radar targets for use on scured with mathemalics; thus many results are stated

shipboard for navigation purposes. Aspects considered rather than proved. There are four major sections: i)

for the basic conception are listed. The characteristics the place of signal synthesis in system engineering, 2)

of the instrument are discussed as follows: 1) principle principles of signal design for additive Gaussian noise,

of measuring, 2) marking of target area, 3) modes of 3) "colored" Gaussian noise and the appropriateness of

echo representation, 4) operation together with a radar the Gaussian-noise model to actual communication cir-

equipment, and 5) calibration. cults, and 4) signals appropriate for channels disturbed

G. I. by additive impulse noise.
G. I. R 15

16,864
Ruben, H. ON THE GEOMETRICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE MOMENTS 16,869

OF ORDER STATISTICS AND CF DEVIATIONS OF ORDER STATISTICS Powe, W.E., Carrier, W.M. & Skandera, D., Jr. HUMAN

FROM THE MEAN IN SAMPLES FROM GAUSSIAN POPULATIONS. Con- FACTORS IN THE MLAINTENANCE AID OPERATION OF THE IM-

tract NONR 266(59), Proj. 042 205, CU 9 59 NONR 266(59) 99A SYSTEM,. APOC Proj. 200AYI, APOC TN 60 10, April
MS, Sept. 1959, l5pp. Columbia University, New York, 1960, 86pp. USAF Air Proving Ground Center, Eglin AFB,

N.Y.). Fla.

16,864 16,869
This is a mathematical investigation of the distrlbu- The IM-19A Weapon System (Bomarc) is a pilotless,

tion of r/n (the rth largest observation in a randomof n observations from a normal population with high-speed interceptor system; it includes the interceptor
sample of nd unitvarianceo anormal oopulr/n- wth missile together with equipment, facilities, and personnel
vzation of the rth order statistic from t / -Fe mean, needed to assemble, test, service, and install the missile

viatlFono/N) from the point of view of the moments of in an individual launcher shelter. This study was made to

the s' fri om The p eointrofviewl oignifith aen of the determine the compatibility of Air Force speciality des-
edistributions. The geometrical significance of the criptions with projected position requirements for main-

moments of these distributions are assessed. tenance and operation, to evaluate the personnel structure

as it relates to assignment of duties and responsibili-
ties, to evaluate the design of operator stations and

16,866 maintenance of test equipment, and to determine environ-

House, A.S. FOREiANT BAND WIDTHS AND VOWEL PREFERENICE. mental hazards. Based on time-line analyses, data from

I. Speech Res., March 1960, 3(l), 3-8. (Research questionnaires, checklists, individual interviews, and

Laboratory of Electronics, Massachusetts Institute of job performance, conclusions have been drawn and recommen-

Technology, Cambridge, Mass.). dations made for improving system performance. T. G. R 8

16,866
To investigate the subjective importance of the half-

power bandwidths of vowel formants, five common vowels 16,871
were generated by an electrical synthesizer. Seven USSR Hydrographic Service of the Navy. THE THEORY OF

variants of each vowel were paired In all VISUAL RANGE OF AIDS TO NAVIGATION. Presented at:
combinationts, o stehowewred on gnectapend paresentedall Sixth International Technical Conference on Lighthousescomtinatisns, stored on magnetic tape, and presented to

listeners for evaluation. The eight normal-hearing and Other Aids to Navigation, Washington, D.C., Sept.-

listeners were asked to decide whether the second sound Oct. 1960, Rep. 5 4 6, 
4
4pp. US Coa•t Guard Headauarters,

in each pair was a better or worse representation of the Washington, D.C.

vowel than the first sound. Preferential rankings of the
bandwidth conditions for each vowel as well as a graphic
analysis were presented. The bases for the exhibited
preferences were discussed.
IG C. R 11
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16,871 16,875
A formula is presented for calculating the visual This monograph develops and describes an approach to a

range of objects at sea and on the ground. The formula correlation matrix called "molar correlational analysis"
is said to hold for any conditions of observation--by dayv in which the analyst looks for correlation patterns, for
at twilight, and at night. The major portion of the re- structural wholes, and for an empirical theory to integrate
port is devoted to proving the formula, his structural solution. One structural pattern, the sim-
T. G. R 17 plex (a sequence of stages each one of which is stacked

within the next like sections in a telescope) is developed
further. The history of the simplicial form in the study

16,872 of learning is reviewed. The string model as a way of re-
USSR Hydrographic Service of the Navy. CHROMATIC AND constructing the training process or the manner in which
ACHROMATIC THRESHOLDS OF POINT LIGHT SOURCES UNDER stages of training are put together is presented with
FIELD CONDITIONS. Presented ati Sixth International models taken from naval air training. A final chapter is
Technical Conference on Lighthouses and Other Aids to devoted to the operations involved in simplicial analysis.
Navigation, Washington, D.C., Sept.-Oct. 1960, Rep. 5 T. I. R 24
4 7, l4pp. US Coast Guard Headouarters, Washington,
D.C. 16,876

Jones, L.V., Bock, P.D., Shuford, E.H. & Johnson, E.S.
16,872 PREFERENCE FOR FOOD COMBINATIONS. Contract DA 19 129

An investigation of the sensitivity of the eye to

white, green, and red light signals when observed against QM 1045, File P 1113, Rep. 5 (Final), Jan. 1959, 31pp.

a sky near the horizon during twilight and night hours USA Quartermaster Food & Container Institute for the

under field conditions is described. Judgments were oh- Armed Forces, Chicago, Ill. (University of North Caro-

tained from 12 observers in a series of 12 observations lina, Chapel Hill, N.C.).

of the time of appearance of the light signal and also

its time of extinction at a distance of 12 meters as the 16,876

intensity of the signal was increased or decreased. The The power of a model for the prediction of choice of

threshold data were analyzed as a function of background simple menus consisting of three food items was evaluated

(sky) brightness and related to visibility ranges for in a field trial with 307 army enlisted personnel. Pre-

signal lights at sea. dictions based on individual food items and for pairs of

G. I. R 9 constituents were derived. Data for both types of pref-
erences were added to account for the major variance in
the preference scale values of the menus. The results
are interpreted with regard to the value of preference

16,873 data for individual foods In predicting acceptability of
USSR Hydrographic Service of the Navy. VISION INERTIA menus, interactive effects in preference for food combi-
AS APPLIED TO THE OBSERVATION OF NAVIGATION LIGHTS. nations, and the predictive value of preference data for
Presented at: Sixth International Technical Conference food pairs. Use of the model in optimizing institutional
on Lighthouses and Other Aids to Navigation, Washington, menus is suggested.
D.C., Sept.-Oct. 1960, Rep. 5 4 8, 22pp. US Coast Guard T. I. R 10
Headquarters, Washington, D.C.

16,877
16,873 Jacoby, Joan E. & Harrison, S. EFFICIENT EXPERIMENTATION

A mathematical expression is derived which, with a WITH SIMULATION MODELS. Contract AF 33(600) 35190,
table of values based on experimental data, describes all Te:h. Rep. 60 2, June 1960, 6

8pp. OMEGA, Technical
the performance of precise computations of effective or Oejations. Inc., Washington, D.C.
threshold point brilliance of flashing lighthouse lights
of any duration while taking into account the actual ob-
servation conditions. A formula for the preliminary com- 16,877
putation of the effective luminous intensity is given to- This paper discusses some modifications and exten-
gether with an experimentally verified value for inertia sions of the classical principles of experimental design
time of the eye. which may be used in effective analysis of simulation
T. G. R 19 models. The impetus for the research is the Air Battle

Model (a large two-sided, global air war game) and the
Attrition Damage Assessment Model (one-sided air war
game). Part I demonstrates a few modifications of the

16,874 old classical designs as well as new concepts to aid in
Joyce, W. P Mallett, F. NAVIGATION TECHNIQUES AND the solution of the multi-variable experimentation model;
DISPLAYS FOR INTERPLANETARY SPACE FLI(GT FINAL Part II introduces some analytical aids for increasing
REPORT. Contract AF 31(616) 5524, Proj. 9(610 6190), the compactness and sensitivity of the experiment; and
Task 50786 & OSURF Proj. 813, Rep. 813, Dec. 1959, 'te appendix gives detailed information regarding the
75pp. Ohio State University Research Foundation, 7., set-up, and methods of analyses for the above
Columbus, Ohio. techniques.

T. I. R 18
16,874

This report represents a continuation of work on a 16,878
research study of navigational techniques and displays Iwanski, E.C. & Wiedermann, A. FEASIBILITY STUDY OF
for interplanetary space flight. It adds 82 items to a PERSONNEL CLOSURES. FINAL REP(R1: Contract DA 44 009
general bibliography reported earlier; surveys unclas- fNG 3550, Proj. 8 12 75 001 & ARF Proj. D161, Aug. 1959,
slfied literature relating to midcourse optical naviga- 7

2
pp. Armour Research Foundation, Illinois Institute of

tion for interplanetary flight (215 Items); and carries TechnolQq. , Chicago, Ill.
on various investigations as follows: I) an initial
evaluation of a vibrgtactile display in complex control
tasks, 2) midcourse optical navigation on interplanetary 16,878

spc lih ApedxII,3 seo avgtoal0fr A theoretical and experimental study was conducted tospace flight (Appendix 11), 3) use of navigational infor- determine the most suitable device, or devices to be, usedmation for In-course corrections on orbits (introductory, derinthmotstaldeceorevestbeueAppendix III). for personnel shelter closures exposed to the environment
G. I. R 299 of a nuclear explosion. Various types of materials and

several different methods of application were evaluated.
Material selection was based on the attenuation that a
shock wave underwent in passing through the material as

16,875 well as on ultimate strength and weight of the material.
Jones, M.B. SIMPLEX THEORY. Mono. Series 3, June 1959, Closure systems selected as most feasible were membrane-
106pp. USN School of Aviation Medicine, Pensacola Air type doors; double-diaphragm doors with either air, dirt,
Station, Fla. or water filling; and a flat-plate door constructed with

a honeycomb core.
T. G. I. R 3
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16,879 16,883

Hynek, J.A. ON THE EFFECTS OF IMAGE MOTION ON THE Hardy, J.D. (Chm.). PANEL ON ACCELERATION STRESS (PANEL
ACCURACY OF MEASUREMENT OF A FLASHING SATELLITE. 5) OF THE ARMED FORCES-NRC COMMITTEE ON BIO-ASTRONAUTICS.
Contract AF 19(604) 41, Spec. Rep. 33, Feb. 1960, Minutes of Third Meeting, Woods Hole, Mass., 28 Aug. -
4pp. Astrophysical Observatory, Smithsonlan Institution, 2 Sept. 1960, 52pp. National Academy of Sciences -
Cambridge, Mass. National Research Council, Washington, D.C.

16,879 16,883

Artificial satellites carrying flashing lights that This report presents the minutes of the third meeting

can be triggered by internal programming or by cocmmand of the Panel on Acceleration. The meeting was concerned

from the earth have been proposed as a means of fixing with a review of certain aspects of present and planned

the linear position of the satellite to within 25 ft. research. The adequacy of present simulators and acceler-

thus increasing the geodetic usefulness of such satel- ation devices was considered In terms of present and fu-

lites. Salient astrometric facts relating to atmos- ture needs. Problems of evaluating the long term medical

pheric unsteadiness and image motion, which can cause consequences to subjects of human acceleration research

the Instantaneous photographic position of the satellite were considered and a set of principles of safety monitor-

image to differ from its true position by as much as ing of hazardous research was approved. Reports in pre-

two or three sec. of arc, are discussed in this paper, paration were noted.

I. R 1 R 27

16,880 16,884

Hawkes, G.R. & Warm, J.S. CO? AUNICATION BY ELECTRICAL Hardy, 0.D. (Chm.). PAN!EL ON ACCELERATION (PANEL 5) OF
STIMULATION OF THE SKIN IV. DISCRIM!INATION (IF DURATION. THE ARMED FORCES-NRC CNMItTTEE ON BIO-ASTRONAUKICS.STIMULA OF6X9525 THEk SKIN I DISCRIMINATION 44 DURATION.0 Minutes of First Meething, Woods Hole, Mass., 14-24 July
USAMRL Proj. 6X95 25 001, Task 05, Rep. 44K , Cct. 1960, 1959, 1

2
pp. National Academy of Sciences - National

2
0pp. USA Medical Research Lab., Fort Knox, Ky. Research Council, Washington, D.C.

16,880 16 884
To determine differential discrimination of electrical These minutes of the first meeting of a Panel on Ac-

cutaneous stimulus duration as a function of the standard celeration define the mission of the Panel as being "to
stimulus intensity level and duration, two highly trained review and repor' upon the research and development prob-
observers made threshold judgments. Three stimulus dura- lems concerned with the biological effects of mechanical
tions (0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 sec.) were used at each of three forces which may b-e of intereso in the area of blo-astro-
intensity levels (120, 160, and 200 percent of the RL naucics." The principal areas of interest and the problem
current value). Stimulus onset (or offset) time was also :f concern 'v 4he Panel are listed. The discussions in
varied; in one condition it was 25 msec., in another, these minutes are primarily concerned with descriptions
0.4165 msec. Mean threshold values for each intensity of present and proposed facilities and uses of human ac-
level and onset-offset condition were analyzed as a func- celeration devices and motion simulators. Recommendations
tion of duration. Implications of the findings for sig- for future work are included.
naling purposes were indicated.
R 15

16,885
Hardy, 3.D. (Chm.). PANEl. ON ACCELERATION STRESS (PANEL

16,881 5) CF THE ARMED FORCED-NEC COt.tIITEEE ON BIO-ASTRONAUTICS.
Bastlan, J. (Princ. Investigator). RESEARCH (iN AUDIBLE Minu~es of Second Mleeting, Indialantic, Fla., 5-8 May
OUTPUTS OF READING MACHINES FOR THE BLIND. Contract 1960, lIpp. National Academy of Sciences - National
V1005M1253, Prog. Rep. 4, June 1960, 46pp. Haskins Research Council, Washinion, D.C.
Laboratories, New York, N.Y. 16,885

This document contains the minutes of a meeting of the
16,881 Panel on Acceleration Stress, Armed Forces-NRC Committee

This study is concerned with finding types of audible on bio-Astronautics. The chief mission of the Panel is
outputs that will vest meet the needs of a blind user "to review and report upon the research and development
and that can be generated Ly conceivable reading devices, problems concerned with the biological effects of mechani-
The initial phase, directed to the use of synthetic cal forces which may be of interest in the area of bio-
speech as audible output, has stressed the formulation astronautics." Review articles written or in process are
and testing of rules for making synthetic speech, given listed. Various sessions were devoted to discussing the
a phonetic transcription. These rules are fairly well following problems: possible dangers involved in human
formulated although not fully completed. Research on the experimentation under acceleration stress, acceleration
problem of recording spoken words which can be combined terminology, Johnsville Human Centrifuge, bibliographic
(by the Word Reading Machine) into acceptable utterances index of acceleration research, rotation devices and ex-
is also reported. periments, impact devices and research, and vibration and

whole body oscillation.

16,882 16,886
Harris, J.D. AUDITORY FATIGUJE FOLLOWING HIGH FREQUENCY Harcum, E.R. VISUAL RECOGNITION ALONG VARIOUS MERIDIANS
PULSE TRAINS. Proj. NM 22 03 20.02 01, Rep. 306, XVIII OF THE VISUAL FIELD DATA TABLES. Contract DA 36 039
(1), Jan. 1959, 1-8. USN Medical Research Lab., New SC 52654, Proj. MICHIGAN, Memo. 2144 432 R, March 1960,
London Submarine Base, Conn. 

4
11pp. Willow Run Labs., University of Michigan, Ann

Arbor, Mich.

16,882
To explore temporary threshold shifts and possible 16,886

auditory damage from brief repetitive high-frequency A series of data talles applicable to a set of 12
sound, large groups of young men were exposed to high studies in the Vision Research Laboratories of the Uni-
intensity pulse trains at 2.5 kc and examined continuously versity of Michigan are presented here. The essence of
for subsequent acuity changes at four kc. Duty cycle these studies is presented in the Project Michigan Re-
varied from 1.4 to 100 percent tone-on, train length port. They are concerned mainly with the capacity of the
from 1 to 25 minutes, and SPL from 90 to 120 db. A new retina to recognize accurately various visual targets.
unit, the NOX, representing total cumulative fatigue over The data presented are from the following studies: "Pat-
a ten-minute Interval, was invented to describe the re- terns of Blackened Circles in an Eight-Circle Template,"
sults. These data specified the damage risk criteria "Nine-Element Typewritten Targets," "Linear Binary Pat-
and levels of ear protection necessary for such aus'O ry terns of Thirty-Six Orientations," "Effects of Tarqet
situations. Length Measured in Angular Units," "Binary Patterns Along
T. G. R 13 Twelve Meridians," etc.
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16,890
16,8B7 This study attempts to relate by means of a mathe-
Gray, R.F. & Webb, M.G. HIGH G PROTECTION. Proj. matical model statistical characteristics of evoked re-
TED ADO AE 1411, Task MR0O05.12 0007.2, Rep. 7 & sponses (neuroelectric activity recorded after presen-
NADOC MA 5910, Feb. 1960, l8pp. USN Aviation Medical tation of a controlled stimulus), recorded by gross
Acceleration Lahb. Johnsville, Penn. electrodes, to the statistical activity of the neural

elements that contribute to the responses. The model
postulates one or more populations of elements which,

16,887 when they fire, contribute elemental waveforms to a
This paper is concerned with various methods for in- gross response in which thes~e waveforms are linearly

creasing human tolerance to positive acceleration with summed. The statistical behavior of the elements in a
primary emphasis on the principles of water immersion population is described by their instantaneous firing
utilizing increased air pressure in the chest. The rate which is a function of time. The model is an ex-
theoretical considerations of water protection were tension of the shot-noise model to time-variant pheno-
explored using a mechanical model analogous to the cir- mena.
culatory system within the thorax. Tests on human sub- R 19
jects followed and the results are described: the Mayo
Tank tests and the G Capsule tests. Other methods of
g protection are listed and the opinions of the experi- 16,891
menters concerning their efficacy are given. Goffard, S.J., Heimstra, N.W., Beecroft, R.S. & Openshaw,
G. I. R 10 J.W. BASIC ELECTRONICS FOR MINIMALLY QUALIFIED MEN: AN

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF A METHOD OF PRESENTATION.
Tech. Rep. 61, Feb. 1960, 2

6pp. Human Resources Research
Office, George Washington University, Washington, D.C.

16,888

Grave, C., II. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT FOR
AIR AND GROUND CREWS AND HUMAN ENGINEERING ASPECTS OF 16,891
PILOT'S COCKPIT. AN EVALUATION OF F-101B AIRCRAFT. To devise and evaluate methods and techniques of pre-
APCG Proj. 217AY5, APGC TN 60 34, July 1960, 29pp. USAF senting training materials that might make technical
Human Factors Office, Eglin AFB, Fla. training i) easier for men whose aptitudes are just bare-

l adequate for such training by present. standards and
2) feasible for those with submarginal aptitudes, the

16,888 principle of functional context was applied to the basic
A study of the human factors aspects of the F-lOlB electronics section of the Field Radio Repair Course.

weapon system (twin-engine, two-place, supersonic, all- The Course was presented to seven consecutive classes by
weather interceptor) has been made. This report, one the conventional method and to the next 13 by the experi-
of two, is concerned primarily with environmental pro- mental method. At the end of instruction, a battery of
tection equipment for air and ground crews but also in- tests covering the whole field in basic electronics was
cludes some aspects of the pilot's cockpit. Information given. Test scores were evaluated in terms of achieve-
was gathered by questionnaires to test personnel, inter- ment of submarginal, marginal, intermediate, and high
views with pilots, personal observations, and special aptitude groups. Recommendations were included.
tests. Equipments studied werei i0 air crew equipment T. G. 1. R 5
including the pressure suit, survival kit, oxygen equip-
ment, etc.; 2) the ejection system; and 3) ground crew
equipment for noise and fuel handling. Deficiencies and 16,892
recommendations are listed for equipment and cockpit. Fernandez, C., Alzate, R. & Lindsay, J.R. EXPERIMENTAL
I. R 4 OBSERVATIONS ON POSTURAL NYSTAGMUS LESIONS OF THE

N)DULUS. Rep. 60 23, Jan. 1960, l7pp. USAF School of
Aviation Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex. (University of

oct.ago, Chicago, Ill.).

16,889
Gordon, J., Jensen, R., Sipple, W. & Squires, R. Nkf:; 1(,892
BIOLOGICAL INSTRUMENTATION SYMPOSIUM OF 10 DECEMBER 19581 To study the occurrence and form of nystagmus after
FIFTH LETTER REPORT CONCERNING. Projs. TED ADO AE 1412.1 ablation of the flocculonodular lobe, and to study the
& TED NAM AE 1403.1, Task MR 005.15 0002.2, Rep. NADC MA effects of deafferenfation of vestibular centers upon
L6012, May 1960, 9pp. USN Aviaton Medical Acceleration disturbances of both equilibrium and eye movements, 24.Lab., Johnsville, Penn. healthy adult cats were used as Ss. The observation con-

sisted in exploring responses before and after removal of
the nodulus on the following tests: standing and motor

16,889 performance, spontaneous nystagmus, postural nystagmus,
This report deals with the problems of fabrication, righting reflexes, and rotatory test1

testing, and selection of biomedical electrodes suitable I. R 22
for use on human Ss during flight or simulated flight
conditions. Electrocardiographic electrodes and EEG
electrodes, skin preparation, ECG electrode restraint 16,893
systems, and EEG restraint systems are discussed. Some Erskine, D.G. & Philips, W.D. INTEGRATED AIRBORNE CNI
tracings obtained with these electrodes and restraint CONTROL AND DISPLAY EQUIPMENT PROGRAM. Contractsystems are shown. AF 33(600) 35175, WADC TR 59 271, June 1959, 80pp.

s a.Re s n USA' Wright Air Develooment Center, Wright-Patterson
G. I. R 5 AFB, Ohio. (Bendix Radio Div., Bendix Aviation

Corporation, Ann Arbor, Mich.).

16,893

16,890 This is the final report of a research program de-
Goldstein, M.H., Jr. A STATISTICAL MODEL FOR INTERPRETING signed to develop and demonstrate the operational feasi-
NEUROELECTRIC RESPONSES. Information and Control, bility of an integrated communication-navigation-identi.
March 1960, 3(l), 1-17. (Dept. of Electrical Engineering fication (CNI) control subsystem for present-day high-
& Research Lab, of Electronics, Massachusetts Institute performance aircraft which would reduce the total amount
of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.). of critical cockpit area required and relieve the pilot

of some of his tasks. The development of the subsystem
was described in detail and test results comparing it
with present CNI controls were discussed. Possibilities
of controlling the subsystem from the ground by data
link were studied as a move toward further reducing pilot
load. The feasibility of an integrated control subsystem
for use In any high-performance aircraft was discussed in
relation to the present development.
II G. I.
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16,897
16, 894 Work on a contract calling for evaluation of digital
Crow, E.L. & Gardner, R.S. CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR THE communication systems and their optimization under prac-
EXPECTATION OF A POISSON VARIABLE. NOTS TP 2436, NAVORD tical criteria and constraints is summarized. The work
Rep. 7044, March 1960, 18pp. USN Ordnance Test Station, accomplished includes: 1) an analysis of the effects of
China Lake, Calif. (National Bureau of Standards, noise in the feedback channel of communication systems;
Boulder, Colo.). (Reprinted from: Biometrika, Dec. 1959, 2) a general theory of digital coomeunication systems with
&ý(Parts 3 and 4), 441-453.). fading, Interference, and feedback; 3) the extension of

null-zone reception to systems employing envelope detec-
tion of a pulsed carrier, including frequency shift key-

16,894 ing system; and 4) the performance of an experimental
Ange intervals for continuous parameters of random null-zone reception system with unidirectional and de-

confidence itrasfrcniuupaaeesorndmcision-feedback channels. Suggestions for future re-variables taking discrete values is applied to the search-aee n.
Poisson distribution. The discussion includes an analy- search are given.

sis of the improvement achieved over earlier, approxi- G. 1. R 24

mate methods for constructing similar confidence inter-
vals, and the report concludes with a table of confi-
dence intervals for coefficients 80, 90, 95, 99, and
99.9 percent and range 0-300 for the observed value of 16,898
the variable. Chang, S.S.L.p Harris, B., Hauptschein, A., Hoffman, Do,
T. G. R 14 et al. EVALUATION AND OPTIMIZATION OF DIGITAL COMMUNI-

CATION SYSTEMS FOURTH SCIENTIFIC REPORT. Contract
AF 19(604) 1964, AFCRC TN 57 971, Jan. 1958, lllpp.
Research Div., College of Engineering, NewYr
University, N.Y.

16,895
Clark, W.C., Courtney, D. & Colman, K.W. CAPABILITIES 16,898
AND LIMITATIONS OF THE PILOT OPERATING IN A TERMINAL This progress report describes work accomplished on
AREA WITHOUT TOWER CONTROL. (TECHNICAL REPORT). Contract the evaluation and optimization of digital communication
FAA/BRD 27, Proj. N, Rep. 31, Nov. 1959, 98pp. systems. Two main classes of systems, unidirectional and
Courtney and Company, Philadelphia, Penn. bidirectional, are being considered. The first problem

considered here is that of transmitting information
through a noisy unidirectional channel in finite time16,895 with the least error. A large portion of this report

This study examines the factors that contribute to the pertains to the bidirectional or feedback systems: the
ability of pilots to maintain separation and establish effect of truncation of the decision processes of a cum-
high landing rates at uncontrolled airfields for possible ulative decision feedback system is considered; the ad-
application to the more complex situation where the air vantages of cumulative decision feedback are discussed;
traffic controller has become a necessity. The Informa- a coded information-feedback system is devisedl and
tion in the report is based on an analysis of the relevant experimental data are obtained from a model of an un-
psychological literature, air observations at controlled coded, non-feedback, null-reception system.
and uncontrolled airfields using a typical light aircraft, T. G. I. R 15
and ground observations of typical "fly-ins" by several
private pilots at uncontrolled airports. The major analy-
ses are devoted to the pilot's perceptual and psychologi-
cal capabilities and to additional factors such as regula- 16,899
tions, airfield and aircraft characteristics, and the con- Chang, S.S.L., Harris, B., Hauptschein, A., Morgan, K.,
trol loop. et al. EVALUATION P34D OPTIMIZATION OF DIGITAL COMNTUNI-
I. R 104 CATION S/STE:MS PART II THIRD SCIENTIFIC REPORT.

Contract AF 19(604) 1964, AFCRC TN 57 769(11), Oct. 1957,
124pp. Research Div., College of Engineering, New York

16,896 Iniversity, New York, N.Y.
Cheatham, T.E., Jr. & Letts, M.H. SIItJLATION LANGUAGE
SYSTEM TWO (SL-2). Contract AF 33(600) 35190, Tech.
Memo. 58 2, Feb. 1958, l6pp. OMEGA, Technical Opera- 16,899
tions. Inc., Washington, D.C. A study of n-station communication networks has been

Initiated, and various techniques for analyzing and rating
networks are summarized. Linear programming is shown to

16,896 be a general method for the synthesis of optimal networks
This report describes the development of a program which are subjhet to linear constraints on demand and ca-

system called "Simulation Language System Two" (SL-2) in pacity,transportation and flow techniques being simply
response to the needs of digital computer programs for special cases of linear programming. General expressions
simulating certain aspects of real world situations, are developed for the information rate and reliability of
These needs are discussed in relation to SL-2. An example n-station networks, and illustrative examples of the meth-
of the use of this program is given. od are presented for series and parallel networks. The
I. application ot the null reception and decision feedback

concepts to the scatter-multipath problem is considered
further.
G. I. R 22

16,897 16,900
Chang, S.S.L., Harris, B., Hauptschein, A., Hoffman, D., Chaffee, J.W. ANTHROPONETRIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR ESCAPE
et al. EVALUATION AND OPTIMIZATION OF DIGITAL COMMUNI- CAPSULE DESIGN. Contract AF 33(600) 36200, Internal
CATION SYSTEMS. FINAL SCIENTIFIC REPORT. Contract AF Furnishings Rep. 302, Jan. 1960, ll8pp. Convair,
19(604) 1964, AFCRC TR 59 110, Feb. 1959, 2 3 pp. General Dynamics Corporation, Fort Worth, Tex.
Research Div., College of Ehgineering, New York Univer-
jt, New York, N.Y.
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16,900
The problem of determining the amount and configura- 16,904

tion of the packaging apace required within an escape Boyle, A.J. COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF ARMORED VEHICLE
capsule for the human operator of a high-performance air- CREWMAN'S HEL*TS REPORT OF PROJECT NR 2074. DA
craft is discussed. A method, based upon photogrametric Proj. NR 7 80 05 001, ATBBJ P 2074, March 19609 23pp.
techniques, of locating human body components in three- USA Armor Board, Ft. Knoxp Ky.
dimensional space is introduced. Means, standard devia-
tions, and 5th and 95th percentile statistict are pro- 16,904
sented for each of the Cartesian coordinates of a large Tests were conducted to determine which of the fol-
number of body dimensions collected on 24 Ss while in lowing helmets would be most suitable for Army uses
body attitudes representative of the emergency abandon- QMC T56-6 Developmental Comlat Crewman's Helmet; Tank
ment sequence. Three-dimensional graphic summaries of Crewman's Helmet, World War II type; and Wilson Football
design ranges are included along with suggestions for Helmet equipped with communications equipment. Sample
application. helmets were issued to tank crewmen who wore them while
T. G. I. R 39 conducting normal tank crew duties and while firing.

Each individual was questioned regarding functional
characteristics and relative comfort. Physical charac-

16,901 terislics of the helmets were examined with regard to

ST. TWO PROBLEMS OF ESTIMATION1 BINOMIAL Army requirements. Recommendations were included.

VARIANCE AND TRUNCATED POISSON WEAN. Contract NONR

266(33), Proj. NR 042 034, CU 39 60, 1960, 34pp.
Columbia University, New York, N.Y.

16,905
Bosee, R.A. DETERMINATION OF TEST INSTRUMENTATION RE-

16,901 QUIREMENTS FOR BIOLOGICAL AIRBORNE AND ASTRONAUTICAL
This paper deals with the estimation of the binomial TESTS. Proj. TED NAM AE 1403.1, March 1960, 9pp.

variance and the mean of the truncated Poisson distribu- USN Air Crew Equipment Lab., NAMCPhiladelphla, Penn.
tion. Admissible and approximately median-unbiased es-
timators and numerical examples are provided for both
problems. In the binomial case, a uniformly most accur- 16,905
ate median-unbiased estimator is obtained. For the con- A description is given of electrodes suitable for
struction of an admissible estimator, a theorem in obtaining electrocardiographic records when worn under
Lehmann is employed. In the Poisson case the distribution protective clothing during prolonged exposures in ad-
of the sufficient statistic is derived by elementary com- verse environmental conditions. The manner of apply-
binational methods without the use of characteristic func- Ing the electrodes to the surface of the body is also
tions. In both problems, the notion, construction, and indicated.
use of a "confidence curve" is illustrated.
T. G. R 11

16,906
16,902 Bose, R.C. & Ray-Chaudhuri, D.K. ON A CLASO OF ERRORBurch, G.E. & Gerathewohl, S.J. SOME OBSERVATIONS ON CORRECTING BINARY GROUP CODES. Contract AF 49(638) 213,

HEART RATE AND CARDIODYNAMICS DURING WEIGHTLESSNESS. AFOSR TN 59 1240, Mimeo. Series 240, ca. 1960, l4pp.
Reports Control Symbol CSCRD 16 5, Nov. 1959, 28pp. Department of Statistics, University of North Carolina,
USA Bioastronautics Research Unit, Redstone Arsenal, Chapel Hill, N.C.

Ala.
16,906

16,902 A general method of constructing error correcting bi-
A survey was made of the efforts made during the last nary group codes is obtained. A binary group code with

decade to determine the biomedical effects (cardiovascu- k information places and n places is called an (nk) code.
lar functions in particular) of subgravity and zero-g. Explicit methods of constructing t-error correcting (nk)
Animals and men were exposed to short and moderate peri- codes are given for n=2n-1 and k=2n-l-nt for general t.
ods of weightlessness and their behavior, respiration, An example is worked out to illustrate the method of
and cardiovascular functions were recorded during air- construction.
craft and rocket trajectories. The obtained records T. R 5
were discussed and a generalized survey of the cario-
dynamic effects was given in tabular form. These find-
ings were discussed in relation to the ability of man 16,907
to tolerate space flight. kartlet t, R.G. & Phillips, N.E. A DEVICE FOR THE HUMI-
T. G. I. R 18 DIFICATION (F IN!tPIRED DRY (XYGEN AND THE PREVENTION OF

IHYPERVENTI!.ATI('N. Proj. TED PEN AE 5100.1 & Proj. MRO05.
13 3100, %ubtask 6, Rep. 1, March 1960, llpp. USN School

16,903 of Aviation Medicine, Pensacola Air 
7
tatlon, Fla.

Buckner, D.N. & Harabedian, A. HUMAN PERFORMANCE AS A
FUNCTION OF THE JOINT EFFECTS OF DRIVE AND INCENTIVE
MOTIVATION. Contract NONR 2453(00)1 Proj. NR 145 120, 16,90i
Dec. 1959, 62pp. Human Factors Research. Incorporated, T des~ltn a reliat le means of humidifyinot oxygenDec 1n959ep ai. HumnacorRsafler it leaves the s'oraqe tank Ito i'efore it Is used
Los Angeles, Calif. ly *he aviator and lo prevent (or reduo-) hyperventila-

ticn, a i rea'hln mask was developed. This mask 'rans-
16,903 fers moIs'ure from the expired I reath -o !he Inspired

To investigate the Joint effects of the Hull-Spence dzy oxygen. The prot lem of hyperven'ilalon Is solved
motivational construct, D or generalized drive, and in- l y hrinqlng attout an Increase In depth of t reathing
centive motivation, K, on human performance, an effort through 'he addi'Ion of dead space thus Increasing he
was made to produce variations in K by giving one-half ('CO 'ension rf Inspired air. The mask and its operation
the Ss (apprentice seamen) an opportunity to obtain a are descril ed in detall and some resul's of laboratory
three-day liberty dependent upon their performance on a evaluations are discussed.
nine-choice disjunctive reaction time (RT) task and not I.
giving the other half a similar opportunity. Two levels
of D were produced by giving one-half of the Ss condi-
tioning trials in which a 1000 cps tone was paired with 16,908
an electric shock and then the tone was presented to all banghart, F.W. ýPrinc. Investigator). BIOLOGICAL PAYLOADS
Sa on all test trials. Thus, there were four experimen- IN SPACE FLIGHT. Contract AF 18(600) 1792, ARDC TR 58 58,
tal groups. Speed and accuracy (information transmission) Nov. 1958, Alpp. Division of Educational Research, Mjl-
on the RT tasks were analyzed for differences among the v.r1958o 41paivihottEsvi, al
various DK groups. T. G. 1. R 18 versitv of Viroinig, Charlottesville, Va.
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16,908
This report presents the results of a working group 16,913

conference concerned with planning biological experiments Abramson, L. A MODIFICATION OF THE WALD SEQUENTIAL PRO-

that would provide data from which the feasibility of a BABILITY RATIO TEST AS APPLIED TO RADAR DETECTION. Con-

manned space flight could be determined. The major con- tract AF 19(604) 1572, AFCRC TN 58 395 R Tech. Rep. T

siderations treated were 1) behavioral factors, 2) instru- 10/133ý Aug. 1958, 
3
0pp. Electronics Research Labs.,

mentation factors, 3) ecological factors, and 4) physio- Columbia University, New York, N.Y.

logical effects of the space environment. In each area

the problems were defined and a suggested research program

outlined. 
16,913

I. 
For a fixed false alarm probability, a, and a fixed

miss probability, B, the Wald sequential probability ratio

test (SPRT) minimizes the average time, T, to decide be-

tween signal-plus-noise and noise alone. Since the SPRT

is designed to detect a fixed signal although the true

16,910 siqnal may vary over a large range, a modification of the

Andrews, W.H. & Holleman, E.C. EXPERIENCE WITH A THREE- SPRT was investigated which results in a smaller maximum

AXIS SIDE-LOCATED CONTROLLER DURING A STATIC AND CENTRI- T at the expense of a larger minimum T. The modification

FUGE SIMUJLATION OF THE PILOTED LAUNCH OF A MANýNED t4JLTI- consists of performing a preliminary SPRT and, depending

STAGE VEHICLE. NASA TN D 546, Nov. 1960, 26pp. National on its outcome, then performing one of two more SPRT's,

Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington, D.C. after which a decision is made. The special case of a

constant signal with additive independent Gaussian noise

is considered.
16,910 T. R 2

The control problems associated with piloting multi-

stage vehicles to orbital conditions were investigated

with static and dynamic simulators. A three-axis con-

troller was used for primary control. Presented are 16,914

design details of the controller, pilot opinions concern- Ziegler, R., Burns, N., Lazo, J. & Gifford, E. THE ROLE

ing its operation, and other data pertinent to the design OG A FLEXIBLE COCKPIT IN HUMAN ENGINEERING RESEARCH.

and use of a controller of this type. 1960, 8pp. USN Air Crew Eouioment Lab., NAMC, Phila-

T. G. I. R 5 delphia, Penn.

16,914
The importance of anthropometry in the design of

modern aircraft cockpits and crew stations is discussed.

16,911 A dynamic measuring device, the flexible cockpit, which

Allen, T.H., Krzywicki, H.J. & Isaac, G.J. ENERGY RE- can test for optimal work space distances, configurations,
QIJIREENTS AND PHYSICAL AC{IEVE•ENTS ACCORDING TO FPDe and functional characteristics, is described. A brief

(tTOPSITION OF YOUNG SOLDIERS OFFERED FOOD T' OATIETY. summary of some completed studies on the restrictions

Prod. 6 60 11 020, Rep. 243, Feb. 1960, 
3
Opp. U - evoked by the wearing of pressure suits on a pilot's

ical Research and Nutrition Lab., Fitzsimons Army Hospi- work space, work capacity, and visual field is given.

tal, Denver, Colo. I. R 5

16,911
Initial and final measurements of body weight, water, 16,915

and density indicate the changes in body composition in Weinfeld, F.D., McLaughlin, J.T. t Marks, M.R. STUDIES

75 Ss who were satiated with measured cuantities of food ON HEIGHT-RANGE INDICATOR OPERATOR PERFORMANCE. Contract

for a period of 28 days. The effect of body "protein" AF 19(604) 5616, AFCRC TN 60 54 1. PRA Rep. 60 9, April

and fat can be anticipated from regression equations on 1960, 25pp. Psychological Research Associates, Inc.,

1) food intakes for the period of study, for days when Arlington, Va.
contest marches were held, and for days of rest; 2) heat
outputs when walking a horizontal treadmill and when in 16,915

the basal state; and 3) physical achievement scores in Various studies, tests, and experiments were describ-

physical training, pulse rate (step) tests, and in con- ed which were conducted during an investigation of the

test march times. From the calculations, estimations of human factors involved in Heigh-Range Indicator Operator

daily energy requirements for various body weights and (HRIOP) performance. An attempt was made to determine

levels of physical activity may be made. the degree to which negative height replies could be at-

T. G. R 18 tributed to operator performance as opposed to environ-

mental conditions prevailing within the height-finding
system. These studies culminated with an investigation

of the degree to which HRIOP performance could be im-

16,912 proved as the result of an experimentally induced in-

Adorno, D.S. THE ASYIPTOTIC THEORY OF CONTROL SYSTEMS•; crease in motivation. Specific recommendations for im-

I. STOCHASTIC AND DETERMINISTIC PROCESSES. Contract proving performance were presented.

NASW 6 & Tech. Release 34 73, June 1960, l7pp. Jet T. G.
Propulsion Lab., California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, Calif.

16,916
Warburton, G.B., Jr., Lawrence, K.A. & Marks, M.R. SAGE

16,912 TASK-EQUIPMENT ANALYSIS: INTERCEPT DIRECTOR INTERCEPT

The asymptotic behavior of a particular class of con- DIRECTOR TECHNICIAN. Contract AF 19(604) 5616, AFCRC IN

trol systems is studied, with particular emphasis on the 59 76 & PRA Rep. 60 4, Feb. 1960, 66pp. Psychological

questions of convergence and the steady-state forms of Research Associates. Inc., Arlington, Va.
the loss function and of the system itself. The concept
of policy equivalence is introduced and used to show that

a stochastic, linear, first-order control system with 16,916

quadratic loss function is policy equivalent to the de- The operation of the Intercept Director-Intercept

terministic system which depends only on the expected Technician team in the Boston Air Defense Sector of the

states of the system. Therefore, only deterministic sys- SAGE System is described. The analysis is concerned with
tems are considered in the remainder of the paper, delineating the Interface between man and machine or, in
R 5 other terms, describing the relationship between the e-

qUipment to be operated and the task of the operator.

T.
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16,917 16,921
Wall, P.D. & Cronly-Dillon, J.R. PAIN IT, AND VIA- Townsend, R.L. DETECTION OF NON-GAUSSIAN SIGNALS INTION. A.M.A. Arch. Neurol., April 1960 , 2C 365-375. GAUSSIAN NOISE. Contract DA 19 020 ORD 4637, Projs.DA 599 01 004, ORD T132 0001, OOR 2001, Rep. 7967 R 5,

June 1960, 8pp. Electronic Systems Lab., Massachusetts
16,917 Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.

This paper dealt with the activity of a group of cells
in the cat's spinal cord and with some sensory phenomena
in man. Experiments were described in which the organi- 16,921
zation of the system of cells was examined as well as the Considerable difficulty is generally encountered
cell response to light and heavy skin pressure, tempera- when attempting to determine the structure of a likeli-
ture change, to an itch-producing substance (cowhage), hood ratio test for the detection of non-Gaussian sig-
and to a combination of vibration and each of the fore- nals in the presence of additive Gaussian noise. Con-
going stimuli. A further series of experiments on man sideration is given to the possibility of detecting such
explored the effect on threshold of perception for touchp signals by suboptimum means. The performance of a class
temperature, and pain of simultaneous vibration of the of suboptimum tests which are obtained by averaging over
skin. The results were related to the hypothesis that the signal ensemble the optimum test for each ensemble
the specificity of the stimuli is preserved in the tem- member is evaluated. This class of tests is simple inform and compares favorably with the optimum test for aporal impulse discharge pattern of such a group of cells w
in the central nervous system. wide range of signals.

I. R 17 R 7

16,918 16,922
Van Horn, JM., Pelitz, F.D., Summerall, C.P., Jr. & USCG Civil Engineering Div. THE USE OF RETRO-REFLECTIVE
Chin, T. AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING INPUT-OUTPUT EQUIP- MATERIALS FOR AIDS TO MARITIME NAVIGATION. Rep. 34,
MENT STUDY VOLUME I OF FINAL REPORT. Contract DA 36 039 Nov. 1959, 4

7
pp. USCG Civil Engineering Div., Head-

SC 78010, Proj. DA 3 28 01 201, July 1959, 284pp. quarters, Washington, D.C.
Melpar. Inc., Falls Church, Va.

16,922
16,918 This report provides technical information on the p~r-

This volume covers one phase of a study of automatic formance of those retro-reflective materials (materials
data-processing input-output equipment. Included in this having the property of reflecting light directly back on
phase are 1) functional requirements of military applica- itself) recomnmended for use as aids to maritime naviga-
tions which were generated by analysis of available Army tion. The best methods and configurations for the use
applications, and by personal contact with members of of these materials are discussed. The following topics
the Army involved in such applications; 2) operational are treated in detail, 1) types of material available,
requirements of the applications areas discussed under 2) theoretical performance of retro-reflectors, 3) visual
the four categories of G-1 through G-4 plus a category ranges of retro-reflective materials, 4) colors to be
of non-field applications; 3) equipment and techniques used, 5) materials for use on buoys, and 6) retro-reflec-
not necessarily available at present but considered suit- tive numerals.
able; and 4) detailed discussion and evaluation of tech- G. I. R 3
niques to fill gaps in current equipment.
T. G. I.

16,924
Sukhatme, S. RESEARCH IN MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS NONPARA-

16,919 IITRIC TESTS FOR LOCATION AND SCALE PARANJTERS IN A
Wilkerson, L.E. & Matheny, W.G. DISCRIMINATION AND CON- MIXED MODEL .¶r DISCRETE AND CONTINUOUS VARIABLES - II.
TROL OF PITCH, ROLL AND YAW WITH A GRID TO ENCODE THE Contract DA 20 018 ORD 14735, DA Proj. 5 B 99 01 004,
GROUND PLANE. Contract NONR 1670(00), Tech. Rep. D228 ORD Proj. T 8 2 0001, OOR Proj. 1599) OOR Rep. 1840 15,
421 003, Jan. 1960, 17pp. Bell Hel~icoter Corporation, Interim Tech. Rep. 17, March 1960, lOpp. Iyjjshjiqcan StateFort Worth, Tax. University, Ann Arbor, Mich.

16,919 16,924
To determine how well people can control the attitude This paper is a continuation of a previous paper of th.

of a simulated helicopter system when the ground plane is same title in which there was a discussion of the Median
represented by a grid pattern, the performance of 18 and Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney tests for location, and the
flight naive subjects in controlling pitch, roll, and yaw extension to the o-sample problem. In this paper the Rank
was recorded. The principle independent variable was Test for Dispersion and the Two Sample Run Test are dis-
orientdtion of the grid or heading (0 degrees, 30 degrees, cussed.
or 45 degrees) of the aircraft. The task was to "fly" R 3
straight and level while maintaining a prescribed head-
ing. Performance data (root mean square and reversals)
were analyzed for effectiveness of control and effect of
grid orientation. The basic assumptions underlying a con-
tact analogue display were discussed.
T. I. R 4 16,925

Stern, J.A., McDonald, D.G. & Hahn, W.H. PHYSIOLOGICAL
STRESS AND FOOD CONSUMPTION. Contract DA 19 129 QM 802,
Proj. 7 84 15 007, Rep. II, April 1960, llpp. USA

16,920 Quartermaster Food & Container Institute for the Armed
USN Aviation Safety Center. INTERIM EJECTION SEAT STUDY. Forces, Chicago, Ill. (Washington University, St.
June 1959, 16pp. USN Aviation Safety Center, Norfolk Louis, Mo.).
Air Station, Va.

16,925
16,920 A series of studies are reported on the effects of

The ejections from USN aircraft for the period 1 group versus individual housing of rats on self-selection
January to 30 June 1959 are reported. Tabular and diets and body weight. Another series is being conducted
graphic presentations of the data are made with no in- to study the effect of cold stress.
terpretation. The complete analysis of the emergency G. R 7
use of the ejection seat will be published in the yearly
summary.
I. G. I.
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16,929
16,926 This report described the results of a study to
Smith, H.T.U. (Dir.). PHYSIOGRAPHY AND PHOTO INTERPRE- determine if a satisfactory visual presentation can be
TATION OF COASTAL SAND DUNES FINAL REPORT. Contract obtained with point light source techniques for applica-

NONR 2242(00), July 1960, 26pp. Geology Department, tion to a helicopter low-altitude navigational trainer.
University of Massachusetts. Amherst, Mass. The scope and important elements of the problem were

determined through interviews with pilots as well as

16,926 from the requirements of the contract specification. A
This report is essentially an advance summary of the promising point source projection system for the stated

general results of a project undertaken to gain addition- training problem was described and reconlended for es-
al and more adequate knowledge of the occurrence of coas- T.eI. R 4
tal sand dunes, with particular reference to the United
States, and to outline a general scheme of coastal dune
development. Particular attention was given to the col-
lection of information through air photos. Problems of 16,930
photo-interpretation are considered. Topics treated here Sinaiko, H.W. & Shpiner, L. EXPERIMENTS ON THE PERFOR-
ares 1) general survey of coastal dune areas, 2) dunes of 1191NCE OF AN AUTOMATIC AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM. Contract DA
nonvegetated and of vegetated areas, 3) special cases of 36 039 SC 56695, Subtask 3 99 01 002 & Rep. R 113,
Eolian sands, 4) dunes influenced by sand composition, Jan. 1960, 31pp. Coordinated Science Lab., Universit
5) utilization of coastal dune areas, and 6) photo-inter- of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.
pretation of coastal dunes. Abstracts of completed
technical reports are appended. 16,930
R 9

Three experiments were conducted with the Cornfield
System (a complex computer system in the area of tactical
decision-making) operating in an air defense context in a

16,927 fully automatic mode. In each experiment the system was
Smith, F.W. & Murch, K.R. CURRENT TRENDS IN NAVAL ELEC- programmed to do automatic threat evaluation, weapon

TRONICS MAINTENANCE. NEL Rep. 972, Sept. 1960, 
3
8pp. selection, and weapon control with automatic recording of

USN Electronics Lab., San Diego, Calif. four aspects of system performance: target penetrations,
target kills, kill distance, and weapon assignments. Ex-
periment I studied the effects of target load, defense

16,927 strategy, and number of weapons on the system. Experi-
A survey was made of maintenance trends and problems ments II and III tested hypotheses about sample size and

on board USS GALVESTON. This information was collated length of script.
to that gathered from trip reports to various industrial, T. G. R 2
military, and research establishments and with other re-
ports in the field of electronic maintainenance. Recom-
mendations were presented for 1) the proper stage at
which maintainability design should be considered, 2) 16,931

specialty versus general purpose training for technicians, Shuford, E.H. & Wiesen, R.A. BAYES ESTIMATION OF PROPOR-

3) Naval shipboard equipment design, and 4) needed in- TIONS: THE EFFECT OF STIMULUS DISTRIBUTION AND EXPOSURE
TIME. AFOSR TN 59 1311 & Rep. 23, Dec. 1959, l7pp.

vestigations. Psychometric Lab., University of North Carolina, ChapelT. I. R 20 HlNCHill, S.C.

16,931
To evaluate predictions from the decision theory model

of the behavior of individual Ss in a typical psychophys-
16,928 ical experiment, the solution (known as a layes strategy)
Smith, E.K., Anastasio, F.J., Harac, S., Kalustyan, B.C., was mathematically derived for the task described below.
et al. THE APPLICATION OF POINT SOURCE PROJECTION TECH- Twenty-three Ss were required to estimate the percentage
NIQUES TO AIR-TO-AIR WJNNERY TRAINING. Contract NONR of ones in random matrices composed of ones and zeros in
1628(00), NAVTRADEVCEN TR 1628 6, March 1959, 39pp. varying proportions. The two types of information were
USN Tralnloq Device Center, Port Washington, N.Y. experimentally varied by using different stimulus distri-
The deFlorez Cxmpany, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J.). butions and exposure times. The stimulus distributions

were not told to the Ss, who thus had to learn stimulus
probabilities during the course of the experiment. Sub-

16,928 ject estimates were compared with those derived from the
This report describes the results of a study made to model.

determine if a satisfactory visual presentation can be T. R 17
obtained with point light source techniques for applica-
tion to an air-to-air gunnery trainer. It includes an
analysis of the training task to determine the skills to
be developed and the cues required for its performance. 16,932
A proposed point source projector is described along with Sheridan, T.B. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF TIME-VARIATION
several limited-scope evaluation experiments. The need OP TlE HUM.44 OPERATOR'S TRANSFER FUNCTION. From: Pre-
for further evaluation is discussed, prints of Papers Presented at International Federation of

Automatic Control Congress at Moscow June-July 1960, 6pp.
Bvtterworths Scientific Publication_, London, England.

16,932
16,929 An experimental technique Is presented for determin-

Smith, E.K., Anastas-io, F;J., Harac, S., Kalustyan, B.C., ing the dynamic characrertstics of a linear system with
et al. THE APPLICATION OF POINT SOURCE PROJECTION TECH- time-variable parameters. The technique is especially
NIQUES TO HELICOPTER LOW-ALTITUDE NAVIGATION TRAINING. appropriate for measuring time changes in the transfer
Contract NONR 1628(00), NAVTRADEVCEN TR 1628 3, March characteristics of a human operator of a control system1959, 43pp. USN Trainina Device Center, Port Washington, as he adapts to changes In system and environmental para-N.Y. (The deFlorez Company, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, meters. Certain Inherent limitations in continuously
N.Y.. ( dmeasuring time-variable transfer characteristics are dis-
N.J.). cussed. Results are presented in the form of time-variabl

polar plots for several experiments where human operators
adjusted their own transfer characteristics In adapting
to sudden changes In system parameters.
G. I. R 4
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16,938
16,933 An attempt is made to tie together many of the data

Schwartz, L.S. (Dir.). EVALUATION AND OPTIMIZATION OF from the literature on speech interference, which per-

DIGITAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS. FIFTH SCIENTIFIC REPORT. tain to the ability of the operator to derive intelligence
Contract AF 19(604) 1964, AFCRC TN 58 578, Nov. 1958, from a speech signal when this signal has been altered by
65pp. College of Engineering, New York University, New processes that occur or could occur in a cosmmunication
York, N.Y. link. Major areas covered are 1) interfering signals; 2)

distortion effects--frequency, amplitude, phase and time;
and 3) annoyance effects. These data are examined to see

16,933 how effective the operator can be as an anti-interference
The problem of transmission of information over a bi- device and to point out the lower limits of system per-

directional communication system with noise in the for- formance which can be tolerated. Implications for the
ward and feedback channels is discussed. A system that design of voice communication systems are considered.
prevents nonconservation of message length is described G. R 14
and the results of analysis are summarized. A technical
description is given of a model of communication decision-
feedback system with noise in the forward and feedback
channels. This system prevents nonconservation of message 16,940
length by reserving, for a given block of message units, a Psychological Research Associates, Inc. HUMAN4 FACTORS
fixed correction interval for repetition of ambiguously STUDIES IN SAGE INTERIM REPORT. Contract AF 19(604)
received messages. Several correction procedures are 5616, PRA Rep. 60 7, Feb. 1960, 8pp. Psychological
analyzed and compared. Comparisons are also made with Research Associates. Inc., Arlington, Va.
unidirectional and ideal decision-feedback systems.
G. I. R 14

16,940
This report summarizes the completed and in-progress

work performed in a research and development study of SAGE
16,934 Task-equipment analyses (TEA) for each operator-technician
Rosenblatt, M. INDEPENDENCE AND DEPENDENCE. Contract team in the BOADS Direction Center have been completed
NONR 562(29), Tech. Rep. 1, June 1960, 2

6
pp. Division and the uses of the TEA are discussed. Paper-and-pencil

of Applied Mathematics, Brown University, Providence, tests have been developed for use in measuring knowledge
R.I. about the job and have been administered to approximately

250 officers and airmen. Functional tests of performance
were developed for the IND/INT team and human factors find

16,934 ings are reported here. An abstract of the findings on
16,934 sheight-finding functional tests is also included alongA stochastic process is cormmonly used as a model in with a brief discussion of Direction Center lighting.

studying the behavior of a random system through time.

This paper examines processes of independent random
variables and dependent processes in terms of two pro-
blems. The first of these is concerned with reasonable
notions of asymptotic independence and what types of 16,941
processes satisfy them. The second is that of charac- Manty, R.A., Myers, T.I. & Murphy, D.B. EFFECTS OF
terizing those processes that can be constructed out of CORRECT AND INCORRECT KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS ON ABILITY TO
independent processes by a function and its shifts. COUNT AUDITORY STItULI. Rep. 3, March 1960, 18pp.
R 10 Human Resources Research Office, Oeoroe Washinjoton

University, Washington, D.C.

16,941
16,935 This report summarized two experiments conducted for
Rinehart, R.F. AN ESTIMATE OF CURRENT OPERATIONS RE- the purpose of developing a measure useful in detecting
SEARCH ACTIVITY IN RUSSIA AND SATELLITE COUNTRIES. Con- changes both in utilization of correct information and in
tract DA 31 124 ORD 10 3 and 10 4, Tech. Memo. 60 1, susceptibility to misinformation under conditions of
July 1960, l7pp. USA Office of Ordnance Research, minimum stimulation. The subject's task was to count
Durham, N.C. auditory stimuli (blips), varying in number from one to

forty, while seated alone in a darkened room. Three
phases (180 trials) were administered to control and ex-

16,935 perimental groups of subjects; in the second phase, the
In an endeavor to provide an estimate of the nature experimental groups were given either correct or incorrect

and current annual volume of published operations re- knowledge of results. Error data were analyzed for
search work in Russia and satellites, about four months differences produced by these conditions.
work of USSR technical publication and about five months T. G: R 11
of satellite country publication were screened for arti-
cles in this area. The dates of the articles lie mostly
in the period July, 1959, to February, 1960. On the basis
of the sample, current annual volume of output was esti- 16,942
mated. The subject area of primary concern was studied MDmiyama, T.S. (Proj. Engineer). EVALUATION OF "CROSSED-
and a sample of 29 titles was listed. Pros and cons of LIGHTS" OPTICAL LANDING SYSTEM. Proj. TED PTR SI 5009,
a translation program in operations research were dis- Rep. 1, March 1960, 29pp. USN Air Test Center, Patuxent
cussed. River Air Station, Md.
R3

16,942
The Crossed Lights Optical Landing System was quali-

tatively evaluated and compared with the Mirror Optical
16,938 Landing System at USN Air Test Center, Patuxent River,
Renaud, G. THE EFFECTS OF INTERFERENCE ON SPEECH COMMUNI- Maryland. Test flights included 31 day and 7 night
CATION. Proj. 4519, Task 45350, RADC TN 60 104, June flights involving nine different types of airplanes and
1960, 15pp. USAF Rome Air Develooment Center, Griffiss various weather and visibility conditions. Recommenda-AFB, N.Y. tions for improvements were based upon the results ofthe evaluation, and the advantages of the Crossed Lights

over the Mirror Optical Landing System were discussed.
T. I. R 3
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16,946

16,943 This paper discusses the use of order statistics in

michel, E.L. & Langevin, R.W. ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS problems of statistical inference that arise under the

OF SEALED CABINS FOR SPACE AND ORBITAL FLIGHTS PART 2 assumption that the phenomena under study are correctly

CONTINUOUS EXPOSURE OF HUMAN SUBJECTS TO INCREASED OXYGEN represented by the Reliability Function S(t) = exp (1-t-

TENSION FOR SEVEN DAYS. Proj. TED NAM AE 1403 Part 2, exp t), where t is a "reduced" variable. The motivation

Rep. NAMC ACEL 384, Sept. 1958, llpp. USN Air Cre for the study of the present models arose from a consider-

Euipa.tLab, NAMC, Philadelphia, Penn. ation of situations where an aging process takes place
and the future performance of the system depends on its
age. Expected values, variances and covariances of the

16,943 order statistics, tables of expected values, and uses of
In an attempt to define human limitations to higher the tables are presented. Minimum variance unbiased es-

than normal oxygen percentages for space flight, six vol- timates of the parameters, confidence limits and tests of
unteers were confined for a seven-day period (168 hours) hypotheses are described.
in an altitude chamber at 10,000 feet (523 mm Mercury) T.
simulated altitude breathing 80 percent oxygen. This is
the equivalent of breathing 55 percent oxygen at sea
level since the partial pressure in both cases is 418 mm
Mercury. Prior to the study, each subject was evaluated 16,947

by means of medical history and physical examination. Brown, J. EVIDENCE FOR A SELECTIVE PROCESS DURING PER-

During the study, measurements were made of vital capac- CEPTION OF TACHISTOSCOPICALLY PRESENTED STIMULI. J. exP.

ity, pulse rate, respiratory frequency, and observations Psychol., March 1960, 22(3), 176-181. (Birkbeck College,

were made as to appearance and activity in general. Fol- University of London, London, England).

low-up medical and physical examinations were made.
R 12 16,947

This study investigates whether higher recall of a
briefly exposed stimulus field under certain conditions

16,944 "might be due to more favorable rotention conditions

Matsuo, T. EXPERIMENTAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT FOR MEDICAL rather than to a selective process during perception."

TELEMETRY. NASA TT F 51, TM 51001, Nov. 1960, 20pp. Forty-eight subjects were required to report s.ts of

National Aeronuti cs and Space Administrationo Wash- stimuli, presented tachistoscopically, tinder two condi-

ington, D.C. (Mitsubishi Electric and Mfg. Co., tionst 1) the "critical" instruction was given two seconds

Marunouchi, Tokyo, Japan). before the stimulus fielc and the "neutral" instruction
was given simultaneously with the field, and 2) the order

16,944 of the two instructions in (1) was reversed. Results

A report Is presented on a project set up to devise were discussed as they relate to whether selection proc-

a means of observing the action of the human body at a esses occur within perception itself or some other aspect

distance by observing the small electrical voltages of of the situation.

the BIG, EEG, etc., with a radio telemetry system. The T. R 6

system would allow the study of the human body or animals

in action, the investigation of the unknown cause of
accidents under special conditions, the study of the 16,948
adaptability of a human body, the analysis of the phenom- Fryer, D.1. PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF EXPOSURE TO RAM

enon of exhaustion, and the discovery of the most suit- PRESSURES. Presented at: Aerospace Medical Congress,
able ways of maintaining health under variable condi- Miami, 1960, 5pp. RAF Institute of AviationM.ijn,
tions. Farnborough, Hants, England.
G. I.

16,948
16,945 A new technique for studying the effects on man of

Lloyd, K.E. STUDIES OF SHORT TERM RETENTION: I. RECALL dynamic exposure to ram pressure is described, using water

OF UNRELATED ITEMS IN A SEQUENTIAL TASK. Contract as a medium to simulate ejection ram pressure loads. Some

AF 49(638) 805, AFOSR TN 60 1057 & WSU Res. Rep. 1, results are presented from 58 live experiments carried out

June 1960, l2pp. USAF Office of Scientific Research, by two subjects. Physiological data, mechanical effects,
ARDC, Washington, D.C. (Dept. of Psychology, Washington and injury patterns are discussed.

State University, Pullman, Wash.).

16,945 16,949
Short term retention was studied in a situation re- Fields, M.E. .. Cartolano, D.H. MATERIALS INFoRMATION

quiring subjects to remember familiar letter-word pairs CENTERS. Proj. 7381, WADC TN 58 192, Sept. 1958, 22pp.
until their recall was requested. During the time the USAF Materials Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
subjects were required to remember these items, they were
presented other items or asked to recall previously pre-
sented items. A measure of the average number of items 16,949
recalled upon request (storage load) was investigated as Slightly more than 100 information centers known in

the independent variable. The subject listened to tape- September 1957 are reported. These centers are engaged
recorded sequences of the letter-word pairs. When they in collecting and disseminating information on a variety
heard a letter alone, they were instructed to recall all of materials and hardware. In some cases access to in-
words previously paired with that letter. The average formation is restricted to members, supporters, or

number of letter-word pairs learned varied from 2.5 to government organizations; and in other cases all inquiries
12.5. The use of average storage load (number of items are met. Brief descriptions are given for each center
recalled) in operational tasks was discussed. listed.
T. G. R 6 T.

16,946
Laurent, A.G. ORDER STATISTICS AND STATISTICAL INFERENCE 16,950

FOR A MODEL WITH RELIABILITY FUNCTION S(t) = exp•l+f-exp Gebel, R.K.H. LONG FOCAL LENGTH LENSE' %ND THE PROBLEM

(t0. Contract NONR 2575(00), (NR 042 201), Tech. Rep. OF RESOLUTION. Proj. 7072, Task 70872, ViADC' TN 59 188,

4, Nov. 1959, 71pp. Department of Mathematics, Wayne March 1960, llpp. USAF Aeronautical Reseach La.,

Itate University, Detroit, Mich. Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
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16,950
A method is presented for modifying the effective 16,954

focal length of an existing telescope. In most cases Palevsky, G. REPORT ON THE ENGINEERING BIOTECHNOLOGY OF
the physical length of the telescope is not increased HANDLING WASTES RESULTING FROM A CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
much by the modification; however, the focal length may HANDLING AIR CONTAMINANTS RESULTING FROM A CLOSED ECOLOG-
be increased many times its original value. The modifi- ICAL SYSTEM PROGRESS REPORT. Contract AF 18(603) 71,
cation uses various available lenses or those easily se- AFOSR Rep. 58 269, July 1957, 16pp. College of Engineer-
cured from available stockpiles. A theoretical analysis ing, New York University, New York, N.Y.
is presented, and basic calculations are developed which
permit achieving proper matching of the resolution of the
telescope and of the sensor by using one or more addition- 16,954
al lens systems between the two. These principles are In a closed ecological system, in which humans are
further illustrated in diagrammsatic form. present and are required to carry on sedentary work in
I. a confined space for an extended period of time, the

atmosphere must be suitable for life and conducive to
work. An examination of present knowledge of the control
of temperature, humidity, air motion, foreign matter,
micro-organisms, and the balancing of the carbon dioxide
and oxygen ration is made singly and in relationship

16,951 with each other. This examination is related to problems
Frank, P. THE LOSS OF INFROMATION DUE TO THE GROUPING of ventilation and air conditioning.
OF DATA. Contract NONR 266(55), Tech. Rep. 6, Jan. R 29
1960, 24pp. Statistical Engineering Group, u
University, New York, N.Y.

16,951 16,955
Much of the theory of estimation is based on continu- Sunderland, J.E. APPRAISAL OF PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE

ous distributions where it is assumed that observations IN MAN AND DOG. Contract DA19 129 QM 1539, Proj. 7 84
are real numbers. In the actual world, two obseriations 13 002A, Rep. 1 (Progress), April 1960, 4pp. U2A
that fall in the same interval (of real numbers) are Iden- Quartermaster Food & Container Institute for the Armed
tified and the observations are grouped. The question of Forces, Chicago, Ill. (Northwestern University, Chicago,
how much information is lost by grouping is pursued in Ill.).
this paper. The effect of size of groupings on efficiency
is analyzed using Fisher's definition of information.
Detailed results of computations of "information effi- 16,955
ciency" are given for the exponential distribution of This is a brief summary report of the work accom-
several cases. Some derivations of the results are given plished during the initial stages of an appraisal of
and a formula is presented for efficiency. Finally some psychomotor performance in man and dog. The most tan-
computations are presented for the normal distribution gible accomplishments are a review of the literature
and compared with approximations given by the formula, on the effect of stress upon performance, decisions re-
T. R 4 garding the order of experimental studies, construction

and purchase of equipment, and the adaptation of four
experimental dogs.

16,952
General Electric Company. HUMAN FACTORS ON ANIP FINAL
REPORT. Contract NONR 1076(00), Rep. DAC 56 436, June 16,956
1960, 39pp. General Electric ComPany, Ithaca, N.Y. Wilks, S.S., Tomashefski, J.F. & Clark, R.T., Jr.

PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF CHRONIC EXPOSURE TO CARBON

16,952 MDNOXIDE. Proj. 21 1201 0013, Rep. 2, Nov. 1953, 8pp.
This report covers work accomplished on the Contact U5AF School of Aviation Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex.

Analog and associated displays of the ANIP (Army-Navy In-
strument Program) from the human factors point of view.
The following areas are coveredt 1) investigation of the 16,956

flight ribbon, 2) investigation of strobing phenomenon, To determine the physiological~changes that occur in

3) investigation of perceptual factors in landing and dogs when exposed daily to low concentrations of carbon
take-off, 4) development of decision-making model, and monoxide, seven dogs were exposed six hours daily for a
5) support-in system evaluation, period of 20 weeks to concentrations of 0.07 to 0.08 per-
T. G. I. R 10 cent and thereafter to 0.10 percent for a period approx-

imating six months or until acclimatization. Alveolar
and gas tensions were determined before, during, and
after acclimatization. The jn vitro relationships of
CO, 02, and H were further determined with the blood of
five normal, five CO-acclimatized, and five altitude-
acclimatized dogs.

16,953 T. G. R 18

Montague, R. DETERMINISTIC THEORIES. Contract AF 49
(638) 33, ASOFR IN 58 1113, Aug. 1958, 64pp. Usiv.e.sTi
of California, Los Angeles, Calif. 16,957

Beranek, L.L., Smith, C.P., Pant, C.G.M., Stevens, K.N.,
et al. SPEECH COMPRESSION RESEARCH FINAL REPORT. Con-

16,953 tract AF 19(604) 626, AFCRC TR 57 166, Feb. 1957, 51pp.
An analysis of the notions of a deterministic theory Acoustics Lab., Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

and of a deterministic system and an investigation of some Cambridge, Mass.
of the properties of these notions are presented. The in-
vestigations are conducted within metamathematics in the
wider sense, construed as including the apparatus of set 16,957
theory. Definitions of the concept of deterministic the- Speech communications research during the period
ory, the derivative concept of a deterministic system, and 1953-1956 by this laboratory is discussed. Following
several related concepts are given. An inquiry is then a discussion of the general speech-compression problem,
made as to whether two specific theories (classical parti- the various items of research are described and their
cle mechanics and Newtonian celestial mechanics)p often relation to the over-all program is indicated. These
alleged to be deterministic, actually are so. Theorems items include 1) a prototype speech-compressor system,
relating determinism with various other concepts that have 2) an alternate synthesizer, and 3) studies on speech
been associated with it in the literature are presented, production and reception.
Finally, explicit definability and determinism are dis- G. I. R 56
cussed. R 30
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16,96116,958 This report is one of a series dealing with raterSargent, F., II, Sargent, Virginia W. & Johnson, R.E. bias in Job evaluation. To test the hypothesis thatTHE PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS FOR VARIOUS CONSTITUENTS IN Judgments of a stimulus series are directly related toSURVIVAL RATIONS PART I11. THE EFFICIENCY OF YOUNG MEN the degree of familiarity of the rater with each stimulus,UNDER CONDITIONS OF MOIST HEAT APPENDICES OF METHODS US Air Force officers (12 from each of five specialties)AND ORIGINAL DATA. Contract AF 18(600) 80, Proj. 7156, rated five Air Force airman specialties on each of 14Task 71B05, WADC TR 53 484, Vol. II, April 1958, 1513pp. job evaluation factors and on a 15th factor which was aUSAF Aero Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. self-rating of degree of familiarity with the specialty(University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.). being rated. The data were analyzed for variances re-
lated to the specialty ratedp familiarity level of the
rater, and interactions. Regression coefficients for16,958 correcting ratings for the contaminating effects ofFrom June 22, 1955 through July 27, 1955, 100 volun- familiarity were given.teer airmen served as subjects in a study of survival T. R II

rations in moist heat at Camp Atterbury, Indiana. The
original data collected during the 36-day period of study
are detailed in these appendices. In addition, special
studies are reported on renal osmotic regulation and 16,963
chemical analysis of sweat. A method for analyzing ketone Winterberg, R.P., Wulfeck, J.W. & Wheeler, L. INVESTIGA-bodies in blood, urine, and sweat is described together TION OF ADDITIVE COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY AND PROJECTION FORwith a full report of alterations in ketone body metabo- MILITARY PHOTO-INTERPRETATION I. OPERATIONAL CONSIDERA-lism observed during the 1954 winter study at Camp McCoy TIONS AND RESEARCH HYPOTHESES. Contract NONR 3137(00),aisndobserve g the 195 4 wner study at Camp cy Tech. Rep. 1, Dec. 1960, 31pp. Dunlap and Associates,and the 1955 suo73 er study at Camp AtterIury. Inc., Santa Monica, Calif.T. G.R 173

16,963
This report describes initial work on a research pro-

gram investigating the contribution of additive color16,959 photography to military photo-interpretation. A familiar-McCormick, E.J. P Tombrink, K.B. A COMPARISON OF THREE ization with the operational problem of military photo-TYPES OF WORK ACTIVITY STATEMENTS IN TERMS OF THE CON- interpretation was first undertaken. An analysis ofSISTENCY OF JOB INFORMiATION REPORTED 13 INCUMBENTS. interpretation problems was made in terms of possibleContract AF 41(657) 240, Proj. 7734, Task 17013, WADD means of enhancing military reconnaissance capability.TR 60 80, Aug. 1960, 73pp. USAF Personnel Lab., Lack- The composite capability of an additive color photographyland AFB, Tex. (Purdue Research Foundation, Lafayette, and projection system for black and white, full color,Ind.). or selective spectrum viewing was studied. Hypotheses
were generated for experimental study. Details of the
additive color system to be used in experimental study16,959 were described in an appendix.Three types of work activity statements (task9, ele- I. R 79

ments, and work actions) were compared for consistency ofjob information collected through their use in check lists
Check lists of activities of two maintenance position
types were administered to incumbents and supervisors. 16,964These provided for reporting Job information on seven Beck, J. TEXTURE-GRADIENTS AND JUDGMENTS OF SLANT ANDscales: i) frequency of performance of activities, 2) time RECESSION. Amer. J. Psychol., Sept. 1960, LXXIJI• , 411-required for performance, 3) mental difficulty, 4) physi- 416. (University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Penn.).cal difficulty, 5) type of training received, 6) type of
training desired, and 7) type of assistance obtained.
Three indexes of rater consistency were used: 1) test- 16,964
retest reliability of scale responses, 2) test-retest By means of an optical tunnel, four different teax-reliability of reports about occurrence of activities, ture-gradients were studied. Judgments of slant an,and 3) inter-rater consistency of scale responses. recession produced by the texture-gradients, whose crossT. I. R 5 sections were equivalent to those of noncylindrical ob-Jects, were made by 15 Ss in four different series ofobservations. The gradients were viewed monocularly withfixed head and binocularly In the first two series; in
16,960 the last two series, the stimuli were viewed through aMcCormick, E.J. & Ammerman, H.L. DEVELOPMENT OF WORKER prism-pseudoscope both monocularly and binocularly. TheACTIVITY CHECK LISTS FOR USE IN OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSIS, results were discussed in relation to the hypothesis thatContract AF 41(657) 237, Proj. 7734, Task 17013, WADD binocular disparity eliminates ambiguity of apparentTR 60 77, July 1960, 84

pp. USAF Personnel Lab., Lack- slant and recession.land AFB, Tex. (Purdue Research Foundation, Lafayette, T. I. R 2
Ind.).

16,960 16,965
To determine the consistency with which Job incum- Conticelli, M. & Ronchi, Lucia. NON UNIFORM ILLUMINATIONbents respond to a list of task activities, several forms AND READING TIME. AttL diela Fondarione Giorqio Ronchi,of check lists were completed by Job incumbents in three July-Aug. 1960, UV(4), 369-380. (Istituto Nazionale diAir Force position types. An identical form was readmin- Ottica, Arcetrl, Firenze, Italy).istered one week later. Consistency was measured by test-retest Correlation of scale responses and by the propor- 16,965tion of tasks marked consistently on both administrations. The relation between luminance and speed of readingItems In the check list covered frequency of task perform- either connected or unconnected materials, with variationance, length of task time, relative proportion of totaltime per task, and general task difficulty. On some of in brightness contrast, and with the border of the lettersthe check list forms "recall" items asked whether a job more-or-less blurred was investigated. The reading testshad been performed within the past month or the past six consisted of: i) a series of dots, 2) series of isolatedmonths. Two methods of response were also used. numbers, 3) numbers with two or more digits, and 4) con-T. I. R 6 nected material. The charts were read under various lu-

minance levels, under sharp contrast conditions, and under
blurred conditions (superimposing one or two diffusing
glass plates on the chart); finally, conditions of non-16,961 uniform illumination were accomplished by the use ofMadden, J.M. FAMILIARITY EFFECTS IN EVALUATIVE JUDGMENTS. special glasses varying in density along the horizontalProj. 7734, Task 17015, WADD TN 60 261, Nov. 1960, 9

pp. axis. Speed of reading, as affected by these conditions,USAF Personnel Lab., Lackland AFB, Teax. was analyzed.

G. I. R 12
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16,970

16,966 Coulter, N.A., Jr. & West, J.C. NONLINEAR PASSIVE

Davis, T.R.A. EXPERIMENTAL COLD ACCLIMATIZATION IN MAN. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF SKELETAL MUSCLE. Contract

USA¶RL Proj. 6X64 12 001, Task 08, Rep. 457, Dec. 1960, AF 33(616) 5780, Proj. 7232, Task 71784, WAnD TR 60

Spp. USA Medical Research Lab., Fort Knox, Ky. 636, Aug. 1960, 7pp. USAF Biomedical Lab., Wright-
Patterson AFB, Ohio. (Ohio State University, Columbus,
Ohio).16,966

To determine whether or not cold acclimatization can

be Induced in man by experimental exposure to cold, ten 16,970

subjects, wearing only shorts, were exposed eight hours The nonlinear, passive mechanical properties of

daily for 31 days to an air temperature of 11.8 - 0.46 skeletal muscle were investigated. The response of frog

degrees C in a cold chamber. Measurements included skin gastrocnemius muscle to sinusoidal displacements over a

and rectal temperatures, shivering activity, and oxygen frequency band of 0.5 to 25 cps was determined. From

consumption. These data were analyzed for changes attri- the experimental data a nonlinear differential equation

butable to acclimatization, characterizing the passive mechanical behavior of muscle

T. G. R 19 was constructed.
G. 1. R 3

16,967
Collins, W.E. FURTHER STUDIES OF THE EFFECTS OF MENTAL
SET UPON VESTIBULAR NYSTAGMUS. USAMRL Proj. 6X95 25 16,971

001, Task 15, Rep. 443, Dec. 1960, 21pp. USA Medical Gaskill, H.V. (Chm.). HEALTH, MEDICAL AND DRUG FACTORS

Research Lb., Fort Knox, Ky. IN HIGHWAY SAFETY. From: Proceedings of the Second High-
way Safety Research Correlation Conference, Washington,
D.C., April 5-6, 1954, Publ. 328, Sept. 1954, 224pp.

16,967 Committee on Highway Safety Research, National Academy
To determine the influence of different mental sets of Sciences - National Research Council, Washington,

on the horizontal component of rotation-produced vestibu- D.C.
lar nystagmus, eight Ss were subjected to a standard ro-

tational procedure on five successive days. During ro-

tational stimulation, Ss were instructed, in different 16,971

test sessions, to 1) do mental arithmetic, 2) make es- These proceedings from the conference on health,

timates of subjective velocity, 3) reproduce durations medical, and drug factors In highway safety are presented

of sound stimuli, and 4) assume a state of reverie, both in summary form and in full. Approximately 20 papers

Recordings were made of eye movements and EEG activity are presented on the following major topics: 1) health

during nystagmus. The data (nystagmus output and dura- and self-medication as traffic accident causes; 2) dia-

tion and alpha activity) were analyzed for effect of betes, epilepsy, heart attacks, and convulsive therapy on

experimental conditions and discussed in terms of an an ambulatory basis as possible traffic accident causes;

lertness factor. 3) fatigue, low oxygen, and combustion products as traffic
T. 0. 1. R 12 accident causes; and 4) blood alcohol level and extent of

traffic accident hazard. Working group recommendations
and discussion 1by the conference are included.
T. G.

16,968
Ercoles, Anna Maria. ON THE RECOVERY OF SENSITIVITY
SUBSEQUENT TO EITHER WHITE OR YELLOW GLARE. Atti della
Fgndazione Giorgio Ronchi, May-June 1960, U (3), 264- 16,972
271. (Istituto Nazionale di Ottica, Arcetri, Firenze, Freeman, H.F. & Rosenberg, I. HIGH ALTITUDE AND HIGH
Italy). AIRSPEED TESTS OF STANDARD PARACHUTE CANOPIES. Proj.

6068, AFFTC TR 58 32, Oct. 1958, 121pp. USAF Flight

16,968 Test Center, ARDC, El Centro, Calif.
The recovery of contrast sensitivity of the eye

following white glare was compared with recovery after 16,972
yellow glare for different durations (from brief flashes To determine the opening characteristics of five
to 160 seconds) of the glare itself. Two subjects were
tested under various conditions. Following dark adapta- standard personnel parachute anopies at various alti-

tion, the subject fixated a glaring stimulus for a given tudes and air speeds, test drops were made with a torso
time, and the time elapsing between offset of glare dummy weighing approximately 200 lbs. Three different
source and ability to read a given row of letters on an pressure altitudes (7,000, 14,000, and 20,000 ft.) were
eye chart (recovery time) was recorded. The luminanzes used with increasing velocity increments at each altitude

of both sources were the same in one series but differed until destruction occurred. Force and events as a
in another series in that a yellow filter was placed in function of time were recorded for each of 660 tests.
front of the eye to obtain the yellow stimulus; luminance The effects of altitude, airspeed, and parachute design

values were also varied in different series of tests. on Opening characteristics were reported.
The results are related to the practical question of T. G. R 2
wearing yellow glasses for night driving. G. R 10

16,969Bittini, Marcella & Ronchi, Lucia. GREEN AND BLUE ELEC- 16,973TRORETINOGRAMtS AT LOW LUMINANCES. Atti O91la Fondazione Fierston, S. AUTOMATIC VOICE DATA LINK. Proj. 4360,

GiorEio RonchiA Jan.-Feb. 1960L UN (C), E -1. (Istituto Task 46604, AFCRC TR 58 126, March 1958, 54pp. USAj

Nazionale Di Ottica, Arcetri, Firenze, Italy). Special Systems Lab., AFCRC, Bedford, Mass.

16,969 16,973
The automatic voice data link vocally reads out com-

To determine the behavior of the electroretinographic mands to six aircraft under control using digital out-
(ERG) response at low luminances, records were picked up puts from the intercept computer (Airmap) and return-to-

from a corneal electrode fitted in a contact lens worn on base computers. It was developed to provide a device

the right eye of the qubject. Single flashes of green for reducing operator errors in the use of multiple in-

(530 millimicron) an" blue (Wratten filter, 47) stimuli tercept computers, such as the Airmap, without requirIng

of 50 milliseconds duration were used to collect about additional equipment in the controlled aircraft. A gen-

2000 responses from one subject. Curves were obtained by eral description, operation, and circuit analysis were

plotting the height of the b-wave against log luminance given.

and were interpreted in terms of rod-coneinteraction. g.iv.

T. G. I. R 18
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16,974 16,978
Crain, K.J. THE SPECIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION OF SURFACE Jensen, R., Gordon, J.J., Sipple, W., Zabelicky, R., et al

COLORS, Proj. 8501, Task 85002, RADC TN 58 333, Dec. NADC BIOLOGICAL INSTRUMENTATION SYMPOSIUM OF 10 DECEMBER

1958, 35pp. U5AF Rome Air Development Center, Griffiss 1958; SIXTH LETTER REPORT CONCERNING. Projs. TED ADO AE

AFB, N.Y. 1412.1 & TED NAM AE 1403.1, Task MR 005.15 0002.2, Rep.
NADC MA L6018, July 1960, 9pp. USN Aviation Medical

16,974 Acceleration Lab., Johnsville, Penn.
An attempt is made to provide all the information

needed for the specification and description of surface
colors. Analysis is made of colors in terms of the CIE 16,978

chromaticity diagram and the method for converting from A sumnoary of investigations carried out on three

this system of notation (CIE) to the Munsell (and vice types of respiration sensor systems Is presented. The

versa) is given. In addition, procedures are described three systems described are I strain gauge chest strap

for the estimation of degree of perceptible difference be- for measuring respiratory excursions and transducing the
tween colors, movements into an electrical signal; 2) differential
T. G. R 14 pressure respiratory flow meter for measuring pressure

differential across a pilot's mask with a constant re-
sistance to flow, integration of flow fluctuations with
breathing results in tidal volumes and vital capacitiesi

16,975 and 3) lip mike thermistor respiration sensor for use
Camp, R.T., Jr., Tolhurst, G.C. & Greene, J.W. SOUND when a mask is not used.
ATTENUATION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PROJECT MERCURY PRE- . 1. R 6

PRODUCTION FULL PRESSURE SUIT HELMET. Spec. Rep. 60 7,
Sept. 1960, 13pp. USN School of Aviation Medicine,
Pensacola Air Station, Fla. 16,979

Kreider, M.B. & lampietro, P.F. OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND

BODY TEMPERATURE DURING SLEEP IN COLD ENVIRONMENTS. J.

16,975 ap~l. Physiol., Sept. 1959, _L4(5), 765-767. (USA Environ-

The sound attenuation characteristics of the Project mental Protection Research Div., QM Research & Engineering
Mercury preproduction full pressure suit helmet were de- Command, Natick, Mass.).
termined. Psychophysical determinations included measure-
ment of the differences between a trained listener's
auditory thresholds for various test tones with and with- 16,979
out the helmet under low SPL conditions. Physical meas- To investigate the effect of cold on heat exchanges
urements were made of differences between sound pressures of the body during nighttime sleep, six young soldiers

measured outside the suit and those measured under the slept at the following ambient temperatures: 25.5 to 26

right earphone cushion by a probe microphone under high degrees C (78 to 80 degrees F), 15 to 18.5 degrees C

SPL conditions. (60 to 65 degrees F), and -32 to -34.5 degrees C (-25 to

T. G. I. -30 degrees F). Rectal and skin temperatures were re-
corded and mean weighted skin temperatures were calcu-
lated at rest before sleep and at half-hour intervals
every night; oxygen consumption was measured at six-minute

16,976 intervals on occasional nights. Observations were made
Gold, J. CALORIE NEUTRALIZATION DURING THERMAL STRESS. as to periods of wakefulness and restlessness during the
Aerosoace Med., Nov. 1960, 31, 933-940. (USAF Aerospace night. The obtained values were discussed in relation to
Medical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio). limits of body cooling compatible with substantially con-

tinuous sleep.
16,976 G. R 10

To investigate the possible benefits of calorie neu-
tralization during thermal stress, two methods of fluid
administration were compared: i) dispensing body tempera- 16,980
ture water (37 degrees C) and 2) dispensing ice water Kekcheev, N.Kh. PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY OF CAMOUFLAGE AND RE-
(0 degrees C). Three Ss were maintained in an environ- CONNAISSANCE. ATI 106 701, Sept. 1942, 29Opp. U e]
mental test facility in a sitting-resting state at a vapor Alr Documents Office, Dayton, Ohio. (Lenina Gosudar-
pressure of ten sn mercury under two temperature levels: stvennogo Universiteta, lnstituta Psikhologii, Mokovskogo,
1) 130 degrees F (54.4 degrees C) for two hours and 2) Russia).
160 degrees F (71.1 degrees C) for one hour. Fluids
were administered for sweat replacement (method 1) in the
first series and for calorie neutralization (method 2) in 16,980
a repeat series. Measurements made yielded data for cal- The object of this book is to analyze the actual mean-
culation of body heat storage values for comparison pur- Ing of "human factor" under war conditions in the sphere
poses. of perception and to point out methods for a better and
G. R 11 more advantageous utilization of this factor. The various

chapters are 1) contrast sensitivity and the resolving
power of the eye, 2) visual stereoperception, 3) visual

16,977 perception of movements, 4) perception of color, 5) visual
Bradley, J.V. DISTRIBUTION-FREE STATISTICAL TESTS. perception under conditions of poor illumination, 6) aural
Proj. 7184, Task 71581, WADD TR 60 661, Aug. 1960, perception, 7) tactile, moving, and labyrinth perceptions,
3

7 8
pp. USAF Behavioral Sciences Lab., Wright-Patterson and 8) olfactory perceptions. A final portion of the book

AFB, Ohio. has not been translated from the Russian due to poor con-
dition of the copy.

16,977 T. G. I. R 20

A large number of distribution-free statistical tests
are examined upon the basis of an extensive survey of the
literature. Tests are grouped for discussion primarily
according to the general type of mathematical derivation 16,981
or type of statistical "information" used in conducting Lanzetta, J.T. & Kanareff, Vera T. SOME SOCIAL FACTORSthe test. Each of the more important tests Is treated un- AFFECTING THE CHOICE OF AN "IMITATIVE" RESPONSE IN A

der the following headings: Rationale, Null-Hypothesis, PROBABILITY LEARNING SITUATION. Contract AF 33(616) 5845ý
Assumptions, Treatment of Ties, Efficiency, Application, Proj. 7183, Task 71618, WADD TR 60 196, Aug. 1960, 48pp.
Discussion, Tables, and Sources. Derivations are given USAF Behavioral Sciences Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
and mathematical interrelationships among the tests are ( up Dynamics Center, University of Delaware, New-
indicated. Strengths and weaknesses of individual tests, ark, Del.).
and of distribution-free tests as a class compared to
parametric tests, are discussed.
T. G. I. R 700 (approx.)
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16,981
Seven studies are reported concerning the frequency of 16,985

occurrence of an imitative response in a two-choice prob- Ronchl, Lucia & Toraldo di Francia, G. ON A POSSIBLE
ability learning situation as a function of the character- IMPROVEMENT OF CONTRAST PERCEPTION BY MEANS OF A SYSTEM
istics of the tasks and the choices ostensibly made by a WHICH CORRECTS THE CHROMATIC ABERRATION OF THE EYE.
partner. On each trial the subject had the option of ei- Attdella Fondazione Giorplo Ronchi, Nov.-Dec. 1959,
ther agreeing or disagreeing with a "partner's" response XI.VV(6), 619-626. (Istiltuto Nazionale di Ottica, Arcetri,
(actually controlled by experimenter). Over trials one of Firenze, Italy).
these modes of behavior would maximize the probability of
success. In addition, several methods were used to induce '16,985
attitudinal sets concerning the legitimacy of the imita- T cth ii

tive behavior. Predictions deduced from a modified de- The effect of correction for chromatic aberration of

cision theory framework were tested in terms of the re- the eye on the readibility of printed letters was in-

sults and discussed with reference to the problem of vestigated. The contrast between letters and background

social learning. on a standard acuity chart (Armaignac) was varied system-
T. G. R 26 atically and responses before correction were compared toresponses after correction by a spectacle lens of chro-

matic aberration. Conditions yielding improved contrast
perception under correction were discussed.

16,982 T. G. I. R 11
Morn, Gina F. & Ronchl, Lucia. ON THE PERCEPTION OF
INCOMPLETE BORDERS. Atti della Fondazione Gioraio Ronchi,
July-Aug. 1960, XV(4), 3-14. (Istituto Nazionale di
Ottica, Arcetri, Firenze, Italy).

16,986

16,982 Ronchi, Lucia. BLUE-GREEN RESPONSES AT MESOPIC LUMINANCES

A number of figures enclosed by incomplete contours Atti della Fondazione GioroIo Ronchi, July-Aug. 1959,

(consisting of portions of either contrast borders or XIV(4), 384-391. (Istituto Nazionale di Ottica, Arcetri,

demarcation lines) were observed under various viewing Firenze, Italy).
angle-luminance combinations. The subjects were re-
quired to give a judgment about the presence or absence
of the figure as a whole. The observed effects are 16,986
discussed in terms of spreading of excitation at the The response of the eye, when stimulated by blue-
retina level. green light, at mesopic ranges of luminance was inves-
G. I. R 13 tigated. Both electroretinographic and psychophysical

measurements were made of the response when the two
lights (blue and green) impinged on the retina simul-
taneously. The results were discussed in terms of
retinal mechanisms at work and some practical implica-
tions were noted.16,983 Rg9

Pipes, W.O., Jr. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DESIGN OF A CLOSED

ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM. Presented at: Aerospace Medical Associ-
ation Meeting, Miami Beach, Fla., 9-10 May 1960, l3pp.
Uorthwestern Technological Institute, Evanston, Ill.

16,983 16,987
A discussion of the requirements of a system for Putnam, V.K. SOME HUIMAN ENGINEERING ASPECTS OF SEVERAL

maintaining the proper physical, chemical, and biologi- UN4CONVENTIONAL AIRCRAFT. Presented at: Fourteenth Meet-
cal environment for the sustenance of human life is pre- ing of the Flight Test Techniques and Instrumentation
sented. Such a life support system, while not a truly Panel, Athens, Greece, 11-15 May 1959, Rep. 244, l2pp.
closed ecological system in the strictest sense, is the Advisory Group for Aeronautical Research & Development,
present urgent problem associated with the exploration NATO, Paris, France. (USAF Rotary Wing Engineering Sec-
of space. Data needed for the design of the system and tion, Edwards AFB, Calif.).
a method for organizing the data are then discussed.
Some areas treated area 1) the need for a detailed des-
cription of human metabolism; 2) atmospheric problems of 16,987
pressure, oxygen requirements, nitrogen gas, and the Interest by the military services, notably the US
like; 3) water and dietary requirements; and 4) composi- Army, in the potential of relatively high speed (compared
tion of waste products produced by humans, to helicopters) aircraft that have the capability of ver-

tical take-off and landing (VTOL), has been sufficient to
finance the.development of experimental testbeds of sever-
al types of ViOL aircraft. Several of these aircraft
have been flown sufficiently to permit observations to be

16,984 made on subjective or human engineering characteristics
Nickerson, R.S. & Duva, J.S. TARGET POSITION AS A CODING such as control, noise, downwash effects, etc. These
DIMENSION. Proj. 9674, AFCCDD TR 60 41, Nov. 1960, 20pp. characteristics, which are readily apparent to the pilot
USAF Onerational Anolications Office, AFCCDD, Bedford, and strongly affect his opinion of the aircraft, are the
Mass. subject of this report.

I. R 5

16,984
To determine the number of discrete positions of a

dot in a square which can be utilized as coding symbols, 16,988
an experiment was conducted in which three variables Lindberg, E.F., Sutterer, W.F., Marshall, H.W., Headley,
(time available for viewing the display, size of display, R.N., et al. MEASUREMENT OF CARDIAC OUTPUT DURING HEAD-
and size of dot relative to display) were manipulated WARD ACCELERATION USING THE DYE-DILUTION TECHNIQUE.
systematically. Subjects were asked to report the posi- Aerosoace Medicine, Oct. 1960, 91, 817-834.
tions of dots within a square in terms of where the dots
would be located if the square were subdivided into an
eight by eight matrix. Results were analyzed in terms.
of accuracy and information transmission. Estimates
were given for the maximum number of discriminable dot
positions for various display-size exposure conditions.
T. 0. R 10
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16,988 16,992
Measurements of cardiac output, heart rate, stroke Ronchi, Lucia. ON THE FACTORS HIICH AFFECT THE ,ERFOR-

volume, mean arterial pressure, and systemic vascular re- MANCE OF A RADAR OPERATOR. IT. RECOVERY OF CONTRAST

sistance were made on six Ss in the seated position dur- SENSITIVITY AFTER PRE-ADAPTATION TO STIMULI OF VARIJUS

ing a total of 51 exposures for one minute to 2, 3, and SPECTRAL COMPOSITIONS. Atti della Fondazione Giorgio
4 g levels of headward acceleration produced by a human Ronchi, May-June 1960, XV(3), 272-282. (Istituto
centrifuge. The indicator-dilution technique was used Nazionale di Ottica, Arcetri, Firenze, Italy).
to measure cardiac output. All measurements were made
during the period 20 to 40 seconds after the onset of
acceleration. Some runs were made with Ss wearing a 16,992

cutaway type anti-g suit inflated to 200 rm mercury pres- The influence on recovery of contrast sensitivity of

sure to investigate differences in parameters due to adding blue to pre-adapting stimuli of various colors was

this type protection, investigated. After 30 minutes in the dark, the subject
T. G. I. R 18 adapted his eyes (ten minutes) to a yellow, green, orange,

and to each of these colors with some blue added. The
subject was then required to observe a field containing
eight circles, differing from one another with respect to

16,989 contrast value, and score the circles he perceived during
Ittelson, W., Landau, M. & Proshansky, H. THEORY AND the course of dark-adaptation. Four subjects were tested.
RESEARCH IN BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE. Contract AF 49(638) The practical applications of the results to radar opera-
33, AFOSR IN 58 1108, Presented at: Interdisciplinary tion and night flying were discussed.
Behavioral Sciences Research Conference, University of I. G. R 14
New Mexico, Albuquerque, N.M., June-Aug. 1958, 28pp.
USF Behavioral Sciences Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio. (Brooklyn College, Brooklyn, N.Y.).

16,989 16,993
This paper is concerned with an analysis of the Moser, H.M. ONE-SYLLABLE WORDS - REVISED AND ARRANGED BY

following aspects of contemporary behavioral sciences ENDING SOUNDS. Contract AF 19(604) 4575, AFOCDD TN 60 58
1) the breaking of traditional boundaries among disci- & RF Proj. 882, Tech. Note 53, Nov. 1960, 130pp. Ohio
plines, 2) the development of conceptual frameworks that State University Research Foundation, Columbus, Ohio.
cut across boundaries, and 3) an intensification of re-
search effort involving new organizational forms.
R 2 16,993

A systematic listing of the monosyllabic words in
American English according to their ending sounds is pre-
sented. It represents a complete revision of an earlier
report, "One-Syllable Words," AFCRC TN 55-56, in that all
words have been re-examined, errors corrected, a few

16,990 wards deleted, and a number of new words added. The
Monr, F. & Ronchi, Lucia. ON THE FACTORS WHICH AFFECT THE earlier report, however, presents an arrangement according
PERFORMANCE OF A RADAR OPERATOR. I. SPEED OF READING AND to beginning consonant souhds. Arrangment of the words
PULSATING LIGHT AT DIFFERENT LUMINANCES. A e in this report is according to sound. Items with the
FL2 z e 0i1r iv Ronchl, March-April 1960, XV(2), 138- same vowel sound are In a single column; the initial or
151. (Istituto Nazionale di Ottica, Arcetri, Firenze, beginning sound is indicated at the extreme left; and the
Italy). final or ending sound is listed at the right side of the

page. There are 16 columns of words, one column for each

16,990 of the basic vowel and diphthong sounds In English.

To investigate the effect of adaptation conditions of T.

the retinal periphery on speed of reading relative to a
foveal test, a series of experiments were performed. In
all conditions the subjects (five) viewed a test field 16,994
composed of two columns of letters (suprathreshold in both Armour Research Foundation of Illinois Institute of
size and illumination) and read as many letters as possi- Technology. "INVESTIGATION AND STUDY OF ERROR DETEC-
ble during exposure times varying from three to eight sec- TION AND CORRECTION FOR DATA LINK" ERROR DETECTION
onds. Two adaptation fields, at varying distances from AND CORRECTION SUtIANY REPORT. Contract AT "0(602)
the fovea, were varied to produce the following condi- AND PRON S51 AR Tas T C AR 30(602)
tons i) incomplete dark-adaptaton of the periphery, 2)58 20, Dec.incomplete light-adaptation of the periphery, and 3) a 1957, 17pp. Armour Research Foundation of 1llinois

pulsating peripheral field. The results are discussed institute of Technoloy, Chicago, Iil.
with reference to their Implications for radar operators.
G. I. R 10 16,994

A summary Is presented of work accomplished on a study

and investigation of the application of error detection
and correction techniques to data communication systems

16,991 for the purpose of enhancing the reliability of these sys-
Ronchi, Lucia & Mori, Gina F. SPEED OF READING AS A tems. The discussion for increasing the reliability of
FUNCTION OF THE ORIENTATION OF THE TEST. I. SUPRATHRESHOLD binary communications is based upon techniques described
CONDITIONS FOR SIZE AND ILLUMINATION. Att. dell 2 a- in current literature and includes definitions and discus-
dalee ioio sRojchl, Jan.-Feb. 1960, X(1), 46-52. sions of error reduction, error detection, and error cor-
(Istituto'Nazionale di Ottlica, Arcetri, Firenze, Italy). rection techniques.

R 59

16,991
To investigate the effect produced by changes in

orientation of the test on speed of reading, the subject
was presented with printed stimulus material (isolated 16,995
words, structured sentences, pictures, or numbers) and Becker, H.D. & Lawton, J.G. THEORETICAL COMPARISON OF
required to read out the test items. The normal position BINARY DATA TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS. Contract AF 30(602)
was the first orientation to be used, followed by analo- 1702, Proj. 4519, Task 45232, RADC TR 58 91 & Rep. CA
gous tests in the reversed (top to bottom) and 90 degree 1172 S 1, May 1958, 69pp. Cornell Aeronautical Labora-
rotation orientations. Illumination was comfortable with J~rY,_In., Buffalo, N.Y.
adjustments permitted the subjects. The ratio between
reading time relative to the test in a position other
than normal was calculated. The results were discussed
in relation to theoretical expectations.
T. G. I. R 12.
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16,995
An analytic study and comparison of certain ground-air 16,999

communication links is presented. Systems employing fre- Kunze, A.A., Marks, R.L. & Schermerhorn, J.G. A NEW

quency-shift keyed (FSK) modulation are first examined and HORIZON IN COMMUNICATION THEORY - THE POLYPHASE CONCEPT.

an analysis leading to an optimum detector for a two-state Proj. 4518, RADC TN 58 6, Jan. 1958, 38pp. USAFRom

FSK system is presented. The performance of carrier (on- Air Development Center, Griffiss AFB, N.Y.

off) keyed FSK and phase-shift keyed (PSK) binary systems

operating in an environment of additive, white, Gaussian

are analyzed and compared on the basis of the error prob- 16,999
ability attained as a function of the received signal-to- This report attempts to explain the significance of
noise ratio. Finally, an analysis of modulation methods the polyphase concept and its application to commsunica-
directed at minimum bandwidth PSK systems is presented. tions engineering which, to date, has been treated from a
Recommendations for future investigation are presented. single-phase concept only. The polyphase concept is shown
G. I. R 125 to be of sufficient scope and power to penetrate into ev-

ery domain constituting communication theory and to pro-
vide new applications to old problems such as information

16,996 theory, modulation, antennas, detection, and circuitry.
Grn,96 DFurther outlined are the possibilities of the applicationGreen, D.M. DETECTION OF SIGNALS IN NOISE AND THEofteplpsecnptosuhaassmlilxng

CRITICAL BAND CONCEPT. Contract AF 19(604) 2277, of the polyphase concept to such areas as multiplexing,

AFCRC TR 58 51 & Tech. Rep. 82, April 1958, 78pp. high-power generation, and interference suppression.

Engineering Research Institute, University of Michigan, T. G. I. R 24

Ann Arbor, Mich.

16,996
An attempt was made to use behavioral data as a basis

for a mechanistic and mathematical description of the au- 17,000

ditory frequency analysis process. The critical band the- Licklider, J.C.R. MAN-COMPUTER SY-BIOSIS.

ory is used as an interpretive device in discussing the (r ol t ions, a nd 1960, H n . am r d e 4 -11.

research. An analytic review of research from the areas (Dolt Beranek and Newman, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.).

of masking, frequency discrimination and loudness is pre-

sented and two new experimental studies are reported in 17,000

detail. The first of these concerns detection of multiple This article discusses the closer coupling between
component signals in noise. A model extending the criti- human and electronic members of systems. The aim of
cal band theory is considered in analyzing the results, this closer partnership is to broaden computer function
The second study applies ideas developed in the first to to I) include the facilitation of formulative thinking
a situation where the signal is a sample of noise. Two and 2) to enable men and computers to "cooperate in mak-
parameters of the signal are investigatedt bandwidth and ing decisions and controlling complex situations without
duration. A general model of the receiving mechanism is inflexible dependence on predetermined programs." Re-
proposed. G. I. R 29 sults of preliminary analysis of performance of such a

partnership are discussed.
R 27

16,997
Kamiya, S. ON THE BIOPHYSICS OF VISION. Bull, math.
Biophvsics, 1958, 20, 343-373. (Committee on Mathematical 17,001
Biology, University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.). (Contract Bush, W.R., Kelly, R.B. & Donahue, V.M. PATTERN RECOG-

AT 18(600) 1454, AFOSR TN 58 343). NITION AND DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS. TRF Transactions,
March 1960, HE 1(l), 11-21. (Radio Corporation of
America, Burlington, Mass. & Dunlap and Associates,

16,997 Santa Monica, Calif.).
A photochemical system is considered which is similar

to that of Hecht but which includes an idtermediate sub-
stance between visual purple and visual white. This in- 17,001

termediate is assumed to change the membrane voltage of To establish criteria for predicting human operator

the photoreceptors. A simple model is presented from performance in a map-matching task, 24 Ss were required

which one may calculate the frequency of the impulses to recognize which of four patterns belonged to the

resulting from the application of light. It is found family of a reference pattern presented simultaneously.
that this physicochemical model enables one to account Measure of performance was the time in seconds taken to

for a considerable number of physiological phenomena of make a selection. Four physical measures emerged which
vision, such as light and dark adaptation. By introduc- were selected for use in predicting operator performance.

ing a simple assumption regarding spatial interaction, Suggestions were made for further research.
some psychological variables, such as effect of inten- T. G. 1. R 4
sity, can be accounted for. Other phenomena are dis-
cussed in terms of the model.
G. I. R 27

17,002
16,998 Deininger, R.L. DESIRABLE PUSH-BUTTON CHARACTERISTICS.
Ingram, W.T. THE ENGINEERING BIOTECHNOLOGY OF HANDLING IRETantion&, March 1960, HEEjI(l), 24-30.
WASTES RESULTING FROM A CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM SKIN (Bell Telephone Labs., Inc., Murray Hill, N.J.).
EXCRETIONS PROGRESS REPORT. Contract AF 18(603) 71,
AFOSR Rep. 58 270, Oct. 1957, 8pp. College of Engineering,
New York University, N.Y. 17,002

This paper reported results from a series of studies

16,998 designed to identify characteristics of push-button key-
This report presents a review of skin excretions and sets which contribute to rapid, accurate, and convenient

offers a range of values, as reported by various research operation. Performance with several different sets was

studies, for the various chemical components of sweat, reported. Preference judgments also were obtained and

Comments are offered as to unknown quantities as well as discussed. The importance of individualtdifferences in
to possible effects of skin excretions upon occupants keying performance was pointed out.
of a closed space. Lines for future investigations are T. G. I. R 4
listed.
R8
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17,003 
17,010

Seidenstein, S. & Birmingham, H.P. THE RELATION OF Morrill, C.S. & Sprague, Linda T. OPERATOR PREFERENCESSeidnstin,8. BiringamH.P THERELTIO OFFCR .,¶OVE1AENT COIMPATIB•ILIYY BETWEEN RADAR HAND CONTROL

ELECTRONIC AND OPTICAL DISPLAY GAIN TO SYSTEM PER-

FORMANCE. IRE Transactions, March 1960, HFE I(I), AND DISPLAY SYMBOLOGY. J. apol. Psychol., June 1960,

30-32. (USN Research Lab., Washington, D.C.). 44(3), 137-140. (MIRE Corporation, Bedford, Mass.).

17,010
17,003 To determine whether 1) a radar display is viewed as

To investigate the effect of adjusting display gain a functional representation of antenna movement or as a
on man-machine system performance in a simple aided direct representation of hand control movements, and 2)
tracking system, five Ss were used under conditions in Ss who prefer the direct representation also prefer the
which the effect on error of changing display gain in direction of movement of azimuth-range symbol compatible
each of two ways could be observed. The conditions were? with the movement of the elevation symbol, three groups
I) manipulation of crt sensitivity to system error (elec- of Ss were presented with display and control incorporat-
trical gain), and 2) manipulation of the distance of the ing the relationship to be investigated. Preferences were
display from the operator (optical gain). Results were presented in tables together with Chi-square confidence
discussed as they related to predictions from closed-loop levels.
control system theory. T. I. R 2
T. G. I. R 7

17,011

17,004 Mudd, S.A. K McCormick, E.J. 1HE U!CE (F AUDITORY CUES

Brooks, F.A., Jr. OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE DIAGRAMS. IN A VISUAL SEARCI ' AC•K. J. apol. Psvchol., June 1960,

Tan ti March 1960, FE I(l), 33-34. 4_4(3), 184-18R. (Ps rdue University, lafayette, Ind.).

(Dunlap and Associates, Inc., Stamford, Conn.).

17,004 17,011

This brief note describes a method to facilitate Fifty subjects were assigned randomly to one of five

the development of complex weapons systems by providing conditions designed to answer the following questions?

clear definition of the man-machine relationships which I) Can dimensions of auditory signals significantly reduce

are involved. The diagram indicates the essential in- search time in a dial-reading task? and 2) Can such audi-

teractions among operators, stations, equipments, and tory cues overcome "newspaper" search patterns? A sim-

time. ulated man-machine display of 32 dials was used. Analy-

I. sis of variance was used to compare results across the
five conditions of the independent variable. Recommenda-
tions are made for the use of auditory cues in conjunc-
tion with visual search tasks.
T. I. R 9

17,008
Reynolds, G.5. THE EFFECTS IF SCUES UPON PEU!L.E1,-
SOLVING. J. men, Psychol., Jan. 1960, 62(First Half), 17,013

83-88. (Dept. of S;ocial Relati(,ns, Harvard University, Wiener, N. SUME ND MRAL AND TEW{NICAL CONSEQUENCES OF

Cambridge, Mass.). AUTUtATION. Science, May 1960, 1j2(3410), 1355-1358.
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,

17,008 
Mass.).

The differential effects of stress may vary with
certain aspects of the intellectual activity which are
stressed. The two studies reported here were a further 17,013

demonstration of these effects. In these studies stress The authors' thesis was that machines "can and do
was held constant but the intellectual problem was varied, transcend some of the limitations of their designer" with

Ss were assigned to stress or control groups; the experi- consequences both effective and dangerous. Some of these
mental group was subjected to stress Just prior to ad- consequences were discussed as they arose in the program-
ministration of a second set of problems. Analysis of ming of game-playing machines and of machines with some
variance was used to examine differences in the effect capacity to "learn." The slowness with which the human
of stress on the two types of problems used (space tests operator must act in comparison with the rapidity of the

and mirror-drawing); the differences provided hypotheses machine may nullify control of the machine. Issues raised
about the differential effects of stress, by this disparity in time scales were discussed as they
T. R. 9 occurred in the situation where simultaneous action was

required of machine and human engaged in a joint enter-
prise requiring constant communication. Quasi-moral
issues relating to this situation were raised and dis-
cussed.

17,009
Lubint A. & Osburn, H.G. THE USE OF CONFIGURAL ANALYSIS

FOR THE PREDICTION OF A QUALITATIVE CRITERION. Educ. 17,014
j 1960, X&(2), 275-262. (USA Walter Science. EXUK REVIEWS. Science, June 1960, 121(3417),

Reed Army Institute of Research, Washington, D.C. & 1880-1883.
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Ill.).

17,014
17,009 This is a book review of a volume containing chapters

The purpose of this paper was to "derive configural ont 1) interplanetary rocket trajectories in which the
equations appropriate for the case of K dichotomous items mathematical problems involved are discussed, 2) inter-
and a polychotomous criterion." A polynomial equation, planetary communications in which laws of communication
algebraically identical to the equation used for predic- and recent advances which could lead to interplanetary
tion of a quantitative criterion, was developed for pre- communication are discussed, 3) power supplies for orbital
diction of a qualitative criterion, vehicles, 4) manned space cabin systems in which discus-
T. R 9 sions of the human factor are included, 5) radiation and.

man in space, and 6) nutrition in space flight. There is
an appendix which contains a system for classification or
filing of references, technical papers, and other material
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17,021
17,015 Barlett, C.J., Heermann, E. & Rettig, S. A COMPARISON
NotteImang J.M., Cicals, G.A. & Page, D.E. DEMO0NSTRA- OF SIX DIFFERENT SCALING TECHNIQUES. J. soc. Psychol.,
TIONS OF THE INFUIJENCE OF STIMULUS AND RESPONSE CATE-May 1960, (Second Half), 343-348.
GORIES UPON DIFFERENCE LIMENS. Science, April 1960,

aaL(3405), 983-984. (Princeton University, Princeton,

N.J. & International Telephone and Telephone Laboratories, 17,021

Nutley, N.J.). This study compared the magnetic board technique with
five other scaling techniques. Eighty Ss were randomly
,assigned to the six scaling techniques and were asked to

17,015 rate 20 occupations according to the status and prestige

In the present investigation comparative data were the general public would give them. Scale values obtained

collected systematically for representative types of from the matrix were intercorrelated and the resulting
stimulus and response categories to determine difference matrix factor analyzed to test the hypothesis that the

thresholds for visual velocity discrimination, using the magnetic board technique would give essentially the same

same subjects throughout. Interaction found between values as would be obtained by the other five methods.
types of stimulus and response categories and difference T. R 4
limens were discussed.
G. R 4

17,022
Petrie, A., Collins, W. & Solomon, P. THE TOLERANCE
FOR PAIN AND SENSORY DEPRIVATION. Amer. J. Psychol.,

17,017 March 1960, Lja (I), 80-90. (Harvard Medical School,

Nowell, H.E., Jr. THE SPACE ENVIRONMENT. Science, Boston, Mass.).

Feb. 1960, ;31(3398), 385-390. (National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, Washington, D.C.). 17,022

This study was designed to investigate whether i)

17,017 those aspects of personality changed by pre-frontal lo-

This article considers: 1) the natural environment of botomy differentiate persons with high and low tolerance

the earth's outer atmosphere-extent, composition, pres- for pain, 2) differences in tolerance for pain are par-

sure and density, temperature, ionosphere, magnetic fields alled by differences in perception, and 3) differences

radiation belt, meteors, and electro-magnetic radiations; in tolerance for sensoiy deprivation are paralled by

and 2) space flight environment, accelerations, heating, differences in perception that are the reverse of those

visual and aural background, and psychological environ- associated with tolerance for pain. Seventy-eight sub-

ment. jects participated in the experiments. Subjects were

G. I. compared in terms of E-scores on the Maudsley Personal-
ity Inventcry, of perceptual satiation, tolerance for
pain, satiability, and perception of time.
T. G. R 18 (approx.)

17,018
Chase, J.M. (Ed.). EDITORIALs SOME CONCLUSIONS ABOUT
MAINTENANCE 1958 AND 1959. Aviat. Mech. Bull., Jan.- 17,023

Feb. 1959, VI(5), 3-4. Fillenbaum, S. THE EFFECT OF DISTRIBUTIONAL SKEWING
UPON JUDGMENT WITH FREE CHOICE OF SCALE. AMeL.J.
Psycholo, March 1960, LXXIII(1), 132-136. (University

17,018 of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N.C.).
An editorial, "Some Conclusions About Maintenance,"

summarizes reports of the work of aviation mechanics dur-
ing 1958 and 1959. Results of studies of accidents and 17,023

incidents are summarized, and conclusions sade by the men To examine the effect on judgment of varying the

conducting the study are given. Suggestions are given to distribution of stimuli, 76 Ss were required to Judge the

both management and mechanics for improved performance. slimness-broadness of rectangles projected on a screen.
Subjects were permitted to start making judgments when
ready and to use as many categories as desired. Mean
rating given each rectangle during the first and second

17,019 part of the session was calculated for each S who could
Vanderplas, J.M. SOME TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE OF MULTI- be characterized as showing no, upward, or downward shift
VARIATE DATA. J. sen. Psychol., April 1960, 62(Second in adaptation level. Results were discussed in terms of
Half), 257-268. Helson's theory of adaptation level.

T. R 6

17,019
Two multivariate methods are presented and discussed

in terms of their applicability to psychological studies. 17,024
The methods are Hotelling's T

2 
and multivariate analysis Walls, G.L. "LANDi LAND!". Psvchol. Bull., Jan. 1960,

of variance based on generalizations due to Wishart and .17(l), 29-48. (School of Optometry, University of Cal-
others. There is a note on multivariate analysis of co- ifornia, Berkeley, Calif.).
variance, and cautions in the application of multivariate i
model are given.
T. R 47 17,024

This article presents a critique of Edwin H. Land's
assumption that a new color theory is necessary to explain

17,020 the phenomenon of producing the color spectrum by using
Callaway, E. III & Alexander, J.D., Jr.- THE TEMPORAL red and white filters only. Possible explanations of the
CODING OF SENSORY DATA: AN INVESTIGATION OF TWO THEORIES. phenomenon compatible with classical color theory are pre-
J. aen. Psychol., April 1960, k2(Second Half), 293-309. sented.

R 16

17,020
The authors present evidence concerning two theories

of sensory data reductions the Scan Theory and the 17,025
Neuronic Shutter Theory. The first theory postulates Boneau, C.A. THE EFFECTS OF VIOLATIONS OF ASSUMTIONS
a continuous sampling of sensory data and was tested UN4DERLYING THE t TEST. P.u Jan. 1960, 57(1)9
in two experiments; the second theory postulates a 49-64. (Duke University, Durham, N.C.).
discontinuous sampling of sensory data. An experiment
to test the latter theory was devised and results are
discussed.
T. G. I. R 14 IV - 166



17,025 17,029
The lack of power which characterizes nonparametric This paper discusses a general method for multiple

tests of significance is a decided handicap. Evidence in comparisons which can be applied to a variety of measures.

the literature that the ordinary j and F tests of signifi- The "method of adjusted significance levels" uses the

cance may be nearly immune to violation of assumptions "layer" method of testing. The rate of error is con-

that underlie their use is examined, and a random sampling trolled Pxpertmentwise. Detailed procedures are outlined

study is performed on an electronic computer. Results of for the multiple comparison of proportions, variances,
the sampling study are presented as a series of frequency and for an example of nonparametric comparison of sample

distributions which provide rapid comparison of the extent medians.
to which empirical distributions conform to the theoreti- T. R 9
cal. The following combinations of variance forms were
considereds 1) those possible when both samples are from
normal distributions but variances and sample sizes vsry1
2) samples from non-normal distributions where both sam- 17,030

ples are from the same type of distribution; 3) samples Coombs, C.H. A THEORY OF DATA. Psychol. RBe., May 1960,

from two different kinds of population. T. 0. R 22 27(3), 143-159. (University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
Mich.).

17,026 
17,030

Humphreys, L.G. NOTE ON THE MULTITRAIT-MULTINETHOD MA- The author proposes to provide a "foundation for

TRIX. Psychol. Bull., Jan. 1960, E(1), 86-88. (Univer- models of psychological measurement and classify, sys-

sity of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.). tematize, and interrelate them." The methodologies of
psychophysics, mental testing, attitude scaling, latent
structure analysis, scalogram analysis, preferential

17,026 choice behavior, rating scales, factor analysis, and

This note is intended to supplement an article by multidimensional psychophysics are organized under the

Campbell and Fiske (13,344), and to point out a desirable proposed schema. Psychological distance observations are

direction for further research. The author suggests in- classified according to a four-category system. A brief

creasing the number of methods which measure a given glossary of terms is included.

trait as a potentially useful tool for test construction. T. I. R 31
T. R 2

17,031

17,027 Kaiser, H.F. DIRECTIONAL STATISTICAL DECISIONS.

Wallace, M. & Rabin, A.I. TEMPORAL EXPERIENCE. Ps .j.-. Psychol. Rev., May 1960, 67(3), 160-167. (University of

Bull., May 1960, 57(3), 213-236. (Michigan State Univer- Illinois, Urbana, Ill.).

sity, East Lansing, Mich.).
17,031

The purposes of this paper were 1) to point out an

17,027 apparently common logical error in the statistical inter-

This review surveys many of the recent studies on i) pretation given to results of two-sided tests of statisti-

time perception and 2) time perspective including the cal hypotheses, and 2) to outline an appropriate treatment

theoretical and methodological aspects of these studies, of the problem with which two-sided statistical tests are

The major categories of these studies aret 1) development- concerned and to compare this with the one-sided test.

al aspects of the concept of time and time perception; 2) The relationship of the present discussion to the contro-

the passage of time; 3) passage of time and personality versy over one-sided vs. two-sided tests was pointed out.

variables; 4) temporal experiences in psychopathology; Statistical interpretation and development developed pri-

5) temporal experience under special conditions; 6) phy- marily from the decision-theoretic position of Wald.

siological correlates of the experience of time; 7) the G. I. R 18

concept of time perspective. Implications for further in-
vestigation of an empirical and experimental nature are
discussed.
R many

17,032
Diamond, A.L. A THEORY OF DEPRESSION AND ENHANCEMENT IN
THE BRIQiTNESS RESPONSE. Psvchol. Rev-, May 1960, §7(3),

Woh1will, J.F. DEVELOPMENTAL STUDIES OF PERCEPTION. 168-199. (Psychological Research Center, University of

Psychol. Bull., July 1960, 57(4), 249-288. (Clark Uni- Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii).

versity, Worcester, Mass.).
17,032

The theory presented in this paper sets out to ex-

17,028 plain psychophysical depression and enhancement in terms
Increasing interest in the problem of the ontogenetic of physiological inhibition occurring between on fibers

development of perception suggested the timeliness of a and off fibers. The physiological explanation for the
review of the literature of this field. The review was effect is presented and discussed in terms of past studies
limited to experimental studies involving comparisons on the subject. The assumptions and basic formulations
among two or more age groups. Following a discussion of of the theory including the physiological assumptions
methodological problems, the studies were reviewed under which include elemental concepts of on activity, off

these headingsi sensory thresholds; illusions; orienta- spontaneous activity, inhibition of on fibers, inhibition

tion and localization; the constancies, depth, form, num- of off fibers, physiological field concepts, and physiolo-

bar, movement time; and perceptual learning. Major de- gical-psychophysical assumptions are also presented. The

velopmental trends which were uncovered in the review were conclusion reviews both the negative and positive aspects
discussed. of the theory and the implications of the theory.

T. G. I. R 169 G.I. R 24

17,029 17,033
Ryan, T.A. SIGNIFICANCE TESTS FOR MJLTIPLE COMPARISON Audley, R.J. A STOCHASTIC MODEL FOR INDIVIDUAL QCOICE
OF PROPORTIONS, VARIANCES, AND OTHER STATISTICS. Ely- BEHAVIOR. Psvchol. Rey., Jan. 1960, A7(l), 1-15.

chol Bull., July 1960, 57(4), 318-328. (Cornell Uni- (University College, London, England).
versity, Ithaca, N.Y.).
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17,033
A stochastic model is presented which is concerned 17,037

with the interrelations of response variables observed Foley, P.J. & Dewis, E.V.T. PACING RATE AND WARNING
in choice situations. A mathematical model is derived SIGNAL IN SERIAL SIMPLE REACTION TIME. Canad. J. Ps-
for a class of experimentst those in which knowledge of 1b2L., March 1960, 14(I), 7-12. (Defence.Research Mad-
outcome or correctness of response is not available to ical Labs., Toronto, Ontario, Canada).
the subject until after the choice has been made. Prop-
erties of the model are compared with empirical data from
psychophysical discrimination situations, preference and 17,037
conflict situations, and learning in choice situations. This study was designed to investigate whether the
The author's purpose is to "indicate the potentialities foreperiod in a simple reaction time is a true foreperiod
of the approach" rather than to make specific tests. effect or a product of the different pacing rates used.
T. R 18 Three methods of presentation in a serial reaction time

task were used at each of four periods of stimulus pre-
sentations. The effect of the foreperiod on the stimulus
was defined in terms of the results obtained.17,034 T.0. I. R 4

Murdock, B.B., Jr. THE DISTINCTIVENESS OF STIMULI.

Psychol. Rev.9 Jan. 1960, 67(1), 16-31. (University of
Vermont, Burlington, Vt.).

17,034
A simple means for quantifying stimulus distinctive- 17,038

ness was suggested. The method applies only to stimuli Shewchuk, L.A. & Zubek, J.P. A TECHNIQUE OF INTERMITTENT
which vary in one direction, (magnitude or intensity) in STIMULATION FOR MEASUREMENT OF TACTUAL SENSITIVITY: AP-

this study. Three experiments were reported. Stimuli PARATUS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS. Qanad, J. Psychol.9
were 1,000 cycle tones of varying intensities over a 40 db March 1960, J4(l), 29-37. (University of Manitoba,
range. Three related studies were reported from the lit- Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada).
erature. Predicted percentage of correct responses (D%)
was presented as an equal-interval scale and evidence for 17,038
its validity was presented. Application of the scale to Described here is a tactile stimulator and a method
serial learning phenomena was discussed. The D scale and of investigating the discriminatory or resolving powers of
its applications were considered as an approximation of the skin by means of a "flicker" technique. The proce-
use in studying problems pertaining to distinctiveness of dure consists of producing an interrupted stream of air
stimuli, at a specified pressure whose frequency can be systemati-
T. R 24 cally increased until the S reports a constant sensation

of pressure on some specified part of the skin. The fre-
quency at which the constant sensation occurs is referred
to as a critical frequency of percussion (c.f.p.). Also

17,035 described is a preliminary study in which the c.f.p. of
Pritchard, R.M., Heron, W. & Hebb, D.O. VISUAL PERCEP- the fingertips of ten Ss was determined.
TION APPROACHED BY THE METHOD OF STABILIZED INAGES. G. 1. R 3
Canad. J. Psvchol., June 1960, 14(2), 67-77. (McGill
University, Quebec, Canada).

17,039
17,035 Uttal, W.R. THE THREE-STIMULUS PROBLEM: A FURTHER

Results of studies of the Ditchburn-Riggs effect ob- COMPARISON OF NEURAL AND PSYCHOPHYSICAL RESPONSES IN THE
tained with stabilized images showed the usefulness of SOMESTHETIC SYSTEM. '. Q12. hsQl. Psychol., Feb.
this effect as a new approach to the analysis of visual 1960, 53(1), 42-46. (IBM ResearchiCenter, Yorktown
perception. A collimater device carried on a tightly Heights, N.Y.).
fitting contact lens was used to compensate for retinal-
image motion caused by involuntary eye movements. Con-
trol observations were also made in which the same tar-
gets were viewed through the contact lens and collimater 17,039
system by the S but without stabilization of the image. To determine the actual contribution of the spacing
The phenomena observed under these conditions were pre- and amplitude of compound action potential to the subjec-
sented. The phenomena were discussed as they relate to tive estimate of intensity, the subjective estimates of a
Gestalt theory and to the theory of cell assemblies or triple electrical stimulus and the actual neural responses
trace systems. in the ulnar nerve of four subjects were recorded underI. R 32 identical conditions. Three stimuli were used on four

subjects with the stimuli patterns consisting of 27
spacing configurations. The psychophysical method of
magnitude estimation was used. The implications and role
of temporal spacing and amplitude on coding were dis-

17,036 cussed.
Bryden, M.P. TACHISTOSCOPIC RECOGNITION OF NON-ALPHABE- T. G. R 7
TICAL MATERIAL. Canad. J. Psvchol., June 1960, 14(2),
78-86. (McGill University, Quebec, Canada).

17,040
17,036 Uttal, W.R. INHIBITORY INTERACTION OF RESPONSES TO

Letters have been used as stimulus materials in com- ELECTRICAL STIMULI IN THE FINGERS. . colparing tachistoscopic perception in right and left visual PYortw Feb. 1960Y.3(1)

fields. Results of three experiments using simple geo- Yorktown Heights N.Y.
metric forms under various conditions were reported in
this study. A total of 84 Ss participated in experiments 17,040
in which 1) geometric forms were presented in both visual To explore the interaction of two stimuli impinging
fields simultaneously; 2) geometric forms were presented upon the fingers, two subjects reported the presence of
successively in one field or the other; and 3) the effect shock to any of five fingers by naming fingers at which
of manipulation of order in which S reports the material shock was felt. Ninety tests of various combinations of
on recognition scores was studied. Results were discussed masking and masked fingers were presented five times for .a
as they relate to problems of serial order, role of imme- total of 15 sessions for each subject. The results are
diate memory, and use of letters as compared with use of related to previous experiments in the field of peripheral
geometric forms. coding of sensory magnitude with an attempt to relate the
T. R 6 physiological and psychophysical data.

1G. I. R 10
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17,044
To determine the extent to which muscular tension

17,041 and ergographic performance are affected by set toward
White, B.W. & Mueser, Gayle E. ACCURACY IN RECONSTRUCT- and ergwgraphic berfone are afc by s owr
INS THE ARRANGEMENT OF ELEAENTS GENERATING KINETIC amount of work to be done, two experimental and four con-
DEPTH DISPLAYS. J. exp, Psychol., July 1960, 60(l), trol conditions which involved lifting blocks of equal

1 ( weight but different volumes were used. The experimental
i-ch. (Lincoln Lab., Massachusetts Institute of conditions were: 1) visual cues altered with large-size
Technology, Cambridge, Mass.), weight presented first with change to small-size weight,

and 2) small-size weight presented before large-size

17,041 weight. The control conditions were: 1) no visual cues of

The factors that affect the accuracy with which in- weights lifted, 2) constant visual cues with all large-

formation about the arrangement of objects in depth can size weights, 3) no visual cues, and 4) constant visual

be transmitted to human observers through two-dimensional cues with all small-size weights. A discussion of the

moving displays were explored. Pegs were mounted in a results and the psychologicaland physiological aspects

4x5 rectangular matrix on a turntable and the subjects of the study followed.

viewed the moving shadows cast upon a screen as the turn- T. R 9

table revolved. Two- and five-element displays in which
the elements were identical or different in size and

shape and which varied in spacing were used both with and

without reference marks. The task was to reproduce the 17,045
patterns under various display conditions--varied ex- Shelly, M.W., 1I. EFFECTS OF INCREMENTS OF REINFORCE-

posure time, speeds of rotation, eccentricity and direc- MENT IN HUMAN PROZ1ABILITY LEARNING. J. exn. Psvchol.,

tion of movement, and giving the subject control vs. ex- June 1960, ý_Q(6) 345-350. (USN Office of Naval Research,
perimenter's control of movement. Wushington, D.c.
T. I. R 16

17,045
To investigate how the relative fooquency of a re-

17,042 sponse which has some fixed probability of a reinforcement

Yntema, D.B. & Mueser, Gayle E. REMBiSERING THE is affected when there are variations in the probability

PRESENT STATES OF A NUMBER OF VARIABLES. J. exp. of reinforcement of alternative responses, 170 Ss were

Psychol., July 1960, 60(i), 18-22. (Lincoln Lab., presented with three alternatives and required to predict

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Camhridge, Mass.), which of the three would be correct on a given trial.
Seventeen conditions were used with ten different Ss serv-
ing in each condition. Two types of reinforcement, con-

17,042 tingent and noncontingent, were used. Results were dis-

To study some aspects of memory, eight Ss were re- cussed as they related to predictions based on a general-

quired to remember the present state of 2, 3, 4, 6, or 8 ization of the meaning of proportionality for two alter-

variables. In one case all variables had the same set native responses.
of four possible states; in the other, each variable had T. G. R 5
its own exclusive set of four states. A series of mes-
sages, each giving the state of one variable, was read to

the S, who recorded the information on a bourd containing
a space for each variable. A door covered the space and 17,046
was opened only for recording purposes. At random inter- Pollack, I. IDENTIFICATION OF VISUAL CORRELATIONAL
vals during the messages, questions were asked as to what SCATTERPLOTS. J. exu. Psochol., June 1960, 592(6),
was behind one of the doors. The fraction of questions 351-360. (USAF Operational Applications Lab., AFCRC,
answered correctly was analyzed as function of number of Bodfurd, Mass.).
variables, kind of attributes, and number of intervening
questions and messages.
T. G. R 6 17,046

The present paper described studies with a visual cor-
relational display which provides a "useful tool for the

17,043 study of dynamic shape perception and the behavioral test-
Kaess, W. & Zeaman, D. POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE KNOWLEDGE ing of statistical hypotheses." Visual correlational
OF RESULTS ON A PRESSEY-TYPE PUNCHESARD. J. exp. scattergrams were presented on an oscilloscope, Ss (16,
Eschol., July 1960, 60(1) 12-17. (University of over eight experimental series) were required to identify
Connecticut, Storrs, Conn.S. one of two correlated distributions as being the reference

or a higher correlation. Duration, size and sampling
characteristics of the display, and upper cutoff frequency

17,043 of the noise distribution were Investigated. Results were
To study the influence of positive and negative know- discussed as they related to the S's task as "a tester of

ledge of results and the importance of behavioral feed- alfernative statistical hypotheses under conditions of

back on learning, a modified Pressey-typ.e punchboard was varyig reliability of the display information."
used to answer multiple-choice test items concerned with T. G. R 4

the definition of psychological terms. One set of 30
items, repeated five times in varying sequences, made up
five trials. Negative information was manipulated by
varying the number of item-choices (one through five) for 17,047

Pearson,. R.G. & Hauty, G.T. ROLE OF POSTURAL EXPERI-the first triall all following trials had five Item- ERCES IN PROPRICCEPTIVE PERCEPTION OF VERTICALITY. •
choices. Equated groups of subjects were assigned to each
condition. In a second experiment, relnfrrcement value of ex_. Psuchol., June 1960, 59(6), 425-428. (Carnegie

actually punching on the board was manipulated by present- Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, Penn.).

Ing the correct choice underlined in red for the first
trial versus punching the correct choice. Rate of learn- 17,047
Ing was analyzed. T. G. R 8 To determine the effects of adaptation imbalance and

of increased delay at tilt on error or perceived verti-
cality, 96 Ss were tested on a lateral tilt chair for er-
ror in perception of the vertical. The task consisted of

17,044 20 trials in which experimental variables were: 1) alter-
Jarrard, L.E. THE ROLE OF VISUAL CUES IN THE PERFORM- nation or directional sequence of tilt within each of two
ANCE OF ERGOGRAPHIC WORK. J. exo sychol., July 1960, magnitudes of tilt, 2) two tilt magnitudes, and 3) three
0(l), 57-63. (Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pitts- conditions of delay at tilt. Results were discussed as

burgh, Penn.). they related to the question of relative importance of
proprioceptive learningas compared with sensory adapta-
tion.
T. G. R 5
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17,048 17,052
McConnell, D. & Shelly, M.W. TRACKING PERFORMANCE ON A Lit, A. THE MAGNITUDE OF THE PULFRICH STEREOPHENOMEPN
SEQUENCE OF STEP FUNCTIONS WHICH APPROACHES A CONTINUOUS AS A FUNCTION OF TARGET VELOCITY. J. ex2 . Psichol.,
FUNCTION AS A LIMIT. J. exp. Psychoi., May 1960 52(5), March 1960, 59(3), 165-175. (Vision Research Labs.,
312-320. (Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio$. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.).

17,048 17,052
To determine the relationship between error in track- This paper reported continuing research designed toing a continuous function and error in tracking a discrete obtain systematic data on stimulus variables that influ-function which approaches the continuous function in limit, ence the magnitude of the Pulfrich effect. Measurements

five Ss performed under 36 conditions of five-second warm- of near and far displacements of a black vertical rod
up followed by 60 seconds of scored tracking. Two types were obtained under each of 11 target velocities, using
of underlying signals, random and triangular, were used. two Ss in a total of 22 experimental sessions each. Re-
Results discussed the distribution and function of error sults were analyzed in terms of an hypothesized absolute
In relation to type of signals tracked. visual latent period, the magnitude of which was assumed
T. G. 1. R 12 to be an inverse function of level of retinal illuminance.

Results were discussed as they related to predictions
based on the geometrical theory of the Pulfrich effect.

17,049 1. G. 1. R 10
Indow, T. & Uchizono, T. MULTIDIMENSIONAL MAPPING OF
MUNSELL COLORS VARYING IN HUE AND CHROMA. J. exi.
Psyxhgl., May 1960, .t(5), 321-329, (Keto University,
Tokyo, Japan). 17,053

Hillix, W.A. VISUAL PATTERN IDENTIFICATION AS A
17,049 FUNCTION OF FILL AND DISTORTION. J. exp. Ps2chol.,

March 1960, ;4(3), 192-197. (University of Missouri,To investigate the possibility that differences per- Columbia, Mo.).
ceived among surface colors are adequately represented by
distances in a real Euclidean space, 21 colors (from the
Munsell system of notation), varying in hue and saturation 17,053
with lightness kept constant, were used. Differences per- The purpose of this study was to identify what char-
ceived between a standard and each of the colors were con- acteristics of a stimulus make it difficult to identify.
verted into spatial distance by moving them one by one. Subjects (six groups of 20 each) were asked to select from
The method of multidimensional scaling was applied to the alternative stimuli that one most like a standard; "cor-
obtained matrix which had as elements ratio scales of the rect" stimuli were produced by some rearrangement of thedifferences between all possible pairs of colors. The- standard. Stimuli consisted of a ten by ten grid, a pro-data for one trained and three naive subjects were ana portion of which had been filled in. Variations consisted
lyzed separately for each experience level and were coma of changed amount of "fill" and "distortion" produced by
pared with expected Munsell system locationsd altered place of random elements. Results were reported
G. I. R 14 in terms of average proportion of correct response for

each level of "fill" and "distortion" and in terms of

mean time per response. Effects of "fill," "distortion,"
and their interactions were discussed as they related to

17,050 perceptual difficulty.
Indow, T. & Kanazawa, K. MULTIDIMENSIONAL MAPPING OF T. G. I. R 6
MUNSELL COLORS VARYING IN HUE, CHROMA, AND VALUE.
J. exo. Psychol., May 1960, 59(5), 330-336. (Keio
University, Tokyo, Japan).

17,054
Botwinick, J., Robbin, J.S. & Brinley, J.F. AGE

17,050 DIFFERENCES IN CARD-SORTING PERFORMANCE IN RELATION
To investigate the basic postulates of the psychologi- TO TASK DIFFICULTY, TASK SET, AND PRACTICE. J. exp.

cal color solid (Munsell), tridimensional mapping of Psvchol., Jan. 1960, _2(1), 10-18. (National Institute
colors over a considerable range was attempted. The sense of Mental Health, Bethesda, Md.).
distances between all possible pairs of 24 colors, vary-
ing in hue, saturation, and lightness, were scaled by the
method of multiple-ratio judgment and by procedures of ad-
justing the differences, if any, in the unit by which sub- 17,054
jects converted color distances into spatial distances. Two groups, 65 to 81 years and 19 to 35 years, were
Then multidimensional scaling was applied to the matrix, studied while each subject performed in a series of three
Pooled data from four subjects, two experienced and two experiments involving card sorting tasks. The experiments
naive, were used. The results were compared with expec- involvedt 1) levels of card sorting difficulty defined
tancy from the Munsell system. by the number of stimulus cards or slots that were sorted,
G. I. R 13 2 an analysis of age differences as they affected changes

in the task set or card sorting habit, and 3) an analysis
of age differences as they related to the complexity of
the task. Also investigated were the roles of education

17,051 and consecutive sorting trials in relation to the task
Miller, Caryl-Ann & Engen, T. CONTEXT EFFECTS ON AB- variables.
SOLUTE JUDGMENTS OF LENGTH. SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT. J. T. G. R 12
exo. Psychol., April 1960, _(4), 276-277. (Brown
University, Providence, R.I.).

17,051
This brief note reported an extension of a previous 17,055

study of context effects in which other investigators had Kimmel, H.D. THE RELATIONSHIP 1ETWEEN DIRECTION AMD
used judgments made on pitch (Campbell, T.C., Lewis, N.A. AMOUNT OF STIMULUS CHANGE AND AMOUNT OF PERCEPTUAL
& Hunt, W.A. "Context Effects With Judgmental Language DISPARITY RESPONSE. ,._Cxa. Psychol., Jan. 1960,
That Is Absolute, Extensive, and Extra-Experimentally An- 59(1), 68-72. (University of Florida, Gainesville,
chored." J. exo. Psychol.p 1958, 5, 220-228). To fur- Fla.).
ther reduce the arbitrariness of the response system, the
present authors investigated absolute judgment of line
length. Results were reported for 40 subjects, each of
whom made a total of 75 judgments of nine different line
lengths. Results were compared with those reported in
the previous study.
G. R 3
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17,055
fo determine whether the amount of perceptual dispar-

ity response (PDR) is a function of the amount and/or di- 17,059

rection of the discrepancy between expected and actual Pollack, I. TEMPORAL SAMPLING PARAMETERS OF INTERAURAL

stimulation, 96 Ss were assigned randomly to 15 experi- NOISE CORRELATIONS. J. acousta Soc. Apier.o July 1960,

mental groups.. An auditory stimulus (1000 cps tone of 2 795-799. (USAF Operational Applications Lab.,

four-seconds duration) was used during a conditioning AFCRC, Bedford, Mass.).

series of 20 trials and was changed for an extinction
series. Thirteen different amounts of change in inten- 17,059
sity were used, and amount of GSR, correct for effect of How well does the auditory system piece together suc-
stimulus intensity differences, was used to measure the cessive packets of information distributed In time? To
PDR occurring on first trial with changed intensity. Re- provide an experimental analysis of this question, the
sults were discussed as they related to findings from identification of interaural noise correlations, sampled
similar studies. in time, was selected as the task. Two correlations, a
T. G. R 6 reference and a variable, were first established and the

listener asked to identify which of the two was presented.
Seven listeners were tested over a variety of temporal
sampling periods. The data were analyzed in an effort to

17,056 find optimal temporal distributions for the identification
Slamecka, N.J. RETROACTIVE INHIBITION OF CONNECTED of interaural noise correlations wherein temporal dis-
DISCOURSE AS A FUNCTION OF PRACTICE LEVEL. J. exc. tribution is more effective than a single uninterrupted
Psychol., Feb. 1960, •9(2)v 104-108. (University of package of binaural information.
Vermont, Burlington, Vt.). T. G. R 5

17,056
This study was designed to test the effect of varying 17,060

degrees of practice upon the recall of connected dis- Knight, J.J. & Coles, R.R.A. DETERMINATION OF THE
courses. Each of the 36 Ss used served in four 40- HEARING THRESHOLDS OF NAVAL RECRUITS IN TERMS OF
minute sessions. Each session followed the retroactive BRITISH AND AMERICAN STANDARDS. J. acoust. Soc. Amer.,
inhibition paradigm which consisted of original learning, July 1960, 32(7), 800-804. (Wernher Research Unit on
interpolated learning, and relearning of the original Deafness & Royal Naval Personnel Researfh Committee,
learning. The materials were eight 20-word sentertes. MRC, London, England).
A mixed factorial design was used with three levels of
original learning (2, 4, and 8 trials) and three levels
of interpolated learning (0, 4, and 8 trials). The re- 17,060
lation of the results to serial learning of unconnected A group of 111 naval recruits was examined to deter-
material was discussed. mine the hearing thresholds of recruits in terms of Brit-

t. R w c ish and American standards. A commercial audiometer was
used to determine pure-tone thresholds over the range of
frequencies 0.25 to 8 kc. To test the effects of practice
and motivation on the auditory threshold, the hearing
level of the group was compared with that of 15 highly

179057 motivated and practiced observers. Analysis of the re-
Namikas, G. & Archer, E.J. MOTOR SKILL TRANSFER AS A sults was reported on 74 members of the group. A discus-
FUNCTION OF INTERTASK INTERVAL AND PRETRANSFER TASK sion of the results and the relation of the work to other
DIFFICULTY. J. exo. Psvchol., Feb. 1960, D9(2), 109- hearing surveys and laboratory measurements followed.
112. (University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisc.). T. R 18

17,057
This study was concerned with the effect of varying

the intertask interval upon negative transfer in a pur- 17,061
suit-rotor task. Twelve conditions with ten Sn in each Creelman, C.D. DETECTION OF SIGNALS OF UNCERTAIN FRE-
condition were tested with all Ss given 20 training and QJENCY. J acoust, Soc, AMer., July 1960, 32(7), 805-
20 transfer trials. The Ss trained on either the 40, 60, 210. Ni sity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.).
or 80 rpm speed and had rest intervals of either 2, 4, 8,
or 16 minutes. All Ss were then transferred to the 60
rpm speed for 20 trials. The findings were examined in 17,061
terms of difficulty of the task and as a function of the Theoretical models for frequency sensitivity in human
length of the intertask interval, observers were discussed. One decision procedure for a
T. G. R 3 miltiple-filter model was considered in some detail for a

general model for decision situations in which each
available response is tied to more than one of the pos-
sible signal alternatives. Two experiments were conduct-
ed in an attempt to choose between a sweeping-filter and

17,058 a multiple-filter model. Detection in a two-alternative
Helson, H. & Nash, Myrtle C. ANCHOR, CONTRAST, AND forced-choice experiment in which the signal could be
PARADOXICAL EFFECTS. J. exp. Psychol., Feb. 1960, one of two possible signals was measured over a range of
.9(2), 113-121. (University of Texas, Austin, Tex. & frequency separations. Results were compared with pre-
Southwestern at Memphis, Memphis, Tenn.). dictions derived from the model.

G. R 10

17,058
This study attempted to deal with the paradoxical

distance effect, lightness contrast, and anchor effects
by means of a single theoretical model. Seven conditions 17,062

Kryter, K.D. SPEECH BANDWIDTH COMPRESSION THROUGHoJudgment of weights were presented to eight groups of SPECTRUM SELECTION. J. acoust. Soc. Amer., May 1960,
five subjects each. The weights were presented to the 32(5), 547-556. (Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc.,
subjects in ascending and descending order with the
weights judged singly and Judged following either a 90- Cambridge, Mass.).
or a 900-gram background stimulus. The type of resulting
displacements were discussed and a single explanatory
model was defended in terms of the results.
T. G. R 9
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17,062 17,067

The present study was designed to further investigate As one of a series of investigations into the relation

the question as to how much and what portions of the between loudness and duration of tonal pulses, threshold

speech spectrum can be eliminated before speech intelli- change was measured as a function of various durations

gibility is reduced below an acceptable level. Six Ss (300 to 3 msec.) of a noise signal and for tonal pulses

were given 40 hours of testing time on phonetically-bal- shorter than the click-pitch (3 to 0.1 msec.) threshold.

anced words before tests conducted with unfiltered speech Further investigations of the critical time limit between

and with speech filtered by bandpass filters of 1) 100- "duration range of pure tone" and "duration range of in-

7000 cps; 2) 100-1600 cps; 3) 500-2000 cps; 4) 1000-2500 creasing noise sensation" were carried out. The results

cps; and 5) various configurations of one, two, or three were analyzed and compared with previous findings per-

bandpass filters, each 500 cps wide. Using constant speed tinent to pure tones with durations between 300 msec. and

Intelligibility as the criterion, results were discussed the click-pitch threshold.

in terms of total "effective" bandwidth requirements for T. G. R 16

both multiple pass and continguous pass band systems.
T. G. I. R 12

17,068

17,064 Miskolczy-Fodor, F. RELATION BETWEEN LOUDNESS AND DURA-

Sakai, T. & Inoue, S. NEW INSTRUMENTS AND METhODS FOR TION OF TONAL PULSES. III. RESPONSE IN CASES OF AB-
SPEECH ANALYSIS. J. acoust, Soc. Amer., April 1960, 32 NORMAL LOUDNESS FUNCTION. J. acoust. Soc. Amer., April
(4), 441-450. (Kyoto University, Kyoto$ Japan). 1960, 32(4), 486-492. (Research Dept., New York Eyeand Ear Infirmary, New York, N.Y.).

17,064
The authors described three new instruments for the 17,068

analysis of speech based on zero-crossing waves. Analy- The previously determined relation between time-
sis of speech (Japanese) by these instruments was com- threshold and loudness (see 17,067) was investigated in
pared with analysis by a Sonagraph, using natural wave cases of pathological loudness response. The observer In-
forms. The new instruments included devices to analyze cluded cases with complete recruitment and some cases of
automatically the zero-crossing interval, to display the mixed deafness. Both time-threshold measurements and bin-
zero-crossing waves in three-dimensional form, and to aural loudness matching measurements were made. The re-
make a visible pattern of the zero-crossing waves. Re- sults were compared with previous findings on normal
sults of analysis of vowels, of some characteristics of hearing observers. Experimentally induced abnormal loud-
groups of consonants, and of the discrimination of nasal ness responses in normal hearing observers was accom-
consonants were presented. plished and time-threshold measurements were obtained in
T. G. I. R 4 an additional effort to verify the results. The signifi-

cance of time-threshold determinations and their limita-
tions of practical applicability for loudness measurements
were discussed.

17,065 T.G. R 26
Lieberman, P. SOME ACOUSTIC CORRELATES OF WORD STRESS IN
AMERICAN ENGLISHJ.J acoust., me .2 ., April 1960, 2
(4), 451-454. (Air Force Cambridge Research Center,
L. G. Hanscom Field, Bedford, Mass.). 17,069

Ward, W.D. RECOVERY FROM HIGH VALUES OF TEMPORARY
THRESHOLD SHIFT. J. acoust. Soc. Amer., April 1960,

17,065 3() 9-0.(eerhCneLsAgls al

To investigate the "relevance of changes in the fun- "Z(4), 497-500. (Research Center, Los Angeles, Calif.).

dsmental frequency, envelope amplitude, and duration to
mechanical recoglition of the stressed syllable in English
stress pairs", 25 noun-verb pairs were recorded by 16 17,069
speakers. The fundamental frequency, relative amplitude, To determine rate of recovery from high values of
duration, and integral of the amplitude with respect to temporary threshold shift (TTS), 12 normal observers
time of stressed and unstressed syllables were measured, were exposed to noise that produced at least 50 db of
and a simple binary automatic stress recognition program TTS measured two minutes after cessation of the noise.
was devised. Stress judgments made with this program The TTS was measured at regular intervals until recov-
ware compared with perceived patterns for agreement. ery was complete. The results were shown graphically.
T. G. I. R 5 G. R 7

17,066
Pollack, I., Rubenstein, H. & Decker, L. ANALYSIS OF
INCORRECT RESPONSES TO AN UNKNOWN MESSAGE SET. J.
acolst, Soc. Amer., April 1960, 32(4), 454-457. (USAF 17,070
Operational Applicatidns Lab., AFCRC, Bedford, Mass.). Jerger, J.F., Tillman, T.W. & Peterson, J.L. MASKING BY

OCTAVE BANDS OF NOISE IN NORtMAL AND IMPAIRED EARS. L.

17,066 aoust,._50c._Amer. , March 1960, 3U(3), 385-390. (North-
The present study supplements a previous study (13, western University, Evanston, Ill.).

097) in which correct responses of listeners to eight-w
word and 144-word messages presented in noise were ex-
amined. Incorrect responses given by listeners to the
144-word message set were analyzed here. Incorrect re- 17,070
sponses were analyzed in terms of the word-frequency dis- To investigate the Contention that the phenomenon of
tribution and of the proportion of incorrect responses auditory masking could be used to distinguish among dif-
which were nonsense responses. Those measures were then ferent kinds of hearing loss, the pure-tone masking pro-
related to speech-to-noise ratio and to stimulus-word duced at 11 test frequencies by three octave bands of
frequency. thermal noise at each of two effective levels was studied
T. G. R 4 in six groups of subjects--20 normal hearing, 20 normal

hearing but with plugs in external canal, 10 with bilat-
eral otitis media, 10 elderly bilateral sensori-neural
losses due to presbycusis, and 20 with sound loss but due

17,067 to cochlear lesion. Masked threshold sound pressure
Miskolczy-Fodor, F. RELATION BETWEEN LOUDNESS AND DURA- levels were compared among the six groups for distinguish-
TION OF TONAL PULSES. II. RESPONSE OF NORMAL EARS TO ing characteristics.
SOUNDS WITH NOISE SENSATION. J. acoust. Soc. Amer., T. G. 1. R 12
April 1960, I.(4), 482-486i (Research Dept., New York
Eye and Ear Infirmary, New York, N.Y.).
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Some of the acoustical problems involved in mechanical

17,071 
and synthesis are examined and a gen-

ward, W.0., Glorig, A. & Selters, W. TEMPORARY THRESHOLD speech recognitionansyteiarexmedndag-
eral model is presented that suggests one method of ap-

SHIFT IN A CHANGING NOISE LEVEL. 21.Ac _.--proach to these problems. As a recognizer, the proposed

Feb. 1960, (2), 235-237. (Research Center, Los Angeles model accepts a speech wave at its input and generates a

Calif.). 
sequence of phonetic symbols at its output; as a synthe-

sizer it accepts a sequence of symbols at its input and

17,071 
generates a speech wave. Coupling between the acoustical

To test if there is a numerical summation of exposures speech signals and the machine is achieved through 
two

of high to lower noise levels which would rule out any peripheral units' air analogy filter set or equivalent

simple explanation of temporary threshold shift, 13 men and a model of the vocal tract. Similarities between per-

were exposed to 1200-2400 cps octave band noise under formance of the machine and the behavior of human genera-

three schedulest 1) 30 minutes of exposure to 105 db SPL tors and receivers of speech are discussed. An experi-

followed by 180 minutes of recovery in silence; 2) 30 mental study based on this general analysis approach is

minutes of noise at 105 db SPL followed by 180 minutes of described in an appendix. G. 1. R 20

exposure to 95 db SPLI 3) 210 minutes of exposure to 95 db

SPL. The Ss were divided into three groups with the

schedule given in different order with one week between

tests. A discussion of the findings and the problems in- 17,075

volved in construction an "acoustic dosimeter" followed. Ward, W.D. LATENT AND RESIDUAL EFFECTS IN TEMPORARY

G. 
THRESHOLD SHIFT. J. prQ $ _., Jan. 1960, U (l)s

135-137. (Research Center, Los Angeles, Calif.).

17,072 
17,075

, & Touger, M.L. VARIATION IN EAR PROTECTOR To test the importance of latent effects in temporary

Weinreb, L. MEASURED, DIFFERIA T HON J, E cOR threshold shift, three experiments were conducted. In

ATTENUATION AS MeASURED BY DIFFERENT METHODS. J a5-ou experiment I, three groups of five men were exposed to

Soc. Amer., Feb. 1960, J(2), 245-249. (Radio Corpora- three different exposure conditions to determine latent

tion of America, Camden, N.J.). effects from pre-exposure. In experiment II, 14 observers

were measured for 15-minute recovery of temporary thresh-

17,072 
old shift at four and three kc induced by three-minute

This investigation was designed to determine whether 
exposure to 108 db of broad band noise provided by 15

there was any significant difference In measurement atten- 
minutes of the same noise or by 15 minutes of silence.

therwsn u singloudnessaltadffnce andmicropone measuremen ts aIn experiment 1Il, the influence of sub-temporary thresh-

satlon using loudness balance and microphone measurements old shift induced by hligher level noise was assessed. The

as compared to threshold-shift technique. Four types of old mshif t i n d " re l ev el ts a s assessed as

ear protective device were studiedi 1) HS-33 Headset with terms "latent" and "residual" effects are discussed as

Mtt-41/AR earmuff, 2) H-70B/AIC Headset with !t.-2088/J ear- they apply to the interpretation of the results.

muff, 3) RCA "Quiet Ear" protector, and 4) RCA ecperi- G. R 8

mental protector. Four Ss were studied under 'hree atten-

uation methodst 1) real-ear attenuation at threshold using

pcre tones in a freý field, 2) loudness balance with ref-

erence lev af a 60 db SPL, 3) objective measurement with 17,076

a small miciophone placed at the entrance to the ear canal Bradley, J.V. & Wallis, R.A. SPACING OF PUSH BUTTON

with 110 db SPI.. The relationships between the various ON-OFF CONTROLS. Enano. Industr. Psvchol., Winter 1959,

headsets and the three attenuation methods are discussed. 1(4), 107-119. (USAF Aero Medical Lab., Wright-Patter-

son APB, Ohio & Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio).
0. I. R 4

17,076
17,073 To investigate human factors which limit the degree

Legget, R.F. F Noithwood, T.D. NOISE SURVEYS OF COCKTAIL to which an instrument may profitably be miniaturized,

PARTIES. J, acoust, Soc. 'umer., Jan. 1960, 2(0), 16-18. 36 S were tested on panels on which controls varied in

(Division of Building Research, National Research Couhcil, diameter (three ways, orientation (two ways), and spac-

Ottawa, Canada). ing (six ways). Each S was tested for all 36 possible
combinations. Performance was compared in terms of time

17,073 scores and touching errors as functions of spacing. Re-

A discussion of acoustics of cocktail parties was sults were related to previous studies of degradation of

given with an enlargement upon the theoretical concept of performance as this related to crowding of knobs. Recom-

MacKlean. Results were reported on seven gatherings of mendations were made for optimal placement of push buttons

which four were held in the same room with the groups T. G. I. R 14

ranging from 120 to 640 guests. The other three gather-

ings were held in typical hotel reception rooms. Graphs

of the data were plotted indicating' I) the build-up of

noise in the formative stages of four parties, and 2) the 17,077

steady state noise levels vs. number of guests. *A lengthy 17,077

discussion of the results followed with reference to the Merenda, P.F., Farrington, A.D. E Clarke, W.V. PRE-

methodology used and implications of the results includ- DICTION OF PERFORMANCE OF TEXTILE WORKERS. (4n,0 .

ing the "cocktail.effect" on permanent impairment of hear- . Winter 1959, .1(4), 120-127.

ing.
G. R 6

17,077
This study was an extension of a study conductet to

determine the merits of the Activity Vector Analysis

17,074 (AVA). The AVA is a self concept personality assessment

Stevens, K.N. TOWARD A 1,ODEL FOR SPEECH RECOGNTETON. instrument used to predict success of line workers in the

;,.acoust. Soc. Amer., Jan. 1960, U(1), 47-55. (Mass- textile industry. The 230 Ss were rated by an interviewer

achusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.). and by an analyst of the AVA. The criteria of success was
a Job proficiency rating and actual job status. Compari-
sons between predicted and foreman's ratings and between

predicted and actual job outcomes were made. The merits

of the AVA as compared to personal interviews were as-
certained and discussed.
T. R 1
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17,082

17,078 Wilson, C.L. & Zinn, M.B. MEDICAL PROBLEMS IN TESTING

Seminars, J.L. SPEED AND ACCURACY OF MATCHING TACTUALLY HIGH ALTITUDE PRESSURE SUIT. Aerospace Medicine, Jan.

CODED RELATED PAIRS OF ITEMS. Enqna. Industr. Psychol., 1960, 21(1), 49-56. (USAF Aerospace Medical Lab.,
Winter 1959, i.(4), 128-133. (Missile Systems Div., Wright-Patterson APeB, Ohio).

Lockheed Aircraft Corp., Van Nuys, Calif.).
17,082

The medical problems in testing high altitude pres-
sure suits were discussed with a distinction made between

17,078 routine suit indoctrination (standard items of protection)
The use of tactual cues to perform a commson simple and experimental suit testing (new and improved suits).

operation was investigated. The speed and accuracy of Partial and full pressure suits were considered with
matching related pairs of simulated plugs and receptacles physiological resul's observed underl 1) standard chamber
on six Ss were determined. The same task was conducted test procedure, 2) routine pressure suit indoctrination,
with the aid of visual cues. These two types of per- and 3) experimental pressure suit tests. Windblast
formance were compared and evaluated, studies to test protection in ejection and use of positive
T. G. I. R 8 pressure masks in emergency protection were made. Dis-

cussion of the development of a battery of physiologic
and psychologic tests used in crew selection was included.

17,079 T. I.
Buel, W.D. STABILITY OF PREFERENCE INDICES IN FORCED-
CHOICE RATING SCALE ITEMS. Enqna. Industr. Psychol.,
Winter 1959, 1(4), 134-137. 17,083

Hiss, R.G., Smith, G.B. & Lamb, L.E. PITFALLS IN IN-
TERPRETING ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC CHANGES WHILE MONITOR-

17,079INSTESPOEUE.ArsaeMdcnJn190
To check the assumption made in forced-choice scale ING STRESS PROCEDURES. Aerospace Medicine, Jan. 1960,

construction that preference indices (PI's) deternained 22(1), 9-18. (USAF Sthool of Aviation Medicine, Brooks
from responses to items in checklist form remain stable AFB, Tex.).
when those items are matched on similarity of PI and dis-
similarity of discrimination index (DI) and are responded 17,083
to in forced-choice form, 11 Ss evaluated men on 143 items Objective data on the influence of orthostasis and
on a five-point scale. For each item PI's and DI's were respiration were obtained from a population of aviation
obtained and a forced-choice scale was constructed. The cadets. In experiment I, 47 Ss were used to test the in-
same Ss rated the same men on the new instrument three fluence of orthostasis and respiratory maneuvers on the
months after the initial study. Results were discussed loss of consciousness by recording Ss EEG's while in a re-
as they provided a test of the assumption stated above. cumbent position and while inclined at 70 and 90 degrees.
R 3 The above procedure was repeated with Ss given 1/50 gram

atropine. In experiment II, to evaluate the influence of
decreased ambient pressure alone, seven Ss were given rou-
tine EEG's at 29,000 feet in a pressure chamber 1) while
recumbent, 2) after two minutes of standing, 3) after five17,080 minutes, and 4) after hyperventilation. This procedurewas repeated at ground level the next day. Physiological

TEST AS A FUNCTION OF INITIAL SKILL. E n data were presented and changes In EEG recordings under
Pychol., Winter 1959, 2(4), 138-142. (Bureau of simple and c hatge iscussed. I. der
Educational & Vocational Guidance, Patna, Bihar State, simple and complex stress were discussed. I. R 3
India).

17,080 17,084To investigate relations between different measures Strickland, D.A., Jr., Estes, H.D., Kossuth, L.C. R
Tof learinvestigated relations betweenive fereortan ea Stopher, D.R. AEROMEDICAL SUPPORT OF ADVANCED FIGHTER-of learning derived from successive performance on a INTERCEPTOR WEAPON SYSTEMS. Aerospace Medicine, Jan.

simple psychomotor task and initial level of ability in 1960, 11(l), 19-30. (Ent Air Force Dase, Colorado).
the task, 16 subjects were divided into four groups on
the basis of scores made on trial tests on a two-hand
coordination test. Learning curves based on time scores 17,084
were correlated with initial performance level. Results This article discusses the distinguishing character-
of this investigation were compared with findings from istics of the air defense interceptor operation. These
similar investigations, area relatively inexperienced pilot personnel, high alti-
T. G. R 8 tude supersonic intercepts, all-weather operations, suc-

cessive short missions, and around-the-clock alert studies.
These necessitate emphasis by an areomedical support pro-
gram in certain special areas such as delayed areo-otitis

17,081 media, protective pressure suits, spatial disorientation,
Ernsting, J., Green, I.D., Nagle, R.E. & Wagner, P.R. emergency escape, and disaster controls in dealing with
HIGH ALTITUDE PROTECTION FROM PRESSURE-BREATHING MASK nuclear weapons.
WITH TRUNK AND LOWER LIMB COUNTERPRESSURE. A T. I. R 19
Medicine, Jan. 1960, 11(l), 40-48. (RAP Institute of
Aviation Medicine, Farnborough, Hants, England).

17,085
Bartley, S.H. & Nelson, T.M. SOME RELATIONS BETWEEN

17,081 PULSE-TO-CYCLE FRACTION AND CRITICAL FLICKER FREQUENCY.
To determine the limit of protection given by an oro- Percept. Mot. Skills, Feb. 1960, i0, 3-8. (Michigan

nasal mask, pressure jerkin, and anti-g suit pressure State University, East Lansing, Mich.).
breathing system, five Ss performed under four conditions S
1) Ss breathed at a pressure of 60 emm mercury using a
pressure helmet, jerkin, anti-g suit combination at sea 17,085
level; 2) same as (1) except that the oronasal mask was This paper attempted to define some relations between
used in place of the helmet; 3) Ss were exposed to simu- pulse-to-cycle fraction (PCF) and critical flicker fusion
lated altitude of 56,000 feet with an absolute intrapul- (CFF). Stimulation was presented by means of an episco-
monary pressure of 126 mm and a breathing pressure of 60 tister. The target was subtended 1.5 degrees and was

-mn.-whli-wea rInapxessure helmet. Jerkin, and anti-g viewed from a distance of 30 inches. Four different in-
sult; and 4) the conditions in (3) were repeated with the tensities were used and seven PCF were used with ten -read'=
Ss wearing mask, jerkin, and anti-g suit. Physiologic ings on each of the 28 conditions. The results were
results were discussed with attention to heart rate, ar- analyzed and depicted with CFF plotted against PCF.
terial blood pressure, and EEG stress from anoxia under G. R 6
the various conditions. T. G. R 4
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17,090
17,086 To discover whether performance of a discriminative

Barch, A.M. TOWARD AN IDEAL PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR DEVICE. perceptual-motor task will be facilitated when Ss are

Percept. Mot. Skills, Feb. 1960, 22, 11-20. (Michigan provided with a meaningful system for identifying re-

State University, East Lansing, Mich.). sponses, four groups of Ss (total N = 100) were trained
on a star discriminator task. Two groups were trained to
use a clock analogue; two performed without it. Two com-

17a086 parisons were then made: 1) between two groups (one
A major lack in the investigation of human skills is trained with the analogue, one without) which learned to

that of perceptual-motor devices and situations useful to associate conceptual cues with the stimuli of the motor
empirical and theoretical analysis. To meet this lack, task; and 2) between two groups that had experience in
the Michigan State University (MSU) Serial Reactor was seeing the stimuli and learning irrelevant responses to
developed. The apparatus involves the integration of a them. Various possible interpretations of findings were
film strip projector and a modifiable response system. discussed. Differences in performance between Ss who had
The importance of task characteristics was discussed as access to and used the device as compared with perform-
these set requirements which must be met in the design of ance of those who did not were also discussed. R 4
display apparatus, and suggestions are made for an "ideal"
perceptual-motor device. The MSU Serial Reactor was de-
scribed in relation to the "ideal" device. Limitations
of present skill apparatus were discussed. 17,091
I. McNamara, H.J. & Fisch, R.I. PERSONAL SPACE AND LATER-

ALITY IN PERCEPTION. Percept, Mot. Skills. Feb. 1960,
_12, 70. (Menninger Foundation, Topeka, Kan.).

17,087
Hochberg, J. & Hardy, D. BRIGHTNESS AND PROXIMITY 17,091
FACTORS IN GROUPING. Percept. Mot. Skills Feb. 1960, This note reported results of a study to test the hy.

,LO, 22. (Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.). pothesis that "in a depth perception task when all cues
(except size) are excluded, the object fixated most fre-

17,087 quently will appear larger and be placed at a greater
The purpose of this experiment was to obtain the distance from S than the comparison stimulus." Seventeen

quantitative relationship of the "Gestalt grouping factor' right-handed and eight left-handed Ss were asked to
as a measure of brightness similarity. Four matrices place objects in relation to a "standard." The relation
were used to carry out the investigation. of findings to the "error of the standard" effect was
T. G. R 3 pointed out.

R2

17,088
Abbey, D.S. & Humphries, M. PERFORMANCE OF PILOTS AND 17,092
STUDENTS ON A COMPLEX PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR TASK. Percent. Morant, R.B. & Mistovich, Mildred. TILT AFTER-EFFECTS
Mot. Skills, Feb. 1960, LO, 27-30. (University of BETWEEN THE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL AXES. Percept. Mot.
Toronto & Defence Research Medical Labs., Toronto, Skills, April 1960, j0, 75-81. (Brandeis University &
Ontario, Canada). Sylvania Electric Co., Waltham, Mass.).

17,088 17,092
This experiment was designed to study the effect of This study was concerned with the change of orienta-

prior experience upon the expected relations between for- tion of a field of tilted lines. Under investigation
ward-backward control movements and the up-down movements were two theories, Gibson's theory of "adaptation" and
on the Toronto Complex Coordinator. Three measures of the "satiation" theory of Kohler and Wallach, offered to
performance were made: matches, horizontal errors, and explain the tilt after-effects between the vertical and
vertical errors. The performance of nine qualified RCAF horizontal axes. This study used a luminescent circular
pilots was compared with that of ten male undergraduates field of straight lines which served both as inspection
from the University of Toronto. and test figures in a dark room. The two theories were
G. R 4 examined in terms of the results obtained in the study.

T. R 8

17,089
Gardner, R.W. & Long, R.I. ERRORS OF THE STANDARD AND
ILLUSION EFFECTS WITH THE INVERTED-T. Percept, Mot. 17,093
Skills_, Feb. 1960, 1_0, 47-54. (Menninger, Foundation, Behar, I. & Bevan, W. ANALYSIS OF THE PRIME PSYCHO-
Topeka, Kan.). PHYSICAL JUDGMENT. Percept, Mot, Skills, April 1960, .0,

82. (Veterans Administration Hospital, Durham, N.C. &

17,089 Kansas State University, Kan.).
There is evidence that overestimation of vertical

lines is, in part, a function of the oval shape of the
visual field. Attention deployment was investigated by 17,093.
the present study as another factor related to the verti- Intermodality differences on the judgments of auditory

cal-horizontal illusion. Three groups of Ss (24, 44, and and visual intervals were studied. Mean judgments were

60) viewed inverted-T figures and were required to adjust obtained on 135 Ss for the visual stimuli and on 105 Ss

figures to both horizontal and vertical standards. Tradi- for the auditory stimuli by using the method of single

tional "illusion effect" measures in which the horizontal stimuli.

line always was the standard were compared with "illusion R 2

effect" measures when the standard was varied. Implica-
tions of differences found between errors of the standard
and "illusion effects" were discussed as they related to
interpretation of findings reported from studies using 17,094
only the traditional measure.
T. R 19 Morant, R.B. & Mikaelian, H. INTER-FIELD TILT AFTER-

EFFECTS. Perceot. Mot. Skills, April 1960, LO, 95-98.
(Brandeis University, Waltham, Mass.).

17,090
Macek, A.J. EFFECTS OF PROVIDING A SYSTEM FOR NAMING
RESPONSES ON PERFORMANCE OF A DISCRIMINATIVE PERCEPTUAL-
MOTOR TASK. Percept. Mot. Skills, Feb. 1960 22, 63-69.
(University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.

5
.
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17,094 17,099
This study was designed to evaluate the assumption These studies were designed to "further our under-

made by Gibson and other investigators that visual tilt standing of context effects by systematic manipulation of
aftereffects are localized. The experimental design the context stimuli for absolute judgments." A previous
consisted of a single-tilted inspection line presented experiment tested adaptation level theory; the purpose of
to one side of the median vertical of the visual field the four present experiments was to obtain Judgments of a
and a single test line to the opposite side. Four con- much larger array of stimulus distributions than had been
ditions were presented to each S four times. The re- obtained before. Approximately 450 junior high school
sults were discussed in terms of the results previously and 900 college students served as subjects. The task
reported and of the assumptions cited, consisted of printed pages of numbers which were to be
T. R 5 compared for size. Independent variables were the mean,

midpoint, and median of the stimulus context; adaptation
level was the dependent variable. Adequacy of the theory
of adaptation level as an explanatory concept is dis-

17,095 cussed.
Cappon, D. & Banks, Robin. PRELIMINARY STUDY OF ENDUR- T. G. R 15
ANCE AND PERCEPTUAL CHANGE IN SLEEP DEPRIVATION. Per-
cept. Mot. Skills, April 1960, i0, 99-104. (University
of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada). 17,101

Hovlandt C.I. & Hunt, E.B. COMPUTER SIMULATION OF CON-

17,095 CEPT ATTAINMENT. Behay.iS,., July 1960, •(3)1 265-267.
Presented is a report on a preliminary study conductec (fale University, New Haven, Conn.).

on 21 individuals participating in an 88 hour talkathon.
Observed were the changes in perception of time, space,
and body, and a feeling of unreality during sleep depriva- 17,101
tion and the possible predictors of endurance in such a The writers describe a series of computer models
situation. The following tests were administered to the which they have developed for the simulation of human
Ss to determine neurotic and nervous tendencies: 1) Cor- concept formation. The first model was based on the con-
nell Medical Index, 2) The Maudsley Medical Questionnaire, cept of learning model Hovland in which the subject knows
3) a short form of the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale, and the dimensions which will be used and the number of val-
4) the Raven Progressive Matrices Intelligence Scale. ues of each. The second model had the added feature of
T. G. R 4 simulating selective attention to certain aspects of the

stimulus. Current research is directed toward investi-
gating the operation of memory in concept attainment.
I. R 5

17,096
Gardner, R.W. & Long, R.I. ERRORS OF THE STANDARD AND
ILLUSION EFFECTS WITH L-SHAPED FIGURES. Pertept. Mot.
Skills, April 1960, 10, 107-109. (Menninger Foundation, 17,102
Topeka, Kan.). Vandenberg, S.G., Green, B.F., MacKenzie, B. & Wrigley,

C. (Eds.). COMPUTER PROGRAM ABSTRACTS. Behav. Sc.,
July 1960, ý(3), 268-273.

17,096
In this experiment, 20 female Ss were tested with two 17,102

forms of a reversed-L figure to determine whether errors This group of 16 abstracts is concerned with the use
of the standard and illusion effects are distinguishable of computer programs in the statistical analysis of data.
aspects of response to the inverted-T. In the two forms Some of these abstracts are on: partial item analysis of
used, form A had an horizontal line as a standard and in the IBM 650, regression analysis, nonlinear estimation,
form B the vertical line was constant. The results were an IBM 650 program for Kendall's Tau, curve fitting, non-
offered as a support to Piagets' hypothesis concerning linear regression by criterion of least squares, growth
the importance of attention deployment, curves, curve plotting routine, response surface evalua-
R 10 tion, a basic IBM 650 program to find best-fitting ortho-

gonal factors for a given hypothesis, a basic IBM 650
program for paired comparisons from balanced incomplete

17,097 blocks.
Webb, W.B. & Wherry, R.J., Jr. VIGILANCE IN PROLONGED
AND REPEATED SESSIONS. Percept. Mot. Skills, April 1960,
i.0, 111-114. (USAF School of Aviation Medicine, Pensa-
cola Air Station, Fla.). 17,103

Drenick, R.F. RANDOM PROCESSES IN CONTROL AND
COMMUNICATIONS. Sciencep Sept. 1960, 112(3431),

17,097 865-870. (Bell Telephone Labs., Murray Hill, N.J.).
This experiment was concerned with the inter- and

intrasubject response characteristics in prolonged and 17,103
repeated sessions of monitoring a simple signal. Data on Problems which have faced engineers have attracted the
three Ss were presented. The signal for response was a interest of physicists, biologists, neurologists, psy-
change of 10 and 20 cps either up or down from a continu- chologists, linguists, and mathematicians. Theories
ous base of 200 cps. Two average time intervals were suggested by researchers in these fields have both
used. The S responded on a telegraph key and the data answered and raised questions. Problems of the "signal
were collected for errors, missed signals, and latency of space," the usefulness of Borel Fields, Wiener's Predic-
response to each signal. tion Theory, Shannon's Information Theory, and the prob-
T. R 2 lems of transducers are each discussed briefly.

G.

17,099 17,104
Parducci, A., Calfee, R.C., Marshall, L.M. & Davidson, Dick, J.L., Gaske, M.C. & Kiley, L.A., Jr. EVALUATION
L.P. OONTEXT EFFECTS IN JUDGMENT. ADAPTATION LEVEL AS OF PERSONNEL EXPOSURE FROM STRATOSPHERIC FISSION FRAG-
A FUNCTION OF THE MEAN, MIDPOINT, AND MEDIAN OF THE MENT CONTAMINATION ON AIRCRAFT. Aerospace MedLcine,
STIMULI. J, exp. Psvchol., Aug. 1960, A0(2), 65-77. May 1960, 31(5), 353-371. (USAF Research Division,

Washington, D.C.).
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17,104 17,108

This paper attempts to evaluate a number of studies This article reviews the theory of how the vestibular

concerned with radioactive contamination from aircraft organs function to maintain balance including the separate

flying above the trapopause. Permissible levels of con- functions of the utricles and saccules In linear accelera-

tamination are discussed and guide lines for acceptable tions and of the semi-circular canals in angular accelera-

levels of external radiation, and permissible air and wa- tion. This theory has been adequate for explanations for
ter concentrations are presented. Among the topics dis- many observations. However, there is some evidence op-

cussed at length were: 1) external and internal radiation posed to the hydrodynamic theory which states that the
exposure from fission product debris on aircraft, 2) air- semicircular canals respond only to angular acceleration.

craft contamination from residual stratospheric nuclear 'A number of studies are cited in this connection as well

weapon debris, and 3) contamination control. as a study conducted at Johnsvitle, Pennsylvania on ves-

T. G. R 11 tibular experiments on the human centrifuge. The results
of this study point out the limitations of the general
concepts of the mechanism of vestibular organ function.

17,105I. R 7

17,105 
1

Jacobson, S.L. ENGINEERING OF THE SEALED CABIN ATMOS-

PHERE CONTROL SYSTEM. Aerospace Medicine, May 1960,

21(5), 388-398. (USAF Aerospace Medical Lab., Wright- 17,109
Patterson AFB, Ohio). Bryan, C.A. & Leach, W.G. PHYSIOLOGIC EFFECTS OF CABIN

PRESSURE FAILURE IN HIGH ALTITUDE PASSENGER AIRCRAFT.

Aerospace Medicine, April 1960, 3__(4), 267-275. (RCAF
17,105 ehicles has initiated Institute of Aviation Medicine, Toronto, Ontario,The emphasis on manned space vehce a ntae Canada).

concern in the need for increased environmental control

of sealed cabins with special emphasis in the following

areas: 1) power supplies, 2) temperature control, 3) total 17,109

pressure control and gas supply composition, 4) structural The physiological hazards of cabin pressure failure of

weight and leakage, 5) fire hazard, 6) carbon dioxide con- turbine powered aircraft at high altitude were reviewed.

trol as well as water production in the sealed cabin and Eight subjects were tested under simulated cabin pressure

odor control. The special problems arlsing with the in- failure conditions from 8,000 to 40,000 feet in 2.5 sec-

crease in the number of passengers in the cabin is also onds. Oxygen was supplied to the subject from a contin-

considered and discussed, uous flow regulator and by commercial oxygen masks.
G. R 7 Performance of the subjects was followed by the ability

to cancel rhythmic alternating light signals by two but-
tons and EEG were taken. The results were reviewed with
consideration of the special nature of the subjects used.

17,106 G.1. R 7
Hanna, T.D. & Gaito, J. PERFORMANCE AND HABITABILITY

ASPECTS OF EXTENDED CONFINEMENT IN SEALED CABINS.

Aerospace Medicine, May 1960, 31(5), 399-406. (USN Air

Crew Eqclipment Lab., NAMC, Philadelphia, Penn.). 17,110
Hale, H.B. HUMAN CARDIOACCELERATIVE RESPONSES TO HY-

17,106 POXIA IN COMBINATION WITH HEAT. Aerospace Medicine,

Six men lived and worked under simulated space flight April 1960, 31(4), 276-287. (Dept. of Physiology-Blo-

conditions for seven days in two small chambers at iO,100 physics, USAF School of Aviation Medicine, Brooks AFB,

feet with an oxygen concentration of 55 percent sea level Tex.).
equivalent. During that time the men performed tasks for
ten hours, slept for eight hours, and spent the remainder
of the time eating, in recreation, etc. Diaries were 17,110

maintained by each S and psychological tests were ad- Because of the lack of literature on human responses

ministered to them before and after the confinement to hypoxia in combination with heat, four experiments were

period. The psychological and behavioral aspects were conducted to examine the physiological effects of these

analyzed and discussed with consideration of the effects two factors. The experiments were, 1) 19 Ss were observed

over a longer confinement period, during decompression in a heated chamber; 2) hypoxia was

T. I. R 6 imposed slightly later than heat; 3) hypoxia was imposed
simultaneously with heat; and 4) hypoxia was imposed
simultaneously with heat and continued for 45 minutes.
The results were discussed in terms of other studies con-

17,107 ducted on decompression and temperature which helped to

Bovard, R.M. OXYGEN SOURCES FOR SPACE FLIGHTS. Aero- explain some of the present findings.

space Medici[e, May 1960, 4(5), 407-412. (MSA Research T. G. R 7

Corporation, Callery, Penn'.).

17,107 17,111
Recent tests have revealed that two relatively new 17,111oxygen sources, potassium superoxide and sodium chlorate Aerospace Medicine. ABSTRACTS OF PAPERS FROM SCIENTIFIC

oxygend soures, potsdassu seasocontroxideand dina chlosted PROGRAM OF 1960 MEETING OF AEROSPACE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION,
candles, can be used as a means of controlling a closed MIAMI BEACH, MAY 9-11. Aerospace Medicine, April 1960,
chamber atmosphere. Potassium superoxide, a demand chemi- _U(4), 296-326.

cal, has the property of releasing oxygen when reacting
with water and carbon dioxide. The potassium superoxide

canister is presently employed as a self-breathing ap-
paratus. The sodium chlorate oxygen candle is a solid 17,111
oxygen source which can be used to start quickly the po- A group of 120 abstracts is presented along with

tassium superoxide canisters. The use of the two sources papers covering the following areas: "Human Tolerance to

separately and in conjunction with each other have been Ultra High G Forces;" "Passenger Emergency Oxygen Bag;"

demonstrated. "Controls and Displays for Orbital Vehicles;" "Automatic

T. I. R 6 Methods for the Analysis of Physiological Data;" "Space
Environment Simulation;" "Underwater Research to Save
Pilots;" "An Integrated Life Support System for Orbital
Flight;" "Tolerance of Pure Oxygen Atmospheres;" "Oxygen

17,108 Recovery System for Manned Space Flightl" "Cardiology
,1 FUTIOAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SEMICIRCULAR in the Examination of Civil Air Crewmen;" "Human Factors

GAyL AD O O SProgram in B-52 G Operations;" "Human Factor Causes of

CANALS AND OTOLITH ORGANS. Aerospace Medicine, May 1960, Aircraft Accidents;" "Newer Problems of Carrier Aviationi"

,U(5), 413-418. (USN Aviation Medical Acceleration Lab., etc.
Johnsville, Penn.).
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17,115

17,112 This article discusses the need for complete autopsy
Beckman, E.L., McNutt, D.C. & Rawlilns, J.S.P. AN INVES- reports including photographs, toxicology, and x-ray
TIGATION INTO THE FEASIBILITY OF USING THE STANDARD studies on all fatalities of aircraft accidents. The
MRTIN-BAKER EJECTION SEAT SYSTEMS FOR UNDERWATER ESCAPE value rendered from these studies in reconstructing the
FROM DITCHED AIRCRAFT. Aerospace Medicine, Sept. 1960, accident and aiding in evaluating the causes or conditions
31(9), 715-732. (USN Aviation Medical Acceleration Lab., pertinant to the accident is discussed. Examples of par-
Johnsville, Penn. E USN School of Aviation Medicine, ticular cases are cited and the applicability of the a-
Pensacola Air Station, Fla.). bove methods in determining: 1) carbon monoxide, 2) tis-

sue fragments on aircraft structures, 3) reconstruction
of over water accidents, 4) timing of lesions by histolo-

17,112 gical examination, and 5) position of crew members at the
This study was conducted to investigate the possibili- time of the accident are also pointed out.

ties of using an ejection seat as a means of underwater I. R 4
escape. Measurement of physical forces, acceleration, and

drag pressure were made under simulated conditions using
a dummy and ejection seat. Physiological measurements to
evaluate human tolerance were made using human subjects 17,116
towed through water at speeds up to 30 mph, a maximum Sackler, A.M., Weltman, A.S. & Jurtshuk, P., Jr. ENDO-

velocity of 40 feet per second over a distance of 60 feet. CRINE ASPECTS OF AUDITORY STRESS. Aerospace Medicine,

Two tests were conducted to evaluate hazards in ejection Sept. 1960, 31(9), 749-759. (Laboratories for Thera-

through the canopy under water. The first test used the peutic Research, Research Institute of the Brooklyn

Sea Hawk fuselage and the second test used Meteor Mark 9 College of Pharmacy, Long Island University, Brooklyn,

fuselage section. The use of this method is discussed N.Y.).
with reference to a specific incidence of its use.
R 8 17,116

To determine the effects of auditory stress on the
endocrine system, 120 mature male rats were tested under

17,113 three conditions with equal control groups for each con-

Meehan, J.P. & Jacobs, Edith. VENOUS PLASMA LEVELS OF dition. Group I was exposed to an electric buzzer, Group

CATECHOL AMINES IN SEVERAL PHYSICAL STRESSES. A II to an alarm bell, and Group III to a pure sound

Meicinle, Sept. 1960, U1(9), 733-738. (Dept. of Physi- (1000 cps). Control groups were exposed to equal periods

ology, School of Medicine, University of Southern of quiet. At the end of three weeks of stimulation, the

California, Los Angeles, Calif.). rats were sacrificed and autopsied and the testes, liver,
spleen, thymus, adrenals, seminal vesicles, thyroid, and
pituitary were weighed and adrenal samples were analyzed.

17,113 The results were examined and discussed in terms of the

The venous plasma levels of adrenaline and noradrenal- histological and biochemical finds and a similar study

ine were studied in relation to physiological responses conducted on female rats.
to stress. The four physical stress conditions used T. R 34
were: 1) cold pressor test, 2) Harvard Step test, 3)
treadmill exercises, and 4) centrifuge studies of posi-
tive acceleration. Blood samples to determine plasma 17,117levels were taken from each S after each test period and Berry, C.A. & Hekhuis, G.L. X-RAY SURVEY FOR BONE

before each test period as a control. The data were CHANGES IN LOW-PRESSURE CHAMBER OPERATORS. Aerosn
analyzed and discuissed in relation to past studies in Medicine, Sept. 1960, 31(9), 760-765. (USAF Office of
this area. the Surgeon General, Wahington, D.C. & USAF School of
T. R 9 Aviation Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex.).

17,114 17,117
Engel, A. & Mendelson, E.S. LABORATORY APPROXIMATION OF Due to some question concerning bone lesions and

INDIVIDUAL TOLERANCE TO AIRCRAFT CARRIER DECK NOISE. changes as a result of frequent exposure to low pressure

Aerospace Medicine, Sept. 1960, U(9), 739-744. (USN chambers, the following study was conducted. X-rays of

Air Crew Equipment Lab., NAMC, Philadelphia, Penn.). the anterior-posterior views of the humeril, radii, ulnae,
femurae, tibiae, and fibulae were taken on 579 low pres-
sure chamber operators. Past histories of injuries and

17,114 serious diseases were obtained via questionnaires. The
A summary of recent scientific evidence on the audi- findings were analyzed and discussed in terms of dystarism

tory reflex which has primarily been conducted on animal and nondystarism groups, age, weight, etc. The need for
subjects is given. To establish the appearance of similar continued study was stressed.
effects in the human ear and the relation of these effects T. G. R 7
to auditory overload, the following exploratory studies
were conducted: I) reflex threshold, 2) relation of reflex
mechanisms to dynamic range of stimuli, 3) persistence of
reflex contractions with sustained noise or tones, 4) time 17,118

to fatigue, 5) recovery rates after fatiguep 6) naive ap- Smith, J.E. & Wentz, A.E. APPLICATION OF RESEARCH TO

plIcations, and 7) middle ear and eustachian tube. The CIVIL AVIATION MEDICINE. Aerospace Medicine, Sept. 1960,
basic assumption of these studies was that individual dif- 11(9), 766-769. (Bureau of Aviation Medicine, Federal
ferences in auditory excitability may be demonstrable. Aviation Agency, Washington, D.C.).
The method of extratympanic monometry was used and its ap-
plicability was discussed as were the results. 17,118
T. I. R 9 This report discussed the Federal Aviation Agency, it

functions, aims, and the role of the Research Requirement:
Division in the Bureau of Aviation Medicine. The Divisioi
is divided into three main areas: I) Aeromedical Liaison

17,115 Branch, 2) Clinical Medical Research Branch, and 3) Civil
Lovell, F.W., McMichael, H. & Townsend, F.M. PATHOLOGY Aeromedical Research Institute. The problems of medical
AS AN AID TO RECONSTRUCTION OF AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS. certification of pilots in relation to aging were exten-
Aerospace Medicina, Sept. 1960, U(9), 745-74D . (USAF sively considered as were the weaknesses of research and

Institute of Pathology, Washington, D.C.). applied medicine. A means of solving the problems has

been to organize special areas of study such as: 1) neu-
rological, 2) biophysics, 3) behavioral sciences, etc.
An extensive list of specific projects in these areas was
cited.
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17,119 17,123

Tillisch, J.H. INTERNAL MEDICINE: ITS ACCOMPLISHMENTS Stutman, L.J. AN EXPLANATION FOR SUDDEN DEATH IN CER-

AND FAILURES IN AVIATION. THE WILLIAM RHINEHART SCHICK TAIN FLYING PERSONNEL AT HIGH ALTITUDE. Aerospace Medi-

LECTURE. Aerospace Medicine, Aug. 1960, 31(8), 621-626. qjUn., Aug. 1960, JJ(8), 659-660. (Dept. of Physical

(Section of Medicine, Mayo Clinic & Mayo Foundation, Medicine and Rehabilitation, New York University-

Rochester, Minn.). Bellevue Medical Center, New York, N.Y.).

17,119 
17,123

This paper reviews the role of internal medicine as This paper presents the hypothesis that some sudden

applied to aviation, its contributions, and its laxities. deaths in pilots flying at high altitudes may be due to

It attempts to present some of the problems that the obesity. Autopsies have revealed a patent foramen ovale

physician is confronted with such as: 1) criteria to and fat emboli in the lungs and brain. Studies on dogs

determine which patients may be transported by air, 2) have demonstrated that elevation of the serum fatty

physical criteria for selecting pilots, 3) problems of acids, both at ground level and high altitude, lowered

coronary disease, 4) diseases of gastrointestinal system, arterial oxygen content. The author discusses the rele-

and 5) diabetes melitus in pilots. It does not attempt vance of animal studies to man and the possible role of

to solve the problems, merely to emphasize their exls- fatty acids in sudden deaths of pilots.

tence.

17,124
17,120 Burch, G.E. & Gerathewohl, S.J. OBSERVATIONS ON HEART
Taylor, W.J.R., Johnson, W.H. & Sellers, E.A. CARDIO- RATE AND CARDIODYNAMICS DURING WEIGHTLESSNESS. Aerospace
VASCULAR CHANGES WITH VESTIBULAR STIMULATION. Aerospace Medicine, Aug. 1960, 31(8), 661-669. (Dept. of Medicine,
Medicine, Aug. 1960, 31(8), 627-638. (Dept. of Pharma- Tullane University of Louisiana School of Medicine, New
cology, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, tCanada). Orleans, La. & USA Ballistic Missile Agency, Redstone

Arsenal, Ala.).

17,120
The purpose of this study was to compare cardiovascu- 17,124

lar changes which occur after experimental vestibular This is a report on several studies conducted to de-
stimulation to those changes following exercise and during termine the effects of zero g and acceleration on the
carotid sinus and eyeball pressure. The four conditions activity of the heart. The studies include: 1) an Air
tested on 100 aircrew candidates were: 1) master double- Force study conducted on pulse rate and ECG of animals
two-step test (with ECGs taken before, during, and after and man during subgravity state, weightlessness studies
exercise); 2) right and left carotid sinus stimulation; in the USSR using dogs in hermetically sealed capsules,
3) bilateral eyeball pressure; and 4) vestibular stimu- 3) the von Beckh study on post- and pre-acceleration
lation with 41 Ss exposed to a swing for five minutes weightlessness, and 4) the Army-Navy study in which three
and 59 Ss exposed to a turntable. The results were monkeys were launched in the nose cone of Jupiter Inter-
analyzed with comparisons made on Ss susceptible to in- continental Ballistic Missiles. The physiological ef-
duced motion sickness and Ss not susceptible to induced fects were discussed and the psychological factors such
motion sickness. as engine sounds in relation to the physiological effects
R 13 were also considered.

T. G. R 18

17,121
Marchbanks, V.H., Jr. FLYING STRESS AND URINARY 17-
HYDROXYCORTICOSTEROID LEVELS DURING TWENTY-HOUR MISSIONS. 17,125
Aerospace Medicine, Aug. 1960, 31(8), 639-643. (USAF Strughold, H. & Ritter, O.L. EYE HAZARDS AND PROTECTION
Hospital, Loring AFB, Maine). IN SPACE. Aerospace Medicine, Aug. 1960, 31(8), 670-673.

(Advanced Studies Group, USAF Aero~pace Medical Center,
Brooks AFB, Tex.).

17,121

The purpose of this study was to evaluate urinary
excretion of 17-hydrocorticosteroids in B-52 crews flying
20-hour mi;sions in relation to stress. Stress evalua- 17,125
tions were conducted on 15 crew members with urine samples This paper discusses the danger of structural damage
collected at two 10-hour intervals during the 20-hour to the eye as a result of exposure to the sun's rays.
mission. Control samples were obtained on a nonduty day. Retinal damage such as solar burns and solar lesions of
Evaluation of the results was on the basis of crew posi- the retina are cited. Critical time exposure to sun and
tion and the relation of time of mission to the normal atomic flashes based on some laboratory experiments are
rest periods. The results were discussed in relation to mentioned. The need for further optical knowledge is
previous studies in this area. noted. Eye protection in the form of use of light-

absorbing glasses and light-scattering ceilings, and
orientation of the astronauts to the solar dangers is
discussed. Also noted is the application of solar burns

17,122 for constructive purposes in curative treatment of eye
Phillips, P.B. "IS HE FIT TO FLY?" Aerospace Medicine, damage.
Aug. 1960, (1KB), 644-648. (USN Aviation Medical Center, I. R 14
Pensacola Air Station, Fla.).

17,122
Due to the need for a competent and. experienced medi- 17,126

cal evaluation board, the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery Holcomb, G.A. APPLICATION OF BASIC HUMAN ENGINEEAING
of the Naval Department has been established. The purpose PRINCIPLES TO A COCKPIT DESIGN. Aerospace Medicine,
of the board and its functions are given as well as the Aug. 1960, 21(8), 674-677. (Human Factors, Stanley
experience and qualifications of the board members. A Aviation Corp., Denver, Colo.).
review of the activities of the board over the first two
years of its operation is cited including the categories
of patients studied, clinical categories of the patients,
and the actions carried out on the patients.
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17,126
This article points out the need for applying human 17,130

engineering in the design of cockpits. Outdated specifi- Clark, R.T., Clamann, H.G., Balke, B., Tang, P.C. et al.
cations and the attempt to pack the maximum number of BASIC RESEARCH PROBLEMS IN SPACE MEDICINE: A REVIEW.
pieces into the smallest volume has been the governing 6erosoace Medicine, July 1960, Z1(7), 553-577. (USAF
factor in design. It is recognized now that the cockpit School of Aviation Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex.).
must be treated as a total entity with improved psycho-
logical organization, an improved figure-ground relation-
ship between an individual control and its console back- 17,130
ground, and an increased meaningfulness of switch group- A review of research problems in space medicine in
ing. An analysis of an operational communications-naviga- the area of space travel is presented. A wide scope of
tion-identification panel is given with objections pre- topics are considered includingo studies of the sub-

sented and possible improvements proposed. gravity state during parabolic flight, bio-packs for
I. R 14 satellites, disorientation of pilots, photosynthetic gas

exchangers and recyclers in closed ecological systems
studies, survival of terrestrial organisms under extreme

17,127 environmental conditions, physiological aspects of train-
Gastaut, H. & Gibson, C. ELECTROCRAFHIC STUDY OF ing and selection for manned extra-terrestrial flights,SYNCOPAL PREDISPOSITION. Aerospace Medicine, July and consideration of problems that fall under these
1960, U1(7), 531-542. (Laboratory of Neurobiology, categories.
Faculty of Medicine, Marseilles, France & University
of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada).

17,131
17,127 Schreuder, O.B. MEDICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN CIVIL JET

As an aid in aircrew selection, methods were developed OPERATIONS. Aerospace Medicine, July 1960, 21(7),
to detect predisposition to syncope of reflex origin. 578-583. (Overseas Division, Pan American World
Observations were made on 500 Ss. Respiration, blood Airways, Inc., New York, N.Y.).
pressure, EEG, and an ECG derivation were recorded under
the following conditions: 1) ocular compression of both 17,131
eyes, 2) carotid sinus compression, 3) forced expiration Some of the important and current problems in civil
or Valsalva's maneuver, 4) deep hyperventilation, 5) ap- Jet operations are reviewed. These include: the problem
nea, 6) posthyperventilation apnea, and 7) hypoxia. The of indoctrination of members of aircrew in physiological
merits of the individual tests were discussed and the aspects of high altitude flight and loss of pressurization
value of using the ocular compression, carotid sinus with consideration of oxygen supply and necessary equip-
compression, and Valsalva test to assess syncopal pre- ment; the effects of jet operation in terms of mechanical
disposition of individuals was further discussed, piloting vs. piston-engined aircraft; the effects of jet
T. G. R 18 flight on flight service personnel, especially steward-

esses; the aspects of jet flight found desirable by
passengers; the effects of flight on pregnancy; and in-

17,128 dustrial hazards of ground employees, e.g., high inten-
Schock, G.J.D. AIRBORNE GSR STUDIES A PRELIMINARY sity noise of turbo-jet engines.
REPORT. Ae~ro.ace Medicine, July 1960, 31(7), 543- T. R 10
546. (USAF Aeromedical Field Lab., Holloman AFB,
N.M.).

17,128 17,133
Recordings of the GSR were made during experiments Ambler, Rosalie K., Bair, J.T. & Wherry, R.J., Jr.

conducted on the effects of weightlessness on three Ss ex- FACTORIAL STRUCTURE AND VALIDITY OF NAVAL AVIATION
posed to 30-40 sec. of weightlessness achieved in flying SELECTOR VARIABLES. Aerospace Medicine, June 1960,
F-94C Jet aircrafts in Keplerian trajectories. The in- 31(6), 456-461. (USN School of Aviation Medicine,
strumentation techniques were presented in great detail. Pensacola Air Station, Fla.).
The airborne GSR meter used was a modification of a model
22A dermohmmeter. It consisted of two units, the der-
mohmmeter and a separate calibration unit. Constant sen- 17,133
sitivity was maintained over the operating range. The To assess the effectiveness of the Aviation Score
results included heart rate, GSR, and acceleration ex- Sheet as an aid in selection, its component parts were in-
perienced by the Ss. The changes in GSR were discussed vestigated. Research objectives were, I) to obtain the
in terms of the Ss' anxiety and anticipation of events, validity between the components of the score sheet and
G. R 3 preflight and attrition criteria, 2) to define the facto-rial structure of component parts of the score sheet and

the preflight and attrition criteria, 3) to indicate possi.
ble points of departure for future research in selection

17,129 of flight applicants. Aviation Score Sheets consist of
Gestaut, H., Lee, Marilyn C. & Laboureur, P. seven component scores and a total score. In analysis of
COMPARATIVE EEG AND PSYCHOMETRIC DATA FOR 825 FRENCH the data, product-moment correlation was made between all
NAVAL PILOTS AND 511 CONTROL SUBJECTS OF THE SAME variables. Biserials were computed between the variables
AGE. Aerospace Medicine, July 1960, 3U(7), 547-552. and two dithotomiess I) still in program vs. voluntary
(Laboratory of Neurobiology, Faculty of Medicine, withdrawal, and 2) still in program vs. flight failure.
Marseilles, France). Several factors were abstracted and discussed. T. R 7

17,129
A review of work conducted over the past ten years on 17,134

EEG behavioral relations in naval pilots and candidates Taylor, E.R. THE INCIDENCE OF HYPOGLYCEMIA IN FLIGHT.
was given and correlated with recent studies conducted by Aerospace Medicine, June 1960, 31(6), 462-467.
the authors. Three hypotheses were offered as explana- (Loring AFB, Maine).
tions for slow activity EEG records in pilots. These
were that slow EEG rhythms 1) are a result of performance
in the profession, 2) exist as one selection factor in
men choosing the profession, and 3) are not unique (along
with other personality factors) to pilots. The three
hypotheses were tested and the study was replicated on
511 male French military recruits as controls. The two
sets of investigations were compared and discussed in
terms of personality traits and use of EEG as a selection
tool.
T. R 15
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17,1348
The purpose of this project was to determine the in- Th7 s panel discussion Is concerned with the sgn1f3-

cidence of hypoglycemia in flight as a possible cause of This paediscussindis cncredwth th sgfin
accient inolvng ilo eror. he s ued ere190jet c ance of cardiovascular findings In relation to flying.

accidents involving pilot error. The Ss used were 190 jet A panel of eight physicians approached the questions from

pilots. Blood specimens were obtained before and after two points of view? 1) selection for flying duties, and
each flight with no more than two flights being made per 2) maintenance or retention in a flying capacity of trained

day. Blood specimens were obtained from finger punctures individuals. The problem of syncope and electrocardio-
and measured for glucose concentration. A record of each graphic findings of sluw afrial tachycarda, left bundle

S's dietary intake and time spent in bed over the preced- branch block, and myocardial infarction are ostensively

ing 24 hours was made and compared to the blood sugar con- covered by the panel.

centration. Special emphasis was put on the role of sugar

and carbohydrates as a function of hypoglycemia. A dis-

cussion of the findings followed with reference to sleep

as another source of consideration in this matter. 17,139
T. G. R 8 van Laer, J., Galanter, E.H. & Klein, S.J. FACTORS

RELEVANT TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF AIRCRAFT WARNING AND
CAUTION SIGNAL SYSTEMS. Aerospace Medicine, Jan. 1960,

17,135 11(l), 31-39. (Northwestern University, Evanston Ill.
Jacobs, H.I. A REVIEW OF AVAILABLE INFORtI\TION ON THE & University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Penn.).
ACOUSTICAL AND VIBRATIONAL ASPECTS OF MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT. Aerospace Medicine, June 1960, 3J(6), 468- 17,139
477. Considering the problem of priority of information

presentation to the pilot, two category systems, warning

17,135 and caution, were studied. The distinction between these

This is a review of the problem of noise and vibratior two systems was made with the warning signal acting as an

with respect to manned space flight. Several areas are alerting stimulus and the caution signal as a directing

discussed including: 1) ncise environment connected with stimulus. The input channels of vision, audition, and

space vehicle operations which include the rocket engine cutaneous pressure sensitivity were inspected in respect

jet and the boundary layer turbulence or aerodynamic to their applicability to these two systems. The feasi-

noise; 2) human tolerance to noise, permanent effects; bility of using these input channels in relation to re-

3) human tolerance to noise, tempora effects; 4) commu- action time and differentiating of signals was also dis-

nications in high noise fields; and 5) vibrational envi- cussed.
ronment in future space vehicles. Each of these topics R 24
is extensively covered and discussed.
T. G. R 11

17,140
Berry, F.B. "WHICH ERRING MEN CALL CHANCE." Aeropace

17,136 Medi~cne, Feb. 1960, 31(2), 91-100. (US Office of the
Jones, G.M. FATIGUE EFFECTS EN RADIO OPETATORS OUEINO Secretary of Defense, Wanhington, D.C.).

A PROGRAM OF HIGI INTENSITY, LONG DURATION, FLYING.

Aeros__ce Medicine, June 1960, $i(6), 478-484.
(Institute of Aviation Medicine, MRC, Farnborough, 17,140
Hampshire, England). This lecture reviews some of the problems of public

safety and the necessity of an awareness of the dangers of

17,136 air travel. Among the topics discussed are the difficul-
ties of pilot examinationsp accident prevention from the

This experiment was designed to investigate fatigue standpoint of human error, the role of the lay press, the
effects in radio operators during high intensity, long need for a set of physical standards with a method of in-
duration flying. The basic flying unit was a 15-hour op- vestigation, the role of aging on ability and usefulness
erational sortie with four crews each flying four sorties of the pilot, and the effects of alcohol and drugs on the
over a period of eight days. The Ss were given a set pilots and passengers. Emphasis is placed on the need to
hourly task, their achievement being scored as its per- exercise greater care against human and mechanical error
centage completion in each hour. Analysis of the results especially with the increasing use of modern aircraft.
was done on three different time scales: 1) from hour to R 17
hour throughout a watch, 2) from watch to watch through-
out a sortie, and 3) from sortie to sortie throughout the
trial. Parallel investigations of pilot performance,
physiological reactions to stress, and vigilance were also 17,141
conducted. A discussion of the results in relation to Brent, H.P., Carey, T.M., Powell, T.J., Scott, J.W.,

other studies in the area followed. et al. SYNERGISM BETWEEN EFFECTS OF HYPERVENTILATION,

T. G. R 11 HYPOGLYCEMIA AND POSITIVE ACCELERATION. Aerosgace

Medicine, Feb., 1960, 31(2), 101-115. (RCAF Institute
of Aviation Medicine, Toronto, Ontario, Canada).

17,137
Hock, R.J. THE POTENTIAL APPLICATION OF HIBERNATION
TO SPACE TRAVEL. Aerospace Medicine, June 1960, 31(6), 17,141

485-489. (White Mountain Research Station, University To determine the effects of hyperventilation, modest

of California, Big Pine, Calif.). positive acceleration, and physiological hypoglycemia on
consciousness, 18 Ss were exposed to combinations of

17,137 voluntary hyperventilation (3.4 g for five seconds on the

Space flights of long duration present Ii pThlem of centrifuge) and changes in glycemia (one and three hours
agi gslng whichaybesolvedura the appreen+ 'I p0Se after glucose feeding). Blood glucose changes were ob-

sible methodsi m ) dilation of time, 2) hple prc y tained by venous blood samples and EEG and ECG tracings
freezibge me ds 1) dileration. of e timed2 ehlnl were taken. A discussion of the results included the
freezing, and 3) hibernation. The third, hierna 5n, is relation of the EEG to ECG changes.
discussed more fully in relation to reduction of energy T. G. I. R 18
expenditure of which longevity may he a function. The
hazards of ventricular fibrilation are discussed as well
as other problems encountered in putting man into this
condition and maintaining it for lono periods of time.
T. G. R 17 17,142

Hall, A.L. & Martin, R.J. PROLONGED EXPOSURE IN THE NAVY
FULL PRESSURE SUIT AT -SPACE EQUIVALENT" ALTITUDES.

Aerospace Medicine, Feb. 1960, .j(2), 116-122. (USN
17,138 Missile Center, Point Magu, Calif.),
Lederer, L.G., Graybiel, A., Kidera, G., Lamb, L.E., et

al. LIMITS OF CARDIOVASCULAR NORMALITY FOR FLYING--A
PANEL DISCUSSION. Aerospace Medicine, June 1960, _U(6),
490-501.
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17,142 17,146
A naval aviation flight surgeon was submitted to Because of the wide use of helicopters, some of the

simulated altitudes between 80,000 and 170,000 feet for frequent problems: noise, cockpit contamination and dis-
72 hours to determine man's ability to tolerate 100 per- orientation were discussed. Four types of helicopters
cent oxygen under such conditions and his ability to 'ere considered: the H-13, H-19, H-21C, and H-37. The
function adequately in the Mark III Model II Navy Pres- repdrts considered the relation of noise and vibration
sure Suit. The S was given a pre-exposure physical exami- levels to discomfort and hearing loss. Cockpit contamina-
nation and a battery of psychological tests. During ex- tion was investigated to determine causes of headaches and
posure, a record was made of food and water intake, nausea with carbon monoxide as a likely source of contam-
oxygen expenditures, and subjective symptoms. Routine ination. Spatial disorientation at night with lighting as
urine studies and ECG tracing were also made. Results a source of troublewas considered. The change from vis-
were discussed with emphasis on the extreme nature of the ual to instrument flight regulations was considered in
experimental conditions. The favorability of a two- this context. Also, the problem of a photic stimulus
member crew for extended space flights was discussed. coming from the sun's rays through the rotor blades caus-
T. I. R 13 ing convulsions was discussed.

I. G. R 18

17,143
Bryan, G.L. & Rigney, J.W. EMOTIONAL BEHAVIOR OF AIR- 17,147
LINE PASSENGERS. Aerospace Medicine, Feb. 1960, ý1(2), Eastwood, H.K. & Berry, C.A. DISORIENTATION IN
123-126. (Electronics Personnel Research Group, Univer- HELICOPTER PILOTS. Aerospace Medicine, March 1960,
sity of Southern California, Los Angeles, Calif.). 11(3), 191-199. USAF Office of the Surgeon General,

Washington, D.C.).
17,143

Stewardesses (156) from three major airlines operating 17,147
out of Los Angeles were interviewed and completed ques- Seventeen pilots were interviewed concerning their
tionnaires to obtain information on the nature and extent experiences with disorientation in helicoptors. These
of passenger problems in air travel. The questionnaire disorientation experiences were divided into three types:
consisted of three parts: a biography, an opinion survey, 1) mild, 2) moderate, and 3) severe. These experiences
and a description of extreme passenger behavior as wit- were reported to have occurred under the following condi-
nessed by the stewardess. The problem of passenger e- tionst I) night flying, 2) under weather conditions, and
motion was discussed in terms of increases in flight 3) under the hood (goggle-like devices worn by the pilot).
travel and increases in the number of passengers in air- Individual experiences under the above conditions as well
crafts. as recommendations for prevention of disorientation were
T. given by the pilots.

r. R 9

17,144
Carbery, W.J., Tolles, W.E. & Freiman, A.H. A SYSTEM 17,148
FOR MONITORING THE ECG UNDER DYNAMIC CONDITIONS. A_=o- Giesecke, A.H., Jr., Hill, J.F. & Halverson, R.C.
space Medicine, Feb. 1960, 21(2), 131-137. (Dept. of SPATIAL DISORIENTATION AS A CAUSE OF ACCIDENTS IN
Medical and Biological Physics, Airborne Instruments ARMY CARGO HELICOPTERS. Aerospace Medicine, March
Lab., Deer Park, N.Y. & Sloan-Kettering Institute, New 1960, 31(3), 200-203. (USA Sixth Headquarters, Presidio
York, N.Y.). of San Francisco, Calif.).

17,144 17,148
A monitoring system was developed that allows con- A review of some of the mechanisms of disorientation

tinuous recording of ECG during body movements and in helicopters and some of the factors that tend to in-
exercise. Skin electrodes, a high-gain oscilloscope, a crease helicopter disorientation are given in this report.
two-channel paper recorder, and a two-channel magnetic These include: 1) the inherent instability of the helicop-
tape recorder were used. The Ss who had ECG's recorded ter, 2) pilot fatigue, 3) inadequacy of the instruments,
covered a wide range of ages and body builds. The two 4) location of the basic flight instruments which necessi-
lead configurations allowed for continuous recording tate excessive head movements, and 5) shape and distribu-
during exercise for long periods of time. An evaluation tion of cockpit glass which cause confusing ground re-
of the monitoring system was given and its applicability flections. Several case reports are cited and recommenda-
to studies of the heart action of Ss during aircraft and tions are set forth to improve present conditions.
satellite flights was noted. R 8
G. I.

17,149
17,145 Miller, J.W. & Goodson, J.E. MOTION SICKNESS IN A

Michel, E.L., Langevin, R.W. & Gell, C.F. EFFECT OF HELICOPTER SIMULATOR. Aerospace Medicine, March 1960,
CONTINUOUS HUMAN EXPOSURE TO OXYGEN TENSION OF 418 MM HG a(3), 204-212. (Human Factors Section, Hughes Air-
FOP 168 HOURS. Aerospace Medicine, Feb. 1960, 31(2), craft Company, Fullerton, Calif. & USN School of Avia-
138-144. (USN Air Crew Equipment Lab., NADC, Philadel- tion Medicine, Pensacola Air Station, Fla.).
phia, Penn.).

17,149
17,145 The 2-FH-2 helicopter simulator was designed to inves-

This study was conducted to define more clearly human tigate problems of visual contact in flight training,
limitations to higher than normal oxygen percentages. evaluate the point source system of visual presentation,
Six men were confined for a seven-day period in an alti- and provide training in autorotation and hovering maneu-
tude chamber at 10,000 feet and exposed to a continuous vers. The three principal components of the simulator
oxygen percentage of 80 percent. Vital capacity and are, 1) the projection system, 2) cockpit, and 3) the
pulse were measured twice daily and respiratory frequency computer. The feasibilaty of using such a device is
was recorded once a day on each S during a one and three- discussed in terms of the problems encountered such as
quarter hour work period. Physical examinations were vertigo and "motion sickness" experienced by the instruc-
administered at the end of the study to determine the tors and trainees.
presence of any lasting effects on the S. I. R 5
T. I. R 17

17,150

17,146 Hershgold, E.J. ROENTGENOGRAPHIC STUDY OF HUMAN SUBJECTS
Berry, C.A. & Eastwood, H.K. HELICOPTER PROBLEMSt DURING TRANSVERSE ACCELERATIONS. Aerospace Medicine,
NOISE, COCKPIT CONTAMINATION AND DISORIENTATION. March 1960, 31(3), 213-219. USAF Aerospace Medical
4Aerosjace ±edi, March 1960, aj(3), 179-190. Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio).
(USAF Office of the Surgeon General, Washington, D.C.).
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17,150 17,154

The effects of transverse acceleration on the body The need for prediction based on a causal hypothesis
were studied using x-ray examinations of the Ss. A human in the observational studies is discussed. The following
centrifuge was used to simulate accelerations of 6 and 12 four criteria are proposed for a test of a predictions
g for right and left sideward accelerations and forward i) a fairly large number of varying conditions should be

accelerations. Chest x-rays of five Ss were taken under available for analysis; 2) a prediction of variation under
the three conditions and studied to observe the effects varying conditions should be specified; 3) the prediction
on the pulmonary circulation and the vulnerability of the should account for a significant amount of variation (sig-
mediastinal and abdominal organs to displacement under nificant agreement, based on linear models); 4) the re-
these conditions. sidual unpredicted variation should not be significantly
I. R 4 large (insignificant disagreement, linear model). This

proposed test of a prediction is not meant to prove or
disprove causation; it puts the causal hypothesis through
a rigorous trial. An illustration of this is made with

17,151 the findings analyzed and explained in terms of the above
Meehan, J.P. & Brandt, W. PARA-AMINO HIPPURATE AND criteria. R. 4
ENDOGENOUS CREATININE CLEARANCES IN POSITIVE ACCELERA-
TION. Aerospace Medicine, March 1960, ý1(3), 220-224.
(Dept. of Physiology, University of Southern California, 17,155
School of Medicine, Los Angeles, Calif.). Reitman, W.R. HEURISTIC PROGRAMS, COMPUTER SIMULATION,

AND HIGHER MENTAL PROCESSES. 3ehav. SoS., Oct. 1959,

17,151 1(4), 330-335. (Carnegie Institute of Technology,
To investigate the extent to which the kidneys par- Pittsburgh, Penn.).

ticipate in the centrally-induced pressor responses to
maintain circulation under positive acceleration, three 17,155
Ss were studied. Each S was exposed to a positive ac- This section includes 1) a nofe which discusses the
celeration of three g for ten minutes and blood and methodological basis for research into higher mental
urine samples of each S were examined. The results were processes--the heuristic computer program--and describes
examined in relation to the role of renal circulation some current developments; and 2) an index of statistical
under positive acceleration. programs available in the following areas in the statis-
T. I. R 9 tical library of the ILLIACs matrix operation, other

algebraic routine, multivariate analysis, and analysis of
variance and covariance.
R 15

17,152
Knauf, G.M. THE BIO-EFFECTS OF RADAR ENERGY A RESEARCH
PROGRESS REPORT. Aerospace Medicine, March 1960, 11
(3), 225-228. (USAF Missile Test Center, Patrick AFB, 17,156
Fla.). Donahoe, J.W. THE EFFECT OF VARIATIONS IN THE FORM OF

FEEDBACK ON THE EFFICIENCY OF PROBLEM SOLVING. J .
P.vrlhg.., Sept. 1960, 60(3), 193-198. (University of

17,152 Kentucky, Lexington, Ky.).
This progress report on biological research investi-

gated the effects of exposure to radar energy on the
human body. A maximum safe ambient energy level was 17,156
established and a maximum safe exposure level investigated To study problem-solving behavior as a function of
Several common sense precautions for personnel have been the manner in which information regarding prior perform-
projected and the questions of sterilization and injury ance is fed back to the S a total of 60 Ss were used in
to the eye and to living tissue have been investigated, two experiments in which a geometrical game was the task.
The results discussed the need for further study with the Two conditions of feedback were employed: one group of
main emphasis on basic cellular physiology. Ss received information about a response from a single
R 9 source, the second group received information from two

sources. Results for the two groups were compared in
terms of number of steps required to complete the game
and rate of responding.

17,153 T. G. R 2

Reynolds, E.L. IRRADIATION AND HUMAN EVOLUTION.
Hu. Bol., Feb. 1960, 32(I), 89-108. (P.o. Box
5199, Honolulu, Hawaii).

17,157
Reiss, R.F. THE DIGITAL SIMULATION OF NEURO-MUSCULAR

17,153 ORGANISMS. Behv_ . S•i., Oct. 1960, .(4), 343-358.
The effects and consequences of irradiation on human (Laboratory for Automata Research, Librascope Div.,

evolution are discussed with special consideration given General Precision, Inc., Binghamton, N.Y.).
to$ 1) past evolution and the possible effects of radia-
tion from natural sources (e.g., cosmic rays* atmosphere,
and rocks and soil; 2) effects of man-made radiation (e.g. 17,157
x-rays and radioactive wastes); and 3) the possible future The author cites four specific criticisms of current
for man with adaptation as an answer. Possible approaches simulation models, describes a particular simulation
to the problem are discussed with emphasis placed on the model (an asychronous nerve-net model), and comments on
role of education on radiation as a possible solution to general problems connected with simulation studies. The
the problem. second section of this paper describes technical features
R many of the simulation program designed for the model which

provide "important advantages in economy and flexibility.
I. R 26

17,154
Sheehe, P.R. A TEST OF PREDICTIONS BASED ON CAUSAL 17,158
HYPOTHESES. Hum. Biol.9 May 1960, &(2), 162-184. McGulgan, F.J., Crockett, Frances & Bolton, Carolyn.
(Rosewell Park Memorial Institutep Buffalo, N.Y.), THE EFFECT OF KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS BEFORE AND AFTER A

RESPONSE. J hen. Psvchol., July 1960, 3(Flrst Half),
51-55. (Dept. of Psychology, Hollins College, Hollins
College, Va.).
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17,158 17,162
Under investigation was the temporal effect of Presented in this paper is an application of the

knowledge of results. The hypothesis tested was that theoretical probability distribution of biometric func-,

knowledge of results provided just prior to response tions in the life table to actual problems of statistical

might be a superior condition to that of providing inference. The necessary formulas are presented and ex-

knowledge of results shortly after the response was plained and cohort life tables are presented. Emphasis

made. A line-drawing task performed while blindfolded is placed on the sample variance of the observed expec-

was administered to four groups of 14 subjects. The tation of life.
four conditions used varied in terms of when knowledge of T. R 16

results was given to the subject.
T. R 10

17,163
Stoudt, H.W., Damon, A. & McFarland, R.A. HEI1GHTS AND

17,159 WEIGHTS OF WHITE AMERICANS. H ., Dec. 1960,

Oswaldp I. NUMBER-FORMS AND KINDRED VISUAL IMAGES.
a, e p ., July 1960, 63(First Half), 81-88. &2(4), 331-341. (Dept. of Industrial Hygiene & Guggen-

(Institute of Experimental Psychology, Oxford University, Schoolem Centerof public ationHealth, aBoston, Mass.).afety Harvard

Oxford, 
England).

17,159 
17,163

This study examined visual images named "number- This paper presented "average" heights and weights

forms" (individual numbers occur in constant spatial re- for white males and females in the United States from

lationship to one another and to the observer). The birth to old age. The figures were based on published

author discussed the frequency of the "forms," the con- and unpublished data obtained from seven sources. The

ditions under which "forms" are experienced, whether or application and need of such data in the biological field

not the "forms" are mnemonics, their flexibility, and was stressed and the limitations of the present study

their alleged usefulness. The conclusions of the author were noted and discussed.

were presented. 
T. R many

I. R 14
17,164

Bradley, J.V. & Wallis, R.A. SPACING OF TOGGLE SWITCH

17,160 
ON-OFF CONTROLS. Engna. Industr. Psychol., Spring 1960

HorN, E.P. & Hart, H.C. PERCEPTUAL T-UESHOLDS ANDri 2(l), 8-19. (USAF Aero Medical Lab., Wright-PattersonSPNTN OUCORTICAL RHYHMS. onElS.1,ArlAB Ohio & Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio).
1960, 62(Second Half), 185-1888. Dept. of Psychology,

University of Florida, Gainesville, Fla.).
17,164

This experiment waci designed to investigate efficien

The purpose of this experiment was to relate measures cy in the human operations of toggle switches as a func-

of visual perception to specific functions of the human tion of the spacing between controls. The efficiency

brain. The hypotheses tested weres 1) mean alpha fre- with which a miniaturized toggle switch could be operated

quency may be related to perceptual thresholds, and 2) as compared with the usual size of toggle switches was

mean alpha percent time, as a measure of the prepatory also investigated. Thirty-six Ss were used to test

state, may also be related to perceptual threshold, these types of switches at three different positions.

Monopolar recordings of electrical activity of the cortex The limitations of the experimental design were discussed

were obtained and the perceptual threshold for complex and the application of toggle switches as compared to

materials was measured by using a mirror tachistoscope. pushbutton controls was noted.

T. R 6 T. G. Ri 2

17,161
Asmons, Carol H. TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT INHIBITORY 17,165
EFFECTS ASSOCIATED WITe ACQUISITION OF A SIMPLE PERCEP- Pierce, B.F. MANUAL FORCE CAPABILITIES OF A PILOT IN A
TUAL-MOTOR SKILL. .. oen. Psvcho-.p April 1960, L2 FULL-PRESSURE SUIT--TECHNIQUES OF MEASUREMENT AND DATA

(Second Half), 223-245. (Dept. of Psychology, University PRESENTATION. En__na. Industr. Pschol. Spring 1960,

of Montana, Missoula, Mont.). 2(l), 27-33. (Convair Astronautics, General Dynamics

Corporation, Groton, Conn.).

17,161
To determine for an easy perceptual-motor task, with 17,165

a fairly small motor component: 1) the relationship be- This investigation was concerned with developing

tween performance level and duration of intertrial rests, techniques for measuring the force a pilot in an inflated

duration of a single rest, duration of trials, and rest- full pressure suit can exert on manual controls of

period activity; 2) the relationship between duration of various types In various locations. Also sought was a

prior continuous practice and amount of reactive inhibi- method of presenting these data in a form amenable to

tion developed; and 3) the relationship between duration direct application by the design engineer. Six types of

of prior continuous practice and the amount of conditioned measurement were taken; four were concerned with torque

inhibition, three experiments were conducted with a and two with forces involved in pulling and pushing.

total of 960 Ss tested. The results were presented and T. I. R 3

discussed in terms of the hypotheses set forth by Hull
and Kimble.
T. G. R 27

17,166

17,162 Holstein, D. EFFECTS OF TARGET WIDTH AND CROSSHAIR

Chiang, C.L. A STOCHASTIC STUDY OF THE LIFE TABLE AND WIDTH ON TRACKING PERFORMANCE. J. anol. Psvchol.,

ITS APPLICATIONS$ II. SAMPLE VARIANCE OF THE OBSERVED Dec. 1960, 44(6), 365-369. (International Business

EXPECTATION OF LIFE AND OTHER BIOMETRIC FUNCTIONS. Machines Corporation, Bethesda, Md*.)
iLlJL• 2 Sept. 1960, U2(3)p 221-238. (University of

Califomnia, Berkeley, Calif.).
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17,166
The purpose of this study was to investigate the prob- 17,171

lem of perceptual discrimination in tracking by studying Rasch, P.J. & Pierson, W.R. EVALUATION OF A SUBMAXIMAL

target width and crosshair width simultaneously. A com- TEST FOR ESTIMATING PHYSICAL WORK CAPACITY. Ergonomics$

pensatory tracking task wasnperformed by ten Ss. The Jan. 1960, 2(l), 9-16. (Research Center, College of

target widths ranged from 1/32 to I inch and the cross- Osteopathic Physicians and Surgeons, Los Angeles, Calif.).

hair widths ranged from 1/64 to 1/2 inch and were pro-
jected on a ground glass screen. Each S served under the
36 conditions twice. Error scores, time scores, and the 17,171
interaction effects obtained were discussed. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the reliabi-
T n e t o e w lity and validity of the Bruce Physical Fitness Index

T. G. R 6 (PEI) when used in testing athletes and normal, healthy

nonathletes. The Bruce PFI was determined for four
groups of Ss, 1) 26 healthy adult college males, 2) 11

17,167 volunteers from a high school cross-country team, 3) ten
Garvey, W.D. A COMPARISON OF THE EFFECTS OF TRAINING volunteers from a high school and a college football team,
AND SECONDARY TASKS ON TRACKING BEHAVIOR. J. .. and 4) six healthy male college students representing a
£sVchol., Dec. 1960, qA(6), 370-375. (USN Research wide range of body types. Differences in oxygen concen-
Lab., Washington, D.C.). tration between inspired and expired air was measured in

all tests, and total oxygen consumption and heart rate
were recorded.

17,167 T. R 6
A compensatory tracking task was performed by six Ss.

The performance of a man-machine system was analyzed in
terms of absolute error and lead or lag error scores to
compare the effects of training and secondary tasks on 17,172

these measures. The secondary tasks which were Civen to Redfearn, J.W.T. THE EOSINOPENIA OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE.
the Ss on separate days were an arithmetic task, a visual Ernonomics, Jan. 1960, 3(1), 17-29. (USA Operational
task, and a motor task. Research Group, West Byfleet, Surrey, England & Clinical
s ad a m r tPsychiatry Research Group, Graylingwell Hospital, Chi-

G. I. B 3 chester, England).

17,168 17,172
Creamer, L.R. & Trumbo, D.A. MULTIFINGER TAPPING PER- This paper investigated how the degree of eosinopenia
FORNIANCE AS A FUNCTION OF THE DIRECTION OF TAPPING MOVE- is a function of severity and duration of an exercise.
MENTS. i. anD1. Psvchol.9 Dec. 1960, AA(6), 376-380. Nineteen physically fit soldiers were required to march
(Kansas State University, Lawrence, Kan.). for certain lengths of time at constant speed on various

gradients and carrying different loads. Five experiments
were conducted and may be identified accordingly: I) the

17,168 eosinopenia effect of a day's march, 2) the effect of
This investigation was designed to systematicolly eir eia effect of a dy mrch, 2) t ect of

study the relationship between multiple finger tapping varying the duration of the exercise, 3) temporal charac-

performance and the direction of tapping movements. Five teristics of the eosinopenia, 4) marching to exhaustion,

nontypists had their performance recorded for 20 consecu- and 5) obtaining a mean count for a group of individuals.

tive days. Each day constituteo a session which included T. G. R many

a three-minute trial at each of five keyboard angles
ranging from 0 to 88 degrees from the normal horizontal
position. The results were discussed and the need for 17,173
further research with typists and with additional tasks Fletcher, J.G., Lewis, H.E. & Wilkie, D.R. HUMAN POWER
was pointed out. OUTPUT: THE MECHANICS OF POLE VAULTING. Ergonomilcs,
T. G. R 8 Jan. 1960, 3(l), 30-34. (Div. of Human Physiology,

National Institute for Medical Research, Hampstead, Lon-
don, England & Dept. of Physiology, University College,

17,169 London, England).
Rimland, B. MULTIDIMENSIONAL SCATTERPLOTTING: A GRAPHIC
APPROACH TO PROFILE ANALYSIS. J. apol. Psychol., Dec.
1960, 44(6), 404-406. (USN Personnel Research Field 17,173

Activity, San Diego, Calif.). Slow motion cine-photography was used to study the
performance of five pault vaulters. A Kodak Cine Special
camera was setup about 100 ft. from the vaulting path

17,169 and at right angle to it. Movements of the center of

Discussed here is a graphic approach to portraying gravity of the body were obtained and velocities were

muitidimensional relationships. The approach consists measured at various key points during each vault. The

of a bivariate scatterplot with coded symbols introduced kinetic energy was calculated from the velocity after

on it. It appears to be a simple and easy technique to each take-off. The results were discussed and the

use but does demand multiple sampling. The limitations characteristics of the most successful Jump were con-

and possible approaches in strengthening the method are sidered.

also discussed. G. I. R 3

G. R 5

17,170 17,174

Wilkie, D.R. MAN AS A SOURCE OF MECHANICAL POWER. Cope, F.W. PROBLEMS IN HUMAN VIBRATION ENGINEERING.

ErgonomIcs, Jan. 1960, 1(1), 1-8. (Dept. of Physiology, EL.Uonomcs, Jan. 1960, 1(1), 35-43. (USN Aviation Med-

University College, London, England). ical Acceleration Lab., Johnsville, Penn.).

17,170 17,174

Discussed here were the physiological aspects of This paper discusses the ways in which vibration is
muscular exercise as a source of mechanical power in man transmitted from vehicle to man and the methods of pre-

as well as the chemical and mechanical considerations, venting such transmission. The anatomical, physiological.
The results from several types of exercises were collected and performance changes which can be caused by the vibra-
and a distinction was made between champion athletes and tion are also discussed. The relationship of experimenta.
healthy nonathletes. The exercises performed were: work to practical problems are considered and the diffi-
1) running, 2) rowing, 3) pedal-cycling, and 4) pedal- culties involved are emphasized. Approaches to vibration
cycling with hand-cranking, protection are also considered.

G. R many G. I. R 19
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17,175 17,179
Hopkinson, R.G. AN EXPERIMENT ON THE ASSESSMENT OF Murrell, K.F.H. & Tucker, W.A. A PILOT JOB STUDY OF
BRIGHTNESS UNDER 'FREE-CHOICE' AND 'FORCED-CHOICE' AGE-RELATED CAUSES OF DIFFICULTY IN LIGHT ENGINEERING.
CONDITIONS BY A GROUP OF OBSERVERS. Ergonomics, Jan. E, Jan. 1960, _(1), 74-79. (Unit for Research
1960, 1(1), 44-50. (Dept. of Scientific & Industrial on Employment of Older Workers, University of Bristol,
Research, Building Research Station, Garston, Watford, Bristol, England).
Hertfordshire, England).

17,17917,175 This pilot study was designed to identify some of the
This experiment was conducted to obtain assessments factors in the light engineering industry job situation

of brightness under controlled conditions. The experiment which might be related to age. Fifteen factors were rated
consisted of the judgment by all of the observers simul- and were divided into two sections: 1) environment (light,
taneously of the subjective magnitude of each of a series noise, heat, and atmosphere); and 2) activity (lilting,
of ten luminances presented in random order. The Ss were applying force, body movement, etc.). Each type of
allowed to assign numbers to the luminances provided that machine was rated separately and the age of the man
the high numbers corresponded to a bright luminance and working op it was noted. Of the 15 factors originally
a low number to a low luminance. Judgments were made rated, six remained following the analysis of the results.
under free choice of numbers and forced choice of numbers. r. R 3
The important aspect of the experiment was the relation
between the numbers chosen and the corresponding physical
luminances.
G. R 2 17,180

Cotes, J.E. & Meade, F. THE ENERGY EXPENDITURE AND
MECHANICAL ENERGY DEMAND IN WALKING. Ergonomics, April

17,176 1960, 2(2), 97-119. (Pneumoconiosis Research Unit ofBrown, I.D. VISUAL AND TACTUAL JUD176NTS OF SURFACE the Medical Research Council, Llandough Hospital, Penarth,

ROUGHNESS. E , Jan. 1960, 2(1), 51-61. (Appli- Glam, England).
ed Psychology Research Unit, MRC, Cambridge, England). 17,180

This study was concerned with deriving some relation-
17,176 ships between the variables involved in walking which

This paper reported on an initial study of comparative provide a broader basis from which to predict energy
Judgments of surface roughness. The experiment was de- expenditures and which are of theoretical and practical
signed to answer the following questions: 1) Which sensory interest. Ten subjects walked on a motor treadmill at
modality is being used most by the skilled operator in various speeds in a flat position and in up and down
making Judgments? 2) Can the inspection conditions be gradients. The subjects also did stepping exercises.
improved? and 3) How does the performance of skilled Ss Anthropometric measurements were made of leg length,
differ from that of unskilled? The method of paired core- foot length, and weight, the relationship between these
parisons was used with nine wooden surfaces of different measures and the previous findings were discussed.
degrees of roughness. Each S made a set of 36 Judgments T. G. R 25
under each of five conditions. The results were dis-
cussed, and the performance of the skilled and unskilled
Ss was compared. 17,181
T. I. R 4 Lippold, O.C.J., Redfearn, J.W.T. & Vuco, J. THE ELEC-

TROMiOGRAPHY OF FATIGUE. Ergonomics, April 1960, 2(2),
121-131. (Dept. of Physiology, University College,
London, England & Psychiatric Research Group, Grayling-

17,177 well Hospital, Chichester, England).Seminars, J.L. ACCURACY AND SPEED OF TACTUAL READINGs

AN EXPLORATORY STUDY. Ergonomics, Jan. 1960, 2(i), 62-
67. (Lockheed Aircraft Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif.). 17,181

The changes in the electrical activity of muscles
during and after voluntary fatigue were discussed. The17,177 records were obtained from whole muscles using surface

This study was designed to determine the ability of suction electrodes of silver. Tension records were ob-
individuals to tactually read words presented to them. tained from the calf muscles, triceps muscles, and small
Ninety test words were prepared which ranged from two to hand muscles. Recordings of the mechanical tremors wereseven letters in length. Six subjects, three male and made with a mechano-electronic transducer. A full dis-
three female, were testedl and the results were examined cussion of the records obtained followed.
in terms of speed, accuracy, and the effects of practice. G. I. R 4
T. G. R 2

17,178 17,182
Pepler, R.D. WARMTH, GLARE AND A BACKGROUND OF QUIET Page, J.K. SOME ERGONOMIC PROBLEMS CONFRONTING THE
SPEECH: A COMPARISON OF THEIR EFFECTS ON PERFORMANCE. BUILDING DESIGNER. Ergonomics, April 1960, 2(2), 133-

c, Jan. 1960, 1(1), 68-73. (Applied Psychology 140. (Dept. of Building Science, University of Liver,
Research Unit, MRC, Cambridge, England). pool, Liverpool, England).

17,178
Two experiments were conducted to investigate the 17,182mechnis reponsbleforperfrmace hangs i anThis paper discusses the need for building designers

mechanism responsible for performance changes In an to recognize the knowledge that the science of ergonomicsunusually warm environment. The task was a perceptually can offer him in the architectural design and constructiondifficult form of pursuit tracking. In the two expere- of buildings. The problems facing the workman on buildingments, the effects of warmth on performance were compared sites are discussed as are anthropometric and posturalwith the effects ofk e) glare from a naked electric lampT factors, energy expenditure, and environmental factorsand 2) a quietly spoken but interesting narrativeg The important to the building user. The need for furtheraspects on performance measured were the error alignment research and investigation of the many ergonomic problemsand the number of times the pointer reversed its direction facing the designer and contractor is stressed.of movement. The statistical significance of the results R 16
was tested by an analysis of variance technique.
T. G. R 9
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17,183
The optimal form and dimensions of handgrips for 17,188

handling certain types of concrete building blocks which Poulton, E.C, A NOTE ON PRINTING TO MAKE COMPREHENSION
would serve to reduce the physiological work load were EASIER. Ergonomics, July 1960, 2(3), 245-248. (Applied
investigated. A series of 29 sets of handgrips were Psychology Research Unit, MRC, Cambridge, England).
designed on the basis of anthropometric data. The sub-
jects lifted and replaced the models over a fixed height
according to a prescribed schedule. Pulse rates and 17,188

oxygen consumption were measured during the work per- This paper examines some of the experimental evidence
formed. An optimal form was chosen and the reasons concerning the relation of style of printing to the rate
were cited. of comprehension of the reader. The limitations of these,

T. I. R 4 studies are pointed out, and the difficulties in inter-
preting the results obtained are considered. The need
for further experiments studying style for particular
purposes Is stressed.

17,184 T. R 7
Brown, I.D. MANY MESSAGES FROM FEW SOURCES. Ergonomics,
April 1960, 2(2), 159-168. (Applied Psychology Research
Unit, MRC, Cambridge, England).

17,189

17,184 Coombs, C.H. & Pruitt, D.G. COMPONENTS OF RISK IN DECI-
This experisrnt was designed to investigate the SION MAKINGt PROBABILITY AND VARIANCE PREFERENCES. J.

differences between separate sources displays and com- exy. Psychol., Nov. 1960, 60(5), 265-277. (University
bined sources displays by studying choice reaction times of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.).
in these two systems. Displays were compared at three-
choice, seven-choice, and fifteen-choice levels with 17,189
speed and accuracy of response the criterion of efficien- This study was designed to test the adequacy of a
cy. The results were fully discussed with the differ- concept of variance preference as opposed to a nonlinear
enes between displays and the differences between utility for money, to test for the existence of prefer-
choices noted. ence for skewness, and to explore the possibility of an
T. G. I. R 10 interrelation between variance and skewness preference

if they exist. Five sets of bets were constructed and
used as stimuli. Three sets were used to study variance

17,185 preference under constant probability treatment, and two
Simon, J.R. CHANGES WITH AGE IN THE SPEED OF PERFORMANCE sets were used to study skewness preference in constant
ON A DIAL SETTING TASK. Ergonomics, April 1960, 3(2), variance treatment. Inconsistency of preference, stochas-
169-174. (State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa). tic transitivity, and the stability and interactions of

preference patterns were measured and analyzed.

17,185 T. R 12
This study was cQncerned with the differential effects

of aging on the parts of a simple repetitive motor task.
Also investigated were the effects on movement durations 17,190
of changing the precision requirements of different com- Mednick, S.A. & Freedman, J.L. FACILITATION OF CONCEPT
ponents of a task as related to age. Two groups of Ss FORMATION THROUGH MEDIATED GENERALIZATION. J. eXo.
were studiedi a young group ranging from 18 to 34 years Psv_._hg., Nov. 1960, 60(5), 278-283. (Harvard University,
of age and an older group ranging from 59 to 85 years of Cambridge, Mass.).
age. The results were presented and a discussion con-
cerning the decrement of performance with age followed.
T. I. R 12 17,190

Thirty subjects were tested with one of two paired
association lists and a concept formation list. A tech-

17,186 ntque using the mediated generalization paradigm was used

Welford, A.T. THE MEASUREMENT OF SENSORY-MOTOR PERFORM- to increase the strength of response dominance and to

ANCE: SURVEY AND REAPPRAISAL OF TWELVE YEARS' PROGRESS. facilitate concept formation. The results were discussed
Er o , July 1960, _(3), 189-230. (Psychological and an explanation of the process of facilitation was
Laboratory, Cambridge , England). offered and supported by the findings.

T. R 8

17,186
Presented here is a critical survey of the work and

progress made in the area of sensory-motor performance 17,191

with attention directed to the role of Information theory, Kaplan, I.T. & Ripps, H. EFFECT ON VISUAL THRESHOLD OF
mathematical approaches, and the contribution of physiol- LIGHT OUTSIDE THE TEST AREA. J. exP. Psychol., Nov. 1960,
ogy in the study of decision processes. Seversl sets of A0(5), 284-289. (Postgraduate Medical School, New York
experimental results are presented and discussed. The University, New York, N.Y.).
need for further work and the implications of the present
approach are also discussed.
T. G. R many 17,191

This experiment was designed to study the influence
of luminance, number and location of inducers in the
fovea and in the periphery upon the luminance threshold

17,187 of a test field. The test field was circular and
Murrell, K.F.H. A COMPARISON OF THREE DIAL SHAPES FOR surrounded by several inducers which were equidistint
CHECK-READING INSTRUMENT PANELS. EQonomics, July 1960, from the test field. The results were presented and
2(3), 231-244. (University of Bristol, Bristol, England). discussed.

T. G. I. R 12

17,187
Three dial shapes were compared in a watchkeeping

task to determine the ease of check reading and ease of 17,192

qualitative reading. Three simulated panels containing Oyama, T. FIGURE-GROUND DOMINANCE AS A FUNCTION OF SEC-
18 dials were arranged in rows of six. Panel A consisted TOR ANGLE, BRIGHTNESS, HUE, AND ORIENTATION. J. exp.
of circular dials of 8.2 cm in diameter; Panel B con- P_....hol., Nov. 1960, 60(5), 299-305. (Hokkaido Univer-
sisted of drums 8.2 cm in diameter; and Panel C consisted sity, Japan).
of scales similar to Panel B but with radii of 4.1 cm.
A heterogeneous group of 72 Ss were divided into three
groups and each group was tested on a single panel.
T. G. I. R 7
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17,192
This study was concerned with the factors related to 17,197

the figure-ground phenomenon. The study was designed to Arnoult, M.D. & Lewis, J.T.,III. FORM DISCRIMINATION

obtain some quantitative data concerning the factors DURING BRIEF EXPOSURES. Percept. Mot. Skills, Dec. 1960,

which make a given part of a visual field appear more _U(3), 259-260. (Texas Christian University, Fort Worth,

frequently as figure. The chief variables investigated Tex. & University of Mississippi, University, Miss.).

were area or visual angle, brightness, hue, and orienta-

tion of the figure.
G. I. R 14 17,197

This report partially replicates a previous study
(553) which investigated same (S, stimulus paired with
itself) and different (D, stimulus paired with one of
its own class) discrimination of nonsense forms (80).

17,193 Subjects (16) observed tachistoscopically ten S and ten
Myers, J.L. & Sadler, E. EFFECTS OF RANGE OF PAYOFFS AS0paratecexoueim(1,2,3,4,nd5

AVARIABLE IN RISK TAKING. J. exP. Psvchol., Nov. 1960, D pairs at each exposure time (10, 20, 30, 40, and 50

A(5) V L Imsec.). No single pair was seen more than once by any

6Q(5)t 306-309. (University of Massachusetts, Amherst, S. Data were mean errors in shape discrimination. Re-

Mass.
3

. sults were related to those of Arnoult's prior experi-

ment.

17,193 T. R 3

Reported was an experiment designed to investigate
decisions in risk taking. Subjects were required to
choose between a known risk and an unknown risk on each
of 100 trials. The unknown outcomes consisted of a range 17,198Arneult, M.D. PREDICTION OF PERCEPTUAL RESPONSES FROM

of variables which was the major independent variable in STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STIMULUS.
the study. Mot. Skills, Dec. 1960, 1j(3), 261-268. (Texas Christian
T. G. R 2 University, Fort Worth, Tex.).

17,198
17,194 This study represented a further investigation into

Meyer, D.R., Sukemune, S. & Myers, R. LOCAL VARIATIONS the generality of the multiple correlational approach to
IN THE MAGNITUDE OF A FIGURAL AFTEREFFECT. J. exp. form perception. Stimuli (72), which were two-dimension-
PsIchol.E Nov. 1960, 60(5), 314-317. al, closed-contour nonsense forms, were administered to

investigate the predictability of judgments of familiar-
ity, meaningfulness, size, and complexity. A separate

179194 group of 100 Ss was used to obtain each of the four kinds

This study was designed to test the assumption that of Judgments. Physical measures of the stimuli were made

the visual cortex is involved in the basic interactions and correlations between the physical variables of the

that give rise to the phenomenon of figural aftereffect, four kinds of Judgments were made.

The experiment consisted of measuring the magnitude of T. I. R 12

figural displacement as a function of the positions of
the figures in the visual field. Two Ss were tested by
using the method of constant stimuli. 17,200
G. R 12 Jensen, G.D. EFFECT OF PAST EXPERIENCE UPON INDUCED

MOVEMENT. Percept, Mot. Skills, Dec. 1960, jj(3), 281-
288. (University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, N.M.).

17,195
Adams, J.A. & Xhignesse, L.V. SOME DETERMINANTS OF TWO- 17,200

DIMENSIONAL VISUAL TRACKING BEHAVIOR. Je. 2LPsvcbh.., Two experiments were designed to determiner I) if in-

Dec. 1960, 60(6), 391-403. (University of Illinois, duced backward movement is as easy to produce as induced
Urbana, 1117.. forward movement with stimuli eliciting a forward diec-

tional basis, and 2) if induced movement can be produced
when the lateral extent of the stimulus field is constant.

17,195 1) Fifty-two Ss in a dark room fixated a stationary lumi-
This experiment was designed to explore performance nous airplane silhouette while a luminous bar was moved

on a pursuit tracking task with two visual stimulus laterally right or left; 2) 28 Ss fixated a stationary
sources. Studied were two values of spatial separation, luminous ship silhouette while "waves" moved laterally
stimulus coherency, and speed of event change in the right or left but the lateral extent remained constant.

two-dimensional discrete visual tracking task. The two The results were discussed in terms of the Bruell-Albee

by two by two factorial design was used to analyze the theory and their significance as new evidence.
data. I. R 14
T. G. R many

17,201

17,196 Gollin, E.S. DEVELOPMENTAL STUDIES OF VISUAL RECOGNITION
Levy, L.H. WEBER FRACTION ANALOGUES IN SOCIAL PERCEPTION. OF INCOMPLETE OBJECTS. Percept. Mot. Skills, Dec. 1960,
Percept. Mot. Skills, Dec. 1960, j1(3), 233-242. (Indi- 11(3), 289-298.
ana University, Bloomington, Ind.).

17,201
To determine how complete the representation of a

The objectives of this study are to determine whether common object must be to be recognized and the extent to

a basis exists for asserting the existence of Weber Frac- which this necessary completeness may be reduced after

tion Analogues (WFA) in social perception and to test training, four studies were made: 1) 53 children were

two hypotheses relating the magnitude of WFA to the mean- given 11 series of five cards each of varying grades of
ingfulness of the issue on which groups are divided and completeness; 2) 22 children in an experimental group

whether the individual is in agreement or disagreement were given a recognition test of 20 series, ten naming

with the majority on the issue. A modified method of trials on ten complete pictures, then a recognition test,

adjustment is used with, Ss having to express how much and seven Ss were control; 3) nine children and 18 adults

larger one of two groups of equal size would have to be were tested with the most reduced representations. 4) 40

for them to feel that a real difference between the children were trained on intermediate and complete repre-
groups exists. The results are presented and the hypoth- sentations and tested on reduced representations, then

eses are discussed in tenms of the findings. children and adults were compared.

1. G. R 4 T. I. R 3
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17,206
Two studies were designed to investigate some obser-

17,202 vations made in preliminary work with the spiral, whichBuegel, H.F. & Byers, Laura J. MOVEMENT TIME FROM C TOhafortowof10dgesndaspuat00pm
ALL PIANO KEYS WITHIN FOUR OCTAVES ABOVE THIS C. Pecet had four throws of 180 degrees and was spun at 100 rpm.
ALL Dec.O 299. ofTHIN NoVrcpth In Experiment I, 18 Ss were given four trials (expansionMot, Skills, Dec. 1960, _(3), 299. (University of North aftereffect and contraction aftereffect, the aftereffectDakota, Grand Forks, N.D.). being projected onto the spiral itself, and two more with

the aftereffect projected on a photograph of the spiral).

17,202 In Experiment I11 six Ss were given expansion aftereffect

This paper presented only the final summary data followed by contraction aftereffect, using a photograph

(mean movement time for each S in msec.) and original of the spiral, and six were given reversed order. The

instructions of a study done about 1941 on the relation- differences were tested for significance and results

ship between time of movement and distance. Each of ten compared with other literature.

Ss struck successively, as rapidly as possible, on indi- R 4

vidual trials, two keys, the lowest C (which started a
Dunlap chronoscope) and each of the white keys (which
stopped it) to and including c"'', four octaves above. L7,207
A Virgil silent practice keyboard was used. A brief Jacobs, H.L., Levenspiel, 0., Rhodes, H.J. & Elwell, R.
discussion of the results was given. A HYDROSTATIC OIL BEARING TURNTABLE SYSTEM FOR THE LABORA-
T. TORY STUDY OF SOME ASPECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS. Petcept.

Mot. Skills, Dec. 1960, jJ(3), 333-336. (Eucknell Uni-
versity, Lewisburg, Penn.).

17,203
Smith, D.E.P. SERUM CORRELATES OF PERCEPTUAL ERRORS IN
PROBLEM READERS. Percept. Mot. Skills, Dec. 1960, U1(3), 17,207
300. (University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.). Described here is the rational and general character-

istics of an experimental apparatus which has been used

to study human performance under conditions similar to
17,203 weightlessness without attempting to duplicate all the

Within one syndrome of reading and behavior disorder subjective aspects of the phenomenon. The necessity of
there is a subgroup which is especially prone to making not having bearing contact between the outer surface of
substitutions and omissions in reading. To investigate the individual's body and its surrounds in weightlessness
the possibility of sub-clinical hypoparathyroidism, eight is emphasized. How this is accomplished In the present
males, 14 to 18 years, of normal Intelligence, and severe- apparatus is described.
ly retarded in reading were given serum tests of calcium, I. R 10
pH, albumin, globulin, ratio of protein fractions, total
protein, and cholesterol. On the basis of four of the
above tests, two groups were found. Results were briefly 17,208
discussed. Simmonds, D.C.V. AN INVESTIGATION OF PILOT SKILL IN AN
G. R 2 INSTRUMENT FLYING TASK. Ergonomics, July 1960, 3(3),

249-253. (Applied Psychology Research Unit, MRC, Cam-
bridge, England).

17,204
Wright, B. & Gardner, B. EFFECT OF COLOR ON BLACK AND 17,208
WHITE PICTURES. Perceot. Mot. Skills, Dec. 1960, 11(3), This experiment was designed to investigate the pox-
301-304. (University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. & Social sibility of using consistency as a measure of skill in
Research, Inc., Chicago, Ill.). relation to an aircraft pilot's performance. Two complpx

flying maneuvers were performed twice by 17 pilots with
17,204 varying degrees of skill. Each S's performance was

This report described the effect of red, blue, and analyzed in terms of deviation from the perfect pattern.
yellow on the meaning of three black and white pictures. Consistency scores were obtained by considering separate-
An Osgood "semantic differential" of 29 adjective-pairs ly for each instrument the two identical maneuvers car-
was used to measure meaning with 930 Ss. Judgments of ried out by each S on his two separate flights. The ef-
three colors alone and of four versions of each of three fects of accuracy were also examined.
pictures (black and white and one in each color) were ob- T. I. R 2
tained. The Average ratings of the three colored versions
of the three pictures on each adjective-pair were analyzec
in 29 three by three analyses variance. Explanations of 17,209
the results were given. M-Kendry, J.M., Corso, J.F. & Grant, G. THE DESIGN AND
T. R 12 EVALUATION OF MAINTAINABLE PACKAGING METHODS FOR ELEC-

TRONIC EQUIPMENT. Ergonomics, July 1060, 3(3), 255-
272. (HRB-Singer, Inc., State Colle. tens.).

17,205
Powers, W.R., Clark, R.K. & McFarland, R.L. A GENERAL 17,209
FEEDBACK THEORY OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR, PART II. Percept. Presented here are the results of a study designed to
Mot. Skills, Dec. 1960, i1(3), 309-323. (US Veterahs
Administration Research Hospital, Chicago, Ill. & North- develop and evaluate several new methods of packagingIs ). electronic equipment. Three techniques were deviseds
western University Medical School, Evanston, .1) a "component grouping" method, 2) a "circuit grouping"

method, and 3) a "logical flow" method. Each was evalu-
17,205 ated against the standard packaging method by determining

This paper is Part II of a two-part theory of human the degree to which the [veormance of technicians was
behavior and outlines applications of the feedback prin- effected by trouble-shoottnq each type. Two skill levels
ciples to behavior. Six hypothesized levels (Order of technicians were used: 1) those just completing train-
Systems) of perceptual variables associated with human ing, and 2) those with more training and experience.
feedback control systems ranging from spinal reflexes to Also, two levels of equipment complexity were used.
systems which perceive and maintain orderliness and sys- T. G. I. R 14
tem concepts are described. Included is a demonstration
of each order and a description of an organizing system.

17,210
17,206 Spitz, H.H. & Lipman, R.S. RELIABILITY AND INTERCORRELA-
Costello, C.G. FURTHER OBSERVATIONS ON THE SPIRAL AFTER- TION OF INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES ON VISUAL AND KINESTHETIC
EFFECT. Percept. Mot. Skills, Dec. 1960, iU(3), 324. FIGURAL AFTEREFFECTS. Percent. Mot. Skills, June 1960,
(Institute of Psychiatry, Maudsley Hospital, University 12(3), 159-166. (Edward R. Johnstone Training and Re-
of London, London, England). search Center, Bordentown, N.J.).
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17,210 17,214
Since some general factor theories of brain processes This paper describes a physical model (a switching

use aftereffects as an operational index of generalized circuit with a push button representing the experimental
individual differences in brain function, this experiment variable, three levers representing three independent
was done to see if a high correlation exists between Ss' variables, and red and green pilot lamps representing
scores on aftereffects tests. Two average visual after- two dependent variables) for the controlled experiment.
effect VAE) scores and one average kinesthetic after- The model, intended for use in instruction, illustrates:
effect ýKAE) score were obtained for each of 154 Ss di- the concepts of independent and dependent variables, re-
vided into two equal groups with the following schedules, lations between variables, control, several problems In-
1) VAE, KAE, five-minute rest, KAE, VAE1 and 2) KAE, VAE, volved in applying Mill's canons of experimental inference
five-minute rest, VAE, KAE. Judgments were made fairly to empirical data; and it provides a basis for discussion
rapidly on both tasks. Test-retest tetrachoric correla- of research methodology.
tions, eight intercorrelations, recovery rates, and sati- T. I. R 9
ation scores were discussed in relation to previous
similar studies.
T. R 16 17,215

Mukherjee, B.N. RELIABILITY ESTIMATES FOR A MODIFIED
TWO-HAND COORDINATION TEST. Percept. Mot. Skills, Aug.

17,211 1960, 11(l), 13-14. (Bureau of Educational and Voca-
Hanson, J.A. & Jones, F.P. A "COLOR CLOCK' FOR USE IN tional Guidance, Bihar, Patna, India).
CODING STROBOSCOPIC MULTIPLE-IMAGE PHOTOGRAPHS. Percept.
Mot. Skills, June 1960, JQ(3), 193-194. (Institute for 17,215
Applied Experimental Psychology, Tufts University, Med- To obtain several reliability estimates for a simple
ford, Mass.). psychomotor task, a modified Two-hand Coordination Test

on which performance changed from tracing to tracking was

17,211 used. The subject was to move a pin 0.2 cm in diameter
through a tracking path 0.6 cm wide by appropriate turning

This article describes the method of using a "Color of two handles. The tracking path, 25 cm long, consisted
clock" for color coding photographs of complex human of three increasingly complex sections. Reliability
movements in reaction time studies. The "color clock" coefficients estimated by different procedures (odd-evenrecords both the sequence of colors and the time interval time, odd-even errors, odd-even halves, and test-retestl
between the stimulus and the first flash of the strobe. were presented and compared.
The example given is the movements of getting up from a T. I. R 4
chair on signal.
I. R I

17,216
Warburton, F.W. EXAMINATION OF PHILPOTT'S THEORY OF THE

17,212 WORK CURVE BY ORTHODOX STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES. Perceot.
Engen, T. EFFECT OF PRACTICE AND INSTRUCTION ON OLFACTORY Mot. Skills, Aug. 1960, 1i(I)9 29-30. (Dept. of Educa-
THRESHOLDS. Percept. Mot. Skills, June 1960, 10(,3), 195- tion, University of Manchester, Manchester, England).
198. (Brown University, Providence, R.I.).

17,216
17,212 The purpose of this paper was to examine the validity,

This is a study of olfactory thresholds as measured by means of more orthodox statistical techniques, of
by a forced-choice method of limits. To study the effects Philpott's conclusions (obtained by plotting experimental
of practice and variations in instructions on "limits" of results in terms of output, errors, or fluctuations
sensitivity, Ss first sniffed four test tubes (three con- against short time intervals and in geometric time inter-
tamned benzyl benzoate and one a dilution of an odorant) vals and examined for signs of periodicity) on fluctua-
and then indicated which contained the odorant with which tions in mental work: 1) curves contain periodic rhythms,
he had been familiarized earlier at 100 percent concentra- fluctuations geometric rather than arithmetic periodicity;
tion. Odorants used were amyl acetate, phenylethyl alco- and 2) periodicity is due to the presence of "mechanisms
hol, heptane, heptanal, diacetone alcohol, and vanillin, of hairspring fineness." The standard tests of randomness
A random order was used for the position of the tube with used consisted of: 1) Kendall's tests of the number of
the odorant. There was no time limit for Judgments after turning points and of phase lengths, 2) Kermack and
which S was told the correct te.st tube. When S made two McKendrick's length of run, and 3) Wald and Wolfowitz's
correct choices successively, testing ceased. Results runs test.
were graphically presented and were discussed. R 6
G. I. R 4

17,217
17,213 Toch, H.H. CAN EYE DOMINANCE BE TRAINED? Percent. Mot.
Platz, A., Uhr, L. & Miller, J.G. A PILOT EXPERIMENT ON Skills, Aug. 1960, Ui(l), 31-34. (Michigan State Uni-
THE EFFECTS OF MEPROBAMATE ON STEREOSCOPIC RETINAL RIVAL- versity, Ann Arbor, Mich.).
RY OF COMPLEMENTARY COLORS. Percept. Mot. Skills, June
1960, JQ(3), 230. (Mental Health Research Institute, 17,217
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.). This study attempted to modify eye dominance through

training. A set of ten stereograms, each consisting of

17,213 two dissimilar pictures one of which was strongly domi-
To discover tests that might be sensitive to the nant, was used. A pre-test to establish dominance was

effects of the tranquilizer meprobamate, 12 normal Ss, given to 28 Ss. In the training experiment, 16 Ss viewed
after ingestion of 1) 1200 mg meprobamate and, serving as ten experimental slides successively for ten minutes, the
their own controls, 2) matching placebos (lactose), were dominant picture to the left eye. A control group of 18
given the following seven elmple perceptual tasks, 1) bi- Ss similarly viewed ten stereograms which yielded "fused"
nocular accomodation, blur; 2) binocular accomodation, or composite images. The sessions of both groups were
recovery; 3) color form attitudel 4) Sander illusion; 5) preceded and followed by a test for eye dominance. Re-
Mueller-Lyer illusion; 6) autokinetic effect, latency; sults were discussed in terms of two alternative explana-
and 7) stereoscopic test of color oscillation. A double- tions.
blind, counterbalanced design was used. Results of this T. R 3
study were briefly discussed.
R2

17,218
17,214 Chambers, D.A., Pasternak, Rowena & Mueller, H.F. A
Berryman, R. A PHYSICAL MODEL FOR THE EXPERIMENT. CLAMP FOR FINGER-SWEAT PRINTS. Percept. Mot. Skills,
Percept, Mot. Skills, Aug. 1960, U.(l), 3-12. (Adelphi Aug. 1960, ii(l), 35-38. (Allan Memorial Institute,
College, Garden City# N.Y.). McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada),
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17,218 17,222

A finger clamp for recording finger-sweat prints was To test the idea that satiation is related to kines-
described. This clamp, providing constant pressure thetic figural aftereffect (KAE), the hypothesis that a

against the finger, control over the area of finger con- reduced KAE would occur if satiation took place while So

tact, and requiring minimal cooperation from S, was com- were in a drowsy hypnotic state was tested. Six Ss es-

pared with the postal-scale procedure, requiring S to timated the width of a One and one-half inch bar while
maintain a steady one-lb. force for three minutes. Sweat blindfolded. They were hypnotized into a drowsy state,
prints of the middle finger of each hand were obtained by rubbed a three-inch wide bar for two 120-second periods
each test for 40 Ss. All prints were coded and rated by for satiation, and were then awakened and estimated the
an independent Judge against a ten-point density scale, one and one-half inch bar. Results were compared with
After six months, they were rated twice, a week apart, by those of Ss who were satiated while awake and were

a second judge. Inter- and intra-reliability coefficients discussed.
were determined and results were compared. R 2
T. I. R 5

17,223
17,219 Powers, W.T., Clark, R.K. & McFarland, R.L. A GENERAL
Klem•ner, E.T. DYNAMIC FACTORS IN FORCE JUDGMENT. FEEDBACK THEORY OF HUMAN BEHAVIORs PART I. Percpt_ .
Percept. Mot. Skills, Aug. 1960, ,U(1), 39-42. (Inter- Mot. Skills, Aug. 1960, jU(i), 71-8S. (US Veterans
national Business Machines Corporation, Bethesda, Md.). Administration Research Hospital, Chicago, Ill.).

17,219 17,223
Sixteen Ss participated in an experiment with force A conceptual model of human behavior, based on some

judgments measuring the phenomenon, "the more rapidly a fundamental considerations of feedback theory and leading
lifted object ascends, the lighter" it seems. Each S to a generalized theory of behavior, is presented. Funda-
lifted an aluminum lever by flexing his elbow with con- mental definitions are given; and discussions of the
stant force at his wrist. A paired-comparison method was basic feedback control system, aggregates of feedback
used: the standard required a ten-lb. force at the wrist control systems, negentropy system, and basic feedback
to lift the lever; the comparison force for one group unit modifications are included.
varied among 8, 9, 9 1/2, 10, 10 1/2, 11, and 12 lb. and G. I. R 12
remained constant for the other. Subjects made judgments
of "harder, same, and easier." Response measures weret
I) time to acquire force to move lever, 2) initial accel-
eration, 3) time for half response, 4) time for comple- 17,224
tion, 5) peak velocity. Predictability of Judgments was Meitzer, H. WORKERS' PERCEPTUAL STEREOTYPES OF AGE
investigated. DIFFERENCES. Percept. P4ot. Skills, Aug. 1960, ii(l),
T. G. 1. R 2 89. (Human Relations Research Foundation, St. Louis,

Mo.).

17,220 17,224A study of stereotyping is shown to be more realistic
Zigler, E. SIZE ESTIMATES OF CIRCLES AS A FUNCTION OF if Ss are asked to rank periods of years both in terms of
SIZE OF ADJACENT CIRCLES. Percept. Not. Skills, Aug. how they feel about them from their own lives and from the
1960, II(I), 47-53. (Yale University, New Haven, Conn.). lives of others. Thus stereotyping can be studied in

terms of the amount of self read into others. Three
17,220 hundred workers of both sexes and varied ages under the

To discover: I) percentages of larger or smaller same management with the same work philosophy and in three
judgments made as a function of ratio of size of center regions of the United States ranked the following age
circle to adjacent circles, and 2) transition point at spans: up to 20, 20 to 35, 35 to 45, 45 to 60, and 60 up.
which ratio of size of adjacent circles is such that half Investigations of age differences in preferences, con-
of the judgments are smaller and half larger, ten Ss cepts, and stereotypes; sex differences in Ss' happiness;
judged ten stimuli by the method of paired comparisons, and regional differences were studied.
Nine cards had center circles of 2 cm in diameter, the
tenth was a single circle 2 cm in diameter. The diameterc
of adjacent circles were 1/2, 1, 1 1/2, 2, 3, 4, 8, and 17,225
10 cm. Subjects were presented with four series of pairs Uhr, L., Platz, A. & Miller, J.G. A PILOT EXPERIMENT ON
giving two larger and two smaller judgments for each pair. THE EFFECTS OF MEPROBAMATE AND OF PROCHLORPERAZINE ON
The results were discussed in terms of past studies. TESTS OF COGNITION AND PERCEPTION. Percept. Mot. Skills,
G. I. R 11 Aug. 1960, 11(l), p.90. (Mental Health Research Institute

1itiversity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.).

17,221 17,225
Petrovich, D.V. THE APPERCEPTIVE STUDY OF PSYCHOLOGICAL To determine toxic effects of tranquilizers on cogni-
ASPECTS OF PAIN. Percept. Mot. Skills, Aug. 1960, Ui(i), tion and perception, Ss were randomly assigned to I) 800
57. (US Veterans Administration Hospital, Jefferson Bar- mg meprobamate (15 Ss), 2) 20 mg prochlorperazine (17 Ss),
racks, Mo.). or 3) matching placebo, lactose (18 Ss). Immediately

after and again one hour after taking the pills, all So
17,221 were given two tests: 1) simple addition of two-digit

Because psychological aspects need to be studied in numbers, and 2) simple multiplication of a two-digit num-
addition to physical and neurological aspects in order to ber by a one-digit number. Change scores were used to
understand pain, the Pain Apperception Test was developed. analyze these results. Other tests were: 1) alterrate
The test contains 25 pictures (each of which is responded multiplying and subtracting of a one-digit number from a
to on a seven-point, multiple-choice scale for intensity two-digit number; and 2) the following taken from Guil-
and duration of experience) of a man in familiar painful ford's battery measuring orthogonal factors of higher
situations. Reliability coefficients have been made; mental processes: a) sentence order, b) picture group
norms need to be developed, nam ing, c) four word combinations, etc. Associate scores
R 4 from these tests were used to compare groups. R 1

17,222 17,226
Barthol, R.P. KINESTHETIC FIGURAL AFTEREFFECT UNDER A Clark, J.A. & King, G.F. PERCEPTUAL AND MOTOR SPEED INDROWSy STATE INDUCED BY HYPNOSIS. Percept. Mot. SkillA, AN EXTENDED AGE GROUP: A FACTOR ANALYSIS. Percept.altM.
Aug. 1960, U(1), 58. (University of California, Los • Oct. 1960, Jl(2), 99-102. (Michigan State Uni-Angele ) n Calif.). versity, East Lansing, Mich.).
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17,226 
17,230

A heterogeneous group of male Ss (199) from 18 to 77 The experiments reported were concerned with physio-

years of age and with education from 3 to 21 years were logical responses to g which might take several minutes

given three perceptual tests' i) Spiral Inspection, dis- to develop before interfering with psychomotor perform-

criminating between standard and offstandard spirals; 2) ance or functions of the central nervous system. Experi-

Perceptual Scanning, finding in order randomly scattered ments were performed on anaesthetized dogs under positive

numbers on a page; and 3) Number Recognition, indicating g loadings lasting up to five minutes. Interest was

whether pairs of numbers were the same or different; and focused on the possibility of acceleration forces causing

three motor tasksi 1) Right-Right Turning, turning pairs derangements on the pulmonary circulation. Continuous

of bolts on an upright panel; 2) Two-Plate Tapping, making recordings of the arterial oxygen saturation and pH were

100 taps with a stylus on a two-plated tapping board; and made. The applicability of the findings to humans was

3) Lifting and Turning, using both hands to lift and turn discussed.

60 blocks on a formboard. The principal axes method and
Guttman's method of estimating comounalitles were used to
determine the results. 17,231
T. R 7 Guignard, J.C. THE PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF TRANSIENT

MECHANICAL FORCES: A REVIEW OF THEIR RELEVANCE TO ASTRO-
NAUTICS. J Bit inteplanetary Soo., May-June 1960,

17,227 L7(9), 290-292. (RAF Institute of Aviation Medicine,

Rhodes, H.J., Jacobs, H.L. & Levenspiel, 0. A DUPLEX Farnborough, Hants, England).

ROTATOR FOR EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL OF VESTIBULAR STIMULA-
TION. Percent. Mot. Skills, Dec 1960 11(3), 337-340. 17,231
(Bucknell University, Lewisburg, Penn.). Reviewed are the mechanical stresses which may occur

in spaceflight and the problems of re-entry are discussed.
Also considered are the physiological responses to

17,227 mechanical force with the parameters of human tolerance
Described is the rotator used to evaluate the ability to linear acceleration summarized and responses to vibra-

of human Ss to perceive absolute rotation in the absence tion as a function of frequency indicated.
of vestibular stimulation. The new duplex turntable sys- G. R 4
tem which allows translatory motion as well as a wide
range of rotation speed is described and illustrated.
R 4 17,232

Billingham, J. MAN'S THERMAL ENVIRONMENT DURING INTER-
PLANETARY TRAVEL. J. Brit. interplanetary Soc., May-
June 1960, 17(9), 293-297. (RAP Institute of Aviation

17,228 Medicine, Farnborough, Hants, England).

Clemedson, C.-J. SOME BLAST STUDIES WITH APPLICATION TO
EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION. J.Brit.interplanetary Soc., 17,232
May-June 1960, 1(9), eah The problems of heat exchange between man and his

National Defence, Sweden). immediate surroundings during space flight are considered
as are the relevance of these problems to the design of
sealed cabins. Calculations of the heat transfer under

17,228 ten different conditions are made on the basis of certain
Discussed here are the similarities between explosive assumptions. These assumptions include the parameters

decompression and blast injury. The physiological of clothing, exposed skin, metabolic rate, gravity,
changes occuring after exposure to strong shock wave are humidity, and others. A discussion follows and the
considered and include respiration and circulation. Car- problems arising during re-entry are also considered.
diac activity and lung injuries are also discussed, and T. R 6
the results of experiments and studies conducted on ani-
mal Ss are cited.
G. R 25

17,233
Billingham, J. HEAT EXCHANGE BETWEEN MAN AND HIS ENVIRON-

17,229 MENT ON THE SURFACE OF THE MOON. J. Brit. interplanetary
Lansbeg PSS., May-June 1960, 17(9), 297-300. (RAF Institute of
Lansberg, W.P. SOME CONSEQUENCES OF WEIGHTLESSNESS AND Aviation Medicine, Farnborough, Hants, England).ARTIFICIAL WEIGH•T. J.Bi.Itrlnetary Soc., May-
June 1960, $.J(9), 285-288. National Aeromedical Centre,
Netherlands). 17,233

An analysis of heat exchange between man and the

spacesuit, and the spacesuit and the surroundings ai
17,229 different times and places on the surface of the moon is

Weightlessness in spaceflight and the physiological made. The assumptions arising from the distinctions made
consequences of such a condition is discussed. Consider- between day and night are considered in detail and are
ed in this context are air circulation; body perception; followed by calculations and results. These assumptions
motion and locomotion; and the actual sensation of being include solar radiation, surface 'emperature, and meta-
weightless. The possibility of muscular atrophy as a bolic rate. The conclusions drawn are cited and dis-
consequence of weightlessness is considered. The intro- cussed.
duction of artificial "weight" by making the satellite T. I. R 5
rotate around its own axis is also discussed.
I.

17,234
Jackson, K.F. IMPAIRMENT OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN CON-
TROL. '. i netary Soc., May-June 1960, 17
(9), 301-303. (RAF Institute of Aviation Medicine,

17,230 Farnborough, Hants, England).
Bjurstedto H. EFFECTS OF PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO POSITIVE
G LOADINGS ON THE PULMONARY GAS EXCHANGE. L$.Brt intr- 179plntr o. May-June 1960, 17(9), 288-289. (Lab, of 17,234

SNaval Medicine1960, Stokhlm Sweden). oExamined were some of the aspects of human performance
Aviation & Naval Medicine, Stockholm. Sweden). in controlling a space vehicle. Two experiments: 1) im-

pairment of performance during intensive flying, and 2)
multiple tracking test were reported and the results and
applications of the findings were considered. The need to
better understand the needs and capabilities of the pilot
was expressed.
I..R 2
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17,239
17,235 Discussed is the possibility of transporting life inHoover, G.W. THE 2i3H-M5CHINE SYSTEM IN SPACE VEHICLES. a dried or frozen state to other planets or to the moon.

B Inte r ., May-June 1960, 17(9), 304- The chemical and biological considerations are made. The
310. SN Office of Naval Research, Washington, D.C.). resistance of living organisms to freezing, drying, and

lack of oxygen is discussed in terms of some of the con-
ditions that are likely to be encountered in space and on

17,235 other planets.
Presented are several proposals for an integrated

approach to the problem of finding Out under what condi-
tions a man works most happily and efficiently in a

closed vehicle. Considered are matters such ass what we
mean by an operational environment, what constitutes a 17,240
decisicn-making environment, optimum space man-machine Briggs, M.H. SOME NUTRITIONAL PROBLFEMS OF MANNED SPACE-

relationship, and the basic limitations of man. Descrimt FLIGHT. J May-June 1960,
is a suitable information flow structure created to es.- L.(9), 325-327. (Dept. of Chemistry, Victoria Unilversi-

tablish effective direction of the many engineeilrý arid ty of Wellington, New Zealand).

scientific personnel involved in such c prguram, Tee
wide applicability of the program to missilen, shtps, sub-marines, and tanks as well as aircraft is stressed. 17,240

The problem under consideration is that of providing
I. nutrition in manned space flight. Discussed are the typos

of diets and the form of foods that would be suitable
under low gravitational conditions. Means of preserving

17,236 water and recovery materials from excreta are examined
Cunningham, C. THE EFFLECTS OF SENSORY IMPOVERISNIENT, and several methods are advanced. Also considered are
CONFINEMENT AND SLEEP DEPRIVATION, .L2j.lj- the use of microorganisms to balance a closed system, and
jlia-So< May-June 1960, ;.2(9), 311-314. (Air Ministry, the growth of algae as a supply of nutrients.
London, England). T. R 13

17,236
The purpose of this paper was to discuss the probable 17,241

effects of sensory impoverishment, confinement, and sleep Useller, J.W. & Algrantl, J.S. PILOT CONTROL OF SPACE

deprivation in a space vehicle. Considered were factors VEHICLE TUMBLING. S"'. Noo. Test Pilots Quart. Rev.,

such as duration of the flight, presence or absence of Summer 1960, UV(4), 26-37. (National Aeronautics &

a task, and the extent to which the pilot is able to con- Space Administration, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland,
trol the passage of the vehicle. The experiments con- Ohio).
ducted by Hebb to study cognitive functioning during per-
ceptual isolation were cited and discussed, and evidence
of former prisoners in deprivation conditions was given. 17,241
Sleep deprivation was also discussed and the conclusions This investigation was designed to 1) explore the
arrived at were presented. feasibility of a manually operated control system, 2)
R 15 evaluate the astronaut's performance, and 3) define the

physiological limits that might be improved on the pilot
during space vehicle tumbling. The S was rotated about
each of the pitch and yaw singly at rates up to 30 rpm.

17,237 Somewhat higher rates were tested in the roll direction.
Hanson, S.W.F. SOME PROBLEMAS OF SPACEFLIGHT FEEDING. Rotations were induced for both left and right directions
J, Brit. Interolanetarv yu_., May-June 1960, j_7(9), of operation. Syndromes of motion sickness and vestibular
314-316. nystagmus were also investigated.

G. I. R 1

17,237
Considerations concerning feeding in space flight

are discussed with distinctions made between the problems
arising due to the nature of the flights. The problems 179243
differ according to whether the flight is a short orbital Eysenck, H.J. & Holland, H. LENGTH OF SPIRAL AFTER-EFFECT
flight lasting hours, a lunar excursion lasting days, a AS A FUNCTION OF DRIVE. Percept. mot. Skills, Oct. 1960,
planetary trip lasting months, or a long-term extra- I.(2), 129-130. (Institute of Psychiatry, University of
terrestial existence.. The advantages of dehydrated foods London, London, England).
are considered as is the feasibility of a microcosmic
biological cycle for the longer trips. 17,243

To study effects of motivation on perceptual phenom-
ena, the performance of 245 industrial applicant appren-

17,238 tices (high drive) was compared with 80 apprentices, 8
Pugh, L.G.C.E. HUMAN FACTORS IN A SPACE CABIN, WITH psychologists, and 17 university students (low drive).
SPECIAL REFERENCE TO WEIGHT AND ECONOMY. J. Brit. in- The data and testing conditions for the high drive group

May-June 1960, ;7(9), 317-319. were given in a study by Holland and Eysenck (17,254).
Medlial Reserch, Council, London, England). Comparisons of the aftereffect In seconds as a function

of stimulation time in seconds for the four groups were
presented and discussed.

17,238 G. R 3
The factors of mass and cabin pressure in space flight

are considered in the presence of experience and informsa-
tion gained on the ascent of Mt. Everest. The feasibility
and advantages of reducing the structural mass of the
space capsule by lowering the barometric pressure in the
cabin is discussed. Also considered are the advantages of 17,244
having small and lightweight crew members to save mass. White, Helen L. & Price, A.C. FIGURE-GROUND CONFUSION ON
T. A TEST FOR COLOR BLINDNESS AS RELATED TO IMPAIRMENT ON

PERCEPTUAL TESTS FOR CORTICAL BRAIN DAMAGE. P .
MU,. kill, Oct. 1960, 11(2), 131-136. (Florida State
University, Tallahassee, Fla. & Veterans Administration

17,239 Center, Biloxi, Miss.).
Parkes, A.S. & Smith, Audrey U. SPACE TRANSPORT OF
LIFE IN THE DRIED OR FROZEN STATE. J. Brit, inter-
RA X_ ., May-June 1960, 11(9), 319-320. (Medi-
cal Research Council, London, England).
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17,244 17,254

To determine whether persons designated "organic" To study effects of length of stimulation on percep-

cortical on tests for deterioration would appear color tion, 2A5 applicant industrial apprentices were given four

blind on a pseudo-isochromaatic test, Ss were tested 1) on trials at stimulation periods of 15, 45, 90, and 120 sec.

the Spiral Aftereffects Test and Memory-for-Designs Test with 30 sec. rest periods between trials. Intertrial

to determine figure-ground perception, and 2) on the Dvo- correlations were determined to obtain reliabilities for

rine Pseudo-Isochromatic Plates, Color-Naming, and Trials the test. Results of these and other correlations were

Sections to evaluate color blindness. Also, two achro- presented.

matic plates (light-on-dark, dark-on-light) similar in R 4

design to Dvorine's Trials were presented. The Ss were

grouped ast l)young normal (20), 2) old normal (37), and

3) old impaired (34) on the basis of tests (i) above. l',256
Group error scores for light and dark colors, failures Smedal, H.A., Creer, B.Y. & Wingrove, P.C. ABILITY OF
on specific cards, and on Dvorine Trials were presented. PLLOTS TO PERFORM A CONTROL TASK IN VARIOUS SUSTAINED

G. R 8 
_____TOPRFRACOTOLTSKI_ VRIUSSAIE

ACCELERATION FIELDS. Aerospace Med., Nov. 1960, _U(11)9
901-906. (National Aeronautics & Space Administration,
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.).

17,248
Brooks, Virginia & Hochberg, J. A PSYCHOPHYSICAL STUDY
OF "CUTENESS." Perce. ot. Skills, Oct. 1960, 11(2), 17,256
205. (Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.). This study was designed to investigate the ability of

a pilot to perform a meaningful task while immersed in
moderately high varied fields of accelerations for pro-

17,248 longed periods of time and seated in a forward-facing
This is a study of "cuteness" as a function of eye position. Six Ss were used and were required to perform

height In a series of quantitative studies on physiognomic a relatively complex tracking problem while submitted to
qualities. Three groups of Ss (39, 38, and 40) each rated various g forces. Electrocardiographic, respiration,
a set of five simple drawings of baby's face on numbered pilot efficiency and acceleration patterns were recorded.
scales ranging from ten, "most cute," to zero, "least T. G. I. R 10
cute." For groups A and B, eye heights were varied sp and
down from those of neutral stimulus faces. For group C,
eyes were varied forward and back from the neutral stim-
ulus face. Mean ratings and analysis of variance by ranks 17,257
were given. Steiner, S.H., Mueller, G.C.E. & Taylor, J.L.,Jr.
G. I. R 3 HEMODYNAMIC CHANGES DURING FORWARD ACCELERATION. Asr-

space Med., Nov. 1960, 11(11), 907-914. (USAF Accelera-
tion Section, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio).

17,249 17,257
King, G.F. & Campos, L.P. NOTE ON AGE AND INTERTRIAL The purpose of this paper was to better define the
VARIABILITY FOR PERCEPTUAL AND MOTOR SPEED TESTS. Per- cardiovascular parameters encountered during forward ac-
cept. Mot. Skills, Oct. 1960, ;1(2), p.2

06
. (Michigan celerations of high magnitude for extended time pýriods.

State University, East Lansing, Mich.). Eight mongrel dogs under chloralose anesthetic were ac-
celerated on the centrifuge while oriented perpendicular
to the acceleration vector. They were submitted to ran-

17,249 domized 6, 10, and 14 g acceleration plateaus for either
To test the hypothesis that performance becomes more 5 or 10 minutes. Cardiac output was measured by the

constant with increasing age the performances of three indicator-dilution technique which was fully described in
groups of Ss (20 in each), 1) 20-30 years, 2) 40-50 years, the report. Heart rate, circulation, blood pressure,
and 3) 60 years plus, were compared on the following per- respiration rate, and qualitative appearance of arterial
ceptual and motor tests, Spiral Inspection, Perceptual blood were also recorded.
Scanning, Number Recognition, Right-Right Turning, Two- G. R 19
Plate Tapping, and Lifting and Turning. To measure in-
tertrial variability, mean discrepancy scores between the
two trials were used. The results were discussed.
R 4 17,258

Magid, E.B., Coermann, R.R. & Ziegenruecker, G.H. HUMAN
TOLERANCE TO WHOLE BODY SINUSOIDAL VIBRATION. Aerospace

17,251 Med., Nov. 1960, 31(ii), 915-924. (USAF Aerospace Medi-
Vernon, J.A. & McGill, T.E. UTILIZATION OF VISUAL STIM- cal Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio).
ULATION DURING SENSORY DEPRIVATION. Percept. Mot. Skills,
Oct. 1960, 1U(2), 214. (Princeton University, Princeton, 17,258
N.J. & Willians College, Williamstown, Mass.). This study was designed to define human subjective

tolerance to whole body sinusoidal vibrations between 1

17,251 and 20 cps for short time, one-, and three-minute periods.
This study used the conditions of sensory deprivation Ten Ss were used in the short time study and 15 in the

used by Vernon, J.A., McGilI, T.E., Gulick, W.L., and one- and three-minute studies. Electrocardiographic
Candland, D.K. (13, 118) with an additional condition of tracings were taken before, during, and after each run.
a "viewing box," which 15 Ss operated by pushing a button. A tolerance curve based on subjective responses was com-
This illuminated only the interior of the box where one piled. Also, 16 sensations or symptoms were recorded and
line and two circles, black on white, could be seen. Sub- a table describing regional symptomology at low frequency
jects were free to use it when they wished. In the ex- and high amplitude sinusoidal whole body vibrations was
perimenter's area, unknown to the S, a timing device was presented.
engaged when the button was pushed. Data were presented T. G. I. R 2
and related to the Ss asking for early release and those
remaining the 72 hours of the experiment.
T. R 1

17,254 17,259
Holland, H. & Eysenck, H.J. SPIRAL AFTER-EFFEGC AS A Lamb, L.E., Green, H.C., Combs, J.J., Cheeseman, S.A.,
FUNCTION O LENGTH OF STIMUJLATION. Percent. Mot. Skills, et al. INCIDENCE OF LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS IN 1 980 AIR
Oct. 1960, 11(2)0 228. (Institute of Psychiatry, Univer- FORCE PERSONNEL. Aerospace Med., Dec. 1960, 31?12),
sity of London, Londonj England.). 973-988.
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17,259 17,264

This report deals with four different surveys designed The auditory hazard suffered by workers employed in

to obtain information on the incidence of loss of con- a diesal engine test house was discussed. Otological

sciousness of US Air Force personnel engaged in active histories and clinical and audiometric examinations were

flying and in future flying personnel. Anonymous qries- obtained. The findings were presented as were forms of

tionnaires were administered to four groups of men which hearing protections. Recommendations were cited.

included 1578 individuals on flying status and 402 T. G. I. R 7

Academy cadets. The results are examined and the impli-

cations of the findings are d-us7ssed,

T. R 3
17i,265
Prcwn, P.H. WERER RATIO FOR VISUAL DISCRIMINATION OF

1720 ITy. SQtnc.Q, June 1960, ;31(3416), 1809-1810.
17,260 (UStl Research Lab., Washington, D.C.).

Swearinqen, J.J., McFadden, E.9., Garner, J.D. & Blethrow,

J.G. H101.AN VOLUNTARY TOLERANCE TO VERTICAL IMPACT. AyLp-

soýacg .e., Dec. 1960, ýJ(12), 989-998. (Protection and 17,265
Survival Branch, Civil Aeromedical Rencuoth rttv,
Oklahoma City, ila.). This report attempts to demonstrate the potential

utility which may result from appropriate experimental
analysis of the Weber ratio for visual discriminations

17,260 of velocity. An approximation of the Weber ratio for

This study wan concerned with the effects of high visual discrimination of velocity, based on various ex-

vertical impact forces (positive 9) with high jolt factors periments reported in the literature, is presented.

and short time intervals on human Ss, Thirteen Ss were G. R 9

used to establish human tolerances with the jolt and g
forces recorded from an electrokinetic accelerometer at-

tached to the experimental platform and from an accelero- 17,266
meter attached to the S's shoulder. Measurements were Brown, J.L. INDUCTION OF FECHNER COLORS IN BLACK AND

taken on seated positions, standing with knees locked, WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS. Science, Jan. 1960, 1 U(3394),

standing with knees flexed, squatting, and seated in p.155. (Department of Physiology, School of Medicine,

chair equipped with stafoam. University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Penn.).

T. G. I. R 3

17,266
The color phenomenon which occurs when two black and

17,261 white photographs of a scene which have been taken with

Donnell, A.M., Jr. & Norton, C.P. SUCCESSFUL USE OF THE long-wavelength and a short-wavelength light are viewed

RECOtMPRESSION CHANMER IN SEVERE DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS in an alternating seqjence is described. The method is

WITH NEUOCIRCULATORY COLLAPSE. Aerospace Med., Dec. compared to that used by Land but the important variable

1960, ' U(12) 1004-1009, (USAF Surgeon's Office, Lang- here is the temporal sequence. The importance of these
ley AFB, Va.. observations to the understanding of the physiological

bases of color perception Is indicated.

17,261 
R 3

Presented here is a case report of a military pilot

who suffered from severe decompression sickness accom-

panied by neurocirculatory collapse during an altitude 17,268
chamber flight. The patient was treated by being placed Connor, J.A., Jr. AEROSPACE NUCLEAR SAFETY. A

in a standard Navy double-lock recompression chamber. ",ý ., Oct. 1960, U(lO), 797-806. (Aerospace Nuclear

Of importance is the method of treatment and the fact Safety Ecard, US Atomic Energy Commission, Germantown,

that there was a five hour delay between the discovery Md.).

of symptoms and the beginning of recompression. The

implications and possible future application of the

method of treatment is discussed. 17,268

T. R 8 Discussed is the aerospace nuclear power program and
the need to examine problems in aerospace nuclear safety.
The biomedical aspects and the research programs associa-
ted with the development, testing and operation of the

17,262 manned nuclear aircraft, satellite auxilliary power,

Gardner, W.J., Licklider, J.C.R. & Weisz, A.Z. SUPPRES- nuclear ramjet, and the nuclear rocket are considered and

SION OF PAIN BY SOUND. Science, July 1960, U32(3418), reviewed. The risks Involved In such programs and pro-

32-33. (Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc., Camhridge, Mass.). gress are also reviewed.
R 20

17,262
Reported is the procedure which employs sound to

suppress pain. Described is the method of using intense 17,269

accoustic stimulation as an "audio analgesic" during den- Donaldson; P.T., Carter, B.T., Jr. &

tal operations. Music is supplied to the patient via Hitchcock, F.A. ACUTE HYPOXIA DURING RAPID DECOMPRES-

headphones which he controls along with the noise stimulus SION AND EMERGENCY DESCENT IN A COMMERCIAL JET AIRCRAFT.

which he can Increase or decrease. The noise stimulus is Aersoace Med., Oct. 1960, 31(io), 842-851. (Depart-

random noise with a spectrum shaped by lowpass filters to ments of Physiology and Preventive Medicine, Ohio State

provide a compromise between analgesic effectiveness and University, Columbus, Ohio).

pleasantness of quality. Also presented, is a hypothesis
that may account for the suppression of pain in physio-
logical terms. Studied were the effects of rapid decompression with

R 7 emphasis upon the arterial oxygen saturations and "times
of useful consciousness," primary characteristics of
acute hypoxia. The experimental Ss were exposed to a

simulated decompression and ismnediate emergency descent

17,264 relevant to an aircraft in commercial use at the present
Coles, R.R.A. & Knight, J.J. AUDITORY HAZARDS IN A time. A decompression chamber equipped with an air lock
DIESEL ENGINE TAST HOUSE. A, Nov. and a dump valve between the air lock and-main chamber wae

1960, EI(4), 267-273. (Royal Navy & Medical Research used. Time of useful consciousness during exposure was

Council's Wernher Research Unit on Deafness, Kier's measured by the S writing numbers when counting backward

Coucl' re di 1 S , L , from 100. The results from the ten Ss were presented

College Hospital Medical School$ London, England and discussed.

G. R 8
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17,275
17,270 This study was concerned with the ability of being
Kraus, R.N. EVALUATION OF A SIMPLE CORIOLIS TEST FOR able to predict the frequency of human factor errors
VESTIBULAR SENSITIVITY. Aerospace Med., Oct. 1960, associated with a given piece of equipment. Also, the
31(lO), 852-855. (USAF School of Aviation Medicine, rationale behind this ability for prediction was cited
Brooks AFB, Tex.). and its functional utility was presented. Two forms of

the predictor equation, mechanical and electronic pack-

17,270 ages, were considered in this study. Twelve subsystems

This study was designed to investigate whether or not of a ground-to-air guided missile were studied with the

exposure to repetitive angular acceleration would cause cost, weight, and volume of each subsystem obtained. The

a consistent decrement in subjective response. Also in- human factors errors that were charged to these subsystems

vestigated was whether or not the response of individuals were totaled. The correlation between the two was deter-
who had previously been exposed differed from those who mined.
had not. Simple Coriolis acceleration was used as a stim- T. G.

ulus on a group of qualified pilots and a control group.
Each S received five trials perday on five successive
days. The responses were examined and the role of pro- 17,276

longed and intensive training was considered. Johnson, E.A. THE LONG-RANGE FUTURE OF OPERATIONAL
G. R 9 RESEARCH. Operat. Res,, Jan.-Feb. 1960, g(l), 1-23.

(Operations Research Office, Johns Hopkins University,
Bethesda, Md.).

17,271
Hickish, D.E. SENSATIONS OF WARMTH AND FRESHNESS OF 17,276

WORKERS IN LIGHT INDUSTRY IN SUMER. A . After briefly reviewing the early years of operation-
Hyiene, April 1960, 1(4), 271-279. (Slough Industrial al research, the author indicates its trends today, which
Health Service, Farnham Road, Slough, Bucks, England). are mainly in the form of contributions to industry, the

military, and politics. Also he discusses the need for
improved quality in this research (through experience and

17,271 education in its specific techniques) and for increased
This study was designed to investigate thermal sensa- fiscal support. He then presents the three new frontiers

tion of workers doing light tasks during the summer. A for the future expansion of operational researchs region-
field survey was conducted during summer months in six al and world development, medicine, and charity. As a
factories in Southern England. A total of 2033 subjective final requirement for a successful and long-range future,
sensations of warmth and freshness were obtained. The he calls for a higher level of the basic and theoretical
sensation of warmth in relation to ventilation, and of in its approach.
freshness in relation to the physical factors of the en- T. G. I. R 15
vironment were derived. The correlation of freshness sen-
sation with warmth sensation was also obtained and pre-
sented.
T. G. R 6 17,277

Flehinger, Betty J. SYSTEM RELIABILITY AS A FUNCTION
OF SYSTEM AGE; EFFECTS OF INTERMITTENT COMPONENT USAGE

17,272 AND PERIODIC MAINTENANCE. Ooerat. Res., Jan.-Feb. 1960,
Lenger, V.J. & Kudrna, J. THE INFLUENCE OF A CHANGE IN Q(I), 30-44. (IBM Watson Laboratory, Columbia Univer-
PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY ON THE IýUIDENCE OF RADIATION sity, New York, N.Y.).

HAZARDS. Ann. Occup. Hvyiene, April 1960, J(4), 291-
298. (Health Physics Division, Institute of Industrial 17,277
Hygiene and Occupational Diseases, Prague, Czechoslovak- The reliability of complex systems was analyzed with
ia). respect to component survival probability as a function

of age (the components being used intermittently and
17,272 maintained by replacement) assuming that both independent

This paper indicates the importance of considering component and complete system failures can occur. Two
the morale, the skill, and the mentality of workers math models were postulated to predict this reliability,
handling radioactive materials. The importance of in- each differing only in their maintenance policiess re-
structing workers about the dangers as well as how to placement of components which have caused system failure
minimize or prevent the dangers is also stressed. De- or fixed interval system checks to replace any faulty
scribed is the program engaged in examining all work- component. The reliability functions were derived forshops dealing with radioactive materials. a given time interval and the special case of exponential
T. G. Id R 5 failure was developed.

T. G. R 2

17,274
Ledley, R.S. & Lusted, L.B. COMPUTERS IN MEDICAL DATA 17,278

PROCESSING. Ooerat. Res., May-June 1960, e(3), 299- Hssford, J.E. MEASURES OF DEPENDABILITY. Opsrat. Ran.,
310. (School of Engineering, George Washington Univer- Jan.-Feb. 1960, a(l), 53-64. (Philco Western Develop-

sity, Washington, D.C. & School of Medicine, University ment Laboratories, Palo Alto, Calif.).

of Rochester, Rochester, N.Y.). 1-7,278
17,28A procedure to forecast the inventory needs of a tex-

17,274 tile manufacturer was developed. It wax based on the

In considering the use of digital electronic computers 'line-ratio' concept which was described previously. The

in medical data processing, both the limitations and the
advantages of computer aids are indicated and illustrated, basic criterion for such an inventory (seasonal product)
The concepts associated with. 1) applying sequential de- was a function of the estimated unit profit during the
cision theory to the analysis of medical diagnosis and 2) regular season and the estimated unit loss at the end of

the season, each weighted by its probability. A methodaccunmulating and recalling individual medical records are for determining these probabilities was provided in de-

then discussed. Finally, the feasibility of a national tail.

health computer network is considered. G. R 3

G. I. R 4

17,275 17,279
Kaufmann, R.A. & Kaufmann, M.I. PREDICTING HUMAN FACTORS Barlow, R. & Hunter, L. OPTIMUM PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
ERRORS. Enano. Industr. Psychol.9 Summer 1960, 2(2), POLICIES. Ooerat. Res., Jan.-Feb. 1960, U(1), 90-100.
47-56. (Aerospace Division, Boeing Aircraft Company, (Sylvania Electronic Defense Laboratory, Mountain View,
Seattle, Wash.). Calif.).
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17,279
Two preventive maintenance policies--one suitable for 17,285

simple equipment and the other more appropriate for com- Geschwind, N. & Segal, J.R. COLORS OF ALL HUES FROM
plex systems--are considered. Each is defined and mathe- BINOCULAR MIXING OF TWO COLORS. Science, Feb. 1960,
matical evaluative criteria are established. The optimum JU_(3400), p.608. (Department of Neurology, US Veterans
parameters for each policy are presented together with a Administration Hospital, Boston, Mass.).
policy comparison and an example of each. All mathemati-
cal derivations are included7
G. R 3 17,285

Studied was the effect when two color separation
images were presented simultaneously but separately to

17,280 the two eyes. The experimental procedure was described.

Gazis, D., Herman, R. & Maradudin, A. THE PROBLEM OF The possible explanations such as colomixing were pre-sented.
THE AMBER SIGNAL LIGHT IN TRAFFIC FLOW. sOerat.ede., R

Jan.-Feb. 1960, _Q(I), 112-132. (Research Laboratories,

General Motors Corporation, Warren, Mich.).

17,280 17,289
This paper considers the problem of the improperly Wtshart, D.M.G. QUEUING SYSTEMS IN WHICH THE DISCIPLINE

timed amber signal light which locates the motorist in IS 'LAST-COME, FIRST-SERVED.' Querat. Res., Sept.-
the "dilemma zone," i.e., too close to the intersection Oct. 1960, Q(5), 591-599. (Department of Pure Math-
to stop safely or too far to pass through before the red ematics, University of Birmingham, Birmingham, England).
signal. Some simple relations between car speed, driver
decision and reaction time, the parameters of the road
and the intersection, and the duration of the amber signal 17,289
light are derived and discussed. Observations of the The effect of the queue discipline--'last-come, first-
behavior of motorists are obtained and from these data served'--on the distribution of waiting times of customers
the above parameters are analyzed empirically. Finally, in two queuing systems is discussed. These systems ares
some criteria are presented for more appropriate design 1) single-server with Poisson input and general indepen-
of the amber light phase. dent service time and 2) general independent input and
I. G. I. R 4 negative exponential distribution of service time. Con-

sideration is given to busy periods, unexpended service
time, steady state, marginal distributions, and conges-

17,281 tion probabilities.
Hitch, C. UNCERTAINTIES IN OPERATIONS RESEARCH. Cr.. T. R 13
Res., July-Aug. 1960 _a(4), 437-445. (Rand Corporation,
Santa Monica, Calif.j.

17,290
Ornea, J.C. & Stillson, P. THE OPTIMUM SOLUTION IN OP-17,281 ERATIONS RESEARCH. Operat. Res., Sept.-Oct. 1960, U(5)t

This address deals with that aspect of EReIOSiESARH.on-pm-cta160 ng)
decision-making 616-629. (Shell Development Company, Emeryville,

known as uncertainty, in particular, the kind of uncer- Calif.).
tainty "tinged with 'game' elements." The problems which

make for this unpredictable characteristic--insurable
risk, genuine uncertainty, and intelligent opposition-- 17,290
are enumerated. The reasons for lack of satisfaction in The three types of operations research activitys op-
decision-making under these conditions are discussed. erational, technological, and investment are examined and
Finally some techniques for more adequately handling this distinguished with respect to group make-up, emphais on
kind of problem are presented. specific techniques and methodology, and general approach

to problem formulation. A problem in the petroleum in-
dustry is solved in accordance with each of these ap-

17,282 proaches.
Firstman, S.I. & Gluss, B. OPTIMUM SEARCH ROUTINES FOR G. R 4
AUTOMATIC FAULT LOCATION. Operat, Res., July-Aug. 1960,
U(4), 512-523. (Armour Research Foundation of Illinois
Institute of Technology, Chicago, Ill. & Rand Corpora- 17,291
tion, Santa Monica, Calif.). Heathcote, C.R. A SIMPLE QUEUE WITH SEVERAL PREEMPTIVE

PRIORITY CLASSES. ODerat. Res., Sept.-Oct. 1960, a(5),
17,282 630-638. (Australian National University, Canberra,

This paper presents strategies for minimizing the Australia).
time in locating a fault in a complex system of equip-
ment. The search routine Is founded on probabilistic 17,291
concepts and is employed in conjunction with the engineer- The distribution of queue length is a preemptive
ing logic method which delineates both constrained and queuing model with several priority classes is discussed.
convenient test groupings. The search problem model Difference equations for the steady state probabilities
developed here is directed toward an automatically se- are solved and compared to those for Laplace transforms
quenced testing machine that uses a semifixed program. of the temporal probabilities. Some inverse transformsa-
Its assumptions are indicated and the estimation of tions are also carried out. An explicit solution is com-
probabilities performed. pleted only for equal service rates.
R 12 R3

17,283
Hill, A.V. PRODUCTION AND ABSORPTION OF WORK BY MUSCLE.
Sciec, March 1960, !3i(3404), 897-903. (University 17,292
College, London, England). Strauss, W.J. THE NATURE AND VALIDITY OF OPERATIONS-

RESEARCH STUDIES, WITH EMPHASIS ON FORCE COMPOSITION.
17,283 O0erat. Res., Sept.-Oct. 1960, a(5), 675-693. (Insti-

Discussed was the relation of production and absorp- tute for Air Weapons Research, University of Chicago,
tion of work by muscle between heat, under various con- Chicago, Ill.).
ditions of shortening, lengthening, and tension. The
reversal of a chemical process under the above conditions
is considered as is the mechanism by which it occurs.
The application of the results concerning reversibility
is examined and discussed.
T. G. R 9
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17,292
This paper examines the foundations of operations

research by attempting to delineate and interrelate some 17,314

of the factors that often confuse analysts and users of Carter, C.W. INTERNATIONAL LIST OF HUMAN FACTORS FILMS.
such research. The phases of the operations research Hum. Factors, May 1960, 2(2), 62-69. (Convair, General
process are defined and discusseds problem, assumptions Dynamics Corporation, San Diego, Calif.).
and initial conditions, model, pay-off functions, and
recommnendations. Also the epistemology here is compared 17,314
with that of mathematics and physics. Finally, the qual- This article presents an annotated bibliography of
ity of such a study is considered in terms of the infor- films dealing with human factors problems. Sources of
mation it provides the decision-maker relative to the the films are also given.
nature of the problem, its research ability.
R7

17,315
Sidorsky, R.C. & Newton, J.M. AN INVESTIGATION OF THE

17,293 ONE-SURFACE CONTACT ANALOG DISPLAY FOR USE IN SUBMARINE
Geldard, F.A. SOME NEGLECTED POSSIBILITIES OF COMMUNICA- DEPTH CONTROL. Hum, Factors, May 1960, 2(2), 70-75.
TION. Science, May 1960, .UJ(3413), 1583-1588. (Uni- (Electric Boat Division, General Dynamics Corporation,
versity of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.). Groton, Conn.).

17,293 17,315
Discussed is the use of the skin as a possible mode Seven operators were tested on their ability to

of communication. The need for adequate devices and pro- perform on two types of submarine control tasks, depth
cedures is noted and the dimensions of mechanical vibra- seeking and depth keeping. The operator controlled
tion as the stimulus is discussed. Some of the important a simulator which incorporated a single joystick control
things that must be considered and that should be further a
investigated are attended to and include locus, intensity, and a one-surface control analog which displayed the in-
duration, and frequency. Also, it is noted that vibratior apparent forward motion, apparent depth, and apparent
is not necessarily the only candidate and that electrical pi ane. results are arented indgaphaleor
stimulation should also be considered, pitch angle. Results are presented in graphical form
R 13 and their implications are discussed.

T. G. I. R 5

17,294
Sperling, G. NEGATIVE AFTERIMAGE WITHOUT PRIOR POSITIVE 17,316
IMAGE. Sc May 1960, J.1(3413), 1613-1614. (Bell Enoch, J.M. ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS AS RELATED TO THE
Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill, N.J.). VISUAL MECHANISM. Hum. Factors, May 1960, g(2), 76-83.

(Department of Ophthalmology, Washington University
Medical School, St. Louis, Mo.).17,294

Presented was a procedure which causes an observer to 17,316
see a negative afterimage of a visual field without seeing Stressful conditions associated with high-speed
the field itself. It was essentially a tachistoscope flight, high altitude flight, and exposure to intense
which permits the independent illumination of two optical- radiation as they effect the performance of visual tasks
ly superimposed fields. A quantitative study was con- are discussed. The important aspects of each problem
ducted and discussed. are discussed only briefly, but the article presents
G. R 1 information as to where the reader can go to get further

Information.
R 43

17,297
Hitt, W.D. & Ray, H.W. A LABORATORY EVALUATION OF THE
EFFECTS OF ELEC[RONIC COUNTERMEASURES ON SYSTEM PERFORM- 17,317
ANCE. Hum. Factors, Aug. 1960, 2(3), 128-135. Swearingen, J.J. & McFadden, E.B. STUDIES OF AIR LOADS
(Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio). ON tAN. Hum..Factors, May 1960, 2(2), 84-91. (Civil

Aeromedical Research Institute, Federal Aviation Agency,
17,297 Oklahoma City, Okla.).

Presented is a description of the simulation of a
relatively complex man-machine system by laboratory and 17,317
analytic techniques. A study conducted to evaluate elec- Studies on the effect of air loads (wind forces) on
tronic countermeasures (ECM) effectiveness is described. man are summarized, discussed, and compared. Such things
The simulated system and its subsystem components and the are investigated as the simulated failure of a window or
radar simulation are presented. An illustrative experi- door in a pressurized aircraft, the magnitude of short
ment consists of two types of ECM and one type of elec- duration air loads that would cause an individual in
tronic counter-countermeasure (ECCM) which are evaluated, various positions to be physically displaced, the effects
Fifteen experimental conditions were used and the data are of clothing on drag force, and the effects of long ex-
presented and discussed. posures to air blast.
T. G. R 1 T. G. I. R 2

17,313 17,318
Baker, C.A., Morris, D.F. & Steedman, W.C. TARGET Tilton, J.R. & Jensen, B.T. FACILITATING SELF-EVALUATION
RECOGNITION OF COMPLEX DISPLAYS. Hu. Factors, May IN TASK-ORIENTED GROUP LEARNING. Mu. actors, May 1960,
1960, 2(2), 51-61, (USAF Aerospace Medical Lab., Z(2), 92-96. (System Development Corporation, Santa
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio). Monica, Calif.).

17,313 17,318
To investigate factors affecting radar target recog- A study was discussed in which four Air Force radar

nition, a study was conducted to determine the speed and crews performed a simulated air defense mission lasting
accuracy of form recognition. Eight Ss had the task of two hours. One crew received information about their
locating on a problem display a specific target shown to performance (feedback) and held a discussion period after-
them on a briefing display. The independent variables wards; another crew was given no formal feedback but held
manipulated weres 1) amount of distortion between the a discussion after the tauk; a third crew was given feed-
reference form and target form; 2) the number of irrele- back but no discussion pe:?iod afterwards; and the fourth
vant forms in the target display; 3) the position of the crew received neither treatment. Qualitative comparisons
target on the display; and 4) stimulus properties of the of the crews' performances were made and the results of
targetl e.g., target "difficulty." Implications of the the experimental treatments on the individuals and crews
results for operational situations were discussed, were discussed.
T. G. I. R 4 B 7
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17,331

17,325 Considered here are the requirements for the main-

Robinsor, D.W. VARIABILITY IN THE REALIZATION OF THE tenance of a suitable level of warmth and of an adequate

AUDIOMETRIC ZERO. Anaa Occup. Hyqiene, July 1960, _(2), supply of ventilation in the working environment. Dis-

107-126. (National Physical Laboratory, Teddinucon, cussed are fresh air requirements, temperature, humidity

Middlesex, England). and speed of movement of the air, and the radiation from
the surroundings. Comfort zones, what constitutes a
pleasant environment, the need for warm walls and floors

17,325 are also included in the discussion.
The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the limits of R 18

precision of pure-tone audiometry, based on the prevailing
system of standardization and calibration, and to indicate
the point at which the quest for higher accuracy becomes 17,332
illusory. A comparison of different methods of subjective Lind, A.R. THE EFFECT OF HEAT ON Tub INDUSTRIAL WORKER.
calibrations used is described. The errors incurred at Ann. Occup. Hygiene, Sept. 1960, 2(3), 190-207. (N.C.R.
the various stages of calibration are also examined. Physiological Research Section, Department of Human
Suggestions and conclusions are made. Anatomy, Oxford University, Oxford, England).
T. G. R 19

17,332
This paper attempts to outline the principles govern-

17,326 ing heat exchanges between the body and its environment.
Htckish, D.E. P Challen, P.J.R. A STUDY OF NOISE IN A The theoretical calculations of bodily heat exchanges are
CIRCULAR-SAW SHOP AND ITS EFFECT ON HEARING. Ann_ sQc. presented and the three rest known scales for measuring
Hyiene, July 1960, 2(2), 133-140. (OccupatIonal Hygiene total heat stress are considered. Also, the determination
Service, Slough Industrial Health Service, Farnham Road, of "limiting conditions of heat" for different types of
Slough, Bucks, England). work is discussed, and an example of the use of present

information in answering specific heat problems in indus-

17,326 try is given.

The noise produced from a circular saw was recorded T. R many

at two different distances and tentative risk criterion
was determined. A preliminary experiment involved one
S being subjected to the noise for three hours with 17,333
audiometry conducted on him before and after exposure. Billlngham, J. CABIN AIR-CONDITIONING IN MILITARY AIR-
Four workers were then exposed to the noise under actual CRAFT. I. PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS. Ann. Occuc. Hyniene,
working conditions and examined. The findings were dis- Sept. 1960, Z(3), 208-214. (RAF Institute of Aviation
cussed as well as methods of reducing exposure to noise Medicine, Farnhorough, Hants, England).
during sawing operations.
R 3 17,333

This paper considers the thermal environment of the

17,327 pilot or navigator of a military aircraft and presents ananalysis of some of the differences between such an envi-
Pcwell, M. & Lomax, M.A. TOXIC 'EFFECTS OF HANDLING AND ronment and that of a clerk in an office. The aim of ca-
FIRING EXPLOSIVES IN COAL MINES. Ann. Occuc. Hygiene, bin conditioning is discussed and "comfort" is defined.
July 1960, 2(2), 141-151. (Medical Service, National The environment of the aircraft cockpit is described and
Coal Board, London, England). analyzed as are the causes of departure from the comfort

state. The possibility of directly cooling or heating
17,327 the pilot is considered and methods of doing so are elab-

Reported were the findings from a pilot field study orated upon.
concerned with the effects of handling and firing explo- G.
sives in coal mines. The data were collected during
routine visits to coal faces and were obtained by casual
inquiry of the personnel involved. The inforsation 17,334
collected included the types of explosives used, their Miles, S. NEW PROBLEMS IN SUBMARINE HABITABILITY.
carriage and preparation, and reports of symptoms asso- Ann. Occup. Hyuiene, Sept. 1960, _(3), 224-227. (Royal
ciated with their use. The toxic factors in colliery Naval Physiological Lai., _ tC, Alverstoke, Hants,
explosives were examined as were the methods of storing England).
and using the explosives. The results were reporied and
recommendations were made. 17,334
T. R11 Considered are the problems encountered in long peri-

ods of duty aboard submarines. Such problems as the need
to maintain high levels of health and morale, the danger

17,328 of an atoxic agent accumulating, methods of supplying
Pastore, N. COLOR PHENOMENA. Science, Nov. 1960, 1,2 adequate amounts of oxygen, supplying adequate amounts of
(3437), 1396-1397. (Department of Psychology, Queens food, and radiation protection are discussed.
College, Flushing, N.Y.).

17,328 17,335
Reported is the color phenomenon that occurs upon Malcolm, D.G. BIBLIOGRAPHY ON THE USE OF SIMULATION

viewing two properly spaced circles drawn in India ink IN MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS. OQerat. Res., March-April
on a white card placed in a steroscope. The circles are 1960, a(2), 169-177. (System Development Corporation,
presented to a red-filtered eye and to a nonfiltered eye. Santa Monica, Calif.).
The critical variable for the appearance of the color
phenomenon is the relative imbalance of the amount of
light to the two sides of the card. The reports of 35 17,335

Ss are given and discussed. "This bibliography represents a fair sampling of

R 2 simulation literature to date. For the convenience of
the user, industrial and military applications have been
kept separate. Finally, a number of titles on simulation
training games and exercises have been included."

17,331 R 150 (approx.)

Bedford, T. REQUIREMENTS FOR SAITSFACTORY HEATING AND
VENTILATION. Ann. OccuD. Hyqiene, Sept. 1960, ?(3),
167-177. 17,336

Clark, C.E. THE UTILITY OF STATISTICS OF RANDOM NUMBERS.
OQerat. Res.& March-April 1960, Q(2), 185-195. (System
Development Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif.).
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17,336 18,000
The efficiency of stratified sampling in Monte Carlo An investigation was made of overwater, short-range,

for operations analyses is suggested and discussed. This low-altitude targets observed on ground-based control
technique is demonstrated as profitable when the tables radars. A study of target characteristics, diurnal and
of random numbers present statistics of the numbers. In seasonal variations over a period of one year, and pos-
addition to the numerical examples, computer Monte Carlo sible identifications led to a further investigation of
is discussed, birds and their habits. Upon the basis of calculations
T. R 5 and experimentation, it was determined that practically

all the observed short-range targets at L-band were due
to radar return from birds. A sensitivity time control
(STC) waveform generator was developed that eliminates

17,339 the bird returns and allows radar to operate against
Glanville, W.H. SAFETY IN TRANSPORT I. SAFETY ON THE aircraft on normal days. Design details of the unit
ROAD. J. Royal Soc. Arts. May 1954, CI=(4926), 496- were included along with some instructions for effective
519. (Road Research Lab., Dept. of Scientific & Indus- operation.
trial Research, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England). G. I. R 4

17,339
This paper treats the road safety problem with par-

ticular reference to Great Britain. The magnitude of the 18,001
problem of road accidents at present and possible future Matheny, W.G. CONSIDERATION OF HUMAN FACTORS IN HELl-
trends in both traffic and accidents are discussed. The COPTER DESIGN. Rep. 238, Presented ats Joint Meeting
broad issue of road safety is then discussed as I) the of the Flight Test Panel & Aeromedical Panel, Athens,
equipment used (the road and the vehicle), 2) the human Greece, 11-15 May 1959, l3pp. Advisory Group for Aero-
element (the pedestrian and the driver), and 3) properly nautical Research & Development, NATO, Paris, France.
devised and applied sanctions for both 1) and 2). (Human Factors Group, Bell Helicopter Corporation, Fort
T. G. Worth, Tex.).

18,001
The human factor problems in helicopter design are

17,340 discussed with primary emphasis on those factors affect-
ing operation and control. There are two main parts ofBrown, V. SAFETY IN TRANSPORT I 5. SAFETY IN THE AIR. the report, one dealing with the stability of the vehicle(Rnvl of, Arts, AMayt1954, London2), Eng0and 3. and the other with the display of information to the

inistry of Civil Aviation, London, England). pilot for instrument conditions operation. The latter

is part of the research being carried out under the
Army-Navy Instrument Program.17,340 G. 1. R I

Factors in achieving air safety are treated in the
following orders airworthiness; crashworthiness; airline
operation, maintenance, and inspection; accident investi-
gation; the passing of information among government de-
partments, designers, manufacturers, and operators; sta-
tistics; and publicity. A final comment is given on what
the government of the United Kingdom is doing to overcome 18,002
the hazards of flying. Montana, D.M. RADAR EVALUATION BY MEANS OF AERIALG. I. R 6 PHOTOGRAPHY. Proj. 5540, Task 426L, RADC TR 58 124,

Nov. 1958, 21pp. UaAF Rome Air Development Center,
Griffiss AFB, N.Y.

17,341 18,002
Wilson, G.R.S. SAFETY IN TRANSPORT III. SAFETY ON THE A method for evaluating the accuracy with which the
RAILWAYS. J. Royal Soc. Arts, May 1954, CII(4926), 534- space position of a target can le determined through the
549. (Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation, London, use of ground radar is described. The principles dis-
England). cussed include vertical aerial photogrammetry and the

Church Direction Cosine Method of tilt analysis. It is
recommended that personnel responsible for the evaluation

17,341 of ground radar equipments consider this report a practi-
The working principles and methods which underlie the cal tool to serve their needs.

high standard of safety characteristic of railway I. R 2
travel are discussed with particular reference to Great
Britain. Major topics treated are as follows$ government
regulation; railway safety in 1874; railway signalling
(block system--double and single lines, signals and inter-
locking, modern signalling controls, track circuits, con-
tinuous track circuiting and multi-aspect signals); rail- 18,003
way brakes (nonautomatic, automatic, modern improvements, Riecken, H.W. A PROGRAM FOR RESEARCH ON EXPERIMENTS IN
vacuum, and air brake systems); observance of signals SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY. Contract AF 49(638) 33, AFOSR TN 58
(automatic train control, warning control, and stop con- 1115, 1959, 23pp. USAF Behavioral Sciences Lab., Wright-
trol on urban electric railways); and deraiments (break- Patterson AFBp, Ohio. (Minnesota University, Minneapolis,
ages and failures, examinations). Future developments Minn.).
are discussed.

18,003Sources of unintended variance in data collection

18,000 in experimental social psychology are identified and
Richardson, R.E., Stacey, J.M., Kohler, H.M. & Naka, F.R. discussed. The particular task undertdken is the exam-
RADAR RETURNS FROM BIRDS AND THEIR ELIMINATION FROM RADAR ination of the particular features of the social situa-
OUTPUTS. Contract AF 191604) 5200, Group Rep. 45 42, tion in which data are collected and the processes of
Dec. 1959, 24pp. Lincoln Lab., Massachusetts Institute of negotiation between investigator and subject through
Thl , Lexington, Mass. which they come to understand how to behave in the sit-

uation. Some problems for research in this area are
proposed.
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18,008

18,005 As a first step in determining what kinds of charts

Rudner, R.S. & Wolfson, R.J. NOTES ON A CONSTRUCTIONAL are most helpful to the navigator in preparing for and

FRAMEWORK FOR A THEORY OF ORGANI7ATIONAL DECISION MAKING. carrying out his scope-reading and bombing tasks, an

Contract AF 49(638) 33, AFOSR TN 58 1116, Presented at, experimental study was made of the influence of chart

Interdisciplinary Behavloral Sciences Research Conference, scale and amount of information on aiming-point identifi-

University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, N.M., June-August cation. A series of charts varying in chart scale and

1958, 72pp. j.hqS~atUq eiukty, East Lansing, Mich, amount of information was constructed for experimental
use with six groups of Ss; a seventh group used a con-
ventional chart. The Ss were B-47 navigators. After a

18,005 period of chart study, the Ss indicated target locations
This is a preliminary treatment of the first phase in on 0-15 scope photographs. Errors were analyzed for

a three-phase study: a definitional framework of concepts effect of the chart variables,
held to be pivotal in any adequate theory of organization- T. R 1
al decision-making. The explicit development of such a
theory and its empirical testing are future projects.
The definitional framework comprises some 91 definitions.
These are grouped into four related categories, with a 18,010

section devoted to each category as follows: a pool of Trinkl, F.H. & Carr, C.R. A StOCHASTIC FORCE SURVIVAL

preliminary concepts, decision behavior, conflict and IEDEL. Contract AF 49(368) 700, RM 2474, Jan. 1960,

cooperation, and decision-making in organizations. 23pp- 1!)e_BRAndCporpgsc:L Santa Monica, Calif.

R 20

18,010
A stochastic model of possible Enter-Continental Dal-

18,006 listic Missile attacks provides a means of measuring the

Rogers, T.F. THE RELATIVE EFFICIENCYý OF PRESENT VILE effectiveness of the methods that might be used in pro-

IONOSPHERIC "BURSTS" AND "CONTINUOUS SCATTER" LONG- tecting a defender's retaliatory capability. Such a

DISTANCE COMMUINICATION TECHNIQUES. AFCRC TR 58 156, model is presented here. The model, which assumes that

June 1958, 2
7pp. UQ CSoMnicivto Sciesc e Lg&b., the attacker's strike consists of two or three reasonably

AFCRC, Bedford, Mqss. heavy volleys followed by a sequence of much lighter

volleys, is first presented for the no-warning case, then

for the case with assured warningg and finally, for ran.-
18,006 don warning. Although the model Is presented in terms

The transmission efficiencies of the "burst" and "con- of protective measures for alert aircraft, it is flexible

tinuous" very high frequency iong-distance commnunication and may be used to evaluate other sets of protective mea-
techniques are compared using available data from the lit- sos and other possible components of the defender's
erature. For the same effective radiated power, an esti- force.

mate is made of the teletype capacity which is available T.
for 99 percent of a year's hours at an average character
error rate of Ii000. It is concluded that, at the pres-
ent time, the continuous technique yields a high reliabil-
ity-capacity product in the lower vhf region. 18,011

. R 27 Bittini, Marcella. A METHOD FOR INCREASING THE EFFEC-
TIVENESS OF yOBIEF SIGNAL5 tRIGiTER THAN THE LBACKGROUND,

-LLL la Fo._dazl.Q._9 GlLEr oo.Q , Nov.-Dec. 1959,
XIV(6),611-618. (IstLituto Nazionale di Ottica, Arcetri,
Firenze, Italy).

18,007
Norman, R.D. ORGANIZATION OF AND REACTIONS TO THE INTER-
DISCIPLINARY PROGRAM IN THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES SUPPORTED 18,011

BY TE AOSRAT TE U41VRSIT OFNEWMEXIO. ontactThe threshold ilhlumination from a stimulus target
BY TH6E AROSE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW 5819,15 . Contract suhtending 12 minutes visual angle and lasting 60 msec.

AR 49(638) 33o AOSER TN 58 1099, 1918, 6fp. )tni was measured when the stimulus was presented either in

of New Re×$c, Albuquerque, N.M. the dark or against an illuminated background. Each

stimulus (blue or green) was seen against a background
18,007 of the same color and was brighter than this background.

An organized or systematic approach to interdiscipli- Comparisons were made between threshold data obtained
nary research in the behavioral sciences is discussed. with rectangular and triangular targets having equal
The Interdisciplinary Program in the Behavioral Sciences energy and duration and different time distribution
consisted of two eight-week programs held at the Univer- luminance. Two observers made many observations. Im-

sity of New Mexico during the summer of 1957 and 1958. plications of the findings for radar displays were dis-
The present report is organized into three major sec- cussed.
tions: I) a general description of the program--its G. I. R 12
purpose and organization, selection of participants,
etc.; 2) reactions to some general aspects of interdisci-
plinary programs; and 3) observations on the functioning
of the New Mexico effort specifically. A list of 43 18,012
research studies developed during the two conferences Vogelman, J.H. AIR FORCE COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENTI A

is appended. LOOK INTO THE FUTURE. Proj. 4519, RADC TN 58 96, March
T. 1958, lppo LARme_eir Develop LQenter, Griffiss

ARB, N.Y.

18,008 18,012

Lichte, W.H., Miller, J.G. & Borresen, C.R. THE INFLU- In an attempt to stimulate new ideas in the develop-
ENCE OF CHART SCALE AND AMOUNT OF INFORMATION ON AIMING- ment of commmunications equipment for the United States
POINT IDENTIFICATION BY EXPERIENCED SUBJECTS. Contract Air Force, this report looks into the future, proposes

AF 18(600) 1209, Proj. 7738, Task 27014, AFPTRC TN 58 2, some new components, and applies them to the problem of
Jan. 1958, 24pp. USAI Operator Lap., Randolph AFB, Tex. automatic switching equipment specializing in antennas
(University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.). and transmission lines and new transmitter techniques.

It attempts to extrapolate technical advances, now in
their research stage, to equipment in the future,
I.
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18,016
During a wide range of gravitational stress (from ont18,013

Young, M.P. & Wall, G.F. MAN-MACHINE FACTORS IN THE NRL to sixty positive g), the heart rate, respiratory rate,

NUCLEAR REACTOR CONTROL SYSTEM. Proj. NR 401 000, Task blood pressure, electrocardiogram, organ displacements,

NR 401 001, NRL Prob. Y02 03, NRL Rep. 5270, March 1959, and microcirculation of the golden hamster were recorded
and correlated. The effects of various anesthetics and
hemorrhage on the observed responses were determined.
The cardiovascular responses of the hamster to occlusion

18,013 of the carotid arteries were interpreted and necropsy

One important problem in the design of a research re- examinations performed to aid in interpreting the physio-

actor is the allocation of control responsibility among logic data. Test animals were also subjected to tilt

men and automatic equipment so as to achieve the maximum from the horizontal to head-up position and physiologic

in safety, flexibility, and continuous operation. This re- responses observed. The cause of death at various magni-

port presents the man-machine considerations which led to tudes of acceleration was discussed.

the defining of the operator's task in the control system T. G. I. R 110

of the nuclear reactor at the U.S. Naval Research Laborato-
ry and how these considerations were implemented in the
original design. It is felt that the basic operating pro-
cedures described here may be modified to meet require- 18,017
ments of future reactor research programs. Zechman, F.W., Cherniack, N.S. & Hyde, A.S. VENTILATORY
T. I. R 1 RESPONSE TO FORWARD ACCELERATION. J. aDol. PhYsiol.,

Sept. 1960, U5(5), 907-910. (USAF Aerospace Medical Lab.,
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio).

18,014 18,017
Zajonc, R.B. & Smoke, W.H. REDUNDANCY IN TASK ASSIGNMENTS Two series of experiments dealing with the effect of
AND GROUP PERFORMANCE. Psychometrika, Dec. 1959, 2A(4), forward acceleration on respiration in man were perform-
361-369. (University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.). Ed. In both series of studies the trunk was inclined 12

degrees in the direction of acceleration and a rate of
18,014 onset of one g per second was used. In the first series,

The problem of combining abilities of group members to the effect of 5, 8, and 12 g on respiratory frequency,
tidal volume, minute volume, and nitrogen elimination wasmaximize the performance of the group as a whole is exam- determined. In the second series oxygen consumptions were

ined in terms of redundancy in task assignments. In par- measured before, during, and after accelerations of 5, 8,
ticular, ways of distributing a given number of items of 10, and 12 g. The findings were discussed together with
information among a given number of individuals to ob- the need for further investigations of the mechanics of
tamn the maximum probability of each item being recalled
by at least one individual are studied. It is shown that breathing before a full understanding can be had.
there exists an optimal distribution scheme which is in- T.G. I. R 15
d&pendent of the amount of material originally given, the
size of the group, and individual differences in ability.

The model presented is not restricted to recall and may, 18,018
with slight modifications, be applied to other behavior Brierly, W.B. ENVIRONMENTAL CRITERIA FOR EQUIPMENT DE-
such as learning, problem solving, or decision-making. SIGN. Presented at: Fourth Annual USA Human Factors
G. R 10 Engineering Conference, Army Chemical Center, Md., 9,10,

ii Sept. 1958, 40-41. USA Research Office, Office of
the Chief of Staff, Washington, D.C.

18,015 18,018
Wang, R.I.H. & Kereiakes, J.G. PROTECTION FROM RADIATION The Department of the Army policy that relates to the
INDUCED LETHALITY BY CHEMICAL MIXTURE AND PARTIAL-BODY attainment of the capability to conduct military opera-
SHIELDING. USANRL Proj. 6X64 14 001, Task 04, Rep. 459, tions in any world area is discussed with specific refer-
Dec. 1960, lOpp. USA Medical Research Lab., Fort Knox, ence to equipment design and testing. The point is made
Ky. that with increasing complexity of equipment and the great

variety of tactical, strategic, and operational environ-
18,015 ments possible, the present philosophy of testing needsto be examined critically. Present activities in such

To determine the degree of protection afforded by the a review are discussed.
combined use of chemicals and gridshielding in mice ex-
posed to X-irradiation at supra-lethal dose levels, a se-
ries of studies were conducted. Groups of mice were ex-
posed to irradiations ranging from 1400 to 2300 roentgens;
control groups were given no protection while experimental
groups received protection in the form of gridshielding, 18,019
chemicals (serotonin plus B-aminoethylisothuronium), or a Goldberg, B. INFRARED BINOCULARS AND HUMAN ENGINEERING.
combination of shielding and chemical protection. The Presented at: Fourth Annual USA Human Factors Engineering
mortality of mice following exposure was recorded every Conferencep Army Chemical Center, Md., 9,10,11 Sept.
24 hours for 30 days. 1958, 51-60. USA Research Office, Office of the Chief of
T. G. I. R 5 Staff, Washington, D.C.

18,019
18,016 A background of basic information about active infra-
Yudkofsky, P.L. GROSS AND MICROCIRCULATORY EFFECT6 OF red radiation and image convertor systems is presented
TILTING AND ACCELERATION ON THE GOLDEN HAMSTER. Proj. and followed by a consideration of infrared binoculars,
7222, Task 71746, WADD TR 60 373, Sept. 1960, 7

3pp. their use, and the human engineering problems that are
USAF Biomedical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. still associated with them. Uses include locomotive driv-

ing and repair, missile erection and launching, construc-
tion operations, vehicle repair and bridge building, and
helicopter landing in darkness. Some of 

t
he problems dis-

cussed are bulk, weight and balance, discomfort due to
unequal magnification, limited field-of-view, and limited
depth focus.
G. I.
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18,023

18,020 This report presents approaches to various areas em-
Bittini, Marcella. ELECTRORETINOGRAPHIC RECORLS IN RE- braced by the theory of systems. Section I is an exposi-
SPONSE TO LOW-INTENSITY AND SHORT DURATION STIMLJLI. tory discussion of digital processes containing a brief
Atti della Fondaz12_.e~i2g/igli2.Sh•, May-Junr I9SO, historical account of routine computational procedures in
U(3), 260-263. (Istituto Nazionale di Ottica, Arcetrip classical mathematics, the Post-Turing theory of algo-
Firenze, Italy). rithms, and the abstract idea of digital analysis. Sec-

tions II "Discrete Linear Mechanisms" and III "Continuous
18,020 Mechanisms" present a treatment of the basic theory of

To investigate the electroret1nograph8c response to pulsed and continuous servomechanisms. Section IV con-

low-intensity, short-duration stimuli, a number of in- tains an extensiofview ofdevelpment functional a yishtin Sections from

tensity curves were recorded for one S for durations a plass of mehaissunonas analysis. In Section V,
varying from 2 to 44 msec. The color of the stimulus 0. I. R 18

light was either green or blue. The height of the son-

topic b-wave was plotted against luminance and the re-
sultant curves were analyzed for the effect of duration.
The results were discussed in terms of retinal inter-
actions. 18,024
G. R 5 Alvord, R.W. & O'Clair, F.R. INVESTIGATION OF THE

RELIABILITY OF RECOMO'01DATIONS RESULTING FROM A FLIGHT
TEST EVALUATION. AFFTC TN 58 21, May 1958, 38pp.

18,021 UJSAF Fliqht Test Center, Edwards AFB, Calif.

Hughes Aircraft Company. UHF AIR/GROUND SCATTER CONASJNI-
CATION SYSTEM STUDY. Contract AF 19(604) 2160, Rep. 18,024
2160 F, Oct. 1957, ll

4
pp. Communication Systems Lab. & To investigate the reliability of USAF Flight Test

Systems Development Labs., Lquhes Aircraft CQm_2any Center (AFTC) test recommendations in detecting and e-
Culver City, Calif. liminating operational problems, an opinion survey of 45

pilots and 106 maintenance personnel was accomplished.
18,021 The pilots completed a survey form requiring evaluation

This air/ground scatter communication study was under- of 126 cockpit features. These features were largely

taken to assess the significance of research findings on based on recommendations which had been made by the AFTC
scatter propagation in terms of their application to mill- at a previous time. Acceptability levels of items where
tary ultra-high frequency air/ground voice communications, modification had been accomplished, partially accomplish-
The results stem from contact with qualified people in ed, and not accomplished were analyzed. Maintenance per-
propagation research, systems engineering, and coo•ounica- sannel were asked to evaluate specific training inade-
tions operations as well as from a careful review of the quacies and assign rank order maintainability ratings to
literature. Six background studies (UHF tropospheric aircraft in each of several areas. Responses were ana-
scatter propagation, other propagation possibilities, air- lyzed in relation to test predictions.
borne and ground antennas, modulation, equipment and oper- R 4
ational considerations) are presented and a specific UHF
Transhorizon Communication System is proposed and describ-
ed. 18,025
T. G. I. R 80 (approx.) Ashby, W.R. & Riguet, J. THE AVOIDANICE OF OVER-WRITING

IN SELF-ýRGANISING SYSTEMS. Contract N62558 2404, Proj.
NR 049 147, Tech. Rep. 1, Oct. 1960, 8pp. Burden

18,022 Neurolooical Institute, Bristol, England.

Hurwitz, H.M.B. THE CHANGING ROLE AND STATUS OF THE
SCIENTIST AND ACADEMIC IN X.MERICAI SOCIETY INTERIM 18,025
REPORT. Contract AF 49(638) 33, AFOSR IN 58 1107, When a whole computation or adaptation must be achiev-
1957, 38pp. Birkbeck College, University of LondQn, ed by stages so that earlier results are preserved for use
London, England. in later stages, the intervening processes must not be al-

lowed to over-write (alter and destroy) the results found
earlier. The problem dealt with here is how over-writing

18,022 can be avoided in self-organizing computer systems. Two
This report is concerned with the broad issue of the methods are considered: i) information in the necessary

changing role and status of the scientist and academic in quantity must be processed and utilized, and 2) the gener-
American society. It involves a longitudinal study of al parameters of design must be so chosen as to reduce the
their professions. There are three sections: 1) A dis- chance level to a satisfactory degree along with process-
cussion is presented of the "sciconad", a neologism which Ing an appropriate quantity of information.
serves to designate a newly emerging socio-economic occu- P 3
pational class. The sciconad is an individual with pro-
fessional, specialized training in one of the sciences,
yet one who functions within an organizational setting.
2) Several suggestions are presented for further study of
the problem. 3) A series of appendices reveal the ex- 18,026
tent to which relevant information has been obtained to Conover, D.W. STUDY OF THE HUMAN ELENENT IN FUTURE ANTI-
date on the problem under study. BALLISTIC MISSILE SYSTEMS. Contract NONE 2953(00), ARPA
R 70 Order 5 58, Task 9, Part I, Final Summary Rep. ZG 017,

Dec. 1960, 94pp. Convair Division, General Dynamics Ccr-
poration, San Diego, Calif.

18,023
Sauer, B.P. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS IN THE THEORY OF 18,026
SYSTEMS. Contract AF 33(616) 2797, Proj. 7060, WADC A summary of the human role in current and proposed
TR 57 624, Nov. 1957, 137pp. USAF Aeronautical Re- future anti-ballistic missile (ABM) systems is treated in
search Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. (System a general way without reference to specific system config-Research, University of Chicagop Chicago, Ill.). urations. A preliminary model of a hypothetical ABM sys-

tem is presented as a frame of reference within which sub-
sequent efforts will be undertaken in the development of
system element requirements along behavioral dimensions
cosmoon to both men and machines. Specific attention is
focused upon the role of man in the coomsand and control of
ABM systems, the human function in system maintenance and
in the management of system development programs.
I. R 17
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18,03018,027 
The variation in the total surface temperature of a

Bittini, Marcella, Ercoles, Anna Maria, Fiorentini, perfect heat conducting or spinning biosattelite for a
Adriana, Ronchi, Lucia, et al. ENHANCED CONTRAST OF AN given orbit and for various conditions of irradiation is
INDEFINITELY CONTOURED OBJECT BY MOVEMENT OR INTERMITTENT analyzed. The results of the analysis are applied to the
ILLUMINATION. Atti della Fondazione Giorgio Ronchi, Jan.- problem of using thermal energy sources in connection
Feb. 1960, XV(1), 62-84. (Istituto Nazionale di Ottica, with processes for cracking of human waste and for the
Arcetri, Firenze, Italy). purification of urine by freezing in a closed ecological

system.

18,027 T. R 5
Two conditions under which the contrast of an indef-

initely contoured object may be enhanced were investigat-
ed: movement and intermittent illumination. 1) The visi-
bility of both a dark and bright Mach band (perceived at 18,031regions of the visual field where the first derivative of Smith, H., Wuerffel, H.L. & Hartshorne, F.A. PHILOSOPHY
luminance with respect to a spatial abscissa has a sharp AND GUIDELINES FOR RELIABILITY PREDICTION OF GROUND ELEC-variation) was measured during an oscillatory movement of TRONIC EQUIPMENTS (AN INTERIM ENGINEERING REPORT). Con-the test field. The results were discussed in terms of tract AF 30(602) 1623, Proj. 4526, Task 45155, RADC TNretinal inhibitory mechanisms. 2) The perception of con- 58 20, Oct. 1957, 85pp. USAF Reiabilit echnique
trast, in extrafoveal vision, at mesopic and scotopic bii, RADC, Griffiss AF N.Y. (Government Service
levels of steady illumination was compared to that under Dept., Radio Corporation of America, Camden, N.J.).
pulsating illumination. The findings were discussed in
terms of retinal duality; an electrical parallel is
suggested. 18,031
G. I. R 30 The basic concepts of reliability prediction of

ground electronics equipments are stated and the methods
which have yielded accurate predictions as evidenced by

18,028 field experience are described. Detailed engineering
Horrocks, J.E., Krug, R.E. & Heermann, E. TEAM TRAINING data developed for the techniques are included along with
II: INDIVIDUAL LEARNING AND TEAM PERFORMANCE. Contract descriptions of other important aspects of reliability
N61339 198, NAVTRADEVCEN TR 198 2, Aug. 1960, 56pp. improvement and prediction which require further explora-
USN Training Device Center, Port Washington, N.Y. (Ohio tion and development.
State University Research Foundation, Columbus, Ohio). T. G.

18,028
To evaluate the effectiveness of team performance un-

der varied conditions, two laboratory team tasks (informa-
tion handling through the decoding of jumbled sentences 18,033
and judgment making in regard to target positions) were Stevens, M.E. A SURVEY OF AUTOMATIC READING TECHNIQUES.designed and tested under various conditions. Among the NBS Proj. 1205 205712p NBS Rep. 5643 & RADC TN 58 21,variables investigated were various degrees of specificity Aug. 1957, 88pp. US Data Processing Systems Div.,in knowledge of results, separate vs. combined practice National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C.by team members, and pre-training. Implications for ap-
plied training procedures to Navy teams are discussed.
R 121 18,033

This report presents the results of a survey and
evaluation of current developments in automatic reading
techniques. In addition to a study of available litera-
ture, inspections of devices in operation or under devel-18,029 opment and detailed discussions with personnel engaged in

Shambaugh, G.F. & Pratt, J.J., Jr. DEVELOPMENT OF INSECT studies of character recognition techniques were made.REPELLENTS FOR PERSONAL USE. I. DIETHYLTOLUAMIDE. Proj. The results are discussed under the following headings:7 65 01 002, Pesticides Section Rep. I, May 1959, l5pp. I) areas of applicability of automatic reading techni-USA Chemicals & Plastics Div., QM Research & Engineering ques, 2) critical factors in automatic reading problems,Command, Natick, Mass. 3) controlled solutions to reading problems, 4) automatic
reading techniques, and 5) further prospects for develop-

18,029 ment.
This summary of the research and development on T. I. P 56

diethyltoluamide was assembled from several published
and unpublished sources. It is intended for use by the
Continental Army Command in evaluating this repellant
as an acceptable troop use item. A report was made on 18,034
laboratory and field tests on skin and clothing, stabili- Giles, C.G. THE SKIDDING RESISTANCE OF ROADS AND THEty with packaging, effect on textiles and plastics, REQUIREPENTS OF MODERN TRAFFIC. Road Paper 52, Presented
cosmetic acceptability, toxicology, commercial availabili- at: Road Engineering Division Veeting, London, England,
ty, and cost. 23 Oct. 1956,' 3

3pp. Institutic:' of Civil Engineers,T. R 13 Westminster, London, England. (Road Research Lab., Dept.
of Scientific & Industrial Research, London, England).
(Proc. Intsn. Civ. Engrs., Feb. 1957, k, 216-249).

18,030 18,034
Slote, L. THE ENGINEERING BIOTECHNOLOGY OF HANDLING The problems to be considered in insuring that inWSTES RESULTHEENGINEERING F COSDECHOLOGICl.SYS TEM HANwet weather the skidding resistance of roads is adequateWASTES RESULTING FROM A CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM THERMAL for the demands of modern traffic are examined. Stan-ENERGY EXCHANGE WITH SPECIFIC APPLICATION TO WASTE HAND- dards for meeting the full performance of vehicles inLING IN A CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM PROGRESS REPORT, braking, cornering, and accelerating, and the extent toContract AF 18(603) 71, AFOSR TR 58 268, July 1957, 7pp. which requirements are modified by the manner of drivingCollege of Engineeringp New York Universit~y, Now York,N.Y. are discussed. Methods of measuring skidding resistances

of surfaces are reviewed with an interpretation of test
results. Investigations on the relation between skidding
resistance and risk of skidding accidents are considered.
As a guide to meeting requirements, a table of suggested
sideway-force coefficients is presented.
T. G. I. R 14
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185038
18,035 This papar is concerned almost entirely with skidding
Wever, E.G. THE COCHLEAR POTENTIALS AMD THEIR RELATION on wet roads. The main facts are given concerning the
TO HEARING Ann, Oto-. _no - ooy, Dec. 1959, importance of wet-weather skidding in relation to acci'-
ý2(4), 975-989. dents, and then methods of measuring the slipperiness of

road surfaces are considered. Typical results for Brit-
18,035 ish roads are given and considered in relation to such

The view thut cochlear potentials conltituto* one of factors as types of surfacing and surface texture. It
the essential links in the chain of events fron thr is then shown thCI the non-skid psoporties of tirae;
entrance of sounds into the ear to the arousil o audli- depend fo tbh-I, effctuiveness upon the type of road
tory sensations is defended in this paper. A c-i paai:son surface as we]l as on the tread patterse The results of
of the threshold acuity of animals as determined by be-- experic:.enu id 1, nua2er of different patterns are
havioral methods with the pattern of cochlear potentials discussed.
recorded from the same animals is made, using available T. G. I. r. !I
data from the literature. A number of features that
bring out certain systerratic relations between the co-h,
lear potentials and auditory acuity are presented and
discussed.
G. R 23 16,03,

Sp.,iegel,• al , CHRGING CONCEPTS IN PHYSICAL STANDARDS
FOR FLYING. Aot Acei Nov. 1960, U., 941-948.
(USAF Office of the Command Surgeon, San Francisco,
Calif.).

18,036
Fried, C. STUDIES Oi THE KINEfiC DEPTH EFFECT A, A MLýNS 18,039
FOR PRESENTING THREE-DIMEESIONAL INFCO•PJTIONs II. EFFECTS It is notcd that physical standards for aviation
OF VARYING ANGLE AM) LENGTH OF A TW¢)-DIMENSIOIAI FOPýA. pIlcts have not changed significantly over the years
(CO Proj. TBI 1000, Tech. Memo. 18 60, Dec. 1960, 35pp. but that there have been refinements in examilnation tech-
USA O" n •_ogn olio Labs., Aberdeen Proving niqies and iihprovements in evaluation of essential
Ground, Md. organ systems. Several examples of each of these avenuea

of advancement are given. It is anticipated that in the
18,036 forseeable future further application of the results of

An attempt was made to correlate the amount of length, laboratory tests and mass surveys will help the flight
and angle changes of shadosw projections of rotating wire surgeon in even better selection of candidates for the
rods with the ease with which the depth impression of the job at hand.
Kinetic Depth Effect (KDE) is elicited. This attempt was R 26
based on the findings of a previous study that the stimu-
li for N<DE are length and angle changes of line making up
a moving form. On the basis of the findings of this study 18,040
suggestions are offered for further search for stimuli de- Smeed, R.J. ACCIDENT RATES. ca. 1953, llpp. Ro.adRe-
termining this illusion. search Lab., Dept. of Scientific & Industrial Research,
T. G. 1. R 4 Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England. (Reprinted fromn

18,040
18,037 A large amount of vehicular accident information
Grime, G. THE PEREFORMANCE OF HEAD-LAM.P ,,CETING BEA!S. from different countries has been brought together and
Proc. Intn mesh. Enqrs, _tsmbilDxjoo. 1954--5, analyzed in an effort to arrive at an understanding of the
(3), 108-16. (Road Research Laboratory, Department of way accident frequency varies with the quantities to
Scientific & Industrial Research, Harmondsworth, Middle- which it can be related. The variables discussed are:
sex, England). 1) number of vehicles, 2) type of accident injury,

3) number of vehicles involved, 4) accidents at junctions,
5) rural vs. city areas, 6) traffic flow, and 7) distance

18,037 traveled.
This paper is largely concerned with work done at the T. G. R 13

Traffic and Safety Division of the Road Research Labora-
tory, Great Britain, on the question of improvement of
vehicle headljghting, and thus visibility, on the road.
The work falls into three parts: 1) surveys to determine
the magnitude of the dazzle (glare) problem and the state 18,041
of aim and maintenance of headlights in use, 2) the 18,S41development of methods of testing headlamps and fore- Smeed, R.J. SO] STATISTICAL ASPECTS OF ROAD SAFETYRESEARCH. •.RX.l.t_ ostSo., 1949, CXII(1), 1-23.
casting their performance from curves of light distribu- (Road Research Lab , Dept. of Scientific 1 Industrial
tion, and 3) consideration of methods of improving ReaRchearmon Derth MdlSex, Enl nd).
visibility and reducing dazzle. Research, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England).
T. G. I. R 7

18,041"This paper Surveys some aspects of road accident
statistics and draws attention to some of the matters
into which investigation is required. Accident rates in
different countries are compared and the trend of acci-

18,038 dent rates in Great Britain are considered along with the
Grime, G. & Giles, C.G. THE SKID-RESISTING PROPERTIES OF economic cost of road accidents. Some of the available
ROADS AND TYRES. 1954, l9pp. Road Research Lab., Dept. evidence of the success of various accident prevention
of Scientific & Industrial Research, Harmondsworth, methods are then discussed.
Middlesex, England. (Reprinted from: Prec. Instn. mech. T. G. I. R 18
En2rs,. Automobile Div., 1954-5, (1), 19-30).

18,042

Glanville, W.H. SPEED ON THE ROAD AND RELATED EFFECTS.
P'oct. Ry_. ._,U 1956, )6(163), 1-17. (Road Research
Lab., Department of Scientific & Industrial Research,
Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England).
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18,042
This paper deals with problems of safety as related 18,050

to driving speeds. In general, consideration is given Collins, L.R. & Leonard, J.L. NAVAL TACTICAL DATA

to what happens up to speeds of 100 mph. The human SYSTEM (NTDS) SERVICE TEST LOGIC SYMBOLOGY. Contract

operator as a road user and driver, how he reacts to SS 19006, Task 5643 (NEL RI 7), NEL Res. Rep. 1004,

speed, and how accurately he Judges speed are considered Oct. 1960, 44pp. USN Electronics Lab., San Diego,

first. The efficiency of brakes, distances required to Calif.
stop and how it varies with speed are considered. These
considerations are then linked to the question of the
tire/road combination. The energy stored up in the 18,050

moving car, the forces required to stop the car, and This report presents a description and analysis of the

protective devices for crash injury are discussed. Naval Tactical Data System Service Test logic symbology

T. G. I. and proposes a uniform or standard logic symbology which
includes all information required for maintenance, such
as logic function, electrical operation, input-output
connections, and hardware location. The proposal is based
upon study of the service test system logic symbology and

18,043 analysis and comparison of the systems used by Remington

Charlesworth, G. & Coburn, T.M. THE INFLUENCE OF ROAD Rand Univac, Collins Radio Company, and Hughes Aircraft

LAYOUT ON SPEEDS AND ACCIDENTS IN RURAL AREAS. Presented Company-the three priscipal contractors.

at' Public Works and Municipal Services Congress, 1. R 33

Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England, Nov. 1956, 21pp.
Road Research Lab., Dept. of Scientific & Industrial
Research, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England. 18,051

McGrath, J.J. HUMAN FACTOR PROBLEMS IN ANTI-SUBMARINE
WARFARE. THE EFFECT OF IRRELEVANT ENVIRONMENTAL STIMJ-

18,043 LATION ON VIGILANCE PERFORMANCE. Contract NONR 2649(00),
This paper presents information on the effect of cer- Proj. NR 153 199, Tech. Rep. 6, Nov. 1960, 79pp. Human

tain items of road layout on speed and accidents on rural Factors Research, Incorporated, Los Angeles, Calif.
roads. The estimates of the effect of road curvature,
gradients, carriageway width, and amount of traffic on
mean speeds are presented for use in assessment of the 18,051
value of road improvements. Formulae relating the speed Two experiments were conducted to test hypotheses
exceeded by the fastest 15 percent of cars and the fast- from two theories of vigilance: 1) the "filter" theory
est five percent of cars to mean speed are derived for (the observer during a vigil increasingly selects irrele-
use in selecting the speed value to be used for design vant environmental stimuli); and 2) the "arousal" theory
purposes. A comparison of accident rates per vehicle mile (competing stimuli will increase arousal). Experiment I
on different roads is made to show benefits obtained from tested the effects of extraneous auditory stimulation on
various types of road improvement, visual vigilance performance. Twenty-eight Ss detected
I. G. I. R 14 brightness increments of an intermittent light; on four

sessions white noise was presented, on another four audi-
tory stimulation was presented. Experiment II tested the
effects of extraneous visual stimulation on auditory vigi-
lance performance. Eighteen Ss detected loudness incre-

18,045 ments of an intermittent pure tone; on two sessions Ss
Davis, J.M., McCourt, W.F. & Solomon, P. THE EFFECT OF scanned photo albums, on another two they did not. Recom-
VISUAL STIMULATION ON HALLUCINATIONS AND OTHER MENTAL mendations for further research are made. T. G. I. R 33
EXPERIENCES DURING SENSORY DEPRIVATION. Amer.-
ESxhiC., April 1960, ij1(10), 889-892.

18,052
18,045 McGrath, J.J. HUMAN FACTOR PROBLEMS IN ANTI-SUBMARINE

To test the hypothesis that it is the absence of WARFARE. SUBJECTIVE REACTIONS OF VIGILANCE PERFORMERS.
meaningful stimulation rather than the absence of sensory A SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE TO A STUDY OF INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES
stimulation itself that produces hallucinations and other IN VIGILANCE PERFORMANCE. Contract NONR 2649(00), Proj.
abnormal mental states, ten persons served as Ss. Each S NR 153 199, Supp. Note to Tech. Reps. 2 & 4, May 1960,
was placed in a tank-type respirator with the vents open, lOpp. Human Factors Research. Incorporated, Los Angeles,
in a semi-darkened room, wearing cardboard cuffs over Calif.
arms and legs. A constant repetitive auditory stimulus
from the motors of the respirator and air-conditioner was 18,052
present along with random light flashes and flashed pro- Fifty-four Ss who participated in a study of indi-
Jections of colored Rorschach cards, also at random in- vidual differences in vigilance performance were inter-
tervals. Subjects were kept in the respirator ten and viewed in order to, 1) obtain introspective reports of
one half hours or released upoh request. Records of heart attitudes toward the study, 2) obtain information con-
rate, Ss' verbalization, and subsequent psychological cerning changes in motivational state from week to week
tests were analyzed and compared with results from a pre- and during each hour's watch, and 3) obtain an idea of
vious experiment with no visual stimulation. T. R 7 intellectual approaches to the task. A non-directive

approach was used to interview each. S privately about ten
days after the last experimental session. The theoretical
implications of the Ss' introspective reports were dis-

18,046 cussed.
White, B.W. RECOGNITION OF DISTORTED MELODIES. R R 3

•J •-Ygyjj., March 1960, LXXIII, 100-107. (Lincoln Lab.,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Lexington, Mass.).

18,046 18,053
To measure the effects of various transformations on Brigg1 , P. EASUREMNT OF HUMAN OPERATOR ALERTNESS IN

the recognizability of familiar melodic patterns, Ss were CONTINUOUS P ONTROL SYSTEME . Contract AR 19(604) 4548,

asked to identify short passages from ten well-known Rep. 8055 2, ERD TN 60 794, April 1960, 30pp. Dynamic
songs. Transformations were effected by performing Analysis and Control Lab., Massachusetts Institute of
various operations (some linear and some non-linear) on Techoiogyj, Cambridge, Mass.
the intervals between adjacent notes in each melodic
pattern end by temporal reversal. The results were dis-
cussed In terms of possible factors in pattern recogni-
tion.
T. R 3
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18,053
A technique is proposed and evaluated for measuring 18,058

the alertness of the huoan operator who is assigned a Braunstein, M-.. & Anderson, N.S. A COIPARISON OF READING

continuous visual tracking task demanding a high degree DLGITS AlOUP AND KEYPUNCHING. Rep. RC 185, Nov. 1959,

of precision during a prolonged period of time. The l
3
pp. IBM R._-cPULhUentei, Yorktown Heights, N.Y.

techniq'ue Is thist while the operator is tracking a con- (University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. & University

tinuously varying reference input, a relatively high fro- of Maryland, College Park, Md.).

quency, low amplitude disturbance is intermit tently in-

troduced at a point between the o'pertor and tho process

he is con'rollint; it is thus neccossn r5.cne the 18,058

disturl ance I y appropriate maniptulaca n o: the, cont ols. To comr5to ta)1Inj to keypunching for relatively un-

His amplitude-phase response to the di ''r anee input is Lrai e. op.tors, five experimental Ss with no prior

taken is an alertness mecsure. batot'" tst . rei1'.9 in km 0u<hi5 were studied After a few pr-ac-

performed using a simulated vehicular con'rol fr ti'it on ln the ho r p tu e th d Ss w ore re u tfe ad to

one hour periods° road digits for five minutes into a tape recorder and

T. G. I. then to key diglit for five minutes on a summary punch,
Throe series wet'a perforued. A preference survey was made
ty asking the S to eitler read or keypunch three sheets

of 25 digtt numbers as they preferred. Errors, reading,

18n,054 and punch rates (calculated from errors and time) were

Orunner, L.K. , Clevenger, L.J. & DodSon, 0.W° A titTlI'J analyzed for relative speed and accuracy of the two
OF IDENTIFIlNG, QUA•tPIFS'IPG AMP SPEC:iPI'IO THEt ObJECTIVE methods.

PREDICTORS OF tMAINTAINABILITY. June 1960, 79pp. I T. G,

School of Logistics, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

18,054
This study was conducted to develop a mothod of idon- 11,059

tifying, qualifying, and specifying the objective predic- flair, h.C. & Plath, P.S. Ship CONTROL XI. STEERING

tore of maintainability. A sampling technique was ore- AMD DIVING WITH THE CPtt,, D EP INSTItURNT PANEL AND A

sented which makes possible a maintainance evaluation of CONDACT ANALVOG-RADWHAY PISPLAY. Contract NON D 2512(00),

the entire weapon system. Reliability and maintain- Tech. R p. S0D 60 078, P60 128, Sept. 1960, 
2

8pp.

ability were discussed both separately and together as Electric Boit Ply,, 6 e0r0 i Dynamics CorPoration, Groton,

they affect availability. 
Cons.

T.

18,059
Investigated was the effectiveness of the contact

analog display with a roadway type device which would

18,055 yield more precise interpretation of the ship's motive
Barr, N.L., Hussman, T.A., Jr. & Parker, J.F., Jr. THE and command Information and a standard of comparative

VISIBILITY OF AIRPORT RUNWAYS. Proj. NMl 001 056.07.03, performance tased upon the exlsting operational display.

BUAER Proj. TED PTR AC223, Nov. 1954, 46pp. UISN tedical Three different displays were evaluated by testing three

Research Institute, Bethesda, Md. groups of five suajects each. The task of the subject

was to seek and keep course and depth simultaneously on

one of three ship control displays? a combined instru-

18,055 ment panel, a contact analog-roadway display with order
This report was deslgned to provide a theoretical information, and a contact analog-roadway display with

demonstration of the influence of the brightness differ- error Information.

ence between runway and surrounding terrain on runway T.er.rI. R I

visibility and to provide airport engineers with means

of determinino the precise influence of any given run-

way surface material or terrain cover on the vlsbility
of the runway. Photometric measurements of reflectilvlty 18,060

and inherent contrast of runway and surrounding terrain Bliss, W. & Diamantides, N.D. OBSTACLE IDENTIFICATION

surfaces of 30 airports, along with tables and graphs AND DISPLAY: PECEPITUAL-t.IOTOR SIUDIES FOR THE BELL

relating brightness differences teaaeen runways and HELICOPTER COFPPORATION. THIRD INTERIM REPORT. Contract

surrounding terrain to runway vist ilty, were presented. NONR 1670(00) FW 2601, GER 9949, Oct. 1960, 
3

0pp.

T. G. I. R 8 Oood.ar Aircraft CorodoratLon, Akron, Ohio.

18,060
Presented is a theoretical analysis of adaptive

control system models with particular reference to

18,057 human adaptive analogies that appear feasible. The

Belleville, R.E., Robles, F.H., Jr., Grunzke, M.E. & description of the experimental apparatus to be used

Clark, F.C. COMPLEX AVOIDANCE BEHAVIOR IN THE CHItMPANZEE in psychophysical experimentation in human adaptive

AND ITS APPLICABILITY TO THE STUDY OF SPACE ENVIRONMEtNtTS. perceptual-motor characteristics, and the statement

ProJ. 6893, Tasks 68930 & 68931, AFtC IR 60 27, Sept. of the experimental problem and design are included

1960, 20pp. USAF Aeromedical Field Lab., Holloman AFB, in the report.

N.M. T. I. R 14

18,057
The concurrent development of two types of avoidance

behavior in the chimpanzee is described. A discrete
avoidance task was superimposed on a schedule requiring 18,061

continuous avoidance behavior. The rationale for using Boynton, R.tM. Elworth, C.L., Onley, Judith W. &

these tasks for measuring the behavioral effects of Klingberg, C.L. FORM DISCRIMINATION AS PREDICTED BY
space flight is presented. OVERLAP AND AREA. Contract AS 30(602) 1973, ProJ. 8501,

G. I. R 10 Task 85001, RADC TR 60 158, Sept. 1960, 59pp. ISAE
Honge Air Development Center, Griffiss AFB, N.Y. (Univer-
sity of Rochester, Rochester, N.Y.).
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18,061 18,065
To determine the value of overlap as a predictor of The feasibility of using the ejection seat as a

form discriminability, nine subjects viewed 105 different method of escape from ditched aircraft at sea was investi-
form pairs in eight relative rotary orientations. Six gated. The physical forces which would act upon the
experimental conditions were tested with the response pilot when using the ejection seat in water were measured
tendencies controlled by using monetary reward. An in- in a test tank. Subsequent to the above measurements an
strument for making the overlap measurements was developed evaluation of the human tolerance to these forces was
Thus, the relationships between the physical measure of undertaken in a lake approximately 30ft. deep. Finally,
overlap and the psychophysical measure of form discrimin- the hazards involved in ejecting through the canopy
ability could be obtained, underwater were evaluated. Functioning of the auxiliary
T. G. I. systems of the ejection seat were also undertaken. Rec-

ommendations were made for modifying the present ejection
seat systems to improve their performance under water.

18,062 T. G. I. R 8
Baker, Alma S. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF INFORMATION THEORY.
SUPPLEMENT. July 1954, 32pp. Engineering Library,
Documents and Research Information Section, Raytheon
Manufacturing Company, Waltham, Mass. 18,066

Billingham, J. & Hughes, T.L. PROTECTION OF AIRCREW
AGAINST THE HIGH CABIN TEIMERATURES WHICH MAY OCCUR IN

18,062 PROLONGED SUPERSONIC FLIGHT AFTER FAILURE OF THE CABIN
COOLING SYSTEM. FPRC 1109, Mach. Eng. Tech. Note 302,This bibliography covers material on general informa- Feb. 1960, 26

pp. Flyino Personnel Research Comm~tteeq
tion theory, exclusive of speech and television informs- London, England. (RAF Institute of Aviation Medicine,
tion theory. The period covered is mainly from Januaýy Farnborough, Hants, England & Royal Aircraft Establish-
1953 to July 1954. The bibliography is arranged alpha- ment, Farnborough, Hants, England).
betically by author. A total of 221 items is included
and 60 periodicals are represented.
R many 18,066

The variations of temperature and flow of air venti-
lated suits ventilating air needed to achieve reasonable
comfort with cabin environments of increasing severity
were investigated. Tests were made in a simulated air-18,063 craft cockpit under conditions representing high speed

Bellman, R. & Kalaba, R. ON COMMUNICATION PROCESSES flight at low altitude. An S wearing a specific clothing
INVOLVING LEARNING AND RANDOM DURATION. Reprinted fromi assembly was cooled by means of an air ventilated suit
"1958 IRE National Convention Record, Part 4," 1958, (AVS); his microclimate temperature (next to skin) was
16-21. The Institute of Radio Engineers. Inc., New accurately measured by an electrical resistance thermom-
York, N.Y. (The Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif.). eter. There was no supply of cooling air in the cabin.

The AVS man/flow temperature combinations necessary to
18,063 keep the microclimate temperature at 32.5 degrees C wereestablished for aircraft skin temperatures of 125, 142,

A brief resume is given of previous papers showing 165, and 183 degrees C. Practical implications of the
that certain aspects of the fundamental problem of deter- results were discussed. T. G. I. R 10
mining the utility of a communication channel in conveying
information may be viewed as problems within the framework
of multi-stage decision processes of the stochastic type,
and as such may be treated by the theory of dynamic pro- 18,067
gramming. In this paper, the treatment of communication Billingham, J. & Kerslake, D. McK. SPECIFICATION FOR
problems involving the use of a channel whose statistical THERMAL COMPORT IN AIRCRAFT CABINS. FPRC Memo. 133,
properties are not completely known is shown. Also those June 1960, 25pp. Flying Personnel Research Committee,
channels involving processes of random duration are dis- London, England. (RAF Institute of Aviation Medicine,
cussed. Both are special cases of still more general Farborough, Hants, England).
problems in prediction.
G. R 15

18,067
A proposed specification of requirements for thermal

comfort in aircraft cabins is presented and recommended
18,064 for use in place of existing requirements. A detailed
Black, J.W. PREDICTING THE INTELLIGIBILITY OF WORDS. analysis of the differences between existing and proposed
Folia ohoniatp 1960, 12(4), 260-272. (Ohio State specifications and the reasons for change are given in
University, Columbus, Ohio). an appendix. The proposed specification is based on a

theoretical analysis which has received some experimental18,064 support and is put forward at this time for use in high
performance aircraft. These topics are covered in theTo find whether or not the intelligibility of a word specification, heat exchange at the skin, clothing in-

might be predicted from phonetic recognition values, the sulation, insulation of the air, globe temperature, solar
relative intelligibility values of approximately 1200 radiation, humidity, departure from comfort state, princi-
common English words were determined on the basis of ples in use of the specification, examples, and use of
correct identifications by 200 listeners. Each word was globe thermometer.
pronounced by from 12 to 20 speakers. The listeners, G. R 7
wearing headsets, were in a high-level noise field. Re-
sponses, both correct and incorrect, provided material
from which relative scores of the recognition of the
different vowels and consonants of the stimulus words 18,068
were determined. Billingham, J. & Kerslake, D. McK. AN ANALYSIS OF EN-T. G. VIRONMENTS COMPATIBLE WITH THERMAL COMFORT IN MAN. FPRC

Memo. 134, June 1960, 18pp. Flying Personnel Research
C , London, England. (RAE Institute of Aviation

18,065 Medicine, Farnborough, Hants, England).

Beckman, E.L., McNutt, D.C. & Rawlins, J.S.P. ESCAPE
FROM DITCHED AIRCRAFT. III. AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE
FEASIBILITY OF USING THE STANDARD MARTIN-BAKER EJECTION
SEAT SYSTEMS FOR UNDER WATER ESCAPE FROM DITCHED AIRCRAFT
FPRC 1093g July 1959, 21pp. Flying Personnel Research
C , London, England. (RAF Institute of Aviation
Medicine, Farnborough, Hantst England).
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18,068
A theoretical analysis is given of ways in which the 18,072

various environmental parameters may be combined to pro- Adams, G.L. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF APPRENTICE WEAPON

duce the state of thermal comfort. Combinations of these CONTROL SYSTEMS MECHANICS. GRADUATES OF ATC COURSE NO.

parameters are considered, activity level of man; clothing ABR32231F. Proj. 998HL27, APGC TR 60 56, Oct. 1960,

worn; temperature and flow of ventilating air, if anyl 24pp. USAF Air Proving Ground Center, Eglin AFB, Fla.

wattage dissipation and location of electrical heating el-
ements in suit, if anyl radiant temperature of environ- 18,072
ment; air temperature and movementl atmospheric pressure; The ability of apprentices graduating from the Air
solar radiation falling on man. Equations connecting the Training Command Resident Course (Weapon Control Systems
variables are unwieldy so four intermediary quantities are Mechanic) to perform the duties of their specialty was
usedt H=total heat flow through the clothing; Ic=ineula- compared to that of apprentices receiving only fundament-
tion of clothing; Ia=insulation of boundary air layer a- al training in the resident course and special equipment
bove clothing or exposed skin; and Tg=globe thermometer training in the Field Training Detachment. Six appren-
temperature. The information is given graphically as to tices, representing an academic cross section of each
the calculated comfort conditions. G. R 6 course, were to do the normal duties of an apprentice

weapon control mechanic at Tyndall Air Force Base. For
a period of three months each apprentice was under the

18,069 supervision of an experienced worker who kept records of
Bowen, H.M., Kelley, C.R. & Ely, J.H. TRACKING TRAINING work accomplished, nature of assistance needed, and made
IVt DESIGN AND UTILIZATION OF THE GENERAL VEHICULAR ratings on performance ability and work time. Improve-
TRAINER. Contract NONR 1908(00), NAVTRADEVCEN TR 1908 ments in the training course were recommended on the basis
00 4, Aug. 1960, 50pp. USN Training Device Center, of findings.
Port Washington, N.Y. (Dunlap and Associates, Inc.,
Stamford, Conn.).

18,069 18,073

The design of a General Vehicular Trainer is de- Anderson, Nancy S., Braunstein, M. & Novick, Lee. AN

scribed in detail. The trainer is designed to accomplish EVALUATION OF HUMAN READABILITY AND RECOGNITION OF A

preliminary training in vehicular control for early stages SPECIALIZED FONT. Rep. RC 219, Feb. 1960, 20pp. IBM

in the training courses for pilots, submarine helmsmen/ Research Center, Yorktown Heights, N.Y.

planesmen, surface ship helmsmen, land vehicle drivers,
etc. Recommendations concerning utilization practice 18,073
and the design of a field evaluation test are given. An Two experiments were conducted to evaluate human read-

experiment is reported that compared nine methods of scor- ability and recognition of the new banking system font of

ing. Major recommendations arising from the series of numbers, known as EI3B, compared to a standard Banker's

studies, of which this is the fourth, are presented. Gothic font. The first was an adding machine transcrip-

T. G. I. R 5 tion study in which two groups of three Ss worked on both
fonts for an average of seven hours over a period of 18
days. A second experiment also used two groups of 18 Ss
who crossed out numerical characters in the two fonts for

18,070 a three hour period in one day. Mean scores from both
Blackwell, H.R. & Bixel, G.A. THE VISIBILITY OF NON- situations were compared for the two fonts in terms of
UNIFORM TARGET-BACKGROUND COMPLEXES: I. PRELIM.INARY accuracy and speed.
EXPERIMENTS. Contract AF 30(602) 1974, Tech. Rep. T.
890 1 & RADC TR 60 99, April 1960, 56pp. Ohio St
University Research Foundation, Columbus, Uhio.

18,070 18,074
Allen, R.G., Brown, F.A., Logle, L.C., Rovner, D.R., et al

A study was made of the extent to which it is mean- ACUTE EFFECTS OF GAMMA RADIATION IN PRIMATES. Raiain
ingful to assign a value of "effective contrast" to rep- R9e., May 1960, 12(5), 532-539. (USAF School of Aviation
resent the visibility of a target in a target-background Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex.).
complex where the target and background may be of non-
uniform luminance. The threshold value of relative con-
trast for several sizes and shapes of targets at various 18,074
luminance levels were established by a method of adjust- A study was made of the survival of small primates
ment to threshold. The probability of detection was also after whole-body exposure to a source of pure gamma radi-

experimdntally established as a function of values of ation to examine the clinical and pathological syndrome
relative contrast, using a method of constant stimuli produced particularly in the mid- and high-dose regions.
with a temporal force-choice discriminatory-criterion. Doses of 400 to 40,000 r were given to 107 small primates
The relations of threshold value of physical contrast to exposed in 16 groups. Statistical evaluation of survival
background luminance and detection probability to physi- times, determination of the LD50 (30) dose, clinical ob-
cal contrast were also established for unifrom target- servations for a 30-day irradiation period, and immediate
background displays. T. G. I. R. 16 postmortem examinations were performed. Each method was

used to categorize the groups of animals; the groups were
compared for correspondence and then classified as to

18,071 central nervous system, gastrointestinal, and hemato-
Aero Service Corporation. SMALL SCALE AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY. poietic types of radiation death.

Contract AF 30(602) 1840, RADC TR 60 152 & Rep. 8156 07, T. G. I. R 8
Sept. 1960, 62pp. Aero Service Corporation, Philadelphia,
Penn.

18,071 18,075
This manual is written to introduce the experienced Altman, I. & Terauds, Anita. MAJOR VARIABLES OF THE

photo interpreter to the subject of interpreting small SMALL GROUP FIELD. Contract AF 49(638) 256, Suppl.
scale (defined here as 1,50,000 and smaller) aerial photo- Agreement 2(59 634), AFOSR TN 60 1207, Rep. HSR RR 60/6
graphs; to point out how many of his usual techniques can GN, Nov. 1960, 730pp. Human Sciences Research. Inc.,
be applied; to indicate some precautions that must be Arlington, Va.
taken in so doing; and to introduce some new equipment,
methods, and techniques for deriving the maximum infor-
mation from small scale photography. The manual is or-
ganized into five sections: 1) intkoduction and purpose,
2) factors affecting interpretability, 3) materials and
equipment for viewing, 4) an approach to interpretation,
end 5) interpretation of selected subjects. A selected
list of references is included.
G. I. R 17
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18,075
This report is one of a series in a program to inter- 18,079

grate small group research knowledge. The facet of this Harter, H.L. EXPECTED VALUES OF NORM4AL ORDER STATISTICS.

work presented here is a systematic review of major vari- Proj. 7071p Task 70429, ARL TR 60 292, June 1960, 32pp.
ables appearing-in the small group studies analyzed in the USAF Aeronautical Research abý.., Wright-Patterson AFB,

course of the program. Each variable is described in Ohio.
teris of operational varieties, major and minor variables

related to, and the extent of, association with other 18,079
variables. In addition, a special review of individual A brief history is given of the development of the

and group performance effectiveness variables is presented, theory of order statistics and of past efforts to tabu-
It is intended as a source book for social scientists and late their expected values for samples from a normal pop-
operational personnel. ulation. The major portion of the paper presents the
T. G. R 250 method of computation of a five-decimal-place table of

the expected values of all order statistics for samples
of size n from a normal population. A table is included

18,076 for n=2(1)100 and for values of n, none of whose prime

Hartline, H.K. RECEPTOR MECHANISMS AND THE INTEGRATION factors exceeds seven, up through n=400. Also included

OF SENSORY INFORMATION IN THE EYE, Rev, modT PhysicA, is a discussion of an approximation proposed by Blom,
April 1959,RY NORMATO N RockefellerInstitute, and a table of values of the constant a required for theApril 1959, Z (2), 515-523. (The Rockefeller Institute,

New York, N.Y.). approximation for selected values of n. Actual and po-

tential uses of the tables are discussed.
T. R 18

18,076
This paper deals with an analysis of the first steps

of the visual process. The inherent properties of the 18,080
receptor are discussed in terms of the type of processing Harris, J.D. & Pikler, A.G. THE STABILITY OF A STANDARD
of information from the outside world. The next step in OF LOUDNESS AS MEASURED BY COMPENSATORY TRACKING. A=en.
the processing of sensory information concerns the dis- J. Psychol., Dec. 1960, 73(4), 573-580. (USN Medical
tribution of light over the entire population of visual Research Lab., New London Submarine Base, Conn,).
receptors where neural integration begins. Inhibitory
interaction is described and its function ascribed to 18,090
enhancement of contrast effefts. Thus, patterns of To explore the stability of a standard of loudness,
afferent nervous activity are greatly modified to accen- five Ss listened to tape recorded programs which pre-
tuate significant features of information about the en- sented variations in intensity (0.3 to 1.0 db/sec. within
viromRsent a 20 db range) of a 1000 cps tone at 40 phons which had
G. I. R 29 been first heard. The Ss attempted to maintain the loud-

ness-constant by rotating a dual attenuator (compensatory
tracking) which controlled loudness of tone, and in addi-

18,077 tion allowed tracking responses to appear on the paper
tape of a voltage-recorder. Tracking-errors and time-Hartline, H.K. THE MODIFICATION OF -SENSORY INFORMATION lag of responses were analyzed. Suggestions were given

BY NEURAL INTERACTION IN THE EYE, AND ITS RELATION TO for use of the method of auditory tracking in audiometry
VISION. .RE Tran., June 1959, ME 6, 84-85. (The and engineering.
Rockefeller Institute, New York, N.Y.). T. G. R 4

18,077
The spatial and temporal modifications of sensory in- 18,081

formation produced by "integrative" neural processes in Harris, W.P. EXTENDING THE SUCCESSIVE INTERVALS MODEL
the retina of the eye are discussed briefly. The modifi- TO THE MULTIDIMENSIONAL CASE. Contract AF 19(604) 7400,
cations produced by neural integration in the eye appear Rep 580 0015, Oct. 1960, l2pp. Lincoln Lab., M3.s;W-
to be distortions, but are more properly to be considered setts Institute of Technoloqy, Lexington, Mass.
the accentuation of significant features of the stimulus
pattern to which the organism must respond appropriately
if it is to survive and flourish. 18,081
R 9 Thurstone's Successive Intervals method is shown to

be capable of extension to multidimensional data when the
S responds to several attributes of a stimulus on each
trial. A diagram of the model is presented and the method

18,078 explained. The nature of the computations and "model-

Hawrylewicz, E.J. EFFECT OF CHRONIC WHOLE-BODY RADIATION fitting" implied by the method are discussed along with

ON BLOOD ENZYMES. DEVELOPMENT OF A SIMPLE LABORATORY types of problems to which it is applicable.

PROCEDURE TO DETECT EARLY RADIATION DAMAGE. Contract I. R 2

AF 33(616),6491, Proj. 7165, Task 71838, WADD TR 60 662,
Nov. 1960, 37pp. USAI Aerosnace Medical Div., Wright-
Patterson AFB, Ohio. (Armour Research Foundation, 18,082
Chicago, 111.). Hanmel, H.T. THERMAL AND METABOLIC RESPONSES OF THE

ALACALUF INDIANS TO MODERATE COLD EXPOSURE. Contract

AF 33(616) 6306, Proj. 7163, Task 71820, WADD TR 60
633, Dec. 1960, 4

7
pp. USAF Aerospace Medcal Di .,

Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. (Department of Physiology,18,078 University of Pennsylvaniat Philadelphiap Penn.).

To determine the effect of radiation exposure on the
activity of plasma enzymes and coenzymes, young, adult,
male rats were exposed to four levels of cobalt-60 gamma 18,082

radiation ranging from 0.3 to 300 roentgens per week for To find out if the Alacaluf Indian, a primitive tribe

26 weeks. During this time the rats were bled by heart inhabiting a cold region in South America, respond to cold

puncture six times and their blood analyzed for enzyme by any metabolic or thermal means which would distinguish

activities. The mean activity of each enzyme from at them from other ethnic groups that have been studied, a

least five rats at each level was statistically compared field study was undertaken. The oxygen consumption and

to the mean activity of a similarly treated, nonirradi- body temperature of nine adult male Indians were measured

eted control group and the change noted. Red and white while exposed to moderate cold for eight hours during the

blood cell counts and hemoglobin determinations were also night. Six Indians were measured a second time when pro-

made. vided with adequate insulation to maintain thermal comfort

T. G. I. R 17 throughout the night. The results were compared with
those from other ethnic groups.
T. G. I. R 14
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18,08618,003 
The problems associated with predicting the trainingHall, J.F., Jr. & Polte, J.W. THERMAL INSULATION OF requirements to be generated by future weapon systems wereAIR FORCF CLOTHING. A CATALOG AND PART 5 OF A SERIES. analyzed. Several studies concerned with the forecastingProj. 7164, Task 71830, WADD TR 60 597, Sept. 1960, 7 5

pp. of job and training requirements were first reviewed andL., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. summarized. Problem areas were delineated where solutions
must be found if a complete and systematic procedure for

18,083 predictions is to be developed. Another approach was made
Results of the fifth of a series of thermal insulation to the same problem by attempting to develop Informationstudies performed with electrically heated hand, foot, about training requirements for the Hawk missile system

head, and entire body models are presented. The data in- Just prior to the development of a complete prototype Hawk
clude results obtained with light, medium, and heavy system. Sources of information most relevant to the task
clothing types, as well as with thermal protective items were identified and necessary administrative procedures
of a specialized nature. A revised catalog is included were outlined.
listing the insulation, in clo units, of many recently R 36
developed clothing items. The methods by which the values
were obtained (separate measurement or difference method)
are discribed and their advantages and limitations dis- 18,087cussed. Graphs show relationship between measured and Fuchs, A.H. THE PROGRESSION-REGRESSION HYFOTHIESES INcalculated thermal insulation of clothing assemblies and PERCEPTUAL-hUTOR SKILL LEAR•NING. Contract AF 30(602)correction factors. Laundering effects on clothing in- 2107, ARPA 73 59, Rep. 1000 2, July 1960, 36

pp. Antennasulation are discussed. Lab., Department of Electrical Engineering, p. ta~ eT. 6 iversity ResearchFounDaJs•/, Columbus, Ohio.

18,084 18,087
Greek, D.C. CQ4ECKLIST OF HUMAN ENGINEERING DESIGN Tected were two hypotheses regarding the developmentPRINCIPLES. REp. NI 58 334, Jan. 1959, E 6

pp. N issile of perceptual-motor skills. The hypotheses were theDiv.,NoIP .. Rh .M D 33a 4 Aviation. I 9., Columbus, Ohio. progression hypothesis and the regression hypothesis. Thetechnique used to test the hypotheses was a system in
ahich a human analog, consisting of analog computers and18,084 servo-mechanisms, was used to attempt to match the per-formance of a human operator; the gain adjustments for

This checklist presents, in a single, easily refer- the position, velocity, and acceleration characteristicsenced document, design principles compatible with human were provided automatically by a servo-mechanism.engineering ideals and appropriate to missile systems. T. G. 1. bR 1The data are, however, applicable to any man-machine sys-
tem design with information for both the design engineer(recommendations on hardware) and the human engineer (a
guide and memory aid to use in evaluating compliance withbasic human engineering principles). There are sevenmajor sections: visual displays, controls, aural equip- 18,088ment, panel layout, workspace characteristics, maintaina- Freedman, S.J. SENSORY DEPRIVATION AND PERCEPTUAL LAG.bility, and safety. A subject index is included. Contract AF 33(616) 5663, Proj. 7220, Task 71741, WADDTR 60 745, Dec. 1960, 7

pp. U Aerospace Medical
Div., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. (assachusetts ýMental
Health Center, Boston, Mass.).

18,085
Goodson, J.E. & Jones, M.B. IN-FLIGHT SUGGESTIBILITY. 18,088Proj. MRD05.13 5001, Subtask 16, Rep. 2, Nov. 1960, 8pp. Investigated was the effect of sensory deprivationUSN School of Aviation Medicine, Pensacola Air Station, upon perceived visual speed. Subjects were isolatedFla. 

with auditory white noise and wearing gloves and cuffs.They were tested for "perceptual lag" at the beginning
and every 30 minutes over a period of three hours. The

18,085 Ss viewed a rapidly changing visual field produced by aTo explore one aspect of the nature and strength of s,* of spatially separated lights of different intensitiesin--•light suggestion, 22 former naval aviation cadets flashing on and off in a random sequence and duration.were each tested for suggestibility. The first test was The results were analyzed and discussed.
given in the cabin of an aircraft and consisted of a ser- G.I. R 9
ies of standard tests of suggestibility. Then the S was
placed at the controls of the aircraft for a cockpit ses-sion, and finally the standard tests were repeated afterthe flight when S was on the ground. The critical test 18,089consisted of instructions to fly the plane on a straight- Fourt, L. SPACER SYSTEMS FOR COOLING BY NATURAL CONVEC-end-level course. After a short delay, the experimenter TION INSIDE CLOTHING. Contract DA 19 129 QM 1328, Proj."suggested to the S that perhaps he was losing altitude or 7 79 10 OOlA, Rep. 4, Clothing Branch Rep. 17, June 1960,gaining, or in 9ome way was off the straight-and-level. 3

0pp. USA Textile. Clothing & Fot., QM ResearchThe responses of all three tests were correlated and the & Engineering Center, NMtick, Mass.(Harrs Researchresults interpreted in terms of certain in-flight phe- Laboratories, Inc., Washington, D.C.).
nomena. T. R 3

18,086 18,089This is a summarizing review of work accomplishedGoldbeck, R.A. & Kay, E. SO•U PROBLEMS IN PREDICTING on an investigation of the principles of spacers suitableTRAINING REQUIREMENTS FOR FUTURE WEAPON SYSTEMS. Sub- for use in hot weather clothing. The first section dealscontract 1 002, Res. Rep. 6, Nov. 1960, 30pp. Human with physical factors in cooling by natural convection.Resources Research Office, George Washington University, air movement-density differences, air movement-chimneyWashington, D.C. (American Institute for Research, effect, friction effects,Pittsburgh, Penn.). eetriioefcsand type of flow. The experi-mental methods used are described briefly and the findingssummarized around the following$ effects of temperature
difference and of vapor pressure differencel relativeamount of cooling by evaporation and other meansl effects
of chimney height, of spacer gap, of obstruction, and of
motion inside the spacer.
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18,093
18,090 This study was concerned with the effects of adding

Flaherty, B.E., Flinn, D.E., Hauty, G.T. & Steinkamp, quickened information to the Contact Analog (CA) display
G.R. PSYCHIATRY AND SPACE FLIGHT. Rep. 60 80, Sept. in relation to ship control functions. The study, con-

1960, 9pp. USAF School of Aviation Medicine, Brooks ducted aboard the Electric Boat Submarine Simulator, In-

AFB, Tex. volved two groups of subjects. One group used a quicken.
ed indication only and the other used the same quickened

18,090 indication superimposed on a two-surface CA display which

The psychological stresses related to the threaten included a "roadway" director and an artificial horizon.
A comparison of the performance of the two groups was

Ing environmental stresses encountered in space flight made and the results were discussed.
were considered and discussed. Experiments involving T. G. I. R 9
simulated orbital flights of 36 hours duration were con-
ducted and the psychiatric evaluations of the four sub-
jects were given and discussed. The distinction between
sensory deprivation and isolation was also made and their
effects on the astronaut were discussed.
R 23 18,094

Pickett, J.M. & Rubenstein, H. PERCEPTION OF CONSONANT
VOICING IN NOISE. Language and Speech, July-Sept. 1960,
2(3), 155-163. (USAF Operational Applications Office,
Applications Research Branch, AFCCDD, Bedford: Mass.).

18,091
Rao, M.M. SOME ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS ON TRANSFORMATIONS 18,094

IN THE ANALYSIS OF.VARIANCE. Contract AF 33(616) 3878, The perception of the voicing of the consonants / p,Proj.7071, TANAsk 70429 ARIANE 60nt12 Aug. 31960, 38 b, t, d, f, v, s, z / was measured in two noise spectra.Proj, 7071, Task 70429, ARL TN 60 126, Aug. 1960, 20pp. wienieadlwfeunynie h itnrsts

USAF Aeronautical Research Labs., Wright-Patterson AFB, white noise and low-frequency noise. The listener's task

Ohio. (Carnegie Institute of Technology, Ptttsbufh, was to report whether the consonant spoken was of the
Penn.). voiced class / b, d, v, z / or of the unvoiced class / P,

t, f, s /. Factors investigated (other than noise levels)
were 1) position of the consonant in test utterances ini-

18,091 tial, intervocalic, or final; 2) the place of articula-
The square root and the logarithmic transformations tions alveolar or labial; and 3) the degree of occlusion.

used in analysis of variance are considered when the mean stop or fricative. The results were interpreted in terms
is large in each case. In the formert the variance is of low-frequency cues to voicing which were independent
assumed knowni and in the latter, the corresponding as- of place of articulation and high-frequency cues with
sumption is that the coefficient of variation is small place of articulation.
but the variance is unknown. In these cases, it is shown R 17
that the usual normal theory is applicable to test the
hypotheses on means of the untransformed variables. Suf-
ficient conditions for the applicability of the normal
theory are presented for a class of distributions depend- 18,095
ing on a finite set of parameters with one parameter Peryam, D.R. FOOD AT71TUDES IN AN UNUSUAL ENVIRONMENT.
large, while others, if any, are relatively small or are INTERIM REPORT. Rep. 32 60, Oct. 1960, 24pp. USAQua -

confined to a fixed bounded set in parameter space. termaster Food & Container Institute for the Armed

R 13 Forces, Chicago, Ill.

18,095
18,092 An exploratory interview study of food-related atti-
Raifsnider, M.H.' RADAR AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL DEMONSTRATION tudes was conducted among a sample of enlisted men sta-
FOR AIR TRAINING COM1,AND. WADC TN 55 605, Oct. 1955, tioned at Camp Fistclench, Greenlandt during the summer
lOpp. USAF Directorate of Fliaht and All-Weather Test- of 1959. It was assumed that under the conditions of
jIrng Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. stress, such as were provided by this outlying station,

attitudes towards food would change from an assumed norm.
The interview technique was used, not only to obtain

18,092 attitudes toward food but also to explore areas where
A demonstration of the previously developed Radar evidence of psychological stress might be revealed. The

Controlled Formation Break-Up and Descent Procedure was findings were discussed with possible interpretations
attempted on 22 July 1955, using F-86D and B-47 aircraft advanced.
of the Air Training Command. Eight planes of each type T. I. R 2
participated in the demonstration. Initial radio contact
with the two flights was made over Indianapolis, Indiana,
and the aircraft were monitored by Flight Test Radar
while enroute to Madison, West Virginia. The attempt was 18,097
made to land the high performance aircraft at the rate
of one every 30.sec. Actual landing rates were reported Page, C.M., Jr., Huston, R.H. & Pierce, L.H., Jr. MAIN-
and discussed in terms of weys to improve performance. TENANCE CONCEPTS AND STRUCTURE FnR OPTIMUM SUPPORT OF
I. MISSILE WEAPON SYSTEMS. June 1960, 62pp. USAF Institute

of Technology, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

18,093 18,097

Plath, D.W. & Blair, W.C. SHIP CONTROL XII. AN The problem considered was that of the maintenance

EMPIRICAL EVALUATION OF QUICKENING IN A CONTACT ANALOG concepts and structure necessary to provide optimum sup-
DISPLAY. Contract NONR 2512(00)9 Tech. Rep. SPD 60 131, port of missile weapon systems during the mixed forces

Oct. 1960, l3pp. Electric Boat Div.p General Dynamics era of the present. Logistics were discussed and the

=Qz~29s. o Groton, Conn. following missile weapon systems were studieds Bomarc
(IM-99), Atlas (SM-65), Titan (SM-68), and Minuteman (SM-
80). Four criteria which maintainance concepts and struc-
tures must meet were developed, and the distinction be-
tween missiles and manned aircraft was made.
R 15
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18,098 18,103
University of Oregon. STATISTICAL INFERENCE FOR MARKOV Erlick, D.E. JUDGMENTS OF THE RELATIVE FREQUENCY OF
CHAINS AND PROCESSES BIBLIOGRAPHY. Grant DA ORD 25, TWO RANDOM SEQUENTIAL EVENTS: EFFECTS OF DURATION OF

Tech. Rep. 1, Aug. 1960, 7pp. Department of Mathematics, OBSERVATION. Contract AF 33(616) 6095, Proj. 6190,
University of Oreo, Eugene, Oregon. Task 71556, WADD TR 60 673, Sept. 1960, 7pp. =

Behavioral Sciences Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

18,098
This 66 item bibliography lists references dealing 18,103

with statistical inference for Markov chains and proc- Investigated was the effect that the length of obser-
asses. The items cover a period from 1948 to 1960, and vation period has on one's ability to tell which of two
are arranged in alphabetical order by author. random sequential events has occurred more frequently.
R 66 Two series of experiments were conducted: 1) random order

of observation times in which Ss received all observation
times in an unpredictable sequence during a session, and
2) non-random observation times in which Ss received the

18,100 same observation time throughout a session. Two distinct
Fisher, R.B. & Sunkes, J.A. PRELIMINARY STUDY OF PILOT events with different frequencies of occurrence were used.
OPERATIONAL CAPABILITIES IN THE USE OF THE CAA PICTORIAL T. G. R 1
POSITION INDICATOR AND THE AVION PICTORIAL NAVIGATIONAL
DISPLAY IN THE TERMINAL AREA. INTERIM REPORT. Task D
2 5213, Feb. 1960, 89pp. US National Aviation Facilities
Exoerimental Center, Federal Aviation Agency, Atlantic 18,104
City, N.J. Ely, J.H., Hall, N.B. & Van Albert, C.E. CODING ELEC-

TRONIC EQUIPmBNT TO FACILITATE MAINTENANCE. IRE Trans.,

18,100 Sept. 1960, HFE 1(2), 66-69. (Dunlap and Associates,
Presented was a preliminary study and analysis on Inc., Stamford, Conn.).

the ability of pilots to use a pictorial display of VOR/
DME information to fly selected or predetermined routes 18,104
in a terminal area and to determine associated effects on Reported was a study designed to improve maintenance
communication workload. Two portable lap model displays of electronic equipment by determining what information
were used with two different pilots assigned to fly each to place on the equipment and developing techniques for
device. Five courses were flown at least ten times by its display. A survey of maintenance procedures and
each pilot and each flight path was recorded by several problems at five airways and air communication service
methods. sites was conducted. Questionnaires to determine dis-
T. G. I. crepancies between actual test point readings and those

called for in the manuals were administered. The find-
ings and recommendations of the study were presented and
the results of an experiment conducted to test the use-

18,101 fulness of the recommendations were also given.

Fine, B.J., Cohen, A. & Crist, B. THE EFFECT OF EXPOSURE T. G. R 3
TO HIGH HUMIDITY AT HIGH AND MODERATE AMBIENT TEMPERA-
TURES ON ANAGRAM SOLUTION AND AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION.

Proj. 7X83 0l 009, Tech. Rep. EP 138, Oct. 1960, 
2 8

pp. 18,106
USA Environmental Protection Research Div., QM Research Dantzig, G.B., DeHaven, J.C., Cooper, I., Johnson, S.M.,
& Engineering Center, Natick, Mass. et al. A MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE HUMAN EXTERNAL

RESPIRATORY SYSTEM. Contract AF 49(638) 700, Proj. RAND,
18,101 Res. Memo. 2519, Sept. 1959, lOOpp. The Rand Corpora-

Ten Ss were exposed for six and one-half hour periods ,ion, Santa Monica, Calif.
on four successive days to ambient dry/wet bulb tempera-
tures of 70/53 degrees F, 70/60 degrees F, 95/70.5 de-
grees F, and 95/92 degrees F with minimal wind. Each 18,106

condition was replicated four times during four succes- The thesis that a part of the human physiological
sive weeks. The Ss performed an anagram and an auditory system can be simulated by a suitably constructed mathe-
discrimination task immedistely after entering and just matical model was examined. As a test case, the external
prior to leaving the experimental situation. The per- respiratory function was chosen. Based on the known
formance of the Ss was analyzed to determine the presence physiological and chemical aspects of this system, a
of decrement or increment due to either temperature or mathematical model was constructed. The model used de-
humidity. rives from a class of mathematical programming methods
T. I. R 17 that were originally developed for representing complex

military and industrial activities. The value of some
30 different molecular species as determined by the model

were compared with observed values.

18,102 T. I. R 21

Fader, H.C. CIRCULAR TRACK-CHAMBER. A PROPOSED FACILI-
TY FOR TESTING MAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS UNDER CONDITIONS OF
SPACE FLIGHT AND LUNAR HABITATION. Proj. 6892, AFMDC 18,107
TN 60 14, Oct. 1960, 30pp, USAF Aeromedical Field Lab., Davis, C.G., Kerle, R.H., Silvestro, A.W. & Wallace, W.H.
Holloman AFBP, N.M. THE AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL TRAINING PROGRAM AS VIEWED BY

TRAINING SUPERVISORS. Contract FAA/BRD 40, Proj. 0,
Rep. 33, March 1960, 

3 6
pp. Courtney and Company,

18,102 Philadelphia, Penn.
The design of a proposed circular-track for simulated

flight condittoff to test man-machine systems was pre- 18,107
sented. The design philosophy.of the proposed circular- Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) planners and policy
track was explained and the design components, accomoda- makers were concerned with bridging the gap between the
tion of pay load, acceleration profile, and the test number of available air traffic controllers and the in-
arrangement were described, creasing demand for them. This report was based on inten-
U. I. R 4 sive interviews with the training supervisors of 24 towers

and 12 centers. Detailed accounts of the current traininG
programs, their problems, and the ways the programs could
be improved were obtained from these supervisors. Major
recommendations were made to FAA in order to provide
specific feedback of information from the field situa-
tion.
T. R 3
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18,111
18,108 To study the effects of auditory and visual feedback
Dickson, G.G. LOW ALTITUDE CREW ESCAPE SYSTEM TESTS. on the speed and accuracy of typing, 16 skilled operators
Proj. 1362, Task 13972, WADC TN 59 224, May 1960, l5pp. of electric typewriters took standard speed-typing tests.
USAF Aircraft Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. Four different conditions were testedo 1) normal speed

test conditions, 2) normal conditions except that opera-
tors could not see what they had typed, 3) normil condi-18,108 tions except that earphones were worn through which came

A series of tests was summarized which were conducted noise that masked the sound of the typewriter, and 4) ato determine low altitude ejection capabilities and to combination of (2) and (3). The average number of gross
study the effects of personnel recovery when ejecting words per minute and of net words per minute were com-
from a moving aircraft on a runway. The test vehicle was pared for these conditions.
an F-94C airplane that was modified and instrumented T. G. I. R 2
specifically for the tests. F-86 aircraft ejection seats,
qetermined to be the most suitable for the tests, were
modified and fitted to the vehicle. Both types M3 and
M5 catapults were used with various configurations of
parachute assemblies. Tests were made at indicated air-
speeds ranging from 120 to 150 knots, the speed range 18,112
deemed most critical for aircraft on the runway. Recom- Dellinger, J.H. (Chm.). PAPERS PRESENTED AT THE FALL
mendations were included. 1955 RTCA ASSEMBLY MEETING, SEPTEMBER 29-30, HOTEL
T. G. I. STATLER, WASHINGTON, D.C. Paper 180 55/AS 173, Oct.

1955, 131pp. Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics
Washington, D.C.

18,109 18,112
Dunning, G.M. BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF A NUCLEAR ATTACK. Papers presented at an assembly of the members ofRep. TID 5563, Sept. 1959, 28pp. US Radiation Effects the Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics are givenof Weapons Branch, Division of Biology and Medicine, here along with summary reports of discussions. TwoAtomic Energy Commission, Washington, D.C. technical and two symposia were held; the latter dealing

with the "decision gate" factors in automatic instrument
approaches and the validity of the SC31 communication18,109 philosophies; the former with factors limiting the accur-The biological effects of an assumed nuclear attack of1453 megatons (total yield) on the United States, 2500 acy and utility of pictorial displays and a variety of1453megatons (ntheorta el)nHeisphereout the UnitedtSt 00 specific problems in navigation systems, altitude measure-megatons on the Northern Hemisphere outside the continen- ment, the ATC Radar Beacon system and TACAN. The problemstal United States (one-half being fission and one-half of a "conmon system" for various types of carriers under-

fusion and all surface bursts) are considered in this lay many of the papers.
paper. Principal factors discussed are 1) shorter-term G.l .
hazard (excluding immediate blast, thermal and radiation
effects) of external gamma radiations and internal radia-
tion by ingestion of contaminated food and waterl and 2)
long-term hazards such as lukemia and bone tumor, life
shortening, and genetic effects. 18,113
R 23 Domey, R.G., t.cFarland, R.A. E, Chadwick, E. THRESHOLDAND RATE OF DARK ADAPTATION AS FUNCTIONS OF AGE AND

TIME. Hum. Factor9 Aug. 1960, 2(3), 109-119. (Harvard
School of Public Health, Boston, Mass.).

18,110
Dunham, C.L. RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT--A TWO-YEAR SUMMARY 18,113REPORT. Rep. TID 5550, May 1959, llOpp. US Technical A mathematical derivation of a model for presentingInformation Service, Atomic Energy Commission, Washing- dark adaptation as a function of age and time was pre-
ton, D.C. sented. The dark adaptation data were obtained by a pre-

vious study from an age sample ranging from 16 through 89
18,110 years. It was found that the model could be generalized.In addition, it was concluded that the threshold of darkThis summary report on radioactive fallout presents adaptation as a function of time was lawfully related toinformation gathered through a two-year period, 1957-1959, chronological age. Rate of adaptation was determined andas a Continuation of the congressional hearings of 1957. the shape of the function was found. These findings wereIt covers such topics as 1) public information program; discussed in relation to the hypothesis that threshold2) present state of knowledge on biological effects; 3) and rate of dark adaptation depend upon basic physiolo-Atomic Energy Commission's research program on fallout; gical processes that change with age.

and 4) a report on progress made on "unresolved questions" T. G. R 2
from the 1957 hearings on "clean" nuclear weapons, dis-
tribution of fallout, "safe" levels of radiation, and the
like. Standards for radiation protection are also dis-
cussed. There are seven special papers appended which 18,115spell out some of these topics in detail. Connelly, M.E. COMPUTERS FOR AIRCRAFT SIMULATION.
T. Contracts N5ORI 07895 & N61339 45, Rep. 7591 R 2,

Dec. 1959, ll2pp. Electronic Systems Lab., Massachusetts
Institute Of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.

18,111 18,115
Diehl, M. Joan & Seibel, R. THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF This report is the concluding work of a one-yearVISUAL AND AUDITORY FEEDBACK IN SPEED TYPEWRITING. study of the equations of motion and the computing tech-Rep. RC 278, July 1960, lApp. IBM Research Center, niques used in the aerodynamics computer section ofYorktown Heights, N.Y. (Columbia University, New York, Operational Flight Trainers (OFT). A review of the char-N.Y.). acteristics of basic 60 cps, 400 cps, and DC analog com-

puting techniques is presented with emphasis on the rel-
ative applicability of these techniques to the unique
requirements of the OFT problem. Recommendations for the
most acceptable technique are based on cost, size, main-
tenance, and power consumed in addition to performance
acceptability. Several suggestions are made concerning
OFT acceptance procedures, the matching of OFT to the
actual aircraft, and standardization.
T. G. 1. R 124
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18,116 18,120
Constantine, T.T. DESIGN AND DEVELPOFMNT OF PROTECTIVE Kenne~vay, A. J., Sears, R.T., Murdock, R. & Cutting, HazoI
FACE MASK. FINAL REPORT. DECEIIRER 31, 1956 AUGUST 1, E. DEVELOPMENT OF AN EMERGENCY PRESSURE SUIT COVERALL,
1960. Contract DA 19 129 QM 1359, Case' C59740, l~pp. HIGTI ALTITUDE, VENTILATION-EXPOSURE TYPE CSU-5/P. Con-~ 1oc., Dedham, Ma~sstc AF 33(600) 36627, Proj. 63?6, Taslk 63619, WADD TR

60 809, Nov. 1960, 9pp. S P9faýojn
*sjedG *0y. -ighu-P ýtorsoni APB, Ohi o, (David18,116 Cla. ri Csctoa n lncorpa-ated,' fircenr Mst)

This repozc (12E~ib2sý th- oftC .~tn rMn
tically deployed protrclct. f..cr masok u'eu f' - pT- ur-

poseof potet~njthe zc*a-' ~oc v..rsiovs fea't'nes that were evaluated duf.3ng theareas of military p0: no t;U 1 1.'' 'oxnO'UO"('tt -c of Cove 'ls I' ylynq H~igh Alti tude, Ves-i it'to nuclear blast radiatiun hjat 1-t.oýr n t ' A d, L -
sclription of thu mask as thus 6, c.. x , em' give''.n -osr yeCIl./P r ecte. dhpo
Work performed on each cýmposnanst of tha ssc'-Ll Is tsi n'' ga0B~vt' f fimproved) prototyps garment is described and
forth. Remaining problasts aet d'tusseod, results arer reported, The dsveolpment of this coverall

T. ~. I.Prssc'a'- an opporcunltvt to cosont lidate tleo anti-osonsu-reand al.titude coverall s w" th a minimum penalty for vjpight5 v
owhen used on a mi~ssion that requires protection at alti-
tuda and exposure on land and water in cold climates,

18,11-7
Churchill, AV. TACIIJ.-d %t'OVL) L :IN.RPOTLAT7Ct' A
CROSS-MODAL COMPARISON., fa-iroh. 2. P--cho),_ 1960, _kz
(3), 183-190. (Defence Research Medical Lats., Toronto,
Ontario, Canada). 18,121

Crain, K. & Siegel, A.I, AIRCRAFT DETECTABILITy AND
VISIBILITY: IT. TAtCHISTOSCOPIC THRESHOLDS FOR FLUORES-
CENTT AND ORDINARY PAINTS. Contract N156 38581, Proj.18,117 TED NAM AE 42222, Par, 3, Rep. NAME ACEL 444, Nov. 1960,To study the directional bias of errors when ma'ýir. l9pp. USN A 2msIcT, C lsE iS bM.LU1., NAMOPiadlhacross-modal judgments of sizo-sidat eI ota- is '-posisten-, Penn, (Applied Psychoocl Srce, ayne, Pesn,)cy of results obtained for both Itoctual and vi ua.l iudg-

inents in an earlier experiment, seven Ss neoro required
to judge the position of each of nine rode, (varying in 18,121
diameter by a constant inrrement) Letween, tw'o reference To provide informotion about the relative visual. o-..rods that were designsteJ as "zero" arnd 'to' The inter- fectiveness of fluorescent end ordinary paints, visualmediate rods were judged visually or tactually','while the thresholds ewere investigated under each of two field
S sensed the reference-rods tactually or visuall.y. judg.- lumitnance conditions. The stimuli were fluorescent rod-ments were obtained for four combinations of these condi- orange, Yellooi-orange, blue, end for "maetched" ordinarytions. Errors of interpolation wtere classified as over- paints. Two thresholds were determined for seven Sst 1)
or underestimations and analyzed for differences due to the lowest tachistoscopic exposure Interval necessary for,
modality or cross-modality. Constant errors (magnitude) identification of presence of stimulus regardless ofwere also studied. whether the color coulid be identified, and 2) the esposumoc
T. G. R 9 interval necessary for identification of color of stimu-

lue. The data were analyzed for differences due to typo
Of paint and illumination levels.

18,118 T. P 2
Cohen, S.I., Silverman, A.J. & Sh.';s''orlan, B.,I' PS'?-
CHOPHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS OF STRESS PESFUNR:Vl' f-,
SEMI-ANNUAL REPDRT, APRIL 1960 - OCT-C21BE 1060), O4 AIR
FORCE OFFICE OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH CCONTRACT AF 49(638) 18.122
354. 28pp. Division of Psychnphynislogiral Ren.-e.-ch, USAF Aerospace Medical Latoratory. OI1BLIOG-RAPHY OFDeprtmnt f Pychaty, k" ni'X-rL'Y, Datrhm, N.C RESEARCH REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS ISSUED MY THE RIO.-

ACOUSTICS BRANCH. 0cc, 1960, 2Epp. UAF czips
18,118 Lfj..ra s ,L e., Wrcight -Patterson APR, Ohio.

Progress of swork accomplished in an investigation
attempting to delineate personality variables awhichs
night be associated with a differential impact of sensorl 19,122

deprvaton uon ndiidua Sswas epoted ThepriaryPresented here is a bibliography consisting of 13
concern was with the perceptual dimension of body andsetoswihaerandacrigtoubctmtr
field orientation. Thus far, 2R Ss have beer. studied in Or specific technical areas. The categories are! sound
an experimental situation having elements of ancertaisty, souroces and noise fields, sound propogation, acoustic In-
social isolation, low sensory input, and restraint from strumentation, noise control--generat, noise controlactive movement. The results of various physiological structures, hearing and physiology of the ear, speech,
and psychological tests were compared for the two'cats- bioloý.icai and psychological effects of noise, ear pro-
gories of orientation into which the Ss had been grouped. tection, mechanical characteristics of the humian bodyi
T. effects of vibration and shocks, general noise guidesand criteria, bionics, and miscellaneous.

R ?16

18,119
Cafaro, J.A., Voegtleo, 11.0., Merlstk, N., Retterer,
B .L., et al. MAINTAINABILITY MEASUREMENT AND PREDIC-
TION METHODS FOR AIR FORCE GROUND ELECTRONI11C ZQ'J1IFLINT.
PHASE II PROGRESS REPORT. Contract AS 30(602) 20d7, 18,123
Proj. 5519i Task 45210, RACC TN 60 221, Sept. 1960, Chinn, K.SK, &. Allen, T.H. BDDY FAT IN MEN FROM TRIO12'Plpp. Radio Corporation ogf America, Camden, N.J. SKINFOLDS, WE-IG-fI, HEIGHT, AND AGE. Proj. 6X60 11 00ý1,

Suhproj. 1 4, Rep, 248, July 1960, l6pp. ULLjjc,~6
18,119 Besc11U NU tTa"A~b, Fitzsimmoons GeneralHoptl

Progress on a study of maintainability techsniques Denver, Colo.Hoptl
for Air Force Ground Electronic Equipmsent is reported.
A concept of maintainability has been developed and a
research plan adopted through which maintainability
measurement and prediction are being formulated. Tise
experimental procedures being used are detailed and some
of the preliminary finding's to date are discussed.
T. G. I. R 7
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18,123
To establish a currently sound and convenient basis 18,127

for the prediction of fat in men, body dimensions Chiles, W.D., Cleveland, J.M. & Fox, R.E. A STUDY OF
(height, weight, and skinfolds) in recent nutrition sur- THE EFFECTS OF IONIZED AIR ON BEHAVIOR. Contract AF
veys were studied. The theoretical basis for establish- 33(616) 5839, Proj. 7183, Task 71620, WADD TR 60 598,
ing the necessary formulations was analyzed and a funda- Nov. 1960, 22pp. USAF Behavioral Sciences Lab., Wright-
mental formulation of gross body composition was derived Patterson AFB, Ohio. (Physics, Engineering and Chemistry
and stated so explicitly that body fat can be computed Corporation, Boulder, Colo.).
from measured body density. Unsatisfactory predictions
were obtained from height and weight and from skinfolds
and weight. A combination of skinfold thickness, body 18,127

weights height, and age was found to be most suitable for The effect on human behavior of an atmosphere con-

prediction and a nomogram containing these variables was tamning excesses of unipolar ions was investigated.
constructed. Fifteen Ss were tested on a complex mental task, an
T. G. R 27 additional 15 performed a vigilance task, and 20 others

indicated their attitudes by marking an adjective check
list while exposed to five levels of air ionization. The
ion conditions for each study were varied from a high

18,124 excess of positive ions through neutral to a low negative
Christal, R.E., Madden, J.M. & Harding, F.D. RELIABILITY level. Differences between the various ionization con-
OF JOB EVALUATION RATINGS AS A FUNCTION OF NUMBER OF ditions as indicated by the various scores were analyzed.

RATERS AND LENGTH OF JOB DESCRIPTIONS. Proj. 7734, T. I. R 38

Task 17015, WADD TN 60 257, Oct. 1960, 23pp. USAE
Personnel Lab., Lackland AFB, Tex.

18,128
18,124 Campbell, D.T. SYSTEMATIC ERROR ON THE PART OF HUMAN

To provide information about the reliability of job LINKS IN C001S,1,NICATION SYSTEMS. Information & Control,
evaluation ratings, data were collected from 500 officers Dec. 1958, 1(4), 334-369. (Department of Psychology,
attending the USAF Command and Staff School. Each of 50 Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill.).
five-level Air Force specialties were rated on 15 factors
by approximately 100 officers; short specialty summaries
were used. A second rating was made six months later 18,128
with 100 officers performing the same type of rating; To the human being considered as a potential link in
another 100 officers rated the specialties on only six a communications system are attributed constant errors or
factors using full-length descriptions. Two methods for biases over and above random imperfection of performance.
estimating reliability were compared: Spearman-Brown The psychological research literature was searched for
prophecy formula and random sampling with computation of an inventory of recurrent bias tendencies. This review
reliabilities for each. The effect of sample size and enumerates 21 such bias tendencies and puts them into two
length of job descriptions used were evaluated, major groupst those found In the duplicatory transmission
T. G. R 10 task and those characteristic of the reductive coding

task.
R 140

18,125
Cofer, C.N. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF THE ROLE OF VERBAL
PROCESSES IN CONCEPT FORMATION AND PROBLEM SOLVING.
Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sci., Dec. 1960, 21(Art. 1), 94-107. 18,129
(New York University, New York, N.Y.). Close, P. & Ireland, R.G. ALTERATIONS IN THE PURE TONE

THRESHOLD FOLLOWING CHANGES IN BOTH ABSOLUTE AND DIFFER-
18,125 ENTIAL PRESSURES UPON THE EAR. Proj. NROO5.13 1002,

This review is essentially a re-examination of two Subtask 13, Rep. 1, Nov. 1960, 9pp. USN School of
hypotheses concerning the role of language in cognitive Aviation ,edicine, Pensacola Air Station, Fla.
functioning: 1) that thought largely consists of implicit
processes (Watson); and 2) that the structure of a lan- 18,129
guage, as well as its words, determine what and how we Variations in both differential and absolute pres-
think and perceive the world (Whorf). Cross-cultural sures upon the ear are frequently encountered in aviation.
data, experiments on the mediating role of verbal re- The effect of such pressures upon the pure tone thresh-
sponses in categorization, sorting, and certain discrimi- old of hearing was Investigated upon three male Ss known
nation and other concept formation situations that bear to have normal hearing. Variations in pressures were
on these questions are reviewed. Evidence from these produced within an airtight plastic cup (clamped over the
studies is presented and discussed without reference to left ear) by a compressor or vacuum pump; reduction in
theoretical issues as such. absolute pressure was produced by decompressidn in a low
R 75 pressure chamber. Maximum positive and negative differ-

ential pressure magnitudes of ten inches of water (0.36
psi) were compared to zero at both sea level and at
30,000 ft. chamber pressure altitude equivalents. The

18,126 test tone frequencies were 100, 250, 700, 1000, 2000,
Conard, R.A., Meyer, L.M., Sutow, W.W., Blumberg, B.S., 4000, and 7500 cps.
at al. MEDICAL STATUS OF MARSHALL ISLANDERS IN 1959, G. I. R 6
FIVE YEARS AFTER EXPOSURE TO FALLOUT RADIATION. Nuclea
Me_.., July 1960, t(3), 314-330. (Brookhaven National
Lab., Upton, N.Y.). 18,130

Conard, R.A,, Macdonald, H.E., Lowrey, A., Meyer, L.M.,
18,126 at al. MEDICAL SURVEY OF RONGELAP PEOPLE FIVE AND SIX

A brief account of the health status (as of 1959) of YEARS AFTER EXPOSURE TO FALLOUT. (WITH AN ADDENDUM ON
Rongelap people who were exposed to the heaviest dose of VEGETATION). Rep. BNL 609 (T 179), Sept. 1960, 86pp.
radiation from accidental fallout In March, 1954, follow- Brookhaven National Lab.p Upton, N.Y.
ing detonation of an experimental nuclear device at
Bikini in the Marshall Islands is presented. The report
is divided into the following sections; acute effects and
late effects of gaMA irradiation, effects on the akin,
internal irradiation, and preaent status.
G. I. R 27
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18,130
The results of medical surveys of the people of 18,134

Rongelap in the Marshall Islands, carried out in March Lockhead, G.R. & Klemmer, E.T. AN EVALUATION OF AN 8-
of 1959 and 1960 at five and six years after their acci- KEY WORD-WRITING TYPEWRITER. Rep. RC 180, Nov. 1959,
dental exposure to fallout radiation, were presented. 

2 6
pp. IBM Research Center, Yorktown Heights, N.Y.

There were 76 exposed persons and 166 unexposed people
who were examined. The latter group of people had not
been on the island at time of exposure and thereby served 18,134

A typewriter was described which utilizes only eight
as a comparison population. A brief sumosary was pre- keys and which types entire words with the simultaneous
sented of previous annual surveys. A note on vegetation depression of key combinations. Letters of the alphabet
changes of the atoll was added, and numbers can also be typed in this way. The time re-

quired to learn 100 multiple-finger patterns (words) and
the speed and accuracy with which they could be typed
were investigated. Three Ss performed a sequence of
different tasks: initial learning of the words to cri-
terion of three perfect repetitions, speed trials, learn-

18,131 ing the letter and number code, re-learning the 100
Crocker, J.F. & Waitz, C.R. A HEAT PULSE OVEN FOR STUDY words, and typing textual material. Time required to
OF HUMAN THERMAL TOLERANCE. Proj. 7164, Task 71830, learn the patterns, error rates, and speed rates were
WADD TR 60 733, Dec. 1960ý lOpp. USAF Biomedical Lab., analyzed with some discussion concerning types of error
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. patterns involved in multiple key-press responses.

T. G. R 3

18,131
A four-ft. cubic chamber with thin aluminum walls

has been built to simulate the thermal surroundings of 18,135
the crew of a hypersonic vehicle re-entering the earth's Lindsley, D.B. (Princ. Investigator). PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY
atmosphere. The method of producing wall temperatures OF PERCEPTION. Contract DA 49 007 MD 722, Jan. 1960,
that can increase as rapidly as 100 degrees F per minute 36pp. Department of Psychology, University of Califor-
is described. Preliminary investigations of tolerance to /Itj, Los Angeles, Calif.
peak wall temperatures as high as 430 degrees F are sum-
marized, and a more detailed investigation of human phys- 18,135
iological and psychological performance during a 400 de- The experiments reported here are concerned with the
gree peak exposure is described. The results are dis- temporal aspects of visual perception and, specifically,
cussed in relation to the design of air and space with a phenomenon (perceptual blanking, PB) in which
vehicles. materials readily perceived after a brief, tachistoscopic
T. G. I. R 4 projection (ten masc.) will not be perceived if the first

informational flash (IF) is followed by a second more in-
tense noninformational flash (BF) of brief duration (ten
p sec.). The data present partial information on several

18,132 aspects of this phenomenon: regular monocular and binocu-
lar blanking, effects of retinal area stimulated; effectLudvigh, E. & Millerp J.W. THE EFFECTS ON DYNAMIC of different stimulus figures; reversed sequences of B

VISUAL ACUITY OF PRACTICE AT ONE ANGULAR VELOCITY Or: and IF, dichopic PB; two successive IFs, repetitive BFs,
THE SUBSEQUENT PERFORMANCE AT A SEOOND ANGULAR VELOCITY. and three flash BFs. Implications of the findings for
Contract NONR 586(00), Proj. N•R 142 023, Proj. NM 001 visual theory are indicated.
110 501.09, Rep. 9, June 1955, lOpp. M col of G.1.
Aviation Medicine, Pensacola Air Station, Fla.

18,132 18,136
It has been previously shown that visual acuity de- Lindsay, J.R. (Chm.). PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIRST CONFERENCE

teriorates as the angular velocity of the test object, ON VESTIBULAR PHYSIOLOGY AND SPATIAL DISORIENTATION,
relative to the observer's eye, is increased; also sub- SCHOOL OF AVIAIION MEDICINE, USAF. 24-25 JUNE 1958.
stantial improvement has been shown, with practice, at 90pp. USAF School of Aviation Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex.
high angular velocities and a lesser amount at low angu- (Department of Surgery-Otolaryngology, University of
lar velocities. This study was designed to demonstrate Chicago, Chicago, Ill.).
whether or not there is transfer of training from low to
high (20 degrees/sec. to 110 degrees/sec.) angular veloci-
ties of test object and also of the converse situation. 18,136The Ss were 200 naval aviation cadets; 20 successive This conference was composed of individuals actively
dynamic acuity thresholds were determined for each angu- engaged in vestibular research to 1) provide a platform
dar velocity with half the Ss eteried first on the low for mutual exchange of information and ideas, 2) delineate
and velo th half the tigh velocity condition. problem areas for future research, and 3) specify perfor-

T. G. R 9 mance characteristics for a research-type vestibular chair
for the USAF School of Aviation Medicine. The meeting was
purely discussional in nature and this document contains
notes recorded during the conference. Discussions were

18,133 organized around the following: indicated problems--clini-

Loh, Z.N. SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE POISSON DISTRIBUTION. cal and spatial disorientation; approaches to research in
Proj. 7073, Task 70852, ARL TN 60 119, Aug. 1960, 27pp. basic vestibular physiology, neuro-anatomy, and neuro-
SAF Aeronautical Research Labs., Wright-Patterson AFB, physiology; assessment of vestibular sensitivity; basicOhio. visual and perceptive mechanisms; rotating device; and

research in spatial disorientation.
T. G.

18,133
A brief summary of the formula and use of the Poisson

distribution is given and the meaning of the stochastic
processes as a model of statistical processes is discus- 18,137
sad along with the special aspect of these devices. The Lindquist, S.E., Neff, W.D. & Schuknecht, H.F. STIMULA-Poisson distribution is known as an exponential function TION DEAFNESS: A STUDY OF HEARING LOSSES RESULTING FROM

which approximately expresses the probability of random EXPOSURE TO NOISE OR TO BLAST IMPULSES. J. Como. physiol.
rare events. It can be derived as the limiting case of Psycho1., Oct. 1954, 42(5), 406-411. (Laboratories of
the binomial distribution. Numerical values for small Physiological Psychology and Otolaryngology, University
values of n and t were calcilated and graphs drawn by of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.).
connecting the points corresponding to the small values
of t for specific values of n. The use of the Poisson
distribution function is illustrated in special examples.
T. G. R 15
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18,137
To investigate temporary hearing losses produced by 18,141

exposure to noise and permanent losses produced by blast Kresse, F.H. USES OF TASK ANALYSIS IN DERIVING TRAINING

impulses, behavioral tests of hearing were made and fntra- AND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS. Projs. 6287, 6298,

cochlear damage was assessed post-mortem. The Ss were 6226, WADD TR 60 593, Dec. 1960, 61pp. USAF Behavioral

adult cats, one ear of each being surgically destroyed in Sciences Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

order to confine testing to one ear. Audiograms at fre-

quencies from 62.5 to 10,000 cps were obtained by a con-

ditioning method. One group of animals was then exposed 18,141
to intense noise for 15, 30, and 60 minutes, in varying Presented are a group of papers concerned with the
order. The other group was exposed to blasts of noise methods, approaches, and specific solutions in task anal-
produced by the firing of a .32 caliber pistol. Hearing ysis. Some of the papers in the report are. determina-

tests were then made at intervals until either complete tion of task analysis content, task analysis and profici-
recovery or a deficit level remained over a period of sev- ency measurement, methods and procedures for selected
eral weeks. The animals were then killed; the cochleas training equipment and job aids, methods of recording and
were examined for inner ear damage. G. I. R 13 reporting task analysis information, and others.

T. I. R many

18,138
Leininger, H.V., Laug, E.P., McConnell, H.J., Chapman, R. 18,142
D., et al. EFFECT OF FALLOUT CONTAMINATION ON PROCESSED Kountz, J.C. UNDERWATER COMMUNICATIONSi A DISCUSSION
FOODS, CONTAINERS, AND PACKAGING. OPERATION PLUMBBOB. NITH TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Rep. HTR 6016, Aug. 1960,
Proj. 38.1 I, Rep. WT 1496, May 1959, 19pp. U iS1x 18pp. Hallamore Electronics Div., Sieoler Corporation,
Effects Test Group, Food & Drug Administration, Depart- knaheim, Calif.
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington, D.C.

18,142

18,138 The means by which adequate communications between a

The effect of a comparatively low level Of fallout on diver attempting to aid rescue operations for a ditched

the protective qualities of 18 packaging materials was aircraft and his home vehicle (helicopter) can be feasi-

examined. The materials were mounted in six-inch squares bly sustained with minimum preparation and maximum reli-

on plywood board and placed, along with samples of whole- ability are explored. Several approaches in submerged-

sale or bulk containers holding processed foods, at two- to-surface and the reverse transmissions are described.

mile intervals along an arc, approximately 25 miles from One approach is recommended and technical considerations

Ground Zero. Three exposure boards were used at each concerning the major units in such a system are dis-

stations one held clean materials, one slightly soiled cussed.

with dirt, and one streaked with oil. Samples which re- I. R 29

ceived the largest amount of fallout were examined. Read-
ings of radioactivity were made in the field and also in
the laboratory. Various decontamination procedures were 18,143
then tested for efficiency. Konecci, E.B. PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS IN SPACE FLIGHT.
T. I. R 1 Engineering Paper 759, March 1959, 17pp. Missiles and

Space Systems Engineering, Douglas Aircraft Company. Inc.,
Santa Monica, Calif.

18,139
Larson, L.V. THE CHANGE IN APPARENT IMAGE SIZE CAUSED 18,143
BY MOTION DURING PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPOSURE. Proj. 6145, This presentation delves into some of the more funda-

WADD TN 60 26, May 1960, 13pp. 11SAF Flight Accessories mental physiological factors involved in life in a closed

1&b., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. ecological system for missions lasting monthsand possibl)
years. In particular, the possible reduction of vital

18,139 payload through lowering metabolism is discussed. Fol-
A photograph of a moving object is always blurred to lowing a discussion of vital human needs, a comparison is

some extentl this blurring changes the apparent size if made between those of the male and the female and the sug.

measured from the photograph. The case treated here is gestion is made that "woman in space" is preferable to

that of an object viewed in silhouette. The gradation in man. Other means of reducing metabolism discussed are

light quantity striking the areas partially shaded by the through lowering temperature and the practice of yoga.

moving edges of the object is derived for flash tube and Research in all these methods is recommended.

shutter controlled exposure. The resulting image is re- T. G. R 8
constructed and the apparent change in size determined
with the aid of photographic film characteristics. Change
in size is-found to be a function of film contrast and
ratio of object movement during exposure to object length 18,144
in direction of motion. The effects of diffraction and Klumpp, R.G. & Webster, J.C. USNEL FLIGHT DECK COMMUNI-

imperfect focus are considered. CATIONS SYSTEM. PART 5. MESSAGE ANALYSIS AND PERSONNEL
G. I. R 4 RESPONSE. FINAL REPORT. NEL Rep. 926, Nov. 1960, 44pp.

USN Electronics Lab., San Diego, Calif.

18,140 18,144

Kryter, K.D. & Noiseux, D. STUDY OF A SPEECH COMPRESSION This study is the last of five phases of a compre-

SYSTEM (SPECTRUM SELECTION). QUARTERLY TECHNICAL REPORT hensive program initiated to develop a Flight Deck Com-
5 FOR PERIOD 15 JUNE 1960 - 15 OCTOBER 1960. Contract mUnication System. This part presents an evaluation of

DA 36 039 SC 78078, Task 3B 31 01 001 02, Dec. 1960, the radio system through an analysis of voice messages
21pp. Bolt Beranek and Newman. Inc., Cambridge, Mass. passed over the system and the opinions of crew members

and researchers as to system effectiveness.
T. G.

18,140
Progress on a long range study of a speech compression

system with the objective of developing a simple technique 18,145
for transmitting speech over a narrow frequency band is Kinney, M.S. ASYNCHRONOUS SEQUENTIAL LOGIC DESIGN. A
reported. Five phases of the work are reported. instru- SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHIY. 1947-1960. Rep. EM 6317, Oct.

mentation, narrow band-pass filtering, transposition of 1960, 43pp. Autonetics Div., North American Aviation,
frequency bands, time plexing, and speaker identifica- 1-U.9 Downey, Calif.
tion.
G. I. R I
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18,145 18,151
The important primary sources relating to asynchro- A unique method for the clinical assessment of dif-nous sequential logic design as applied to digital com- ferential intensity discrimination is described. Shortputers are assembled in this bibliography. The period (200 msec.) one-db intensity increments are superimposed,covered is 1947-1960 with particular emphasis on sources at five-second intervals, on a pure tone of constant am-published in the past ten years. The references, many of plitude at a sensation level of 20 db. The patient re-which are annotated, are arranged alphabetically by sponds to the momentary changes in loudness. Findingsauthor with an author and corporate author index follow- on selected individual cases are reported to show how

Ing. the tent scores vary with different kinds of hearing loss,R 81 Results obtained on 75 patients with various types of
hearing loss are reviewed.
T. G. 1. R 26

18,146
Kincaid, W.M. & Clarke, A.B. A STATISTICAL APPROACH TO
THE PROBLEM OF SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL INIEGRATION IN VISUAL 18,152Jacobson, J.E. THE WILCOXON TWO SAMAPLE STATISTIC.
DETECTION. Contract DA 36 039 SC 78801, Rep. 2900 57 T, Cact Nonp 28(0 Tas N 042 200, Sep.ITAugOct. 1960, i8pp. Willow Run Labs,, University of Contract NONE 2582(00)t Task NR 042 200, Rep. 2, Aug.Oct.g96, Ann Arbor, Mich. 1960, 37pp. Department of Statistics, t

Ainresota, Minneapolis, Minn.

18,146 18,152"A critical examination of an earlier formulation of Tables for the Wilcoxon two sample statistics arethe effects of target size and shape upon visual detection presented and the normal approximations to the Wilcoxonleads to a more sophisticated approach which is also ap- two sample statistic are considered. The primary purposeplicable to the more general problem of the relation be- of the paper is a compilation of existing tables of exacttween the spatial-temporal characteristics of a target and distributions and a comparison of the exact distributionits detectability. It is postulated that the detection of (in the tails) to the normal approximation.
a target involves a decision process analogous to the T. P 57
testing of a statistical hypothesis, using the most power-
ful test in the sense of Neyman and Pearson. The deter-
mination of the most powerful test in a given situation 18,153is equivalent to the solution of a set of equations. A Humphreys, C.M.,formal solution can be obtained. Iu p e s, . .,Imalis, 0. ý. Gutberlet, C. PHYSIOLOGI -R 4 CAL RESPONSE OF SUBJECTS EXPOSED TO HIGH EFFECTIVE TE14-

PERATURE AND ELEVATED MEAN RADIANT TEMPERATURES. Ab-stract of article in: Am. Soc. Heat. 0 Vent. Enc.
18,148 i -.f., 1946, 52(1290), 153-166.

Kelley, C.R. FURTHER RESEARCH ON THE "PREDICTOR INSTRU-
MENT". FINAL REPORT. Contract NONR 2822(00), Tech. Rep. 18,153252 60 2, Dec. 1960, 2

7
pp. Dunlap and Associates. Inc., To determine the physiological effect of a four-hourStamford, Conn. exposure to "effective temperatures" ranging from 80 to

93 degrees, "relative humidity" ranging from 30 to 70 per-
18,148 cent, and "mean radiant temperatures" elevated to 40The major purpose of this study was to explore ways degrees above air temperature, 36 Ss were studied under

of utilizing predictor information in controlling a simolated ship's boiler room conditions. The Ss wore
variable In two dimensions. A two dimensional tracking Navy clothing and rotated in light activities. The data
system was devised and three display systems were used. colleced were body temperatures (rectal and oral),The experiments conducted to test the system were des- pulse rate, weight before and after test, weight of con-cribed and the reasons why the predictor instrument works sumed water and expelled urine, blood pressure, dry andand its applications were given. Also described was the wet bulb temperatures, globe thermometer reading, and airAutomanual Predictor Instrument Control which is a con- velocity. The resulting relationships were shown graphi-
cept that arose from the work in the predictor instru- cally.
ment. T. G.

I. R 2

18,15518,149 Howe, R.11. 0 Schetzer, J.D. A STUDY OF THE C01,PUTERKeating, D.A. & Weiswurm, K. POTASSIUM SUPEROXIDE SECTION OF FLIGHT SI•ULATORS. FINAL REPORT. ContractPASSIVE AIR REGENERATION STUDIES FOR MANNED SEALED AF 33(616) 2131, LO R668 421 PO 3A, Proj. 2164, Rep.ENVIRONMENTS. Proj. 6373, Task 63120, WADD TR 60 707, 2164 1 F, March 1954, 71pp. Engineering ResearchDec. 1960, 25pp. USAF Life Suoport Systems Lab., Wright- Institute) Department of Aeronautical Engineering,Patterson AFe, Ohio. University of tIichLiaq, Ann Arbor, Mich.

18,149 18,155The feasibility of using solid chemicals passively to A study of the computer section of flight simulatorsabsorb water vapor, remove carbon dioxide, and supply used for training aircraft crews is reported. The chapteroxygen in sealed environments for life support in aero- titles are: "Summary of the Flight Equations: Present andspace flight was investigated. Sealed environment re- Proposed Electronic Methods Used in Their Solution";search using humans as Ss demonstrated that proper re- "Improvement of Reliability and Ease of Maintenance Auto-generation of the air can be attained withoilf using matic Testing Circuits"; "Comparison of Aircraft Dynamicblowers, fans, or electric power. The series of experi- Performance with Flight Simulators"; and "Summsary ofments also indicated the amount of potassium sulphide re- Simulator Activity in the Air Force, Navy, and Aircraftquired per hour for one man. The effect of chemical dust Industry." Specific recommendations for the computeron the human, the manner of handling the chemicals, and sections of future training type simulators are offered.the effect of the chemicals on materials were discussed. G. R 7
T. G. I.

18,156
18,151 Hitt, W.D., Schutz, H.G., Christner, C.A., Ray, H.W., etJerger, J., Shedd, Joyce L. & Harford, E. ON THE al. DEVELOPMENT OF DESIGN CRITERIA FOR INTELLIGENCEDETECTION OF EXTREMELY SMALL CHANGES IN SOUND INTENSITY. DISPLAY FORMATS. FINAL REPORT. Contract AF 30(602)A.M.A. Arch. Otolaryng., Feb. 1959, 6, 200-211. 2078, RADC TR 60 201, Sept. 1960, 120pp. jL1EjI

Development Center, Griffiss AFB, N.Y. (Battelle
Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio).
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19,156 
18,160

The purpose of this research program was to develop Presented are summsaries of the studies and research

design criteria for intelligence display formats to be conducted in the field of radiological sciences from

used in the Samos data-processing subsystem. The fol- January through March 1959. The areas of study include

lowing five experiments were conducted to meet that ob- biology, physics and instrumentation, and chemistry and

jectivet 1) a comparison of vertical and horizontal ar- separations processes. A summary and the status of the

rangements of alpha-numeric material, 2) an evaluation of research program il. the area are also presented.

formats for graphic trend displays, 3) an evaluation of T. G.

metnods for presentation of graphic multiple trends, 4)

an evaluation of five different abstract coding methods,

and 5) an evaluation of the effect of selected combina- 18,161

tions of target and background coding on map-reading Headley, R.N., Brinkley, J.W., Lokatos, G. & Managan,

performance. R.F. B¶UMAN FACTORS RESPONSES DURING GROUND IMPACT.

T. G. I. R 18 ProJ. -222, Task 71748, WADD TR 60 590, Nov. 1960,
33pp. JSAF Life Support Systems La-., Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio.

18,157
Hill, E.B. & Nowak, Elaine. RANGES FOR TRAINING AIR- 18,161

CRAFT PILOTS IN SPECIAL-WEAPON-DELIVERY TECHNIQUES. This study was designed to better define some of the

Proj. 958, NOTS TP 2343, Sept. 1960, 24pp. USN problems of human responses to be encountered during

ordnance Test Station, China Lake, Calif. landing impact in an escape capsule. Eleven subjects
were tested in a simulated B-70 capsule. A series of
tests consisted of impact velocities from 9.8 to 30 ft./

18,157 sec. with paper honeycomb as the impact attenuator.
This report describes instrumentation designed and Three restraint systems were evaluateds the standard mili-

developed at the USN Ordnance Test Station, China Lake, tary lap belt-shoulder harness configuration, an experi-
California, for aircraft ranges used in training pilots mental nylon full restraint suit, and the Stanley B-58

in low-level special-weapon-delivery techniques. Range capsule restraint harness. The accelerometer data were
operating procedures, range personnel requirements, and evaluated and discussed.
instrumentation costs are discussed. T. G. I. R 10
T. I.

L8,162

18,158 JS Technical Information Service. PROCEEDINGS OF THE

Henry, F.G. & Merrow, C.M. A VISUAL COMMUNICATION SYS- 1958 ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION AND CONTRACTOR SAFETY AND
TEM FOR ROUTING STEREOTYPED MESSAGES IN AIR TRAFFIC CON- :IRE PROTECTION CONFERENCE HELD AT ATOMIC ENERGY
TROL. PO 06401, S R006 09 02, Task 5742 (NEL N5 5), OMMISSION HEADQUARTERS BUILDING, GERMANTOWN, MARYLAND,
Rep. 1003, Nov. 1960, l8pp. USN Electronics Lab., San WNE 24-25, 1958. Rep. TID 7569, May 1959, 121pp.
Diego, Calif. LS Technical Information Service, Atomic Energy Commis-

;ion, Washinqton, D.C.

18,158 18,162
To design and develop an improved method of handling A number of reports which were delivered at the

routine internal conmrJnications in Navy radar air traffic 1958 conference are presented. The major purpose for

control centers, a study of voice messages involved in the meeting was to promote maximum interchange of ex-

internal communications at NAS Miramar was made. A
visual signalling system was developed to replace and/or perience in the area of accident control and prevention.

Some of the reports:are, "Metal Fire and Explosion Re-

supplement voice transmissions of messages found to search"; "Spontaneous Ignition, Safety Personnel Require-

be stereotyped in nature. The equipment was installed ments in Nuclear Energy Plants"; "Shipping of Radioactive

in seven operating positions in the control center and Materials at the National Reactor Testing Station"; etc.
evaluated in terms of traffic flow and noise conditions. A panel discussion is also included in the report.

Recommendations for further development are made. T. G. i.

G. I.

18,159 
18,16318,159USA Analysis L Research Div. FATAL ARtT• HELICOPTER

Henneman, R.H. (Princ. Investigator). CONDITIONS IN- ACCIDENTS. Rep. HF 3 60, 1960, llpp. USA Analysis C

FLUENCING CHOICE BEHAVIOR IN MULTIPLE TASK SITUATIONS. ACseCDENTS., Board for Aviation Accident Research,

FINAL TECHNICAL REPORT. 30 MAY 1954 TO 30 SEPTEMBER Fort Rucker, Ala.

1960. Contract DA 49 007 MD 537, Oct. 1960, 34pp.

Psychological Lab., University of Virginia, Charlottes-
ville, Va. 18,163

Twenty-seven Army helicopter accidents involving

18,159 fatalities were studied; 44 deaths occurred in these

Described are five studies designed to investigate accidents during the period July 1957-December 1959.
factors influencing complex behavior of the type involved Using accepted criteria for survivability, the records
in numerous operational situations. The studies ares 1) were analyzed to determine how many of these accidents

conditions determining the efficiency of complex task were survivable ones. The causes of death and injury,

performance, 2) conditions determining short-term reten- production methods (exclusive of thermal injuries), were

tion in sequential tasks, 3) variables influencing choice tabulated along with usage or lack of use of equipment

behavior in simple response situations, 4) the influence essential for crash survival. Safety measures were

of irrelevant information upon complex visual discrimina- recommended on the basis of the analysis.
tion, and 5) factors determining the identification of T. R 7
ambiguous visual stimuli.

18,164
18,160 Kamen, J.M. & Peryam, D.R. (Princ. Investigators).

Healy, J.W. (Ed.). RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES EFFECTS OF REPETITIVE EATING OF LIMITED GROUPS OF FOOD

IN THE FIELD OF RADIOLOGICAL SCIENCES JANUARY-MARCH, ITEMS ON FOOD ACCEPTANCE. MIPR 33(616)59 19, Proj. 7164,

1959. QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT. Contract W 31 109 Task 71833, WADD TR 60 750, Dec. 1960, 26pp. USF Bio-

ENG 520 Rep. HW 60137, UC 41, TID 4500, April 1959, 36pp. medical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. (USA Quarter-
Halford Atomic Products Operation, Richland, Wash, master Food & Container Institute for the Armed Forces,

Chicago, Ill.).
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18,164 18,168

To test the effects of the type of menu planning and The results of an electromyographic study of saccadic

the number of different foods in food preferences and eye movements (rapid versions) performed during a pre-

consumption, 72 Ss were submitted to one of three treat- viously reported study of coactivity of human extraoculsr
ments. The treatments were: three-day cycle, self-plan- muscles are reported here. Photographic records of the

ning of menus; three-day cycle, preplanned menus; and saccade are analyzed for activity of the agonist, inhibi-

six-day cycle, preplanned menus. Consumption preferences tion of the antagonist, coactivity of the extraocular

were obtained from each S after each mean and food eval- muscles, and durations of different degrees of excursion.
uations and personal reactions toward the test were ob- The evidence is examined with reference to the question
tained at the end of the testing period. Precooked de- as to whether the saccadic eye movements are or are not
hydrated items and several experimental foods such as ballistic.

high protein high caloric drinks were served. T. I. R 7
T. R 7

18,165 
18,169

US Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization. THE FAMILY Tamler, E., Jampolsky, A. & Marg, E. ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC

FALLOUT SHELTER. Rep. MP 15, Reprinted Nov. 1960, 31pp. STUDY OF FOLLOWING MOVEMENTS OF THE EYE BETWEEN TERTIARY

US Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization, Battle POSITIONS. A.M.A. Arch. Ophthal., Nov. 1959, 62, 804-

Creek, Mich. 809.

18,165 18,169
The booklet contains building plans for five basic A study of coactivity of extraocular muscles (simulta-

fallout shelters. One of the five--the Basement Concrete neous increased contraction of muscles which are normally
Block Shelter--has been designed specifically as a do-it- antagonistic in their primary field of action) during
yourself project. Each of the shelters incorporates the following movements of the eye between tertiary positions
fundamentals for fallout protection--shielding mass, was attempted using multiple channel electromyography.
ventilation, space to live. Movements between tertiary positions were defined as hori-
I. zontal movements in upper and lower fields of gaze and

vertical movements in right and left fields. The target
was a small light. While no coactivity was found in

18,166 tertiary plane movements, the type of muscle activity

US Technical Information Service. WORKS OF THE ALL-UNION that was found was discussed in this paper.

CONFERENCE ON MEDICAL RADIOLOGY. EXPERIMENTAL MEDICAL I. R 9

RADIOLOGY. Translation Series, AEC TR 3661(Book 1),

Aug. 1959, 277pp. US Technical Information Service,
Atomic Energy Commission, Washington, D.C. 18,170

Taylor, J.H. VISUAL CONTRAST THRESHOLDS FOR LARGE
TARGETS. PART I. THE CASE OF LOW ADAPTING LUMINANCES.

18,166 Contract NORS 72092, Index NS 714 100, SIO Ref. 60 25,

Presented are some 80 reports which make up the body June 1960, llpp. Visibility Lab., Scripps Institution

of two books on medical radiology and experimental medical of Oceanography, University of California, San Diego,
radiology. These reports are translations of the works Calif.

reported at the All-Union Conference on that topic. Some

of the reports aret "Biochemical Changes in the Organism 18,170
on Exposure to Ionizing Radiation," "Effect of Ionizing To provide visual contrast thresholds for large tar-
Radiation on Infection and Immunity," "Heart and Skeletal gets (subtending more than 360 minutes) at low luminance
Muscles During Radiation Sickness," "Structural Changes levels, the assumption was made that a very large target
in Tissue of Irradiated Animals," "Permeability of Eryth- near threshold was detected on the basis of seeing some
rocytes to Phosphates-Under Normal Conditions and in part of its edge. A target consisting of a positive lu-
Burns," and others. minance increment of infinite duration was used to obtain

"split-field" thresholds for three observers using unre-

stricted binocular vision. Targets were exposed for six
seconds and the "yes-no" method of constant stimuli was

18,167 used. Five target luminance levels were chosen to yield
Unger, H.R. & Turner, W.F. RECURRENT DYSBARISM IN probabilities of detection from 0.00 to nearly 1.00; two

FLIGHiT. A CASE REPORT. Aerospace Med, Dec. 1960, scotopic adaptation luminance levels were used. The data

31, 1010-1015. (USAF Aerospace Medical Lab., Wright- were used to extend existing curves relating target size

Patterson AFB, Ohio). to contrast threshold (Blackwell).

T. G. I. R 7

18,167
The case of a 36-year-old senior pilot in the USAF

who experienced two separate episodes of dysbarism in 13,171

flight is presented. The cabin altitudes at which symp- Taylor, C.W. (Princ. Investigator). THE THIRD (1959)
toms began and the pattern of symptoms are described. JNIVERSITY OF UTAH RESEARCH CONFERENCE ON THE IDENTIFI-
Subsequent physical examination and test results from 3ATION OF CREATIVE SCIENTIFIC TALENT. JUNE 11-14, 1959.
simulated flight in the low-pressure altitude chamber are 334pp. Univbrsitv of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah.
also given in detail. The seriousness of the problem of
dysbarism is discussed in connection with the transition
period into jet aircraft program and additional indoctri-
nation concerning symptoms and corrective procedures is 18,171
urged. An almost verbatim transcription is presented of the
R 5 third in a series of conferences involving a sustained

attack on the nature of creative scientific talent. The
participants presented reports of their research efforts
in the above field. The first group of reports is on
criteria of creativity, the second is on predictors of

18,168 creativityt the third on training and developmentp and

Tamler, E., Marg, E., Jampolsky, A. & Nawratzki, I. the fourth on other external conditions that might in-

ELECTRCMYOGRAPHY OF HUMAN SACCADIC EYE MOVEMENTS. A.M.A. fluence creativity and thus alter any attempted predic-

Arch. Ophthal., Oct. 1959, 62, 657-661. tions. Committee reports on each of these areas plus ono
on an overview of the entire movement of research and
implementation are included.
R 264
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18,176
18,172 This is a final report of a long term study of fa-
Thomasian, A.J. AN ELEMENTARY PROOF OF THE AEP OF INFOR- tigue in normal Ss and in those with psychiatric diffi-
MATION THEORY. Ann. math. Statist., June 1960, U1(2) culties and neurologic disorders. Subjective feelings of
452-456. (University of California, Berkeley, Calif.). 'tiredness and objective deficit or impairment are con-

sidered separately throughout the report. Situations

18,172 where fatigue of both types are encountered in both

Properties of the sequence of random variables -(1/n) military and civilian settings are listed and the source

log p are obtained for an arbitrary, not necessarily of subjects is defined. Studies conducted with various

ergodic or stationary, information source. These permit eqjipments and tests are discusseds step-test and hanging-

an elementary combinatorial proof of the asymptotic bar test; and electronic ergography. A summary of re-

equipartition property. sults from each of the above is given. Finally, the

Re5 problems of differential diagnosis and the methods found
most successful are treated.

18,173
Scodel, A. & Minas, J.S. THE BEHAVIOR OF PRISONERS IN A 18,177
"PRISONER'S DILEMMA" GAME. .J.l.P.cho., 1960, 52, 133- Schuknecht, H.F. & Neff, W.D. HEARING LOSS AFTER EXPERI-
138. (Department of Psychology, Ohio State University, MENTAL INJURY TO APEX OF THE COCHLEA. OF Ter EPERI-
Columbus, Ohio & Department of Psychology, Case Insti- March 1951, TO Pa), OF (Divis ion o rol-

tute of Technology, Cleveland, Ohio). (AFOSR TN 60 March 1951, 10(1, Part 1), ip. (Division of Otolaryngol-
1052). ogy and Laboratory of Physiological Psychology, Univer-

sity of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.).

18,173 1,7
To compare the competitive versus collaborative be- 18,177

havior of prisoners and of college students, 18 pairs This study was undertaken to obtain further informs-

of inmates at a federal reformatory participated in a tion as to the degree of localization of low tones in the
"prisoner's dilesmma" game--a two-person non-zero-sum cochlea. An operative method was developed by which a

game--which offers opportunities for either a collabora- small circumscribed lesion could be made in the apical

tive or a noncollaborative strategy. Cigarettes were turn of the cochlea. Audiograms of experimental animals

assigned to outcomes and the game was repeated for 50 were determined by avoidance conditioning procedure be-

trials. The choices made by the prisoners were compared fore and after making the cochlea lesion. The cochlea

with those of college students who had played the game for were sectioned and graphic reconstructions were made

money (reported fully in an earlier paper). after the post-operative testing.

R4

18,174 
18,178

Shagass, C., Muller, K. & Acosta, H.B. THE PENTOTHAL Seidenstein, S., Chernikoff, R. & Taylor, F.V. THE RE-

"SLEEP" THRESHOLD AS AN INDICATOR OF AFFECTIVE CHANGE. LATIONSHIP OF A RETINAL-GAIN INDEX TO SYSTEM PERFORMANCE.

Proj. D50 45 04, Rep. DRB 9345 04, ca 1958, 26pp. Proj. RR 006 09 41 5351, NRL Prob. Y02 01, NRL Rep. 5548,
Allan Memorial Institute of Psychiatry, McGill Univer- Sept. 1960, 7pp. USN Engineering Psychology Branch, NRL,

1111, Montreal, Quebec. Canada. Washington, D.C.

18,174 18,178
Factors influencing the sleep threshold (amount of This study investigates the relationship of optical

intravenous pentothal required to produce unresponsiveness display and retinal gain to tracking precision using a
to verbal stimulation) were studied in relation to the compensatory tracking system. In a closed-loop man-
situation in electroconvulsive therapy (ECT). Threshold machine control system, the relationship between a given
tests were made on 28 psychiatric patients prior to any system error and the error signal as imaged on the retina
ECT| tests were then continued as premedication for ECT. of the tracker's eye is determined by I) the display gain
Additional tests were carried out using from three to five and 2) the viewing distance. The reciprocal of viewing
observers in order to assess difficulty in judging unre- distance can be termed "optical gain." Display and opti-
sponsiveness. Clinical data of doctors and nurses were cal gains can be combined to yield a single index,
used to gather clinical correlates of behavior. The data "retinal gain," which indicates the ratio between the
were analyzed to determine 1) the repeatability of the error as imaged on the retina and system error. Mean in-
sleep threshold, 2) the effect of ECT on the threshold, tegrated error scores of the tracking performance are
and 3) whether affective changes were reflected in the analyzed as a function of display gain, viewing distance,
threshold. and system dynamics.
T. G. R 13 T. I. R 1

18,175 18,179
Sendroy, J., Jr. & Collison, H.A. NOMOGRAM FOR THE Silver, C.A. RESEARCH ON 1O79LEX PERCEPTUAL MOTOR SKILLS.

DETERMINATION OF HUMAN BODY SURFACE AREA FROM HEIGHT FINAL REPORT. Contract NONR 3011(00), MH MPG Res. Rep.
AND WEIGHT. Proj. MR 005.12 3001.01, Rep. 2, July 1960, 1520 TRl, July 1960, 29pp. Military Products Group,
8pp. USN Medical Research Institute, Bethesda, Md. Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company, Minneapolis,

Minn.
18,175

Previously published experimental data and body meas-
urements which were used for the graphical determination 18,179
of human body surface area, are used here to construct The purpose of this study was to assess the effects
a new chart in the form of a nomogram. Results obtained of a particular kind of redundancy of displayed informs-
from both types of charts are compared. Extension of the tion on human behavior. Three experiments were conducted
previous work is made to make possible the calculation with ten Ss participating in each experiment. The appa-
from one chart, of surface area values of all humans of ratus consisted of a Cathode-Ray-Oscillograph with signals
whatever size, given the height and weight of the indi- generated from a three-channel noise generator displaced
vidual. on it. The experiments consisted oft 1) perception of
G. R I positive correlation, 2) perception of negative correla-

tion, and 3) the free range of correlations from -1.0 to
+i.0.

18,176 T. G. I.
Schwab, R.S. THE STUDY OF FATIGUE IN NORMALS AND PATIENTS
WITH NEUROLOGICAL AND PSYCHIATRIC DISORDERS. FINAL REPORT.
1947-1957. Contract N5ORI 76/%III, Rep. NR 113 141, Oct.
1958, 21pp. Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
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18,180 18,184
Siegel, A.I. & Crain, K. AIRCRAFT DETECTABILITY AND Schlosberg, H. THE PSYCHOLOGICAL LABORATORY OF BROWN

SieelA.I & rai, K AICRAT DTECABIITYAHDUNIVERSITY. Amer. J. Pevchol., Dec. 1958, LŽjj, 768-.
VISIBILITY' I. VISUAL FIELDS FOR FLUORESCENT AND ORDI- 776. ( n er.ity ProviDece R5I.).

NARY PAINTS. Contract N156 38581, Proj. TED NAM AE 776. (Brown University, Providence, R.I.).

42222, Part 2, Rep. NAMC ACEL 440, Sept. 1960, 20pp.
USN Air Crew Eauioment Lab., NAMC, Philadelphia, Penn. 18,184

This note describes the planning, Construction, and
18,180 use of the Walter S. Hunter Laboratory of Psychology at

As part of a study of the effective stimulus proper- Brown University. Floor plans are included and some
ties of certain fluorescent pigments, red-orange, yellow- advice is proffered to departments constructing new
orange, and blue fluorescents were compared among them- laboratories.
selves and with those of "matching" ordinary pigments I.
and white. Through visual perimetric methods, two points
were measured on each of eight meridiansl 1) the point at
which the stimulus was first seen as it was brought in 18,185from the peripheri, and 2) the point at which the truecolor could be identified. The sizes of the resultant Stevens, K.N. REVIEW OF EXISTING SPEECH COMPRESSION
visual fields were compared. SYSTEOS. RADC TN 60 197, Oct. 1960, 2

7
pp. Bolt Beranek

T. G. I. R 4 and Newman Inc., Cambridge, Mass.

18,185
18,181 An attempt is made to suomsarize quantitative informs-
Simons, J.C. & Gardner, M.S. SELF-MANEUVERING FOR THE tion on a number of speech compression systems that have
ORBITAL WORKER. Proj. 7184, Task 71585, WADD TR 60 748, been described in published papers and to present a pre-
Dec. 1960, 27pp. USAF Behavioral Sciences Lab., Wright- liminary evaluation of the various compression techniques
Patterson AFB, Ohio. represented by these systems. Comparisons are made on

the basis of a single measure of intelligibility (percen-
tage of phonetically balanced words correct), information-

18,181 al capacity of the channel, voice quality, and an estimate
Presented are some studies dealing with the major of complexity on a rank order scale from A to F. A graph-

psychophysical problem facing the free-floating orbital ical plot of these measures is presented and discussed in
worker and some of thebasic requirements for aiding and relation to the various systems.
controlling the worker's motions are summarized. Basic T. G. R 31
human factors to be considered in the design of personnel
gyropropellant systems are also outlined.
T. G. I. R 11

18,186
Stevens, S.S. (Dir.). PERIODIC STATUS REPORT XXXV.
PERIOD COVERED: 16 NOVEr1BER 1959-15 MAY 1960. Contract

18,182 NONR 1866(15), Proj. NR 142 201, Grant G 2668, Rep. PNHI
Scharf, B. & Stevens, J.C. THE FORM OF THE LOUDNESS 87, May 1960, 

2
2pp. Psycho-Acoustic Lab., Harvard Uni-

FUNCTION NEAR THRESHOLD. Rep. PNR 232, ca. 1959, 4pp. versity, Cambridge, Mass.
Psychological Labs., Harvard University, Cambridge, Mlass.

18,186
18,182 A surmsary report of the studies and investigations

The form of the loudness function near threshold was conducted at the Psycho-Acoustics Laboratory since
investigated by two methods: ratio production and magni- November 15, 1959, is presented. Some of the reports
tude estimation. In the former, the S adjusted a 1000- are: "Auditory Facilitation Following Stimulation at Low
cycle tone to sound either half as loud or twice as loud Intensities"; "Ratio Scales, Partition Scales, and Con-
as a "standard" 1000-cycle tone. The level of the stand- fusion Scales"; "The Speaker's Subjective Scale of Vocal
ard was set at five different values between 10 and 50 Effort"; and "The Binaural Summation of Loudness." A
db. Sixteen Ss were tested. In the latter method, the S surmmary of the research in progress is also presented.
assigned numbers proportional to the apparent loudness of
a 1000-cycle tone presented at six different levels. A
standard stimulus (at about 10 db) was identified as "10"
at the beginning of one series; in another, the standard 18,187
(of about 20 ed b) was called "20." The results were pre- Russell, R.W. (Princ. Investigator). BASIC PSYCHOLOGICAL
sented graphically. STUDIES OF THE EFFECTS OF INCAPACITATING AGENTS. Contract

RFP 55 DA18 108 405 C15 738, Rep. 1, Sept. 1960, 22pp.
Research Div., Indiana University Foundation, Bloomington,
Ind.

18,183
Scharf, B. P Stevens, J.C. THE FORM OF THE LOUDNESS
FUNCTION NEAR THE 'ASKED THRESHOLD. Paper presented 18,187
at the 1960 EPA Meeting, 4pp. Psychological Labs., This report presents a summary of objectives and re-
Harvard Universit , Cambridge, Mass. quirements of a research program designed to identify

and evaluate chemical agents for potential incapacitating
properties, and to specify requirements for achieving

18,183 these objectives. This summary is to serve as a basis
An experiment was performed to test the hypothesis for further work.

that the loudness function for a 1000-cycle tone heard
in white noise follows the same power law as a tone heard
in quiet, provided the zero of the scale is set near the
masked threshold of the tone. Loudness was measured by
the method of magnitude estimation. The S assigned num- 18,189
bers proportionate to the apparent loudness of a 1000- Rohrer, J.H. HUMAN ADJUSTMENT TO ANTARCTIC ISOLATION.
cycle tone heard in white noise at sound pressure levels Contract NONR 1530 (07), Sept. 1960, 25pp. Department
of 35, 65, or 95"dbi the tone was presented at six or of Psychiatry, Georgetown Universitv Medical School,
Seven different levels in irregular order spaced five or Washington, D.C.
ten db apart. The standard tone was identified as "10."
The results were summarized graphically.
G.
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16,189
Problems of human adjustment experienced by men who 18,194

wintered over in the Antarctic were reported here. The Rees, D.W. & Copeland, Nola K. DISCRIMINATION OF DIFFER-
data on which the discussion was based resulted from in- ENCES IN MASS OF WEIGHTLESS OBJECTS. Proj. 7184, Task
terviews with, and observations of, 163 men. A struc- 71586, WADD TR 60 601, Dec. 1960, 21pp. USAF Behavioral
tured interview schedule was used by the psychiatric team Sciences Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
to obtain much of the data which was given here erich in
the manner of a clinical report. Three rather different
levels of behavior were describeds cyclic adjustment, 18,194
interpersonal relationsp and adjustive phenomena. Studied was the ability of subjects to discriminate
R 6 small differences in mass of objects handled in a weight-

less environment. Employing the method of constant
stimulus differences, four series of weights were used,
each consisting of one standard and nine comparison

18,190 stimuli. A weightless condition was simulated and each
Robinson, E.A. SIMULTANEOUS SYSTEMS SUBJECTED TO STATIS- subject was tested under both weight and weightless
TICAL DISTURBANCES. Contract DA 11 022 ORD 2059, MRC TR conditions to compare results.
192, Sept. 1960, 7pp. USA Mathematics Research Center, T. G. I. R 4
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisc.

18,190
An expository account of the main features of the 18,195

theory and applications of simultaneous systems subjected Ray, W.S. ON THE SEARCH MECHANISM IN PROBLEM SOLVING.
to statistical disturbances is presented. Mathematical Contract NONR 2315 (00), Tech. Rep. 5, Oct. 1960, lOpp.
arguments are avoided and block-diagram models are used Cognitive Operations Lab., Bethany College, Bethany, W.
to show what the mathematics is doing. The simulation Va.
concept and its fundamental importance is first discussed
followed by types of feedback simulation by pure (or 18,195
explicit) causal chains, conditional (or implicity) An examination of the "search" or "search mechanism"
causal chains, and the causal circle, to which different writers have reterred as a feature of
I. R 4 the total process of problem-solving Is presented. A

general model of problem-solving is first presented with-
in which assumptions are made about the search mechanism
and some hypotheses about the search itself. These are

18,191 illustrated with reports of experiments.
Ring, F., Jr. (Compiler). SIXTH HOT LABORATORIES AND R 16
EQUIPMENT CONFERENCE. INTERNATIONAL AMPHITHEATRE, CHI-
CAGO, ILLINOIS, MARCH 19-21, 1958. Rep. TID 7556, April
1959, 16 7

pp. US Technical Information Service Extension,
Atomic Energy Commission, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 18,196

Ratliff, F., Miller, W.H. & Hartline, H.K. NEURAL INTER-
ACTION IN THE EYE AND THE INTEGRATION OF RECEPTOR ACTIVI-

18,191 TY. Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sci., Nov. 1958, 7A(Art. 2), 210-
This report contained 18 papers dealing with various 222. (The Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research,

operational and design aspects of Hot Laboratories and New York, N.Y.).
related equipment. A panel of seven men representing
extensive Hot Laboratory operating experience in several
types of laboratories throughout the country answered 18,196
questions (concerning design and operations) which were The complexity of the nervous center in the retina
asked by members of the conference. Questions and and the interplay of excitatory and inhibitory influences
answers were presented here, yielding patterns of optic nerve activity are discussed.
T. G. I. R 30 (approx.) This paper examines two important processes in this in-

tegrative action: 1) the enhancement of differences in
neural activity from differently illuminated regions of
the retina, and 2) the enhancement of neural responses

18,192 to temporal changes in intensity. Both processes are
Riblett, V.T. & Hodge, J.W., Jr. EVALUATION OF NO. I studied in an invertebrate eye and in the more complex
HAND (SERIAL NO. 2). Tech. Rep. 6023, Sept. 1960, 3pp. retinas of vertebrates and related to the detection and
USA Prosthetics Research Lab., Walter Reed Army Medical signalling of information about contours.
Center, Washington, D.C. G. I. R 25

18,192
The results of functional tests on the No. 1 hands

(small size prosthetic device) were reported. The main 18,198
point of interest was whether a brass bac loc shoe could Rapoport, A. & Horvath, W.J. INFORMATION PROCESSING IN
maintain tentative standards for distance between thumb NEURONES AND SMALL NETS. Contract AF 33(616) 6272,
and index finger under endurance testing. A nylon bac Proj. 7232, Task 71782, WADD TR 60 652, Dec. .1960, 506pp.
loc shoe had previously been found unsuitable. USAF Biomedical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. (Men-
T. tal Health Research Institute, University of Michigan,

Ann Arbor, Mich.).

18,193
Reitzel, W.A. DECISION MAKING-A PRIMARY EXECUTIVE 18,198
RESPONSIBILITY - Publ. L60 34, Sept. 1959, 21pp, Indus- The neurophysiological literature was surveyed to de-
-tila College of 1he Armed Force t Washington, D.C. termine the current state of knowledge on the character-

istics of neurons as elements in information-handling
systems. An extensive bibliography of reports bearing on

18,193 this subject was appended and abstracts of slightly over
This lecture describes the role of the executive as 100 of the most relevant ones were included. These ab-

a decision maker and this is explained in terms of the stracts, together with comments by the present investi-
role of the organization and the meaning of an executive gators formed the body of this report. Major sections
which are defined and elaborated upon. A question and were devoted to the followings sensory units and associ-
answer period follows the text of the lecture, ated primary fibers; synaptic responses; central re-I. sponses; and integration, information processing, and be-

havioral correlates of neural events.
T. G. I. R 450 (approx.)
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18,199 18,204

O'Connor, W.F. THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS OF SOCIAL PERCEP- Baker, L.E. (Chm.). SIXTH ANNUAL ARMY HUMAN FACTORS

TION, SOCIOMETRIC STATUS, PERSONALITY, AND THE ABILITY ENGINEERING CONFERENCE. USA ENGINEER RESEARCH AND DEVEL-

TO JUDGE PERSONALITY TRAITS. Proj. MRO05.13 5001, Sub- OPMENT LABS., FT. BELVOIR, VA. 3-6 OCTOBER 1960. 24
7

pp.

task 2, Rep. 9, Nov. 1960, 67pp. USN School of Aviation USA Office of the Chief of Research and Development,

Medicine, Pensacola Air Station, Fla. Washington, D.C.

18,204

18,199 This report contains a record of a conference called
The interrelationships between various aspects of the to provide direct interchange of information on human

self-concept and the perception of others with sociome- factors engineering among personnel of the USA develop-
tric status and social behavior were studied. Changes in ment agencies, and between these and representatives of

some of these relationships over time were also studied. user agencies. The report provides a compendium of
The Ss were 12 groups or sections of cadets (20-29 in current work programs and related information concerning
number) training for preflight. Each section was tested all USA human factors engineering research and develop-
three times: second, sixth, and sixteenth week of train- ment activities.
ing with measures designed to yield sociometric scores T. G. I. R 250 (approx.)

(status, behavior, and relation); personality scores

(personal traits, peer ratings, and social distance)l

and trait rating accuracy scores. Various hypotheses

concerning expected relationships and changes were ex- 18,205

amined in light of the resultant data. Johnson, J. VISION TRANSFORMS AND ELEAENTARY DECISION

T.R 02 
MAKING. Report from: "Sixth Annual Army Human Factors
Engineering Conference. USA Engineer Research and Devel-
opment Labs., Ft. Belvoir, Va. 3-6 October 1960," 13-

19. USA Office of the Chief of Reýearch and Development,

18,200 Washington, D.C.
Notterman, J.M. & Trumbull, R. NOTE ON SELF-REGULATING

SYSTEMS AND STRESS. Behav. Sd., Oct. 1959, 4(4), 324-

327. (Princeton University, Princeton, N.J. & USN Office 18,205

of Naval Research, Washington, D.C.). Electronic image intensifiers with light gains of
50,000 to 100,000 can be used in many night applications
to extend human vision by factors of 10 and 100 times.

18,200 The analysis of the decision-making performance of such

Some comments are made concerning the use of the electro-human vision systems is very considerably sim-

servosystem analogy as a conceptual framework for thee- plified by the use of the vision transformer concept.

rizing and research in stress. Some speculations are The vision transform method in conjunction with the sta-

presented which bear upon certain assumed underlying tistical theory governing image fluctuations allows the

processes--detection, identification, and response optimum matching and synthesis of electro-human vision

availability--in such a frame of reference, systems for a variety of applications. This method of

R 7 performance analysis is discussed in some detail.
G. I.

18,201
Newquist, E.A., Cassidy, M.D., Lindiolom, C.W. & Sullivan, 18,206

P.J. DEVELOPMENT OF AN EJECTABLE-NOSE ESCAPE CAPSULE. Hyler, J.H. PRACTICAL EXAMPLES OF HUMAN FACTORS IN DE-

Contract AF 33(600) 35430, Proj. 1362, Task 13438, WADC SIGN OF EARTH-MOVERS. Report from: "Sixth Annual Army

TR 59 493, June 1959, 209pp. USAF Aircraft Lab., Wright- Human Factors Engineering Conference. USA Engineer Re-

Patterson AFB, Ohio. (Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, search and Development Labs., Ft. Belvoir, Va. 3-6

Burbank, Calif.). October 1960," 20-25. USA Office of the Chief of Re-
search and Development, Washington, D.C.

18,201
The results of a study made to develop an optimum 18,206

ejectable-nose escape capsule for use in single place The manner and methods of incorporating human engi-

high performance type aircraft are presented. The speed neering factors in the design of earth-moving ectipment
and altitude ranges for which the capsule will provide by one company is discussed. Some areas where a human

safe escape are given. Capsule construction and the problem has been recognized by the designer, the test

devices necessary for stabilization, separation, decel- engineer, or by the user operator are given: cable con-

eration, Zescent, and alighting are described. Trajec- trols, shifting of transmissions, suspensions, visibil-

tories of the capsule and fuselage afterbody are plotted ity, and maintenance factors. Balance in the design

and the accelerations on the pilot are shown for the process such that human capabilities can be used, as well

most critical case and compared to human limits. En- as the machine's characteristics, to provide optimum

vironment and survival problems are discussed. Weight performance is discussed as the key to successful design.

and volume requirements are estimated and compared with
conventional escape systems.
T.' G. I. R 21

18,207
Chwalow, M.L.E. LOW AND HIGH LIGHT LEVEL ELECTROVISUAL

PROBLEtS. Report from: "Sixth Annual Army Human Factors

18,202 Engineering Conference. USA Engineer Research and De-

Nall, M.L. SELECTION, TRAINING, AND EVALUATION OF RADAR velopment Labs., Ft. Belvoir, Va. 3-6 October 1960,"

OBSERVERS AND BOMB-NAVIGATION SYSTEM OPERATORS. WORKING 29-30. USA Office of the Chief of Research and DeveloP-

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Contract NONR 2718(00), M 1451, Q 11, ment, Washington, D.C. (Frankford Arsenal, Philadelphla,

March 1959, 5pp. Man-Machine Information Center, D__•u- Penn.).

mentation Incoroorated, Washington, D.C.
18,207

Progress made in recent years in extending night
18,202 fire control capabilities to the darkest conditions of

1 A202 b gillumination by way of electrovisual equipment is dis-

A bibliography of 44 items is listed alphabetically cussed. One approach to the problem is in the direct

by author which are relevant to the selection, training, modification of standard television pickup tubes and

end evaluation of radar observers and bomb-navigation the extension of standard television techniques. The

system operators. The period covered is from 1943 to human engineering problems involved in introducing
R9544 night fire control electrovisual equipment in vehicles
R 44 are indicated.

T.
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18,211
18,208 Possible uses of communication by stimulation of the
Hicks, S.A. VEHICLE CONFINEMENT STUDIES. Report from: skin in cases where the eye and ear are not available are
"Sixth Annual Army Human Factors Engineering Conference. discussed. A series of studies are then described in
USA Engineer Research and Development Labs., Ft. Belvoir, which the electrical current is used for stimulation
Va. 3-6 October 1960," 36-39. USA Office of the Chief and cues already demonstrated to be useful in the mechan-
of Research and Development, Washington, D.C. (USA Ord- ical vibration system (intensity, duration, and locus)
nance Human Engineering Labs., Aberdeen Proving Ground, are investigated. Intensity discrimination values are
Md.). determined for only one kind of sensation, vibration, by

both the "beat" and successive stimuli methods; intensity
levels equally spaced in terms of apparent subjective mag

18,208 nitude are determined; the effect of knowledge of results
A series of studies were described which had as their and extended physical range On information transmitted is

objective the determination of the effects of prolonged investigated; and a series of similar studies on stimulus
confinement on the crew and passengers of tracked vehi- duration is conducted.
cles. The two studies included here were concerned with G. I. R 15
the performance of infantry men after a four- and an
eight-hour confinement. A series of tests (obstructed-
running, grenade-throwing, rail-walking, and rifle-

firing were administered before and after confinement to 18,212

four squads of ten men each. A fifth squad served as a Bishop, E.W. HUMAN FACTORS IN THE EVALUATION OF SIGNAl

control and was tested twice but was not confined. The CORPS SYSTEMS. Report from: "Sixth Annual Army Human
results were discussed in terms of future efforts in this Factors Engineering Conference. USA Engineer Research
series of studies. and Development Labs., Ft. Belvoir, Va. 3-6 October,

1960," 101-107. USA Office of the Chief of Research
and Development, Washington0 D C. (Dunlap and Associ-
ates, Inc., Stamford, Conn.I.

18,209
LaPorte, H.R., Jr. HUMAN FACTORS ANALYSIS OF AN AUTO- 18,212
MATIC CHECKOUT DEVICE. Report from: "Sixth Annual Army The question "How can the human factors specialist
Human Factors Engineering Conference. USA Engineer Re- support the evaluation required in the normal course of
search and Development Labs., Fort Belvoir, Va. 3-6 equipment development?" is discussed. The approach used
October 1960," 40-46. USA Office of the Chief of Re- and the specific guidance given to design engineers by
search and Development, Washington D.C. (North Ameri- Dunlap and Associates, Inc., in their role of human en-
can Aviation, Inc., Downey, Calif.). gineering consultants are discussed in relation to the de-

sign and development of a radar intended for battle field
18,209 surveillance.

18,209i
A typical equipment design problem, the re-design of T. R 1

an automatic checkout device called the progranmser-com-
parator, is described as an example of the activities
of the Autonetics Human Engineering Unit of North Amer- 18,213
can Aviation, Inc. It is shown that human engineering Armsby, D.H. & Huebner, D.L. SYSTEMS DEMANDS ANALYSIS:
recommendations are accepted by equipment designers and A METHOD FOR SPECIFYING PROCEDURES. Report from: "Sixth
that considerable product improvement can be accomplished Annual Army Human Factors Engineering Conference. USA
thereby. The problems involved which bear directly on Engineer Research and Development Labs., Ft. Belvoir,
the relationship between industry and military are point- Va. 3-6 October, 1960," 108-114. USA Office of the
ed out& need for more adequate and effective human engi- Chie f fResearch and Development, Washington, D.C.
neering design standards, need for military specificationi (Applied Psychology Corp., Arlington, Va. & USA Signal
for these design standards, and need for applicable de- Research and Development Lab., Fort Monmouth, N.J.
sign data based on human errors in equipment usage.
1. 18,213

This report deals principally with the concepts and
methods formulated in an effort to develop for and provide

18,210 tools and data for increasing their aid in the design of
Schutz, H.G. RELATION BETWEEN PHYSICAL AND SUBJECTIVE maximally effective systems. A method for procedure
PROPERTIES OF ODORANTS. Report from: "Sixth Annual Army analysis is described which first determines the "demands"
Human Factors Engineering Conference. USA Engineer Re- imposed on the operator; the demands are analyzed in terms
search and Development Labs., Ft. Belvoir, Va. 3-6 Octo- of those qualifications of type and intensity which apply
ber 1960," 49-57. USA Office of the Chief of Research to each; these qualities are called "dimensions." Through
and Develooment, Washington, D.C. (Battelle Memorial changes in demands or their dimensions, "operations" are
Institute, Columbus, Ohio). identified, described, and limited; and by noting changes

in key demands "procedures" are identified. Finally, ef-
fective means of standardizing "tasks" will be developed.

18,210 I.
The accomplishments of a research program directed

toward an attempt to relate physical properties of com-
pounds to subjective or psychological properties and to 18,215
use this information to help understand the olfactory Mead, L.C. DISSEMINATING HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING IN-
process and to develop a classification system for odor- FORMATION WITHIN THE CHEMICAL CORPS. Report from: "Sixtl
ants. Three phases are discussed: l),the selection of Annual Army Human Factors Engineering Conference. USA
odorants and collection of physical data (30 chemical Engineer Research and Development Labs., Ft. Belvoir, Va.
compounds and 18 physical properties chosen), 2) the 3-6 October 1960," 119-120. USA Office of the Chief of
collection of subjective data (intensity and quality Research and Development, Washington, D.C. (Tufts
characteristics) and 3) relating the physical to the University, Medford, Mass.).
subjective data hintercorrelations with subseqjent fac-
tor analysis).
T. G. 18,215

A brief summary was given of the manner in which
human factors engineering information was disseminated

18,211 in one technical cormmand of the Army. After it was de-
cided that there were human engineering problems withinHawkes, G.R. COMMUNICATION BY ELECTRICAL STIMULATION OF this coomand (on basis of visits and observations), aTHE SKIN. Report from: "Sixth Annual Army Human Factors series of indoctrination seminars were held. Upon the

Engineering Conference. USA Engineer ReSearch and De- basis of a follow-up questionnaire to the participants,
velopment Labs., Ft. 8elvoir, Va. 3-6 October 1960," a program of circuit seminars was conducted and a further
82-97. USA Office of the Chief of Research and Develop- follow-up questionnaire was sent out. Examples of
Mn, Washington, D.C. (USA Medical Research Lab., Fort seminar programs and questionnaires were given.
Knox, Ky.). T.
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18,219
18,216 The kinds of problems in Image systems that are

Davy, E. PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY AND HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEER- appropriate to the techniques and skills of the measure-

ING IN THE U.S. ARMY CHEMICAL CORPS (UNCLASSIFIED AB- ment psychologist are discussed in broad terms first and

SIRACT OF A CONFIDENTIAL PAPER). Report fromi "Sixth then in relation to a given research program. Five tasks

Annual Army Human Factors Engineering Conference. USA are to be investigated: 1) identification of basic fac-

Engineer Research and Development Labs., Ft. Belvoir, tors in Image interpretation, 2) development of selection

Va. 3-6 October 1960," 120-121. USA Office of the techniques for image interpreter personnel, 3) utilizatior

Chief of Research and Develooment, Washington, D.C. (USA measures under conditions of emergency demand, 4) identi-
Psychology and Human Engineering Branch, Chemical Center, fication of basic factors in "real time" interpretation,

Md.). and 5) effective group patterns for accomplishment of
missions. Findings from current pilot studies (stereo-
scopic versus nonstereoscopic viewing, and the influence

18,216 of informational set on image interpretation) are pre-
This unclassified abstract of a confidential paper sented.

sunmmarizes the objectives and work of the Chemical Corps T. I.
Psychology and Human Factors Engineering Branch. The
general objectives of their program are 1) to determine
the effects of drugs upon man in terms of the extent to 18,220
which they increase or decrease the proficiency of his Sadacca, R. THE ACCURACY AND COMPLETENESS OF INDIVIDUAL
performance, and 2) to conduct human factors research AND TEAM PHOTO INFORMATION EXTRACTION. Report from:
related to the design and use of equipment. Specific "Sixth Annual Army Human Factors Engineering Conference.
activity areas are named and general testing procedures USA Engineer Research and Development Labs., Ft. Belvoir,
are outlined. Va. 3-6 October 1960," 145-150. USA Office of the

Chie f Research and Development, Washington, D.C.
(USA Personnel Research Branch, Adjutant General's
Office, Washington, D.C.).

18,217
McCourt, F.P. AVIATION CRASH INJURY RESEARCH. Report 18,220
from: "Sip th Annual Army Human Factors Engineering Con- The problem of utilization of photo interpreters (Pl)
ference. JSA Engineer Research and Development Labs., was studied through an initial investigation into the
Ft. Oelvoir, Va. 3-6 October 1960," 125-127. U effects of varying the number and composition of inter-
of the Chief of Research and Development, Washington, preters in PI teams and the work methods the teams employ
D.C. (USA Research and Analysis Div., Fort Eustis, Va.). Four methods of combining efforts of team members were

studied: i) each Pl worked independently and their sepa-
rate responses were pooled later, 2) as in 1) except that

18,217 the method of pooling responses was varied, 3) PIs worked
The major objectives and procedures followed in first alone and then in teams while examining imagery

aviation crash injury research are described. The im- and recorded only those responses agreed upon by team
portance of resultant data in providing crash safety members, and 4) Pls worked as a team at all times. The
engineering specifications, requirements, and design are results from one exercise of photo interpretation were
discussed. Useful crash survival data are produced both presented.
by the study of accidents and from experimental crashes. T. I.
The importance of these programs for continuing air
safety is indicated.

18,221
Tidmarsh, H.A. COMMENTS ON THE HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
COURSES AT MCGILL AND THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN. Report

from: "Sixth Annual Army Human Factors Engineering Con-
18,218 ference. USA Engineer Research and Development Labs.,
Vallance, T.R. SOME RELATIONS BETWEEN TRAINING RESEARCH Ft. Belvoir, Va. 3-6 October 1960," 173-177. USAO. i
AND HUMiAN ENGINEERING IN THE DESIGN OF WEAPON SYSTEMS. af the Chief of Research and Development, Washington,
Report from: "Sixth Annual 'Army Human Factors Engineering D.C. (USA Transportation Research and Engineering
Conference. USA Engineer Research and Development Labs., Command, Fort Eustis, Va.).
Ft. Belvoir, Va. 3-6 October 1960," 131-137. USA Office
of the Chief of Research and Development, Washington,
D.C. (Human Resources Research Office, George Washington 18,221
University, Washington, D.C.). This paper presents some commnents and comparisons re-

garding the short courses in human factors engineering
offerred by the University of Michigan and by McGill Univ-

18,218 ersity during the summer of 1960. The writer is an engi-
A short orientation is given to the Human Resources neer who attended both courses. Comparisons are offerred

Research Office (HumRRO) which includes its organization, as follows: 1) objectives of coursesp 2) attendance, 3)
deployment, and method of operation. The major emphasis instruction, and 4) material covered. Some recommenda-
of the paper is placed on a discussion of some relation- tions are made in relation to the use of such courses by
ships between those'activities called training research the Army.
and those called human factors engineering. Samples of
HunmRO research that exemplify such relationships are
presented and discussed.
1. 18,223

Boynton, R.M. RECOGNITION OF FORMS AGAINST A COMPLEX
BACKGROUND. Section I of Publ. 835, "Vision Research
Reports," 1960, 3-9. National Academy of Sciences-
National Research Council, Washington, D.C. (University
of Rochester, Rochester, N.Y.).

18,219

Zeidner, J. HUMAN FACTORS STUDIES IN TACTICAL PHOTO
INTERPRETATION. Report from: "Sixth Annual Army Human
Factors Engineering Conference. USA Engineer Research 18,223

and Development Labs., Ft. Belvoir, Va. 3-6 October The purpose of this study was to determine the proba-

1960," 137-145. USA Office of the Chief of Research bility of correct recognition of "critical targets" of

and Development, Washington, D.C. (USA Personnel Re- rectilinear shape when these targets are presented among
search Branch, Adjutant General's Office, Washington, a background of curvilinear "struniforms." In the experi-
D.C.). mental situation, a critical target may or may not be

presented. A special feature of the experiment was a
system of rewards to control guessing and to maintain
high motivation.
T. G. R 5
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18,228

18,224 ESEARCH ON THE

Gebhard, J.W. & Mowbray, G.H. SENSITIVITY OF THE VISUAL Anderson, Edythe M.S. TEE STATUS OF R

SYSTEM TO CHANGES IN THE RATE OF INTERMITTENCE. Section EFFECT OF PRE-EXPOSURE ON DARK ADAPTATION. Section II

I of Publ. 835, "Vision Research Reports," 19609 10-12. of Pub1. 835, "Vision Research Reports," 1960, 41-55.

I~tlonaAade/ of Sublen83,Vision Research Rpr, C16,1012. National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council,

Washington, D.C. (AppliednshysNaicnab., Johns Hopkins Washington, D.C. (Institute for Applied Experimental

University, Baltimore, Md) Psychology, Tufts University, Medford, Mass.).

18,228

18,224 Presented is the third of a series of annotated

The ability of the eye to discriminate small differ- bibliographies designed to collate the dark adaptation

ences in the rate of intermittence of stimuli was literature with emphasis on the effects of pre-exposure

examined. Separate standard and comparison electronic variables. The present report covers the literature

pulse generators were used to provide variable frequency through April, 1956. The report provides a brief summary

intermittent operation of flash tube, random noise chop- of results, suggests solutions to a communication problem,

pers, and mechanical vibrators. The psychophysical and points up areas for future research.

method of adjustment was used and comparisons of the G. R many

three sensory processes, the eye, ear, and skin, were

made in terms of temporal resolving power.

R 8 18,229
Blackwell, H.R. OUTLINE STATEMENT OF A GENERALIZED METHOD

FOR SPECIFICATION OF INTERIOR ILLUMINATION LEVELS ON THE

18,225 BASIS OF PERFORMANCE DATA. Section II of Publ. 835,

Hurvich, L.M. & Jameson, Dorothea. THE OPPONENT-COLORS "Vlion Research Reports," 1960, 56-63. National Academy

MECHANISM OF VISION. Section I of Publ. 835, "Vision qf Sci ences-National Research Council, Washington, D.C.

Research Reports," 1960, 13-20. National Academy of (Departments of Psychology and Ophthalmology and Vision

•ciences-National Research Council, Washington, D.C. Research Labs., University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.).

(Color Technology Div., Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,

N.Y.).
18,229

18,225 Presented is a brief description of a method which

The need for a quantified hypothetical structure may be used to specify illumination levels for various

which may serve to integrate and clarify the phenomenon practical visual tasks. The two major components of the

of color vision was discussed and categories of these method ares 1) performance data for standard circular

phenomena were presented. A quantitative formulation of targets, and 2) a device which may be used to establish

a hypothetical structure of color vision derived from the circular target which is equivalent in difficulty to

the Hering theory of opponent colors was included in the any practical visual task of interest. Also presented

report. The Hering theory was briefly described, are sample illumination values specified by the method.

G. R 16 
T.G.I. R 6

18,226 
18,230

182 G C D NAlpern, M. CERTAIN EFFECTS OF BACKGROUND ILLUMINANCE ON
Westheimer, G. ACCOMMODATION LEVELS IN EMPTY VISUAL ACMOAINADVREC UCIN eto Io ui

FIELDS. Section I of Publ, 835, "Vision Research ACCOMMODATION AND VERGENCE FUNCTION. Section II of Publ.

ReportS," 1960, 21-23. National AcadeM Sene- 835, "Vision Research Reports," 1960, 64-67. National

National Research Council, Washington, D.C. (School of Academy of Sciences-National Research Council, Washing-

Optometry, Ohio State Universityg Colurmbust Ohio). ton, D.C. (Department of Ophthalmology and Vision Re-
search Labs., University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.).

18,226
To determine the origin of night myopia, a series of 18,230

experiments were conducted. A subjective optometric de- The effects which background illuminance have upon

vice was used which flashed a beam into the trained ob- the accommodation and convergence of the two eyes were

servers eye, the configuration of which gave information tested. Measurements were made by viewing an ordinary

about the refractive state of the eye. Accommodation Snellen test chart at the other end of the room through

measurements were obtained every ten sec. for sessions a half-silvered mirror and an artificial pupil two mm in

lasting 30 minutes or more. The observers were exposed to diameter mounted in the spectacle plane. A variety of

visual fields containinge I) no visual stimuli at all stimuli and various neutral density filters placed over

(darkness), 2) a central bright 175 mL region 12-15 de- the projectors which illuminate the test chart were used.

grees in diameter without sharp borders, and 3) a small Graphs depicting the responses for various accommodation

red spot. stimuli for one observer were included in the report.

R 5 G. R 3

18,227 18,231

Tousey, R., Koomen, M.J. & Gulledge, Irene S. THE Knoll, H.A. A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO DYNAMIC VISUAL

VISIBILITY OF THE VANGUARD SATELLITE. Section I of ACUITY. Section II of Publ. 835, "Vision Research Re-

Publ. 835, "Vision Research Reports," 1960, 24-33. ports," 1960, 68-69. National Academy of Sciences-

National Academy of Sci ence-National Research Council National Research Council- Washington, D.C. (Department

Washington, D0C. (USN Research Lab., Washington, D.C.J. of Biophysics and Division of Ophthalmology, University
of California Medical Center, Los Angeles, Calif.).

18,227
The aspects concerning the visibility of the vanguard 18,231

satellite were reviewed. The program designed to deter- Described was the apparatus used to measure dynamic

mine visual threshold for the vanguard satellite under visual acuity under conditions approximating driving

simulated conditions was described., These conditions in- conditions. The angular velocities tested included

cludedg visibility during full daylightp visibility during 0, 20, 60, and 180 degrees per second. The results of

late twilight to night, the effect of motion of the the study were also briefly presented.

satellite, the presence of fixed stars, and the advantage R 1

of using a telescope.
T. .I. R 5
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18,232 18,236The purpose of this study was to analyze present andLudvigh, E. VISUAL ACUITY DURING OCULAR PURSUIT. future requirements in SAGE for instrumentation in sys-Section II of Publ. 835, "Vision Research Reports," tem maintenance. A survey and tabulation of all tests1960, 70-75. National Academy of Sc ences-Natlonal and test equipment that are used or recommended in main-ac Washington, D.C. (Kresge Eye In- taining operational equipment in the SAGE system werestitute, Detroit, Mich.). made. The sources used and the organization of the data
obtained as well as the presentation were described. The18,232 
equipments covered are: radar and auxiliary subsystems;Reported are a series of experimentson the subject voice-conmunications subsystems; identification systems;of visual acuity when relative motion exists between the ground/air data-link subsystemsl and data-processing sub-eye and the object. Emphasized is the fact that the systems.

field of investigation known as "dynamic visual acuity" T.
is a misnomer. This is further demonstrated by the
experiments described.
G. I. R 8 18,238

Schwartz, R., Hofstetter, E. & Wholey, J. TECHNIQUES OFPICTORIAL DATA REDUCTION, GENERATION, AND DISPLAY. FINAL18,233 
REPORT. Contract AF 33(616) 5589, Proj. 9(610 6190),R n,23 WTask 

50787, WADD TR 60 462, June 1960, 106pp. Applied
Rushton, W.A.H. THE INTENSITY FACTOR IN VISION. Section Science Div., M.la, n., Watertown, Mass.III of Publ. 835, "Vision Research Reports," 1960, 104-
111. National Academy of Sciences-National Research
,ouni.l Washington, D.C. (Trinity College, Cambridge, 18,238
England). 

The primary purpose of this study was to determinemethods of reducing storage requirements for binarysequences representing two-color pictures. The possi-
Dicuse ibility of using shift-register devices and recursiveDiscussed is the photochemical theory of human logic technique to generate pictorial data sequences wasvisual performance and the methods of measuring the in- investigated. Exact coding techniques and approximationcrement threshold and the technique of measuring visual methods were analyzed and a theory which determinespigments in man. Measurements upon the author's cones bounds on the maximum achievable comprehension of binaryare given and the relation of increment threshold to digital sequences was presented.visual pigment, the relation of absolute threshold to T. G. I. R 25visual pigment, and the results of the experiments are

cited.
0. R4

18,239

Hawkes, G.R. (Ed.). SYMPOSIUM ON CUTANEOUS SENSITIVITY.
11-13 FEBRUARY 1960. Proj. 6X95 25 001, Task 05, Rep.18,234 L.M. & Jameson, Dorothea. INTERACTIVE AND IN- 424, Dec. 1960, 165pp. USA Medical Research Labt, Fort

DUCTIVE EFFECTS IN COLOR VISION. Section III of Publ. Knox, Ky.
835, "Vision Research Reports," 1960, 155-159. Nional"Academy of Sciences-National Research Council, Washing- 18,239ton, D.C. (Department of Psychology, New York Univer- Papers presented at a symposium on skin sensitivitysity, New York, N.Y.). are reproduced in this report. The 13 papers are de-

voted to two main topics: an assessment of progresstoward answering some of the basic theoretical questions18,234 
regarding cutaneous sensory phenomena and mechanisms,The purpose of this study was to obtain the measure- and the requirements of an efficient cutaneous communi-ment, by color matching procedures, of the changes that cation system.occur in the perceived color of a focal stimulus when a T. G. I. R 200 (approx.)contrasting stimulus or an increasingly complex array of

contrasting stimuli are introduced in the visual field.
The observer viewed a stimulus pattern composed of auniform background and five squares which differed from 18,240each other and the background in chromaticity and lumin- Uttal, W.R. THE NEURAL CODING OF SOMESTHETIC SENSATION:ance. 

A PSYCHOPHYSICAL-NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL COMPARISON. ReportG. I. R 5 from: "Symposium on Cutaneous Sensitivity. 11-13 February
1960," Rep. 424, Dec. 1960, 26-49. USA Medical Research
Lab., Fort Knox, Ky. (IBM Research Center, Yorktown
Heights, N.Y.).18,235

Judd, D.8. COLOR-VISION THEORY--IMPLICATIONS AND APPLI-CATIONS. Section III of Publ. 835, "Vision Research 18,240
Reot, 90 6-8.National Aoademun f S-4enc-o. Research studies in which neural and psychophysicalReports," 1960, 1 6 0s 1 8 2 NilWhion , D.C. ofat ona responses in man have been compared were discussed in re-NationalnResearch TBureau of Standards, Washington, D.C.. lation to the problem of intensity coding of somestheticsensation. Using electrical pulses for stimuli, compound

action potentials were recorded from intact human peri-18,235 
pheral nerves; the Ss also made estimates of magnitude toPresented is a review of color vision theory which the same set of stimulus patterns. With these procedures,includes a discussion of the types of color vision, ways various factors of the stimulus--duration, number of pul-of expressing the conditions for color matching, spectral ses, Interval between patterning, etc.--were studied inabsorption curves of photopigments, and segregation of relation to the coding of sensory intensities. The find-photopigments within classes of receptors. Applications ings were discussed in relation to existing knowledgeof color-vision theory are discussed and included in the based upon pulse stimulation of nerves.discussion are problems such as perception of colors in T. G. I. R 12complicated scenes, chromatic adaptation, and others.

T. G. R many

18,24118,236 
Jones, F.N. SOME SUBJECTIVE MAGNITUDE FUNCTIONS FORSylvania Electronic Systems. SURVEY OF MAINTENANCE TOUCH. Report fromi "Symposium on Cutaneous Sensitivity.EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES IN THE 416L SYSTEM. VOLUME I. 11-13 February 1960," Rep. 424, Dec. 1960, 63-72. USAContract AF 30(602) 2071, RADC TN 60 174A, Rep. TN451 2, Medical Research Lab., Fort Knox, Ky. (University ofOct. 1960, 7

0pp. 416L Instrumentation Program Staff, California, Los Angeles, Calif.),
Sylvania Electronic System", Waltham, Mass.
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18,241 18,244

One of the somesthetic senses, touch, and the way in Man's ability to handle symbolically encoded lin-

which some stimulus parameters affect judgments of magni- guistic information is the general topic considered here.

tude were investigated. The stimulus variables under Specific attention is given to studies that bear directly

study were velocity, loadt and depth of stimulus intru- on the transmission of linguistic information tactually

sion; the rates varied from 0.27 to 120.8 mm/sec.; the and on optimizing such cutaneous communication. Two

loads from 2.2 to 50 grams; and the depths from I to 5 generalizations, founded on empirical evidence, are pre-

mm. In the latter two casesi the rate of stimulus appli- sented to show how optimum codes might be constructed.

cation was 1.9 mm/sec. In each series, the middle value The generalizations refer to the construction of maximally

was the arbitrary standard called "10." The data from stimulus-response ensembles through the use of "correspon-

24 Ss were fitted with the most appropriate power func- dance" and "stereotypy." Finally, some suggestions are

tions. Some speculative remarks were presented concern- offered representing hypotheses concerning how specific

ing the implications of these scaling results for the response-alphabets might be expected to interact with

action of the touch system. man's information-handling tasks.

G. R 13 R

18,245
18,242 Sherrick, C.E., Jr. OBSERVATIONS RELATING TO SOME COMMON

Gregg, L.W. SOME CODING PROBLEMS IN THE DESIGN OF A PSYCHOPHYSICAL FUNCTIONS AS APPLIED TO THE SKIN. Report
CUTANEOUS COMMUNICATIONS CHANNEL. Report from: "Sympo- fromt "Symposium on Cutaneous Sensitivity. 11-13 February

slum on Cutaneous Sensitivity. 11-13 February 1960," 1960," Rep. 424, Dec. 1960, 147-158. USA Medical Re-

Rep. 424, Dec. 1960, 85-102. USA Medical Research Lab., search Lab., Fort Knox, Ky. (Central Institute for the
Fort Knox, Ky. (Carnegie Institute of Technology, Deaf, St. Louis, Mo.).

Pittsburgh, Penn.).
18,245

Brief summaries are presented of progress made on
18,242 three experimental problems relating to common psycho-

This paper is addressed to the question "How can we physical functions as applied to the skin. First, the
utilize trains of electrical impulses to the skin as a frequency response of spots on the skin (hairy and hair-
means of communication?" The viewpoint expresseckis that less) to vibrotactile forces are made; the spatial re-
the task should be that of producing a system based upon lations of vibratory- and pressure-sensitive spots on both
the English language, such that the richness and complex- types of skin are also studied. Second, the problem of
ity of both written and spoken language might be achieved, masking of vibratory patterns on the skin are investi-
Ideas on coding are elaborated by considering some very gated; frequency-intensity functions are obtained and
general evidence concerning the rate of reception of au- compared with those obtained when masked by tones and by
ditory and visual signals. From this, certain require- noise; both stimuli in one locus and in separate loci.
ments for defining the process by which human receivers Third, magnitude estimation of tones in quiet and noise
interpret sensory data are derived and used to construct in both hearing and vibration are investigated.
a theory of code interpretation. Finally, coding problems G. I. R 10
and suggestions for research upon the skin and other
senses are discussed.
T. I. R 11

18,255
Wallace, 1-1.L., Jr. (Chi.). BIONICS SY:;AOSIUU. LIVING
PROTOTYPES--THE KEY TO NEW IE{T-tNOI()GY. 13-14-15 SEPTEM-18,243BE190 WADT6060De.10 40p

Howell, W.C. ON THE POTENTIAL OF TACTUAL DISPLAYS: BIB 1960. WADD TN 60 600, Dec. 1960, 490pp. lSA*

AN INTERPRETATION OF RECENT FINDINGS. Report from: Directorate of Advanced Systems Technology, Wright-

"Symposium on Cutaneous Sensitivity. 11-13 February Patterson AFB, Ohio.

1960," Rep. 424, Dec. 1960, 103-113. USA Medical
Research Lab., Fort Knox, Ky. (Ohio State University, 18,255
Columbus, Ohio). Papers presented at a symposium cn Bionics are in-

cluded herein. The introductory session discusses the
background from which bionics arosd, the military and

18,243 general need, attitudes toward intelligent machines (a
A broad spectrum of coomnunication problems are Con- product of Bionics) and a survey of current research on

sidered, with the aim of pointing out the possible con- living prototypes. The four technical sessions deal with
tributions which the tactual mode could make to each. current work in stages successively closer to practical
In terms of the criteria of need, practicability of in- devices. Beginning with logic derived from study of
strumentation, unique characteristics, and possible neurones but applicable to design of electronic networks,
limitations, the feasibility of the tactual display in the discussion continues through to theories, devices,
relation to several classes of input information are and techniques based on simulating visual and auditory
discussed: those characterized by frequent and those by perceptual processes. The final session has technical
infrequent signals, those containing a high and those papers on the mechanization of higher functions.
containing a low degree of uncertainty, and those dis- T. G. I. R 350 (approx.)
played via continuous and those via discrete signals.
The most fertile areas for tactual displays are identi-
fied.G. R 13 18,263

Watson, J.F., Cherniack, N.S. & Zechman, F.W., Jr.

RESPIRATORY MECHANICS DURING FORWARD ACCELERATION. Proj.
7222, Task 71746, WADD TR 60 594, Sept. 1960, l6pp.

18,244 USAF Biomedical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
Alluisi, E.A. ON OPTIMIZING CUTANEOUS COMMUNICATION: A
RESPECTFUL SUPPLEMENT TO SOME ADVENTURES IN TACTILE
LITERACY. Report froms "Symposium on Cutaneous Sensi- 18,263
tivity. 11-13 February 1960," Rep. 424, Dec. 1960 114- To test whether forward acceleration stimulates neg-
130. USA Medical Resea JhLjb.., Fort Knox, Ky. JEmory ative pressure breathing, measurements were made of the
University, Atlanta, Ga.). pressure volume relationships and the. changes in lung

volume during forward acceleration. Vital capacity, ex-
piratory reserve, inspiratory reserve, and tidal air were
measured at 1, 2, 3, and 4 g on four normal male subjects
Static relaxation pressure volume curves were plotted.
The results were presented and a discussion followed.
T. G. I. R 26
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18,264 18,268

Weltman, G. & Lyman, J. THE EFFECTS OF ELECTRONIC TRANS- White, J.C. ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL IN THE TRUE SUBMARINE.
FORMATIONS ON THE PATTERN OF MIOELECTRIC ACTIVITY DURING Rep. NRL Proqress, Dec. 1958, 1-16. (USN Electrochemistry
ARM MOVECRNT. Contract VEOO5M 2075, Rep. 60 78, Biotech- Branch, NRL, Washington, D.C.).
nology Lab. Tech. Rep. 6, Sept. 1960, 33pp. Department
of Engineering, University of CAlif•rna, Los Angeles, 18,268
Calif. Accomplishments in submarine habitability of a 30-

year old program are reviewed. The direction and progress

18,264 'of efforts toward atmospheric control in the true sub-
To provide an empirical basis for quantitative eval- marine (capable of indefinite periods of submergence) are

uation of the surface EMG signals as a control source discussed. Present problems and their status are treated
in complex prostheses, EM•s were recorded from four arm under the following subjects? effects of nitrogen, oxygen
muscles during the natural execution of six arm move- supply, humidity control, carbon dioxide removal, control
ments. The subjects were a group of six males and three of hydrogen, carbon monoxide removal, trace contaminants,
females. The results were examined to determine dif- aerosols, and gas detection and analysis. The development
ferences between EUG activities of the males and females. of an integrated system of atmospheric control is also
A quantitative measure of active-inactive discrimination treated.
which served as a signal-to-noise indicant was used. I.
T. G. I. R 12

18,269

18,265 Webster, J.C. & Klumpp, R.G. USNEL FLIGHT DECK COI,V.UNI-
Wuest, F.J. TACTICAL CONTROL III: EARTH-REFERENCE, CATIONS SYSTEM. PART 2. NOISE AND ACOUSTIC ASPECTS.
SELF-REFERENCE, AND MIXED-REFERENCE DISPLAYS. Contract FINAL REPORT. SC 06402, NE 090602 5 2.1, Rep. 923, Nov.
NONR 2512(00), Tech. Rep. SPD 60 091, P60 134, Sept. 1960, 

4 8
pp. USN Electronics Lab., San Diego, Calif.

1960, 9pp. Electric Boat Div., General Dynamics Coroora-
jign, Groton, Conn. 18,269

This is the second part of a five-part report cover-

18,265 ing the development and evaluation of an integrated sys-

In this experiment the performance of 60 subjects on tem designed to provide reliable communications on jet

four types of pictorial displays was studied. The sub- aircraft carriers. This part deals with the acoustical
ject's task was to judge the position of his own ship and aspects of the problem as they relate to talking and lis-
one or more targets after a course change. Each display tening in high-level noise. Four approaches to the prob-
showed a different movement relationship between his own lem are reported together with the results of evaluation
ship's symbol and the map background. Each display was tests in the laboratory and on shipboard: 1) acoustic
based on one of four combinations of rotation and no treatment of Flight Deck Control Office, 2) acoustic com-
rotation, with translation and no translation. A two ponent selections for noise reduction in the Flight Deck
by two factorial design was conducted on the data with Radio Communications System, 3) modification of sound
the main effects being rotation and translation. powered telephone headsets by noise shields, 4) instal-
T. 1. R 9 lation of a powerful, modulated air-flow loud speaker.

O. I. R 8

18,266
Welter, N.E. I. Feddersen, N.E. THE SCALING OF PLATFORM 18,270

MOTIONS TO A PARTICULAR VEHICULAR SYSTEm4 AND THE DETER- Weiner, H. SECC EFFECTS OF OBSERVER RESPONSE COST UPON

MINATION OF MOTION THRESHOLDS. Contract NONR 1670(00), INSTRUMENTAL OBSERVER RESPONSES. INFERIM REPORT. Grant

Rep. D228 430 005, Jan. 1959, l3pp. Bell Helicopter f 3850, Rep. AiR 332 60 IR 134, Dec. 1960, 23pp.
Corporation, Fort Worth, Tex. Behavioral Research Lab.p American Institute for Research

Washington, D.C.

18,266 18,270
Effective utilization of the moving platform poten- Instrumental observer responses of human monitors

tial as applied to instrumentation, controls, and train- were conditioned for three and one-half hours on either a
ing research necessary to the operation of helicopters one-minute variable-interval or a one-minute fixed-inter-
leads to the requirement that the motions of the platform val schedule of critical signal detections without cost
should be scaled to meet the requirements of any given response. In addition to the reinforcement received by
helicopter system. An approach is summarized by which the detection of signals, the monitors were awarded 100
such scaling will be accomplished. In addition, the "points" per critical signal detection. Two 30-minute
psychophysical procedures to be used in the determination observer response cost periods were then introduced which
of displacement thresholds as they relate to the human's involved a loss of one "point" per response. The first
perceptual capabilities are described, condition was then reintroduced for a 30-minute period.
G. The effect of the interpolated observer response cost

(risk) upon performance under intermittent schedules of
positive reinforcement were discussed.

18,267 T.G. R 7
Wilkerson, L.E. P Matheny, W.G. DISCRIMINATION AND CON-
TROL OF TRANSLATION AS DETERMINED BY A PERSPECTIVE METHOD
OF GROUIM-PLANIE ENCODEMt2IT. Contract NONR 1670(00), 18,271
Tech. Rep. D228 421 004, Feb. 1960, 21pp. Bell Helicop- Wilcox, W.J., Jr. THE RELIABILITY AND RELEVANCE OF A
ter Corporation, Fort Worth, Tex. M4ODIFIED CRITICAL INCIDENTS PERFURt,1ANCE EVALUATION

SYSTEMl. Contract W7405 ENG 26, Rep. K 1392, Oct. 1958,
bOpp. Union Carbide Nuclear Company, Oak Ridge, Tenn.

18,267

To determine the most effective type of display for
presenting information necessary to stabilize a hovering 18,271
vehicle, 16 male Ss were tested on three variablest To estimate the reliability and relevance of a modi-
1) orientation of the grid, 2) display position, and fled critical incidents performance appraisal form, per-
3) referent. Two levels of each of these variables were formance appraisals on a group of 160 monthly salaried
studied, a 0 and 45 degrees orientation of the grid, the employees were obtained. Two ratings were obtained on
use of one tube vs. two tubes presenting the display, 101 persons for use in estimating reliability. The rate*
and operating with or without a referent circle, was rated by his immediate supervisor. Department heads
T. G. I. R 3 ranked the employees on the basis of over-all job per-

formance.
T. I. R 46
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18,272 18,276
Walraven, P.L. ON THE BEZOLD-BRUCKE PHENOMENON. Rep. Zeigen, R.S., Alexander, PA., Churchill, E., Emanuel, I.,
IZF 1960 14, ca. 1960p l3pp. Institute for Perception et al. A HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE SIZING SYSTEM FOR HELMET
RVO-TNOp Soesterberg, The Netherlands. DESIGN. INCLUDING THREE-DIMENSIONAL PRESENTATIONS OF

ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA. Proj. 7222, Task 71749, WADD TR 60
18,272 631, Dec. 1960, 9

7
pp. USAF Behavioral Sciences Lab.p

This paper attempts to explain the Buzold-Brucke Wright-Patterson AFBE Ohio.

effect in the framework of the Young-Helmholtz theory
by reviving and defending the idea of Pierce which is 18,276
associated with it. In doing so, the objections pre- This report presents the development and testing of
sented by Purdy and Judd are refuted by presenting an several new approaches of presenting anthropometric data
extended quantitative picture of Pierce's idea. The in three-dimensional forms for use in the design and
experimental data are presented and defended, sizing of helmets. The statistical sizing procedure is
G. R 18 fully described as is the selection of key dimensions

used. The design rationale used is presented along with
comprehensive tables and preliminary validation results.
T. I. R 23

18,273
Witkin, H.A. PSYCHOLOGICAL SELF-CONSISTENCY. Tran.iN.
Acad. Sci., May 1960, 22(7), 541-545. (Downstate Medical 18,278
Center, State University of New York, Brooklyn# N.Y.). Woodruff, 1A.W. RESEARCH DIRECTED TOWARD DESIGN AND

DEVELOPMENT OF EXPERItMENTAL DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT.
INTERIM SCIENTIFIC REPORT. Contract AF19(604) 6104,

18,273 AFCRL TN 60 1133, Nov. 1960, 86pp. Engineering Services
The thesis of this paper is that investigations of AFCRLoTNh60d1133,tNov. 16 mpp Eeering Srie

coherent constellations of characteristics in people and Div., Lockheed Electronics Company, Metuchen, N.J.
their underlying bases can help to further one important
objective of differential psychology, namely, the explora-
tion of the patterning of individual variations. To 18,278
support this thesis, results of ivestigations on space Technical and engineering support provided by the

orientation are cited. Beginning with observations of contractor for the Electronics Laboratory for Surveillance
individual differences in this type of perception, it has Research are summarized. The Laboratory houses a complete
been possible to characterize people who consistently and complex data processing system which is used as a
show two divergent types of psychological functioning in simulation facility for a program of studies in the field
many situations, field-dependent and field-independent, of aerospace surveillance on problems at any command and
Possible sources of these differences have been explored, control level. The equipments employed and the manner
R 3 of utilization are described along with operational and

maintenance problems. Also reported are technical im-
provements and engineering developments that have con-
tributed to improved operational reliability and flexi-

18,274 bility for the simulation of operational problems.
Young, D.R. A COMPARISON OF ENERGY EXPENDITURE IN MAN I. R 10
AND DOG AT REST AND DURING WORK IN THE NORMAL AND FAST-
ING STATE. INTERIM REPORT. Proj. 7 84 13 002A, Q1AFCIAF
Rep. 7 60p Feb. 1960p l4pp. USA Nutrition Branch, QM
Food & Container Institute for the Armed Forces, Chicago, 18,279
Ill. Weckroth, J. DIMENSIONS OF COLOR SENSATION. Rep. 88,

Dec. 1960, 6pp. The Psychological Lab., University of
Stockholm, Stockholm, Sweden. (Institute of Occupational

18,274 Health, Helsinki, Finland).

The energy expenditure of man and dog at rest and
during work are described with some comments on the 18,279
effects of fasting. Variability of energy requirements This investigation of the dimensions of color sensa-
with respect to body size and composition and in relation tion was based on a dimensional (similarity) analysis of
to workload are discussed, and comparisons are made of color sensation by Eckman. Eckman worked with 14 color
body weight loss and resting energy expenditure during filters to create pairs of colors which he presented to
inanition. his Ss for estimates of subjective similarity. These es-
G. R 31 timates were subjected to a centroid analysis to obtain

primary factors. The starting point of this analysis is
the above mentioned centroid matrix. It was assumed that
the factor loadings on the first three factors would cor-
respond to the proportions of blue, green, and red re-

18,275 quired when these colors are mixedp to match different
Zubek, J.P., Sansom, Wilma & Prysiazniukp A. INTELLECTU- wavelengths of the spectrum. Curves obtained by rotating
AL CHANGES DURING PROLONGED PERCEPTUAL ISOLATION (DARK- these factors were compared with those obtained from the
NESS AND SILENCE). Canad. J. Psvchol., 1960, 14(4), 233- calorimeter.
243. (University of Manitobap Winnipegp Canada). T. G. R 8.

18,275 18,280
To investigate changes in intellectual functioning Nordý, J. SIGNIF:CANCE OF REGRESSION EQUATIONS DERIVED

during prolonged perceptual isolation, 16 Ss were placed FROM SERIALLY CORRELATED DATA, AND A PROCEDURE OF SELEC-
in a dark, soundproofed chamber for a period of a week TING OPTIMAL PREDICTORS. Contract AF 61 (052) 374,
or longer. A battery of tests, measuring 11 different Tech. Note I1 ca. 1959, 20pp. USAF Geophysics Research
abilities, was administered before, during, and one day Directorate, AFCCDD, Bedford, Mass.
after isolation. A carefully matched group of 16 control
Ss were given the same tests at the same intervals. Test
results for the two groups were compared for differences
attributable to the isolation. Subjective reports were
also gathered from the experimental Ss after isolation;
these were summarized.
G. I. R 13
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18 ,?80 18,284
The significance of statistical parameters derived Presented was the seventh of a series of studies de-

from serially correlated data is discussed and a proposal signed to arrive at the variables which influence an op-

is made for a procedure to follow in selecting optimal erator's perception of his orientation when presented

predictors. It is suggested that this procedure will be with information as to the attitude of his aircraft by

more efficient than some of those in operationai use. means of a representation of the earth's plane. Two

R B referents, the aircraft and the ground plane, were en-
coded and some relationship between them was displayed
to the subject. The subject's task was to report the
relationship in terms of pitch and bank. Four sets of

18,281 variables were used on the 15 subjects tested.
Noriega, V., Jowdy, F.J. & Palmer, J.U. A METHODOLOGY T. I.
FOR DETERMINING OPIlý,!U, P,0ANNING FOR BASE LEVEL AIRCRAFT

MAINTENANCE. June 1960, 6
7

pp. USAF Institute of Tech-

nology, Wright-Patterson AEB, Ohio.

18,281 
18,286

To develop a methodology for determining optimum McCormack, P.D. PERFORMANCE IN A VIGILANCE TASK AS A

manning for base-level aircraft maintenance, interviews FUNCTION OF LENGTH OF INTER-STIMAULUS INTERVAL. Canad.

were conducted with personnel at all levels; visits were J. Psvchol., 1960, .1(4), 265-268. (Defence Research

made to factories, schools, government laboratories, and Medical Labs., Toronto, Ontario, Canada). (DRML Rep.

Air Force bases; numerous documents, including completed 234 7).

research reports pertinent to the subject, were analyzed;
and current aircraft maintenance manning techniques were
analyzed. These activities provided a basis for determin- 18,286

ing and analyzing workloads; identifying and quantifying To determine whether performance of a vigilance task

the skills necessary to accomplish the work; and identify- may be dependent upon whether males or females are used
Ing those factors which influence aircraft maintenance maný as Ss, ten males and ten females performed a vigilance
nng. those facthorsgwa which influencepaircraft n tennche- task consisting of two 35-minute sessions. Subjects were
ning. A methodology was developed which provides a tech intuce topehasic rselt fe ihnique for evaluating the maintenance manpower spaces re- instructed to press a switch immediately after a light
quired to support a given weapon (aircraft). was seen. The light appeared randomly in time with the
qu d to s t a interval between presentations being 30, 45, 60, 75, and

T. G. R 54 90 seconds. Response times were analyzed first by vari-
ance techniques. The main effects and their interactions
were tested for significance. Response time was shown

18,282 graphically as a function of task duration. The results

Madden, W.F. A METHOD FOR DERIVING PERSONALITY QUES- were compared with those from two earlier studies.

TIONNAIRE ITEt,E . Proj. ýI005.13 3003, Subtask 5, Rep. 1, T. G. R 4

Nov. 1960, 169pp. USN School of Aviation Mdedicine,

Pensacola Air Station, Fla.

18,282 18,287
The purpose of this study was to re-examine the fun- t.ackworth, N.H. SOME SUGGESTED USES FOR THE OPTISCAN-

damental assumption behind the derivation of trial items A HEAD-MUNTED EYE CArERA. Paper 60 WA 304, 1960, 
7

pp.
as stimuli in personality questionnaires for use in meas- The American Society of Mechanical Engineersq New York,
urement and/or prediction. Methodological requirements N.Y. (Dunlap and Associates, Inc., Stamford, Conn.).
for the derivation of trial items were considered, and
an hypothesis "The Theory of Event-Structure" was de- 18,287
veloped and tested. An experimental questionnaire was A simple optical periscope has been designed to mark
developed, administered, and analyzed. immediately and directly onto a motion picture of the
R many changing visual surroundings the exact position of the

moving gaze of the person wearing the camera. The possi-
ble uses of this new technique are discussed in this
article. A wide range of problems--real life as well as
laboratory--are indicated under four main groupingst

18,283 engineering problems, consumer research, medical research,
Goodall, McC. & Berman, M.L. URINIARY OUTPUT OF ADRENA- and basic studies.
LINE, NORADRENALINE, AND 3-•'ETHOXY-4--1YDROX'!s'ATIDELIC I. R 11
ACID FOLLOWING CENTRIFUGATION AND ANTICIPATION OF CEN-
TRIFUGATION. J. clin. Investigation, Oct. 1960, 39(i0),
1533-1538. (Research Center and Hospital, University of
Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn. & USAF Aerospace Medical Lab.,
Wright-Patterson AFR, Ohio).

18,288
18,283 Mudd, S.A. & McCormick, E.J. THE USE OF AUDITORY CUES

To determine the effect of gravitational stress and IN A VISUAL SEARCH TASK. J. aDol. Psychol., 1960, 44(3),
the anticipation of such stress by centrifugation upon 184-188. (Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.).
the release of adrenaline, noradrenaline, and their com-
mon matabolic product, (3-methoxy-4 hydroxymandelic acid),
nine Ss were centrifuged at one g per five sec. to 12 g
or were given a mock ride. Each S was unaware as to 18,288
whether he would receive a real or a mock ride. Urine To test the hypothesis that auditory cueing can reduce
samples were collected before and after each ride and bio- response time to a deviant dial in a visual search task,
assayed for adrenaline and noradrenaline; 3-methoxy-4 50 Ss were required to search a 32-dial display, locate
hydroxymandelic acid was determined chromatographically. the dial not same as others, and respond by throwing the

Analyses were made in relation to the experimental con- corresponding toggle switch. The Ss were assigned random-
ditiona. ly to five groups in which the auditory cueing variedt 1)
T. G. R 34 auditory signal with no cueing dimension, 2) signal indi-

cating right or left half of panel by being presented to
either right or left ear, 3) a high frequency or low fre-
quency signal in either ear cued to top or bottom quad-

18,284 rant, 4) a long or short tone to either ear cued to out-
Matheny, W.G. & Hardt, H.D. FURTHER STUDY IN THE DISPLAY side or inside column, and 5) all three types of cueing
OF SPATIAL ORIENTATION INFORMATION. Contract NONR 1670 dimensions combined. Response times were analyzed for
(00), Rep. D228 421 002, Aug. 1959, l 3pp. Bell Heli- effect of cueing conditions and for sectors in which the
copter Corporation, Fort Worth, Tex. deviant dial appeared. F. R 9
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18,289 18,294
Mann, H.B. MAIN EFFECTS AND INTERACTIONS. Contract DA Madden, J.M. A COMPARISON OF THREE METHODS OF RATING-
11 022 ORD 2059, MRC Rep. 182, Sept. 1960, 33pp. USA SCALE CONSTRUCTION. Proj. 7734, Task 17015, WADD TN
Mathematics Research Center, University of Wisconsin, 60 262, Nov. 1960, l5pp. USAF Personnel Lab., Lackland
Madison, Wise. AFB, Tex.

18,289 18,294
In a factorial experiment on two factors, each factor Four job evaluation factors were used as the basts

is applied on varying levels to various experimental of rating ten Air Force specialties. For each factor
units. It is assumed here that this application yields three different methods were used in constructing the
for each unit a quantity called the yield of this unit. scale: i) each scale division was defined and illustrated,

A unit yield is obtained when applied at each of the 2) definitions and illustrations were omitted, and 3) def-
levels of the factors under study. This function is de- initions only were used. Ratings by samples of aviation
fined mathematically. The question of the main effects cadets were analyzed for effects of method on mean
and interactions which ensue from choice of experimental ratings.
design (levels) is considered. Methods for solving two T. R 13
situations are then developed: (case 1) assuming that
interaction, if any, will arise from the inclusion of cer-
tain specified levels, known in advance; and (case 2)
when no such Ipriori information is known.
R5

18,295
Murrell, K.F.H. & Forsaith, B. AGE AND THE TIMING OF

18,290 MOVEMENT. Occuo. Psvchol., Oct. 1960, 34(4), 275-279.
McGinn, J.W. DETECTION OF SIGNALS IN NON-GAUSSIAN NOISE. (University of Bristol, Bristol, England).
COMPUTATION RESULTS FOR THE LINEAR AND LIMITING DETECTOR
SYSTEMS. Contract AF 19(604) 7400, Rep. 47G 0007, Oct. 18,295
1960, 26pp. Lincoln Lab., Massachusetts Institute of Investigated was the effect of age on the movement
Technoloov, Lexington, Mass. elements of some industrial task in the actual settings.

Two groups were studied with 42 individuals in the young

18,290 group (22-29) and 32 in the older group (40-56). Decimal
Some results of the computation of probability func- minute watches were used by two time study engineers to

tions for the detection of pulse signals in a noise back- time individual elemental movements made by the men in
ground of time varying power are presented. The results the two groups. The results of the investigation were
are concerned with linear and limiting detector systems. given and discussed.
T. G. R 1 T.

18,291
Mattson, R.L. AN APPROACH TO PATTERN RECOGNITION USING
LINEAR THRESHOLD DEVICES. Rep. LMSD 702680, Sept. 1960, 18,296
25pp. Missiles and Space Div., Lockheed Aircraft Coroor- Higham, T.M. COMMJNICATING THE FINDINGS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL
atfon, Sunnyvale, Calif. RESEARCH IN INDUSTRY. Occuo. Psvchol., Jan. 1960, p4(1),

38-44.

18,291
The general problem of pattern recognition is here 18,296

represented as a mapping between three fundamental spaces: Discussed were the problem and the process which the

pattern, data (measurements on pattern), and classifica- psychologist in industry is concerned with when he wishes

tion (various classes of patterns to be recognized). The to communicate the findings of his research or investiga-

mapping from pattern to data space is accomplished by tion. Considered were the technical problem of setting
equipment that measures characteristics of the patterns of up the investigation, the statistical plan, and the writ-
interest that have utility for the system. Three examples ten or verbal report. Also discussed were the status and

of this initial process are presented. An automatic de- prestige of the psychologist in industry.

sign procedure for a binary classification system capable R 20

of mapping from the data space into a recognition class in
the classification space is presented. Networks of linear
threshold devices are used to perform the mapping and are
easily designed by a high-speed digital computer.
T. I. R 8

18,297
Das, Rhea S. COMPARISON OF WORKER ANALYSIS RATINGS
BASED ON JOB DESCRIPTION AND MOTION-TIME STUDY. Occun.

18,292 jsvchol., April 1960, 34(2), 141-147. (Indian Statisti-
Mann, I. & Shapley, L.S. VALUES OF LARGE GAMES. IV. cal Institute, Calcutta, India).
EVALUATING THE ELECTORAL COLLEGE BY MONTE CARLO TECH-
NIQUES. Contract AF 49(638) 700, Project RAND, Res.
Memo. 2651, Sept. 1960, 41pp. The Rand Corooration,
Santa Monica, Calif. 18,297

The purpose of this study was to determine whether

18,292 or not ratings for worker requirements based on two
The "power index" concept of game theory is illustrat- different methods of job observation would agree. The

ed through application to the analysis of the electoral- methods used were motion-time study and Job description.
vote system used in United States presidential elections. Three types of repetitive work were chosen with two jobs

Part I contains a nontechnical description of the under- representing each type. Three observers were assigned
lying game model, followed by a presentation of the nu- to each job once so that comparisons could be made. The
merical power indices for both the 48-state game (pre- degree of agreement between the methods was analyzed and
Alaska) and the 50-state game (post-Hawaii). The results discussed.
are only approximations to the true power indices. Part T. R 7
II is a more technical account of the "montecarlo" sampl-
ing methods that were devised to carry out the computa-
tions. The potential applications of these methods to
other tasks are indicated.
T. G. R 8
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18,302

18,298 This study investigated human performance at a typi-

Laner, S. & Sell, R.G. AN EXPERIMENT ON THE EFFECT OF cal pursuit tracking task in terms of information theory.

SPECIALLY DESIGNED SAFETY POSTERS. Occuo. Psychol., Four Ss were tested with each given two practice runs and
July 19609 3J4(3), 153-169. (Human Factors Section, one experimental run at each of eight speeds with short

Operational Research Dept., British Iron and Steel (one-half cm) and long (eight cm) previews. The perfor-

Research Association, London, England). mance was then analyzed in terms of the theory and the
results were discussed.
T. G. I. R 16

18,298
The purpose of this investigation was to determine

what effect safety posters of various types have on the 18,303
accident rate in the iron and steel industry. The ex- Oldfield, P.C. A SIMPLIFIED METHOD OP THRAIMENT FOR
periment consisted of displaying three posters on pro- SIZE-CONSTANCY DATA. AS art.ID. exO. Psycho L., Feb. 1960
perly hooking slings I) simultaneously in a group of
three plants and 2) consecutively at fortnightly inter- XII(Part 1), 33-35. (Institute of Experimental Psychol-

vals in another group of three plants, and no posters ogy, University of Oxford, Oxford, England).

in the remaining two plants. A baseline was established
prior to the display of the posters. Counts were taken
twice daily of the number of slings properly hooked. 18,303
The results of the current study as well as those of a Presented is a simple procedure for treating size-
follow-up study are presented, constancy data. T is defined differently from the tradi-
T. I. R 1 tional method and often allows the data to be plotted on

a single graph in a way that allows T to be imnmdiately
read off.
G. R 2

18,299
Ehrenberg, A.S.C. & Shewan, J.tl. THE DEVELOPIFUT AND USE
OF A TASTE PANEL TECHNIQUE-A REVIEW. Occun. Psychol., 18,304
Oct. 1960, 3A(4), 241-248. Wilkinson, R.T. THE EFFECT OF LACK OF SLEEP ON VISUAL

WATCH-KEEPING. Quart. J. exp. Psychol., Feb. 1960,
18,299 XII(Part 1), 36-40. (Applied Psychology Research Unit,

Described was the manner in which a sensory assess- MRC, Cambridge, England).
ment technique was developed and the approach used to
render it an objective and reliable instrument. A score 18,304
sheet with characteristics of the food (white cod fish) The effect of lack of sleep on a prolonged, simple
was developed and the scoring technique was described. task such as that of visual watchkeeping was investigated.
The value and merits of the technique were presented and A standard vigilance test lasting 40 minutes was given todiscussed.Asanadiglnetslatn40ineswsient
R 12 16 Ss once after sleep and once after no sleep. Both

tests were performed at the same hour of the same week
day, one week apart. The degree to which performance
deteriorated in relation to normal levels as a result of
loss of sleep was examined.

18,300 T. G. R 8
Gregson, R.A.M. BIAS IN THE t.TESUREt¶ENT OF FOOD PREFER-
ENCES BY TRIANGULAR TESTS. Occuc. Psychol., Oct. 1960,
,14(4), 249-257.

18,305
18,300 Deutsch, J.A. APPARATUS. THE REFLECTING SHUTTERConsidered are the methods of food tasting. It is PRINCIPLE AND MECHANICAL TACHISTOSCOPES. Quart, J. ex .suggested that the standards are poor and that there is Pychol., Feb. 1960, XII(Part 1), 54-56. (Institute ofExperimental Psychology, University of Oxford, Oxford,a preference bias established in the Triangle Test England).
method. Data obtained on tomato juice solutions using
the Triangle Test method are presented and discussed to
support the author's contentions. 18,305
T. R 3 Described are a high speed projection tachistoscope

and a direct view tachistoscope, and the principles em-
ployed. The feasibility of producing these tachisto-
scopes is discussed as are the advantages and drawbacks18,301 of these models.

Heron, A. & Chown, Sheila M. SEM.II-SKILLED AND OVER G. I.
FORTY. Occun. PsvchQl., Oct. 1960, 14(4), 264-274.
(University of Liverpool, Liverpool, England).

S18,301 18,306Presented is a paper designed to indicate a realistic Mowbray, G.H. CHOICE REACTION TIMES FOR SKILLEDRESPONSES. Quart. J. exn. Psvchol., Nov. 1960, XJU
approach to future research on the life-pattern of male (Part 4), 193-202. (Applied Physics Lab., Johns
manual workers over forty. Of concern are the health
aspects of income, employment, and retirement. Twenty Hopkins University, Silver Spring, Md.).
firns participated in a study conducted by furnishing in-
formation on company policy, age differences in employee
behavior, working conditions, and job demands; and on the 18,306
attitudes of departmental managers and foremen towards This study was designed to investigate reaction time
age changes in their men. Recommendations on the basis and to determine whether there is an increase in reaction
of the study are offered. time with an increase in the number of alternative
R 11 choices. Two kinds of choice reaction time experiments

were conducted, both of which made use of a highly over-
learned sensori-motor response. The task was the vocal
identification of visually presented Arabic numerals.18,302 Five different degrees of choice were provided with one

Crossman, E.R.F.W. THE INFORMATION-CAPACITY OF THE of 150 Ss assigned randomly to one of the five possible
HUMAN MOTOR-SYSTEM IN PURSUIT TRACKING. Q. conditions. The results of both experiments were pre-
Psychol., 1960, XIj(Part 1), 1-16. (Reading University, sented.
Reading, England). 0. R 14
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18,311
18,307 The purpose of this study was to investigate the
Harris, S.J. THE EFFECTS OF SLEEP LOSS ON COMPONENT effects that display-control features, control order,
MOVEMENTS OF HUMAN NOTION. J. appl. Psychol., 1960, and kind of tracking have on tracking performance. Six
44(l), 50-55. (Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Penn.). different display-control configurations were studied in

a continuous tracking task using both pursuit and compen-
satory tracking, and position and rate control. The

18,307 merits of each were determined.
To investigate the effects of prolonged sleep loss on T. G. R 9

component movements in skilled motions of stress, several
special tests of perceptual and motor functions were ad-
ministered to 19 Ss. The tests were given in a five-day
training period, in a three-day sleep loss period, and in
a two-day recovery period. The tests given were: panel-
control test, bimanual coordination, leg movement, criti-
cal flicker frequency, and steadiness. 18,312

G. R 6 Churchill, A.V. THE EFFECT OF POINTER WIDTH AND MARK
WIDTH ON THE ACCURACY OF VISUAL INTERPOLATION. J. aoolo
Psychol.p 1960, 44(5), 315-318. (Defence Research
Medical Labs., Toronto, Ontario, Canada).

18,308 18,312
Tinker, M.A. LEGIBILITY OF MATHEMATICAL TABLES. 1. To investigate the role that the ratio of pointer
aDDI. Psychol., 1960, A4(2), 83-87. (University of width to scale unit width may play in visual interpola-
Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.). tion, ten Ss were tested under 18 conditions. The dis-

plays viewed consisted of three different interval
lengths, 0.5, 1.5, and 3.0 inches; three pointer widths,

18,308 0.25, 1.0, and 4.0 scale units; and two scale mark
This study was designed to study legibility of math- widths, 0.25, and 1.0 scale unit. The results were pre-

ematical and statistical tables by studying variables sented and discussed.
such as type size, arrangement of numerals in columns, and T. G. R 8
space versus space plus rules between columns on the
speed with which the correct numbers can be located.
Nine studies were completed with 24 to 30 Ss in each
study. The results were presented and followed by a
discussion.
T. R 1 18,313

Baker, C.H. MAINTAINING THE LEVEL OF VIGILANCE BY MEANS
OF ARTIFICIAL SIGNALS. J. aopl. Psychol., 1960, 44(5),
336-338. (Defence Research Medical Labs., Toronto,
Ontario, Canada).

18,309 18,313
Edgerton, H.A. A TABLE FOR COMPUTING THE PHI mOEFFI- The purpose of this study was to investigate the ef-
CIENT. J. annl. Psvchol., 1960, 44(3), 141-145. fect of knowledge of results with artificial signals
(Richardson, Bellows, Henry & Company, New York, N.Y.). during a vigilance task. Two conditions were compared.

The control condition consisted of the Mackworth sequence
of signals involving intersignal intervals of 3/4 t6 10

18,309 minutes. The experimental condition consisted of inter-
Presented is a table developed for computing the Phi signal intervals for the artificial signals at 2 1/2,

coefficient. The valie of Phi can be found from the table 1 3/4, 1 1/2, 2, and 2 1/4 minutes. The results of the
with its accompanying nomograph when three items of performance under the two conditions were compared.
information are known. The procedure is described and G. R 9
accompanied by an example.
T. R 1

18,314
18,310 Goldman, M. SOME FURTHER REMARKS ON ONE-TAILED TESTS

Ellis, H.C. & Ahr, A.E. THE ROLE OF ERROR DENSITY AND AND (UNEXPECrEDt RESULTS. Psvchol, Ken., 1960, M, i7o -
SET IN A VIGILANCE TASK. J. apDl. Psvchol., 1960, 173. (University of Kansas City, Kansas City, Mo.).
A4(3), 205-209. (University of New Mexico, Albuquerque,
N.M.). 1,1N'M')"18,314

Under discussion is the use of the one-tailed test
18,310 in experimental psychology. Considered are three course*

This study was designed to determine the effects of of action set forth by Goldfried as criteria for using
error density on the probability of error detection insa the one-tailed tests. Thus, the objections raised. in the
proof-reading task, the type errors detected, and the ef- literature against the one-tailed tests are reconsidered
fect of error density in the number of false reports and a conclusion is reached.
made. An excerpt from Canada was proof read by 216 Ss. R 4
The Ss were tested in groups of 15 to 50 with differential
treatment of the groups consisting of six levels of error
density, defined as the frequency of built-in typographi-
cal errors per five pages. The last five pages were
divided into three error levels per group.
T. G. R 9 18,315

Morin, R.E. STRATEGIES IN G, ES WITH SADDLE-POINTS.
Psychol. Rep., 1960, 1, 479-485. (University of Texas,

Austin, Tex.).

18,311
Regan, J.J. TRACKING PERFORMANCE RELATED TO DISPLAY-
CONTROL CONFIGURATIONS. J. anol, Pavchol., 1960, M(5),
310-314. (Fordham University, New York, N.Y.).
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18,315 18,319
In this study, a special class of saddle-point games, To provide a closer approximation of the channel

ones which could be solved by examining dominance rela- capacity involved for a specific task and of the general
tions among strategies, were used to investigate proper- channel capacity for such identifications, the effects
ties of game matrices which may "seduce" players into of extension of the physical range of intensities close

decision errors. Twenty-eight matrices were presented to to the tolerance level, and the provision of feedback
each of 28 Ss. The three variables used in the game information on the S's ability to absolutely identify
weres the number of the opponent's strategies which were correct intensity levels were investigated. Two matched
dominated by his saddle-point strategy, the sign of the groups were tested and made absolute identifications of
value of the game, and the relationship of the algebraic correct intensity levels. The results were compared to
sum of the values of Ss saddle-paired row to the algebraic those of the previous study conducted and discussed in
sum of the values in his other row. the report.
T. R I G. R 15

18,320

18,316 Nelson, T.M., 8artley, S.H. & DeHardt, Doris. CONSIDERA-

Lacey, O.L. & Pate, J.L. AN EMPIRICAL STUDY OF GAME TIONS INVOLVED IN OBTAINING AVERAGES OF OFF DATA. Z.
THEORY. Ps0chol. .EL., 1960, 7, 527-530. (University PsPchol., 1960, _4, 263-277. (Department of Psychology,
of Alabama, University , Ala.). Michigan State University, East Lansing, Mich.).

18,316 18,320
This study was an exploratory investigation of the This study is concerned with the problem of data

questions will Ss, naive with respect to game theory, averaging and the considerations made with cff data.
learn the "correct" solution empirically? Two experi- The data from 30 Ss were obtained. One experiment in-
ments were conducted in which six Ss played against a volved 29 observers and another involved one. They were
human opponent in one experiment and against a machine examined to determine whether they displayed character-
utilizing a nonoptimum strategy in the second experiment. istics which would provide for generalization in regard
The results were indicated and discussed. to the procedure of averaging. A lengthy discussion
T. follows the presentation of the results.

R 39

18,321

18,317 Hawkes, G.R. CUTANEOUS COI gUNICATION: ABSOLUTE IDENTI-
FICATION OF ELECTRICAL INTENSITY LEVEL. J .,Suci, G.3., Davidoff, M.D. & Surwillo, W.W. REACTION 1960, 49, 203-212. (USA Mdedical Research Lab., Fort

TIME AS A FUNCTION OF STIMULUS INFORMATION AND AGE. Knox, Kyd).

J. exp. Psychol., 1960, 60(4), 242-244. (Cornell Knox, Ky.).

University, Ithaca, N.Y.).
18,32115,317 This study was designed to determine the number of

Investigated were the hypotheses that the regres~sion current intensity levels which could be absolutely iden-

of reaction time on stimulus information measured in bits tified with perfect accuracy, and the channel capacity

o linear for young and old Ss andothat age decrement in for such stimuli. Four sets of stimuli were used for

reation time increases as a function of greater amounts absolute identification of current intensity. Eighteenrealctlo iminrseasaucon n fgetraonsnaive and six sophisticated So were used. Mean values
of information. Two groups of 12 males, meadian age being far the number of correct identifications were calculated

63.0 years for the old group and 18.5 years for the young for thesn ter of were id e sentations of the

group, were tested. Reaction time to a stimulus of one and presented as were graphic presentations of the

light-off in sub sets of one light (0.00 bits of informa- channel capacity for the intensity levels.

tion), two lights (1.00 bit), three lights (1.58 bits), T. G. I. R 18

and four lights (2.00 bits) were measured.. The hypotheses
were examined in terms of the findings.
T. G. R 7 18,322

Kenshalo, D.R., Nafe, J.P. & Dawson, W.W. A NEW METHOD
FOR THE INVESTIGATION OF THER,1AL SENSITIVITY. J._pLy-

chol., 1960, 42, 29-41. (Department of Psychology,
Florida State University, Tallahassee, Fla.).

18,318

Michaels, R.M. ANISOTROPY AND INTERACTION OF FIELDS OF
SPATIAL INDUCTION. J. eXo. Psvchol., 1960, 60(4), 235- 18,322
241. (USN Research Lab., Washington, D.C.). Described is a new apparatus which controls many of

the variables known to affect thermal thresholds and

18,318 which allows a systematic investigation of several of

This study was designed to examine the nature of the these variables. The major characteristic of the-appara-
interaction of s s e o the fields of spa l tus is that the two principal means of delivering thermal

interaction of the fields of spatial induction and to energy to the skin are by radiation and conduction. A
test the validity of a linear hypothesis set forth. Also preliminary study on the threshold of warmth and cold *as
tested for was anisotropy. The magnitude of induction conducted to demonstrate the capabilities and limitationS
was determined about one yellow dot and between two using of the equipment.
the electrical phosphene threshold as a measure of spatial G.I. R 20
induction. Anisotropy was determined by making measure-
ments in both horizontal and vertical dimensions. The
results of previous studies conducted in the area were
analyzed and discussed.
T. G. I. R 5

18,323
Nelson, T.M., Bartley, S.H. & DeHardt, Doris. A COMPAR-
ISON OF VARIABILITY OF THREE SORTS OF OBSERVERS IN A

18,319 SENSORY EXPERIMENT. J., 1960, A2, 3-11.
Hawkes, G.R. & Warm, J.S. MAXltUJM It FOR ABSOLUTE (Department of Psychology, Michigan State University,
IDENTIFICATION OF CUTANEOUS ELECTRICAL INTENSITY LEVEL. East Lansing, Mich.).
J ., 1960, A2, 279-288. (USA Medical Research
Lab., Fort Knox, Ky.).
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18,323 18,327
The purpose of this study was to investigate the per- The purpose of this paper was to present the results

formance of trained, sophisticated, and naive So in a of 15 validation studies in which the procedure for using
psychophysical experiment. Three groups of Se--one group theoretical expectancies in showing the relationship be-
with extended experience, one group had been instructed tween a predictor and a criterion was compared with the
and trained, and one group was naive--were compared on a empirical method. Fifteen independent sets of data were
task which consisted of viewing an intermittent target, analyzed by computing a phi coefficient and testing the
The rate of intermittency was varied by the observer un- deviations of the theoretical expectancies from the em-
til all vestiges of flicker just disappeared. Four dif- pirical expectancies with chi square.
ferent intensity levels and seven different pulse-to- T. G. R 2
cycle fractions were used. The results %ere presented in
graphical and statistical form.
T. R 2

18,328
Collier, R.O., Jr. & Meyer, D.L. RESEARCH METHODS:
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND ANALYSIS. Rev. Educ. Res.,
Dec. 1960, &4(5), 430-439.

18,324
Eysenck, S.B.G. RETENTION OF A WELL-DEVELOPhU MOTOR
SKILL AFTER ONE YEAR. J, gen. Psvchol.t 1960, 63, 18,328
267-273. (Institute of Psychiatry, University of Presented is an overview of the literature and writ-
London, London, England). ings which are relevant for use in educational experi-

mentation. Some of the areas covered ares design and
analysis of experiments, factorial experiments, the

18,324 analysis of variance, analysis of covariance, nonparamet-
This study was designed to determine the amount of tic techniques in experimental design, and some current.

decrement in performance after one year of no practice, throught in experimental design.
the speed with which the old level of skill was regained, R many
and the length of warm up necessary to reach a stable
level after one year of rest as compared with one day of
rest. Ten So performed a pursuit rotor task for 50 15
minute periods. After one year the S performed three
trials of 15 minutes each. The results were examined and 18,329

discussed. Harootunian, B. & Tate, Merle W. THE RELATIONSHIP OF
T. G. R 10 CERTAIN SELECTED VARIABLES TO PROBLEM SOLVING ABILITY.

J. educ. Psychol., 1960, ._.(6), 326-333. (University
of Delaware, Newark, Del. & University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Penn.).

18,325 18,329
Adamson, R.E. & Bevan, W. A SIMPLE AND INEXPENSIVE The relationship that the variables of problem recog-
PROGRAMMING DEVICE FOR PSYCHOPHYSICAL AND LEARNING nition, word fluency, ideational fluency, closure, judg-
EXPERIMENTS. J. -en. Psvchol., 1960, jU, 103-106. ment, intelligence, and reading have on problem-solving
(Department of Psychology, Emory University, Emory was investigated; Six hundred thirty-six seventh and
University, GO.). eighth grade pupils were tested. The criteria of problem-

solving used were, "The Differential Aptitude tests of
verbal and abstract reasoning, the Davis-Eells games, and18,325 a test of 40 reasoning problems." The predictor variables

Presented is the description of a programming device were measured by tests similar to those used in factor
which is a form of tape reader in which the tape advance analysis of reasoning ability and by tests constructed
is determined by closure of a pole switch. The apparatus for the study.
is believed to have applicability in stimulus control and T. R 20
will provide standardized presentation of variable stimu-
lus input In psychophysical and learning experiments.
I. R 1

18,330

Pierce, J.R. SOME WORK ON HEARING. Amer. Scientist,
March 1960, 48(l), 40-45.

18,326
Oberg, W. AGE AND ACHIEVEMENT--AND THE TECHNICAL MAN. 18,330
Personn. Psychol., 1960, j,(3), 245-259. (Michigan This paper discusses some of the older work conducted
State University, East Lansing, Mich.). on hearing and presents some more recent work in psycho-

acoustics. The work of Schroeder concerning phase and
18,326 the work of Hanson on the phenomena of binaural percep-

This paper considers the problem of age and perform- tion are discussed. Several observations are made and
ande of men in technical fields. The findings of recent discussed.
studies are discussed and the implications of the studies.
for technical management are considered. The methodology
and results of one study are presented. Policy proposals
for research and development organizations as well as
policy proposals for research and engineering organiza-
tions are Lncluded.
T. R 2 18,331Newton, G. & Heimstra, N. EFFECTS OF EARLY EXPERIENCE

ON THE RESPONSE TO WHOLE-BODY X-IRRADIATION. Caned.

It Psvchol., June 1960, .4(2), 111-120. (University
18,327 of Rochester, Rochester, Rochester, N.Y.).
Tiffin, J. & Vincent, N.L. COMPARISON OF EMPIRICAL AND
THEORETICAL EXPECTANCIES. PErsonn. Psvchol., 1960,
j3(l)v 59-64. (Occupational Research Center, Purdue
University, Lafayette, Ind.).
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18,331 18,335

This study was designed to test the effect of early Investigated was the issue of perceptual defense by

handling and cold stress on mortality, ambulatory acti- measuring the threshold of one eye during the subliminal

vity, and the pattern change in body weight of irradiated presentation to the other eye of anxiety-producing stim-

rats. Four groups of 16 albino rats were studied. Group ulus material. Of concern was whether the site of thresh-

A received early handling, group I was intermittently old change is likely to be the peripheral receptor or

cold stressedp and group XC was irradiated with groups centrally located receptor of the cortex. The So, eight

A and I. The remaining animals (group C) continued as males and four females, looked through a stereoscope and
nonirradiated controls. The tests conducted were on threshold determinations were obtained by the method of

body weight, ambulatory activity, and mortality, limits. Half the group viewed the bar of light in red
R many and the other half viewed the bar in green. The stimulus

words used were cancer and stance. The results were
presented and discussed.
G. I. R 22

18,332
Ostwald, P.F. VISUAL DENOTATION OF HUMAN SOUNDS. "r
gen. Psychlat., Aug. 1960, 3(2), 25/117-29/121. 18,336

Litterer, J.A. PITFALLS IN PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL.

18,332 Persons. J., July-Aug. 1960, 32(3), 85-88. (University

The purpose of this report is to present an acoustic of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.).

method of denoting human sounds for use in psychiatric
diagnosis. Described Is the procedure of obtaining a 18,336
graphic denotation of human sounds by playing loops of This article considers the problem of executive
tape recordings through an acoustic analyzer. Several appraisal programs and attempts to determine why this
types of sounds are identified and labelled to correspond tool is in trouble. The topics of discussion are, the
with a particular pattern. It is felt that these sound setting within which the rater makes the appraisal; the
patterns may be correlated with clinical variables such rater's attitude; the rater's knowledge of and skill in
as stress, personality, etc. appraisal; and the nature of the appraisal problem.
G. R 10

18,337
18,333 Lawley, D.N. APPROXIMATE METHODS IN FACTOR ANALYSIS.
Garner, W.R. RATING SCALES, DISCRIMINABILITY, AND Brit. J. statist. Poychol., May 1960, XIII(Part 1),
INFORMATION TRANSMISSION. Psvchol. Rev., Nov. 1960, 11-17. (Mathematical Institute, University of Edinburgh,
.U(6), 343-352. (Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Edinburgh, Scotland).
Md.).

18,337
18,333 This study was designed to deal with the problem of

The purpose of this paper was to indicate how both estimating a factor matrix when certain specified factor
information measures and discriminability scaling proce- loadings are known or assumed in advance to be zero.
dures can be used to aid in the solution of the rating Two methods, one for orthogonal factors and one for cor-
scale problem. Also, the relation of these two proce- related, were given for estimating factor loadings. A
dures were shown and an illustrative set of data was test for the significance of the residuals was presented
presented to clarify the nature of the relations. The and the process was illustrated by an example.
data used were ratings of the legibility of handwriting R 2
samples.
G. R 11

18,334 18,338
Silverman, R.E. AUTO-INSTRUCTIONAL DEVICES. SOME Dale, H.C.A. A STUDY OF SUBJECTIVE PROBABILITY. Brit.
THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS. J. higher J. statist. PsYchol., May 1960, XIII(Part 1), 19-2.--
Educ., Dec. 1960, 481-486. (University College of (Applied Psychology Research Unit, MRC, Cambridge,
Arts and Science, New York University, New York, N.Y.). England).

18,334 18,338
This paper discusses the recent interest in teaching These investigations were conducted to determine

machines, indicates the unsatisfactory nature of the whether or not adult Ss confronted with a number of items
term, and advocates the use of the term "auto-instruction- would choose them at random. Two techniques were usedl
&l." The types of devices and their limitations are de- 1) Ss made free selections; and 2) a number of selections
scribed. The question of comparing the effectiveness of were made by the experimenter and the Ss were required to
auto-instructional techniques with other teaching tech- choose between them. Preferences established by the Ss
niques is dealt with and recent studies concerned with were examined, and the results were discussed.
comparisons between the use of programmed material and R 9
conventional instruction are described and discussed.
R9

18,339
Gyr, J.W. AN INVESTIGATION INTO, AND SPECULATIONS ABOUT,
THE FORMAL NATURE OF A PROBLEM-SOLVING PROCESS. 2BhaU.

18,335 1"l., Jan. 1960, p(I), 39-59. (Mental Health Research
18,335Institute, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.).

Dixon, N.F. APPARENT CHANGES IN THE VISUAL THRESHOLD:
CENTRAL OR PERIPHERAL? Brit. J. Psvchol., Nov. 1960,
a1(Part 4), 297-309. (University College, London,
England).
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18,339 18,343
Considered here is problem solving as a process Described is a plan to use a computer as a research

rather than the ultimate outcome of the process. Of in- tool for teaching students. This investigation is con-

terest is the succession of trials made by the S in solv- cerned with machine responsiveness to the student as an

ing a problem, the information available to him prior to important variable. An appraisal of the effect of dyna-

each trial, and the "mechanism" inside the S which might mic adaptation of instructional procedures to the in-

account for the specific linkage between information and dividual student is made. Also described is a possible
trial which can be observed. Three theoretical models design for the computer program being formulated.
concerning the nature of a control system within a human R I
S are formulated and tested.
T. G. I. R 9

18,344
Uhr, L. INTELLIGENCE IN COMPUTERS: THE PSYCHOLOGY OF

PERCEPTION IN PEOPLE AND IN MACHINES. Beha-. Sci.,

18,340 April 1960, .(2) p 177-182. (Mental Health Research

Hagensick, P.W. LOGIC BY MACHINE: PROGRAMMING THE Institute, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.)-
LGP-30 TO SOLVE PROBLEMS IN SYMBOLIC LOGIC. Behav.
Sjo., Jan. 1960, .(l), 87-94. (Ohio University, Athens,
Ohio). 13,344

Discussed were the potential powers of computers and
the "intelligence" of computers. The need for better

18,340 perceptual mechanisms in machines was pointed out. Also
A paper describing a computer which can solve problems discussed were processing methods of a simple-minded

in symbolic logic is presented. The types of problems nature such as the machines that process specially pre-

ere described as are the coding operations and the types pared bank checks. Described was a program for reading
of symbols used. This program has been designed for use alphanumeric symbols and emphasized was how closely this
on a specific computer, but it is believed that it Jan be machine approaches perceiving.
adapted for use on other machines. R many
I.

18,345
Wrigley, C. THEORY CONSTRUCTION OF FACT-FINDING IN A

18,341 COMPUTER AGE? Behav. Sci., April 1960, ý(2), 183-186.

Green, B.F., Jr. IPL-V: THE NEWELL-SHAW-SIMON PRO- (Michigan State University, East Lansing, Mich.).

GRAMMING LANGUAGE. Bghav.-c., Jan. 1960, p.(), 94-
100. (Lincoln Lab., Massachusetts Institute of Techno- 18,345
logy, Lexington, Mass.). Discussed was whether the technical developments

such as computers will change our views on psychological
methods. Of particular concern was the importance of

18,341 theory as opposed to fact finding in psychology.
Described is a programming language designed to be R I

interpreted by a special computer program that effectivel)
turns the machine being used into an information process-
ing language (IPL) computer with a flexible memory
structure and with the capacity for executing recursive
subroutines. The properties of the IPL lists are de-
scribed as are the processes and routines. The uses of
the IPL and its accomplishments are cited. 18,346
R 2 Roby, T.B. COU.Ilt.MENT. Behav. Sc ., July 1960, _*(3),

253-264. (Tufts University, Medford, Mass.).

18,346
Discussed is the empirical study of human decision-

making and the need to better define decision. This
18,342 paper attempts to explore the meaning of the term "com-
Vandenberg, S.G. MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS BY COMPUTER: RECENT mitment" and to consider various possibilities for exact
ATTEMPTS AND OUTLOOK FOR THE FUTURE. Behav. Sc ., April measurement as it is used in decision-making. Some of
1960, .(2), 170-174. (Mental Health Research Institute, the critical issues are presented and discussed.
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.). T. G. R 9

18,342
Discussed was the feasibility and possibility of

using computers in psychiatric diagnosis. Three types
of diagnostic computer types were considered and weret 18,347
simulationt statistical analysis, and logical diagnosis. Lieberman, B. HUMAN BEHAVIOR IN A STRICTLY DETERMINED
The potential effects of such programs were discussed 3X3 MATRIX GAME. Bej __., Oct. 1960, ý(4), 317-322.
and suggestions for future research were included in the (Harvard University, Cambridgey Mass.).
report.
R 25 18,347

The purpose of this study was to determine how close-
ly the behavior of a group of intelligent individuals

18,343 conformed to the commands of the minimax model when play-
Silberman, H.F. A COMPUTER AS AN EXPERIMENTAL LABORATORY ing a two-person, zero-sum game having a saddle point.
MACHINE FOR RESEARCH ON AUTOMATED TEACHING PROCEDURES. Tested were 30 Ss with two Ss playing each game. After
Behav. Sol. April 1960, J(2), 175-176. (System each game the Ss were each asked how they played the
Development Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif.). game. The results and a discussion followed.

G. R 9
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Taylor, F.V. FOUR BASIC IDEAS IN ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY. Simonson, E. FLICKER BETWEEN DIFFERENT BRIGHTNESS

A _ 9o , Oct. 1960, *1(I0), 643-649. (USN LEVELS AS DETERMINANT OF THE FLICKER FUSION. J. opL.

Research Lan., Washington, D.C.). Soc. Amer., April 1960, ý_0(4), 328-331. (Laboratory
of Physiological Hygiene & Department of Ophthalmology,

16,348 University of Minnesota Medical School, Minneapolis,

Presented are four basic ideas in engineering psychol- Minn.)

ogy. These ideas have stemmed from the recognition that

the human has limitations and that this fact must be
considered in man-machine systems. The basic ideas pre- 18,355

sented and discussed aret the limited flexibility of the Presented is a study designed to develop a suitable

man, the concept of the man-machine system, the impor- p rth f ich eproduces flicker b p sc ri ati s of

tance of human input-output relationships, and the use pariatus which produces flicker by phasic variations of
of eginerig mdel todescibethebehvio ofthebrightness level and provides continuous variations of

of engineering models to describe the behavior of the flicker rate, luminance, light-dark ratio, ambient light
human elements within a system. ratio, and monocular or binocular exposure.
G. I. R 13 T. G. R 20

18,349
Hovland, C.I. COMtPUTER SIMULATION OF THINKING. AmeX. 18,356

Psychologist, Nov. 1960, .5(11), 687-693. (Yale Univer- Lloyd, V.V. P Landis, C. ROLE OF THE LIGHT-DARK RATIO

sity, New Haven, Conn.). AS A DETERMINANT OF THE FLICKER-FUSION THRESHOLD. I.
opt. Soo. Amer., April 1960, 50(4), 332-336. (Department
of Research Psychology, New York State Psychiatric

18,349 Institute, New York, N.Y.).
Discussed are the capabilities of high speed com-

puters and their features which are similar to human 18,356
thinking. The implications of the applications of The purpose of this study was to determine the more
these machines are considered. Concrete examples of Teproeo hssuyoa odtrietemr

hesemachnesare onsdere. Cncree eamplsor less complete critical flicker fusion-log I relation-
some new techniques such as the simulation of the solv- ors boad range flihkeratios i two
ing of geometry problems are also presented. ship for a broad range of light-dark ratios with two
in o sizes of area of favored stisnulation. Two Ss were pre-

sented with brightness levels in order of decreasing
magnitude. Consecutive levels were spaced approximately

one-third of a log unit apart. Six judgments were made
by each S during each series.
T. G. R 15

18,352
Bhatla, B. SOME FACTORS DETERMINING THE MAXIMUM ANGULAR
VELOCITY OF PURSUIT OCULAR ,1OVEUENTS. J. opt. Soc.
AMeL.t Feb. 1960, v0(2), 149-155. (Defence Science Lab.,
New Delhi, India). 18,357

Wulfeck, J.W., Johannsen, Dorothea E. & McBride,
Patricia I. STUDIES ON DARK ADAPTATION. III. PRE-

18,352 EXPOSURE TOLERANCE OF THE HUtAN FOVEA AS IMEASURED BY
To determine the maximum angular velocity of pur- CONTRAST SENSITIVITY. J. ont. Soc. Amer., June 1960,

suit movements of the eyes, the critical velocities of 1,_0(6), 556-558. (Institute for Applied Experimental
four Ss were obtained. A set of 15 test objects, five Psychology, Tufts University, Medford, Mass.).
black vertical lines on a white background forming four
white vertical columns with one or more containing a thin
black horizontal line, were presented to the S at regular 18,357

intervals with the velocity steadily and gradually re- The purpose of this study was to investigate the ef-
duced. Critical velocities were obtained at different fect of low brightness and brief duration of pre-exposure
vertical dimensions of the viewing slit and different upon the course of subsequent adaptation, as measured by
distances between the observer and the object. The re- the contrast threshold. Thresholds were determined by a
sults and discussion followed. modified method of limits and contrast thresholds were
T. R 9 obtained for each observer against adaptation brightness

of 0.010, 0.10, and 1.0 ft.-L. Adaptation curves measured
by contrast sensitivity were also obtained on each ob-
server.
T. G. R 3

18,354
Sperling, H.G. CASE OF CONGENITAL TRITANOPIA WITH IM-
PLICATIONS FOR A TRICHROMATIC MODEL OF COLOR RECEPTION.
J. opt. Soc. Amer., Feb. 1960, 5Q(2), 156-163. (USN 18,358
Medical Research Lab., New London Submarine Base, Conn.). Krendel, E.S. & Wodinsky, J. SEARCH IN AN UNSTRUCTURED

VISUAL FIELD. J. 001. Soc. Amer., June 1960, 50(6),

18,354 562-568. (Laboratories for Research & Development,
To obtain luminous efficiency, color mixture, and The Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, Penn.).

spectral color confusion data on a congenital tritanope,
the tristimulus colorimeter designed by Fry after 'he 18,358
basic principles of the Wright colorimeter was uýed. The purpose of this study was to determine the time
The color confusion data were obtained by metameric match- required to detect small visual targets in a broad un-
es to violet with mixtures of red and blue light and by structured visual field. Search was conducted with un-
finding spectral lights from the green-yellow-orange aided binocular vision under a range of conditions which
regions which matched wavelengths in the violet regions, included different areas, contrasts, background luminance,
The results obtained were compared with the results of and target sizes of possible significance in field op-
the Wright study,.n agtszso osbl infcnei il pT. G. R 22 erations. The study was conducted in three phases with

the final phase providing the essential content of this
paper.
1. G. R 3
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18,359 18,363
Wald, G. ANALYSIS OF RETINAL FUNCTION BY A TWO-FILTER Luria, S.M. & Schwartz, I. EFFECT OF RED VS WHITE
METHOD. J. ogt. Soc. Amer., July 1960, DO(7), 633- ADAPTATION AND TARGET ILLUMINATION ON THE TEMPORAL
641. (Biological Labs., HarvardUniversity, Cambridge, COURSE OF SCOTOPIC ACUITY. J. out. Soc. Amer., Nov. 1960,
Mass.). O(ll) , 1075-1080. (USN Medical Research Lab., New

London Submarine Base, Conn.).
18,359

Described is a procedure for analyzing retinal func- 18,363
tions. The procedure is applicable to any type of visual Of interest in this investigation was the time saved
measurement which involves changes in spectral sensitivity as a function of the target brightness in resolving a
The results of several experiments using the method are series of high contrast targets after initial adaptation
included in this report. Studied are the changes accom- to red or white light of 3.4 ft.-L when the target lumi-
panying transitions between rod and cone functions, the nances were 3.22, 3.82, 4.17, 4.77, and 5.3 logttL.
screening of the visual receptors in the central retina Curves indicating the resolving times of three s were
by the macular pigment, and the differentiation of two presented and the results were discussed.
types of rod spectral sensitivity function in the amphib- T. G. R 21
ian eye.
G. R 10

18,364
18,360 Beck, H.S. THE RELATIONSHIP OF COLORS TO VARIOUS CON-
McColgin, F.H. IUVEMENT THRESHOLDS IN PERIPHERAL VISION. CEPTS. J. educ. Res., Jan. 1960, U(5), 194-196.
J. opt. Soc. Amer., Aug. 1960, 50(8), 774-779. (Columbia (University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.).
University, New York, N.Y.).

18,364
18,360 This study was designed to evaluate and validate the18,360Word-Color Association Test as a projective technique.

The present study was designed to obtain some basic T

data on thresholds for real movement in peripheral vision The hypotheses tested were, certain colors are more com-
The absolute velocity thresholds of movement were deter- monly associated with a given concept than other colors,
mined at 48 positions in peripheral vision by using the certain colors are rarely associated with certain con-
method of limits. Four types of movements were investi- cepts, and these associations will remain relatively
gated under conditions of conitant photopic light. The stable over a period of time. The word association test
types of movement were clockwise and counter-clockwise was given to 455 white boys and 409 white girls between
rotation and vertical and horizontal motion. Results the ages of 12 to 16 years old. The third hypothesis was
were reported and discussed. tested on 15 boys and 22 girls. The results were pre-sented as were the conclusions drawn from the study.G. R 12 T. R 4

18,361 18,365
Walraven, P.L. & Bouman, M.A. RELATION BETWEEN DIREC- Seymour, R.B. MISSING DATA IN NON-LINEAR TREND ANALYSIS
TIONAL SENSITIVITY AND SPECTRAL RESPONSE CURVES IN OF REPEATED yASUREMENTS ON THE SAME INDIVIDUALS.
HUMAN CONE VISION. J. Opt, Soc. Amer., Aug. 1960, 50(8), educ. Res., Dec, 1960, ýA(4), 141.144.
780-784. (Institute for Perception RVO-TNO, Soesterberg,
The Netherlands).

18,365
18,361 Presented are formulas for estimating missing data in

The1 p e hGrant's design for analysis of non-linear trend. Thus,
The purpose of this paper is to connect the general it is possible to use individuals whose data is not com-aspects of the Stiles-Crawford effect by consideration plete and apply the same computations as are used for a

of the relationship between the shape of the spectral re- omplete set of data. Formulais are presented for the
spnecurves in human cone vision and the angle of in-ometstofda.Frusaepeendfrthsponse cfrte ight case of one missing datum in Grant's and Alexander's

cidence of the light in the receptor. The theoretical methods and for all cases of two missing data in Grant's
considerations are discussed and experimental data are method. An example is presented.presented to challenge the theory. A lengthy discussion T. R 10
follows.
G. R 18

18,366

Banghart, F.W. GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSES DURING PROBLEM
18,362 SOLVING. J. exp. Educ., Dec. 1960, 29(2), 133-142.
Schroeder, A.C. THEORY ON THE RECEPTOR MECHANISM IN (University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.).
COLOR VISION. J. ont. Soc. Amer., Oct. 1960, .O(1O),
945-949. (RCA Labs., Princeton, N.J.). 18,366

This study was designed to investigate the relation-
18,362 ship between GSRs and interests, intelligence, grouping,anxiety, and grades. Twenty-two Ss were administered the

Presented is a new theory of color vision which Taylor Anxiety Scale, Wonderlie Test, and the California
does not require three different kinds of photochemicals Occupational Interest Inventory. While the S solved
or three different kinds of cones. This theory explains problems in the presence and absence of a second person,
the mechanism of color vision in terms of a variation GSRs were recorded. Graphs were presented and the results
in color sensitivity as a function of position along the were discussed.
outer Segment of the cone with recs'ptors placed at ap- G. R 24
propriate positions along it.
G. R 14

18,367
Sheldon, M.S. & Sorenson, A.G. ON THE USE OF Q-TECHNIQUE
IN EDUCATIONAL EVALUATION AND RESEARCH. J. exP. Educ.,
Dec. 1960, 22(2), 143-151. (System Development Corpora-
tion, Santa Monica, Calif. & University of California,
Los Angeles, Calif.).
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16,307 18.371
The purupse of this papcr was to present some i1lus- A study designed to investigate the effects of noise

t:ations of how Q-technique can be used with groups of reduction in a work situation is presented. A comparison
students. Four examples were given: the measurement of of performance in a workplace which was acoustically
personal adjustmentý measuring attitudes and beliefs, an treated was made with performance of the same people in a
investigation in educational philosophy, and as an in- room which was not treated. In the acoustically treated
structional tool. Discussed were some of the problems room, the sound level fell by8 to 10 db. Measurements
that arise with the use of the Q-technique in the class- were made on: communication, working efficiency, work
room. rate, number of shutdowns of the process, labor turnover,
T. R 5 absenteeism, and maintenance.

R4

18,368 
18,372

Creaser, J.W. A DEVICE FOR QUICKLY ADDING WEIGHTED Michael, W.B. & Hunka, S. RESEARCH TOOLS: STATISTICAL

SCORES. J. exo. Educ., Dec. 1960, 22(2), 201-202. METHODS. Rev. educ. Res., December 1960, XXX(5), 440-

(University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.). 486.

18,368 
18,372

Presented is a device which may be used to add weight- An overview of the statistical methodology is present-

ed scores. A table or graph can be made to eliminate the ed. It includes the following: general developments in

repetition of many calculations. An illustration of how statistical theory with particular stress on contributions

to determine the predicted grades or scores from a re- to statistical inferences involving parametric proceed-
ings; theory and application of chi-square and contingen-gression equation is given. cy tables; research concerning binomial, Poisson, and

R 2 multinomial distributions; innovations and modifications
in nonparametric theory and techniques; developments in
regression and correlation theory; and methodological ad-
vances in factor analysis. A list of references is also
included.

18,369 
R many

Rose, A.M. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PHYSICAL
DEPRIVATION. J. Hlth hum. Behav., 1960, 1(4), 285-289.
(University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.).

18,373
18,369 Fleishman, E.A. & Ornstein, G.N. AN ANALYSIS OF PILOT

Presented was a study conducted under nonlaboratory FLYING PERFORM¶ANCE IN TERMS OF COMPONENT ABILITIES.
conditions. The hypothesis tested is that the individual J. aool. Psychol., 1960, 44(3), 146-155. (Yale Univer-
is desocialized to a certain extent, perhaps temporarily, sity, New Haven, Conn. & North American Aviation, Inc.,
when his biological system does not function with a cer- Columnus, Ohio).
tain undetermined degree of satisfactoriness. The data
were provided by 1754 combat enlisted men fighting in
1945, and the information was obtained by questionnaire. 18,373
The two measures of deprivation were loss of sleep and The purpose of this study was , ppecify the variance
insufficiency of food supplies due to combat conditions. In common between flying maneuvers which may provide in-

The chi-square test was used to measure the relationship sight into the dimensions of individual differences in
between the indices of deprivation and the indices of this complex task. Of special concern was a factorial
acceptance of group norms. analysis of performance in different flying maneuvers.
I. R 4 Measures of flying proficiency in 24 separate maneuvers

were obtained on 63 Ss and the Intercorrelations among
these maneuver performances were subjected to factor
analytic study. A number of factors were arrived at, and
the interpretation of these factors was discussed.

18,370 T. R many
Brown, l.D. ARiSOLUTE JUDGMENTS AND OPERATIVE-INSPECTOR
RELATIONS. Occup. Psychol., Oct. 1960, 34(4), 258-263.
(Applied Psychology Research Unit, PFC, Cambridge,
England).

18,374
18,370 Ripps, H. & Kaplan, I.T. INFLUENCE OF EXTRATEST ILLUMINA

TION ON THE CRITICAL FLICKER FREQUENCY OF THE HUMAN
Investigated were the causes for discrepancy in ab- FOVEA. 7. exo. Psychol., 1960, 60(4), 255-262. (Post-

solute Judgments made by operatives and inspectors in a graduate Medical School, New York University, New York,
typical industrial situation. Each of a range of nine N.Y.).
weights was judged by the method of single stimuli and
rated on a three-point symmetrical scale as "light,"
"medium," or "heavy." The Ss performed the task under 18,374
two conditions: 1) 72 Judgments were made one test period, Studied was foveal off as a function of inducing
and 2) 18 Judgments were made on each of four successive field luminance for several different configurations of
days. Scores on the AH4 test of intelligence were used extratest stimulation. In this experiment, veiling
to compare the two groups. The results were analyzed to luminance was employed to simulate the influence of stray
determine the effect of frequency and sensory experience light on off. The luminance levels of the inducing
on absolute Judgments. stimuli were presented in ascending order. Analysis ofT. G. R 12 the component parts of the veiling luminance configura-

tion was made and discussed.
0. R 13

18,37i
Broadbest, D.E. & L ,3.Ltle, E ,A.J. EFFECTS OF NOISE
REDUCTION IN A W3RK SITUATEON. - April 18,375
1960, 24(2), 133-140. (Applied Psychology Research Unit, Wnite, C.T. & Ford, A. EYE MOVEMENTS DURING SIMULATED
MRC, Cambridge, England). RADAR SEARCH. ,-QJ. .eIo Sept, 1960, .Q(g),

909-912. (USN Electronics Lab,, San Diego, Calif.).
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18,375 18,379
Studied were the characteristics of visual search This paper considers the teaching machine and its

behavior during radar monitoring. Of interest was wheth- applicability in the military organization. Some of the
er or not there were any patterns of search behavior basic considerations such as cost of training, individual
which may tend to decrease the effectiveness of the op- differences of military personnel, quality control,
erator in dealing with the radar plan position indicator, shortage of instructors, and trainee motivation are
A simulated radar screen was used and electrical eye- discussed. A more specific discussion of some particular
movement recordings were made on six Ss while they search. teaching machines, current problems and areas of investi-
ad for targets on two 20 minute display films. Results gation, and some military uses of automated training
and a discussion were included, devices is given. The need for further investigation and
G. R 4 support of such devices in the military is expressed.

G. I. R 17

18,376
Boynton, R.M. THEORY OF COLOR VISION. J- nnt- Sor.
Am=x., Oct. 1960, M(i0), 929-944. (Department of 18,385
Psychology & Institute of Optics, University of von Bekesy, G. CURRENT STATUS OF THEORIES OF HEARING.
Rochester, Rochester, N.Y.). 2 en May 1956, J23(3201), 779-783. (Psycho-Acoustic

Lab., Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.).

18,376
Presented is a theory of color vision which attempts

to account for the physics, physiology, and psychology
of the color-vision process. The color theory described 18,385
is a quantitative, tri-stimulus, five-receptor, opponent- Considered here is the current status of theories of
colors description of the human color-vision process. hearing. Four major theories of hearing are discussed
Suggestions for research are also included, with emphasis on the various vibration patterns of the
G. R 54 basilar membrane and the elastic properties of the mem-

brane. Described are the mechanical models of the
cochlea designed by the author to investigate the problem
of vibration patterns.
G. I. R 3

18,377
Wolf, E., Zigler, M.J. & Cowen-Solomons, Hope B.
VARIABILITY OF DARK ADAPTATION. J. ont. Soc. Amer.,
Oct. 1960, .52(lo), 961-965. (Wellesley College,
Wellesley, Mass.).

18,387

18,377 US Armed Services Technical Information Agency. MAIN-
TENANCE AND MAINTAINABILITY. Rep. AD 247 300, Nov.The purpose of this study was to investigate varia- 1960, 72pp. US Armed Services Technical Information

bility in dark adaptation based upon variability within A1enc0, Arlington, Vas.
the organism and variability caused by other factors. A
visual discriminometer was used and dark-adaptation curves
were obtained from three observers. Half of the tests
were taken immediately upon entering the darkroom; the
other half after 30 minutes rest in total darkness. Two
Ss were tested 24 times each and the third was tested 15 18,387
times. The dark-adaptation functions were presented and This bibliography represents those reports in the
discussed. Armed Services Technical Information Agency's collection
R 20 pertaining to maintenance engineering and maintainability.

The categories included ares maintainability, maintenance,
maintenance engineering, maintenance personnel, electronic
and electric equipment, guided missiles, and military
equipment.
R many

18,378
Ditchburn, R.W. & Pritchard, R.M. BINOCULAR VISION WITH
TWO STABILIZED RETINAL IMAGES. Quart. J. exp. Psychol.,
Feb. 1960, XL(Part I), 26-32.

18,378 18,388
This study was designed to investigate what occurs Arduini, A. & Hirao, T. ENHANCEMENT OF EVOKED RESPONSES

when both eyes are used to view a stabilized image. IN THE VISUAL SYSTEM DURING REVERSIBLE RETINAL INACTIVA-
Similar patterns were presented alternately to each eye TION. Arch. ital. Biol., 1960, 98, 182-205. (Istituto
on corresponding parts of the retina and in noncorrespond- dI Fisiologia, Universita di Pisa, Pisa, Italia).
Ing areas; and different targets were presented to the
two eyes. The results were discussed at length.
T. I. R 6 18,388

This study was concerned with the tonic influence of
the retinal dark discharge on the specific visual system.
The experiments were conducted on cats with a complete
transection of the brain at a mid-pontine level. Single

18,379 electrical pulses were applied through bipolar concentric
Eckstrand, G.A., Hockway, M.R., Kopstein, F.F. & Morgan, electrodes to the lateral geniculate body. Evoked poten-
R.L. TEACHING MACHINES IN THE MODERN MILITARY ORGANIZA- tials were recorded from vliiual area I in the lateral
TION. Proj. 1710, Task 77535, WADD TN 60 289, Dec. 1960, gyrus. Standard light illuri1natici was achieved by the2

4pp. USAF Behavioral Sciences Lab., Wright-Patterson beam of a 30-watt filament lamp suspended above the
AFB, Ohio. preparation. A lengthy and full report of the findings

was included in the report.
R 60
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18,389
Mackworth, N.H. SOME SUGGESTED USES FOR THE OPTISCAN--

A HEAD-MOUNTED EYE CAMERA. Paper 60 WA 304, 1960, 7pp.

American Society of Mechanical En ineers, New York, N.Y.
(Dunlap and Associates, Inc., Stamford, Conn.).

18,389
Described is a new device designed to mark ismmediately

and directly onto a motion picture of the changing visual
surroundings the exact position of the moving gaze of the

person wearing this eye camera on his head. This optical

periscope is designed to provide an opportunity of study-

ing how people look as they work at real-life situations.
Discussed are the engineering problems, consumer research

applicability, medical applications, and its use in basic

visual studies.
I. R 11

18,395
Parsons, H.M. THE DEVELOPMENT AND INSTALLATION OF A
SYSTEM TRAINING PROGRAM. THE SAGE ECCM MODEL. SP 265,
Sept. 1960, 38pp. System Develooment Corporation, Santa
Monica, Calif.

18,395
This paper described the training program which is a

team or system training program. It also described the
development and installation of the SAGE ECCM-Model and it
includes the determination of training requirements, se-
lection of training methods, specification of exercise
configuration, development and procurement of simulation
equipment, determination of exercise content, determina-
tion of exercise duration, frequency and scheduling,
development of exercise-aiding techniques, and the in-
stallation of the training program in the field. The
responsibilities and requirements after installation of
the program are also considered.
I. R 5

18,396
Parker, J.F., Jr. & Fleishman, E.A. ABILITY FACTORS
AND COMPONENT PERFORMANCE MEASURES AS PREDICTORS OF

COMPLEX TRACKING BEHAVIOR. Psvchnl. Monoor., 1960,
2A(16), 1-36. (Psychological Research Associates, Inc.,
Encino, Calif. & Yale University, New Haven, Conn.).

18,396
This study was designed to investigate the relation-

thips between ability variables and progress in learning
i complex perceptual-motor skill. Another objective was
to compare the predictability of terminal performance from
external measures with predictions from measures taken
earlier in practice on the task itself. The Ss (203) were
first given a large battery of printed and psychomotor
apparatus tests and then spent time mastering the criter-
ion task. Performance measures were taken at various
stages of practice on this task. Correlations among the
scores were obtained and factor techniques were applied.
T. G. I. R 23
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PART V

AUTHOR INDEX

The Author Index, which appears on the immedi-
ately succeeding pages, permits the retrieval of ref-
erences produced by specific authors. The Accession
Numbers following each author should be searched in
Part IV. In general, all authors of a publication are
listed in the Author Index. However, in some rare
instances where a large number of authors contributed
to a single work, only the first four authors have been
listed in both the citation and the Author Index.
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